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PREFACE TO

MODERN THINKERS."





PREFACE TO

PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW'S

"MODERN THINKERS."

IF
others who read this book get as much information as I

did from the advance sheets, they will feel repaid a hun
dred times. It is perfectly delightful to take advantage
of the conscientious labors of those who go through and

through volume after volume, divide with infinite patience
the gold from the dross, and present us with the pure and

shining coin. Such men may be likened to bees who save

us numberless journeys by giving us the fruit of their

own.

While this book will greatly add to the intormation of

all who read it, it may not increase the happiness of some
to find that Swedenborg was really insane. But when

they remember that he was raised by a bishop, and disap

pointed in love, they will cease to wonder at his mental

condition. Certainly an admixture of theology and "
dis-

prized love
"

is often sufficient to compel reason to abdicate

the throne of the mightiest soul.

The trouble with Swedenborg was that he changed real

ities into dreams, and then out of the dreams made facts

upon which he built, and with which ke constructed his

system.

He regarded all realities as shadows cast by ideas. To
him the material was the unreal, and things were definitions

of the ideas of God. He seemed to think that he had made
a discovery when he found that ideas were back of words,

(7)
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and that language had a subjective as well as an objective

origin ; that is
;
that the interior meaning had been clothed

upon. Of course, a man capable of drawing the conclusion

that natural reason cannot harmonize with spiritual truth

because in a dream, he had seen a beetle that could not

use its feet, is capable of any absurdity of which the imag
ination can conceive. The fact is, that Swedenborg believed

the Bible. That was his misfortune. His mind had been

overpowered by the bishop, but the woman had not utterly

destroyed his heart. He was shocked by the liberal inter

pretation of the Scriptures, and sought to avoid the diffi

culty by giving new meanings consistent with the decency
and goodness of God. He pointed out a way to preserve
the old Bible with a new interpretation. In this way In

fidelity could be avoided
; and, in his day, that was almost

a necessity. Had Swedenborg taken the ground that

the Bible was not inspired, the ears of the world would

have been stopped. His readers believed in the dogma of

inspiration, and asked, not how to destroy the Scriptures,

but for some way in which they might be preserved. He
and his followers unconsciously rendered immense service

to the cause of intellectual enfranchisement by their efforts

to show the necessity of giving new meanings to the bar

barous laws, and cruel orders of Jehovah. For this pur

pose they attacked with great fury the literal text, taking
the ground that if the old interpretation was right, the

Bible was the work of savage men. They heightened in

every way the absurdities, cruelties and contradictions of

the Scriptures for the purpose of showing that a new in

terpretation must be found, and that the way pointed out

by Swedenborg was the only one by which the Bible could

be saved.

Great men are, after all. the instrumentalities of their

time. The heart of the civilized world was beginning to

revolt at the cruelties ascribed to God, and was seeking for
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some' interpretation of the Bible that kind and loving peo

ple could accept. The method of interpretation found by

Swedenborg was suitable for all. Each was permitted to

construct his own "
science of correspondence" and gather

such fruits as he might prefer. In this way the ravings of

revenge can instantly be changed to mercy's melting tones,

and murder's dagger to a smile of love. In this way and in

no other, can we explain the numberless mistakes and

crimes ascribed to God. Thousands of most excellent

people, afraid to throw away the idea of inspiration, hailed

with joy a discovery that allowed them to write a Bible for

themselves.

But, whether Swedenborg was right or not, every man
who reads a book, necessarily gets from that book all

that he is capable of receiving. Every man who walks in

the forest, or gathers a flower, or looks at a picture, or

stands by the sea, gets all the intellectual wealth he is capa
ble of receiving. What the forest, the flower, the picture or

the sea is to him, depends upon his mind, and upon the

stage of development he has reached. So that after all,

the Bible must be a different book to each person who reads

it, as the revelations of nature depend upon the individual

to whom they are revealed, or by whom they are discovered.

And the extent of the revelation or discovery depends ab

solutely upon the intellectual and moral development of

the person to whom, or by whom, the revelation or discov

ery is made. So that the Bible cannot be the same to any
two people, but each one must necessarily interpret it for

himself. Now, the moment the doctrine is established that

we can give to this book such meanings as are consistent

with our highest ideals
;
that we can treat the old words as

purses or old stockings in which to put our gold, then, each

one will, in effect, make a new inspired Bible for himself,

and throw the old away. If his mind is narrow, if he has

baen raised by ignorance and nursed by fear, he will believe
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in the literal truth of what he reads. If he has a little

courage he will doubt, and the doubt will with new inter

pretations modify the literal text ; but if his soul is free he

will with scorn reject it all.

Swedenborg did one thing for which I feel almost grate

ful. He gave an account of having met John Calvin in

hell. Nothing connected with the supernatural could be

more perfectly natural than this. The only thing detract

ing from the value of this report is, that if there is a hell,

we know without visiting the place that John Calvin must

be there.

All honest founders of religious have been the dreamers

of dreams, the sport of insanity, the prey of visions, the

deceivers of others and of themselves. All will admit

that Swedenborg was a man of great intellect, of vast

acquirements and of honest intentions; and I think it

equally clear that upon one subject, at least, his mind was

touched, shattered and shaken.

Misled by analogies, imposed upon by the bishop,
deceived by the woman, borne to other worlds upon the

wings of dreams, living in the twilight of reason and the

dawn of insanity, he regarded every fact as a patched
and ragged garment with a lining of the costliest silk, and

insisted that the wrong side, even of the silk, was far

more beautiful than the right.

Herbert Spencer is almost the opposite of Swedenborg.
He relies upon evidence, upon demonstration, upon experi

ence, and occupies himself with one world at a time. He
perceives that there is a mental horizon that we cannot

pierce, and that beyond that is the unknown possibly the

unknowable. He endeavors to examine only that which is

capable of being examined, and considers the theological

method as not only useless, but hurtful. After all, God
is but a guess, throned and established by arrogance and

assertion. Turning his attention to those things that have
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in some way affected the condition of mankind, Spencer
leaves the unknowable to priests and to the believers in the

"moral government
"
of the world. He sees only natural

causes and natural results, and seeks to induce man to give

up gazing into void and empty space, that he may give his

entire attention to the world in which he lives. He sees

that right and wrong do not depend upon the arbitrary will

of even an infinite being, but upon the nature of things ;

that they are relations, not entities, and that they cannot

exist, so far as we know, apart from human experience.

It may be that men will finally see that selfishness and

self-sacrifice are both mistakes; that the first devours

itself; that the second is not demanded by the good, and

that the bad are unworthy of it. It may be that our race

has never been, and never will be, deserving of a martyr.

Sometime we may see that justice is the highest possible

form of mercy and love, and that all should not only be al

lowed, but compelled to reap exactly what they sow; that

industry should not support idleness, and that they who
waste the spring and summer and autumn of their lives

should bear the winter when it comes. The fortunate

should assist the victims of accident; the strong should de

fend the weak, and the intellectual should lead, with loving

hands, the mental poor; but Justice should remove the

bandage from her eyes long enough to distinguish be

tween the vicious and the unfortunate.

Mr. Spencer is wise enough to declare that
"
acts are

called good or bad according as they are well or ill ad

justed to ends;" and he might have added, that ends are

good or bad according as they affect the happiness of man
kind.

It would be hard to over-estimate the influence of this

great man. From an immense intellectual elevation he

has surveyed the world of thought. He has rendered

absurd the idea of special providence, born of the egotism
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of savagery. He has shown that the "
will of God "

is not

a rule for human conduct
;
that morality is not a cold and

heartless tyrant ; that by the destruction of the individual

will, a higher life cannot be reached, and that after all, an

intelligent love of self extends the hand of help and kind

ness to all the human race.

But had it not been for such men as Thomas Paine,

Herbert Spencer could not have existed for a century to

come. Some one had to lead the way, to raise the standard

of revolt, and draw the sword of war. Thomas Paine was

a natural revolutionist. He was opposed to every govern
ment existing in his day. Next to establishing a wise and

just republic based upon the equal rights of man, the best

thing that can be done is to destroy a monarchy.
Paine had a sense of justice, and had imagination enough

to put himself in the place of the oppressed. He had, also,

what in these pages is so felicitously expressed,
" a haughty

intellectual pride, and a willingness to pit his individual

thought against the clamor of a world."

I cannot believe that he wrote the letters of "Junius,"

although the two critiques combined in this volume, en

titled
" Paine" and "Junius," make by far the best argument

upon that subject I have ever read. First, Paine could

have had no personal hatred against the men so bitterly

assailed by Junius. Second, He knew, at that time, but

little of English politicians, and certainly had never as

sociated with men occupying the highest positions, and

could not have been personally acquainted with the leading
statesmen of England. Third, He was not an unjust man.

He was neither a coward, a calumniator, nor a sneak. All

these delightful qualities must have lovingly united in the

character of Junius. Fourth, Paine could have had no

reason for keeping the secret after coming to America.

I have always believed that Junius, after having written

his- letters, accepted office from- the very men he had
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maligned, and at last became a pensioner of the victims of

his slander.
" Had he as many mouths as Hydra, such a

course must have closed them all." Certainly the author

must have kept the secret to prevent the loss of his reputa

tion.

It cannot be denied that the style of Junius is much like

that of Paine. Should it be established that Paine wrote

the letters of Junius, it would not, in my judgment, add to

his reputation as a writer. Regarded as literary efforts

they cannot be compared with "Common Sense," "The

Crisis," or "The Rights of Man."

The claim that Paine was the real author of the Declara

tion of Independence is much better founded. I am in

clined to think that he actually wrote it
;
but whether this

is true or not, every idea contained in it had been written

by him long before. It is now claimed that the original

document is in Paine's handwriting. It certainly is not in

Jefferson's. Certain it ic, that Jefferson could not have

written anything so manly, so striking, so compiehensive,
so clear, so convincing, and so faultless in rhetoric and

rhythm as the Declaration of Independence.
Paine was the first man to write these words, "The

United States of America." He was the first great cham

pion of absolute separation from England. He was the

first to urge the adoption of a Federal Constitution
; and,

more clearly than any other man of his time, he perceived
the future greatness of this country.

He has been blamed for his attack on Washington. The
truth is, he was in prison in France. He had committed

the crime of voting. against the execution of the king. It

was the grandest act of his life, but at that time to be

merciful was criminal. Paine, being an American citizen,

asked Washington, then President, to say a word to Robes

pierre in his behalf. Washington remained silent. In the

calmness of powerr the serenity of .fortune, Washington
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the President, read the request of Paine, the prisoner, and

with the complacency of assured fame, consigned to the

wastebasket of forgetfulness the patriot's cry for help.

" Time hath, my lord, a wallet at his back,
Wherein he puts alms for oblivion,

A great-sized monster of ingratitudes.
Those scraps are good deeds past,which are devour'd
As fast as they are made, forgot as soon
As done."

In this controversy, my sympathies are with the

prisoner.

Paine did more to free the mind, to destroy the power of

ministers and priests in the New World, than any other

man. In order to answer his arguments, the churches

found it necessary to attack his character. There was a

general resort to falsehood. In trying to destroy the repu
tation of Paine, the churches have demoralized themselves.

Nearly every minister has been a willing witness against
the truth. Upon the grave of Thomas Paine, the churches

of America have sacrificed their honor. The influence of

the Hero author increases every day, and there are more

copies of the
"
Age of Reason "

sold in the United States,

than of any work written in defence of the Christian relig

ion. Hypocrisy, with its forked tongue, its envious and

malignant heart, lies coiled upon the memory of Paine,

ready to fasten its poisonous fangs in the reputation of any
man who dares defend the great and generous dead.

Leaving the dust and glory of revolutions, let us spend
a moment of quiet with Adam Smith. I was glad to find

that a man's ideas upon the subject of protection and free

trade depend almost entirely upon the country in which he

lives, or the business in which he happens to be engaged,
and that, after all, each man regards the universe as a cir

cumference of which he is the center. It gratified, me. to

learn that even Adam Smith was no exception to this, rule,
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and that he regarded all
"
protection as a hurtful and

ignorant interference," except when exercised for the good
of Great Britain. Owing to the fact that his nationality

quarreled with his philosophy, he succeeded in writing a

book that is quoted with equal satisfaction by both parties.

The protectionists rely upon the exceptions he made for

England, and the free traders upon the doctrines laid down
for other countries.

He seems to have reasoned upon the question of money

precisely as we have, of late years, in the United States ;

and he has argued both sides equally well. Poverty asks

for inflation. Wealth is conservative, and always says
there is money enough.

Upon the question of money, this volume contains the

best thing I have ever read :

" The only mode of procuring
the service of others, on any large scale, in the absence of

money, is by force, which is slavery. Money, by constitu

ting a medium in which the smallest services can be paid

for, substitutes wages for the lash, and renders the liberty

of the individual consistent with the maintenance and sup

port of society." There is more philosophy in that one

paragraph than Adam Smith expresses in his whole work.

It may truthfully be said, that without money, liberty is

impossible. No one, whatever his views may be, can read

the article on Adam Smith without profit and delight.

The discussion of the money question is in every re

spect admirable, and is as candid as able. The world will

sooner or later learn that there is nothing miraculous in

finance
; that money is a real and tangible thing, a product

of labor, serving not merely as a medium of exchange but
as a basis of credit as well

; that it cannot be created by an
act of the Legislature; that dreams cannot be coined, and
that only labor, in some form, can put, upon the hand of

want, Alladin's magic ring.

Adam Smith wrote upon the wealth of nations, while
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Charles Fourier labored for the happiness of mankind.

In this country, few seem to understand communism.
While here, it may be regarded as vicious idleness, armed

with the assassin's knife and the incendiary'storch, in

Europe, it is a different thing. There, it is a reaction from

Feudalism. Nobility is communism in its worst possible

form. Nothing can be worse than for idleness to eat the

bread of industry. Communism in Europe is not the
" stand and deliver " of the robber, but the protest of the

robbed. Centuries ago, kings and priests, that is to say,

thieves and hypocrites, divided Europe among themselves.

Under this arrangement, the few were masters and the

many slaves. Nearly every government in the Old World
rests upon simple brute force. It is hard for the many to

understand why the few should own the soil. Neither can

they clearly see why they should give their brain and blood

to those who steal their birthright and their bread. It has

occurred to them that they who do the most should not

receive the least, and that, after all, an industrious peasant
is of far more value to the world than a vain and idle

king.

The Communists of France, blinded as they were,

made the Republic possible. Had they joined with their

countrymen, the invaders would have been repelled, and

some Napoleon would still have occupied the throne.

Socialism perceives that Germany has been enslaved by

victory, while France found liberty in defeat. In Russia

the Nihilists prefer chaos to the government of the bayonet,

Siberia and the knout, and these intrepid men have kept

upon the coast of despotism one beacon fire of hope.

As a matter of fact, every society is a species of com
munism a kind of co-operation in which selfishness, in

spite of itself, benefits the community. Every industri

ous man adds to the wealth, not only of his nation, but to

that of the world. Every inventor increases human power,
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and every sculptor, painter and poet adds to the value of

human life.

Fourier, touched by the sufferings of the poor as well as

by the barren joys of hoarded wealth, and discovering the

vast advantages of combined effort, and the immense

economy of co-operation, sought to find some way for men
to help themselves by helping each other. He endeavored

to do away with monopoly and competition, and to ascer

tain some method by which the sensuous, the moral, and

the intellectual passions of man could be gratified.

For my part I can place no confidence in any system
that does away, or tends to do away, with the institution

of marriage. I can conceive of no civilization of which

the family must not be the unit.

Societies cannot be made
; they must grow. Philoso

phers may predict, but they cannot create. They may
point out as many ways as they please ; but after all,

humanity will travel in paths of its own.

Fourier sustained about the same relation to this world

that Svvedenborg did to the other. There must be some

thing wrong about the brain of one who solemnly asserts

that,
"
the elephant, the ox and the diamond, were created

by the sun
;
the horse, the lily and the ruby, by Saturn

;

the cow, the jonquil and the topaz by Jupiter; and the dog,
the violet and the opal stones by the earth itself."

And yet, forgetting these aberrations of the mind, this

lunacy of a great and loving soul, for one, I hold in tender-

est regard the memory of Charles Fourier, one of the best

and noblest of our race.

Whils Fourier was in his cradle, Jeremy Bentham, who
read history when three years old, played on the violin at

five,
" and at fifteen detected the fallacies of Blackstone,"

was demonstrating that the good was the useful; that a

thing was right because it paid in the highest and best

sense ; that utility was the basis of morals ; that without
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allowing interest to be paid upon money commerce could not

exist ;
and that the object of all human governments should

be to secure the greatest happiness of the greatest number.

He read Hume and Helvetius, threw away the Thirty-nine

Articles, and endeavored to impress upon the English Law
the fact that its ancestor was a feudal savage. He held

the past in contempt, hated Westminster and despised Ox
ford. He combated the idea that governments were origin

ally founded on contract. Locke and Blackstone talked

as though men originally lived apart, and formed societies

by agreement. These writers probably imagined that at

one time the trees were separated like telegraph poles, and

finally came together and made groves by agreement. I

believe that it was Pufendorf who said that slavery was

originally founded on contract. To which Voltaire re

plied :

"
If my lord Pufendorf will produce the original

contract signed by the party who was to be the slave, I will

admit the truth of his statement."

A contract back of society is a myth manufactured by
those in power to serve as a title to place, and to impress
the multitude with the idea that they are, in some mysteri
ous way, bound, fettered, and even benefited by its terms.

The glory of Bentham is, that he gave the true basis of

morals, and furnished statesmen with the star and compass
of this sentence :

" The greatest happiness of the greatest

number."

Most scientists have deferred to the theologians. They
have admitted that some questions could not, at present,

be solved. These admissions have been thankfully re

ceived by the clergy, who have always begged for some
curtain to be left, behind which their God could still

exist Men calling themselves "scientific" have tried to

harmonize the
"
apparent

"
discrepancies between the Bible

and the other works of Jehovah. In thisway they have made

reputations. They were at once quoted by the ministers as
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wonderful examples of piety and learning. These men
discounted the future that they might enjoy the ignorant

praise of the present. Agassiz preferred the applause of

Boston, while he lived, to the reverence of a world after he

was dead. Small men appear great only when they agree
with the multitude.

The last Scientific Congress in America was opened with

prayer. Think of a science that depends upon the efficacy

of words addressed to the Unknown and Unknowable !

In our country, most of the so-called scientists are pro
fessors in sectarian colleges, in which Moses is considered

a geologist, and Joshua an astronomer. For the most part

their salaries depend upon the ingenuity with which they
can explain away facts and dodge demonstration.

The situation is about the same in England. When Mr.

Huxley saw fit to attack the Mosaic account of the creation,

he did not deem it advisable to say plainly what he meant.

He attacked the account of creation as given by Milton,

although he knew that the Mosaic and Miltonic were sub

stantially the same. Science has acted like a guest without

a wedding garment, and has continually apologized for

existing. In the presence of arrogant absurdity, overawed

by the patronizing airs of a successful charlatan, it has

played the role of a "
poor relation," and accepted, while

sitting below the salt, insults as honors.

There can be no more pitiable sight than a scientist in

the employ of superstition dishonoring himself without

assisting his master. But there are a multitude of brave

and tender men who give their honest thoughts, who are

true to nature, who give the facts and let consequences
shirk for themselves, who know the value and meaning of

a truth, and who have bravely tried the creeds by scientific

tests.

Among the bravest, side by side with the greatest of the

world, in Germany, the land of science, stands Ernst
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Haeckel, who may be said to have not only demonstrated

the theories of Darwin, but the Monistic conception of the

world. Rejecting all the puerile ideas of a personal

Creator, he has had the courage to adopt the noble words

of Bruno: "A spirit exists in all things, and no body is

so small but it contains a part of the divine substance

within itself, by which it is animated." He has endeavored

and I think with complete success to show that there is

not, and never was, and never can be the Creator of any

thing. There is no more a personal Creator than there is

a personal destroyer. Matter and force must have ex

isted from eternity, all generation must have been spontane

ous, and the simplest organisms must have been the ances

tors of the most perfect and complex.
Haeckel is one of the bitterest enemies of the church,

and is, therefore, one of the bravest friends of man.

Catholicism was, at one time, the friend of education

of an education sufficient to make a Catholic out of a

barbarian. Protestantism was also in favor of education

of an education sufficient to make a Protestant out of a

Catholic. But now, it having been demonstrated that real

education will make Freethinkers, Catholics and Protest

ants both are the enemies of true learning.

In all countries where human beings are held in bond

age, it is a crime to teach a slave to read and write.

Masters know that education is an abolitionist, and theo

logians know that science is the deadly foe of every creed

in Christendom.

In the age of Faith, a personal god stood at the head of

every department of ignorance, and was supposed to be the

King of kings, the rewarder and punisher of individuals,

and the governor of nations.

The worshipers of this god have always regarded the

men in love with simple facts, as Atheists in disguise. And
it must be admitted that nothing is more Atheistic than a
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fact. Pure science is necessarily godless. It is incapable
of worship. It investigates, and cannot afford to shut its

eyes even long enough to pray. There was a time when
those who disputed the divine right of kings were de

nounced as blasphemous ; but the time came when liberty

demanded that a personal god should be retired from

politics. In our country this was substantially done in

1776, when our fathers declared that all power to govern
came from the consent of the governed. The cloud-theory
was abandoned, and one government has been established

for the benefit of mankind. Our fathers did not keep God
out of the Constitution from principle, but from jealousy.

Each church, in colonial times, preferred to live in single
blessedness rather than see some rival wedded to the state.

Mutual hatred planted our tree of religious liberty. A
constitution without a god has at last given us a nation

without a slave.

A personal god sustains the same relation to religion as

to politics. The Deity is a master, and man a serf; and

this relation is inconsistent with true progress. The
Universe ought to be a pure democracy an infinite re

public without a tyrant and without a chain.

Auguste Comte endeavored to put humanity in the place
of Jehovah, and no conceivable change can be more de

sirable than this. This great man did not, like some of

his followers, put a mysterious something called law in the

place of God, which is simply giving the old master a new
name. Law is this side of phenomena, not the other. It is

not the cause, neither is it the result of phenomena. The
fact of succession and resemblance, that is to say, the same

thing happening under the same conditions, is all we mean

by law. No one can conceive of a law existing apart from

matter, or controlling matter, any more than he can under

stand the eternal procession of the Holy Ghost, or motion

apart from substance. We are beginning to see that law
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does not, and cannot exist as an entity, but that it is only a

conception of the mind to express the fact that the same

entities, under the same conditions, produce the same re

sults. Law does not produce the entities, the conditions,

or the results, or even the sameness of the results. Neither

does it affect the relations of entities, nor the result of such

relations, but it stands simply for the fact that the same

causes, under the same conditions, eternally have produced
and eternally will produce the same results.

The metaphysicians are always giving us explanations
of phenomena which are as difficult to understand as the

phenomena they seek to explain ;
and the believers in God

establish their dogmas by miracles, and then substantiate

the miracles by assertion.

The Designer of the teleologist, the First Cause of the

religious philosopher, the Vital Force of the biologist, and

the law of the half-orthodox scientist, are all the shadowy
children of ignorance and fear.

The Universe is all there is. It is both subject and ob

ject; contemplator and contemplated ;
creator and created

;

destroyer and destroyed ; preserver and preserved ;
and

within itself are all causes, modes, motions and effects.

Unable in some things to rise above the superstitions

of his day, Comte adopted not only the machinery, but some
of the prejudices, of Catholicism. He made the mistake of

Luther. He tried to reform the Church of Rome. De
struction is the only reformation of which that church is

capable. Every religion is based upon a misconception, not

only of the cause of phenomena, but of the real object of

life
;
that is to say, upon falsehood ; and the moment the

truth is known and understood, these religions must fall.

In the field of thought, they are briers, thorns, and noxious

weeds; on the shores of intellectual discovery, they are

sirens, and in the forests that the brave thinkers are now

penetrating, they are the wild beasts, fanged and monstrous.
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You cannot reform these weeds. Sirens cannot be changed

into good citizens ;
and such wild beasts, even when tamed,

are of no possible use. Destruction is the only remedy.

Reformation is a hospital where the new philosophy ex

hausts its strength nursing the old religion.

There was, in the brain of the great Frenchman, the dawn

of that happy day in which humanity will be the only re

ligion, good the only god, happiness the only object, resti

tution the only atonement, mistake the only sin, and

affection, guided by intelligence, the only savior of mankind.

This dawn enriched his poverty, illuminated the darkness

of his life, peopled his loneliness with the happy millions

yet to be, and filled his eyes with proud and tender tears.

A few years ago I asked the superintendent of Pere La

Chaise if he knew where I could find the tomb of Auguste
Comte. He had never heard even the name of the author

of the "Positive Philosophy." I asked him if he had ever

heard of Napoleon Bonaparte. In a half-insulted tone, ha

replied,
" Of course I have, why do you ask me such a

question ?
" "

Simply," was my answer, "that I might have

the opportunity of saying, that when everything connected

with Napoleon, except his crimes, shall have been forgotten,

Auguste Comte will be lovingly remembered as a benefactor

of the human race."

The Jewish God must be dethroned ! A personal Deity
must go back to the darkness of barbarism from whence he

came. The theologians must abdicate, and popes, priests,

and clergymen, labeled as "extinct species," must occupy
the mental museums of the future.

In my judgment, this book, filled with original thought,
will hasten the coming of that blessed time.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 29, 1879.
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PREFACE TO DR. EDGAR C. BEALL'S

"THE BRAIN AND THE BIBLE."

THIS
book, written by a brave and honest man, is filled

with brave and honest thoughts. The arguments it

presents can not be answered by all the theologians in the

world. The author is convinced that the universe is

natural, that man is naturally produced, and that there is a

necessary relation between character and brain. He sees,

and clearly sees, that the theological explanation of phe
nomena is only a plausible absurdity, and, at best, as great
a mystery as it tries to solve. I thank the man who breaks,

or tries to break, the chains of custom, creed, and church,
and gives in plain, courageous words, the product of his

brain.

It is almost impossible to investigate any subject with

out somewhere touching the religious prejudices of our

selves or others. Most people judge of the truth of a

proposition by the consequences upon some preconceived

opinion. Certain things they take as truths, and with this

little standard in their minds, they measure all other

theories. If the new facts do not agree with the standard,

they are instantly thrown away, because it is much easier

to dispose of the new facts than to reconstruct an entire

philosophy.
A few years ago, when men began to say that character

could be determined by the form, quantity, and quality of

the brain, the religious world rushed to the conclusion

that this fact might destroy what they were pleased to call
(27)
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the free moral agency of man. They admitted that all

things in the physical world were links in the infinite chain

of causes and effects, and that not one atom of the material

universe could, by any possibility, be entirely exempt from

the action of every other. They insisted that, if the

motions of the spirit the thoughts, dreams, and conclusions

of the brain, were as necessarily produced as stones and

stars, virtue became necessity, and morality the result of

forces capable of mathematical calculation. In other words,

they insisted that, while there were causes for all material

phenomena, a something called the Will sat enthroned

above all law, and dominated the phenomena of the intel

lectual world. They insisted that man was free
; that he

controlled his brain
;
that he was responsible for thought

as well as action
;
that the intellectual world of each man

was a universe in which his will was king. They were

afraid that phrenology might, in some way, interfere with

the scheme of salvation, or prevent the eternal torment of

some erring soul.

It is insisted that man is free, and is responsible, because

he knows right from wrong. But the compass does not

navigate the ship ; neither does it, in any way, of itself,

determine the direction that is taken. When winds and

waves are too powerful, the compass is of no importance.
The pilot may read it correctly, and may know the direction

the ship ought to take, but the compass is not a force. So

men, blown by the tempests of passion, may have the

intellectual conviction that they should go another way;
but, of what use, of what force, is the conviction?

Thousands of persons have gathered curious statistics for

the purpose of showing that man is absolutely dominated

by his surroundings. By these statistics is discovered

what is called
"
the law of average." They show that there

are about so many suicides in London every year, so many
letters misdirected at Paris, so many men uniting them-
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selves In marriage with women older than themselves in

Belgium, so many burglaries to one murder in France, or

so many persons driven insane by religion in the United

States. It is asserted that these facts conclusively show

that man is acted upon ;
that behind each thought, each

dream, is the efficient cause, and that the doctrine of moral

responsibility has been destroyed by statistics.

But, does the fact that about so many crimes are com
mitted on the average, in a given population, or that so

many any things are done, prove that there is no freedom

in human action ?

Suppose a population of ten thousand persons ;
and sup

pose, further, that they are free, and that they have the

usual wants of mankind. Is it not reasonable to say that

they would act in some way ? They certainly would take

measures to obtain food, clothing, and shelter. If these

people differed in intellect, in surroundings, in temperament,
in strength, it is reasonable to suppose that all would not

be equally successful. Under such circumstances, may we
not safely infer that, in a little while, if the statistics were

properly taken, a law of average would appear ? In other

words, free people would act
; and, being different in mind,

body, and circumstances, would not all act exactly alike.

All would not be alike acted upon. The deviations from

what might be thought wise, or right, would sustain such

a relation to time and numbers that they could be expressed

by a law of average.
If this is true, the law of average does not establish

necessity.

But, in my supposed case, the people, after all, are not

free. They have wants. They are under the necessity of

feeding, clothing, and sheltering themselves. To the ex

tent of their actual wants, they are not free. Every limita

tion is a master. Every finite being is a prisoner, and no

man has ever yet looked above or beyond the prison walls.
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Our highest conception of liberty is to be free from the

dictation of fellow prisoners. .

To the extent that we have wants, we are not free. To
the extent that we do not have wants, we do not act.

If we are responsible for our thoughts, we ought not

only to know how they are formed, but we ought to form

them. If we are the masters of our own minds, we ought
to be able to tell what we are going to think at any future

time. Evidently, the food of thought its very warp and

woof is furnished through the medium of the senses. If

we open our eyes, we cannot help seeing. If we do not

stop our ears, we cannot help hearing. If anything touches

us, we feel it. The heart beats in spite of us. The lungs

supply themselves with air without our knowledge. The
blood pursues its old accustomed rounds, and all our

senses act without our leave. As the heart beats, so the

brain thinks. The will is not its king. As the blood flows,

as the lungs expand, as the eyes see, as the ears hear, as

the flesh is sensitive to touch, so the brain thinks.

I had a dream, in which I debated a question with a

friend. I thought to myself :

" This is a dream, and yet I

can not tell what my opponent is going to say. Yet, if it is

a dream, I am doing the thinking for both sides, and

therefore ought to know in advance what my friend will

urge." But, in a dream, there is some one who seems to

talk to us. Our own brain tells us news, and presents an

unexpected thought. Is it not possible that each brain is

a field where all the senses sow the seeds of thought ?

Some of these fields are mostly barren, poor, and hard, pro

ducing only worthless weeds
;
and some grow sturdy oaks

and stately palms ;
and some are like the tropic world,

where plants and trees and vines seem royal children of

the soil and sun.

Nothing seems more certain than that the capacity of a

human being depends, other things being equal, upon the
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amount, form, and quality of his brain. We also know that

health, disposition, temperament, occupation, food, surround

ings, ancestors, quality, form, and texture of the brain,

determine what we call character. Man is, collectively and

individually, what his surroundings have made him. Na
tions differ from each other as greatly as individuals in the

same nation. Nations depend upon soil, climate, geo

graphical position, and countless other facts. Shakespeare
would have been impossible without the climate of England.
There is a direct relation between Hamlet and the Gulf

Stream. Dr. Draper has shown that the great desert of

Sahara made negroes possible in Africa. If the Caribbean

Sea had been a desert, negroes might have been produced
in America.

Are the effects of climate upon man necessary effects ?

Is it possible for man to escape them ? Is he responsible
for what he does as a consequence of his surroundings ?

Is the mind dependent upon causes ? Does it act without

cause ? Is every thought a necessity ? Can man choose

without reference to any quality in the thing chosen ?

No one will blame Mr. Brown or Mr. Jones for not

writing like Shakespeare. Should they be blamed for not

acting like Christ ? We say that a great painter has genius.
Is it not possible that a certain genius is required to be

what is called
"
good

"
? All men cannot be great. All

men cannot be successful. Can all men be kind ? Can all

men be honest ?

It may be that a crime appears terrible in proportion as we
realize its consequences. If this is true, morality may de

pend largely upon the imagination. Man cannot have

imagination at will
; that, certainly, is a natural product.

And yet, a man's action may depend largely upon the

want of imagination. One man may feel that he really

wishes to kill another. He may make preparations to

commit the 4eed ; and yet, his imagination may present
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such pictures of horror and despair ; he may so vividly see

the widow clasping the mangled corpse; he may so

plainly hear the cries and sobs of orphans, while

the clods fall upon the coffin, that his hand is stayed.

Another, lacking imagination, thirsting only for revenge,

seeing nothing beyond the accomplishment of the deed,

buries, with blind and thoughtless hate, the dagger in his

victim's heart.

Morality, for the most part, is the verdict of the majority.

This verdict depends upon the intelligence of the people;
and the intelligence depends upon the amount, form, and

quality of the average brain.

If the mind depends upon certain organs for the ex

pression of its thought, does it have thought independently
of those organs ? Is there any mind without brain ?

Does the mind think apart from the brain, and then ex

press its thought through the instrumentality of the brain?

Theologians tell us that insanity is not a disease of the

soul, but of the brain
; that the soul is perfectly untouched ;

but that the instrument with which, and through which, it

manifests itself, is impaired. The fact, however, seems to

be, that the mind, the something that is the man, is un
conscious of the fact that anything is out of order in the

brain. Insane people insist that they are sane.

If we should find a locomotive off the track, and the

engineer using the proper appliances to put it back, we
would say that the machine is out of order, but the en

gineer is not. But, if we found the locomotive upside

down, with wheels in air, and the engineer insisting that it

was on the track, and never running better, we would then

conclude that something was wrong, not only with the

locomotive, but with the engineer.

We are told in medical books of a girl, who, at about the

age of nine years, was attacked with some cerebral disease.

When she recovered, she had forgotten all she ever knew,
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and had to relearn the alphabet, and the names of her

parents and kindred. In this abnormal state, she was not

a good girl ;
in the normal state, she was. After having

lived in the second state for several years, she went back to

the first ;
and all she had learned in the second state was

forgotten, and all she had learned in the first was remem

bered.

I believe she changed once more, and died in the abnormal

state. In which of these states was she responsible?

Were her thoughts and actions as free in one as in the

other ? It may be contended that, in her diseased state,

the mind or soul could not correctly express itself. If

this is so, it follows that, as no one is perfectly healthy,

and as no one has a perfect brain, it is impossible that the

soul should ever correctly express itself. Is the soul re

sponsible for the defects of the brain? Is it not altogether

more rational to say, that what we call mind depends upon
the brain, and that the child mind, inherits the defects of

its parent brain ?

Are certain physical conditions necessary to the pro
duction of what we call virtuous actions ? Is it possible
for anything to be produced without what we call cause,

and, if the cause was sufficient, was it not necessarily pro
duced ? Do not most people mistake for freedom the

right to examine their own chains ? If morality depends

upon conditions, should it not be the task of the great and

good to discover such conditions ? May it not be possible

so to understand the brain that we can stop producing
criminals?

It may be insisted that there is something produced by
the brain besides thought a something that takes cogni
zance of thoughts a something that weighs, compares, re

flects and pronounces judgment. This something cannot

find the origin of itself. Does it exist independently of

the brain? Is it merely a looker-on ? If it is a product of
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the brain, then its power, perception, and judgment depend

upon the quantity, form, and quality of the brain.

Man, including all his attributes, must have been neces

sarily produced, and the product was the child of conditions.

Most reformers have infinite confidence in creeds, resolu

tions, and laws. They think of the common people as raw

material, out of which they propose to construct institu

tions and governments, like mechanical contrivances, where

each person will stand for a cog, rope, wheel, pulley, bolt,

or fuel, and the reformers will be the managers and di

rectors. They forget that these cogs and wheels have

opinions of their own ;
that they fall out with other cogs,

and refuse to turn with other wheels
; that the pulleys and

ropes have ideas peculiar to themselves, and delight in

mutiny and revolution. These reformers have theories

that can only be realized when other people have none.

Some time, it will be found that people can be changed

only by changing their surroundings. It is alleged that,

at least ninety-five per cent, of the criminals transported
from England to Australia and other penal colonies, be

came good and useful citizens in a new world. Free from

former associates and associations, from the necessities of

a hard, cruel, and competitive civilization, they became, for

the most part, honest people. This immense fact throws

more light upon social questions than all the theories of

the world. All people are not able to support themselves.

They lack intelligence, industry, cunning in short, capa

city. They are continually falling by the way. In the

midst of plenty, they are hungry. Larceny is born of want
and opportunity. In passion's storm, the will is wrecked

upon the reefs and rocks of crime.

The complex, tangled web of thought and dream, of

perception and memory, of imagination and judgment, of

wish and will and want the woven wonder of a life has

never yet been raveled back to simple threads.
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Shall we not become charitable and just, when we know
that every act is but condition's fruit

; that Nature, with

her countless hands, scatters the seeds of tears and crimes

of every virtue and of every joy ; that all the base

and vile are victims of the Blind, and that the good and

great have, in the lottery of life, by chance or fate, drawn

heart and brain ?

WASHINGTON, December 21, 1881.
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PREFACE TO HELEN H. GARDENER'S

"MEN, WOMEN AND GODS."

NOTHING
gives me more pleasure, nothing gives

greater promise for the future, than the fact that

woman is achieving intellectual and physical liberty.

It is refreshing to know that here, in our country, there

are thousands of women who think, and express their

thoughts who are thoroughly free and thoroughly con

scientiouswho have neither been narrowed nor corrupted

by a heartless creed who do not worship a being in heaven

whom they would shudderingly loathe on earth women
who do not stand before the altar of a cruel faith, with

downcast eyes of timid acquiescence, and pay to impudent
authority the tribute of a thoughtless yes. They are no

longer satisfied with being told. They examine for them
selves. They have ceased to be the prisoners of society

the satisfied serfs of husbands, or the echoes of priests.

They demand the rights that naturally belong to intelligent

human beings. If wives, they wish to be the equals of

husbands. If mothers, they wish to rear their children in

the atmosphere of love, liberty and philosophy. They be

lieve that woman can discharge all her duties without the

aid of superstition, and preserve all that is true, pure, and

tender, without sacrificing in the temple of absurdity the

convictions of the soul.

Woman is not the intellectual inferior of man. She has

lacked, not mind, but opportunity. In the long night of

barbarism, physical strength and the cruelty to use it, were
(80)
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the badges of superiority. Muscle was more than mind,

In the ignorant age of Faith, the loving nature of woman
was abused. Her conscience was rendered morbid and dis

eased. It might almost be said that she was betrayed by
her own virtues. At best she secured, not opportunity, but

flattery the preface to degradation. She was deprived of

liberty, and without that, nothing is worth the having.

She was taught to obey without question, and to believe

without thought. There were universities for men before

the alphabet had been taught to women. At the intellectual

feast, there were no places for wives and mothers. Even
now they sit at the second table and eat the crusts and

crumbs. The schools for women, at the present time, are

just far enough behind those for men, to fall heirs to the

discarded ; on the same principle that when a doctrine be

comes too absurd for the pulpit, it is given to the Sunday-
school.

The ages of muscle and miracle of fists and faith are

passing away. Minerva occupies at last a higher niche

than Hercules. Now a word is stronger than a blow. At

last we see women who depend upon themselves who

stand, self poised, the shocks of this sad world, without

leaning for support against a church who do not go to the

literature of barbarism for consolation, or use the falsehoods

and mistakes of the past for the foundation of their hope
women brave enough and tender enough to meet and bear

the facts and fortunes of this world.

The men who declare that woman is the intellectual in

ferior of man, do not, and cannot, by offering themselves

in evidence, substantiate their declaration.

Yet, I must admit that there are thousands of wives who
still have faith in the saving power of superstition who
still insist on attending church while husbands prefer the

shores, the woods, or the fields. In this way, families are

divided. Parents grow apart, and unconsciously the pearl
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of greatest price is thrown away. The wife ceases to b

the intellectual companion of the husband. She reads

The Christian Register, sermons in the Monday papers,

and a little gossip about folks and fashions, while he studies

the works of Darwin, Haeckel, and Humboldt. Their

sympathies become estranged. They are no longer mental

friends. The husband smiles at the follies of the wife,

and she weeps for the supposed sins of the husband. Such

wives should read this book. They should not be satisfied

to remain forever in the cradle of thought, amused with

the toys of superstition.

The parasite of woman is the priest.

It must also be admitted that there are thousands of

men who believe that superstition is good for women and

children who regard falsehood as the fortress of virtue,

and feel indebted to ignorance for the purity of daughters
and the fidelity of wives. These men think of priests as

detectives in disguise, and regard God as a policeman who

prevents elopements. Their opinions about religion are as

correct as their estimate of woman.
The church furnishes but little food for the mind.

People of intelligence are growing tired of the platitudes of

the pulpit the iterations of the itinerants. The average
sermon is "as tedious as a twice told tale vexing the ears

of a drowsy man."

One Sunday a gentleman,who is a great inventor, called

at my house. Only a few words had passed between us,

when he arose, saying that he must go as it was time for

church. Wondering that a man of his mental wealth could

enjoy the intellectual poverty of the pulpit, I asked for an

explanation, and he gave me the following :

" You know
that I am an inventor. Well, the moment my mind be

comes absorbed in some difficult problem, I am afraid that

something may happen to distract my attention. Now, I

know that I can sit in church for an hour without the
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slightest danger of having the current of my thought
disturbed."

Most women cling to the Bible because they have been

taught that to give up that book is to give up all hope of

another life of ever meeting again the loved and lost.

They have also been taught that the Bible is their friend,

their defender, and the real civilizer of man.

Now, if they will only read this book these three lec

tures, without fear, and then read the Bible, they will see

that the truth or falsity of the dogma of inspiration has

nothing to do with the question of immortality. Certainly

the Old Testament does not teach us that there is another

life, and upon that question even the New is obscure and

vague. The hunger of the heart finds only a few small

and scattered crumbs. There is nothing definite, solid, and

satisfying. United with the idea of immortality we find

the absurdity of the resurrection. A prophecy that de

pends for its fulfillment upon an impossibility, cannot

satisfy the brain or heart.

There are but few who do not long for a dawn beyond
the night. And this longing is born of and nourished by
the heart. Love wrapped in shadow bending with tear-

filled eyes above its dead, convulsively clasps the out

stretched hand of hope.

I had the pleasure of introducing Miss Gardener to her

first audience, and in that introduction said a few words

that I will repeat.
"We do not know, we cannot say, whether death is a

wall or a door
;
the beginning or end of a day ;

the spread

ing of pinions to soar, or the folding forever of wings ; the

rise or the set of a sun, or an endless life that brings

the rapture of love to every one.

"Under the seven-hued arch of hope let the dead

sleep."

They will also discover, as they read the "Sacred
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Volume," that it is not the friend of woman. They will

find that the writers of that book, for the most part, speak
of woman as a poor beast of burden, a serf, a drudge, a

kind of necessary evil as mere property. Surely, a book

that upholds polygamy is not the friend of wife and
mother.

Even Christ did not place woman on an equality with

man. He said not one word about the sacredness of home,
the duties of the husband to the wife nothing calculated

to lighten the hearts of those who bear the saddest burdens

of this life.

They will also find that the Bible has not civilized man
kind. A book that establishes and defends slavery and

wanton war is not calculated to soften the hearts of those

who believe implicitly that it is the work of God. A book
that not only permits, but commands, religious persecution,

has not, in my j udgment.developed the affectional nature of

man. Its influence has been bad and bad only. It has

filled the world with bitterness, revenge and crime, and
retarded in countless ways the progress of our race.

The writer of this volume has read the Bible with open
eyes. The mist of sentimentality has not clouded her

vision. She has had the courage to tell the result of her

investigations. She has been quick to discover contra

dictions. She appreciates the humorous side of the stupidly
solemn. Her heart protests against the cruel, and her brain

rejects the childish, the unnatural and absurd. There is no

misunderstanding between her head and heart. She says

what she thinks, and feels what she says.

No human being can answer her arguments. There is

no answer. All the priests in the world cannot explain

away her objections. There is no explanation. They
should remain dumb, unless they can show that the impos
sible is the probable that slavery is better than freedom

that polygamy is the friend of woman that the innocent
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can justly suffer for the guilty, and that to persecute for

opinion's sake is an act of love and worship.
Wives who cease to learn who simply forget and

believe will fill the evening of their lives with barren sighs
and bitter tears.

The mind should outlast youth. If when beauty fades,

Thought, the deft and unseen sculptor, hath not left his

subtle lines upon the face, then all is lost. No charm is

left. The light is out. There is no flame within to glorify

the wrinkled clay.

Hoffman House, NEW YORK./W/X, 22, 1885.
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PREFACE TO LITERE'S "FOR HER DAILY BREAD."

I

HAVE read this story, this fragment of a life mingled
with fragments of other lives, and have been pleased, in

terested, and instructed. It is filled with the pathos of

truth, and has in it the humor that accompanies actual ex

perience. It has but little to do with the world of imagin
ation

;
certain feelings are not attributed to persons born

of fancy, but it is the history of a heart and brain interested

in the common things of life. There are no kings, no

lords no titled ladies, but there are real people, the people
of the shop and street whom every reader knows, and there

are lines intense and beautiful, and scenes that touch the

heart. You will find no theories of government, no hazy
outlines of reform, nothing but facts and folks, as they have

been, as they are, and probably will be for many centuries

to come.

If you read this book you will be convinced that men and
women are good or bad, charitable or heartless, by reason

of something within, and not by virtue of any name they

bear, or any trade or profession they follow, or of any creed

they may accept. You will also find that men sometimes

are honest and mean
; that women may be very virtuous

and very cruel ; that good, generous and sympathetic men
are often disreputable, and that some exceedingly worthy
citizens are extremely mean and uncomfortable neighbors.

It takes a great deal of genius and a good deal of self-

denial to be very bad or to be very good. Few people un-
(47)
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derstand the amount of energy, industry, and self-denial it

requires to be consistently vicious. People who have a

pride in being good and fail, and those who have a pride

in being bad and fail, in order to make their records con

sistent generally rely upon hypocrisy. The people that

live and hope and fear in this book, are much like the peo

ple who live and hope and fear in the actual world. The

professor is much like the professor in the ordinary college.

You will find the conscientious, half-paid teacher, the hope
ful poor, the anxious rich, the true lover, the stingy phi

lanthropist, who cares for people only in the aggregate,

the individual atom being too small to attract his notice or

to enlist his heart
;
the sympathetic man who loves him

self, and gives, not for the sake of the beggar, but for the

sake of getting rid of the beggar, and you will also find the

man generous to a fault with the money of others. And the

reader will find these people described naturally, truthfully

and without exaggeration, and he will feel certain that all

these people have really lived.

The reader of this story will get some idea as to what
is encountered by a girl in an honest effort to gain her

daily bread. He will find how steep, how devious and how
difficult is the path she treads.

There are so few occupations open to woman, so few

things in which she can hope for independence, that to be

thrown upon her own resources is almost equivalent to

being cast away. Besides, she is an object of continual

suspicion, watched not only by men but by women. If she

does anything that other women are not doing, she is at

once suspected, her reputation is touched, and other women,
for fear of being stained themselves, withdraw not only the

hand of help, but the smile of recognition. A young woman
cannot defend herself without telling the charge that has

been made against her. This, of itself, gives a kind of cur

rency to slander. To speak of the suspicion that has
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crawled across her path, is to plant the seeds of doubt in

other minds
;
to even deny it, admits that it exists. To be

suspected, that is enough. There is no way of destroying
this suspicion. There is no court in which suspicions are

tried
;
no juries that can render verdicts of not guilty.

Most women are driven at last to the needle, and this does

not allow them to live
; it simply keeps them from dying.

It is hard to appreciate the dangers and difficulties that

lie in wait for woman. Even in this Christian country of

ours, no girl is safe in the streets of any city after the sun
has gone down. After all, the sun is the only god that has

ever protected woman. In the darkness she has been the

prey of the wild beast in man.

Nearly all charitable people, so-called, imagine that noth

ing is easier than to obtain work. They really feel that

anybody, no matter what his circumstances may be, can get
work enough to do if he is only willing to do the work.

They cannot understand why any healthy human being
should lack food or clothes. Meeting the unfortunate and

the wretched in the streets of the great city, they ask them
in a kind of wondering way, why they do not go to the West,

why they do not cultivate the soil, and why they are so

foolish, stupid, and reckless as to remain in the town. It

would be just as sensible to ask a beggar why he does not

start a bank or a line of steamships, as to ask him why
he does not cultivate the soil, or why he does not go to

the West. The man has no money to pay his fare, and
if his fare were paid he would be, when he landed in the

West, in precisely the same condition as he was when he
left the East. Societies and institutions and individuals

supply the immediate wants of the hungry and the ragged,
but they afford only the relief of the moment.

Articles by the thousand have been written for the pur
pose of showing that women should become servants in

houses, and the writers of these articles are filled with
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astonishment that any girl should hesitate to enter domes

tic service. They tell us that nearly every family needs a

good cook, a good chambermaid, a good sweeper of floors

and washer of dishes, a good stout girl to carry the baby
and draw the wagon, and these good people express the

greatest astonishment that all girls are not anxious to

become domestics. They tell them that they will be sup

plied with good food, that they will have comfortable beds

and warm clothing, and they ask, "What more do you
want?" These people have not, however, solved the

problem. If girls, as a rule, keep away from kitchens and

chambers, if they hate to be controlled by other women,
there must be a reason. When we see a young woman

prefer a clerkship in a store, a business which keeps her

upon her feet all day, and sends her to her lonely room,
filled with weariness and despair, and when we see other

girls who are willing to sew for a few cents a day rather

than become the maid of "my lady," there must be some

reason, and this reason must be deemed sufficient by the

persons who are actuated by it. What is it?

Every human being imagines that the future has some

thing in store for him. It is natural to build these castles

in Spain. It is natural for a girl to dream of being loved

by the noble, by the superb, and it is natural for the young
man to dream of success, of a home, of a good, a beautiful

and loving wife. These dreams are the solace of poverty ;

they keep back the tears in the eyes of the young and the

hungry. To engage in any labor that degrades, in any
work that leaves a stain, in any business the mention of

which is liable to redden the cheek, seems to be a destruc

tion of the foundation of hope, a destruction of the future ;

it seems to be a crucifixion of his or her better self. It

assassinates the ideal.

It may be said that labor is noble, that work is a kind of

religion, and whoever says this tells the truth, But after
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all, what has the truth to do with this question ? What is

the opinion of society ? What is the result ? It cures no

wound to say that it was wrongfully inflicted. The

opinion of sensible people is one way, the action of society

is inconsistent with that opinion. Domestic servants are

treated as though their employment was and is a degrada
tion. Bankers, merchants, professional men, ministers of

the gospel, do not want their sons to become the husbands

of chambermaids and cooks. Small hands are beautiful
;

they do not tell of labor.

I have given one reason; there is another. The work of

a domestic is never done. She is liable to be called at any

moment, day or night. She has no time that she can call

her own. A woman who works by the piece can take a

little rest ;
if she is a clerk she has certain hours of labor

and the rest of the day is her own.

And there is still another reason that I almost hate

to give, and that is this : As a rule, woman is exacting
with woman. As a rule, woman does not treat woman as

well as man treats man, or as well as man treats woman.
There are many other reasons, but I have given enough.
For many years, women have been seeking employment

other than that of domestic service. They have so hated

this occupation, that they have sought in every possible

direction for other ways to win their bread. At last

hundreds of employments are open to them, and, as a con

sequence, domestic servants are those who can get nothing
else to do.

In the olden time, servants sat at the table with the

family ; they were treated something like human beings,

harshly enough to be sure, but in many cases almost as

equals. Now the kitchen is far away from the parlor. It

is another world, occupied by individuals of a different

race. There is no bond of sympathy no common ground.
This is especially true in a Republic. In the Old World,
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people occupying menial places account for their positions

by calling attention to the laws to the hereditary nobility

and the universal spirit of caste. Here, there are no such

excuses. All are supposed to have equal opportunities,

and those who are compelled to labor for their daily bread,

in avocations that require only bodily strength, are re

garded as failures. It is this fact that stabs like a knife.

And yet in the conclusion drawn, there is but little truth.

Some of the noblest and best pass their lives in daily

drudgery and unremunerative toil while many of the

mean, vicious and stupid reach place and power.
This story is filled with sympathy for the destitute, for

the struggling, and tends to keep the star of hope above

the horizon of the unfortunate. After all, we know but

little of the world, and have but a faint conception of the

burdens that are borne, and of the courage and heroism dis

played by the unregarded poor. Let the rich read these

pages ; they will have a kinder feeling toward those who
toil ; let the workers read them, and they will think better

of themselves.
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PREFACE TO EDGAR FAWCETT'S

"AGNOSTICISM AND OTHER ESSAYS."

FAWCETT a great poet, a metaphysician and

logician has been for years engaged in exploring that

strange world wherein are supposed to be the springs of

human action. He has sought for something back of

motives, reasons, fancies, passions, prejudices, and the

countless tides and tendencies that constitute the life of

man.

He has found some of the limitations of mind, and knows
that beginning at that luminous centre called consciousness,

a few short steps bring us to the prison wall where vision

fails and all light dies. Beyond this wall the eternal dark

ness broods. This gloom is "the other world" of the

supernaturalist. With him, real vision begins where the

sight fails. He reverses the order of nature. Facts be

come illusions, and illusions the only realities. He
believes that the cause of the image, the reality, is behind

the mirror.

A few centuries ago the priests ca'd to their followers :

The other world is above you; it is just beyond where you
see. Afterward, the astronomer with his telescope looked,
and asked the priests: Where is the world of which you
speak? And the priests replied : It has receded it is just

beyond where you see.

As long as there is
" a beyond," there is room for the

priests' world. Theology is the geography of this beyond.
Between the Christian and the Agnostic there is the

<55)
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difference of assertion and question between "There is a

God " and "
Is there a God ?

" The Agnostic has the

arrogance to admit his ignorance, while the Christian from

the depths of humility impudently insists that he knows.

Mr. Fawcett has shown that at the root of religion lies

the coiled serpent of fear, and that ceremony, prayer, and

worship are ways and means to gain the assistance or

soften the heart of a supposed deity.

He also shows that as man advances in knowledge he

loses confidence in the watchfulness of Providence and in

the efficacy of prayer.

II.

SCIENCE.

The savage is certain of those things that cannot be

known. He is acquainted with origin and destiny, and
knows everything except that which is useful. The civil

ized man, having outgrown the ignorance, the arrogance,
and the provincialism of savagery, abandons the vain search

for final causes, for the nature and origin of things.

In nearly every department of science man is allowed to

investigate, and the discovery of a new fact is welcomed,
unless it threatens some creed.

Of course there can be no advance in a religion estab

lished by infinite wisdom. The only progress possible is in

the comprehension of this religion.

For many generations, what is known under a vast

number of disguises and behind many masks as the

Christian religion, has been propagated and preserved by
the sword and bayonet that is to say, by force. The
credulity of man has been bribed and his reason punished.
Those who believed without the slightest question, and
whose faith held evidence in contempt, were saints

; those

who investigated were dangerous, and those who denied

were destroyed.
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Every attack upon this religion has been made in the

shadow of human and divine hatred in defiance of earth

and heaven. At one time Christendom was beneath the

ignorant feet of one man, and those who denied his infalli

bility were heretics and Atheists. At last, a protest was

uttered. The right of conscience was proclaimed, to the

extent of making a choice between the infallible man and

the infallible book. Those who rejected the man and

accepted the book became in their turn as merciless, as

tyrannical and heartless, as the followers of the infallible

man. The Protestants insisted that an infinitely wise and

good God would not allow criminals and wretches to act as

his infallible agents.

Afterward, a few protested against the infallibility of the

book, using the same arguments against the book that had

formerly been used against the pope. They said that an

infinitely wise and good God could not be the author of a

cruel and ignorant book. But those who protested against
the book fell into substantially the same error that had been

fallen into by those who had protested against the man.

While they denounced the book, and insisted that an

infinitely wise and good being could not have been its

author, they took the ground that an infinitely wise and

good being was the creator and governor of the world.

Then was used against them the same argument that had
been used by the Protestants against the pope and by the

Deists against the Protestants. Attention was called to the

fact that Nature is as cruel as any pope or any book that

it is just as easy to account for the destruction of the

Canaanites consistently with the goodness of Jehovah as to

account for pestilence, earthquake, and flood consistently

with the goodness of the God of Nature.

The Protestant and Deist both used arguments against
the Catholic that could in turn be used with equal force

against themselves. So that there is no question among
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intelligent people as to the infallibility of the pope, as

to the inspiration of the book, or as to the existence

of the Christian's God for the conclusion has been

reached that the human mind is incapable of deciding as to

the origin and destiny of the universe.

For many generations the mind of man has been travel

ing in a circle. It accepted without question the dogma
of a First Cause of the existence of a Creator of an

Infinite Mind back of matter, and sought in many ways to

define its ignorance in this behalf. The most sincere

worshipers have declared that this being is incomprehen

sible, that he is
" without body, parts, or passions

"
that

he is infinitely beyond their grasp, and at the same time

have insisted that it was necessary for man not only to

believe in the existence of this being, but to love him with

all his heart.

Christianity having always been in partnership with the

state, having controlled kings and nobles, judges and

legislators having been in partnership with armies and

with every form of organized destruction, it was dangerous
to discuss the foundation of its authority. To speak lightly

of any dogma was a crime punishable by death. Every

absurdity has been bastioned and barricaded by the power
of the state. It has been protected by fist, by club, by
sword and cannon.

For many years Christianity succeeded in substantially

closing the mouths of its enemies, and lived and flourished

only where investigation and discussion were prevented

by hypocrisy and bigotry. The church still talks about

"evidence," about "reason," about "freedom of con

science
" and the "liberty of speech," and yet denounces

those who ask for evidence, who appeal to reason, and who

honestly express their thoughts.

To-day we know that the miracles of Christianity are as

puerile and false as those ascribed to the medicine-men of
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Central Africa or the Fiji Islanders, and that the
"
sacred

Scriptures" have the same claim to inspiration that the

Koran has, or the Book of Mormon no less, no more.

These questions have been settled and laid aside by free and

intelligent people. They have ceased to excite interest
;

and the man who now really believes in the truth of the

Old Testament is regarded with a smile looked upon as an

aged child still satisfied with the lullabys and toys of the

cradle.

III.

MORALITY.

It is contended that without religion that is to say,

without Christianity all ideas of morality must of necessity

perish, and that spirituality and reverence will be lost.

What is morality ?

Is it to obey without question, or is it to act in accord

ance writh perceived obligation ? Is it something with

which intelligence has nothing to do ? Must the ignorant
child carry out the command of the wise father the rude

peasant rush to death at the request of the prince ?

Is it impossible for morality to exist where the brain

and heart are in partnership ? Is there no foundation for

morality except punishment threatened or reward promised

by a superior to an inferior ? If this be true, how can the

superior be virtuous ? Cannot the reward and the threat

be in the nature of things ? Can they not rest in conse

quences perceived by the intellect ? How can the existence

or non-existence of a deity change my obligation to keep

my hands out of the fire ?

The results of all actions are equally certain, but not

equally known, not equally perceived. If all men knew
with perfect certainty that to steal from another was to

rob themselves, larceny would cease. It cannot be said too

often that actions are good or bad in the light of conse

quences, and that a clear perception of consequences would
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control actions. That which increases the sum of human

happiness is moral
;
and that which diminishes the sum of

human happiness is immoral. Blind, unreasoning obedience

is the enemy of morality. Slavery is not the friend of virtue.

Actions are neither right nor wrong by virtue of what men
or gods can say the right or wrong lives in results in the

nature of things, growing out of relations violated or caused.

Accountability lives in the nature of consequences in

their absolute certainty in the fact that they cannot be

placated, avoided, or bribed.

The relations of human life are too complicated to be ac

curately and clearly understood, and, as a consequence,
rules of action vary from age to age. The ideas of right

and wrong change with the experience of the race, and this

change is wrought by the gradual ascertaining of conse

quences of results. For this reason the religion of one

age fails to meet the standard of another, precisely as the

laws that satisfied our ancestors are repealed by us
;
so that,

in spite of all efforts, religion itself is subject to gradual
and perpetual change.
The miraculous is no longer the basis of morals. Man is

a sentient being he suffers and enjoys. In order to be

happy he must preserve the conditions of well-being must

live in accordance with certain facts by which he is sur

rounded. If he violates these conditions the result is un-

happiness, failure, disease, misery.

Man must have food, roof, raiment, fireside, friends

that is to say, prosperity ; and this he must earn this he

must deserve. He is no longer satisfied with being a

slave, even of the Infinite. He wishes to perceive for him

self, to understand, to investigate, to experiment ;
and he

has at last the courage to bear the consequences that he

brings upon himself. He has also found that those who
are the most religious are not always the kindest, and that

those who have been and are the worshipers of God enslave
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their fellow-men. He has found that there is no necessary

connection between religion and morality.

Morality needs no supernatural assistance needs neither

miracle nor pretence. It has nothing to do with awe,

reverence, credulity, or blind, unreasoning faith. Morality

is the highway perceived by the soul, the direct road, lead

ing to success, honor, and happiness.
The best thing to do under the circumstances is moral.

The highest possible standard is human. We put our

selves in the places of others. We are made happy by the

kindness of others, and we feel that a fair exchange of

good actions is the wisest and best commerce. We know
that others can make us miserable by acts of hatred and

injustice, and we shrink from inflicting the pain upon
others that we have felt ourselves

;
this is the foundation

of conscience.

If man could not suffer, the words right and wrong
could never have been spoken.
The Agnostic, the Infidel, clearly perceives the true

basis of morals, and, so perceiving, he knows that the

religious man, the superstitious man, caring more for God
than for his fellows, will sacrifice his fellows, either at the

supposed command of his God, or to win his approbation.
He also knows that the religionist has no basis for morals

except these supposed commands. The basis of morality

with him lies not in the nature of things, but in the caprice

of some deity. He seems to think that, had it not been for

the Ten Commandments, larceny and murder might have

been virtues.

IV.

SPIRITUALITY.

What is it to be spiritual ?

Is this fine quality of the mind destroyed by the develop
ment of the brain? As the domain wrested by science

from ignorance increases as island after island and con-
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tinent after continent are discovered as star after star and

constellation after constellation in the intellectual world

burst upon the midnight of ignorance, does the spirituality

of the mind grow less and less ? Like morality, is it only

found in the company of ignorance and superstition ? Is

the spiritual man honest, kind, candid? or dishonest, cruel

and hypocritical? Does he say what he thinks? Is he

guided by reason ? Is he the friend of the right ? the cham

pion of the truth ? Must this splendid quality called spiritu

ality be retained through the loss of candor? Can we not

truthfully say that absolute candor is the beginning of

wisdom ?

To recognize the finer harmonies of conduct to live to

the ideal to separate the incidental, the evanescent, from

the perpetual to be enchanted with the perfect melody of

truth open to the influences of the artistic, the beautiful,

the heroic to shed kindness as the sun sheds light to

recognize the good in others, and to include the world in

the idea of self this is to be spiritual.

There is nothing spiritual in the worship of the unknown
and unknowable, in the self-denial of a slave at the com
mand of a master whom he fears. Fastings, prayings,

mutilations, kneelings, and mortifications are either the re

sults of, or result in, insanity.

This is the spirituality of Bedlam, and is of no kindred

with the soul that finds its greatest joy in the discharge of

obligation perceived.

V.

REVERENCE.

What is reverence ?

It is the feeling produced when we stand in the presence
of our ideal, or of that which most nearly approaches it

that which is produced by what we consider the highest

degree of excellence.
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The highest is reverenced, praised, and admired without

qualification.

Each man reverences according to his nature, his ex

perience, his intellectual development. He may reverence

Nero or Marcus Aurelius, Jehovah or Buddha, the author

of Leviticus or Shakespeare. Thousands of men reverence

John Calvin, Torquemada, and the Puritan fathers; and

some have greater respect for Jonathan Edwards than for

Captain Kidd.

A vast number of people have great reverence for any

thing that is covered by mould, or moss, or mildew. They
bow low before rot and rust, and adore the worth

less things that have been saved by the negligence of ob

livion.

They are enchanted with the dull and fading daubs of

the old masters, and hold in contempt those miracles of art,

the paintings of to-day.

They worship the ancient, the shadowy, the mysteri

ous, the wonderful. They doubt the value of anything
that they understand.

The creed of Christendom is the enemy of morality. It

teaches that the innocent can justly suffer for the guilty,

that consequences can be avoided by repentance, and that

in the world of mind the great fact known as cause and

effect does not apply.

It is the enemy of spirituality, because it teaches that

credulity is of more value than conduct, and because it

pours contempt upon human love by raising far above it

the adoration of a phantom.
It is the enemy of reverence. It makes ignorance the

foundation of virtue. It belittles the useful, and cheapens
the noblest of the virtues. It teaches man to live on

mental alms, and glorifies the intellectual pauper. It

holds candor in contempt, and is the malignant foe of

mental manhood.
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VI.

EXISTENCE OF GOD.

Mr. Fawcett has shown conclusively that it is no easier

to establish the existence of an infinitely wise and good
being by the existence of what we call "good" than to

establish the existence of an infinitely bad being by what
we call "bad."

Nothing can be surer than that the history of this world

furnishes no foundation on which to base an inference that

it has been governed by infinite wisdom and goodness. So
terrible has been the condition of man, that religionists in all

ages have endeavored to excuse God by accounting for the

evils of the world by the wickedness of men. And the

fathers of the Christian Church were forced to take the

ground that this world had been filled with briers and

thorns, with deadly serpents and with poisonous weeds,
with disease and crime and earthquake and pestilence and

storm, by the curse of God.

The probability is that no God has cursed, and that no

God will bless, this earth. Man suffers and enjoys accord

ing to conditions. The sun shines without love, and the

lightning blasts without hate. Man is the Providence of

man.

Nature gives to our eyes all they can see, to our ears all

they can hear, and to the mind what it can comprehend.
The human race reaps the fruit of every victory won on

the fields of intellectual or physical conflict. We have no

right to expect something for nothing. Man will reap no

harvest the seeds of which he has not sown.

The race must be guided by intelligence, must be free

to investigate, and must have the courage and the candor

not only to state what is known, but to cheerfully admit the

limitations of the mind.

No intelligent, honest man can read what Mr. Fawcett

has written and then say that he knows the origin and
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destiny of things that he knows whether an infinite

Being exists or not, and that he knows whether the soul of

man is or is not immortal.

In the laud of
,
the geography of which is not cer

tainly known, there was for many years a great dispute

among the inhabitants as to which road led to the city of

Miragia, the capital of their country, and known to be the

most delightful city on the earth. For fifty generations
the discussion as to which road led to the city had been

carried on with the greatest bitterness, until finally the

people were divided into a great number of parties, each

party claiming that the road leading to the city had been

miraculously made known to the founder of that particular

sect. The various parties spent most of their time put

ting up guide-boards on these roads and tearing down the

guide-boards of others. Hundreds of thousands had been

killed, prisons were filled, and the fields had been ravaged

by the hosts of war.

One day, a wise man, a patriot, wishing to bring peace to

his country, met the leaders of the various sects and asked

them whether it was absolutely certain that the city of

Miragia existed. He called their attention to the facts

that no resident of that city had ever visited them and that

none of their fellow-men who had started for the capital

had ever returned, and modestly asked whether it would

not be better to satisfy themselves beyond a doubt that

there was such a city, adding that the location of the

city would determine which of all the roads was the right

one.

The leaders heard these words with amazement. They
denounced the speaker as a wretch without morality,

spirituality, or reverence, and thereupon he was torn in

pieces.
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PREFACE TO HENRY M. TABER'S

"FAITH OR FACT."

I

LIKE to know the thoughts, theories and conclusion of

an honest, intelligent man ;
candor is always charming,

and it is a delight to feel that you have become acquainted
with a sincere soul.

I have read this book with great pleasure, not only be

cause I know and greatly esteem the author, not only be

cause he is my unwavering friend, but because it is fulj

of good sense, of accurate statement, of sound logic, of ex

alted thoughts happily expressed, and for the further reason

that it is against tyranny, superstition, bigotry, and every
form of injustice, and in favor of every virtue.

Henry M. Taber, the author, has for many years taken

great interest in religious questions. He was raised in an

orthodox atmosphere, was acquainted with many eminent

clergymen from whom he endeavored to find out what

Christianity is and the facts and evidence relied on to es

tablish the truth of the creeds. He found that the clergy

of even the same denomination did not agree that some

of them preached one way and talked another, and that

many of them seemed to regard the creed as something to

be accepted whether it was believed or not. He found that

each one gave his own construction to the dogmas that

seemed heartless or unreasonable. While some insisted

that the Bible was absolutely true and the creed without

error, others admitted that there were mistakes in the
(60)
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sacred volume and that the creed ought to be revised.

Finding these differences among the ministers, the shep

herds, and also finding that no one pretended to have any
evidence except faith, or any facts but assertions, he con

cluded to investigate the claims of Christianity for himself.

For half a century he has watched the ebb and flow of

public opinion, the growth of science, the crumbling of

creeds the decay of the theological spirit, the waning in

fluence of the orthodox pulpit, the loss of confidence in

special providence and the efficacy of prayer.

He has lived to see the church on the defensive to hear

faith asking for facts and to see the shot and shell of

science batter into shapelessness the fortresses of supersti

tion. He has lived to see Infidels, blasphemers and Ag
nostics the leaders of the intellectual world. In his time

the supernaturalists have lost the sceptre and have taken

their places in the abject rear.

Fifty years ago the orthodox Christians believed their

creeds. To them the Bible was an actual revelation from

God. Every word was true. Moses and Joshua were re

garded as philosophers and scientists. All the miracles and

impossibilities recorded in the Bible were accepted as facts.

Credulity was the greatest of virtues. Everything, except
the reasonable, was believed, and it was considered wickedly

presumptuous to doubt anything except facts. The reason

able things in the Bible could safely be doubted, but to

deny the miracles was like the sin against the Holy Ghost.

In those days the preachers were at the helm. They spoke
with authority. They knew the origin and destiny of the

soul. They were on familiar terms with the Trinity the

three-headed God. They knew the narrow path that led

to heaven and the great highway along which the multi

tude were traveling to the Prison of Pain.

While these reverend gentlemen were busy trying to pre

vent the development of the brain and to convince the
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people that the good in this life were miserable, that virtue

wore a crown of thorns and carried a cross, while the wicked

and ungodly walked in the sunshine of joy, yet that after

death the wicked would be eternally tortured and the good

eternally rewarded. According to their pious philosophy
the good God punished virtue, and rewarded vice, in this

world and in the next, rewarded virtue and punished
vice. These divine truths filled their hearts with holy

peace with pious resignation. It would be difficult to de

termine which gave them the greater joy the hope of

heaven for themselves, or the certainty of hell for their

enemies. For the grace of God they were fairly thankful,

but for his
"
justice

"
their gratitude was boundless. From

the heights of heaven they expected to witness the eternal

tragedj' in hell.

While these good divines, these doctors of divinity, were

busy misinterpreting the Scriptures, denying facts and de

scribing the glories and agonies of eternity, a good many
other people were trying to find out something about this

world. They were busy with retort and crucible, searching
the heavens with the telescope, examining rocks and

craters, reefs and islands, studying plant and animal life, in

venting ways to use the forces of nature for the benefit of

man, and in every direction searching for the truth. They
were not trying to destroy religion or to injure the clergy.

Many of them were members of churches and believed the

creeds. The facts they found were honestly given to the

world. Of course all facts are the enemies of superstition.

The clergy, acting according to the instinct of self-preser

vation, denounced these
"
facts

" as dangerous and the per
sons who found and published them, as Infidels and scoffers.

Theology was arrogant and bold. Science was timid.

For some time the churches seemed to have the best of the

controversy. Many of the scientists surrendered and did

their best to belittle the facts and patch up a cowardly
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compromise between Nature and Revelation that is, be

tween the true and the false.

Day by day more facts were found that could not be

reconciled with the Scriptures, or the creeds. Neither was
it possible to annihilate facts by denial. The man who be

lieved the Bible could not accept the facts, and the man who
believed the facts could not accept the Bible. At first, the

Bible was the standard, and all facts inconsistent with that

standard were denied. But in a little while science became
the standard, and the passages in the Bible contrary to the

standard had to be explained or given up. Great efforts

were made to harmonize the mistakes in the Bible with the

demonstrations of science. It was difficult to be ingenious

enough to defend them both. The pious professors twisted

and turned but found it hard to reconcile the creation of

Adam with the slow development of man from lower forms.

They were greatly troubled about the age of the universe.

It seemed incredible that until about six thousand years ago
there was nothing in existence but God and nothing. And
yet they tried to save the Bible by giving new meanings to

the inspired texts, and casting a little suspicion on the

facts.

This course has mostly been abandoned, although a few

survivals, like Mr. Gladstone, still insist there is no conflict

between Revelation and Science. But these champions of

Holy Writ succeed only in causing the laughter of the in

telligent and the amazement of the honest. The more in

telligent theologians confessed that the inspired writers

could not be implicitly believed. As they personally knew

nothing of astronomy or geology and were forced to rely en

tirely on inspiration, it is wonderful that more mistakes were

not made. So it was claimed that Jehovah cared nothing
about science, and allowed the blunders and mistakes of the

ignorant people concerning everything except religion, to

appear in his supernatural book as inspired truths.
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The Bible, they said, was written to teach religion in its

highest and purest form to make mankind fit to associate

with God and his angels. True, polygamy was tolerated

and slavery established, yet Jehovah believed in neither,

but on account of the wickedness of the Jews was in favor

of both.

At the same time quite a number of real scholars were

investigating other religions, and in a little while they were

enabled to show that these religions had been manufactured

by men that their Christs and apostles were myths and that

all their sacred books were false and foolish. This pleased
the Christians. They knew that theirs was the only true

religion and that their Bible was the only inspired book.

The fact that there is nothing original in Christianity,

that all the dogmas, ceremonies and festivals had been bor

rowed, together with some mouldy miracles used as wit

nesses, weakened the faith of some and sowed the seeds of

doubt in many minds. But the pious petrifactions, the

fossils of faith, still clung to their book and creed. While

they were quick to see the absurdities in other sacred books,

they were either unconsciously blind or maliciously shut

their eyes to the same absurdities in the Bible. They knew
that Mohammed was an impostor, because the citizens of

Mecca, who knew him, said he was, and they knew that

Christ was not an impostor, because the people of Jerusalem
who knew him, said he was. The same fact was made to

do double duty. When they attacked other religions it

was a sword and when their religion was attacked it be

came a shield.

The men who had investigated other religions turned

their attention to Christianity. They read our Bible as

they had read other sacred books. They were not blinded

by faith or paralyzed by fear, and they found that the same

arguments they had used against other religions destroyed
our own.
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But the real old-fashioned orthodox ministers denounced

the investigators as Infidels and denied every fact that was

inconsistent with the creed. They wanted to protect the

young and feeble minded. They were anxious about the

souls of the "thoughtless."

Some ministers changed their views just a little, not

enough to be driven from their pulpits but just enough to

keep sensible people from thinking them idiotic. These

preachers talked about the
"
higher criticism" and contended

that it was not necessary to believe every word in the Bible,

that some of the miracles might be given up and some of the

books discarded. But the stupid doctors of divinity had

the Bible and the creeds on their side and the machinery of

the churches was in their control. They brought some of

the offending clergymen to the bar, and had them tried for

heresy, made some recant and closed the mouths of others.

Still, it was not easy to put the heretics down. The con

gregations of ministers found guilty, often followed the

shepherds. Heresy grew popular, the liberal preachers had

good audiences, while the orthodox addressed a few bon

nets, bibs and benches.

For many years the pulpit has been losing influence and

the sacred calling no longer offers a career to young men
of talent and ambition.

When people believed in
"
special providence," they also

believed that preachers had great influence with God. They
were regarded as celestial lobbyists and they were respected
and feared because of their supposed power.
Now no one who has the capacity to think, believes in

special providence. Of course there are some pious imbe

ciles who think that pestilence and famine, cyclone and

earthquake, flood and fire are the weapons of God, the tools

of his trade, and that with these weapons, these tools, he

kills and starves, rends and devours, drowns and burns

countless thousands of the human race.
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If God governs this world, if he builds and destroys, if

back of every event is his will, then he is neither good nor

wise. He is ignorant and malicious.

A few days ago, in Paris, men and women had gathered

together in the name of Charity. The building in which

they were assembled took fire and many of these men and

women perished in the flames.

A French priest called this horror an act of God.

Is it not strange that Christians speak of their God as an

assassin ?

How can they love and worship this monster who mur
ders his children ?

Intelligence seems to be leaving the orthodox church.

The great divines are growing smaller, weaker,'day by day.

Since the death of Henry Ward Beecher no man of genius
has stood in the orthodox pulpit. The ministers of

intelligence are found in the liberal churches where they
are allowed to express their thoughts and preserve their

manhood. Some of these preachers keep their faces to

ward the East and sincerely welcome the light, while their

orthodox brethren stand with their backs to the sunrise and

worship the sunset of the day before.

During these years of change, of decay and growth, the

author of this book looked and listened, became familiar

with the questions raised, the arguments offered and the

results obtained. For his work a better man could not

have been found. He has no prejudice, no hatred. He is

by nature candid, conservative, kind and just. He does

not attack persons. He knows the difference between

exchanging epithets and thoughts. He gives the facts as

they appear to him and draws the logical conclusions. He

charges and proves that Christianity has not always been

the friend of morality, of civil liberty, of wives and

mothers, of free thought and honest speech. He shows

that intolerance is its nature, that it always has, and
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always will persecute to the extent of its power, and that

Christianity will always despise the doubter.

Yet we know that doubt must inhabit every finite mind.

We know that doubt is as natural as hope, and that man is

no more responsible for his doubts than for the beating of

his heart. Every human being who knows the nature of

evidence, the limitations of the mind, must have " doubts"

about gods and devils, about heavens and hells, and must
know that there is not the slightest evidence tending to

show that gods and devils ever existed.

God is a guess.

An undesigned designer, an uncaused cause, is as incom

prehensible to the human mind as a circle without a

diameter.

The dogma of the Trinity multiplies the difficulty by
three.

Theologians do not, and cannot believe that the authority
to govern comes from the consent of the governed. They
regard God as the monarch, and themselves as his agents.

They always have been the enemies of liberty.

They claim to have a revelation from their God, a revel

ation that is the rightful master of reason. As long as they
believe this, they must be the enemies of mental freedom.

They do not ask man to think, but command him to obey.

If the claims of the theologians are admitted, the church

becomes the ruler of the world, and to support and obey

priests will be the business of mankind. All these theolo

gians claim to have a revelation from their God, and yet

they cannot agree as to what the revelation reveals. The
other day, looking from my window at the bay of New
York, I saw many vessels going in many directions, and

yet all were moved by the same wind. The direction in

which they were going did not depend on the direction of

the breeze, but on the set of the sails. In this way the same
Bible furnishes creeds for all the Christian sects. But
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what would we say if the captains of the boats I saw,

should each swear that his boat was the only one that

moved in the same direction the wind was blowing ?

I agree with Mr. Taber that all religions are founded on

mistakes, misconceptions and falsehoods, and that super
stition is the warp and woof of every creed.

This book will do great good. It will furnish argu
ments and facts against the supernatural and absurd. It

will drive phantoms from the brain, fear from the heart,

and many who read these pages will be emancipated, en

lightened and ennobled.

Christianity, with its ignorant and jealous God its

loving and revengeful Christ its childish legends its

grotesque miracles its "fall of man" its atonement its

salvation by faith its heaven for stupidity and its hell for

genius, does not and cannot satisfy the free brain and the

good heart.
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THE GRANT BANQUET.*

Chicago',
November /j, 1879.

TWELFTH TOAST.

The Volunteer Soldiers of the Union Army, whose Valor and

Patriotism saved to the world "a Government of the People, by

the People, and for the People."

WHEN
the savagery of the lash, the barbarism of the

chain, and the insanity of secession confronted the

civilization of our country, the question
"
Will the great

Republic defend itself?" trembled on the lips of every

lover of mankind.

The North, filled with intelligence and wealth children

The meteoric display predicted to take place last Thursday night did not occur, but
there did occur on that evening a display of oratorical brilliancy at Chicago seldom if ever

surpassed. The speeches at the banquet of the Army of the Tennessee, taken together,
constitute one of the most remarkable collections of extemporaneous eloquence on record.
The principal speakers of the evening were Gen. U. S. Grant, Gen. John A. Logan, Col.

Wm, F. Vilas, Gen. Stewart L. Woodford, General Pope, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Gen. J. H.
Wilson, and " Mark Twain." In an oratorical tournament General Grant is, of course,
better as a listener than as a talker ; he is a man of deeds rather than of words. The
same might be said of General Sherman, though, as presiding officer and toast-master of
the occasion, his impromptu remarks were always pertinent and keen. His advice to

speakers not to talk longer than they could hold their audience, and to the auditors not
to drag out their applause or to drawl out their laughter, would serve as a good standing
rule for all similar occasions. Colonel Ingersoll responded to the twelfth toast, "The
Volunteer Soldiers of the Union Army, whose Valor and Patriotism saved to the world a
Government of the People, by the People, and for the People."
Colonel Ingersoll's position was a difficult one. His reputation as the first orator In

America caused the distinguished audience to expect, a wonderful display of oratory from
him. He proved fully equal to the occasion and delivered a speech of wonderful elo

quence, brilliancy and power. To say it was one of the best he ever delivered is equiva
lent to saying it was one of the best ever delivered by any man, for few greater orators
have ever lived than Colonel Ingersoll. The speech is both an oration and a poem. It
bristles with ideas and sparkles with epigrammatic expressions. It is full of thoughts
that breathe and words that burn. The closing sentences read like blank verse. It is

wonderful oratory, marvelous eloquence. Colonel Ingersoll fully sustained his reputation
as the finest orator in America.
Editorial from The Journal\ Indianapolis, Ind., November 17, 1879.

The Inter-Ocean remarked yesterday that the gathering and exercises at the
Palmer House banquet on Thursday evening constituted one of the most remark,
able occasions known in the history of this country. This was not alone because
of the distinguished men who lent their presence to the scene; they were indeed
illustrious ; but they only formed a part of the grand picture that must endure while
the memory of our great conflict survives. To the eminent men assembled may be
traced the signal success of the affair, for they gave inspiration to the minds and

(81)
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of liberty marshaled her hosts and asked only for a leader.

From civil life a man, silent, thoughtful, poised and calm,

stepped forth, and with the lips of victory voiced the

Nation's first and last demand: "Unconditional and im
mediate surrender." From that moment the end was
known. That utterance was the first real declaration of

real war, and, in accordance with the dramatic unities of

mighty events, the great soldier who made it, received the

final sword of the Rebellion.

The soldiers of the Republic were not seekers after vul

gar glory. They were not animated by the hope of plunder
or the love of conquest. They fought to preserve the

homestead of liberty and that their children might have

peace. They were the defenders of humanity, the de

stroyers of prejudice, the breakers of chains, and in the

name of the future they slew the monster of their tim*.-

They finished what the soldiers of the Revolution com
menced. They re-lighted the torch that fell from their

august hands and filled the world again with light. They
blotted from the statute-book laws that had been passed by

hypocrites at the instigation of robbers, and tore with in

dignant hands from the Constitution that infamous clause

that made men the catchers of their fellow-men. They
made it possible for judges to be just, for statesmen to be

humane, and for politicians to be honest. They broke the

the tongues of others ; but it was the fruit of that inspiration that rolled like a glad
surprise across the banqueting sky, and made the 13th of November renowned in
the calendar of days . . . When Robert Q. Ingersoll rose after the speech of General
Pope, to respond to the toast, "The Volunteer Soldiers," a large part of the
audience rose with him, and the cheering was long and loud. Colonel Ingersoll
may fairly be regarded as the foremwt orator of America, and there was the keen-'
est .Interest to hear him after all the brilliant speeches that had preceded ; and this

interest was not unmixed with a fear that he would not be able to successfully
strive against both his own great reputation and the fresh competitors who had
leaped suddenly into the oratorical arena like mighty gladiators and astonished the
audience by their unexpected eloquence. But Ingersoll had not proceeded far

when the old fire broke out, and flashing metaphor, bold denunciation, and all

the rich imagery and poetical beauty which mark his great efforts stood revealed
before the delighted listeners. Long before the last word was uttered, all douM aa
to the ability o! the great orator to sustain himself had departed, and rising to thrir

feet, the audience cheered till the hall rang with shouts. Like Henry,
" The forest-

born Demosthenes, whose thunder shook the Philip of the seas," Ingernoll still

held the crown within his grasp.
Editorial from The Inter-Ocean, Chicago, November 15, 1879.
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shackles from the limbs of slaves, from the souls of masters,

and from the Northern brain. They kept our country on

the map of the world, and our flag in heaven. They
rolled the stone from the sepulchre of progress, and found

therein two angels clad in shining garments Nationality

and Liberty.

The soldiers were the saviors of the Nation
; they were

the liberators of men. In writing the Proclamation of

Emancipation, Lincoln, greatest of our mighty dead, whose

memory is as gentle as the summer air when reapers sing
amid the gathered sheaves, copied with the pen what Grant

and his brave comrades wrote with swords.

Grander than the Greek, nobler than the Roman, the

soldiers of the Republic, with patriotism as shoreless as

the air, battled for the rights of others, for the nobility of

labor; fought that mothers might own their babes, that

arrogant idleness should not scar the back of patient toil,

and that our country should not be a many-headed mon
ster made of warring States, but a Nation, sovereign, great,

and free.

Blood was water, money was leaves, and life was only

common air until one flag floated over a Republic without

a master and without a slave.

And then was asked the question :

"
Will a free people

tax themselves to pay a Nation's debt ?
"

The soldiers went home to their waiting wives, iio their

glad children, and to the girls they loved they went

back to the fields, the shops, and mines. They had not

been demoralized. They had been ennobled. They were

as honest in peace as they had been brave in war. Mock

ing at poverty, laughing at reverses, they made a friend

of toil. They said :

" We saved the Nation's life, and

what is life without honor ?
"

They worked and wrought
with all of labor's royal sons that every pledge the Nation

gave might be redeemed. And their great leader, having
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put a shining band of friendship a girdle of clasped and

happy hands around the globe, conies home and finds that

every promise made in war has now the ring and gleam of

gold.

There is another question still
' Will all the wounds of

war be healed? I answer, Yes. The Southern people
must submit, not to the dictation of the North, but to the

Nation's will and to the verdict of mankind. They were

wrong, and the time will come when they will say that

they are victors who have been vanquished by the right.

Freedom conquered them, and freedom will cultivate their

fields, educate their children, weave for them the robes of

wealth, execute their laws, and fill their land with happy
homes.

The soldiers of the Union saved the South as well as the

North. They made us a Nation. Their victory made us

free and rendered tyranny in every other land as insecure

as snow upon volcanoes' lips.

And now let us drink to the volunteers to those who

sleep in unknown, sunken graves, whose names are only

in the hearts of those they loved and left of those who

only hear in happy dreams the footsteps of return.

Let us drink to those who died where lipless famine

mocked at want; to all the maimed whose scars give

modesty a tongue ;
to all who dared and gave to chance

the care and keeping of their lives
;
to all the living and

to all the dead, to Sherman, to Sheridan, and to Grant,

the laureled soldier of the world, and last, to Lincoln,

whose loving life, like a bow of peace, spans and arches

all the clouds of war.
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New York, December ij, f886.

TOAST.

TJie Superstitions of Public Men.

MR.
CHIEF RULER AND GENTLEMEN : I suppose
that the superstition most prevalent with public

men, is the idea that they are of great importance to the

public. As a matter of fact, public men, that is to say,

men in office, reflect the average intelligence of the

people, and no more. A public man, to be successful, must

not assert anything unless it is exceedingly popular. And
he need not deny anything unless everybody is against it.

Usually he has to be like the center of the earth, draw all

things his way, without weighing anything himself.

One of the difficulties, or rather, one of the objections,

to a government republican in form, is this: Everybody

imagines that he is everybody's master. And the result

has been to make most of our public men exceedingly
conservative in the expression of their real opinions. A
man, wishing to be elected to an office, generally agrees
with 'most everybody he meets. If he meets a Prohibition

ist, he says: "Of course I am a temperance man. I am
opposed to all excesses, my dear friend, and no one knows
better than myself the evils that have been caused by in

temperance." The next man happens to keep a saloon,
and happens to be quite influential in that part of the

district, and the candidate immediately says to him: "The
Response of Col. R. G. Ingersoll to the sentiment "The Snperstltions of Public Men,"

at the regular monthly dinner of the Thirteen Club, Monday evening, December 18, 1881.
(87)
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idea that these Prohibitionists can take away the personal

liberty of the citizen is simply monstrous !

" In a moment

after, he is greeted by a Methodist, and he hastens to say,

that while he does not belong to that church himself, his

wife does; that he would gladly be a member, but does not

feel that he is good enough. He tells a Presbyterian that

his grandfather was of that faith, and that he was a most

excellent man, and laments from the bottom of his heart

that he himself is not within that fold. A few moments

after, on meeting a skeptic, he declares, with the greatest

fervor, that reason is the only guide, and that he looks for

ward to the time when superstition will be dethroned. In

other words, the greatest superstition now entertained by

public men is, that hypocrisy is the royal road to success.

Of course, there are many other superstitions, and one is,

that the Democratic party has not outlived its usefulness.

Another is, that the Republican party should have power
for what it has done, instead of what it proposes to do.

In my judgment, these statesmen are mistaken. The

people of the United States, after all, admire intellectual

honesty and have respect for moral courage. The time has

come for the old ideas and superstitions in politics to be

thrown away not in phrase, not in pretence, but in fact ;

and the time has come when a man can safely rely on the

intelligence and courage of the American people.

The most significant fact in this world to-day, is, that in

nearly every village under the American flag the school-

house is larger than the church. People are beginning to

have a little confidence in intelligence and in facts. Every

public man and every private man, who is actuated in his

life by a belief in something that no one can prove, that

no one can demonstrate, is, to that extent, a superstitious

man.

It may be that I go further than most of you, because if

I have any superstition, it is a superstition against super-
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stition. It seems to me that the first things for every

man, whether in or out of office, to believe in, the first

things to rely on, are demonstrated facts. These are the

corner stones, these are the columns that nothing can

move, these are the stars that no darkness can hide,

these are the true and only foundations of belief.

Beyond the truths that have been demonstrated is the

horizon of the Probable, and in the world of the Probable

every man has the right to guess for himself. Beyond the

region of the Probable is the Possible, and beyond the

Possible is the Impossible, and beyond the Impossible are

the religions of this world. My idea is this: Any man
who acts in view of the Improbable or of the Impossible
that is to saj ,

of the Supernatural is a superstitious man.

Any man who believes that he can add to the happiness of

the Infinite, by depriving himself of innocent pleasure, is

superstitious. Any man who imagines that he can make
some God happy, by making himself miserable, is supersti

tious. Any one who thinks he can gain happiness in

another world, by raising hell with his fellow-men in this,

is simply superstitious. Any man who believes in a Being
of infinite wisdom and goodness, and yet belives that that

Being has peopled a world with failures, is superstitious.

Any man who believes that an infinitely wise and good
God would take pains to make a man, intending at the

time that the man should be eternally damned, is absurdly

superstitious. In other words, he who believes that there

is, or that there can be, any other religious duty than to

increase the happiness of mankind, in this world, now and

here, is superstitious.

I have known a great many private men who were not

men of genius. I have known some men of genius about

whom it was kept private, and I have known many public

men, and my wonder increased the better I knew them,
that they occupied positions of trust and honor.
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But, after all, it is the people's fault. They who demand

hypocrisy must be satisfied with mediocrity. Our. public
men will be better and greater and less superstitious, when
the people become greater and better and less superstitious.

There is an old story, that we have all heard, about Senator

Nesmith. He was elected a Senator from Oregon. When
he had been in Washington a little while, one of the other

Senators said to him: "How did you feel when you found

yourself sitting here in the United States Senate?" He
replied: "For the first two months, I just sat and won
dered how a damned fool like me ever broke into the

Senate. Since that, I have done nothing but wonder how
the other fools got here."

To-day the need of our civilization is public men who
have the courage to speak as they think. We need a man
for President who will not publicly thank God for earth

quakes. We need somebody with the courage to say that

all that happens in nature happens without design, and

without reference to man; somebody who will say that

the men and women killed are not murdered by supernat
ural beings, and that everything that happens in nature,

happens without malice and without mercy. We want

somebody who will have courage enough not to charge an

infinitely good and wise Being with all the cruelties and

agonies and sufferings of this world. We want such men
in public places, men who will appeal to the reason of

their fellows, to the highest intelligence of the people ;
men

who will have courage enough, in this the nineteenth

century, to agree with the conclusions of science. We
want some man who will not pretend to believe, and who
does not in fact believe, the stories that Superstition has

told to Credulity.

The most important thing in this world is the destruc

tion of superstition. Superstition interferes with the

happiness of mankind. Superstition is a terrible serpent,
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reaching in frightful coils from heaven to earth and thrust

ing its poisoned fangs into the hearts of men. While I live,

I am going to do what little I can for the destruction of

this monster. Whatever may happen in another world

and I will take my chances there, I am opposed to super
stition in this. And if, when I reach that other world, it

needs reforming, I shall do what little I can there for the

destruction of the false.

Let me tell you one thing more, and I am done. The

only way to have brave, honest, intelligent, conscientious

public men, men without superstition, is to do what we can

to make the average citizen brave, conscientious and intel

ligent. If you wish to see courage in the presidential

chair, conscience upon the bench, intelligence of the

highest order in Congress ; if you expect public men to be

great enough to reflect honor upon the Republic, private
citizens must have the courage and the intelligence to

elect, and to sustain, such men. I have said, and I say it

again, that never while I live will I vote for any man to

be President of the United States, no matter if he does

belong to my party, who has not won his spurs on some
field of intellectual conflict. We have had enough medi

ocrity, enough policy, enough superstition, enough prej

udice, enough provincialism, and the time has come for the

American citizen to say :

"
Hereafter I will be represented

by men who are worthy, not only of the great Republic, but

of the Nineteenth Century."
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ROBSON AND CRANE DINNER.*

New York, November 21, 1887.

TOAST.

Comedy and Tragedy.

I

BELIEVE in the medicine of mirth, and in what I might
call the longevity of laughter. Every man who has

caused real, true, honest mirth, has been a benefactor of

the human race. In a world like this, where there is so

much trouble a world gotten up on such a poor plan
where sometimes one is almost inclined to think that the

Deity, if there be one, played a practical joke to find, I

say, in such a world, something that for the moment
allows laughter to triumph over sorrow, is a great piece

of good fortune. I like the stage, not only because General

Sherman likes it and I do not think I was ever at the
* The theatre party and supper given by Charles P. Palmer, brother of Courtlandt

Palmer, on Monday evening were unusually attractive in many ways. Mr. Palmer has

recently returned from Europe, and took this opportunity to gather aronnd him his old
club associates and friends, and to show his admiration of the acting of Messrs. Robspn
and Crane. The appearance of Mr. Palmer's fifty guests in the theatre excited much in

terest in all parts of the house. It is not often that theatre-goers have the opportunity of

seeing in a single ro\\ , Chauncey M. Depew, Gen. William T. Sherman, Gen. Horace
Porter and P.obert G. Ingersoll, with Leonard Jerome and his brother Lawrence, Murat
Halstead and other well-known men in close proximity.
The supper table at Delmonico's was decorated with a lavish profusion of flowers rarely

approached even at that famous restaurant.
Mr. Palmer was a charming host, full of humor, jollity and attention to every guest.

He opened the speaking with a few apt words. Then Stuart Robson made some witty
remarks, and called upon William H. Crane, whose well-rounded speech was heartily ap
plauded General Sherman. Chauncey M. Depew, General Porter, Lawrence Jerome and
Colonel Ingersoll were all in their best moods, and the sallies of wit and the abundance
of genuine humor in their informal addresses kept their hearers in almost continuous

laughter. Lawrence Jerome was in especially fine form. He sang songs, told stories and
said :

"
Depew and Ingersoll know so much that intelligence has become a drug in the

market, and it's no use to tell you what a good speech I would have made." A. Beaver

Page made an uncommonly wjtty and effective speech. Murat Halstead_ related some
reminiscences of his last European tour and of his experiences in London with Lawrence
and Leonard Jerome, which were received with shouts of laughter. Altogether the sup
per was one to be long remembered by all preaent. The Tribune, New York, Novenv
ber 23, 1887. (96)
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theatre in my life but I saw him I not only like it

because General Washington liked it, but because the

greatest man that ever touched this grain of sand and tear

we call ths world, wrote for the stage, and poured out a

very Mississippi of philosophy and pathos and humor, and

everything calculated to raise and ennoble mankind.

I like to see the stage honored, because actors are the

ministers, the apostles, of the greatest man who ever lived,

and because they put flesh upon and blood and passion
within the greatest characters that the greatest man drew.

This is the reason I like the stage. It makes us human. A
raccal never gained applause on the stage. A hypocrite
never commanded admiration, not even when he was act

ing a clergyman except for the naturalness of the acting.

No one has ever yet seen any play in which, in his heart,

he did not applaud honesty, heroism, sincerity, fidelity,

courage, and self-denial. Never. No man ever heard a

great play who did not get up a better, wiser, and more

humane man ; and no man ever went to the theatre and

heard Robson and Crane, who did not go home better-

natured, and treat his family that night a little better than

on a night when he had not heard these actors.

I enjoy the stage; I always did enjoy it. I love the

humanity of it. I hate solemnity ; it is the brother of

stupidity always. You never knew a solemn man who was

not stupid, and you never will. There never was a man of

true genius who had not the simplicity of a child, and over

whose lips had not rippled the river of laughter never,

and there never will be. I like, I say, the stage for its wit

and for its humor. I do not like sarcasm
;

I do not like

mean humor. There is as much difference between humor
and malicious wit as there is between a bee's honey and a

bee's sting, and the reason I like Robson and Crane is that

they have the honey without the sting.

Another thing that makes me glad is, that I live in an
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age and generation and day that has sense enough to ap

preciate the stage ; sense enough to appreciate music
;
sense

enough to appreciate everything that lightens the burdens

of this life. Only a few years ago our dear ancestors

looked upon the theatre as the vestibule of hell
; and every

actor was going
"
the primrose way to the everlasting bon

fire." In those good old days, our fathers, for the sake of

relaxation, talked about death and graves and epitaphs
and worms and shrouds and dust and hell. In those days,

too, they despised music, cared nothing for art
;
and yet I

have lived long enough to hear the world that is, the

civilized world say that Shakespeare wrote the greatest

book that man has ever read. I have lived long enough to

see men like Beethoven and Wagner put side by side with

the world's greatest men great in imagination and we
must remember that imagination makes the great difference

between men. I have lived long enough to see actors

placed with the grandest and noblest, side by side with the

greatest benefactors of the human race.

There is one thing in which I cannot quite agree with

what has been said. I like tragedy, because tragedy is

only the other side of the shield and I like both sides. I

love to spend an evening on the twilight boundary line be

tween tears and smiles. There is nothing that pleases me
better than some scene, some act, where the smile catches

the tears in the eyes ;
where the eyes are almost surprised

by the smile, and the smile touched and softened by the

tears. I like that. And the greatest comedians and the

greatest tragedians have that power; and, in conclusion,

let me say, that it gives me more than pleasure to acknowl

edge the debt of gratitude I owe, not only to the stage, but

to the actors whose health we drink to-night.
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THE POLICE CAPTAINS' DINNER.

New York, January, 24, 1888.

TOAST.

Duties and Privileges of the Press.

ONLY
a little while ago, the nations of the world were

ignorant and provincial. Between these nations

there were the walls and barriers of language, of prejudice,

of custom, of race and of religion. Each little nation had

the only perfect form of government the only genuine

religion all others being adulterations or counterfeits.

These nations met only as enemies. They had nothing
to exchange but blows nothing to give and take but

wounds.

Movable type was invented, and "civilization was

thrust into the brain of Europe on the point of a Moorish

lance." The Moors gave to our ancestors paper, and

nearly all valuable inventions that were made for a thousand

years.

In a little while, books began to be printed the nations

began to exchange thoughts instead of blows. The classics

were translated. These were read, and those who read them

began to imitate them began to write themselves
;
and in

this way there was produced in each nation a local litera

ture. There came to be an exchange of facts, of theories,

of ideas.

For many years this was accomplished by books, but

after a time the newspaper was invented, and the exchange
increased. (ioi)
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Before this, every peasant thought his king the greatest

being in the world. He compared this king his splendor,

his palace with the peasant neighbor, with his rags and

with his hut. All his thoughts were provincial, all his

knowledge confined to his own neighborhood the great

world was to him an unknown land.

Long after papers were published, the circulation was

small, the means of intercommunication slow, painful, few

and costly.

The same was true in our own country, and here, too,

was in a great degree, the provincialism of the Old

World.

Finally, the means of intercommunication increased, and

they became plentiful and cheap.
Then the peasant found that he must compare his king

with the kings of other nations the statesmen of his

country with the statesmen of others and these com

parisons were not always favorable to the men of his own

country.

This enlarged his knowledge and his vision, and the

tendency of this was to make him a citizen of the world.

Here in our own country, a little while ago, the citizen

of each State regarded his State as the best of all. To love

that State more than all others, was considered the highest
evidence of patriotism.

The Press finally informed him of the condition of other

States. He found that other States were superior to his

in many ways in climate, in production, in men, in in

vention, in commerce and in influence. Slowly he trans

ferred the love of State, the prejudice of locality what I

call mud patriotism to the Nation, and he became an

American in the best and highest sense.

This, then, is one of the greatest things to be accom

plished by the Press in America namely, the unification

of the country the destruction of provincialism, and the
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creation of a patriotism broad as the territory covered by
our flag.

The same ideas, the same events, the same news, are

carried to millions of homes every day. The result of this

is to fix the attention of all upon the same things, the same

thoughts and theories, the same facts and the result is to

get the best judgment of a nation.

This is a great and splendid object, but not the greatest.

In Europe the same thing is taking place. The nations

are becoming acquainted with each other. The old prej

udices are dying out. The people cf each nation are be

ginning to find that they are not the enemies of any other.

They are also beginning to suspect that where they have
no cause of quarrel, they should neither be called upon to

fight, nor to pay the expenses of war.

Another thing : The kings and statesmen no longer act

as they formerly did. Once they were responsible only to

their poor and wretched subjects, whose obedience they

compelled at the point of the bayonet. Now a king knows,
and his minister knows, that they must give account for

what they do to the civilized world. They know that

kings and rulers must be tried before the great bar of public

opinion a public opinion that has been formed by the

facts given to them in the Press of the world. They do

not wish to be condemned at that great bar. They seek

not only not to be condemned not only to be acquitted
but they seek to be crowned. They seek the applause, not

simply of their own nation, but of the civilized world.

There was for uncounted centuries a conflict between

civilization and barbarism. Barbarism was almost univer

sal, civilization local. The torch of progress was then held

by feeble hands, and barbarism extinguished it in the

blood of its founders. But civilizations arose, and kept

rising, one after another, until now the great Republic
holds and is able to hold that torch against a hostile world.
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By its invention, by its weapons of war, by its intelli

gence, civilization became capable of protecting itself, and

there came a time when in the struggle between civiliza

tion and barbarism the world passed midnight.
Then came another struggle, the struggle between the

people and their rulers.

Most peoples sacrificed their liberty through gratitude
to some great soldier who rescued them from the arms of

the barbarian. But there came a time when the people
said :

" We have a right to govern ourselves." And that

conflict has been waged for centuries.

And I sa}*, protected and corroborated by the flag of the

greatest of all Republics, that in that conflict the world

has passed midnight.

Despotisms were softened by parliaments, by congresses
but at last the world is beginning to say :

" The right to

govern rests upon the consent of the governed. The

power conies from the people not from kings. It belongs
to man, and should be exercised by man."

In this conflict we have passed midnight. The world is

destined to be republican. Those who obey the laws will

make the laws.

Our country the United States the great Republic
owns the fairest portion of half the world. We have now
sixty millions of free people. Look upon the map of our

country. Look upon the great valley of the Mississippi

stretching from the Alleghenies to the Rockies. See the

great basin drained by that mighty river. There }
TOU will

see a territory large enough to feed and clothe and educate

five hundred millions of human beings.

This country is destined to remain as one. The Mis

sissippi River is Nature's protest against secession and

against division.

We call that nation civilized when its subjects submit

their differences of opinion, in accordance with the forms
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of law, to fellow-citizens who are disinterested and who

accept the decision as final.

The nations, however, sustain no such relation to each

other. Each nation concludes for itself. Each nation de-

fines its rights and its obligations ;
and nations will not be

civilized in respect of their relations to each other, until

there shall have been established a National Court to decide

differences between nations, to the judgment of which all

shall bow.

It is for the Press the Press that photographs the hu
man activities of every day the Press that gives the news
of the world to each individual to bend its mighty energies

to the unification and the civilization of mankind ; to the

destruction of provincialism, of prejudice to the extirpa

tion of ignorance and to the creation of a great and splen

did patriotism that embraces the human race.

The Press presents the daily thoughts of men. It marks

the progress of each hour, and renders a relapse into

ignorance and barbarism impossible. No catastrophe can

be great enough, no ruin wide-spread enough, to engulf or

blot out the wisdom of the world.

Feeling that it is called to this high destiny, the Press

should appeal only to the highest and to the noblest in the

human heart.

It should not be the bat of suspicion, a raven, hoarse

with croaking disaster, a chattering jay of gossip, or a

vampire fattening on the reputations of men.

It should remain the eagle, rising and soaring high in the

cloudless blue, above all mean and sordid things, and grasp

ing only the bolts and arrows of justice.

Let the Press have the courage always to defend the

right, always to defend the people and let it always have

the power to clutch and strangle any combination of men,

however intellectual or cunning or rich, that feeds and

fattens on the flesh and blood of honest men.
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In a little while, under our flag there will be five hun

dred millions of people. The great Republic will then

dictate to the world that is to say, it will succor the

oppressed it will see that justice is done it will say to

the great nations that wish to trample upon the weak:

"You must not you shall not strike." // will be

obeyed.

All I ask is all I hope is that the Press will always be

worthy of the great Republic.
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GENERAL GRANT'S BIRTHDAY DINNER.*

New York, April 27, 1888,

TOAST.

General Grant.

GEN.
SHERMAN AND GENTLEMEN: I firmly believe

that any nation great enough to produce and appre
ciate a great and splendid man is great enough to keep his

memory green. No man admires more than I do men who
have struggled and fought for what they believed to be

right. I admire General Grant, as well as every soldier

who fought in the ranks of the Union, not simply because

they were fighters, not simply because they were willing to

march to the mouth of the guns, but because they fought
for the greatest cause that can be expressed in human

language the liberty of man. And to-night while General

The tribute at Delmonico's last night was to the man Grant as a supreme type of the
confidence of the American Republic in its own strength and destiny. Soldiers over
whose lost cause the wheels of a thousand cannons rolled, and whose doctrines were
ground to dust under the heels of conquering legions, poured out their souls at the feet of
the great commander. Magnanimity, mercy, faith these were the themes of every ora
tor. Christian and Infidel, olue and gray, Republican and Democrat talked of Grant
almost as men have come to talk of Washington.
And, alas 1 in the midst of it all, with its soft glow of lights, its sweet breath of flowers,

its throb of music and bewildering radiance of oannere, there was a vacant chair. Upon
it hung a wreath of green, tied with a knot of white ribbon. Soldier and statesman and
orator walked past that chair and seemed to reverence it. It was the seat intended for
the trumpet tongued advocate of Grant in war, Grant in victory, Grant in peace. Grant
in adversity the seat of Roscoe Conkling. A little later and a clergyman jostled into the
vacant chair and brushed the green circlet to the floor.

Gray and grim old General Sherman presided. About the nine round, flower heaped
tables were grouped the long list of distinguished men from every walk of life and from
every section of the country.
Among the speakers was Ex-Minister Edwards Pierrepont who was one of Grant's

cabinet and who made a long speech, part of which was devoted to explaining the court

etiquette of dukes and earls and ministers In England, and how an ex-President of the
United States ranks in Europe when an American Minister helps him out. The rest of the

speech seemed to be an attempt to get up a presidential boom for the Prince of Wales.
When Mr. Pierrepont sat down, General Sherman explained that Col. Kobert G. Inger-

soil did not want to apeak, but a group of gentlenien lifted the orator up and carried him
forward by main force. New York Herald, April 28, 1888.

(109)
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Mahone was speaking, I could not but think that the North

was just as responsible for the war as the South. The
South upheld and maintained what is known as human

slaver)', and the North did the same
;
and do you know, I

have always found in my heart a greater excuse for the

man who held the slave, and lived on his labor, and profited

by the rascality, than I did for a Northern man that went

into partnership with him with a distinct understanding
that he was to have none of the profits and half of the dis

grace. So I say, that, in a larger sense that is, when we
view the question from a philosophic height the North

was as responsible as the South; and when I remember

that in this very city, in this very city, men were mobbed

simply for advocating the abolition of slavery, I cannot

find it in my heart to lay a greater blame upon the South

than upon the North. If this had been a war of conquest,
a war simply for national aggrandizement, then I should not

place General Grant side by side with or in advance of the

greatest commanders of the world. But when I remember

that every blow was to break a chain, when I remember

that the white man was to be civilized at the same time the

black man was made free, when I remember that this

country was to be made absolutely free, and the flag left

without a stain, then I say that the great General who
commanded the greatest army ever marshaled in the

defence of human rights, stands at the head of the com
manders of this world.

There is one other idea, and it was touched upon and

beautifully illustrated by Mr. Depew. I do not believe

that a more merciful general than Grant ever drew his

sword. All greatness is merciful. All greatness longs to

forgive. All true grandeur and nobility is capable of shed

ding the divine tear of pity.

Let me say one more word in that direction. The man

in the wrong defeated, and who sees the justice of his
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defeat, is a victor
;
and in this view and I say it under

standing my words fully the South was as victorious as

the North.

No man, in my judgment, is more willing to do justice

to all parts of this country than I
; but, after all, I have a

little sentiment a little. I admire great and splendid

deeds, the dramatic effect of great victories
;
but even more

than that I admire that "touch of nature which makes
the whole world kin." I know the names of Grant's vic

tories. I know that they shine like stars in the heaven of

his fame. I know them all. But there is one thing in the

history of that great soldier that touched me nearer and

more deeply than any victory he ever won, and that is this :

When about to die, he insisted that his dust should be laid

in no spot where his wife, when she sleeps in death, could

not lie by his side. That tribute to the great and splendid
institution that rises above all others, the institution of the

family, touched me even more than the glories won upon
the fields of war.

And now let me say, General Sherman, as the years go
by, in America, as long as her people are great, as long as

her people are free, as long as they admire patriotism and

courage, as long as they admire deeds of self-denial, as long
as they can remember the sacred blood shed for the good
of the whole nation, the birthday of General Grant will be

celebrated. And allow me to say, gentlemen, that there is

another with us to-night whose birthday will be celebrated.

Americans of the future, when they read the history of

General Sherman, will feel the throb and thrill that all men
feel in the presence of the patriotic and heroic.

One word more when General Grant went to England,
when he sat down at the table with the Ministers of her

Britannic Majesty, he conferred honor upon them. There
is one change I wish to see in the diplomatic service and
I want the example to be set by the great Republic I want
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precedence given here in Washington to the representatives

of Republics. Let us have some backbone ourselves. Let

the representatives of Republics come first and the am
bassadors of despots come in next day. In other words,

let America be proud of American institutions, proud of a

Government by the people. We at last have a history, we
at last are a civilized people, and on the pages of our

annals are found as glorious names as have been written in

any language.
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full of life, as full of hope as the heavens are full of stars ?

I tell you we have got a good deal of pluck.

And yet, after all, what would this world be without

death ? It may be from the fact that we are all victims,

from the fact that we are all bound by common fate; it

may be that friendship and love are born of that fact
; but

whatever the fact is, I am perfectly satisfied that the

highest possible philosophy is to enjoy to-day, not regret

ting yesterday, and not fearing to-morrow. So, let us suck

this orange of life dry, so that when death does come, we
can politely say to him, "You are welcome to the peelings.

What little there was we have enjoyed."
But there is one splendid thing about the play called

Life. Suppose that when you die, that is the end. The
last thing that you will know is that you are alive, and the

last thing that will happen to you is the curtain, not fall

ing, but the curtain rising on another thought, so that as

far as your consciousness is concerned you will and must

live forever. No man can remember when he commenced,
and no man can remember when he ends. As far as we
are concerned we live both eternities, the one past and the

one to come, and it is a delight to me to feel satisfied, and

to feel in my own heart, that I can never be certain that I

have seen the faces I love for the last time.

When I am at such a gathering as this, I almost wish I

had had the making of the world. What a world I would

have made ! In that world unhappiness would have been

the only sin; melancholy the only crime; joy the only
virtue. And whether there is another world, nobody
knows. Nobody can affirm it; nobody can deny it. No
body can collect tolls from me, claiming that he owns a

turnpike, and nobody can certainly say that the crooked

path that I follow, beside which many roses are growing,
does not lead to that place. He doesn't know. But if

there is such a place, I hope that all good fellows will be

welcome.
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New York, December 27, 1890.

TOAST.

Athletics among the Ancients.

THE
first record of public games is found in the twenty-

third Book of the Iliad. These games were per
formed at the funeral of Patroclus, and there were :

First. A chariot race, and the first prize was :

"A woman fair, well skilled in household care."

Second. There was a pugilistic encounter, and the first

prize, appropriately enough, was a mule.

It gave me great pleasure to find that Homer did not

hold in high esteem the victor. I have reached this con

clusion, because the poet put these words in the mouth of

Eppius, the great boxer :

"
In the battle-field I claim no special praise ;

'Tis not for man in all things to excel "

winding up with the following refined declaration con

cerning his opponent :

"
I mean to pound his flesh and smash his bones."

After the battle, the defeated was helped from the field.

He spit forth clotted gore. His head rolled from side to

side, until he fell unconscious.

Third, wrestling ; fourth, foot-race
; fifth, fencing ; sixth,

throwing the iron mass or bar
; seventh, archery, and last,

throwing the javelin. Pir>
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All of these games were in honor of Patroclus. This is

the same Patroclus who, according to Shakespeare, ad

dressed Achilles in these words :

" Rouse yourself, and the weak wanton Cupid
Shall from your neck unloose his amorous fold,

And, like a dew-drop from the lion's mane,
Be shook to air."

These games were all born of the instinct of self-defence.

The chariot was used in war. Man should know the use

of his hands, to the end that he may repel assault. He
should know the use of the sword, to the end that he may
strike down his enemy. He should be skillful with the

arrow, to the same end. If overpowered, he seeks safety

in flight he should therefore know how to run. So, too,

he could preserve himself by the skillful throwing of the

javelin, and in the close encounter a knowledge of wrestling

might save his life.

Man has always been a fighting animal, and the art of

self-defence is nearly as important now as ever and will

be, until man rises to that supreme height from which he

will be able to see that no one can commit a crime against

another without injuring himself.

The Greeks knew that the body bears a certain relation

to the soul that the better the body other things being

eqt al the greater the mind. They also knew that the

body could be developed, and that such development would

give ^r add to the health, the courage, the endurance, the

self-confidence, the independence and the morality of the

human race. They knew, too, that health was the founda

tion, the corner-stone, of happiness.

They knew that human beings should know something
about themselves, something of the capacities of body and

mind, to the end that they might ascertain the relation

between conduct and happiness, between temperance and

health.
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It is needless to say that the Greeks were the most intel

lectual of all races, and that they were in love with beauty,

with proportion, with the splendor of the body and of mind ;

and so great was their admiration for the harmoniously

developed, that Sophocles had the honor of walking naked

at the head of a great procession.

The Greeks, through their love of physical and mental

development, gave us the statues the most precious of all

inanimate things of far more worth than all the diamonds

and rubies and pearls that ever glittered in crowns and

tiaras, on altars or thrones, or, flashing, rose and fell on

woman's billowed breast. In these marbles we find the

highest types of life, of superb endeavor and supreme

repose. In looking at them we feel that blood flows, that

hearts throb and souls aspire. These miracles of art are

the richest legacies the ancient world has left our race.

The nations in love with life, have games. To them

existence is exultation. They are fond of nature. They
seek the woods and streams. They love the winds and

waves of the sea. They enjoy the poem of the day, the

drama of the year.

Our Puritan fathers were oppressed with a sense of

infinite responsibility. They were disconsolate and sad,

and no more thought of sport, except the flogging of

Quakers, than shipwrecked wretches huddled on a raft

would turn their attention to amateur theatricals.

For many centuries the body was regarded as a decaying

casket, in which had been placed the gem called the soul,

and the nearer rotten the casket the more brilliant the

jewel.

In those blessed days, the diseased were sainted, and

insanity born of fasting and self-denial and abuse of the

body, was looked upon as evidence of inspiration. Cleanli

ness was not next to godliness it was the opposite; and in

those days, what was known as "the odor of sanctity" had
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a substantial foundation. Diseased bodies produced all

kinds of mental maladies. There is a direct relation

between sickness and superstition. Everybody knows that

Calvinism was the child of indigestion.

Spooks and phantoms hover about the undeveloped and

diseased, as vultures sail above the dead.

Our ancestors had the idea that they ought to be spirit

ual, and that good health was inconsistent with the highest
forms of piety. This heresy crept into the minds even of

secular writers, and the novelists described their heroines

as weak and languishing, pale as lilies, and in the place of

health's brave flag they put the hectic flush.

Weakness was interesting, and fainting captured the

hearts of all. Nothing was so attractive as a society belle

with a drug-store attachment.

People became ashamed of labor, and consequently, of the

evidences of labor. They avoided "
sun-burnt mirth "

were proud of pallor, and regarded small, white hands as

proof that thej
r had noble blood within their veins. It was

a joy to be too weak to work, too languishing to labor.

The tide has turned. People are becoming sensible

enough to desire health, to admire physical development,

symmetry of form, and we now know that a race with little

feet and hands has passed the climax and is traveling to

ward the eternal night.

When the central force is strong, men and women are

full of life to the finger tips. When the fires burn low,

they begin to shrivel at the extremities the hands and

feet grow small, and the mental flame wavers and wanes.

To be self-respecting we must be self-supporting.

Nobility is a question of character, not of birth.

Honor cannot be received as alms it must be earned.

It is the brow that makes the wreath of glory green.

All exercise should be for the sake of development that

is to say, for the sake of health, and for the sake of the
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mind all to the end that the person may become better,

greater, more useful. The gymnast or the athelete should

seek for health as the student should seek for truth ;
but

when athletics degenerate into mere personal contests,

they become dangerous, because the contestants lose sight

of health, as in the excitement of debate the students pre
fer personal victory to the ascertainment of truth.

There is another thing to be avoided by all athletic clubs,

and that is, anything that tends to brutalize, destroy or dull

the finer feelings. Nothing is more disgusting, more dis

graceful, than pugilism nothing more demoralizing than

an exhibition of strength united with ferocity, and where

the very body developed by exercise is mutilated and dis

figured.

Sports thU can by no possibility give pleasure, except to

the unfeeling, the hardened and the really brainless, should

be avoided. No gentleman should countenance rabbit-

coursing, fighting of dogs, the shooting of pigeons, simply
as an exhibition of skill.

All these things are calculated to demoralize and brutal

ize not only the actors, but the lookers on. Such sports

are savage, fit only to be participated in and enjoyed by
the cannibals of Central Africa or the anthropoid apes.

Find what a man enjoys what he laughs at what he

calls diversion and you know what he is. Think of a

man calling himself civilized, who is in raptures at a bull

fight who smiles when he sees the hounds pursue and

catch and tear in pieces the timid hare, and who roars with

laughter when he watches the pugilists pound each other's

faces, closing each other's eyes, breaking jaws and smash

ing noses. Such men are beneath the animals they torture

on a level with the pugilists they applaud. Gentlemen

should hold such sports in unspeakable contempt. No
man finds pleasure in inflicting pain.

In every public school there should be a gymnasium.
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It is useless to cram minds and deform bodies. Hands
should be educated as well as heads. All should be taught
the sports and games that require mind, muscle, nerve and

judgment.
Even those who labor should take exercise, to the end

that the whole body may be developed. Those who work
at one employment become deformed. Proportion is lost.

But where harmony is preserved by the proper exercise,

even old age is beautiful.

To the well developed, to the strong, life seems rich,

obstacles small, and success easy. They laugh at cold and

storm. Whatever the season may be their hearts are filled

with summer.

Millions go from the cradle to the coffin without know

ing what it is to live. They simply succeed in postponing
death. Without appetites, without passions, without

struggle, they slowly rot in a waveless pool. They never

know the glonr of success, the rapture of the fight.

To become effeminate is to invite misery. In the most

delicate bodies may be found the most degraded souls. It

was the Duchess Josiane whose pampered flesh became so

sensitive that she thought of hell as a place where people
were compelled to sleep between coarse sheets.

We need the open air we need the experience of heat

and cold. We need not only the rewards and caresses, but

the discipline of our mother Nature. Life is not all sun

shine, neither is it all storm, but man should be enabled to

enjoy the one and to withstand the other.

I believe in the religion of the body of physical de

velopment in devotional exercise in the beatitudes of

cheerfulness, good health, good food, good clothes, com

radeship, generosity, and above all, in happiness. I believe

in salvation here and now. Salvation from deformity and

disease from weakness and pain from ennui and insanity.

I believe in heaven here and now the heaven of health
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and kood digestion of strength and long life of useful

ness and joy. I believe in the builders and defenders of

homes.

The gentlemen whom we honor to-night have done a

great work. To their energy we are indebted for the

nearest perfect, for the grandest athletic clubhouse in the

world. Let these clubs multiply. Let the example be

followed, until our country is filled with physical and in

tellectual athletes superb fathers, perfect mothers, and

every child aii heir to health and joy.
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BANQUET.

New York, April 2, 1891.

TOAST.

Music, Noblest of the Arts,

IT
is probable that I was selected to speak about music,

because, not knowing one note from another, I have no

prejudice on the subject.

All I can say is, that I know what I like, and, to tell

the truth, I like every kind, enjoy it all, from the hand

organ to the orchestra.

Knowing nothing of the science of music, I am not al

ways looking for defects, or listening for discords. As the

young robin cheerfully swallows whatever comes, 1 hear

with gladness all that is played.

Music has been, I suppose, a gradual growth, subject to

the law of evolution ;
as nearly everj'thing, with the pos

sible exception of theology, has been and is under this

law.

Music may be divided into three kinds : First, the music

of simple time, without any particular emphasis and this

may be called the music of the heels; second, music in

which .time is varied, in which there is the eager haste and

the delicious delay, that is, the fast and slow, in accordance

with our feelings, with our emotions and this may be

called the music of the heart ; third, the music that includes

time and emphasis, the hastening and the delay, and some-
(127)
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thing in addition, that produces not only states of feeling,

but states of thought. This may be called the music of

the head, the music of the brain.

Music expresses feeling and thought, without language.

It was below and before speech, and it is above and beyond
all words. Beneath the waves is the sea above the clouds

is the sky.

Before man found a name for any thought, or thing, he

had hopes and fears and passions, and these were rudely

expressed in tones.

Of one thing, however, I am certain, and that is, that

Music was born of Love. Had there never been any human

affection, there never could have been uttered a strain of

music. Possibly some mother, looking in the eyes of her

babe, gave the first melody to the enraptured air.

Language is not subtle enough, tender enough, to express
all that we feel

;
and when language fails, the highest and

deepest longings are translated into music. Music is the

sunshine the climate of the soul, and it floods the heart

with a perfect June.

I am also satisfied that the greatest music is the most

marvelous mingling of Love and Death. Love is the

greatest of all passions, and Death is its shadow. Death

gets all its terror from Love, and Love gets its intensity, its

radiance, its glory and its rapture, from the darkness of

Death. Love is a flower that grows on the edge of the

grave.

The old music, for the most part, expresses emotion, or

feeling, through time and emphasis, and what is known as

melody. Most of the old operas consist of a few melodies

connected by unmeaning recitative. There should be no

unmeaning music. It is as though a writer should suddenly
leave his subject and write a paragraph consisting of noth

ing but a repetition of one word like "the," "the," "the,"

or "
if,"

"
if."

"
if," varying the repetition of these words, but
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without meaning, and then resume the subject of his

article.

I am not saying that great music was not produced
before Wagner, but I am simply endeavoring to show the

steps that have been taken. It was necessary that all

the music should have been written, in order that the

greatest might be produced. The same is true of the

drama. Thousands and thousands prepared the way for

the supreme dramatist, as millions prepared the way for

the supreme composer.
When I read Shakespeare, I am astonished that he has

expressed so much with common words, to which he gives
new meaning ;

and so when I hear Wagner, I exclaim :

Is it possible that all this is done with common air ?

In Wagner's music there is a touch of chaos that sug

gests the infinite. The melodies seem strange and changing
forms, like summer clouds, and weird harmonies come
like sounds from the sea brought by fitful winds, and

others moan like waves on desolate shores, and mingled
with these, are shouts of joy, with sighs and sobs and rip

ples of laughter, and the wondrous voices of eternal love

Wagner is the Shakespeare of Music.

The funeral march for Siegfried is the funeral music for

all the dead. Should all the gods die, this music would be

perfectly appropriate. It is elemental, universal, eternal.

The love-music in Tristan and Isolde is, like Romeo and

Juliet, an expression of the human heart for all time. So
the love-duet in The Flying Dutchman has in it the conse

cration, the infinite self-denial, of love. The whole heart

is given ; every note has wings, and rises and poises like

an eagle in the heaven of sound.

When I listen to the music of Wagner, I see pictures,

forms, glimpses of the perfect, the swell of a hip, the wave
of a breast, the glance of an eye. I am in the midst of

great galleries. Before me are passing the endless pano-
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ramas. I see vast landscapes with valleys of verdure and

vine, with soaring crags, snow-crowned. I am on the wide

seas, where countless billows burst into the white caps of

joy. I am in the depths of caverns roofed with mighty

crags, while through some rent I see the eternal stars. In

a moment the music becomes a river of melody, flowing

through some wondrous land ; suddenly it falls in strange

chasms, and the mighty cataract is changed to seven-hued

foam.

Great music is always sad, because it tells us of the per
fect

;
and such is the difference between what we are and

that which music suggests, that even in the vase of joy we
find some tears.

The music of Wagner has color, and when I hear the

violins, the morning seems to slowly come. A horn puts
a star above the horizon. The night, in the purple hum
of the bass, wanders away like some enormous bee across

wide fields of dead clover. The light grows whiter as the

violins increase. Colors come from other instruments, and

then the full orchestra floods the world with day.

Wagner seems not only to have given us new tones, new

combinations, but the moment the orchestra begins to play
his music, all the instruments are transfigured. They seem

to utter the sounds that they have been longing to utter.

The horns run riot ;
the drums and cymbals join in the

general joy ;
the old bass viols are alive with passion ; the

'cellos throb with love
; the violins are seized with a divine

fury, and the notes rush out as eager for the air as pardoned

prisoners for the roads and fields.

The music of Wagner is filled with landscapes. There

are some strains, like midnight, thick with constellations,

and there are harmonies like islands in the far seas, and

others like palms on the desert's edge. His music satisfies

the heart and brain. It is not only for memory ; not only
for the present, but for prophecy.
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Wagner was a sculptor, a painter, in sound. When he

died, the greatest fountain of melody that ever enchanted

the world, ceased. His music will instruct and refine for

ever.

All that I know about the operas of Wagner I have

learned from Anton Seidl. I believe that he is the noblest,

tenderest and the most artistic interpreter of the great com

poser that has ever lived.
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New York, December i, 1891.

TOAST.

Art.

{PRESUME
I take about as much interest in what that

picture represents as anybody else. I believe that it

has been said this evening that the world will never be

civilized so long as differences between nations are settled

by gun or cannon or sword. Barbarians still settle their

personal differences with clubs or arms, and finally, when

they agree to submit their differences to their peers, to a

There was a notable gathering of leading artists, authors, scientists, journalists, law
yers, clergymen and other professional men at Sherry's last evening. The occasion was
a dinner tendered to Mr. F. B. Carpenter, the famous portrait and portrait group artist,

by his immediate friends to celebrate the completion of his new historical painting, en
titled "International Arbitration," which is tube sent to Qneen Victoria next week as
the gift of a wealthy American lady. No such tribute has ever been paid before to an
artist of-this country. Let us hope that the extraordinary attention thus paid to Mr.
Carpenter will give our "

English cousins " some idea of how he is prized and his work
indorsed at home. The dinner to Mr. Carpenter was a great success most enjoyable in

every way. The table was laid in the form of a horse shoe with a train of smilax, and
sweet flowers extending the entire length of the table, amid pots of chrysanthemums
and roses. Ex-Minister Andrew D White presided in the absence of John Russell

Young Mr. White said :
"
During the entire course of these proceedings we have

been endeavoring to find a representative of the great Fourth Estate who would present
its claims in relation to arbitration on this occasion. There are present men whose names
are household words in connection with the press throughout this land. There is cer

tainly one distinguished as an orator : there is another distinguished as a scholar. But
they prefer to be silent. We will therefore consider that the toast of 'The Press in

Connection with War and Peace
'

has been duly honored although it has not been re

sponded to, and now there is one subject which I think you will consider as coming
strangely at this late hour. It is a renewal of the subject with which we began, and I

am to ask to speak to it a man who is admired and feared throughout the country. At
one moment he smashes the most cherished convictions of the country, and at another
he raises our highest aspirations for the future of humanity."

It nappened several years ago that I was crossing the Atlantic, and when I had suffi

ciently recovered from seasickness to sit out on the deck I came across Colonel Ingersoll,
and of all subjects of discussion you can imagine we fell upon the subject of art, and we
went at it hot and heavy. So I said to him to-night that I had a rod in pickle for him
and that he was not to know anything about it until it was displayed."

I now call upon him to talk to us about art, and if he talks now as he talked on the
deck of the steamer I do not know whether it would clear the room, but it would make a
sensation in this State and country. 1 have great pleasure in announcing Colonel
Ingersoll, to speak on the subject of art or on any other subject, for no matter upon
what he speaks his words are always welcome."
Aew York Press, December 2, 1891. (185)
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court, we call them civilized. Now, nations sustain the

same relations to each other that barbarians sustain
; that

is, they settle their differences by force
; each nation being

the judge of the righteousness of its cause, and its judgment

depending entirely or for the most part on its strength;
and the strongest nation is the nearest right. Now, until

nations submit their differences to an international court

a court with the power to carry its judgment into effect by

having the armies and navies of all the rest of the world

pledged to support it the world will not be civilized. Our
differences will not be settled by arbitration until more of

the great nations set the example, and until that is done, I

am in favor of the United States being armed. Until that

is done it will give me joy to know that another magnifi
cent man-of-war has been launched upon our waters. And
I will tell you why. Look again at that picture. There is

another face; it is not painted there, and yet without it that

picture would not have been painted, and that is the face of

U. S. Grant. The olive branch, to be of any force, to be

of any beneficent power, must be offered by the mailed

hand. It must be offered by a nation which has back of

the olive branch the force. It cannot be offered by weak

ness, because then it will excite only ridicule. The power

ful, the imperial, must offer that branch. Then it will be

accepted in the true spirit; otherwise not. So, until the

world is a little more civilized I am in favor of the largest

guns that can be made and the best navy that floats. I do

not want any navy unless we have the best, because if you
have a poor one you will simply make a present of it to the

enemy as soon as war opens. We should be ready to

defend ourselves against the world. Not that I think there

is going to be any war, but because I think that is the best

way to prevent it. Until the whole world shall have

entered into the same spirit as the artist when he painted
that picture, until that spirit becomes general we have got
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to be prepared for war. And we cannot depend upon war

suasion. If a fleet of men-of-war should sail into our

harbor, talk would not be of any good ; we must be ready
to answer them in their own way.

I suppose I have been selected to speak on art because I

can speak on that subject without prejudice, knowing noth

ing about it. I have on this subject no hobbies, no pet

theories, and consequently will give you not what I know,
but what I think. I am an Agnostic in many things, and

the way I understand art is this : In the first place we are

all invisible to each other. There is something called soul
;

something that thinks and hopes and loves. It is never

seen. It occupies a world that we call the brain, and is

forever, so far as we know, invisible. Each soul lives in

a world of its own, and it endeavors to communicate with

another soul living in a world of its own, each invisible to

the other, and it does this in a variety of ways. That is

the noblest art which expresses the noblest thought, that

gives to another the noblest emotions that this unseen

soul has. In order to do this we have to seize upon the

seen, the visible. In other words, nature is a vast diction

ary that we use simply to convey from one invisible world

to another what happens in our invisible world. The man
that lives in the greatest world and succeeds in letting

other worlds know what happens :n his world, is the great

est artist.

I believe that all arts have the same father and the same

mother, and no matter whether you express what happens
in these unseen worlds in mere words because nearly all

pictures have been made with words or whether you ex

press it in marble, or form and color in what we call paint

ing, it is to carry on that commerce between these invisible

worlds, and he is the greatest artist who expresses the

tenderest, noblest thoughts to the unseen worlds about him.

So that all art consists in this commerce, every soul being
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an artist and every brain that is worth talking about being
an art gallery, and there is no gallery in this world, not ,in

the Vatican or the Louvre or any other place, comparable
with the gallery in every great brain. The millions of

pictures that are in every brain to-night; the landscapes,

the faces, the groups, the millions of millions of millions

of things that are now living here in every brain, all un

seen, all invisible forever ! Yet we communicate with each

other by showing each other these pictures, these studies,

and by inviting others into our galleries and showing them
what we have, and the greatest artist is he who has the

most pictures to show to other artists.

I love anything in art that suggests the tender, the

beautiful. What is beauty? Of course there is no absolute

beauty. All beauty is relative. Probably the most beauti

ful thing to a frog is the speckled belly of another frog,

or to a snake the markings of another snake. So' there is

no such thing as absolute beauty. But what I call beauty
is what suggests to me the highest and the tenderest

thought ; something that answers to something in my
world. So every work of art has to be born in some brain,

and it must be made by the unseen artist we call the soul.

Now, if a man simply copies what he sees, he is nothing
but a copyist. That does not require genius. That

requires industry and the habit of observation. But it is

not genius; it is not art. Those little daubs and shreds

and patches we get by copying, are pieces of iron that need

to be put into the flame of genius to be molten and then

cast in noble forms
;
otherwise there is no genius.

The great picture should have, not only the technical

part of art, which is neither moral nor immoral, but in

addition some great thought, some great event. It should

contain not only a history but a prophecy. There should

be in it soul, feeling, thought I love those little pictures

of the home, of the fireside, of the old lady boiling the
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kettle, the vine running over the cottage door, scenes sug

gesting to me happiness, contentment. I think more of

them than of the great war pieces, and I hope I shall have

a few years in some such scenes, during which I shall not

care what time it is, what day of the week or month it is.

Just that feeling of content when it is enough to live, to

breathe, to have the blue sky above you and to hear the

music of the water. All art that gives us that content,

that delight, enriches this world and makes life better and

holier.

That, in a general kind of way, as I said before, is my
idea of art, and I hope that the artists of America and

they ought to be as good here as in any place on earth

will grow day by day and year by year independent of all

other art in the world, and be true to the American or

republican spirit always. As to this picture, it is repre

sentative, it is American. There is one word Mr. Daniel

Dougherty said to which I would like to refer. I have

never said very much in my life in defence of England, at

the same time I have never blamed England for being

against us during our war, and I will tell you why. We
had been a nation of hypocrites. We pretended to be in

favor of liberty and yet we had four or five millions of our

people enslaved. That was a very awkward position.

We had bloodhounds to hunt human beings and the

apostles setting them on ; and while this was going on

these poor wretches sought and found liberty on British

soil. Now, why not be honest about it? We were rather

a contemptible people, though Mr. Dougherty thinks the

English were wholly at fault. But England abolished the

slave-trade in 1803; she abolished slavery in her colonies

in 1833. We were lagging behind. That is all there is

about it. No matter why, we put ourselves in the position

of pretending to be a free people while we had millions of

slaves, and it was only natural that England should dis

like it.
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I think the chairman said that there had been no great
historic picture of the signing of the Constitution. There
never should be, never! It was fit, it was proper, to have a

picture of the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
That was an honest document. Our people wanted to give
a good reason for fighting Great Britain, and in order to do

that they had to dig down to the bed-rock of human rights,

and then they said all men are created equal. But just

as soon as we got our independence we made a Con
stitution that gave the lie to the Declaration of Independ

ence, and that is why the signing of the Constitution never

ought to be painted. We put in that Constitution a clause

that the slave-trade should not be interfered with for years,

and another clause that this entire Government was pledged
to hand back to slavery any poor woman with a child at

her breast, seeking freedom by flight. It was a very poor
document. A little while ago they celebrated the one

hundredth anniversary of that business and talked about

the Constitution being such a wonderful thing ; yet what
was in that Constitution brought on the most terrible civil

war ever known, and during that war they said :

" Give

us the Constitution as it is and the Union as it was." And
I said then :

" Curse the Constitution as it is and the Union

as it was. Don't talk to me about fighting for a Constitu

tion that has brought on a war like this ; let us make a new
one." No, I am in favor of a painting that would celebrate

the adoption of the amendment to the Constitution that de'

clares that there shall be no more slavery on this soil.

I believe that we are getting a little more free every day
a little more sensible all the time. A few years ago a

woman in Germany made a speech, in which she asked :

" Why should the German mother in pain and agony give
birth to a child and rear that child through industry and

poverty, and teach him that when he arrives at the age of

twenty-one it will be his duty to kill the child of the
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French mother ? And why should the French mother teach

her son, that it will be his duty sometime to kill the child

of the German mother ?
" There is more sense in that than

in all the diplomacy I ever read, and I think the time is

coming when that question will be asked by every mother

Why should she raise a child to kill the child of another

mother ?

The time is coming when we will do away with all this.

Man has been taught that he ought to fight for the country
where he was born

;
no matter about that country being

wrong, whether it supported him or not, whether it enslaved

him and trampled on every right he had, still it was his

duty to march up in support of that country. The time

will come when the man will make up his mind himself

whether the country is worth while fighting for, and he is

the greatest patriot who seeks to make his country worth

fighting for, and not he who says, I am for it anyhow,
whether it is right or not. These patriots will be the force

Mr. George was speaking about. If war between this

country and Great Britain were declared, and there were men
in both countries sufficient to take a right view of it, that

would be the end of war. The thing would be settled by
arbitration settled by some court and no one would

dream of rushing to the field of battle. So, that is my
hope for the world

;
more policy, more good, solid, sound

sense and less mud patriotism.

I think that this country is going to grow. I think it

will take in Mr. Wiman's country. I do not mean that we
are going to take any country. I mean that they are going
to come to us. I do not believe in conquest. Canada will

come just as soon as it is to her interest to come, and I

think she will come or be a great country to herself. I do

not believe in those people, intelligent as they are, sending
three thousand miles for information they have at home.

I do not believe in their being governed by anybody except
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themselves. So if they come we shall be glad to have them,
if they don't want to come I don't want them.

Yes, we are growing. I don't know how many millions

of people we have now, probably over sixty-two if they all

get counted ;
and they are still coming. I expect to live to

see one hundred millions here. I know some say that

we are getting too many foreigners, but I say the more

that come the better. We have got to have somebody to

take the places of the sons of our rich people. So I say

let them come. There is plenty of land here, eyery where.

I say to the people of every country, come
;
do your work

here, and we will protect you against other countries. We
will give you all the work to supply yourselves and your

neighbors.
Then if we have differences with another country we shall

have a strong navy, big ships, big guns, magnificent men
and plenty of them, and if we put out the hand of fellow

ship and friendship they will know there is no foolishness

about it. They will know we are not asking any favor.

We will just say : We want peace, and we tell you over

the glistening leaves of this olive branch that if you don't

compromise we will mop the earth with you.

That is the sort of arbitration I believe in, and it is the

only sort, in my judgment, that will be effectual for all

time. And I hope that we may still grow, and grow more

and more artistic, and more and more in favor of peace, and

I pray that we may finally arrive at being absolutely worthy
of having presented that picture, with all that it implies, to

the most warlike nation in the world to the nation that

first sends the gospel and then the musket immediately

after, and says: You have got to be civilized, and the only

evidence of civilization that you can give is to buy our

goods and to buy them now, and to pay for them. I wish

us to be worthy of the picture presented to such a nation,

and my prayer is that America may be worthy to have sent
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such a token in such a spirit, and my second prayer is that

England may be worthy to receive it and to keep it, and
that she may receive it in the same spirit that it is sent.

I am glad that it is to be sent by a woman. The gentle
man who spoke to the toast,

" Woman as a Peacemaker,"
seemed to believe that woman brought all the sorrows that

ever happened, not only of war, but troubles of every kind.

I want to say to him that I would rather live with the

woman I love in a world of war, in a world full of troubles

and sorrows, than to live in heaven with nobody but men.

I believe that woman is a peacemaker, and so I am glad
that a woman presents this token to another woman ; and

woman is a far higher title than queen, in my judgment ;
far

higher. There are no higher titles than woman, mother,

wife, sister, and when they come to calling them countesses

and duchesses and queens, that is all rot. That adds noth

ing to that unseen artist who inhabits the world called the

brain. That unseen artist is great by nature and cannot be

made greater by the addition of titles. And so one woman
gives to another woman the picture that prophesies war is

finally to cease, and the civilized nations of the world will

henceforth arbitrate their differences and no longer strew

the plains with corpses of brethren. That is the supreme
lesson that is taught by this picture, and I congratulate Mr.

Carpenter that his name is associated with it and also with

the "Proclamation of Emancipation." In the latter work
he has associated his name with that of Lincoln, which is

the greatest name in history, and the gentlest memory in

this world. Mr. Carpenter has associated his name with

that and with this and with that of General Grant, for I

say that this picture would never have been possible had

there not been behind it Grant ; if there had not been be

hind it the victorious armies of the North and the great

armies of the South, that would have united instantly to

repel any foreign foe.
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TOAST.

The Ideal.

MR.
PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : In the

first place, I wish to tender my thanks to this club for

having generosity and sense enough to invite me to speak
this evening. It is probably the best thing the club has

ever done. You have shown that you are not afraid of a

man simply because he does not happen to agree entirely

with you, although in a very general way it may be said that

I come within one of you.

So I think, not only that you have honored me that, I

most cheerfully and gratefully admit but, upon my word,
I think that you have honored yourselves. And imagine
the distance the religious world has traveled in the last

few years to make a thing of this kind possible ! You
know I presume every one of you knows that I have no

religion not enough to last a minute none whatever

that is, in the ordinary sense of that word. And yet you
have become so nearly civilized that you are willing to hear

what I have to say ;
and I have become so nearly civilized

that I am willing to say what I think.

And, in the second place, let me say that I have great

respect for the Unitarian Church. I have great respect for

the memory of Theodore Parker. I have great respect for

every man who has assisted in reaving the heavens of an

infinite monster. I have great respect for every man who
has helped to put out the fires of hell. In other words, I

U47;
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have great respect for every man who has tried to civilize

my race.

The Unitarian Church has done more than any other

church and may be more than all other churches to sub

stitute character for creed, and to say that a man should be

judged by his spirit; by the climate of his heart; by the

autumn of his generosity ; by the spring of his hope ; that

he should be judged by what he does
; by the influence that

he exerts, rather than by the mythology he may believe.

And whether there be one God or a million, I am perfectly

satisfied that every duty that devolves upon me is within

my reach
; it is something that I can do myself, without the

help of anybody else, either in this world or any other.

Now, in order to make myself plain on this subject I

think I was to speak about the Ideal I want to thank the

Unitarian Church for what it has done
;
and I want to

thank the Universalist Church, too. They at least believe

in a God who is a gentleman ; and that is much more than

was ever done by an orthodox church. They believe, at

least, in a heavenly father who will leave the latch string

out until the last child gets home ;
and as that lets me in

especially in reference to the
"
last

"
I have great respect

for that church.

But now I am coming to the Ideal
;
and in what I may

say you may not all agree. I hope you won't, because that

would be to me evidence that I am wrong. You cannot

expect everybody to agree in the right, and I cannot ex

pect to be always in the right myself. I have to judge with

the standard called my reason, and I do not know whether

it is right or not ; I will admit that. But as opposed to any
other man's, I will bet on mine. That is to say, for home
use. In the first place, I think it is said in some book and

if I am wrong there are plenty here to correct me that
"
the

fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." I think a

knowledge of the limitations of the human mind is the be-
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ginning of wisdom, and, I may almost say, the end of it

really to understand yourself.

Now, let me lay down this proposition. The imagination

of man has the horizon of experience ;
and beyond experi

ence or nature man cannot go, even in imagination. Man
is not a creator. He combines

;
he adds together ;

he di

vides ;
he subtracts ;

he does not create, even in the world

of imagination. Let me make myself a little plainer : Not

one here not one in the wide, wide world can think of a

color that he never saw. No human being can imagine a

sound that he has not heard, and no one can think of a

taste that he has not experienced. He can add to that is

add together combine
;
but he cannot, by any possibility,

create.

Man originally, we will say go back to the age of bar

barism, and you will not have to go far
;
our own childhood,

probably, is as far as is necessary but go back to what is

called the age of savagery ; every man was an idealist, as

every man is to-day an idealist. Every man in savage or

civilized time, commencing with the first that ever crawled

out of a cave and pushed the hair back from his forehead to

look at the sun commence with him and end with Judge

Wright the last expression on the God question and

from that cave to the soul that lives in this temple,

everyone has been an idealist and has endeavored to account

in some way for what he saw and for what he felt ; in other

words, for the phenomena of nature. The easiest way to

account for it by the rudest savage, is the way it has been

accounted for to-night. What makes the river run ? There's

a god in it. What makes the tree grow ? There's a god
in it. What makes the star shine ? There's a god in it.

What makes the sun rise ? Why, he is a god himself. And
what makes the nightingale sing until the air is faint with

melody ? There's a god in it.

They commenced making gods to account for everything
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that happens ; gods of dreams and gods of love and friend

ship, and heroism and courage. Splendid ! They kept

making more and more. The more they found out in na

ture, up to a certain point, the more gods they needed
;
and

they kept on making gods until almost every wave of the

sea bore a god. Gods on every mountain, and in every
vale and field, and by every stream ! Gods in flowers, gods
in grass ; gods everywhere ! All accounting for this world

and for what happened in this world.

Then, when they had got about to the top, when their

ingenuity had been exhausted, they had not produced any

thing, and they did not produce anything beyond their own

experience. We are told that they were idolaters. That is

a mistake, except in the sense that we are all idolaters.

They said,
" Here is a god ; let us express our idea of him.

He is stronger than a man
; let us give him the body of a

lion. He is swifter than a man ; let us give him the wings
of an eagle. He is wiser than a man " and when a man
was very savage he said,

"
let us give him the head of a

serpent ;

" a serpent is wonderfully wise ; he travels with

out feet ;
he climbs without claws

;
he lives without food,

and he is of the simplest conceivable form.

And that was simply to represent their idea of power, of

swiftness, of wisdom. And yet this impossible monster was

simply made of what man had seen in nature, and he put
the various attributes or parts together by his imagination.

He created nothing. He simply took these parts of certain

beasts, when beasts were supposed to be superior to man in

some particulars, and in that way expressed his thought.

You go into the territory of Arizona to-day, and you will

find there pictures of God. He was clothed in stone,

through which no arrow could pierce, and so they called

God the Stone-Shirted whom no Indian could kill. That

was for the simple and only reason that it was impossible

to get an arrow through his armor. They got the idea from

the armadillo.
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Now, I am simply saying this to show that they were

making gods for all these centuries, and making them out

of something they found in nature. Then, after they got

through with the beast business, they made gods after the

image of man
;
and they are the best gods, so far as I know,

that have been made.

The gods that were first made after the image of man
were not made after the pattern of very good men

; but

they were good men according to the standard of that time,

because, as I will show you in a moment, all these things
are relative. The qualities or things that we call mercy,

justice, charity and religion are all relative. There was a

time when the victor on the field of battle was exceedingly
merciful if he failed to eat his prisoner ;

he was regarded as

a very charitable gentleman if he refused to eat the man he

had captured in battle. Afterward he was regarded as an

exceedingly benevolent person if he would spare a prisoner's

life and make him a slave.

So that but you all know it as well as I do or you
would not be Unitarians all this has been simply a growth
from year to year, from generation to generation, from age
to age. And let me tell you the first thing about these gods
that they made after the image of men. After a time there

were men on the earth who were better than these gods in

heaven.

Then those gods began to die, one after another, and

dropped from their thrones. The time will probably come
in the history of this world when an insurance company can

calculate the average life of gods as well as they do now of

men ; because all these gods have been made by folks.

And, let me say right here, the folks did the best they could.

I do not blame them. Everybody in the business has al

ways done his best. I admit it. I admit that man has

traveled from the first conception up to Unitarianism by a

necessary road. Under the conditions he could have come
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up in no other way. I admit all that. I blame nobody.
But I am simply trying to tell, in a very feeble manner, how
it is.

Now, in a little while, I say, men got better than their

gods. Then the gods began to die. Then we began to find

out a few things in nature, and we found out that we were

supporting more gods than were necessary that fewer

gods could do the business and that, from an economical

point of view, expenses ought to be cut down. There were

too many temples, too many priests, and you always had
to give tithes of something to each one, and these gods were

about to eat up the substance of the world.

And there came a time when it got to that point that

either the gods would eat up the people or the people must

destroy some gods, and of course they destroyed the gods
one by one and in their places they put forces of na

ture to do the business forces of nature that needed no

church, that needed no theologians; forces of nature that

you are under no obligation to ; that you do not have to

pay anything to keep working. We found that the attraction

of gravitation would attend to its business, night and day,

at its own expense. There was a great saving. I wish it

were the same with all kinds of law, so that we could all go
into some useful business, including myself.

So day by day, they dispensed with this expense of

deities; and the world got along just as well a good deal

better. They used to think a community thought that

if a man was allowed to say a word against a deity, the

god would visit his vengeance upon the entire nation. But

they found out, after a while, that no harm came of it ; so

they went on destroying the gods. Now, all these things
are relative ; and they made gods a little better all the time

I admit that till we struck the Presbyterian, which is

probably the worst ever made. The Presbyterians seem to

have bred back.
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But no matter. As man became more just, or nearer

just, as he became more charitable, or nearer charitable, his

god grew to be a little better and a little better. He was

very bad in Geneva the three that we then had. They
were very bad in Scotland horrible ! Very bad in New
England infamous ! I might as well tell the truth about

it very bad ! And then men went to work, finally, to

civilize their gods, to civilize heaven, to give heaven the

benefit of the freedom of this brave world. That's what we
did. We wanted to civilize religion civilize what is known
as Christianity. And nothing on earth needed civilization

more
;
and nothing needs it more than that to-night. Civil

ization ! I am not so much for the freedom of religion as

I am for the religion of freedom.

Now, there was a time when our ancestors good people,

away back, all dead, no great regret expressed at this meet

ing on that account there was a time when our ancestors

were happy in their belief that nearly everybody was to be

lost, and that a few, including themselves, were to be saved.

That religion, I say, fitted that time. It fitted their geology.

It was a very good running mate for their astronomy. It

was a good match for their chemistry. In other words,

they were about equal in every department of human ig

norance.

And they insisted that there lived up there somewhere

generally up exactly where nobody has, I believe, yet said

a being, an infinite person
"
without body, parts, or pas

sions," and yet without passions he was angry at the wicked

every day ; without body he inhabited a certain place ;

and without parts he was, after all, in some strange and

miraculous manner, organized so that he thought.

And I don't know that it is possible for anyone here I

don't know that anyone here is gifted with imagination

enough to conceive of such a being. Our fathers had not

imagination enough to do so, at least, and so they said of
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this God, that he loves and he hates
;
he punishes and he

rewards
;
and that religion has been described perfectly to

night by Judge Wright as really making God a monster,

and men poor, helpless victims. And the highest possible

conception of the orthodox man was, finally, to be a good
servant just lucky enough to get in feathers somewhat

singed, but enough left to fly. That was the idea of

our fathers. And then came these divisions, simply because

men began to think.

And why did they begin to think ? Because in every

direction, in all departments, they were getting more and

more information. And then the religion did not fit. When
they found out something of the history of this globe they

found out that the Scriptures were not true. I will not say

not inspired, because I do not know whether they are in

spired or not. It is a question, to me, of no possible im

portance, whether they are inspired or not. The question
is : Are they true ? If they are true, they do not need in

spiration; and if they are not true, inspiration will not help
them. So that is a matter that I care nothing about.

On every hand, I say, they studied and thought. They
began to grow to have new ideas of mercy, kindness,

justice; new ideas of duty new ideas of life. The old

gods, after we got past the civilization of the Greeks, past

their mythology and it is the best mythology that man
has ever made after we got past that, I say, the gods
cared very little about women. Women occupied no place

in the state no place by the hearth, except one of sub

ordination, and almost of slavery. So the early churches

made God after that image who held women in contempt.
It was only natural I am not blaming anybody they had

to do it, it was part of the mttst!

Now, I say that we have advanced up to the point that

we demand not only intelligence, but justice and mercy, in

the sky ; we demand that that idea of God. Then comes
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my trouble. I want to be honest about it. Here is my
trouble and I want it also understood that if I should see

a man praying to a stone image or to a stuffed serpent, with

that man's wife or daughter or son lying at the point of

death, and that poor savage on his knees imploring that

image or that stuffed serpent to save his child or his wife,

there is nothing in my heart that could suggest the slightest

scorn, or any other feeling than that of sympathy ; any other

feeling than that of grief that the stuffed serpent could not

answer the prayer and that the stone image did not feel
;

I want that understood. And wherever man prays for the

right no matter to whom or to what he prays ;
where he

prays for strength to conquer the wrong, I hope his prayer

may be heard
;
and if I think there is no one else to hear it

I will hear it, and I am willing to help answer it to the ex

tent of my power.
So I want it distinctly understood that that is my feeling.

But here is my trouble : I find this world made on a very
cruel plan. I do not say it is wrong I just say that that is

the way it seems to me. I may be wrong myself, because

this is the only world I was ever in
;

I am provincial. This

grain of sand and tear they call the earth is the only world

I have ever lived in. And you have no idea how little I

know about the rest of this universe
; you never will know

how little 1 know about it until you examine your own
minds on the same subject.

The plan is this: Life feeds on life. Justice does not

always triumph. Innocence is not a perfect shield. There

is ray trouble. No matter now, whether you agree with me
or not

;
I beg of you to be honest and fair with me in your

thought, as I am toward you in mine.

I hope, as devoutly as you, that there is a power some
where in this universe that will finally bring everything as

it should be. I take a little consolation in the "perhaps"
in the guess that this is only one scene of a great drama,
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and that when the curtain rises on the fifth act, if I live

that long, I may see the coherence and the relation of

things. But up to the present writing or speaking I do

not. I do not understand it a God that has life feed on

life; every joy in the world born of some agony! I do

not understand why in this world, over the Niagara of

cruelty, should run this ocean of blood. I do not under

stand it. And, then, why does not justice always triumph ?

Why is not innocence a perfect shield ? These are my
troubles.

Suppose a man had control of the atmosphere, knew

enough of the secrets of nature, had read enough in
"
nature's infinite book of secrecy" so that he could control

the wind and rain; suppose a man had that power, and

suppose that last year he kept the rain from Russia and did

not allow the crops to ripen when hundreds of thousands

were famishing and when little babes were found with

their lips on the breasts of dead mothers ! What would

you think of such a man ? Now, there is my trouble. If

there be a God he understood this. He knew when he

withheld his rain that the famine would come. He saw

the dead mothers, he saw the empty breasts of death, and

he saw the helpless babes. There is my trouble. I am

perfectly frank with you and honest. That is my trouble.

Now, understand me ! I do not say there is no God. I

do not know. As I told you before, I have traveled but

very little only in this world.

I want it understood that I do not pretend to know. I

say I think. And in my mind the idea expressed by

Judge Wright so eloquently and so beautifully is not

exactly true. I cannot conceive of the God he endeavors

to describe, because he gives to that God will, purpose,

achievement, benevolence, love, and no form no organiza

tion no wants. There's the trouble. No wants. And
let me say why that is a trouble. Man acts only because
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he wants. You civilize man by increasing his wants, or, as

his wants increase he becomes civilized. You find a lazy

savage who would not hunt an elephant tusk to save your
life. But let him have a few tastes of whiskey and tobacco,

and he will run his legs off for tusks. You have given him
another want and he is willing to work. And they nearly
all started on the road toward Unitarianism that is to say,

toward civilization in that way. You must increase their

wants.

The question arises: Can an infinite being want any

thing? If he does and cannot get it, he is not happy. If

he does not want anything, I cannot help him. I am undef

no obligation to do anything for anybody who does not need

anything and who does not want anything. Now, there is

my trouble. I may be wrong, and I may get paid for it

some time, but that is my trouble.

I do not see admitting that all is true that has been said

about the existence of God I do not see what I can do for

him
;
and I do not see either what he can do for me, judg

ing by what he has done for others.

And then I come to the other point, that religion so-called,

explains our duties to this supposed being, when we do not

even know that he exists; and no human being has got

imagination enough to describe him, or to use such words

that you understand what he is trying to say. I have

listened with great pleasure to Judge Wright this evening,
and I have heard a great many other beautiful things on

the same subject none better than his. But I never

understood them never.

Now, then, what is religion ? I say, religion is all here

in this world right here and that all our duties are right

here to our fellow-men ; that the man that builds a home;
marries the girl that he loves

; takes good care of her
;
likes

the family ; stays home nights, as a general thing ; pays his

debts ; tries to find out what he can
; gets all the ideas and
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beautiful things that his mind will hold
; turns a part of

his brain into a gallery of fine arts
;
has a host of paintings

and statues there
; then has another niche devoted to music

a magnificent dome, filled with winged notes that rise to

glory now, the man who does that gets all he can from the

great ones dead
; swaps all the thoughts he can with the

ones that are alive; true to the ideal that he has here in his

brain he is what I call a religious man, because he makes
the world better, happier ;

he puts the dimples of joy in the

cheeks of the ones he loves, and he lets the gods run heaven

to suit themselves. And I am not saying that he is right ;

I do not know.

This is all the religion that I have
;
to make somebody

else happier if I can.

I divide this world into two classes the cruel and the

kind; and I think a thousand times more of a kind man
than I do of an intelligent man. I think more of kindness

than I do of genius, I think more of real, good, human
nature in that way of one who is willing to lend a helping
hand and'who goes through the world with a face that

looks as if its owner were willing to answer a decent question
I think a thousand times more of that than I do of being

theologically right; because I do not care whether I am

theologically right or not. It is something that is not

worth talking about, because it is something that I never,

never, never shall understand ;
and every one of you will

die and you won't understand it either until after you die

at any rate. I do not know what will happen then.

I am not denying anything. There is another ideal, and

it is a beautiful ideal. It is the greatest dream that ever

entered the heart or brain of man the Dream of Immor

tality. It was born of human affection. It did not come

to us from heaven. It was born of the human heart. And
when he who loved, kissed the lips of her who was dead,

there came into his heart the dream : We may meet again.
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And, let me tell you, that hope of immortality never

came from any religion. That hope of immortality has

helped make religion. It has been the great oak around

which have climbed the poisonous vines of superstition

that hope of immortality is the great oak.

And yet the moment a man expresses a doubt about the

truth of Joshua or Jonah or the other three fellows in a

furnace, up hops some poor little wretch and says,
"
Why, he

doesn't want to live any more
;
he wants to die and go down

like a dog, and that is the end of him and his wife and

children." They really seem to think that the moment a

man is what they call an Infidel he has no affections, no

heart, no feeling, no hope nothing nothing. Just

anxious to be annihilated ! But, if the orthodox creed be

true, I make my choice to-night. I take hell. And if it is

between hell and annihilation, I take annihilation.

I will tell you why I take hell in making the first choice.

We have heard from both of those places heaven and

hell. According to the New Testament there was a rich

man in hell, and a poor man, Lazarus, in heaven. And
there was another gentleman by the name of Abraham.

The rich man in hell was in flames, and he called for water,

and they told him they couldn't give him any. No bridge !

But they dia not express the slightest regret that they
could not give him any water. Mr. Abraham was not

decent enough to say he would if he could
; no, sir

; nothing.

It did not make any difference to him. But this rich man
in hell in torment his heart was all right, for he remem
bered his brothers

;
and he said to this Abraham,

"
If you

cannot go, why, send a man to my five brethren, so that they

will not come to this place!" Good fellow, to think of his

five brothers when he was burning up. Good fellow.

Best fellow we ever heard from on the other side in either

v/orld.

So, I say, there is my place. And, incidentally, Abraham
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at that time gave his judgment as to the value of miracles.

He said,
"
Though one should arise from the dead he

wouldn't help your five brethren !

" " There are Moses and

the prophets." No need of raising people from the dead.

That is my idea, in a general way, about religion ;
and I

want the imagination to go to work upon it, taking the per
fections of one church, of one school, of one system, and

putting them together, just as the sculptor makes a great

statue by taking the eyes from one, the nose from another,

the limbs from another, and so on; just as they make a

great painting from a landscape by putting a river in this

place, instead of over there, changing the location of a tree

and improving on what they call nature that is to say,

simply by adding to, taking from
;
that is all we can do.

But let us go on doing that until there shall be a church in

sympathy with the best human heart and in harmony with

the best human brain.

And, what is more, let us have that religion for the world

we live in. Right here ! Let us have that religion until it

cannot be said that they who do the most work have the

least to eat. Let us have that religion here until hundreds

and thousands of women are not compelled to make a living

with the needle that has been called "the asp for the breast

of the poor," and to live in tenements, in filth, where

modesty is impossible.

I say, let us preach that religion here until men will be

ashamed to have forty or fifty millions, or any more than

they need, while their brethren lack bread while their

sisters die from want. Let us preach that religion here

until man will have more ambition to become wise and

good than to become rich and powerful. Let us preach
that religion here among ourselves until there are no abused

and beaten wives. Let us preach that religion until

children are no longer afraid of their own parents and until

there is no back of a child bearing the scars of a father's
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lash. Let us preach it, I say, until we understand and

know that every man does as he must, and that, if we want

better men and women, we must have better conditions.

Let us preach this grand religion until everywhere, the

world over, men are just and kind to each other. And
then, if there be another world, we shall be prepared for it.

And if I come into the presence of an infinite, good, and

wise being, he will say,
"
Well, you did the best you could.

You did very well, indeed. There is plenty of work for you
to do here. Try and get a little higher than you were be

fore." Let us preach that one drop of restitution is worth

an ocean of repentance.

And if there is a life of eternal progress before us, I shall

be as glad as any other angel to find that out.

But I will not sacrifice the world I have for one I know
not of. I will not live here in fear, when I do not know
that that which I fear lives.

I am going to live a perfectly free man. I am going to

reap the harvest of my mind, no matter how poor it is,

whether it is wheat or corn or worthless weeds. And I am
going to scatter it. Some may "fall on stony ground."
But I think I have struck good soil to-night.

And so, ladies and gentlemen, I thank you a thousand

times for your attention. I beg that you will forgive the

time that I have taken, and allow me to say, once more,
that this event marks an epoch in Religious Liberty in the

United States.
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WESTERN SOCIETY OF THE ARMY OF THE

POTOMAC BANQUET.*

Chicago, January 31, 1894..

FIRST
of all, I wish to thank you for allowing me to be

present. Next, I wish to congratulate you that you
are all alive. I congratulate you that you were born in

this century, the greatest century in the world's history, the

greatest century of intellectual genius and of physical,

mental and moral progress that the world ever knew. I

congratulate you all that you are members of the Army of

the Potomac. I believe that no better army ever marched

under the flag of any nation. There was no difficulty that

Every soldier of the Army of the Potomac remembers the colors that for two
years floated over the headquarters of Gen. Meade. Last niglit when one hundred
and fifty men who fought in that army gathered around the banquet board at the
Grand Pacific hotel a fac-siniile of that flag floated over them. It was a handsome
guidon, on one side a iield of solfcrino red bearing a life-sired golden eagle sur
rounded by a silver wreath of laurel ; on the other were the national colors with
the names of the corps of the army.
The fifth annual banquet of the Western Society of the Army of the Potomac

will be remembered on account ot the presence of many distinguished men. The
cigars had not been lighted when Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, escorted by Gen. New-
berry and Col. BurbanLs, came in. The bald head and sparse gray hair of the
famous orator were recognized by all, and he was given a mighty welcome.
Save for the emblems of the Union and the fac-simile of Gen. Meade's flag the

decorations were simple. There were no flowers, but the soldiers could read on
little signs stuck up around the tables such names as "

Petersburg,"
" White Oak,"

"Mine Run," "Cold Harbor,"
" Fair Oaks" and "South Mountain." The exer

cises began and ended with bugle call and military song, and the heroes of the
Potomac showed that they still remembered the words of the songs sung in camp.

Col. Freeman Connor, the retiring president, acted as toastmaster. Seated near
him were Maj.-Gen. Nelson A. Miles, United States army ; Gen. Newberry, Col.
Ingersoll, Thomas B. Bryan, Col. James A. Sexton, Maj. E. A. Blodgett. Fred W.
Spink, Col. Williston and Maj. Heyle.
The exercises began with the singing of " America" by all. Col. Conner made a

few remarks and then Col. C. S. McEntee presented the new-comer to the society.
When Colonel Ingersoll was introduced, the veterans jumped up on chairs, wav
ed their handkerchiefs and greeted him with a mighty shout. The Colonel spoke
only fifteen minutes.
At the conclusion of Colonpl Ingersoll's speech he was again cheered for several

minutes. A motion was made to make him an honorary member of the Western
Society of the Army of the Potomac. The toa-stmaster in putting the question
aid: "All who are in favor will rise and yell," and every comrade yelled.
Ciucafo Record, February 1, 1894. (166)

'
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discouraged you; no defeat that disheartened you. For

years you bore the heat and burden of battle
;
for years you

saw your comrades torn by shot and shell, but wiping the

tears from your cheeks you marched on with greater de

termination than ever to fight to the end.

To the Army of the Potomac belongs the eternal honor of

having obtained finally the sword of Rebellion. I congrat

ulate you because you fought for the Republic, and 1 thank

you for your courage. For by you the United States was

kept on the map of the world, and our flag was kept float

ing. If not for your work, neither would have been there.

You removed from it the only stain that was ever on it.

You fought not only the battle of the Union, but of the

whole world.

I congratulate you that you live in a period when the

North has attained a higher moral altitude than was ever

attained by any nation. You now live in a country which

believes in absolute freedom for all. In this country any
man may reap what he sows and may give his honest

thought to his fellow-men. It is wonderful to think what
this Nation was before the Army of the Potomac came into

existence. It believed in liberty as the convict believes in

liberty. It was a country where men that had honest

thoughts were ostracized. I thank you at^ your courage
for what we are. Nothing ennobles a man so much as

fighting for the right. Whoever fights for the wrong
wounds himself. I believe that every man who fought in

the Union army came out a stronger and a better and a

nobler man.

I believe in this country. I am so young and so full of

enthusiasm that I am a believer in National growth. I

want this country to be territorial and to become larger
than it is. I want a country worthy of Chicago. I want to

pick up the West Indies, take in the Bermudas, the Bahamas
and Barbadoes. They are our islands. They belong to this
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continent and it is a piece of impudence for any other nation

to think of owning them. We want to grow. Such is the

extravagance of my ambition that I even want the Sandwich

Islands. They say that these islands are too far away
from us

;
that they are two thousand miles from our shores.

But they are nearer to our shores than to any other. I

want them. I want a naval station there. I want America

to be mistress of the Pacific. Then there is another thing
in my mind. I want to grow North and South. I want

Canada good people good land. I want that country.

I do not want to steal it, but I want it. I want to go South

with this Nation. My idea is this: There is only air

enough between the Isthmus of Panama and the North

Pole for one flag. A country that guarantees liberty to all

cannot be too large. If any of these people are ignorant, we
will educate them

; give them the benefit of our free

schools. Another thing I might as well sow a few seeds

for next fall. I have heard many reasons why the South

failed in the Rebellion, and why with the help of Northern

dissensions and a European hatred the South did not suc

ceed. I will tell you. In my judgment, the South failed,

not on account of its army, but from other conditions.

Luckily for us, the South had alwa)?s been in favor of

free trade.

Secondly The South raised and sold raw material, and
when the war came it had no foundries, no factories, and no

looms to weave the cloth for uniforms
; no shops to make

munitions of war, and it had to get what supplies it

could by running the blockade. We of the North had the

cloth to clothe our soldiers, shops to make our bayonets ;

we had all the curious wheels that invention had produced,
and had labor and genius, the power of steam, and the water

to make what we needed, and we did not require anything
from any other country. Suppose this whole country
raised raw material and shipped it out, we would be in the
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condition that the South was. We want this Nation to be

independent of the whole world. A nation to be ready to

settle questions of dispute by war should be in a condition

of absolute independence. For that reason I want all the

wheels turning in this country, all the chimneys full of

fire, all the looms running, the iron red hot everywhere. I

want to see all mechanics having plenty of work with good

wages and good homes for their families, good food, schools

for their children, plenty of clothes, and enough to take

care of a child if it happens to take sick. I am for the in

dependence of America, the growth of America physically,

mentally, and every other way. The time will come when

all nations combined cannot take that flag out of the sky.

I want to see this country so that if a deluge sweeps every

other nation from the face of the globe we would have all

we want made right here by our factories, by American

brain and hand.

I thank you that the Republic still lives. I thank you
that we are all lovers of freedom. I thank you for having

helped establish a Government where every child has an

opportunity, and where every avenue of advancement if

open to all.
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LOTOS CLUB DINNER IN HONOR OF ANTON SE1DL.

New York, February 2, 1895.

R. PRESIDENT, MR. ANTON SEIDL, AND GENTLE
MEN: I was enjoying myself with music and song;

why I should be troubled, why I should be called upon to

trouble you, is a question I can hardly answer. Still, as

the president has remarked, the American people like to

hear speeches. Why, I don't know. It has always been a

matter of amazement that anybody wanted to hear me.

Talking is so universal
; with few exceptions the deaf

and dumb everybody seems to be in the business. Why
they should be so anxious to hear a rival I never could un
derstand. But, gentlemen, we are all pupils of nature; we
are taught by the countless things that touch us on every
side

; by field and flower and star and cloud and river and

sea, where the waves break into whitecaps, and by the

prairie, and by the mountain that lifts its granite forehead

to the sun
;

all things in nature touch us, educate us,

sharpen us, cause the heart to bud, to burst, it may be, into

blossom; to produce fruit. In common with the rest of

the world I have been educated a little that way ; by the

things I have seen and by the things I have heard and by
the people I have met. But there are a few things that

stand out in my recollection as having touched me more

deeply than others, a few men to whom I feel indebted for

the little I know, and for the little I happen to be. Those

men, those things, are forever present in my mind. But I

want to tell you to-night that the first man that let up the
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curtain in my mind, that ever opened a blind, that ever al

lowed a little sunshine to straggle in, was Robert Burns. I

went to get my shoes mended, and I had to go with them.

And I had to wait till they were done. I was like the

fellow standing by the stream naked washing his shirt. A
lady and gentleman were riding by in a carriage, and upon
seeing him the man indignantly shouted,

" Why don't you
put on another shirt when you are washing one ?

" The
fellow said, "I suppose you think I've got a hundred
shirts!"

When I went into the shop of the old Scotch shoemaker
he was reading a book, and when he took my shoes in hand
I took his book, which was

" Robert Burns." In a few days
I had a copy; and, indeed, gentlemen, from that time if
" Burns " had been destroyed I could have restored more
than half of it. It was in my mind day and night. Burns

you know is a little valley, not very wide, but full of sun

shine; a little stream runs down making music over the

rocks, and children play upon the banks; narrow roads

overrun with vines, covered with blossoms, happy children,

the hum of bees, and little birds pour out their hearts and

enrich the air. That is Burns. Then, youmust know that

I was raised respectably. Certain books were not thought to

be good for the young person ; only such books as would

start you in the narrow road for the New Jerusalem. But

one night I stopped at a little hotel in Illinois, many years

ago, when we were not quite civilized, when the footsteps

of the red man were still in the prairies. While I was

waiting for supper an old man was reading from a book,

and among others who were listening was myself. I was

filled with wonder. I had never heard anything like it.

I was ashamed to ask him what he was reading ; I sup

posed that an intelligent boy ought to know. So I waited,

and when the little bell rang for supper I hung back and

they went out. I picked up the book ; it was Sam John-
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son's edition of Shakespeare. The next day I bought a copy
for four dollars. My God ! more than the national debt.

You talk about the present straits of the Treasury ! For

days, for nights, for months, for years, I read those books,

two volumes, and I commenced with the introduction. I

haven't read that introduction for nearly fifty years, cer

tainly forty-five, but I remember it still. Other writers are

like a garden diligently planted and watered, but Shakes

peare a forest where the oaks and elms toss their branches

to the storm, where the pine towers, where the vine bursts

into blossom at its foot. That book opened to me a- new

world, another nature. While Burns was the valley, here

was a range of mountains with thousands of such valleys ;

while Burns was as sweet a star as ever rose into the hori

zon, here was a heaven filled with constellations. That book

has been a source of perpetual joy to me from that day to

this ; and whenever I read Shakespeare if it ever happens
that I fail to find some new beauty, some new presenta
tion of some wonderful truth, or another word that

bursts into blossom, I shall make up my mind that my
mental faculties are failing, that it is not the fault of the

book. Those, then, are two things that helped to educate

me a little.

Afterward I saw a few paintings by Rembrandt, and all

at once I was overwhelmed with the genius of the man that

could convey so much thought in form and color. Then I

saw a few landscapes by Corot, and I began to think I knew

something about art. During all my life, of course, like

other people, I had heard what they call music, and I had

my favorite pieces, most of those favorite pieces being
favorites on account of association ;

and nine-tenths of the

music that is beautiful to the world is beautiful because of

the association, not because the music is good, but because

of association. We cannot write a very poetic thing about

a pump or about water works
; they are not old enough.
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We can write a poetic thing about a well and a sweep and

an old inoss-covered bucket, and you can write a poem
about a spring, because a spring seems a gift of nature,

something that cost no trouble and no work, something that

will sing of nature under the quiet stars of June. So, it is

poetic on account of association. The stage coach is more

poetic than the car, but the time will come when cars will

be poetic, because human feelings, love's remembrances,
will twine around them, and consequently they will become

beautiful. There are two pieces of music, "The Last Rose

of Summer," and " Home Sweet Home," with the music a

little weak in the back
;
but association makes them both

beautiful. So, in the "Marseillaise" is the French Revolu

tion, that whirlwind and flame of war, of heroism the

highest possible, of generosity, of self-denial, of cruelty, of

all of which the human heart and brain are capable; so

that music now sounds as though its notes were made of

stars, and it is beautiful mostly by association.

Now, I always felt that there must be some greater music

somewhere, somehow. You know this little music that

comes back with recurring emphasis every two inches

or every three-and-a-half inches; I thought there ought
to be music somewhere with a great sweep from horizon

to horizon, and that could fill the great dome of sound

with winged notes like the eagle ; if there was not such

music, somebody, sometime, would make it, and I was

waiting for it. One day I heard it, and I said,
" What

music is that?" "Who wrote that?" I felt it everywhere.
I was cold. I was almost hysterical. It answered to my
brain, to my heart ;

not only to association, but to all

there was of hope and aspiration, all my future
;
and they

said this is the music of Wagner. I never knew one note

from another of course I would know it from a promissory
note and was utterly and absolutely ignorant of music

until I heard Wagner interpreted by the greatest leader,
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in my judgment, in the world Anton Seidl. He not only
understands Wagner in the brain, but he feels him in the

heart, and there is in his blood the same kind of wild and

splendid independence that was in the brain of Wagner.
I want to say to-night, because there are so many heresies,

Mr. President, creeping into this world, I want to say and

say it with all my might, that Robert Burns was not Scotch.

He was far wider than Scotland ;
he had in him the uni

versal tide, and wherever it touches the shore of a human

being it finds access. Not Scotch, gentlemen, but a man,
a man ! I can swear to it, or rather affirm, that Shakespeare
was not English, but another man, kindred of all, of all

races and peoples, and who understood the universal brain

and heart of the human race, and who had imagination

enough to put himself in the place of all.

And so I want to say to-night, because I want to be con

sistent, Richard Wagner was not a German, and his music

is not German ;
and why? Germany would not have it.

Germany denied that it was music. The great German
critics said it was nothing in the world but noise. The best

interpreter of Wagner in the world is not German, and no

man has to be German to understand Richard Wagner. In

the heart of nearly every man is an ^Eolian harp, and

when the breath of true genius touches that harp, every
man that has one, or that knows what music is or

has the depth and height of feeling necessary to ap

preciate it, appreciates Richard Wagner. To understand

that music, to hear it as interpreted by this great leader

is an education. It develops the brain
; it gives to the

imagination wings ; the little earth grows larger ; the

people grow important; and not only that, it civilizes

the heart ;
and the man who understands that music can

love better and with greater intensity than he ever did

before. The man who understands and appreciates that

music, becomes in the highest sense spiritual and I don't
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mean by spiritual, worshiping some phantom, or dwelling

upon what is going to happen to some of us I mean

spiritual in the highest sense
;
when a perfume arises from

the heart in gratitude, and when you feel that you know
what there is of beauty, of sublimity, of heroism and honor

and love in the human heart. This is what I mean by

being spiritual. I don't mean denying yourself here and

living on a crust with the expectation of eternal joy that

is not what I mean. By spiritual I mean a man that has an

ideal, a great ideal, and who is splendid enough to live to

that ideal
; that is what I mean by spiritual. And the man

who has heard the music of Wagner, that music of love

and death, the greatest music, in my judgment, that ever

issued from the human brain, the man who has heard that

and understands it has been civilized.

Another man to whom I feel under obligation whose

name I do not know I know Burns, Shakespeare, Rem
brandt and Wagner, but there are some other fellows whose

names I do not know is he who chiseled the Venus de

Milo. This man helped to civilize the world
;
and there is

nothing under the sun so pathetic as the perfect. Who
ever creates the perfect has thought and labored and suf

fered ;
and no perfect thing has ever been done except

through suffering and except through the highest and

holiest thought, and among this class of men is Wagner.
Let me tell you something more. You know I am a great

believer. There is no man in the world who believes more

in human nature than I do. No man believes more in the

nobility and splendor of humanity than I do ; no man feels

more grateful than I to the self-denying, heroic, splendid

souls who have made this world fit for ladies and gentle

men to live in. But I believe that the human mind has

reached its top in three departments. I don't believe the

human race no matter if it lives millions of years more

upon this wheeling world I don't believe the human race
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will ever produce in the world anything greater, sublimer,
than the marbles of the Greeks. I do not believe it. I

believe they reach absolutely the perfection of form and
the expression of force and passion in stone. The Greeks
made marble as sensitive as flesh and as passionate as

blood. I don't believe that any human being of any com
ing race no matter how many suns may rise and set, or

how many religions may rise and fall, or how many
languages.be born and decay I don't believe any human
being will ever excel the dramas of Shakespeare. Neither

do I believe that the time will ever come when any man
with such instruments of music as we now have, and hav

ing nothing but the common air that we now breathe, will

ever produce greater pictures in sound, greater music, than

Wagner. Never! Never! And I don't believe he will

ever have a better interpreter than Anton Seidl. Seidl is

a poet in sound, a sculptor in sound. He is what you
might call an orchestral orator, and as such he expresses
the deepest feelings, the highest aspirations and the in-

tensest and truest love of which the brain and heart of man
are capable.

Now, I am glad, I am delighted, that the people here in

this city and in various other cities of our great country
are becoming civilized enough to appreciate these har

monies
;
I am glad they are civilized at last enough to know

that the home of music is tone, not tune ; that the home of

music is in harmonies where you braid them like rainbows;
I am glad they are great enough and civilized enough to

appreciate the music of Wagner, the greatest music in this

world. Wagner sustains the same relation to other com

posers that Shakespeare does to other dramatists, and any
other dramatist compared with Shakespeare is like one

tree compared with an immeasurable forest, or rather like

one leaf compared with a forest ; and all the other com

posers of the world are embraced in the music of Wagner.
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Nobody has written anything more tender than he. nobody

anything sublimer than he. Whether it is the song of the

deep, or the warble of the mated bird, nobody has excelled

Wagner; he has expressed all that the hnman heart is

capable of appreciating. And now, gentlemen, having
troubled yon long enough, and saying long live Anton

Seidl, I bid you good-night.
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LOTOS CLUB DINNER IN HONOR OF
REAR ADMIRAL SCHLEY.*

New York, November 26, 1898.

MR.
PRESIDENT, GENTLEMEN OF THE CLUB BOYS:

I congratulate all of you and I congratulate myself,

and I will tell you why. In the first place, we were well

born, and we were all born rich, all of us. We belong to a

great race. That is something; that is having a start, to

feel that in your veins flows heroic blood, blood that has

accomplished great things and has planted the flag of vic

tory on the field of war. It is a great thing to belong to a

great race.

I congratulate you and myself on another thing ;
we were

born in a great nation, and you can't be much of a man
without having a nation behind you, with you. Just think

* The Lotos Club did honor to Rear Admiral Wlnfleld Scott Schley, and incidentally,
to the United States, at its clubhouse in Fifth Avenue last night. All day long the
square, blue pennant, blazoned with the two stars of a Rear Admiral, snapped in the
wind, signifying to all who saw it that the Lotos Clubhouse was for the time being the

flagship of the erstwhile Flying Squadron.
Within the home of the club were gathered men who like the guest of the evening were

prominent in the war with Spain. The navy was represented by Capt. Charles D. Sigs-
bee, Capt. A. T. Mahan and Captain Goodrich. From the army there was Brig. Gen. W.
F. Randolph, and from civil life many men prominent in the business, professional and
eocial life of the city. The one impulse that led these men to brave the storm was their
desire to pay their respects to one of the men who had done so much to win laurels for
the American arms.
The parlors and dining rooms of the clubhouse were thrown into one in order to ac

commodate the three hundred men present at the dinner. Smilax covered the walls, save
here and there wheiethe American flag was draped in graceful folds. From tlie arch

way under which the table of honor was spread, hung a large National ensign and a hear
Admiral's pennant.
The menu was unique. Etched on a cream-tinted paper appeared an open book, and

on the tops of the pages was inscribed,
"
Logge of the Goode Ship Lotos." " Liinner to

Rear Admiral Winfield Scott Schley, given in the cabin of ye Shippe, NTov. 2tJ, 1898,
Lat. 40 degrees 42 minutes 43 seconds north- longitude, 14 degrees 3 seconds west."
On each side of the menu was stretched a string of signal flags, giving the orders

made famous by Admiral Schley in the naval engagement of July 3, 1898. On the second
page of the menu was a fine etching of the Brooklyn, Admiral Henley's flagship. The
souvenir menu was Inclosed in blue paper, upon which were two white stars, the whole
representing Rear Admiral Schley 's pennant.
Frank K. Lawrence, president of the club, presided. On his right sat the gueit of the
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about it ! What would Shakespeare have been, if he had

been born in Labrador? I used to know an old lawyer in

southern Illinois, a smart old chap, who mourned his

unfortunate surroundings. He lived in Pinkneyville, and

occasionally drank a little too freely of Illinois wine
; and

when in his cups he sometimes grew philosophic and

egotistic. He said one day,
"
Boys, I have got more brains

than you have, I have, but I have never had a chance. I

want you just to think of it. What would Daniel Webster

have been, by God, if he had settled in Pinkneyville?"
So I congratulate you all that you were born in a great

nation, born rich; and why do I say rich? Because you
fell heir to a great, expressive, flexible language ; that is

one thing. What could a man do who speaks a poor

language, a language of a few words that you could almost

count on your fingers ? What could he do ? You were

born heirs to a great literature, the greatest in the world

in all the world. All the literature of Greece and Rome
would not make one act of

"
Hamlet." All the literature of

the ancient world added to all of the modern world, except

England, would not equal the literature that.we have. We
were born to it, heirs to that vast intellectual possession.

evening, on his left Brie. Gen. W. F. Randolph. About the table were Captain Sigsbee,
Bishop Potter, Rear Admiral Henry Erben (retired,) Gen. Stewart L. \Vooodford, the
Rev. Dr. Thomas R. Slicer, Robert G. Ingensoll, Joan D. Flower, Captain Goodrich,
Chester 8. Lord, and Anson R. Flower.

President Lawrence in opening the speechmaking, remarked that fifteen years ago he
bad heard Admiral Schley

"
nrge upon a deaf and reluctant public ear the necessity of es

tablishing anew modern and powerful navy." . . . President Lawrence continued," we have the honor to receive, fresh from recent victory, one of the bravest and most
distinguished officers of a service in which the whole Nation takes so much pride the
American Navy." When Admiral SchJey rose to respond he was received with a
tremendous outburst of applause The army was the toast to which Brig.
Gn. Randolph responded. During the evening a loving cup, which was presented
to the Lotos Club by Henry N. Cary, waa displayed. The cup was made of a six-

inch shell which Mr. Cary took from the Spanish flagship Maria Teresa, after the
battle of July 3. It is handsomely polished and mounted in silver. On the sides are
medallions made of Spanish pesos, and between these are appropriate inscriptions.
Bishop Potter and Dr. Slicer then spoke on the righteousness of the war, and General

Woodford paid a strong tribute to the work of the Navy Department. The other speakers
were the Rev. Minot J. Savage, Capt. Charles D. Sigsbee and Col. Robert G. Ingereoll.
The Times, New York, November 27, 1898.

In introducing Colonel Ingereoll, President Lawrence said :

" Gentlemen : We come now to one of our own fellow-members, a dear old fellow-
member, who doesn't come here quite as often as he should, but when he does
come we place him among the clergy and the others. Now, if you please, we will

ple him in th pulpit. Gentlemen, I call on Col. Robert G. "
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So I say you were all born rich, all. And then you were

very fortunate in being born in this country, where people
have some rights, not as many as they should have, not as

many as they would have if it were not for the preachers,

may be, but where we have some
;
and no man yet was ever

great unless a great drama was being played on some great

stage and he got a part. Nature deals you a hand, and all

she asks is for you to have the sense to play it. If no hand

is dealt to you, you win no money. You must have the

opportunity, must be on the stage, and some great drama
must be there. Take it in our own country. The Revo

lutionary war was a drama, and a few great actors ap

peared; the War of 1812 was another, and a few appeared ;

the Civil war another. Where would have been the heroes

whose brows we have crowned with laurel had there been

no Civil war? What would have become of Lincoln, a

lawyer in a country town ? What would have become of

Grant ? He would have been covered with the mantle of

absolute obscurity, tucked in at all the edges, his name
never heard of by any human being not related to him.

Now, you have got to have the chance, and you cannot

create it. I heard a gentleman say here a few minutes

ago that this war could have been averted. That is not

true. I am not doubting his veracity, but rather his phi

losophy. Nothing ever happened beneath the dome of

heaven that could have been avoided. Everything that is

possible happens. That may not suit all the creeds, but it

is true. And everything that is possible will continue to

happen. The war could not have been averted, and the

thing that makes me glad and proud is that it was not

averted. I will tell you why.
It was the first war in the history of this world that was

waged unselfishly for the good of others; the first war.

Almost anybody will fight for himself
;
a great many peo

ple will fight for their country, their fellow-men, their
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fellow-citizens
;
but it requires something besides courage to

fight for the rights of aliens
; it requires not only courage,

but principle and the highest morality. This war was

waged to compel Spain to take her bloody hands from the

throat of Cuba. That is exactly what it was waged for.

Another great drama was put upon the boards, another

play was advertised, and the actors had their opportunity.
Had there been no such war, many of the actors would

never have been heard of.

But the thing is to take advantage of the occasion when
it arrives. In this war we added to the greatness and the

glory of our history. That is another thing that we all fell

heirs to the history of our people, the history of our Na
tion. We fell heirs to all the great and grand things that

had been accomplished, to all the great deeds, to the splendid
achievements either in the realm of mind or on the field of

battle.

Then there was another great drama. The first thing we

knew, a man in the far Pacific, a gentleman from Vermont,
sailed one May morning into the bay of Manila, and the

next news was that the Spanish fleet had been beached,

burned, destroyed, and nothing had happened to him. I

have read a little history, not much, and a good deal that I

have read was not true. I have read something about our

own navy, not much. I recollect when I was a boy my hero

was John Paul Jones ;
he covered the ocean

;
and afterward

I knew of Hull and Perry and Decatur and Bainbridge
and a good many others that I don't remember now. And
then came the Civil war, and I remember a little about

Farragut, a great Admiral, as great as ever trod a deck, in

my judgment. And I have also read about other admirals

and sailors of the world. I knew something of Drake

and I have read the "Life of Nelson" and several other sea

dogs; but when I got the news from Manila I said,
" There is the most wonderful victory ever won upon the
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sea
;

" and I did not think it would ever be paralleled. I

thought such things come one in a box. But a little while

afterward another of Spain's fleets was heard from. Oh,
those Spaniards ! They have got the courage of passion,

but that is not the highest courage. They have got plenty of

that ;
but it is necessary to be coolly courageous, and to have

the brain working with the accuracy of an engine coura

geous, I don't care how mad you get, but there must not be

a cloud in the heaven of your judgment. That is Anglo-
Saxon courage, and there is no higher type. The Spaniards

sprinkled the holy water on their guns, then banged away
and left it to the Holy Ghost to direct the rest.

Another fleet, at Santiago, ventured out one day, and an

other great victory was won by the American Navy. I

don't know which victory was the more wonderful, that at

Manila Bay or that at Santiago. The Spanish ships were,

some of them, of the best class and type, and had fine guns,

yet in a few moments they were wrecks on the shore of

defeat, gone, lost.

Now, when I used to read about these things in the olden

times, what ideas I had of the hero ! I never expected to

see one; and yet to-night I have the happiness of dining with

one, with one whose name is associated with as great a vic

tory, in my judgment, as was ever won; a victory that re

quired courage, intelligence, that power of will that holds

itself firm until the thing sought has been accomplished ;

and that has my greatest admiration. I thank Admiral
Schley for having enriched my country, for having added
a little to my own height, to my own pride, so that I utter

the word America with a little more unction than I ever

did before, and the old flag looks a little brighter, better,

and has an added glory. When I see it now, it looks as

if the air had burst into blossom, and it stands for all that

he has accomplished.
Admiral Schley has added not only to our wealth, but to
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the wealth of the children yet unborn that are going to

cotue into the great heritage not only of wealth, but of the

highest possible riches, glory, honor, achievement. That is

the reason I congratulate you to-night. And I congratulate

you on another thing, that this country has entered upon
the great highway, I believe, of progress. I believe that

the great nation has the sentiment, the feeling of growth.

The successful farmer wants to buy the land adjoining

him
;
the great nation loves to see its territory increase.

And what has been our history ? Why, when we bought
Louisiana from Napoleon, in 1803, thousands of people were

opposed to
"
imperialism," to expansion ; the poor old

moss-backs were opposed to it. When we bought Florida,

it was the same. When we took the vast West from Mexico

in 1848 it was the same. When we took Alaska it was the

same. Now, is anybody in favor of modifying that

sentiment ?

We have annexed Hawaii, and we have got the biggest

volcano in the business. A man I know visited that vol

cano some years ago and came back and told me about his

visit. He said that at the little hotel they had a guest-book
in which the people wrote their feelings on seeing the vol

cano in action.
"
Now," he said,

"
I will tell you this so that

you may know how you are spreading out yourself. One
man had written in that book,

'

if Bob Ingersoll were here,

I think he would change his mind about hell.'
"

I want that volcano. I want the Philippines. It would

be simply infamous to hand those people back to the

brutality of Spain. Spain has been Christianizing them for

about four hundred years. The first thing the poor devils

did was to sign a petition asking for the expulsion of the

priests. That was their idea of the commencement of

liberty. They are not quite so savage as some people im

agine. I want those islands
;

I want all of them, and I

don't know that I disagree with the Rev. Mr. Slicer as to
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the use we can put them to. I don't know that they will

be of any use, but I want them
; they might come handy.

And I wanted to pick up the small change, the Ladrones

and the Carolines. I am glad we have got Porto Rico. I

don't know as it will be of any use, but there's no harm in

having the title. I want Cuba whenever Cuba wants us,

and I favor the idea of getting her in the notion of want

ing us. I want it in the interest, as I believe, of humanity,
of progress ;

in other words, of human liberty. That is what
the war was waged for, and the fact that it was waged for

that, gives an additional glory to these naval officers and to

the officers in the army. They fought in the first righteous

war; I mean righteous in the sense that we fought for the

liberty of others.

Now, gentlemen, I feel that we have all honored ourselves

to-night by honoring Rear Admiral Schley. I want you to

know that long after we are dead and long after the Ad
miral has ceased to sail, he will be remembered, and in the

constellation of glory one of the brightest stars will stand

for the name of Winfield Scott Schley, as brave an officer as

ever sailed a ship. I am glad I am here to-night, and again,

gentlemen, I congratulate you all upon being here. I con

gratulate you that you belong to this race, to this nation,

and that you are equal heirs in the glory of the great Re

public.
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New York, June 5, 1888.

MR.
PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : I have

addressed, or annoyed, a great many audiences in

iny life and I have not the slightest doubt that I stand

now before more ability, a greater variety of talent, and

more real genius than I ever addressed in my life.

I know all about respectable stupidity, and I am per

fectly acquainted with the brainless wealth and success of

this life, and I know, after all, how poor the world would

be without that divine thing that we call genius what a

worthless habitation, if you take from it all that genius has

given.

I know also that all joy springs from a love of nature. I

know that all joy is what I call Pagan. The natural man
takes delight in everything that grows, in everything that

shines, in everything that enjoys he has an immense

sympathy with the whole human race.

Of that feeling, of that spirit, the drama is born. People
must first be in love with life before they can think it worth

representing. They must have sympathy with their fellows

before they can enter into their feelings and know what
their heart throbs about. So, I say, back of the drama is

this love of life, this love of nature. And whenever a

country becomes prosperous and this has been pointed
cut many times when a wave of wealth runs over a land,

behind it you will see all the sons and daughters ot

genius. When a man becomes of some account he is worth

painting. When by success and prosperity he gets the

pose of a victor, the sculptor is inspired ; and when love is

(191)
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really in his heart, words burst into blossom and the poet
is born. When great virtues appear, when magnificent

things are done by heroines and heroes, then the stage is

built, and the life of a nation is compressed into a few hours,
or to use the language of the greatest

"
turning the ac

complishment of many years into an hour-glass" ;
the stage

is born, and we love it because we love life and he who
loves the stage has a kind of double life.

The drama is a crystallization of history, an epitome of

the human heart. The past is lived again and again, and

we see upon the stage, love, sacrifice, fidelity, courage all

the virtues mingled with all the follies.

And what is the great thing that the stage does? It

cultivates the imagination. And let me say now, that the

imagination constitutes the great difference between human

beings.

The imagination is the mother of pity, the mother of

generosity, the mother of every possible virtue. It is by
the imagination that you are enabled to put yourself in the

place of another. Every dollar that has been paid into

your treasury came from an imagination vivid enough to

imagine himself or herself lying upon the lonely bed of

pain, or as having fallen by the wayside of life, dying alone.

It is this imagination that makes the difference in men.

Do you believe that a man would plunge the dagger in

to the heart of another if he had imagination enough to see

him dead imagination enough to see his widow throw her

arms about the corpse and cover his face with sacred tears

imagination enough to see fhem digging his grave, and

to see the funeral and to hear the clods fall upon the coffin

and the sobs of those who stood about do you believe he

would commit the crime? Would any man be false who
had imagination enough to see the woman that he once

loved, in the darkness of night, when the black clouds were

floating through the sky hurried by the blast as thoughts
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and memories were hurrying through her poor brain if

he could see the white flutter of her garment as she leaped
to the eternal, blessed sleep of death do you believe that

he would be false to her? I tell you that he would be true.

So that, in my judgment, the great mission of the stage
is to cultivate the human imagination. That is the reason

fiction has done so much good. Compared with the stupid
lies called history, how beautiful are the imagined things
with painted wings. Everybody detests a thing that pre
tends to be true and is not; but when it says,

"
I am about

to create," then it is beautiful in the proportion that it is

artistic, in the proportion that it is a success.

Imagination is the mother of enthusiasm. Imagination
fans the little spark into a flame great enough to warm the

human race
;
and enthusiasm is to the mind what spring is

to the world.

Now I am going to say a few words because I want to,

and because I have the chance.

What is known as
" orthodox religion

" has always been

the enemy of the theatre. It has been the enemy of every

possible comfort, of every rational joy that is to say, of

amusement. And there is a reason for this. Because, if

that religion be true, there should be no amusement. If

you believe that in every moment is the peril of eternal

pain do not amuse yourself. Stop the orchestra, ring
down the curtain, and be as miserable as you can. That
idea puts an infinite responsibility upon the soul an in

finite responsibility and how can there be any art, how
can there be any joy, after that? You might as well pile

all the Alps on one unfortunate ant, and then say,
" Why

don't you play ? Enjoy yourself."

If that doctrine be true, every one should regard time as

a kind of dock, a pier running out into the ocean of eternity,

on which you sit on your trunk and wait for the ship of

death solemn, lugubrious, melancholy to the last degree.
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And that is why I have said joy is Pagan. It comes

from a love of nature, from a love of this world, from a

love of this life. According to the idea of some good peo

ple, life is a kind of green-room, where you are getting

ready for a "
play

"
in some other country.

You all remember the story of
"
Great Expectations,"

and I presume you have all had them. That is another

thing about this profession of acting that I like you do

not know how it is coming out and there is this delightful

uncertainty.

You have all read the book called
" Great Expectations,"

written, in my judgment, by the greatest novelist that ever

wrote the English language the man who created a vast

realm of joy. I love the joy-makers not the solemn,

mournful wretches. And when I think of the church ask

ing something of the theatre, I remember that story of

"Great Expectations." You remember Miss Haversham
she was to have been married some fifty or sixty years be

fore that time sitting there in the darkness, in all of her

wedding finery, the laces having turned yellow by time, the

old wedding cake crumbled, various insects having made it

their palatial residence you remember that she sent for

that poor little boy Pip, and when he got there in the midst

of all these horrors, she looked at him and said,
"
Pip, play !"

And if their doctrine be true, every actor is in that situation.

I have always loved the theatre loved the stage, simply
because it has added to the happiness of this life.

"
Oh,

but," they say,
"
is it moral ?

" A superstitious man sus

pects everything that is pleasant. It seems inbred in his

nature, and in the nature of most people. You let such a

man pull up a little weed and taste it, and if it is sweet and

good, he says, "I'll bet it is poison." But if it tastes awful,

so that his face becomes a mask of disgust, he says,
"

I'll

bet you that it is good medicine."

Now, I believe that everything in the world that tends to
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make man happy, is moral. That is my definition of

morality. Anything that bursts into bud and blossom, and

bears the fruit of joy, is moral.

Some people expect to make the world good by destroy

ing desire by a kind of pious petrifaction, feeling that if

you do not want anything, you will not want anything bad.

In other words, you will be good and moral if you will only

stop growing, stop wishing, turn all your energies in the

direction of repression, and if from the tree of life you pull

every leaf, and then every bud and if an apple happens
to get ripe in spite of you, don't touch it snakes !

I insist that happiness is the end virtue the means
and anything that wipes a tear from the face of man is

good. Everything that gives laughter to the world

laughter springing from good nature, that is the most
wonderful music that has ever enriched the ears of man.
And let me say that nothing can be more immoral than to

waste your own life, and sour that of others.

Is the theatre moral ? I suppose you have had an elec

tion to-day. They had an election at the Metropolitan

Opera House for bishops, and they voted forged tickets ;

and after the election was over, I suppose they asked the old

question in the same solemn tone:
"
Is the theatre moral ?

"

At last, all the intelligence of the world admits that the

theatre is a great, a splendid instrumentality for increasing

the well-being of man. But only a few years ago our

fathers were poor barbarians. They only wanted the es

sentials of life, and through nearly all the centuries Genius

was a vagabond Art was a servant. He was the com

panion of the clown. Writers, poets, actors, either sat
" below the salt

" or devoured the
" remainder biscuit," and

drank what drunkenness happened to leave, or lived on

crumbs, and they had less than the crumbs of respect.

The painter had to have a patron, and then in order to pay
the patron, he took the patron's wife for Venus and the
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man, he was the Apollo ! So the writer had to have a

patron, and he endeavored to immortalize him in a preface

of obsequious lies. The writer had no courage. The

painter, the sculptor poor wretches had "patrons."

Some of the greatest of the world were treated as servants,

and yet they were the real kings of the human race.

Now the public is the patron. The public has the in

telligence to see what it wants. The stage does not have

to flatter any man. The actor now does not enroll himself

as the servant of duke or lord. He has the great public,

and if he is a great actor, he stands as high in the public

estimation as any other man in any other walk of life.

And these men of genius, these "vagabonds," these

"sturdy vagrants" of the old law and let me say one

thing right here: I do not believe that there ever was a

man of genius that had not a little touch of the vagabond
in him somewhere just a little touch of chaos that is to

say, he must have generosity enough now and then abso

lutely to forget himself he must be generous to that

degree that he starts out without thinking of the shore and

without caring for the sea and that is that touch of chaos.

And yet, through all those years the poets and the actors

lacked bread. Imagine the number of respectable dolts

who felt above them. The men of genius lived on the

bounty of the few, grudgingly given.

Now, just think what would happen, what we would be,

if you could blot from this world what these men have

done. If you could take from the walls the pictures ; from

the niches the statues ; from the memory of man the songs
that have been sung by "The Plowman" take from the

memory of the world what has been done by the actors and

play-writers, and this great globe would be like a vast skull

emptied of all thought.
And let me say one word more, and that is as to the

4ignity of your profession.
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The greatest genius of this world has produced your
literature. I am not now alluding simply to one but there

has been more genius lavished upon the stage more real

genius, more creative talent, than upon any other depart

ment of human effort. And when men and women belong

to a profession that can count Shakespeare in its number,

they should feel nothing but pride.

Nothing gives me more pleasure than to speak of Shakes

peare Shakespeare, in whose brain were the fruits of all

thoughts past, the seeds of all to be Shakespeare, an in

tellectual ocean toward which all rivers ran, and from which

now the isles and continents of thought receive their dew
and rain.

A profession that can boast that Shakespeare was one of

its members, and that from his brain poured out that

mighty intellectual cataract that Mississippi that will en

rich all coming generations the man that belongs to that

profession should feel that no other man by reason of be

longing to some other, can be his superior.

And such a man, when he dies or the friend of such a

man, when that man dies should not imagine that it is a

very generous and liberal thing for some minister to

say a few words above the corpse and I do not want to

see this profession cringe before any other.

One word more. I hope that you will sustain this splen
did charity. I do not believe that more generous people
exist than actors. I hope you will sustain this charity.

And yet, there was one little thing I saw in your report of

last year, that I want to call attention to. You had "bene

fits
"
all over this country, and of the amount raised, one

hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars were given to

religious societies and twelve thousand dollars to the Actors'

Fund and yet they say actors are not Christians ! Do you
not love your enemies ? After this, I hope that you will

also love your friends.
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New York, March 23, 1899.

F"\ISGUISE it as we may, we live in a frightful world,

i J with evils, with enemies, on every side. From the

hedges along the path of life, leap the bandits that murder

and destroy ;
and every human being, no matter how often

he escapes, at last will fall beneath the assassin's knife.

To change the figure : We are all passengers on the

train of life. The tickets give the names of the stations

where we boarded the car, but the destination is unknown.

At every station some passengers, pallid, breathless, dead,

are put away, and some with the light of morning in their

eyes, get on.

To change the figure again: On the wide sea of life we

are all on ships or rafts or spars, and some by friendly

winds are borne to the fortunate isles, and some by storms

are wrecked on the cruel rocks. And yet upon the isles

the same as upon the rocks, death waits for all. And death

alone can truly say, "All things come to him who waits."

And yet, strangely enough, there is in this world of

misery, of misfortune and of death, the blessed spirit of mirth.

The travelers on the path, on the train, on the ships, the rafts

and spars, sometimes forget their perils and their doom.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll was the special star among stars at the benefit given
yesterday afternoon at the Fifth Avenue Theatre for the Actors' Fund. There
were a great many other stars and a very long programme. The consequence was
that the performance began before one o'clock and was not over until almost dinner
time.
Usually in such cases the least important performers are placed at the beginning

and the audience straggles in leisurely without worrying a great deal over what it

has missed. Yesterday, however, it had been announced in advance that Col.

IngerKoll would start the ball a-rolling, and the result was that before the overture
was finished the house was packed to the doors.

Col. Ingersoll's contribution was a short address delivered in his characteristic*

style of florid eloquence. The World, New York, March 24, 1899. (201)
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All blessings on the man whose face was first illumina

ted by a smile !

All blessings on the man who first gave to the common
air the music of laughter the music that for the moment
drove fears from the heart, tears from the eyes, and dim

pled cheeks with joy !

All blessings on the man who sowed with merry hands

the seeds of humor, and at the lipless skull of death snapped
the reckless fingers of disdain! Laughter is the blessed

boundary line between the brute and man.

Who are the friends of the human race ? They who
hide with vine and flower the cruel rocks of fate the

children of genius, the sons and daughters of mirth and

laughter, of imagination, those whose thoughts, like moths
with painted wings, fill the heaven of the mind.

Among these sons and daughters are the children of the

stage, the citizens of the mimic world the world enriched

by all the wealth of genius enriched by painter, orator,

composer and poet. The world of which Shakespeare, the

greatest of human beings, is still the unchallenged emperor.
These children of the stage have delighted the weary trav

elers on the thorny path, amused the passengers on the

fated train, and filled with joy the hearts of the clingers

to spars, and the floaters on rafts.

These children of the stage, with fancy's wand rebuild

the past. The dead are brought to life and made to act

again the parts they played. The hearts and lips that long

ago were dust, are made to beat and speak again. The
dead kings are crowned once more, and from the shadows

of the past emerge the queens, jeweled and sceptred as of

yore. Lovers leave their graves and breathe again their

burning vows; and again the white breasts rise and fall in

passion's storm. The laughter that died away beneath the

touch of death is heard again and lips that fell to ashes

long ago are curved once more with mirth. Again the
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hero bares his breast to death
; again the patriot falls, and

again the scaffold, stained with noble blood, becomes a

shrine.

The citizens of the real world gain joy and comfort from

the stage. The broker, the speculator ruined by rumor,
the lawyer baffled by the intelligence of a jury or the stu

pidity of a judge, the doctor who lost his patience because

he lost his patients, the merchant in the dark days of de

pression, and all the children of misfortune, the victims

of hope deferred, forget their troubles for a little while

when looking on the mimic world. When the shaft of wit

flies Hke the arrow of Ulysses through all the rings and

strikes the centre ;
when words of wisdom mingle with the

clown's conceits; when folly laughing shows her pearls,

and mirth holds carnival
;
when the villain fails and the

right triumphs, the trials and the griefs of life for the mo
ment fade away.
And so the maiden longing to be loved, the young man

waiting for the
" Yes "

deferred
; the unloved wife, hear the

old, old story told again, and again within their hearts is

the ecstasy of requited love.

The stage brings solace to the wounded, peace to the

troubled, and with the wizard's wand touches the tears of

grief and they are changed to the smiles of joy.

The stage has ever been the altar, the pulpit, the cathe

dral of the heart. There the enslaved and the oppressed,
the erring, the fallen, even the outcast, find sympathy, and

pity gives them all her tears and there, in spite of wealth

and power, in spite of caste and cruel pride, true love has

ever triumphed over all.

The stage has taught the noblest lesson, the highest

truth, and that is this : It is better to deserve without re

ceiving than to receive without deserving. As a matter of

fact, it is better to be the victim of villainy than to be a

villain. Better to be stolen from than to be a thief, and in
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the last analysis the oppressed, the slave, is less unfortunate

than the oppressor, the master.

The children of the stage, these citizens of the mimic

world, are not the grasping, shrewd and prudent people of

the mart
; they are improvident enough to enjoy the present

and credulous enough to believe the promises of the uni

versal liar known as Hope. Their hearts and hands are

open. As a rule genius is generous, luxurious, lavish,

reckless and royal. And so, when they have reached the

ladder's topmost round, they think the world is theirs and

that the heaven of the future can have no cloud. But from

the ranks of youth the rival steps. Upon the veteran brows

the wreaths begin to fade, the leaves to fall
;
and failure

sadly sups on memory. They tread the stage no more.

They leave the mimic world, fair fancy's realm; they leave

their palaces and thrones
;
their crowns are gone, and from

their hands the sceptres fall. At last, in age and want, in

lodgings small and bare, they wait the prompter's call
;

and when the end is reached, maybe a vision glorifies the

closing scene. Again they are on the stage ; again their

hearts throb high ; again they utter perfect words
; again

the flowers fall about their feet
;
and as the curtain falls,

the last sound that greets their ears, is the music of ap

plause, the
" bravos "

for an encore.

And then the silence falls on darkness.

Some loving hands should close their eyes, some loving

lips should leave upon their pallid brows a kiss ; some friends

should lay the breathless forms away, and on the graves

drop blossoms jeweled with the tears of love.

This is the work of the generous men and women who
contribute to the Actors' Fund. This is charity ; and these

generous men and women have taught, and are teaching, a

lesson that all the world should learn, and that is this:

The hands that help are holier than the lips that pray.
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New Orleans, February i
t 1898.

LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN of the New Orleans

Press Club: I do not remember to have agreed or

consented to make any remarks about the press or any

thing else on the present occasion, but I am glad of this

opportunity to say a word or two. Of course, I have

the very greatest respect for this profession, the pro
fession of the press, knowing it, as I do, to be one

of the greatest civilizers of the world. Above all other

institutions and all other influences, it is the greatest

agency in breaking down the hedges of provincialism. In

olden times one nation had no knowledge or understanding
of another nation, and no insight or understanding into

its life
; and, indeed, various parts of .one nation held the

other parts of it somewhat in the attitude of hostility, be

cause of a lack of more thorough knowledge ; and, curiously

enough, we are prone to look upon strangers more or less

in the light of enemies. Indeed, enemy and stranger
in the old vocabularies are pretty much of the same sig-

nifi~ance. A stranger was an enemy. I think it is

Darwin who alludes to the instinctive fear a child has of

* Colonel Ineersoll paid a visit to the Press Club yesterday in response to a cordial
invitation Ife was greeted by the officers of the club and numbers of members, includ

ing the mayor of the city and other well-known local heavy weights. After a very
pleasant chat in the oafs', during which the distinguished man had the opportunity of
becoming better acquainted with his hosts, the party repaired to the reading-room, and
there, to the music of a blazing fire -for the morning was chilly, even to the gentleman
from New York the club listened to one of those characteristic talks of the Colonel.
The Colonel had not anticipated makirg a talk, but that made no difference. The club
realized that a great orator and thinker needed no better inspiration than warm hearts
and open hands, no better motif than his own active brain and the impromptu subject
assigned him, and no better occasion than the present, and BO he was introduced as hav
ing tho fioor on the subject of the press more particularly the American Pre Tht
Picayune, New Orleans, La., February 2, 1898. (807)
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a stranger as one of the heritages of centuries of instinctive

cultivation, the handed-down instinct of years ago. And
even now it is a fact that we have very little sympathy
with people of a different country, even people speaking
the same language, having the same god with a different

name, or another god with the same name, recognizing the

same principles of right and wrong.
But the moment people began to trade with each other,

the moment they began to enjoy the results of each other's

industry and brain, the moment that, through this medium,

they began to get an insight into each other's life, people

began to see each other as they were
;
and so commerce

became the greatest of all missionaries of civilization,

because, like the press, it tended to do away with provin
cialism.

You know there is no one else in the world so egotistic as

the man who knows nothing. No man is more certain than

the man who knows nothing. The savage knows every

thing. The moment man begins to be civilized he begins
to appreciate how little he knows, how very circumscribed

in its very nature human knowledge is.

Now, after commerce came the press. From the Moors,
I believe, we learned the first rudiments of that art which
has civilized the world. With the invention of movable

type came an easy and cheap method of preserving the

thoughts and history of one generation to a. other and

transmitting the life of one nation to another. Facts be

came immortal, and from that day to this the intelligence

of the world has rapidly and steadily increased.

And now, if we are provincial, it is our own fault, and

if we are hateful and odious and circumscribed and nar

row and peevish and limited in the light we get from the

known universe, it is our own fault.

Day by day the world is growing smaller and men larger.

But a few years ago the State of New York was as large as
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the United States is to-day. It required as much time to reach

Albany from New York as it now requires to reach San
Francisco from the same city, and so far as the transmission

of thought goes the world is but a hamlet.

I count as one of the great good things of the modern

press as one of the specific good things that the same

news, the same direction of thought is transmitted to many
millions of people each day. So that the thoughts of mul

titudes of men are substantially tending at the same time

along the same direction. It tends more and more to make
us citizens in the highest sense of the term, and that is the

reason that I have so much respect for the press.

Of course I know that the news and opinions are written

by folks liable to the same percentage of error as character

izes all mankind. No one makes no mistakes but the man
who knows everything no one makes no mistakes but the

hypocrite.

I must confess, however, that there are things about

the press of to-day that I would have changed that I do

not like.

I hate to see brain the slave of the material god. I hate

to see money own genius. So I think that every writer on

every paper should be compelled to sign his name to every

thing he writes. There are many reasons why he has a

right to the reputation he makes. His reputation is his

property, his capital, his stock in trade, and it is not just

or fair or right that it should be absorbed by the corpora
tion which employs him. After giving great thoughts to

the world, after millions of people have read his thoughts
with delight, no one knows this lonely man or his solitary

name. If he loses the good will of his employer, he loses

his place and with it all that his labor and time and brain

have earned for himself as his own inalienable property,

and his corporation or employer reaps the benefit of it.

There is another reason establishing the absolute equity
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of this proposition, a reason pointing in other directions

than to the writer and his rights. It is no more than right
to the reader that the opinion or the narrative should be

that of Mr. Smith or Mr. Brown or Mr. So and So, and not

that of, say, the Picayune. That is too impersonal. It is

no more than right that a single man should have his honor
at stake for what is said, and not an impersonal something.
I know that we are all liable to believe it if the Picayune says

it, and yet, after all, it is the individual man who is saying
it and it is in the interest of justice that the reader be ap

prised of the fact.

I believe I have just a little fault to find with the tend,

ency of the modern press to go into personal affairs

into so-called private affairs. In saying this, I have no

complaint to lodge on my own behalf, for I have no private

affairs. I am not so much opposed to what is called sensa

tionalism, for that must exist as long as crime is considered

news, and believe me, when virtue becomes news it can

only bewhen this will have become an exceedingly bad world.

At the same time I think that the publication of crime may
have more or less the tendency of increasing it.

I read not long ago that if some heavy piece of

furniture were dropped in a room in which there was a

string instrument, the strings in harmony with the vibra

tions of the air made by that noise would take up the sound.

Now. a man with a tendency to crime would pick up that

criminal feeling inspiring the act which he sees blazoned

forth in all its detail in the press. In that view of the mat
ter it seems to me better not to give details of all offences.

Now, as to the matter of being too personal, I think that

one of the results of that sort of journalism is to drive a

great many capable and excellent men out of public life. I

heard a little story quite recently of a man who was being

urged for the Legislature, and yet hesitated because of his

fear of newspaper criticism of this character.
"
I don't want
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to run," said he to his wife, who urged that this was an

opportunity to do himself and his friends honor, and that it

was a sort of duty in him.
"
I would if I were you," said his

wife.
"
Well, but there is no saying," he responded,

" what

the newspapers might print about me." "
Why, your life

has always been honorable," said she; "they could not

say anything to your disparagement."
" But they might

attack my father." "Well, there was nothing in his career

of which any one might feel ashamed. He was as irre

proachable as you."
"
Ay, but they might attack you and

tell of some devilment you went into before we were mar
ried."

" Then you better not run," said his wife promptly.
I think this fear on the part of husband and wife is identical

with that which keeps many a great man out of public
service.

Now, there is another thing which every one ought to

abhor. All men and newspapers are entirely too apt to

criticise the motives of men. It is a fault common to all

good men except the clergy, of course this habit of

attacking motives. And whenever we see a man do some

thing which is great and praiseworthy, let us talk about

the act itself and not go into a speculation or an attack

upon the motive which prompted the act. Attack what a

man actually does.

But these are only small matters. The press is the most

powerful of all agencies for the dissemination of intelli

gence, and as such I hail it always. It has nearly always
been very friendly and kind to me and certainly I have

received at the hands of the New Orleans press a treatment

I shall never forget.

Our Sunday newspapers, to my mind, rank among the

greatest institutions of the present day. One finds in

them matter that could not be found in several hun
dreds of books, beautiful thoughts, broad intelligence, a

range of information perfectly startling in its usefulness
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and perfectly charming in its entertainment. Contrast,

please, how we are enabled by their good offices to spend
the Sabbath, with the descriptions of hell with all its terrors

and all the gloom characterizing the Sabbaths our fore

fathers had to spend. The Sunday newspaper is an abso

lute blessing to the American people, a picture gallery,

short stories, little poems, a symposium of brain and intelli

gence and refinement and divorce proceedings.

As I have said, the good will and the fair treatment of

the American press have nearly always been my lot.

There have been some misguided people who have said harsh

things, but when I remember all the misguided things I

have done, I am inclined to be charitable for their short-

cornings.

I do not know that I have anything else to say, except
that I wish you all good luck and sunshine and prosperity,

and enough of it to last you through a long life.
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^^ fthe charges most persistently made against Colonel Inger-
soil is that during and after the trial of D. M. Bennett, persecu

ted by Anthony Comstock, the Colonel endeavored to have the law

against sending obscene literature through the mail repealed. That the

charge is maliciously false is fully shown by the following brief history
of events connected with the prosecution of D. M. Bennett, and Mr.

Ingersoll's efforts in his behalf. . . .

"After Mr. Bennett's arrest in 1877, he printed a petition to Con

gress, written by T. B. Wakeman. asking for the repeal or modifica
tion of Comstock's law by which he expected to stamp out the publi
cations of Freethinkers. . . ,

"The connection of Mr. Ingersoll with this petition is soon ex

plained. Mr. Ingersoll knew of Comstock's attempts to suppress

heresy by means of this law, and when called upon by the Washing
ton committee in charge of the petition, he allowed his name to go
on the petition for modification, but he told them distinctly and

plainly that he was not in favor of the repeal of the law, as he was

willing and anxious that obscenity should be suppressed by all legal

means. His sentiments are best expressed by himself in a letter to

the Boston Journal. He says :

'"WASHINGTON, March 18, 1878.

"'To THE EDITOR OF THE BOSTON JOURNAL :

" ' My attention has been called to the following article that

recently appeared in your paper :

" '

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, and others, feel aggrieved

because Congress, in 1873, enacted a law for the suppression

of obscene literature, and, believing it an infringement of

the rights of certain citizens, and an effort to muzzle the

press and conscience, petition for its repeal. When a man's

conscience permits him to spread broadcast obscene litera-

'From l

Ingersoll As Ha Is,
"
by E. M. Macdonald. (215)
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ture, it is time that conscience was muzzled. The law is a

terror only to evil-doers."
" ' No one wishes the repeal of any law for the suppres

sion of obscene literature. For my part, I wish all such

laws rigidly enforced. The only objection I have to the law

of 1873 is, that it has been construed to include books and

pamphlets written against the religion of the day, although

containing nothing that can be called obscene or impure.
Certain religious fanatics, taking advantage of the word
"immoral" in the law, have claimed that all writings

against what they are pleased to call orthodox religion are

immoral, and such books have been seized and their authors

arrested. To this, and this only, I object.
" 'Your article does me great injustice, and I ask that

you will have the kindness to publish this note.
"' From the bottom of my heart I despise the publishers

of obscene literature. Below them there is no depth of

filth. And I also despise those, who, under the pretence of

suppressing obscene literature, endeavor to prevent honest

and pure men from writing and publishing honest and pure

thoughts. Yours truly.
" '

R. G. INGERSOLL.'

" This is sufficiently easy of comprehension even for ministers, but

of course they misrepresented and lied about the writer. From that

day to this he has been accused of favoring the dissemination of ob
scene literature. That the friends of Colonel Ingersoll may know

just how infamous this is, we will give a brief history of the repeal or

modification movement. . . .

"On October 26, the National Liberal League held its Congress in

Syracuse. At this Congress the League left the matter of repeal or

modification of the laws open, taking no action as an organization,

either way, but elected officers known to be in favor of repeal. On
December 10, Mr. Bennett was again arrested. He was tried, and
found guilty ; he appealed, the conviction was affirmed, and he was

sentenced to thirteen months' imprisonment at hard labor.

"After the trial Colonel Ingersoll interposed, and endeavored to

get a pardon for Mr. Bennett, who was held in Ludlow street jail
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pending President Hayes's reply. The man who occupied the

President's office promised to pardon the Infidel editor
;
then he went

back on his word, and Mr. Bennett served his term of imprisonment.
"Then preachers opened the sluiceways of vituperation and bil

lingsgate upon Colonel Ingersoll for having interceded for a man
convicted of mailing obscene literature. The charges were as infa

mously false then as they are now, and to show it, it is only necessary
to quote Colonel Ingersoll's words during the year or two succeeding,
when the Freethinkers and the Christians were not only opposing each
other vigorously, but the Freethinkers themselves were divided ou
the question. In 1879, while Mr. Bennett was in prison, a correspond
ent of the Nashville, Tenn., Banner said that the National Liberal

League and Colonel Ingersoll were in favor of disseminating obscene
literature. To this Colonel Ingersoll replied in a letter to a friend :

"'
1417 G St., WASHINGTON, Aug. 21, 1879.

" ' MY DEAR SIR : The article in the Nashville Banner

by
"

J. L." is utterly and maliciously false.
" ' A petition was sent to Congress praying for the repeal

or modification of certain postal laws, to the end that the

freedom of conscience and of the press should not be

abridged.
" '

Nobody holds in greater contempt than I the writers,

publishers, or dealers in obscene literature. One of my
objections to the Bible is that it contains hundreds of

grossly obscene passages not fit to be read by any decent

man, thousands of passages, in my judgment, calculated to

corrupt the minds of youth. I hope the time will soon

come when the good sense of the American people will de

mand a Bible with all obscene passages left out.

"'The only reason a modification of the postal laws is

necessary is that at present, under color of those laws,

books and pamphlets are excluded from the mails simply
because they are considered heterodox and blasphemous.
In other words, every man should be allowed to write, pub
lish, and send through the mails his thoughts upon any

subject, expressed in a decent and becoming manner. As
to the propriety of giving anybody authority to overhaul
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mails, break seals, and read private correspondence, that is

another question.
" '

Every minister and every layman who charges me
with directly or indirectly favoring the dissemination of

anything that is impure, retails what he knows to be a

wilful and malicious lie. I remain, Yours truly,
" '

R. G. INGERSOLL.'

" Three weeks after this letter was written the National Liberal

League held its third annual Congress at Cincinnati. Colonel Inger-
soll was chairman of the committee on resolutions and platform and
unfinished business of the League. One of the subjects to be dealt

with was these Comstock laws. The following are Colonel Inger-
soll's remarks and the resolutions he presented :

" '

It may be proper, before presenting the resolutions of

the committee, to say a word in explanation. The commit

tee were charged with the consideration of the unfinished

business of the League. It seems that at Syracuse there

was a division as to what course should be taken in regard
to the postal laws of the United States. These laws were

used as an engine of oppression against the free circulation

of what we understand to be scientific literature. Every
honest man in this country is in favor of allowing every

other human being every right that he claims for himself.

The majority at Syracuse were at that time simply in favor

of the absolute repeal of those laws, believing them to be

unconstitutional not because they were in favor of any

thing obscene, but because they were opposed to the mails

of the United States being under the espionage and bigotry
of the church. They therefore demanded an absolute re

peal of the law. Others, feeling that they might be mis

understood, and knowing that theology can coin the

meanest words to act as the vehicle of the lowest lies,

were afraid of being misunderstood, and therefore they

said. Let us amend these laws so that our literature shall

be upon an equality with that of theology. I know that
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there is not a Liberal here, or in the United States, that is

in favor of the dissemination of obscene literature. One
of the objections which we have to the book said to be

written by God is that it is obscene.

"'The Liberals of this country believe in purity, and

they believe that every fact in nature and in science is as

pure as a star. We do not need to ask for any more than

we want. We simply want the laws of our country so

framed that we are not discriminated against. So, taking
that view of the vexed question, we want to put the boot

upon the other foot. We want to put the charge of

obscenity where it belongs, and the committee, of which I

hav2 the honor to be one of the members, have endeavored

to do just that thing. Men have no right to talk to me
about obscenity who regard the story of Lot and his

daughters as a fit thing for men, women, and children to

read, and who worship a God in whom the violation of

[Cheers drowned the conclusion of this sentence so the

reporters could not hear it.] Such a God I hold in infinite

contempt.
" ' Now I will read you the resolutions recommended by

the committee.
" ' RESOLUTIONS.

" ' Your committee have the honor to submit the following report :

" '

First, As to the unfinished business of the League, your commit
tee submits the following resolutions :

4 ' '

Resolved, That we are in favor of such postal laws as will allow

the free transportation through the mails of the United States of all

books, pamphlets, and papers, irrespective of the religious, irrelig

ious, political, and scientific views they may contain, so that the

literature of sci:nce may be placed upon an equality with that of

superstition.
" '

Resolved, That we are utterly opposed to the dissemination,

through the mails, or by any other means, of obscene literature,

whether "
inspired

" or uninspired, and hold in measureless con

tempt its authors and disseminators.
" '

Resolved, That we call upon the Christian world to expunge from

the so-called "sacred "
Bible every passage that cannot be read with-
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out covering the cheek of modesty with the blush of shame ; and un
til such passages are expunged, we demand that the laws against the

dissemination of obscene literature be impartially enforced. '
. . .

" We believe that lotteries and obscenity should be dealt with by
State and municipal legislation, and offenders punished in the county
in which they commit their offence. So in those days we argued for

the repeal of the Comstock laws, as did dozens of others James
Parton, Elizur Wright, O. B. Frothingham, T. C. Leland, Courtlandt

Palmer, and many more whose names we do not recall. But
Colonel Ingersoll did not, and when the National Liberal League
met the next year at Chicago (September 17, 1880), he was opposed
to the League's making a pledge to defend every case under the

Comstock laws, and he was opposed to a resolution demanding a re

peal of those laws. The following is what Colonel Ingersoll said

upon the subject :

" ' Mr. Chairman, I wish to offer the following resolution

in place and instead of resolutions numbered 5 and 6 :

"
'Resolved, That the committee of defence, whenever a

person has been indicted for what he claims to have been

an honest exercise of the freedom of thought and ex

pression, shall investigate the case, and if it appears that

such person has been guilty of no offence, then it shall be

the duty of said committee to defend such person if he is

unable to defend himself.'
" '

Now, allow me one moment to state my reasons. I

do not, I have not, I never shall, accuse or suspect a soli

tary member of the Liberal League of the United States of

being in favor of doing any act under heaven that he is not

thoroughly convinced is right. We all claim freedom of

speech, and it is the gem of the human soul. We all claim

a right to express our honest thoughts. Did it ever occur

to any Liberal that he wished to express any thought hon

estly, truly, and legally th it he considered immoral ? How
does it happen that we have any interest in what is known
as immoral literature ? I deny that the League has any
interest in that kind of literature. Whenever we mention

it, whenever we speak of it, we put ourselves in a false
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position. What do we want ? We want to see to it that

the church party shall not smother the literature of Liberal

ism. We want to see to it that the viper of intellectual

slavery shall not sting our cause. We want it so that

every honest man, so that every honest woman, can ex

press his or her honest thought upon any subject in the

world. And the question, and the only question, as to

whether they are amenable to the law, in my mind, is,

Were they honest ? Was their effort to benefit mankind ?

Was that their intention ? And no man, no woman, should

be convicted of any offence that that man or woman did

not intend to commit. Now, then, suppose some person is

arrested, and it is claimed that a work written by him is

immoral, is illegal. Then, I say, let our committee of de

fence examine that case, and if our enemies are seeking to

trample out Freethought under the name of immorality,

and under the cover and shield of our criminal law, then

let us defend that man to the last dollar we have. But we
do not wish to put ourselves in the position of general de

fenders of all the slush that may be written in this or any
other country. You cannot afford to do it. You cannot

afford to put into the mouth of theology a perpetual and

continual slur. You cannot afford to do it. And this

meeting is not the time to go into the question of what

authority the United States may have over the mails. It

is a very wide question. It embraces many others. Has
the Government a right to say what shall go into the

mails ? Why, in one sense, assuredly. Certainly they
have a right to say you shall not send a horse and wagon
by mail. They have a right to fix some limit

;
and the only

thing we want is that the literature of liberty, the literature

of real Freethought, shall not be discriminated against. And
we know now as well as if it had been perfectly and abso

lutely demonstrated, that the literature of Freethought will

be absolutely pure. We know it, We call upon the
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Christian world to expunge obscenity from their book, and

until that is expunged we demand that the laws against
obscene literature shall be executed. And how can we,

in the next resolution, say those laws ought all to be re

pealed ? We cannot do that. I have always been in favor

of such an amendment of the law that by no trick, by no

device, by no judicial discretion, an honest, high, pure-
minded man should be subjected to punishment simply for

giving his best and his honest thought. What more do we
need ? What more can we ask ? I am as much opposed
as my friend Mr. Wakeman can be to the assumption of

the church that it is the guardian of morality. If our

morality is to be guarded by that sentiment alone, then is

the end come. The natural instinct of self-defence in man
kind and in all organized society is the fortress of the

morality in mankind. The church itself was at one time

the outgrowth of that same feeling, but now the feeling

has outgrown the church. Now, then, we will have a Com
mittee of Defence. That committee will examine every

case. Suppose some man has been indicted, and suppose
he is guilty. Suppose he has endeavored to soil the

human mind. Suppose he has been willing to make

money by pandering to the lowest passions in the human
breast. What will that committee do with him then ? We
will say,

" Go on
; let the law take its course." But if,

upon reading his book, we find that he is all wrong, hor

ribly wrong, idiotically wrong, but make up our minds

that he was honest in his error, I will give as much as any
other living man of my means to defend that man. And I

believe you will all bear me witness when I say that I have

the cause of intellectual liberty at heart as much as I am

capable of having anything at heart. And I know hun
dreds of others here just the same. I understand that.

I understand their motive. I believe it to be perfectly

good, but I truly and honestly think they are mistaken.
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If we have an interest in the business, I would fight for it.

If our cause were assailed by law, then I say fight ;
and our

cause is assailed, and I say fight. They will not allow me,
in many States of this Union, to testify. I say fight until

every one of those laws is repealed. They discriminate

against a man simply because he is honest. Repeal such

laws. The church, if it had the power to-day, would

trample out every particle of free literature in this land.

And when they endeavor to do that, I say fight. But there

is a distinction wide as the Mississippi yes, wider than the

Atlantic, wider than all the oceans between the literature

of immorality and the literature of Freethought. One is a

crawling, slimy lizard, and the other an angel with wings
of light. Now, let us draw this distinction, let us under

stand ourselves, and do not give to the common enemy a

word covered with mire, a word stained with cloaca, to

throw at us. We thought we had settled that question a

year ago. We buried it then, and I say let it rot.
" ' This question is of great importance. It is the most

important one we have here. I have fought this question ;

I am ever going to do so, and I will not allow anybody to put
a stain upon me. This question must be understood if it

takes all summer. Here is a case in point. Some lady has

written a work which, I am informed, is a good work, and

that has nothing wrong about it. Her opinions may be

foolish or wise. Let this committee examine that case. If

they find that she is a good woman, that she had good

intentions, no matter how terrible the work may be, if her

intentions are good, she has committed no crime. I want

the honest thought. I think I have always been in favor

of it. But we haven't the time to go into all these ques
tions.

" ' Then comes the question for this house to decide in a

moment whether these cases should have been tried in the

State or Federal court. I want it understood that I have
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confidence in the Federal courts of the nation. There may
be some bad judges, there may be some idiotic jurors. I

think there was in that case [of Mr. Bennett]. But the

Committee of Defence, if I understand it, supplied means,
for the defence of that man. They did, but are we ready
now to decide in a moment what courts shall have juris

diction ? Are we ready to say tliat the Federal courts

shall be denied jurisdiction in any case arising about the

mails? Suppose somebody robs the mails? Before whom
shall we try the robber ? Try him before a Federal judge.

Why ? Because he has violated a Federal law. We have

not any time for such an investigation as this. What we
want to do is to defend free speech everywhere. What we
want to do is to defend the expression of thought in papers,

in pamphlets, in books. What we want to do is to see to

it that these books, pipers, and pamphlets are on an

equality with all other books, papers, and pamphlets in the

United States mails. And then the next step we want to

take, if any man is indicted under the pretence that he is

publishing immoral books, is to have our Committee of

Defence well examine the case; and if we believe the man
to be innocent we will help defend him if he is unable to

defend himself; and if we find that the law is wrong in

that particular, we will go for the amendment of that law.

I beg of you to have some sense in this matter. We must

have it. If we don't, upon that rock we shall split upon
that rock we shall again divide. Let us not do it. The
cause of intellectual liberty is the highest to the human
mind. Let us stand by it, and we can help all these people

by this resolution. We can do justice everywhere with it,

while if we agree to the fifth and sixth resolutions that

have been offered I say we lay ourselves open to the charge,

and it will be hurled against us, no matter how unjustly,

that we are in favor of widespread immorality.

'"Mr. Clarke: We are not afraid of it.
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'"Colonel Ingersoll: You may say we are not afraid. I

am not afraid. He only is a fool who rushes into unnec

essary danger.
" ' Mr. Clarke : What are you talking about, anyway ?

" '

Colonel Ingersoll : I am talking with endeavor to put
a little sense into such men as you. Your very question
shows that it was necessary that I should talk. And now
I move that my resolution be adopted.

" ' Mr. Wakeman moved that it be added to that portion of

the sixth resolution which recommended the constitution of

the Committee of Defence.
" '

Col. Ingersoll: I cannot agree to the sixth resolution.

I think nearly every word of it is wrong in principle. I

think it binds us to a course of action that we shall not be

willing to follow
;
and my resolution covers every possible

case. My resolution binds us to defend every honest man
in the exercise of his right. I can't be bound to say that

the Government hasn't control of its morals that we can

not trust the Federal courts that, under any circumstances,

at any time, I am bound to defend, either by word or

money, any man who violates the laws of this country.
" ' Mr. Wakeman : We do not say that.
" '

Colonel Ingersoll : I beg of you, I beseech you, not to

pass the sixth resolution. If you do, I wouldn't give that

[snapping his fingers] for the platform. A part of the

Comstock law authorizes the vilest possible trick. We are

all opposed to that.
"' Mr. Leland : What is the question?
" '

Colonel Ingersoll : Don't let us be silly. Don't let us

say we are opposed to what we are not opposed to. If any
man here is opposed to putting down the vilest of all

possible trash he ought to go home. We are opposed to

only a part of the law opposed to it whenever they
endeavor to trample Freethought under foot in the name of

immorality.
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Afterward, at the same session of the Congress, the following

colloquy took place between Colonel Ingersoll and T. B. Wakeman :

" '

Colonel Ingersoll : You know as well as I that there

are certain books not fit to go through the mails books

and pictures not fit to be delivered.
" ' Mr. Wakeman : That is so.
"
'Colonel Ingersoll : There is not a man here who is not

in favor, when these books and pictures come into the con

trol of the United States, of burning them up when they are

manifestly obscene. You don't want any grand jury there.
" '

Mr. Wakeman : Yes, we do.

"'Colonel Ingersoll: No, we don't. When they are

manifestly obscene, burn them up.
" ' A delegate : Who is to be judge of that ?

" '

Colonel Ingersoll : There are books that nobody differs

about. There are certain things about which we can use

discretion. If that discretion is abused, a man has his

remedy. We stand for the free thought of this country.

We stand for the progressive spirit of the United States.

We can't afford to say that all these laws should be re

pealed. If we had time to investigate them we could say
in what they should be amended. Don't tie us to this non

sense to the idea that we have an interest in immoral

literature. Let us remember that Mr. Wakeman is sore.

He had a case before the Federal courts, and he imagines,

having lost that case, you cannot depend on them. I have

lost hundreds of cases. I have as much confidence in the

Federal courts as in the State courts. I am not to be a

party to throwing a slur upon the Federal judiciary. All

we want is fair play. We want the same chance for our

doctrines that others have for theirs. And how this in

fernal question of obscenity ever got into the Liberal

League I could never understand. If an innocent man is

convicted of larceny, should we repeal all the laws on the

subject? I don't pretend to be better than other people.
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It is easy to talk right so easy to be right that I never

care to have the luxury of being wrong. I am advocating

something that we can stand upon. I do not misunder

stand Mr. Wakeman's motives. I believe they are perfectly

good that he is thoroughly honest. Why not just say we
will stand by freedom of thought and its expression ? Why
not say that we are in favor of amending any law that is

wrong ? But do not make the wholesale statement that all

these laws ought to be repealed. They ought not to be

repealed. Some of them are good. The law against send

ing instruments of vice in the mails is good, as is the law

against sending obscene books and pictures, and the law

against letting ignorant hyenas prey upon sick people, and

the law which prevents the getters up of bogus lotteries

sending their letters through the mail.'

"At the evening session of the Congress, on the same day, Mr.

Ingersoll made this speech in opposition to the resolution demanding
the repeal of the Comstock laws :

" '

I am not in favor of the repeal of those laws. I have

never been, and I never expect to be. But I do wish that

every law providing for the punishment of a criminal offence

should distinctly define the offence. That is the objection

to this law, that it does not define the offence, so that an

American citizen can readily know when he is about to vio

late it and consequently the law ought in all probability to

be modified in that regard. I am in favor of every law

defining with perfect distinctness the offence to be punished,
but I cannot say by wholesale these laws should be repeal

ed. I have the cause of Freethought too much at heart.

Neither will I consent to the repeal simply because the

church is in favor of those laws. In so far as the church

agrees with me, I congratulate the church. In so far as

superstition is willing to help me, good ! I am willing to

accept it. I believe, also, that this League is upon a secular

basis, and there should be nothing in our platform that
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would prevent any Christian from acting with us. What
is our platform? and we ought to leave it as it is. It

needs no amendment. Our platform is for a secular gov
ernment. Is it improper in a secular government to en

deavor to prevent the spread of obscene literature ? It is

the business of a secular government to do it, but if that

government attempts to stamp out Freethought in the

name of obscenity, it is then for the friends of Freethought
to call for a definition of the word, and such a definition as

will allow Freethought to go everywhere through all the

mails of the United States. We are also in favor of secu

lar schools. Good ! We are in favor of doing away with

every law that discriminates against a man on account of

his belief. Good ! We are in favor of universal education.

Good ! We are in favor of the taxation of church property.

Good! because the experience of the world shows that

where you allow superstition to own property without tax

ing it, it will absorb the net profits. Is 'it time now that

we should throw into the scale, against all these splendid

purposes, an effort to repeal some postal laws against

obscenity? As well might we turn the League into an

engine to do away with all laws against the sale of stale eggs.
" ' What have we to do with those things? Is it possible

that Freethought can be charged with being obscene? Is

it possible that, if the charge is made, it can be substan

tiated ? Can you not attack any superstition in the world

in perfectly pure language? Can you not attack any

thing you please in perfectly pure language ? And where

a man intends right, no law should find him guilty ;
and if

the law is weak in that respect, let it be modified. But I

say to you that I cannot go with any body of men who de

mand the unconditional repeal of these laws. I believe in

liberty as much as any man that breathes. I will do as

much, according to my ability, as any other man to make
this an absolutely free and secular government. I will do
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as much as any other man of my strength and of my intel

lectual power to give every human being every right that

I claim for myself. But this obscene law business is a

stumbling block. Had it not been for this, instead of the

few people voting here less than one hundred we would

have had a Congress numbered by thousands. Had it not

been for this business, the Liberal League of the United

States would to-night hold in its hand the political destiny

of the United States. Instead of that, we have thrown

away our power upon a question in which we are not

interested. Instead of that, we have wasted our resources

and our brain for the repeal of a law that we don't want

repealed. If we want anything, we simply want a modifi

cation. Now, then, don't stain this cause by such a course.

And don't understand that I am pretending, or am insinu

ating, that anyone here is in favor of obscene literature. It

is a question, not of principle, but of means, and I beg

pardon of this Convention if I have done anything so hor

rible as has been described by Mr. Pillsbury. I regret it if

I have ever endeavored to trample upon the rights of this

Convention.
" ' There is one thing I have not done I have not en

deavored to cast five votes when I didn't have a solitary

vote. Let us be fair; let us be fair. I have simply given

my vote. I wish to trample upon the rights of no one
;

and when Mr. Pillsbury gave those votes he supposed he

had a right to give them; and if he had a right, the votes

would have been counted. I attribute nothing wrong to

him, but I say this: I have the right to make a motion in

this Congress, I have the right to argue that motion, but I

have no more rights than any other member, and I claim

none. But I want to say to you and I want you to know
and feel it that I want to act with every Liberal man and

woman in this world. I want you to know and feel it that

I want to do everything I can to get every one of these
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statutes off our books that discriminates against a man be

cause of his religious belief that I am in favor of a secular

government, and of all these rights. But I cannot, and I

will not, operate with any organization that asks for the

unconditional repeal of those laws. I will stand alone,
and I have stood alone. I can tell my thoughts to my
countrymen, and I will do it, and whatever position you
take, whether I am with you or not, you will find me bat

tling everywhere for the absolute freedom of the human
mind. You will find me battling everywhere to make this

world better and grander ;
and whatever my personal con

duct may be, I shall endeavor to keep my theories right. I

beg of you, I implore you, do not pass the resolution No. 6.

It is not for our interest; it will do us no good. It will

lose us hosts of honest, splendid friends. Do not do it
; it

will be a mistake
;
and the only reason I offered the motion

was to give the members time to think this over. I am
not pretending to know more than other people. I am
perfectly willing to say that in many things I know less.

But upon this subject I want you to think. No matter

whether you are afraid of your sons, your daughters, your

wives, or your husbands, that isn't it I don't want the

splendid prospects of this League put in jeopardy upon such

an issue as this. I have no more to say. But if that res

olution is passed, all I have to say is that, while I shall be

for liberty everywhere, I cannot act with this organization,

and I will not.'

"The resolution was finally adopted, and Colonel Ingersoll re

signed his office of vice-president in the League, and never acted

with it again until the League dropped all side issues, and came back

to first principles the enforcement of the Nine Demands of Liber

alism."

In 1892, writing upon this subject in answer to a minister who had

repeated these absurd charges, Colonel Ingersoll made this offer :

"
I will pay a premium of one thousand dollars a word for

each and every word I ever said or wrote in favor of send

ing obscene publications through the mails."
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LEAGUE.

Cincinnati, O., September 14., 1879.

LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN: Allow me to say that

the cause nearest my heart, and to which I am willing

to devote the remainder of my life, is the absolute, the

absolute, enfranchisement of the human mind. I believe

that the family is the unit of good government, and that

every good government is simply an aggregation of good
families. I therefore not only believe in perfect civil and

religious liberty, but I believe in the one man loving the

one woman. I believe the real temple of the human heart

is the hearthstone, and that there is where the sacrifice of

life should be made
;
and just in proportion as we have that

idea in this country, just in that proportion we shall advance

and become a great, glorious and splendid nation. I do

not want the church or the state to come between the man
and wife. I want to do what little I can while I live to

strengthen and render still more sacred the family relation.

I am also in favor of granting every right to every other

human being that I claim for myself; and when I look

about upon the world and see how the children that are

born to-day, or this year, or this age, came into a world

that has nearly all been taken up before their arrival
; when

I see that they have not even an opportunity to labor for

bread ; when I see that in our splendid country some who
do the most have the least, and others who do the least

have the most; I say to myself there is something wrong
(233)
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somewhere, and I hope the time will come when every

child that nature has invited to our feast will have an

equal right with all the others. There is only one way, in

my judgment, to bring that about
;
and that is, first, not

simply by the education of the head, but by the universal

education of the heart. The time will come when a man
with millions in his possession will not be respected unless

with those millions he improves the condition of his fellow-

men. The time will come when it will be utterly impos
sible for a man to go down to death, grasping millions in

the clutch of avarice. The time will come when it will be

impossible for such a man to exist, for he will be followed

by the scorn and execration of mankind. The time will

come when such a man when stricken by death, cannot

purchase the favor of posterity by leaving a portion of the

gains which he has wrung from the poor, to some church or

Bible society for the glory of God.

Now, let me say that we have met together as a Liberal

League. We have passed the same platform again ;
but if

you will read that platform you will see that it covers

nearly every word that I have spoken universal education

the laws of science included, not the guesses of super
stition universal education, not for the next world but for

this happiness, not so much for an unknown land beyond
the clouds as for this life in this world. I do not say that

there is not another life. If there is any God who has

allowed his children to be oppressed in this world he cer

tainly needs another life to reform the blunders he has

made in this.

Now, let us all agree that we will stand by each other

splendidly, grandly ;
and when we come into convention

let us pass resolutions that are broad, kind, and genial,

because, if you are true Liberals, you will hold in a kind of

tender pity the most outrageous superstitions in the world.

I have said some things in my time that were not altogether
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charitable; but, after all, when I think it over, I see that

men are as they are, because they are the result of every

thing that has ever been.

Sometimes I think the clergy a necessary evil
;
but I say,

let us be genial and kind, and let us know that every other

person has the same right to be a Catholic or a Presbyterian,

and gather consolation from the doctrine of reprobation,

that he has the same right to be a Methodist or a Christian

Disciple or a Baptist ;
the same right to believe these

phantasies and follies and superstitions [A voice "And
to burn heretics?"]
No The same right that we have to believe that it is all

superstition. But when that Catholic or Baptist or Meth
odist endeavors to put chains on the bodies or intellects of

men, it is then the duty of every Liberal to prevent it at all

hazards. If we can do any good in our day and generation,

let us do it.

There is no office I want in this world. I will make up
my mind as to the next when I get there, because my motto

is and with that motto I will close what I have to say

My motto is : One world at a time !
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Albany, N. K, September ij,

LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN : While I have never

sought any place in any organization, and while I

never intended to accept any place in any organization, yet

as you have done me the honor to elect me president of

the American Secular Union, I not only accept the place,

but tender to you each and all my sincere thanks.

This is a position that a man cannot obtain by repressing
his honest thought. Nearly all other positions he obtains

in that way. But I am glad that the time has come when
men can afford to preserve their manhood in this country.

Maybe they cannot be elected to the Legislature, cannot

become errand boys in Congress, cannot be placed as

weather-vanes in the presidential chair, but the time has

come when a man can express his honest thought and be

treated like a gentleman in the United States. We have

arrived at a point where priests do not govern, and have

reached that stage of our journey where we, as Harriet

Martineau expressed it, are
"
free rovers on the breezy

common of the universe." Day by day we are getting rid

of the aristocracy of the air. We have been the slaves of

phantoms long enough, and a new day, a day of glory, has

dawned upon this new world this new world which is

far beyond the old in the real freedom of thought.
In the selection of your officers, without referring to my

self, I think you have shown great good sense. The first

(239>
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n\an chosen as vice-president, Mr. Charles Watts, is a

gentleman of sound, logical mind
; one who knows what

he wants to say and how to say it ;
who is familiar with

the organization of Secular societies, knows what we wish

to accomplish and the means to attain it. I am glad that

he is about to make this country his home, and I know of

no man who, in my judgment, can do more for the cause of

intellectual liberty.

The next vice-president, Mr. Remsburg, has done splendid

work all over the country. He is an absolutely fearless

man, and tells really and truly what his mind produces.

We need such men everywhere.

You know it is almost a rule, or at any rate the practice,

in political parties and in organizations generally, to be so

anxious for success that all the offices and places of honor

are given to those who will come in at the eleventh hour.

The rule is to hold out these honors as bribes for new
comers instead of conferring them upon those who have

borne the heat and burden of the day. I hope that the

American Secular Union will not be guilty of any such

injustice. Bestow your honors upon the men who stood

by you when you had few friends, the men who enlisted

for the war when the cause needed soldiers. Give your

places to them, and if others want to join your ranks, wel

come them heartily to the places of honor in the rear and

let them learn how to keep step.

In this particular, leaving out myself as I have said, you
have done magnificently well. Mrs. Mattie Krekel, another

vice-president, is a woman who has the courage to express
her opinions, and she is all the more to be commended

because, as you know, women have to suffer a little more

punishment than men, being amenable to social laws that

are more exacting and tyrannical than those passed by

Legislatures.

Of Mr. Wakeman it is not necessary to speak. You all
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know him to be an able, thoughtful, and experienced man,

capable in every respect ;
one who has been in this organ

ization from the beginning, and who is now president

of the New York society. Elizur Wright, one of the

patriarchs of Freethought, who was battling for liberty

before I was born, and who will be found in the front rank

until he ceases to be. You have honored yourselves by

electing James Parton, a thoughtful man, a scholar, a phi

losopher, and a philanthropist honest, courageous, and

logical with a mind as clear as a cloudless sky. Parker

Pillsbury, who has always been on the side of liberty,

always willing, if need be, to stand alone a man who has

been mobbed many times because he had the goodness and

courage to denounce the institution of slavery a man

possessed of the true martyr spirit. Messrs. Algie and

Adams, our friends from Canada, men of the highest

character, worthy of our fullest confidence and esteem

conscientious, upright, and faithful.

And permit me to say that I know of no man of kinder

heart, of gentler disposition, with more real, good human

feeling toward all the world, with a more forgiving and

tender spirit, than Horace Saaver. He and Mr. Mendum
are the editors of the Investigator, the first Infidel paper I

ever saw, and I guess the first that any one of you ever saw
a paper once edited by Abner Kneeland, who was put in

prison for saying,
" The Universalists believe in a God

which I do not." The court decided that he had denied

the existence of a Supreme Being, and at that time it was

not thought sife to allow a remark of that kind to be made,
and so, for the purpose of keeping an infinite God from

tumbling off his throne, Mr. Kneeland was put in jail.

But Horace Seaver and Mr. Mendum went on with his

work. They are pioneers in this cause, and they have

been absolutely true to the principles of Freethought from

the first day until now.
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If there is anybody belonging to our Secular Union more

enthusiastic and better calculated to impart something of

his enthusiasm to others than Samuel P. Putnam, our sec

retary, I do not know him. Courtlandt Palmer, your

treasurer, you all know, and you will presently know him

better when you hear the speech he is about to make, and

that speech will speak better for him than I possibly can.

Wait until you hear him, as he is now waiting for me to

get through that you may hear him. He will give you the

definition of the true gentleman, and that definition will be a

truthful description of himself.

Mr. Reynolds is on our side if anybody is or ever was,

and Mr. Macdonald, editor of The Truth Seeker, aiming not

only to seek the truth but to expose error, has done and

is doing incalculable good in the cause of mental freedom.

All these men and women are men and women of char

acter, of high purpose ;
in favor of Freethought not as a

peculiarity or as an eccentricity of the hour, but with all

their hearts, through and through, to the very center and

core of conviction, life, and purpose.

And so I can congratulate you on your choice, and be

lieve that you have entered upon the most prosperous year
of your existence. I believe that you will do all you can

to have every law repealed that puts a hypocrite above

an honest man. We know that no man is thoroughly
honest who does not tell his honest thought. We want

the Sabbath day for ourselves and our families. Let the

gods have the heavens. Give us the earth. If the gods
want to stay at home Sundays and look solemn, let them
do it ; let us have a little wholesome recreation and pleas

ure. If the gods wish to go out with their wives and

children, let them go. If they want to play billiards with

the stars, so they don't carom on us, let them play.

We want to do what we can to compel every church to
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pay taxes on its property as other people pay on theirs.

Do you know that if church property is allowed to go
without taxation, it is only a question of time when they
will own a large per cent, of the property of the civilized

world? It is the same as compound interest
; only give it

time. If you allow it to increase without taxing it for its

protection, its growth can only be measured by the time in

which it has to grow. The church builds an edifice in

some small town, gets several acres of land. In time a

city rises around it. The labor of others has added to the

value of this property, until it is worth millions. If this

property is not taxed, the churches will have so much in

their hands that they will again become dangerous to the

liberties of mankind. There never will be real liberty in

this country until all property is put upon a perfect equality.

If you want to build a Joss house, pay taxes. If you want

to build churches, pay taxes. If you want to build a hall

or temple in which Freethought and science are to be

taught, pay taxes. Let there be no property untaxed.

When you fail to tax any species of property, you increase

the tax of other people owning the rest. To that extent,

you unite church and state. You compel the Infidel to

support the Catholic. I do not want to support the

Catholic Church. It is not worth supporting. It is an

unadulterated evil. Neither do I want to reform the

Catholic Church. The only reformation of which that

church or any orthodox church is capable, is destruction.

I want to spend no more money on superstition. Neither

should our money be taken to support sectarian schools.

We do not wish to employ any chaplains in the navy, or

in the army, or in the Legislatures, or in Congress. It is

useless to ask God to help the political party that happens
to be in power. We want no President, no Governor

"clothed with a little brief authority," to issue a procla-
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mation as though he were an agent of God, authorized to

tell all his loving subjects to fast on a certain day, or to

enter their churches and pray for the accomplishment of a

certain object. It is none of his business. When they
called on Thomas Jefferson to issue a proclamation, he

said he had no right to do it, that religion was a personal,

individual matter, and that the state had no right, no

power, to interfere.

I now have the pleasure of introducing Mr. Courtlandt

Palmer, who will speak to you on the
"
Aristocracy of

Freethought," in my judgment the aristocracy not only of

the present, but the aristocracy of the future.
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THE RELIGIOUS BELIEF OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

New York, May 28, 1896.

MY DEAR MR. SEIP: I have carefully read your
article on the religious belief of Abraham Lincoln,

and in accordance with your request I will not only give

you my opinion of the evidence upon which you rely, as

set out in your article, but my belief as to the religious

opinions of Mr. Lincoln, and the facts on which my belief

rests.

You speak of a controversy between myself and General

Collis upon this subject. A few years ago I delivered a

lecture on Mr. Lincoln, in this city, and in that lecture said

that Lincoln, so far as his religious opinions were con

cerned, substantially agreed with Franklin, Jefferson, Paine

and Voltaire. Thereupon General Collis wrote me a note

contradicting what I had said and asserting that
"
Lincoln

Invoked the power of Almighty God, not the Deist God, but

the God whom he worshiped under the forms of the Chris

tian church of which he was a member." To this I replied

saying that Voltaire and Paine both believed in God, and

that Lincoln was never a member of any Christian church.

General Collis wrote another letter to which, I think, I

made no reply, for the reason that the General had demon

strated that he knew nothing whatever on the subject. It

was evident that he had never read the life of Lincoln, because

if he had, he would not have said that he was a member of

a church. It was also evident that he knew nothing about

the religious opinions of Franklin, Voltaire or Paine, or he

would have known that they were believers in the exist-
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ence of a Supreme Being. It did not seem to me that his

letter was worthy of a reply.

Now, as to your article: I find in what you have written

very little that is new. I do not remember ever to have

seen anything about the statement of the daughter of the

Rev. Mr. Gurley in regard to Lincoln's letters. The

daughter, however, does not pretend to know the contents

of the letters and says that they were destroyed by fire
;

consequently these letters, so far as this question is con

cerned, are of no possible importance. The only thing in

your article tending to show that Lincoln was a Christian

is the following :

"
I think I can say with sincerity that I

hope I am a Christian. I had lived until my Willie died

without fully realizing these things. That blow over

whelmed me. It showed me my weakness as I had never

felt it before, and I think I can safely say that I know

something of a change of heart, and I will further add that

it has been my intention for some time, at a suitable oppor

tunity, to make a public religious profession."

Now, if you had given the name of the person to whom
this was said, and if that person had told you that Lincoln

did utter these words, then the evidence would have been

good ; but you are forced to say that this was said to an

eminent Christian lady. You do not give this lady's name.

I take it for granted that her name is unknown, and that

the name of the person to whom she told the story is also

unknown, and that the name of the man who gave the

story to the world is unknown. This falsehood, according
to your own showing, is an orphan, a lonely lie without

father or mother. Such testimony cannot be accepted. It

is not even good hearsay.

In the next point you make, you also bring forward the

remarks claimed to have been made by Mr. Lincoln when
some colored people of Baltimore presented him with a

Bible. You say that he said that the Bible was God's best
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gift to man, and but for the Bible we could not know right

from wrong. It is impossible that Lincoln should have

uttered these words. He certainly would not have said to

some colored people that the book that instituted human

slavery was God's best gift to man ;
neither could he have

said that but for this book we could not know right from

wrong. If he said these things he was temporarily insane.

Mr. Lincoln was familiar with the lives of Socrates, Epic-

tetus, Epicurus, Zeno, Confucius, Zoroaster and Buddha, not

one of whom ever heard of the Bible. Certainly these men
knew right from wrong. In my judgment they would com

pare favorably with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David and the

Jews that crucified Christ. These pretended remarks must
be thrown away ; they could have been uttered only by an

ignorant and thoughtless zealot, not by a sensible, thoughtful
man. Neither can we rely on any new evidence given by
the Rev. Mr. Gurley. If Mr. Gurley at any time claimed

that Lincoln was a Christian, such claim was born of an

afterthought. Mi. Gurley preached a funeral sermon over

the body of Lincoln at the White House, and in that ser

mon he did not claim that Mr. Lincoln was in any sense a

Christian. He said nothing about Christ. So, the testi

mony of the Rev. Mr. Sunderland amounts to nothing.
Lincoln did not tell him that he was a Christian or that he

believed in Christ. Not one of the ministers that claim

that Lincoln was a Christian, not one, testifies that Lincoln

so said in his hearing. So, the lives that have been written

of Lincoln by Holland and Arnold are of no possible

authority. Holland knew nothing about Lincoln
;
he relied

on gossip, and was exceedingly anxious to make Lincoln a

Christian so that his Life would sell. As a matter of fact,

Mr. Arnold knew little of Lincoln, and knew no more of

his religious opinions than he seems to have known about

the opinions of Washington.
I find also in your article a claim that Lincoln said to
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somebody that under certain conditions, that is to say, if a

church had the Golden Rule for its creed, he would join

that church
;
but you do not give the name of the friend to

whom Lincoln made this declaration. Still, if he made it,

it does not tend to show that he was a Christian. A
church founded on the Golden Rule,

" Do unto others as

you would that others should do unto you," would not in

any sense be a Christian church. It would be an ethical

society. The testimony of Mr. Bateman has been changed

by himself, he having admitted that it was colored, that he

was not properly reported; so the night-walking scene

given by James E. Murdoch, does not even tend to show
that Lincoln was a Christian. According to Mr. Murdoch
he was praying to the God of Solomon and he never men
tioned the name of Christ. I think, however, Mr. Mur
doch's story is too theatrical, and my own opinion is that

it was a waking dream. I think Lincoln was a man of too

much sense, too much tact, to have said anything to God
about Solomon. Lincoln knew that what God did for Solo

mon ended in failure, and if he wanted God to do some

thing for him (Lincoln) he would not have called attention

to the other case. So Bishop Simpson, in his oration or

funeral sermon, said nothing about Lincoln's having been

a Christian.

Now, what is the testimony that you present that Lincoln

was a Christian ?

First, Several of your witnesses say that he believed in

God.

Second, Some say that he believed in the efficacy of prayer.

Third, Some say that he was a believer in Providence.

Fourth, An unknown person says that he said to another

unknown person that he was a Christian.

Fifth, You also claim that he said the Bible was the best

gift of God to man, and that without it we could not have

known right from wrong.
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The anonymous testimony has to be thrown away, so

nothing is left except the remarks claimed to have been

made when the Bible was presented by the colored people,

and these remarks destroy themselves. It is absolutely

impossible that Lincoln could have uttered the words at

tributed to him on that occasion. I know of no one who
heard the words, I know of no witness who says he heard

them or that he knows anybody who did. These remarks

were not even heard by an " eminent Christian lady,'
1 and

we are driven to say that if Lincoln was a Christian he took

great pains to keep it a secret.

I believe that I am familiar with the material facts bear

ing upon the religious belief of Mr. Lincoln, and that I

know what he thought of orthodox Christianity. I was

somewhat acquainted with him and well acquainted with

many of his associates and friends, and I am familiar with

Mr. Lincoln's public utterances. Orthodox Christians have

the habit of claiming all great men, all men who have held

important positions, men of reputation, men of wealth. As
soon as the funeral is over clergymen begin to relate

imaginary conversations with the deceased, and in a very
little while the great man is changed to a Christian pos

sibly to a saint.

All this happened in Mr. Lincoln's case. Many pious
falsehoods were told, conversations were manufactured, and

suddenly the church claimed that the great President was
an orthodox Christian. The truth is that Lincoln in his

religious views agreed with Franklin, Jefferson, and Vol

taire. He did not believe in the inspiration of the Bible or

the divinity of Christ or the scheme of salvation, and he

utterly repudiated the dogma of eternal pain.

In making up my mind as to what Mr. Lincoln really be

lieved, I do not take into consideration the evidence of un
named persons or the contents of anonymous letters; I take

the testimony of those who knew and loved him, of those
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to whom he opened his heart and to whom he spoke in the

freedom of perfect confidence.

Mr. Herndon was his friend and partner for many years.

I knew Mr. Herndon well. I know that Lincoln never had

a better, warmer, truer friend. Herndou was an honest,

thoughtful, able, studious man, respected by all who knew
him. He was as natural and sincere as Lincoln himself.

On several occasions Mr. Herndon told me what Lincoln

believed and what he rejected in the realm of religion. He
told me again and again that Mr. Lincoln did not believe

in the inspiration of the Bible, the divinity of Christ, or in

the existence of a personal God. There was no possible

reason for Mr. Herndon to make a mistake or to color the

facts.

Justice David Davis was a life-long friend and associate

of Mr. Lincoln, and Judge Davis knew Lincoln's religious

opinions and knew Lincoln as well as anybody did. Judge
Davis told me that Lincoln was a Freethinker, that he

denied the inspiration of the Bible, the divinity of Christ,

and all miracles. Davis also told me that he had talked

with Lincoln on these subjects hundreds of times.

I was well acquainted with Col. Ward H. Lamon and

had many conversations with him about Mr. Lincoln's

religious belief, betore and after he wrote his life of Lin

coln. He told me that he had told the exact truth in his

life of Lincoln, that Lincoln never did believe in the Bible,

or in the divinity of Christ, or in the dogma of eternal

pain ;
that Lincoln was a Freethinker.

For many years I was well acquainted with the Hon. Jesse

W. Fell, one of Lincoln's warmest friends. Mr. Fell often

came to my house and we had many talks about the relig

ious belief of Mr. Lincoln. Mr. Fell told me that Lincoln

did not believe in the inspiration of the Scriptures, and

that he denied the divinity of Jesus Christ. Mr. Fell was

very liberal in his own ideas, a great admirer of Theodore

Parker and a perfectly sincere and honorable man.
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For several years I was well acquainted with William G.

Green, who was a clerk with Lincoln at New Salem in the

early days, and who admired and loved Lincoln with all

his heart. Green told me that Lincoln was always an In

fidel, and that he had heard him argue against the Bible

hundreds of times. Mr. Green knew Lincoln, and knew
him well, up to the time of Lincoln's death.

The Hon. James Tuttle of Illinois was a great friend of

Lincoln, and he is, if living, a friend of mine, and I am a

friend of his. He knew Lincoln well for many years, and

he told me again and again that Lincoln was an Infidel.

Mr. Tuttle is a Freethinker himself and has always en

joyed the respect of his neighbors. A man with purer
motives does not live.

So I place great reliance on the testimony of Col. John G.

Nicolay. Six weeks after Mr. Lincoln's death Colonel Nic-

olay said that he did not in any way change his religious

ideas, opinions or belief from the time he left Springfield
until the day of his death.

In addition to all said by the persons I have mentioned,
Mrs. Lincoln said that her husband was not a Christian.

There are many other witnesses upon this question whose

testimony can be found in a book entitled
" Abraham Lin

coln, was he a Christian?
"

written by John E. Remsburg,
and published in 1893. In that book will be found all the

evidence on both sides. Mr. Remsburg states the case with

great clearness and demonstrates that Lincoln was not a

Christian.

Now, what is a Christian ?

First. He is a believer in the existence of God, the Creator

and Governor of the Universe.

Second, He believes in the inspiration of the Old and New
Testaments.

Third. He believes in the miraculous birth of Jesus Christ ;

that the Holy Ghost was his father.
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Fourth. He believes that this Christ was offered as a sac

rifice for the sins of men, that he was crucified, dead and

buried, that he arose from the dead and that he ascended

into heaven.

Fifth. He believes in the
"

fall of man," in the scheme of

redemption through the atonement.

Sixth. He believes in salvation by faith, that the few are

to be eternally happy, and that the many are to be eter

nally damned.

Seventh. He believes in the Trinity, in God the Father,

God the Son and God the Holy Ghost.

Now, is there the slightest evidence to show that Lincoln

believed in the inspiration of the Old and New Testaments ?

Has anybody said that he was heard to say that he so

believed ?

Does anybody testify that Lincoln believed in the mirac

ulous birth of Jesus Christ, that the Holy Ghost was the

father or that Christ was or is God ?

Has anybody testified that Lincoln believed that Christ

was raised from the dead ?

Did anyone ever hear him say that he believed in the

ascension of Jesus Christ ? Did anyone ever hear him

assert that he believed in the forgiveness of sins, or in sal

vation by faith, or that belief was a virtue and investiga

tion a crime ?

Where, then, is the evidence that he was a Christian ?

There is another reason for thinking that Lincoln never

became a Christian.

All will admit that he was an honest man, that he dis

charged all obligations perceived, and did what he believed

to be his duty. If he had become a Christian it was his

duty publicly to say so. He was President
;
he had the ear

of the nation ; every citizen, had he spoken, would have

listened. It was his duty to make a clear, explicit state

ment of his conversion, and it was his duty to join some
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orthodox church, and he should have given his reasons.

He should have endeavored to reach the heart and brain of

the Republic. It was unmanly for him to keep his
" second

birth" a secret and sneak into heaven leaving his old

friends to travel the road to hell.

Great pains have been taken to show that Mr. Lincoln

believed in, and worshiped the one true God. This by

many is held to have been his greatest virtue, the founda

tion of his character, and yet, the God he worshiped, the

God to whom he prayed, allowed him to be assassinated.

Is it possible that God will not protect his friends ?
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ORGANIZED CHARITIES.

I

HAVE no great confidence in organized charities.

Money is left and buildings are erected and sinecures

provided for a good many worthless people. Those in im
mediate control are almost, or when they were appointed
were almost, in want themselves, and they naturally hate

other beggars.

They regard persons who ask assistance as their enemies.

There is an old story of a tramp who begged a breakfast.

After breakfast another tramp came to the same place to

beg his breakfast, and the first tramp with blows and

curses drove him away, saying at the same time: "I ex

pect to get dinner here myself."

This is the general attitude of beggar toward beggar.

Another trouble with organized chanties is the machinery,
the various methods they have adopted to prevent what

they call fraud. They are exceedingly anxious that the

needy, that those who ask help, who have been without

fault, shall be attended to, their rule apparently being to

assist only the unfortunate perfect.

The trouble is that Nature produces very few specimens
of that kind. As a rule, men come to want on account of

their imperfections, on account of their ignorance, on ac

count of their vices, and their vices are born of their lack

of capacity, of their want of brain. In other words, they
are failures of Nature, and the fact that they need help is

not their own fault, but the fault of their construction,

their surroundings.

Very few people have the opportunity of selecting their

parents, and it is exceedingly difficult in the matter of
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grandparents. Consequently, I do not hold people respon
sible for hereditary tendencies, traits and vices. Neither

do I praise them for having hereditary virtues.

A man going to one of these various charitable estab

lishments is cross-examined. He must give his biography.
And after he has answered all the supercilious, impudent
questions, he is asked for references.

Then the people referred to are sought out, to find

whether the statements made by the applicant are true. By
the time the thing is settled the man who asked aid has

either gotten it somewhere else or has, in the language of

the Spiritualists,
"
passed over to the other side."

Of course this does not trouble the persons in charge of

the organized charities, because their salaries are going on.

As a rule, these charities were commenced by the best of

people. Some generous, philanthropic man or woman gave
a life to establish a "home, 'it may be, for aged women,
for orphans, for the waifs of the pavements.
These generous people, filled with the spirit of charity,

raised a little money, succeeded in hiring or erecting a

humble building, and the money they collected, so honestly

given, they honestly used to bind up the wounds and wipe

away the tears of the unfortunate, ana to save, if possible,

some who had been wrecked on the rocks and reefs of

crime.

Then some very rich man dies who had no charity and

who would not have left a dollar could he have taken his

money with him. This rich man, who hated his relatives and

the people he actually knew, gives a large sum of money
to some particular charity not that he had any charity, but

because he wanted to be remembered as a philanthropist.

Then the organized charity becomes rich, and the richer

the meaner, the richer the harder of heart and the closer of

fist.

Now, I believe that Trinity Church, in this city, would be
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called an organized charity. The church was started to

save, if possible, a few souls from eternal torment, and on
the plea of saving these souls money was given to the

church.

Finally the church became rich. It is now a landlord

has many buildings to rent. And if what I hear is true

there is no harder landlord in the city of New York.

So, I have heard it said of Dublin University, that it is

about the hardest landlord in Ireland.

I think you will find that all such institutions try to col

lect the very last cent, and, in the name of pity, drive pity
from their hearts.

I think it is Shakespeare who says,
"
Pity drives out pity,"

and he must have had organized charities in his mind when
he uttered this remark. Of course a great many really

good and philanthropic people leave vast sums of money
to charities.

I find that it is sometimes very difficult to get an injured

man, or one seized with some sudden illness, taken into a

city hospital. There are so many rules and so many regu

lations, so many things necessary to be done, that while the

rules are being complied with the soul of the sick or in

jured man, weary of the waiting, takes its flight. And
after the man is dead, the doctors are kind enough to

certify that he died of heart failure.

So in a general way I speak of all the asylums, of all

the homes for orphans. When I see one of those buildings
I feel that it is full of petty tyranny, of what might be

called pious meanness, devout deviltry, where the object is

to break the will of every recipient of public favor.

I may be all wrong. I hope I am. At the same time

I fear that I am somewhere near right.

You may take our prisons ; the treatment of prisoners is

often infamous. The Elmira Reformatory is a worthy
successor of the Inquisition, a disgrace, in my judgment,
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to the State of New York, to the civilization of our day.

Every little while something comes to light showing the

cruelty, the tyranny, the meanness, of these professional
distributers of public charity of these professed reformers.

I know that they are visited now and then by committees

from the Legislature, and I know that the keepers of these

places know when the
" committee "

may be expected.
I know that everything is scoured and swept and bur

nished for the occasion
;
and I know that the poor devils

that have been abused or whipped or starved, fear to open
their mouths, knowing that if they do they may not be

believed and that they will be treated afterward as though
they were wild beasts.

I think these public institutions ought to be open to in

spection at all times. I think the very best men ought to

be put in control of them. I think only those doctors who
have passed, and recently passed, examinations as to their

fitness, as to their intelligence and professional acquire

ments, ought to be put in charge.

I do not think that hospitals should be places for young
doctors to practice sawing off the arms and legs of paupers
or hunting in the stomachs of old women for tumors. I

think only the skillful, the experienced, should be em

ployed in such places. Neither do I think hospitals should

be places where medicine is distributed by students to the

poor.

Ignorance is a poor doctor, even for the poor, and if we

pretend to be charitable we ought to carry it out.

I would like to see tyranny done away with in prisons,

in the reformatories, and in all places under the government
or supervision of the State.

I would like to have all corporal punishment abolished,

and I would also like to see the money that is given to

charity distributed by charity and by intelligence. I hope
all these institutions will be overhauled.
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I hope all places where people are pretending to

take care of the poor and for which they collect money
from the public, will be visited, and will be visited unex

pectedly and the truth told.

In my judgment there is some better way. I think every

hospital, every asylum, every home for waifs and orphans
should be supported by taxation, not by charity ; should

be under the care and control of the State absolutely.

I do not believe in these institutions being managed by
any individual or by any society, religious or secular, but

by the State. I would no more have hospitals and asylums

depend on charity than I would have the public school de

pend on voluntary contributions.

I want the schools supported by taxation and to be con

trolled by the State, and I want the hospitals and asylums
and charitable institutions founded and controlled and

carried on in the same way. Let the property of the State

do it.

Let those pay the taxes who are able. And let us do

away forever with the idea that to take care of the sick,

of the helpless, is a charity. It is not a charity. It is a

duty. It is something to be done for our own sakes. It

is no more a charity than it is to pave or light the streets,

no more a charity than it is to have a system of sewers.

It is all for the purpose of protecting society and of civ

ilizing ourselves.
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SPAIN AND THE SPANIARD.

SPAIN
has always been exceedingly religious and ex

ceedingly cruel. That country had an unfortunate

experience. The Spaniards fought the Moors for about

seven hundred or eight hundred years, and during that

time Catholicism and patriotism became synonymous.

They were fighting the Moslems. It was a religious war.

For this reason they became intense in their Catholicism,
and they were fearful that if they should grant the least

concession to the Moor, God would destroy them. Their

idea was that the only way to secure divine aid was to have
absolute faith, and this faith was proved by their hatred

of all ideas inconsistent with their own.

Spain has been and is the victim of superstition. The

Spaniards expelled the Jews, who at that time represented
a good deal of wealth and considerable intelligence. This

expulsion was characterized by infinite brutality and by
cruelties that words can not express. They drove out the

Moors at last. Not satisfied with this, they drove out the

Moriscoes. These were Moors who had been converted to

Catholicism.

The Spaniards, however, had no confidence in the honesty
of the conversion, and for the purpose of gaining the good
will of God, they drove them out. They had succeeded in

getting rid of Jews, Moors and Moriscoes; that is to say, of

the intelligence and industry of Spain. Nothing was left

but Spaniards ; that is to say, indolence, pride, cruelty and
infinite superstition. So Spain destroyed all freedom of

thought through the Inquisition, and for many years the

sky was livid with the flames of the Auto dafe; Spain was
(267)
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busy carrying fagots to the feet of philosophy, busy in

burning people for thinking, for investigating, for express

ing honest opinions. The result was that a great darkness

settled over Spain, pierced by no star and shone upon by
no rising sun.

At one time Spain was the greatest of powers, owner of

half the world, and now she has only a few islands, the

small change of her great fortune, the few pennies in the

almost empty purse, souvenirs of departed wealth, of van

ished greatness. Now Spain is bankrupt, bankrupt not

only in purse, but in the higher faculties of the mind, a na

tion without progress, without thought; still devoted to bull

fights and superstition, still trying to affright contagious
diseases by religious processions. Spain is a part of the

mediaeval ages, belongs to an ancient generation. It really

has no place in the nineteenth century.

Spain has always been cruel. S. S. Prentice, many years

ago, speaking of Spain said :

" On the shore of discovery it

leaped an armed robber, and sought for gold even in the

throats of its victims." The bloodiest pages in the history

of this world have been written by Spain. Spain in Peru,

in Mexico, Spain in the low countries all possible cruel

ties come back to the mind when we say Philip II., when
we say the Duke of Alva, when we pronounce the names

of Ferdinand and Isabella. Spain has inflicted every tor

ture, has practiced every cruelty, has been guilty of every

possible outrage. There has been no break between Tor-

quemada and Weyler, between the Inquisition and the in

famies committed in Cuba.

When Columbus found Cuba, the original inhabitants

were the kindest and gentlest of people. They practiced

no inhuman rites, they were good, contented people. The

Spaniards enslaved them or sought to enslave them. The

people rising, they were hunted with dogs, they were tor

tured, they were murdered, and finally exterminated. This
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was the commencement of Spanish rule on the island of

Cuba. The same spirit is in Spain to-day that was in Spain
then. The idea is not to conciliate, but to coerce, not to

treat justly, but to rob and enslave. No Spaniard regards
a Cuban as having equal rights with himself. He looks

upon the island as property, and upon the people as a part

of that property, both equally belonging to Spain.

Spain has kept no promises made to the Cubans and

never will. At last the Cubans know exactly what Spain

is, and they have made up their minds to be free or to be

exterminated. There is nothing in history to equal the

atrocities and outrages that have been perpetrated by Spain

upon Cuba. What Spain does now, all know is only a

repetition of what Spain has done, and this is a prophecy
of what Spain will do if she has the power.
So far as I am concerned, I have no idea that there is to

be any war between Spain and the United States. A coun

try that can't conquer Cuba, certainly has no very flattering

chance of overwhelming the United States. A man that

cannot whip one of his own boys is foolish when he

threatens to clean out the whole neighborhood. Of course,

there is some wisdom even in Spain, and the Spaniards
who know anything of this country know that it would be

absolute madness and the utmost extreme of folly to attack

us. I believe in treating even Spain with perfect fairness.

I feel about the country as Burns did about the Devil :

" O
wad ye tak' a thought an' mend !

"
I know that nations,

like people, do as they must, and I regard Spain as the vic

tim and result of conditions, the fruit of a tree that was

planted by ignorance and watered by superstition.

I believe that Cuba is to be free, and I want that island

to give a new flag to the air, whether it ever becomes a part
of the United States or not. My sympathies are all with

those who are struggling for their rights, trying to get the

clutch of tyranny from their throats; for those who are
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defending their homes, their firesides, against tyrants and

robbers.

Whether the Maine was blown up by the Spaniards is

still a question. I suppose it will soon be decided. In my
own opinion, the disaster came from the outside, but I do

not know, and not knowing, I am willing to wait for the

sake of human nature. I sincerely hope that it was an ac

cident. I hate to think that there are people base and cruel

enough to commit such an act. Still, I think that all these

matters will be settled without war.

I am in favor of an international court, the members to

be selected by the ruling nations of the world
;
and before

this court I think all questions between nations should be

decided, and the only army and the only navy should be

under its direction, and used only for the purpose of enforc

ing its decrees. Were there such a court now, before which

Cuba could appear and tell the story of her wrongs, of the

murders, the assassinations, the treachery, the starvings,

the cruelty, I think that the decision would instantly be in

her favor and that Spain would be driven from the island.

Until there is such a court there is no need of talking
about the world being civilized.

I am not a Christian, but I do believe in the religion of

justice, of kindness. I believe in humanity. I do believe

that usefulness is the highest possible form of worship.
The useful man is the good man, the useful man is the real

saint. I care nothing about supernatural myths and

mysteries, but I do care for human beings. I have a little

short creed of my own, not very hard to understand, that

has in it no contradictions, and it is this : Happiness is the

only good. The time to be happy is now. The place to be

happy is here. The way to be happy is to make others so.

I think this creed if adopted, would do away with war.

I think it would destroy superstition, and I think it would

civilize even Spain.
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AS
I understand it, the United States went into this war

against Spain in the cause of freedom. For three

years Spain has been endeavoring to conquer these people.
The means employed were savage. Hundreds of thou

sands were starved. Yet the Cubans, with great heroism,

were continuing the struggle. In spite of their burned

homes, their wasted fields, their dead comrades, the Cubans
were not conquered and still waged war. Under those cir

cumstances we said to Spain,
" You must withdraw from

the Western World. The Cubans have the right to be

free !

"

It was understood and declared at the time, that we were

not waging war for the sake of territory, that we were not

trying to annex Cuba, but that we were moved by compassion
a compassion that became as stern as justice. I did not

think at the time there would be war. I supposed that the

Spanish people had some sense, that they knew their own
condition and the condition of this Republic. But the im

probable happened, and now, after the successes we have

had, the end of the war appears to be in sight, and the

question arises : What shall we do with the Spanish islands

that we have taken already, or that we may take before

peace comes ?

Of course, we could not, without stultifying ourselves and

committing the greatest of crimes, hand back Cuba to Spain.

But to do that would be no more criminal, no more infa

mous, than to hand back the Philippines. In those islands

there are from eight to ten millions of people, and
(37*)
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they have been robbed and enslaved by Spanish officers

and soldiers. Undoubtedly they were savages when first

found, and undoubtedly they are worse now than when
discovered more barbarous. They wouldn't make very

good citizens of the United States
; they are probably in

capable of self-government, but no people can ba ignorant

enough to be justly robbed or savage enough to be rightly

enslaved. I think that we should keep the islands, not for

our own sake, but for the sake of these people.

As far as the Philippines are concerned, I think that we
should endeavor to civilize them, and to do this we should

send teachers, not preachers. We should not endeavor to

give them our superstition in place of Spanish superstition.

They have had superstition enough. They don't need

churches, they need schools. We should teach them our

arts ; how to cultivate the soil, how to manufacture the

things they need. In other words, we should deal honestly

with them, and try our best to make them a self-supporting

and a self-governing people. The eagle should spread its

wings over those islands for that and for no other purpose.
We can not afford to give them to other nations or to throw

fragments of them to the wild beasts of Europe. We can

not say to Russia, "You may hava a part," and to Germany,
" You may have a share," and to France,

" You take

something," and so divide out these people as thieves divide

plunder. That we will never do.

There is, moreover, in my mind, a little sentiment mixed
with this matter. Manila Bay has been filled with

American glory. There was won one of our greatest tri

umphs, one of the greatest naval victories of the world

won by American courage and genius. We can not allow

any other nation to become the owner of the stage on which

this American drama was played. I know that we can be

of great assistance to the inhabitants of the Philippines.

I know that we can be an unmixed blessing to them, and
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that is the only ambition I have in regard to those islands.

I would no more think of handing them back to Spain than

I would of butchering the entire population in cold blood.

Spain is unfit to govern. Spain has always been a robber.

She has never made an effort to civilize a human being.

The history of Spain, I think, is the darkest page in the

history of the world.

At the same time I have a kind ot pity for the Spanish

people. I feel that they have been victims victims of

superstition. Their blood has been sucked, their energies

have been wasted and misdirected, and they excite my
sympathies. Of course, there are many good Spaniards,

good men, good women. Cervera appears to be a civilized

man, a gentleman, and I feel obliged to him for his treat

ment of Hobson. The great mass of the Spaniards, how

ever, must be exceedingly ignorant. Their so-called

leaders dare not tell them the truth about the progress of

this war. They seem to be afraid to state the facts. They
always commence with a lie, then change it a little, then

change it a little more, and may be at last tell the truth.

They never seem to dare to tell the truth at first, if the

truth is bad. They put me in mind of the story of a man

telegraphing to a wife about the condition of her husband.

The first dispatch was,
" Your husband is well, never better."

The second was,
" Your husband is sick, but not very."

The third was, "Your husband is much worse, but we still

have hope." The fourth was,
" You may as well know the

truth we buried your husband yesterday." That is about

the way the Spanish people get their war news.

That is why it may be incorrect to assume that peace is

coming quickly. If the Spaniards were a normal people,

who acted as other folks do, we might prophesy a speedy

peace, but nobody has prophetic vision enough to tell what

such a people will do. In spite of all appearances, and all

our successes, and of all sense, the war may drag on. But
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I hope not, not only for our own sake, but for the sake of

the Spaniards themselves. I can't help thinking of the

poor peasants who will be killed, neither can I help think

ing of the poor peasants who will have to toil for many
years on the melancholy fields of Spain to pay the cost of

this war. I am sony for them, and I am sorry also for the

widows and orphans, and no one will be more delighted

when peace comes.

The argument has been advanced in the National Senate

and elsewhere, that the Federal Constitution makes no pro
vision for the holding of colonies or dependencies, such as

the Philippines would be
;
that we can only acquire them

as territories, and eventually must take them in as States,

with their population of mixed and inferior races. That is

hardly an effective argument.
When this country was an infant, still in its cradle,

George Washington gave the child some very good advice
;

told him to beware of entangling alliances, to stay at home
and attend to his own business. Under the circumstances

this was all very good. But the infant has been growing,
and the Republic is now one of the most powerful nations

in the world, and yet, from its infant days until now, good,

conservative people have been repeating the advice of

Washington. It was repeated again and again when we
were talking about purchasing Louisiana, and many Sena

tors and Congressmen became hysterical and predicted the

fall of the Republic if that was done. The same thing took

place when we purchased Florida, and again when we got

one million square miles from Mexico, and still again when
we bought Alaska. These ideas about violating the Con

stitution and wrecking the Republic were promulgated by
our great and wise statesmen on all these previous occasions,

but, after all, the Constitution seems to have borne the strain.

There seems to be as much liberty now as there was then,

and, in fact, a great deal more. Our Territories have given
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us no trouble, while they have greatly added to our popu
lation and vastly increased our wealth.

Beside this, the statesmen of the olden time, the wise men
with whom wisdom was supposed to have perished, could not

and did not imagine the improvements that would take place
after they were gone. In their time, practically speaking,
it was farther from New York to Buffalo than it is now from

New York to San Francisco, and so far as the transporta
tion of intelligence is concerned, Sin Francisco is as near

New York as it would have been in their day had it been

just across the Harlem River. Taking into consideration

the railways, the telegraphs and the telephones, this country

now, with its area of three million five hundred thousand

square miles, is not so large as the thirteen original col

onies were
; that is to say, the distances are more easily

traveled and more easily overcome. In those days it re

quired months and months to cross the continent. Now it

is the work of four or five days.

Yet, when we cams to talk about annexing the Hawaiian

Islands, the advice of George Washington was again re

peated, and the older the Senator the fonder he was of this

advice. These Senators had the idea that the Constitution,

having nothing in favor of it, must contain something, at

least in spirit, against it. Of course, our fathers had no

idea of the growth of the Republic. We have, because with

us it is a matter of experience. I don't see that Alaska

has imperiled any of the liberties of New York. We need

not admit Alaska as a State unless it has a population en

titling it to admission, and we are not bound to take in the

Sandwich Islands until the people are civilized, until they
are fit companions of free men and free women. It may be

that a good many of our citizens will go to the Sandwich

Islands, and that, in a short time, the people there will be

ready to be admitted as a State. All this the Constitution

can stand, and in it there is no danger of imperialism.
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I believe in national growth. As a rule, the prosperous

farmer wants to buy the land that adjoins him, and I think

a prosperous naticii has the ambition of growth. It is bet

ter to expand than to shrivel ; and, if our Constitution is

too narrow to spread over the territory that we have the

courage to acquire, why we can make a broader one. It is

a very easy matter to make a constitution, and no human

happiness, *no prosperity, no progress should be sacrificed

for the sake of a piece of paper with writing on it
;
because

there is plenty of paper and plenty of men to do the writing,

and plenty of people to say what the writing should be.

I take more interest in people than I do in constitutions.

I regard constitutions as secondary ; they are means to an

end, but the dear, old, conservative gentlemen seem to re

gard constitutions as ends in themselves.

I have read what ex-President Cleveland had to say on

this important subject, and I am happy to say that I

entirely disagree with him. So, too, I disagree with

Senator Edmunds, and with Mr. Bryan, and with Senator

Hoar, and with all the other gentlemen who wish to stop
the growth of the Republic. I want it to grow.
As to the final destiny of the island possessions won from

Spain, my idea is that the Philippine Islands will finally

be free, protected, it may be for a long time, by the United

States. I think Cuba will come to us for protection, natu

rally, and, so far as I am concerned, I want Cuba only
when Cuba wants us. I think that Porto Rico and some of

those islands will belong permanently to the .United States,

and I believe Cuba will finally become a part of our Re

public.

When the opponents of progress found that they couldn't

make the American people take the back track by holding

up their hands over the Constitution, they dragged in the

Monroe doctrine. When we concluded not to allow Spain

any longer to enslave her colonists, or the people who had
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been her colonists, in the New World, that was a very hu
mane and wise resolve, and it was strictly in accord with

the Monroe doctrine. For the purpose of conquering Spain,

we attacked her fleet in Manila Bay, and destroyed it. I

can not conceive how that action of ours can be twisted

into a violation of the Monroe doctrine. The most that can

be said is, that it is an extension of that doctrine, and that

we are now saying to Spain, "You shall not enslave, you
shall not rob, anywhere that we have the power to prevent
it."

Having taken the Philippines, the same humanity that

dictated the declaration of what is called the Monroe doc

trine, will force us to act there in accordance with the spirit

of that doctrine. The other day I saw in the paper an

extract, I think, from Goldwin Smith, in which he says
that if we were to bombard Cadiz we would give up the

Monroe doctrine. I do not see the application. We are at

war with Spain, and we have a right to invade that country,

and the invasion would have nothing whatever to do with

the Monroe doctrine. War being declared, we have the

right to do anything consistent with civilized warfare to

gain the victory. The bombardment of Cadiz would have

no more to do with the Monroe doctrine than with the

attraction of gravitation. If, by the Monroe doctrine is

meant that we have agreed to stay in this hemisphere, and

to prevent other nations from interfering with any people
on this hemisphere, and if it is said that, growing out of

this, is another doctrine, namely, that we are pledged not

to interfere with any people living on the other hemisphere,
then it might be called a violation of the Monroe doctrine

for us to bombard Cadiz. But such is not the Monroe
doctrine. If, we being at war with England, she should

bombard the city of New York, or we should bombard
some city of England, would anybody say that either nation

had violated the Monroe doctrine ? I do not see how that
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doctrine is involved, whether we fight at sea or on the ter

ritory of the enemy.
This is the first war, so far as I know, in the history of

the world that has been waged absolutely in the interest of

humanity ;
the only war born of pity, of sympathy ;

and
for that reason I have taken a deep interest in it, and I

must say that I was greatly astonished by the victory of

Admiral Dewey in Manila Bay. I think it one of the most
wonderful in the history of the world, and I think all that

Dewey has done shows clearly that he is a man of thought,
of courage and of genius. So, too, the victory over the

fleet of Cervera by Commodore Schley, is one of the most

marvelous and the most brilliant in all the annals of the

world. The marksmanship, the courage, the absolute pre
cision with which everything was done, is to my mind

astonishing. Neither should we forget Wainwright's heroic

exploit, as commander of the Gloucester, by which he

demonstrated that torpedo destroyers have no terrors for a

yacht manned by American pluck. Manila Bay and

Santiago both are surpassingly wonderful. There are no

words with which to describe such deeds deeds that leap
like flames above the clouds and glorify the whole heavens.

The Spanish have shown in this contest that they possess

courage, and they have displayed what you might call the

heroism of desperation, but the Anglo-Saxon has courage
and coolness courage not blinded by passion, courage that

is the absolute servant of intelligence. The Anglo-Saxon
has a fixedness of purpose that is never interfered with by

feeling ;
he does not become enraged he becomes firm, un

yielding, his mind is absolutely made up, clasped, locked,

and he carries out his will. With the Spaniard it is excite

ment, nervousness ; he becomes frantic. I think this war
has shown the superiority, not simply of our ships, or our

armor, or our guns, but the superiority of our men, of our

officers, of our gunners. The courage of our army about
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Santiago was splendid, the steadiness and bravery of the

volunteers magnificent. I think that what has already been

done has given us the admiration of the civilized world.

I know, of course, that some countries hate us. Ger

many is filled with malice, and has been just on the crumb

ling edge of meanness for months, wishing but not daring
to interfere; hateful, hostile, but keeping just within the

overt act. We could teach Germany a lesson and her ships
would go down before ours just the same as the Spanish

ships have done. Sometimes I have almost wished that a

hostile German shot might be fired. But I think we will

get even with Germany and with France at least I hope so.

And there is another thing I hope that the good feeling

now existing between England and the United States may
be eternal. In other words, I hope it will be to the interests

of both to be friends. I think the English-speaking peoples

are to rule this world. They are the kings of invention, of

manufactures, of commerce, of administration, and they

have a higher conception of human liberty than any other

people. Of course, they are not entirely free
; they still

have some of the rags and tatters and ravelings of super
stition ;

but they are tatters and they are rags and they are

ravelings, and the people know it. And, besides all this,

the English language holds the greatest literature of the

world.
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A NATION rises from infancy to manhood and sinks

from dotage to death. I think that the great Repub
lic is in the morning of her life the sun just above the

horizon the grass still wet with dew.

Our country has the courage and enthusiasm of youth
her blood flows full her heart beats strong and her brow
is fair. We stand on the threshold of a great, a sublime

career. All the conditions are favorable the environment

kind. The best part of this hemisphere is ours. We have
a thousand million acres of fertile land, vast forests, whole
States underlaid with coal; ranges of mountains filled with

iron, silver and gold, and we have sevent) -five millions of

the most energetic, active, inventive, progressive and prac
tical people in the world. The great Republic is a happy
combination of mind and muscle, of head and heart, of

courage and good nature. We are growing. We have the

instinct of expansion. We are full of life and health.

We are about to take our rightful place at the head of the

nations. The great powers have been struggling to obtain

markets. They are fighting for the trade of the East.

They are contending for China. We watched, but we did

not act. They paid no attention to us or we to them.

Conditions have changed. We own the Hawaiian Islands.

We will own the Philippines.

Japan and China will be our neighbors our customers.

Our interests must be protected. In China we want the
"
open door," and we will see to it that the door is kept

open. The nation tfcat tries to shut it, will get its fingers
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pinched. We have taught the Old World that the Republic
must be consulted. We have entered on the great highway,
and we are destined to become the most powerful, the most
successful and the most generous of nations. I am for

expansion. The more people beneath the flag the better.

Let the Republic grow. .
*3*

1 BELIEVE in growth. Of course there are many moss-

I back conservatives who fear expansion. Thousands op

posed the purchase of Louisiana from Napoleon, thousands

were against the acquisition of Florida and of the vast

territory we obtained from Mexico. So, thousands were

against the purchase of Alaska, and some dear old mum
mies opposed the annexation of the Sandwich Islands,

and yet, I do not believe that there is an intelligent

American who would like to part with one acre that

has been acquired by the Government. Now, there are

some timid, withered statesmen who do not want Porto

Rico who beg us in a trembling, patriotic voice not to

keep the Philippines. But the sensible people feel exactly

the other way. They love to see our borders extended.

They love to see the flag floating over the islands of the

tropics, showering its blessings upon the poor people who
have been robbed and tortured by the Spanish. Let the

Republic grow ! Let us spread the gospel of Freedom !

In a few years I hope that Canada will be ours I want

Mexico in other words, I want all of North America. I

want to see our flag waving from the North Pole.

I think it was a mistake to appoint a peace commission.

The President should have demanded the unconditional

surrender of Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippines. Spain
was helpless. The war would have ended on our terms,

and all this commission nonsense would have been saved.

Still, I make no complaint. It will probably come out

right, though it would have been far better to have ended
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the business when we could when Spain was prostrate.

It was foolish to let her get up and catch her breath and

hunt for friends. .

ONLY
a few days ago our President, by proclamation,

thanked God for giving us the victory at Santiago. He
did not thank him for sending the yellow fever. To be con

sistent the President should have thanked him equally for

both. Man should think
;
he should use all his senses

;
he

should examine
;
he should reason. The man who cannot

think is less than man
; the man who will not think is

a traitor to himself; the man who fears to think is super
stition's slave. I do not thank God for the splendid victory

in Manila Bay. I don't know whether he had anything to

do with it ; if I find out that he did I will thank him

readily. Meanwhile, I will thank Admiral George Dewey
and the brave fellows who were with him.

I do not thank God for the destruction of Cervera's fleet

at Santiago. No, I thank Schley and the men with

the trained eyes and the nerves of steel, who stood behind

the guns. I do not thank God because we won the battle

of Santiago. I thank the Regular Army, black and white

the Volunteers the Rough Riders, and all the men who
made the grand charge at San Juan Hill. I have asked,
" Why should God help us to whip Spain?

" and have been

answered :

" For the sake of the Cubans, who have been

crushed and ill-treated by their Spanish masters." Then

why did not God help the Cubans long before? Certainly,

they were fighting long enough and needed his help badly

enough. But, I am told, God's ways are inscrutable.

Suppose Spain had whipped us ; would the Christians

then say that God did it ? Very likely they would, and

would have as an excuse, that we broke the Sabbath with

our base-ball, our bicycles and bloomers.
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IS IT EVER RIGHT FOR HUSBAND OR WIFE

TO KILL A RIVAL?

HOW
far should a husband or wife go in defending the

sanctity of home ?

Is it right for the husband to kill the paramour of his

wife ?

Is it right for the wife to kill the paramour of her

husband?

These three questions are in substance one, and one

answer will be sufficient for all.

In the first place, we should have an understanding of

the real relation that exists, or should exist, between

husband and wife.

The real good orthodox people, those who admire St.

Paul, look upon the wife as the property of the husband.

He owns, not only her body, but her very soul. This

being the case, no other man has the right to steal or try

to steal this property. The owner has the right to defend

his possession, even to the death. In the olden time the

husband was never regarded as the property of the wife.

She had a claim on him for support, and there was usually
some way to enforce the claim. If the husband deserted

the wife for the sake of some other woman, or transferred

his affections to another, the wife, as a rule, suffered in

silence. Sometimes she took her revenge on the woman,
but generally she did nothing. Men killed the

"
de

stroyers
"
of their homes, but the women, having no homes,

being only wives, nothing but mothers bearers of babes

for masters allowed their destroyers to live, (29i)
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In recent years women have advanced. They have

stepped to the front. Wives are no longer slaves. They
are the equals of husbands. They have homes to defend,

husbands to protect and "
destroyers

"
to kill. The rights

of husbands and wives are now equal. They live under

the same moral code. Their obligations to each other are

mutual. Both are bound, and equally bound, to live

virtuous lives.

Now, if A falls in love with the wife of B, and she re

turns his love, has B the right to kill him ? Or if A falls in

love with the husband of B, and he returns her love, has B
the right to kill her ?

If the wronged husband has the right to kill, so has the

wronged wife.

Suppose that a young man and woman are engaged to be

married, and that she falls in love with another and marries

him, has the first lover a right to kill the last ?

This leads me to another question : What is marriage ?

Men and women cannot truly be married by any set or form

of words, or by any ceremonies however solemn, or by
contract signed, sealed and witnessed, or by the words or

declarations of priests or judges. All these put together do

not constitute marriage. At the very best they are only
evidences of the fact of marriage something that really

happened between the parties. Without pure, honest, mutual

love there can be no real marriage. Marriage without love

is only a form of prostitution. Marriage for the sake of

position or wealth is immoral. No good, sensible man
wants to marry a woman whose heart is not absolutely his,

and no good, sensible woman wants to marry a man whose

heart is not absolutely hers. Now, if there can be no real

marriage without mutual love, does the marriage outlast

the love ? If it is immoral for a woman to marry a man
without loving him, is it moral for her to live as the wife

of a man whom she has ceased to love ? Is she bound by
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the words, by the ceremony, after the real marriage is dead ?

Is she so bound that the man she hates has the right to be

the father of her babes ?

If a girl is engaged and afterward meets her ideal, a

young man whose presence is joy, whose touch is ecstasy,

is it her duty to fulfill her engagement ? Would it not be a

thousand times nobler and purer for her to say to the first

lover :

"
I thought I loved you ;

I was mistaken. I belong
heart and soul to another, and if I married you I could not

be yours."

So, if a young man is engaged and finds that he has made
a mistake, is it honorable for him to keep his contract ?

Would it not be far nobler for him to tell her the truth ?

The civilized man loves a woman not only for his own

sake, but for her sake. He longs to make her happy to

fill her life with joy. He is willing to make sacrifices for

her, but he does not want her to sacrifice herself for him.

The civilized husband wants his wife to be free wants the

love that she cannot help giving him. He does not want

her, from a sense of duty, or because of the contract or

ceremony, to act as though she loved him, when in fact her

heart is far away. He does not want her to pollute her

soul and live a lie for his sake. The civilized husband

places the happiness of his wife above his own. Her love

is the wealth of his heart, and to guard her from evil is the

business of his life.

But the civilized husband knows when his wife ceases to

love him that the real marriage has also ceased. He
knows that it is then infamous for him to compel her to

remain his wife. He knows that it is her right to be free

that her body belongs to her, that her soul is her own. He
knows, too, if he knows anything, that her affection is not

the slave of her will.

In a case like this, the civilized husband would, so far as

he had the power, release his wife from the contract of
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marriage, divide his property fairly with her and do what
he could for her welfare. Civilized love never turns to

hatred.

Suppose he should find that there was a man in the case,

that another had won her love, or that she had given her

love to another, would it then be his right or duty to kill

that man ? Would the killing do any good ? Would it

bring back her love? Would it reunite the family?

Would it annihilate the disgrace or the memory of the

shame ? Would it lessen the husband's loss ?

Society says that the husband should kill the man be

cause he led the woman astray.

How do we know that he betrayed the woman ? Mrs.

Potiphar left many daughters, and Joseph certainly had but

few sons. How do we know that it was not the husband's

fault ? She may for years have shivered in the winter of

his neglect. She may have borne his cruelties of word and

deed until her love was dead and buried side by side with

hope. Another man comes into her life. He pities her.

She looks and loves. He lifts her from the grave. Again
she really lives, and her poor heart is rich with love's red

blood. Ought this man to be killed ? He has robbed no

husband, wronged no man. He has rescued a victim, re

leased an innocent prisoner and made a life worth living.

But the brutal husband says that the wife has been led

astray ; that he has been wronged and dishonored, and that

it is his right, his duty, to shed the seducer's blood. He finds

the facts himself. He is witness, jury, judge and execu

tioner. He forgets his neglect, his cruelties, his faithless

ness
; forgets that he drove her from his heart, remembers

only that she loves another, and then in the name of justice

he takes the life of the one she loves.

A husband deserts his wife, leaves her without money,
without the means to live, with his babes in her arms. She

cannot get a divorce ; she must wait, and in the meantime
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she must live. A man falls in love with her and she with

him. He takes care of her and the deserted children. The
"wronged" husband returns and kills the "betrayer" of

his wife. He believes in the sacredness of marriage, the

holiness of home.

It may be admitted that the deserted wife did wrong,
and that the man who cared for her and her worse than

fatherless children also did wrong, but certainly he had done

nothing for which he deserved to be murdered.

A woman finds that her husband is in love with another

woman, that he is false, and the question is whether it is

her right to kill the other woman. The wronged husband
has always claimed that the man led his wife astray, that

he had crept and crawled into his Eden, but now the

wronged wife claims that the woman seduced her husband,
that she spread the net, wove the web and baited the trap
in which the innocent husband was caught. Thereupon
she kills the other woman.

In the first place, how can she be sure of the facts ? How
does she know whose fault it was ? Possibly she was to

blame herself.

But what good has the killing done ? It will not give-

her back her husband's love. It will not cool the fervor of

her jealousy. It will not give her better sleep or happier
dreams.

It would have been far better if she had said to her

husband :

" Go with the woman you love. I do not want

your body without your heart, your presence without your
love."

So, it would be better for the wronged husband to

say to the unfaithful wife :

" Go with the man you love.

Your heart is his, I am not your master. You are free."

After all, murder is a poor remedy. If you kill a man for

one wrong, why not for another ? If you take the law into

your own hands and kill a man because he loves your wife
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and your wife loves him, why not kill him for any injury
he may inflict on you or yours ?

In a civilized nation the people are governed by law.

They do not redress their own wrongs. They submit their

differences to courts. If they are wronged they appeal to

the law. Savages redress what they call their wrongs.

They appeal to knife or gun. They kill, they assassinate,

they murder
;
and they do this to preserve their honor.

Admit that the seducer of the wife deserves death, that the

woman who leads the husband astray deserves death, admit

that both have justly forfeited their lives, the question yet

remains whether the wronged husband and the wronged
wife have the right to commit murder.

If they have this right, then there ought to be some way
provided for ascertaining the facts. Before the. husband
kills the

"
betrayer," the fact that the wife was really led

astray should be established, and the
"
wronged

" husband

who claims the right to kill, should show that he had been

a good, loving and true husband.

As a rule, the wives of good and generous men are true

and faithful. They love their homes, they adore their

children. In poverty and disaster they cling the closer.

But when husbands are indolent and mean, when they are

cruel and selfish, when they make a hell of home, why
should we insist that their wives should love them still?

When the civilized man finds that his wife loves another

he does not kill, he does not murder. He says to his wife,

"You are free."

When the civilized woman finds that her husband loves

another she does not kill, she does not murder. She says

to her husband, "I am free." This, in my judgment, is

the better way. It is in accordance with a far higher

philosophy of life, of the real rights of others. The civil

ized man is governed by his reason, his intelligence ;
the

savage by his passions. The civilized man seeks for the
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right, regardless of himself ; the savage for revenge,

regardless of the rights of others.

I do not believe that murder guards the sacredness of

home, the purity of the fireside. I do not believe that

crime wins victories for virtue. I believe in liberty and I

believe in law. That country is free where the people
make and honestly uphold the law. I am opposed to a

redress of grievances or the punishment of criminals by
mobs and I am equally opposed to giving the

"
wronged

"

husbands and the
"
wronged

" wives the right to kill the

men and women they suspect. In other words, I believe

in civilization.

A few years ago a merchant living in the West sus

pected that his wife and bookkeeper were in love. One

morning he started for a distant city, pretending that he

would be absent for a couple of weeks. He came back

that night and found the lovers occupying the same room.

He did not kill the man, but said to him :

" Take her
;
she

is yours. Treat her well and you will not be troubled.

Abuse or desert her and I will be her avenger."
He did not kill his wife, but said :

" We part forever.

You are entitled to one-half of the property we have accu

mulated. You shall have it. Farewell !

"

The merchant was a civilized man a philosopher.
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pROFESSOR BRIGGS is undoubtedly a sincere man.

I To the study of the Bible he has given the best years
of his life. When he commenced this study he was prob

ably a devout believer in the plenary inspiration of the

Scripture thought that the Bible was without an error;

that all the so-called contradictions could be easily explained.
He had been educated by Presbyterians and had confidence

in his teachers.

In spite of his early training, in spite of his prejudices,

he was led, in some mysterious way, to rely a little on his

own reason. This was a dangerous thing to do. The
moment a man talks about reason he is on dangerous

ground. He is liable to contradict the "Word of God."

Then he loses spirituality and begins to think more of truth

than creed. This is a step toward heresy toward Infi

delity.

Professor Briggs began to have doubts about some of

the miracles. These doubts, like rats, began to gnaw the

foundations of his faith. He examined these wonderful

stories in the light of what is known to have happened, and
in the light of like miracles found in the other sacred books

of the world. And he concluded that they were not quite

true. He was not ready to say that they were actually

false ; that would be too brutally candid.

I once read of an English lord who had a very polite
(801)
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gamekeeper. The lord wishing to show his skill with the

rifle fired at a target. He and the gamekeeper went to

see where the bullet had struck. The gamekeeper was first

at the target, and the lord cried out :

" Did I miss it ?"
"
I would not," said the gamekeeper,

"
go so far as to say

that your lordship missed it, but but you didn't hit

it."

Professor Briggs saw clearly that the Bible was the prod

uct, the growth of many centuries
; that legends and facts,

mistakes, contradictious, miracles, myths and history, inter

polations, prophecies and dreams, wisdom, foolishness,

justice, cruelty, poetry and bathos were mixed, mingled
and interwoven. In other words, that the gold of truth was

surrounded by meaner metals and worthless stones.

He saw that it was necessary to construct what might be

called a sacred smelter to divide the true from the false.

Undoubtedly he reached this conclusion in the interest

of what he believed to be the truth. He had the mistaken

but honest idea that a Christian should really think. Of

course, we know that all heresy has been the result of

thought. It has always been dangerous to grow. Shrink

ing is safe.

Studying the Bible was the first mistake that Professor

Briggs made, reasoning was the second, and publishing his

conclusions was the third. If he had read without studying,
if he had believed without reasoning, he would have re

mained a good, orthodox Presbyterian. He probably read

the works of Humboldt, Darwin and Haeckel, and found

that the author of Genesis was not a geologist, not a scien

tist. He seems to have his doubts about the truth of the

story of the deluge. Should he be blamed for this ? Is

there a sensible man in the wide world who really believes

in the flood ?

This flood business puts Jehovah in such an idiotic light.
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Of course, he must have known, after the
"

fall
" of Adam

and Eve, that he would have to drown their descendants.

Certainly it would have been more merciful to have killed

Adain and Eve, made a new pair and kept the serpent out

of the Garden of Eden. If Jehovah had been an intelligent

God he never would have created the serpent. Then
there would have been no fall, no flood, no atonement, no

hell.

Think of a God who drowned a world ! What a merci

less monster ! The cruelty of the flood is exceeded only by
its stupidity.

Thousands of little theologians have tried to explain this

miracle. This is the very top of absurdity. To explain
a miracle is to destroy it. Some have said that the flood

was local. How could water that rose over the mountains

remain local?

Why should we expect mercy from a God who drowned
millions of men, women and babes ? I would no more
think of softening the heart of such a God by prayer than

of protecting myself from a hungry tiger by repeating

poetry.
Professor Briggs has sense enough to see that the story

of the flood is but an ignorant legend. He is trying to

rescue Jehovah from the frightful slander. After all, why
should we believe the unreasonable ? Must we be foolish

to be virtuous ? The rain fell for forty days ; this caused

the flood. The water was at least thirty thousand feet in

depth. Seven hundred and fifty feet a day more than

thirty feet an hour, six inches a minute
; the rain fell for

forty days. Does any man with sense enough to eat and
breathe believe this idiotic lie ?

Professor Briggs knows that the Jews got the story of the

flood from the Babylonians, and that it is no more inspired
than the history of "Peter Wilkins and His Flying Wife."

The destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah is another legend.
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If those cities were destroyed sensible people believe the phe
nomenon was as natural as the destruction of Herculaueum
and Pompeii. They do not believe that in either case it

was the result of the wickedness of the people.

Neither does any thinking man believe that the wife of

Lot was changed or turned into a pillar of salt as a punish
ment for having looked back at her burning home. How
could flesh, bones and blood be changed to salt ? This pre

supposes two miracles. First, the annihilation of the

woman, and second, the creation of salt. A God cannot

annihilate or create matter. Annihilation and creation are

both impossible unthinkable. A grain of sand can defy

all the gods. What was Mrs. Lot turned to salt for?

What good was achieved ? What useful lesson taught ?

What man with a head- fertile enough to raise one hair can

believe a story like this ?

Does a man who denies the truth of this childish absurd

ity weaken the foundation of virtue ? Does he discourage

truth-telling by denouncing lies? Should a man be true to

himself? If reason is not the standard, what is? Can a

man think one way and believe another ? Of course he

can talk one way and think another. If a r^an should be

honest with himself he should be honest with others. A
man who conceals his doubts lives a dishonest life. He
defiles his own soul.

When a truth-loving man reads about the plagues of

Egypt, should he reason as he reads ? Should he take

into consideration the fact that like stories have been told

and believed by savages for thousands of years? Should

he ask himself whether Jehovah in his efforts to induce the

Egyptian King to free the Hebrews acted like a sensible

God ? Should he ask himself whether a good God would

kill the babes of the people on account of the sins of the

king ? Whether he would torture, mangle and kill inno

cent cattle to get even with a monarch ?
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Is it better to believe without thinking than to think

without believing ? If there be a God can we please him

by believing that he acted like a fiend ?

Probably Professor Briggs has a higher conception of

God than the author of Exodus. The writer of that book
was a barbarian an honest barbarian, and he wrote what
he supposed was the truth. I do not blame him for having
written falsehoods. Neither do I blame Professor Briggs
for having detected these falsehoods. In our day no man

capable of reasoning believes the miracles wrought for the

Hebrews in their flight through the wilderness. The

opening of the sea, the cloud and pillar, the quails, the

manna, the serpents and hornets are no more believed than
the miracles of the Mormons when they crossed the plains.

The probability is that the Hebrews never were in Egypt.
In the Hebrew language there are no Egyptian words,
and in the Egyptian no Hebrew. This proves that the

Hebrews could not have mingled with the Egyptians for

four hundred and thirty years. As a matter of fact, Moses

is a myth. The enslavement of the Hebrews, the flight, the

journey through the wilderness existed only in the imagina
tion of ignorance.

So Professor Briggs has his doubts about the sun and
moon having been stopped for a day in order that Gen.

Joshua might kill more heathen. Theologians have gath
ered around this miracle like moths around a flame. They
have done their best to make it reasonable. They have

talked about refraction and reflection, about the nature of the

air having been changed so that the sun was visible all night.

They have even gone so far as to say that Joshua and his

soldiers killed so many that afterward, when thinking about

it, they concluded that it must have taken them at least

two days.

This miracle can be accounted for only in one way. Je

hovah must have stopped the earth. The earth, turning
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over at about one thousand miles an hour weighing tril

lions of tons had to be stopped. Now we know that all

arrested motion changes instantly to heat. It has been

calculated that to stop the earth would cause as much heat

as could be produced by burning three lumps of coal, each

lump as large as this world.

Now, is it possible that a God in his right mind would

waste all that force ? The Bible also tells us that at the

same time God cast hailstones from heaven on the poor
heathen. If the writer had known something of astronomy
he would have had more hailstones and said nothing about

the sun and moon.

Is it wise for ministers to ask their congregations to be

lieve this story ? Is it wise for congregations to ask their

ministers to believe this story? If Jehovah performed
this miracle he must have been insane. There should be

some relation, some proportion, between means and ends.

No sane general would call into the field a million soldiers

and a hundred batteries to kill one insect. And yet the

disproportion of means to the end sought would be reason

able when compared with what Jehovah is claimed to have

done.

If Jehovah existed let us admit that he had some sense.

If it should be demonstrated that the book of Joshua is

all false, what harm could follow ? There would remain

the same reasons for living a useful and virtuous life
; the

same reasons against theft and murder. Virtue would lose

no prop and vice would gain no crutch. Take all the

miracles from the Old Testament and the book would be

improved. Throw away all its cruelties and absurdities

and its influence would be far better.

Professor Briggs seems to have doubts about the inspira

tion of Ruth. Is there any harm in that ? What difference

does it make whether the story of Ruth is fact or fiction ;
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history or poetry ? Its value is just the same. Who cares

whether Hamlet or Lear lived ? Who cares whether Imogen
and Perdita were real women or the creation of Shakes

peare's imagination ?

The book of Esther is absurd and cruel. It has no

ethical value. There is not a line, a word in it calculated

to make a human being better. The king issued a decree

to kill the Jews. Esther succeeded in getting this decree

set aside, and induced the king to issue another decree

that the Jews should kill the other folks, and so the Jews
killed some seventy-five thousand of the king's subjects.

Is it really important to believe that the book of Esther is

inspired ? Is it possible that Jehovah is proud of having
written this book ? Does he guard his copyright with the

fires of hell ? Why should the facts be kept from the

people ? Every intelligent minister knows that Moses did

not write the Pentateuch ; that David did not write the

Psalms, and that Solomon was not the author of the song
or the book of Ecclesiastes. Why not say so?

No intelligent minister believes the story of Daniel in the

Lion's den, or of the three men who were cast into the fur

nace, or the story of Jonah. These miracles seem to have
done no good seem to have convinced nobody and to have
had no consequences. Daniel was miraculously saved from

the lions, and then the king sent for the men who had
accused Daniel, for their wives and their children, and threw

them all into the den of lions and they were devoured by
beasts almost as cruel as Jehovah. What a beautiful story !

How can any man be wicked enough to doubt its truth?

God told Jonah to go to Nineveh. Jonah ran away, took

a boat for another place. God raised a storm, the sailors

became frightened, threw Jonah overboard, and the poor
wretch was swallowed and carried ashore by a fish that

God had prepared. Then he made his proclamation in

Nineveh. Then the people repented and Jonah was dis-
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appointed. Then he became malicious and found fault

with God. Then comes the story of the gouid, the worm
and the east wind, and the effect of the sun on a bald-headed

prophet. Would not this story be just as beautiful with

the storm and fish left out ? Could we not dispense with

the gourd, the worm and the east wind ?

Professor Briggs does not believe this story. He does

not reject it because he is wicked or because he wishes to

destroy religion, but because, in hisjudgment.it is not true.

This may not be religious, but it is honest. It may not

become a minister, but it certainly becomes a man.

Professor Briggs wishes to free the Old Testament from

interpolations, from excrescences, from fungus growths,
from mistakes and falsehoods.

I am satisfied that he is sincere, actuated by the noblest

motives.

Suppose that all the interpolations in the Bible should be

found and the original be perfectly restored, what evidence

would we have that it was written by inspired men ? How
can the fact of inspiration be established? When was it

established ? Did Jehovah furnish anybody with a list of

books he had inspired ? Does anybody know that he ever

said that he had inspired anybody ? Did the writer of

Genesis claim that he was inspired? Did any writer of

any part of the Pentateuch make the claim? Did the

authors of Joshua, Judges, Kings or Chronicles pretend
that they had obtained their facts from Jehovah? Does

the author of Job or of the Psalms pretend to have received

assistance from God ?

There is not the slightest reference to God in Esther or

in Solomon's Song. Why should theologians say that

those books were inspired? The dogma of inspiration

rests on no established fact. It rests only on assertion

the assertion of those who have no knowledge on the

subject. Professor Briggs calls the Bible a "
holy

"
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book. He seems to think that much of it was inspired;

that it is in some sense a message from God. The reasons

he has for thinking so I cannot even guess. He seems
also to have his doubts about certain parts of the New Tes

tament. He is not certain that the angel who appeared to

Joseph in a dream was entirely truthful, or he is not cer

tain that Joseph had the dream.

It seems clear that when the gospel according to Mat
thew was first written the writer believed that Christ was
a lineal descendant of David, through his father, Joseph.
The genealogy is given for the purpose of showing that the

blood of David flowed in the veins of Christ. The man
who wrote that genealogy had never heard that the Holy
Ghost was the father of Christ. That was an afterthought.
How is it possible to prove that the Holy Ghost was the

father of Christ ? The Holy Ghost said nothing on the

subject. Mary wrote nothing and we have no evidence

that Joseph had a dream.

The divinity of Christ rests upon a dream that somebody
said Joseph had.

According to the New Testament, Mary herself called

Joseph the father of Christ. She told Christ that Joseph,
his father, had been looking for him. Her statement is

better evidence than Joseph's dream if he really had it

If there are legends in Holy Scripture, as Professor Briggs

declares, certainly the divine parentage of Christ is one of

them. The story lacks even originality. Among the

Greeks many persons had gods for fathers. Among Hindoos

and Egyptians these god-men were common. So in many
other countries the blood of gods was in the veins of men.

Such wonders, told in Sanscrit, are just as reasonable as

when told in Hebrew just as reasonable in India as in

Palestine. Of course, there is no evidence that any human

being had a god for a father, or a goddess for a mother.

Intelligent people have outgrown these myths. Centaurs,
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satyrs, nymphs and god-men have faded away. Science

murdered them all.

There are many contradictions in the gospels. They
differ not only on questions of fact, but as to Christianity

itself. According to Matthew, Mark and Luke, if you will

forgive others God will forgive you. This is the one con

dition of salvation. But in John we find an entirely differ

ent religion. According to John you must be born again
and believe in Jesus Christ. There you find for the first

time about the atonement that Christ died to save sinners.

The gospel of John discloses a regular theological system
a new one. To forgive others is not enough. You must

have faith. You must be born again.

The four gospels cannot be harmonized. If John is

true the others are false. If the others are true John is

false. From this there is no escape. I do not for a

moment suppose that Professor Briggs agrees with me on

these questions. He probably regards me as a very bad

and wicked man, and my opinions as blasphemies. I find

no fault with him for that. I believe him to be an honest

man ; right in some things and wrong in many. He seems

to be true to his thought and I honor him for that.

He would like to get all the stumbling-blocks out of the

Bible, so that a really thoughtful man can "believe." If

theologians cling to the miracles recorded in the New Testa

ment the entire book will be disparaged and denied. The
"
Gospel ship

"
is overloaded. Somethings must be thrown

overboard or the boat will go down. If the churches try

to save all they will lose all.

They must throw the miracles away. They must admit

that Christ did not cast devils out of the bodies of men and

women that he did not cure diseases with a word, or blind

ness with spittle and clay ; that he had no power over

winds and waves
;
that he did not raise the dead

; that he

was not raised from the dead himself, and that he did not
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ascend bodily to heaven. These absurdities must be given

up, or in a little while the orthodox ministers will be

preaching the
"
tidings of great joy

"
to benches, bonnets

and bibs.

Professor Briggs, as I understand him, is willing to give

up the absurdest absurdities, but wishes to keep all the

miracles that can possibly be believed. He is anxious to

preserve the important miracles the great central false

hoods but the little lies that were told just to embellish

the story to furnish vines for the columns he is willing

to cast aside.

But Professor Briggs was honest enough to say that we
do not know the authors of most of the books in the Bible

;

that we do not know who wrote tli3 Psalms or Job or

Proverbs or the Song of Songs or Ecclesiastes or the

Epistle to the Hebrews. He also said that no translation

can ever take the place of the original Scriptures, because

a translation is at best the work of men. In other words,

that God has not revealed to us the names of the inspired

books. That this must be determined by us. Professor

Briggs puts reason above revelation. By reason we are to

decide what books are inspired. By reason we are to de

cide whether anything has been improperly added to those

books. By reason we ars to decide the real meaning of

those books.

It therefore follows that if the books are unreasonable

they are uninspired. It seems to me that this position is

absolutely correct. There is no other that can be defended.

The Presbyterians who pretend to answer Professor Briggs
seem to be actuated by hatred.

Dr. Da Costa answers with vituperation and epithet. He
answers no argument ; brings forward no fact ; points out

no mistake. He simply attacks the man. He exhibits the

ordinary malice of those who love their enemies.
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President Pattern, of Princeton, is a despiser of reason
;
a

hater of thought. Progress is the only thing that he fears.

He knows that the Bible is absolutely true. He knows

that every word is inspired. According to him, all ques
tions have been settled, and criticism said its last word
when the King James Bible was printed. The Presbyterian

Church is infallible, and whoever doubts or denies will be

damned. Morality is worthless without the creed. This

is the religion, the philosophy, of Dr. Patton. He fights

with the ancient weapons, with stone and club. He is a

private in Captain Calvin's company, and he inarches to

defeat with the courage of invincible ignorance.

I do not blame the Presbyterian Church for closing the

mouth of Professor Briggs. That church believes the

Bible all of it and the members did not feel like paying
a man for showing that it was not all inspired. Long
ago the Presbyterians stopped growing. They have been

petrified for many years. Professor Briggs had been grow

ing. He had to leave the church or shrink. He left.

Then he joined the Episcopal Church. He probably sup

posed that that church preferred the living to the dead.

He knew about Colenso, Stanley, Temple, Heber Newton,
Dr. Rainsford and Farrar, and thought that the finger and

thumb of authority would not insist on plucking from the

mind the buds of thought.
Whether he was mistaken or not remains to be seen.

The Episcopal Church may refuse to ordain him, and by
such refusal put the bigot brand upon its brow.

The refusal cannot injure Professor Briggs. It will leave

him where it found him with too much science for a

churchman and too much superstition for a scientist ;
with

his feet in the gutter and his head in the clouds.

I admire every man who is true to himself, to his highest

ideal, and who preserves unstained the veracity of his soul.
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I believe in growth. I prefer the living to the dead.

Men are superior to mummies. Cradles are more beautiful

than coffins. Development is grander than decay. I do

not agree with Professor Briggs. I do not believe in in

spired books, or in the Holy Ghost, or that any God has

ever appeared to man. I deny the existence of the super
natural. I know of no religion that is founded on facts.

But I cheerfully admit that Professor Briggs appears to

be candid, good tempered and conscientious the opposite
of those who attack him. He is not a Freethinker, but

he honestly thinks that he is free.
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.* I regret that I cannot be "in clover"

with you on the 28th instant.

A wonderful thing is clover ! It means honey and cream,
that is to say, industry and contentment, that is to say,

the happy bees in perfumed fields, and at the cottage gate
"bos" the bountiful serenely chewing satisfaction's cud, in

that blessed twilight pause that like a benediction falls

between all toil and sleep.

This clover makes me dream of happy hours; of child

hood's rosy cheeks
;

of dimpled babes
; of wholesome,

loving wives ;
of honest men

;
of springs and brooks

and violets and all there is of stainless joy in peaceful
human life.

A wonderful word is "clover"! Drop the "c," and

you have the happiest of mankind. Drop the "r," and

"c," and you have left the only thing that makes a heaven

of this dull and barren earth. Drop the "r," and there

remains a warm, deceitful bud that sweetens breath and

keeps the peace in countless homes whose masters fre

quent clubs. After all, Bottom was right :

" Good hay, sweet hay, hath no fellow."

Yours sincerely and regretfully,

R. G. INGERSOLL.

Washington, D. C., January 16, 1883.

"A letter written to Col. Thomas Donaldson, of Philadelphia, declining an invitation to
be a guest of the Clovev CJub of that

city, (317)
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SUPERSTITION
puts belief above goodness credulity

above virtue.

Here are two men. One is industrious, frugal, honest,

generous. He has a happy home loves his wife and

children fills their lives with sunshine. He enjoys study,

thoughts, music, and all the subtleties of Art but he does

not believe the creed cares nothing for sacred books,

worships no god and fears no devil.

The other is ignorant, coarse, brutal, beats his wife and

children but he believes regards the Bible as inspired

bows to the priests, counts his beads, says his prayers,

confesses and contributes, and the Catholic Church declares

and the Protestant Churches declare that he is the better

man.

The ignorant believer, coarse and brutal as he is, is going
to heaven. He will be washed in the blood of the Lainb.

He will have wings a harp and a halo.

The intelligent and generous man who loves his fellow-

men who develops hL Vain, who enjoys the bs.iutiful, is

going to hell to the eternal prison.

Such is the justice of God the mercy of Christ.

<

WHILE
reading the accounts of the coronation of the

Czar, of the pageants, processions and feasts, of the

pomp and parade, of the barbaric splendor, of cloth of gold and

glittering gems, I could not help thinking of the poor and

melancholy peasants, of the toiling, half-fed millions, of

the sad and ignorant multitudes who belong body and soul

to this Czar.

I thought of the backs that have been scarred by the

knout, of the thousands in prisons for having dared to say
a whispered word for freedom, of the great multitude who
had been driven like cattle along the weary roads that lead

to the hell of Siberia.

The cannon at Moscow were not loud enough, nor the
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clang of the bells, nor the blare of the trumpets, to drown

the groans of the captives.

I thought of the fathers that had been torn from wives

and children for the crime of speaking like men.

And when the priests spoke of the Czar as the
" God-

selected man,"the "God-adorned man,"my blood grew warm.

When I read of the coronation of the Czarina I thought
of Siberia. I thought of girls working in the mines, haul

ing ore from the pits with chains about their waists
; young

girls, almost naked, at the mercy of brutal officials ; young

girls weeping and moaning their lives away because be

tween their pure lips the word Liberty had burst into

blossom.

Yet law neglects, forgets them, and crowns the Czarina.

The injustice, the agony and horror in this poor world are

enough to make mankind insane.

Ignorance and superstition crown impudence and tyranny.

Millions of money squandered for the humiliation of man,
to dishonor the people.

Back of the coronation, back of all the ceremonies, back

of all the hypocrisy there is nothing but a lie.

It is not true that God "
selected

"
this Czar to rule and

rob a hundred millions of human beings.

It is all an ignorant, barbaric, superstitious lie a lie

that pomp and pageant, and flaunting flags, and robed

priests, and swinging censers, cannot change to truth.

Those who are not blinded by the glare and glitter at

Moscow see millions of homes on which the shadows fall ;

see millions of weeping mothers, whose children have been

stolen by the Czar; see thousands of villages without

schools, millions of houses without books, millions and
millions of men, women and children in whose future there

is no star and whose only friend is death.

The coronation is an insult to the nineteenth century.

Long live the people of Russia !
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MUSIC.
The savage enjoys noises explosion the imi

tation of thunder. This noise expresses his feeling.

He enjoys concussion. His ear and brain are in harmony. So,

he takes cognizance of but few colors. The neutral tints

mak2 no impression on his eyes. He appreciates the flames

of red and yellow. That is tD say, there is a harmony be

tween his brain and eye. As ha advances, develops, pro

gresses, his ear catches other sounds, his eye other colors.

He becomes a complex being, and there has entered into

his mind the idea of proportion. The music of the drum
no longer satisfies him. He 3223 that there is as much
difference batween noises and melodies as between stones

and statues. The strings in Corti's Harp become sensitive

and possibly new ones are developed.
The eye keeps pace with the ear, and the worlds of sound

and sight increase from age to age.

The first idea of music is the keeping of time a recurring

emphasis at intervals of equal length or duration. This is

afterward modified the music of joy being fast, the em

phasis at short intervals, and that of sorrow slow.

After all, this music of time corresponds to the action of

the blood and muscles. There is a rise and fall under ex

citement of both. In joy the heart beats fast, and the

music corresponding to such emotion is quick. In grief

in sadness, the blood is delayed. In music the broad

division is one of time. In language, words of joy are born

of light that which shines words of grief of darkness

and gloom. There is still another division : The language
of happiness comes also from heat, and that of sadness from

cold.

These ideas or divisions are universal. In all art are

the light and shadow the heat and cold.

<

OF COURSE England has no love for America. By Eng
land I mean the governing class. Why should monarchy
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be in love with republicanism, with democracy ? The mon
arch insists that he gets his right to rule from what he is

pleased to call the will of God, whereas in a republic the

sovereign authority is the will of the people. It is impos
sible that there should be any real friendship between the

two forms of government.
We must, however, remember one thing, and that is, that

there is an England within England an England that does

not belong to the titled classes an England that has not

been bribed or demoralized by those in authority; and that

England has always been our friend, beca'use that England
is the friend of liberty and of progress everywhere. But

the lackeys, the snobs, the flatterers of the titled, those who
are willing to crawl that they may rise, are now and always
have been the enemies of the great Republic.

It is a curious fact that in monarchical governments the

highest and lowest are generally friends. There may be a

foundation for this friendship in the fact that both are para
sites both live on the labor of honest men. After all,

there is a kinship between the prince and the pauper. Both

extend the hand for alms, and the fact that one is jeweled
and the other extremely dirty makes no difference in prin

ciple and the owners of these hands have alwa3*s been fast

friends, and, in accordance with the great law of ingratitude,

both have held in contempt the people who supported
them.

One thing we must not forget, and that is that the best

people of England are our friends. The best writers, the

best thinkers are on our side. It is only natural that all

who visit America should find some fault. We find fault

ourselves, and to be thin-skinned is almost a plea of guilty.

For my part, I have no doubt about the future of America.

It not only is, but is to be for many, many generations, the

greatest nation of the world.
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I

DO NOT care so much where, as with whom, I live. If

the right folks are with me I can manage to get a good
deal of happiness in the city or in the country. Cats love

places and become attached to chimney-corners and all sorts

of nooks but I have but little of the cat in me, and am
not particularly in love with places. After all, a palace
without affection is a poor hovel, and the meanest hut with

love in it is a palace for the soul.

If the time comes when poverty and want cease for the

most part to exist, then the city will bz far better than the

country. People are always talking about the beauties of

nature and the delights of solitude, but to me some people
are more interesting than rocks and trees. As to city and

country life I think that I substantially agree with Touch
stone:

" In respect that it is solitary I like it very well
; but in

respect that it is private it is a very vile life. Now, in

respect it is in the fields it pleaseth me well
;
but in respect

it is not in the court it is tedious."

<

WHAT
do I think of the lynchings in Georgia?

I suppose these outrages these frightful crimes

make the same impression on my mind that they do on the

minds of all civilized people. I know of no words strong

enough, bitter enough, to express my indignation and horror.

Men who belong to the
"
superior

"
race take a negro a crim

inal, a supposed murderer, one alleged to have assaulted a

white woman chain him to a tree, saturate his clothing
with kerosene, pile fagots about his feet. This is the

preparation for the festival. The people flock in from the

neighborhood come in special trains from the towns.

They are going to enjoy themselves.

Laughing and cursing they gather about the victim. A
man steps from the crowd a man who hates crime and

loves virtue. He draws his knife, and in a spirit of merry
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sport cuts off one of the victim's ears. This he keeps for a

trophy a souvenir. Another gentlemen fond of a jest cuts

off the other ear. Another cuts off the nose of the chained

and helpless wretch. The victim suffered in silence. He
uttered no groan, no word the one man of the two thou

sand who had courage.
Other white heroes cut and slashed his flesh. The crowd

cheered. The people were intoxicated with joy. Then the

fagots were lighted and the bleeding and mutilated man
was clothed in flame. ^
The people were wild with hideous delight. With greedy

eyes they watched him burn
;
with hungry ears they

listened for his shrieks for the music of his moans and
cries. He did not shriek. The festival was not quite

perfect.

But the)' had their revenge. They trampled on the

charred and burning corpse. They divided among them
selves the broken bones. They wanted mementos keep
sakes that they could give to their loving wives and gentle
babes.

These horrors were perpetrated in the name of justice.

The savages who did these things belong to the superior
race. They are citizens of the great Republic. And yet,

it does not seem possible that such fiends are human beings.

They are a disgrace to our country, our century and the

human race.

Ex-Governor Atkinson protested against this savagery.
He was threatened with death. The good people were

helpless. While these lynchers murder the blacks they
will destroy their own country. No civilized man wishes

to live where the mob is supreme. He does not wish to be

governed by murderers.

Let me say that what I have said is flattery compared
with what I feel. When I think of the other lynching of

the poor man mutilated and hanged without the slightest
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evidence, of the negro who said that these murders would

be avenged, and who was brutally murdered for the utter

ance of a natural feeling I am utterly at a loss for

words.

Are the white people insane? Has mercy fled to beasts?

Has the United States no power to protect a citizen ? A
nation that cannot or will not protect its citizens in time of

peace has no right to ask its citizens to protect it in time of

&
OUR COUNTRY. Our country is all we hope for all we

are. It is the grave of our father, of our mother, of each

and every one of the sacred dead.

It is every glorious memory of our race. Every heroic

deed. Every act of self-sacrifice done by our blood. It is

all the accomplishments of the past all the wise things
said all the kind things done all the poems written and

all the poems lived all the defeats sustained all the

victories won the girls we love the wives we adore the

children we carry in our hearts all the firesides of home
all the quiet springs, the babbling brooks, the rushing

rivers, the mountains, plains and woods the dells and

dales and vines and vales.
*̂&

GIFT GIVING. I believe in the festival called Christmas

not in the celebration of the birth of any man, but to

celebrate the triumph of light over darkness the victory

of the sun.

I believe in giving gifts on that day, &r<\ a real gift

should be given to those who cannot return **.
; gifts from

the rich to the poor, from the prosperous to the unfortu

nate, from parents to children.

There is no need of giving water to the sea or light to

the sun. Let us give to those who need, neither asking nor

expecting return, not even asking gratitude, only asking
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that the gift shall make the receiver happy and he who

gives in that way increases his own joy.

tf
WE HAVE no right to enslave our children. We have no

right to bequeath chains and manacles to our heirs. We
have no right to leave a legacy of mental degradation.

Liberty is the birthright of all. Parents should not

deprive their children of the great gifts of nature. We
cannot all leave lands and gold to those we love

;
but we

can leave Liberty, and that is of more value than all the

wealth of India.

The dead have no right to enslave the living. To wor

ship ancestors is to curse posterity. He who bows to the

Past insults the Future
;
and allows, so to speak, the dead

to rob the unborn. The coffin is good enough in its way,
but the cradle is far better. With the bones of the fathers

they beat out the brains of the children.

<

RANDOM THOUGHTS. The road is short to anything we
fear.

<

JOY lives in the house beyond the one we reach.

*tf

IN YOUTH the time is halting, slow and lame.

In age the time is winged and eager as a flame.

The sea seems narrow as we near the farther shore.

Youth goes hand in hand with hope old age with

fear.

Youth has a wish old age a dread.

In youth the leaves and buds seem loath to grow.
Youth shakes the glass to speed the lingering sands.

Youth says to Time: O crutched and limping laggard, get

thee wings.
The dawn comes slowly, but the Westering day leaps

like a lover to the dusky bosoni of the Ethiop night
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I

THINK that all days are substantially alike in the long
run. It is nc worse to drink on Sunday than on Monday.

The idea that one day in the week is holy is wholly idiotic.

Besides, these closing laws do no good.

Laws are not locks and keys. Saloon doors care nothing
about laws. Law or no law, people will slip in, and then,

having had so much trouble getting there, they will stay until

they stagger out. These nasty, meddlesome, Pharisaic, hyp
ocritical laws make sneaks and hypocrites. The children

of these laws are like the fathers of the laws. Ever since I

can remember, people have been trying to make other

people temperate by intemperate laws. I have never known
of the slighest success. It is a pity that Christ manufac

tured wine, a pity that Paul took heart and thanked God
when he saw the sign of the Three Taverns

;
a pity that

Jehovah put alcohol in almost everything that grows ;
a

great pity that prayer-meetings are not more popular than

saloons ; a pity that our workingmen do not amuse them
selves reading religious papers and the genealogies in the

Old Testament.

Rum has caused many quarrels and many murders.

Religion has caused many wars and covered countless

fields with dead.

Of course, all men should be temperate, should avoid

excess should keep the golden path between extremes

should gather roses, not thorns. The only way to make
men temperate is to develop the brain.

When passions and appetites are stronger than the in

tellect, men are savages ;
when the intellect governs the

passions, when the passions are servants, men are civilized.

The people need education facts philosophy. Drunken

ness is one form of intemperance, prohibition is another

form. Another trouble is that these little laws and ordi

nances can not be enforced.

Both parties want votes, and to get votes they will allow
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unpopular laws to sleep, neglected, and finally refuse to en

force them. These spasms of virtue, these convulsions of

conscience are soon over, and then comes a long period of

neglectful rest.

*

THE OLD AND NEW YEAR. For countless ages the old

earth has been making, in alternating light and shade, in

gleam and gloom, the whirling circuit of the sun, leaving
the record of its flight in many forms in leaves of stone,

in growth of tree and vine and flower, in glittering gems
of many hues, in curious forms of monstrous life, in rav

ages of flood and flame, in fossil fragments stolen from

decay by chance, in molten masses hurled from lips of

fire, in gorges worn by waveless, foamless cataracts of

ice, in coast lines beaten back by the imprisoned sea, in

mountain ranges and in ocean reefs, in islands lifted from

the underworld in continents submerged and given back

to light and life.

Another year has joined his shadow}' fellows in the wide

and voiceless desert of the past, where, from the eternal

hour-glass forever fall the sands of time. Another year,

with all its joy and grief, of birth and death, of failure and

success of love and hate. And now, the first day of the

new o'er arches all. Standing between the buried and the

babe, we cry,
" Farewell and Hail !" January i, 1893.

<&
KNOWLEDGE consists in the perception of facts, their re

lations- -conditions, modes and results of action. Experi
ence is the foundation of knowledge without experience
it is impossible to know. It may be that experience can

be transmitted inherited. Suppose that an infinite being
existed in infinite space. He being the only existence,

what knowledge could he gain by experience? He could

see nothing, hear notning, feel nothing. He would have

no use for what we call the senses. Could he use what we
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call the faculties of the mind ? He could not compare, re

member, hope or fear. He could not reason. How could

he know that he existed ? How could he use force ?

There was in the universe nothing that would resist

nothing. m

MOST MEN are economical when dealing with abundance,

hoarding gold and wasting time throwing away the sun

shine of life the few remaining hours, and hugging to

their shriveled hearts that which they do not and cannot

even expect to use. Old age should enjoy the luxury of

giving. How divine to live in the atmosphere, the climate

of gratitude ! The men who clutch and fiercely hold and

look at wife and children with eyes dimmed by age and

darkened by suspicion, giving naught until the end, then

give to death the gratitude that should have been

their own. .

DEATH OF THE AGED.* After all, there is something ten

derly appropriate in the serene death of the old. Nothing
is more touching than the death of the young, the strong.

But when the duties of life have all been nobly done
;

when the sun touches the horizon
;
when the purple twilight

falls upon the past, the present, and the future ; when mem
ory, with dim eyes, can scarcely spell the blurred and faded

records of the vanished days then, surrounded by kindred

and by friends, death comes like a strain of music. The

day has been long, the road weary, and the traveler gladly

stops at the welcome inn.

Nearly forty-eight years ago, under the snow, in the

little town of Cazenovia, my poor mother was buried. I

was but two years old. I remember her as she looked in

death. That sweet, cold face has kept my heart warm

through all the changing years.
* From a letter of condolence written to a friend on the death of his mother.
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THERE is no cunning art to trace

In any feature, form or face,

Or wrinkled palm, with criss-cross lines

The good or bad in peoples' minds.

Nor can we guess men's thoughts or aims

By seeing how they write their names.

We could as well foretell their acts

By getting outlines of their tracks.

Ourselves we do not know how then

Can we find out our fellow-men ?

And yet although the reason laughs
We like to look at autographs
And almost think that we can guess
What lines and dots of ink express.*

August n, 1892. ^ R. G. INGERSOLL.

THE WORLD is GROWING POOR. Darwin the naturalist,

the observer, the philosopher, is dead. Wagner the greatest

composer the world has produced, is silent. Hugo the

poet, patriot and philanthropist, is at rest. Three mighty
rivers have ceased to flow. The smallest insect was made

interesting by Darwin's glance; the poor blind worm be

came the farmer's friend the maker of the farm, and even

weeds began to dream and hope.

<

BUT IF we live beyond life's day and reach the dusk, and

slowly travel in the shadows of the night, the way seems

long, and being weary we ask for rest, and then, as in our

youth, we chide the loitering hours. When eyes are dim
and memory fails to keep a record of events; when ears are

dull and muscles fail to obey the will; when the pulse is

low and the tired heart is weak, and the poor brain has

hardly power to think, then comes the dream, the hope of

rest, the longing for the peace of dreamless sleep.
* From the autograph collection of Miss Eva Ingersoll Farrell.
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O AINTS. The saints have poisoned life with piety. They
O have soured the mother's milk. They have insisted that

joy is crime that beauty is a bait with which the Devil

captures the souls of men that laughter leads to sin that

pleasure, in its every form, degrades, and that love itself is

but the loathsome serpent of unclean desire. They have

tried to compel men to love shadows rather than women

phantoms rather than people.

The saints have been the assassins of sunshine, the

skeletons at feasts. They have been the enemies of happi
ness. They have hated the singing birds, the blossoming

plants. They have loved the barren and the desolate the

croaking raven and the hooting owl tombstones, rather

than statues.

And yet, with a strange inconsistency, happiness was to

be enjoyed forever, in another world. There, pleasure,

with all its corrupting influences, was to be eternal. No
one pretended that heaven was to be filled with self-denial,

with fastings and scourgings, with weepings and regrets,

with solemn and emaciated angels, with sad-eyed seraphim,
with lonely parsons, with mumbling monks, with shriveled

nuns, with days of penance and with nights of prayer.

Yet all this self-denial on the part of the saints was
founded in the purest selfishness. They were to be paid
for all their sufferings in another world. They were
"
laying up treasures in heaven." They had made a bar

gain with God. He had offered eternal joy to those who
would make themselves miserable here. The saints gladly
and cheerfully accepted the terms. They expected pay for

every pang of hunger, for every groan, for every tear, for

every temptation resisted ; and this pay was to be an eternity

of joy. The selfishness of the saints was equaled only by
the stupidity of the saints.

It is not true that character is the aim of life. Happi
ness should be the aim and as a matter of fact is and al-
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ways has been the aim, not only of sinners, but of saints.

The saints seemed to think that happiness was better in

another world than here, and they expected this happiness

beyond the clouds. They looked upon the sinner as foolish

to enjoy himself for the moment here, and in consequence
thereof to suffer forever. Character is not an end, it is a

means to an end. The object of the saint is happiness here

after the means, to make himself miserable here. The

object of the philosopher is happiness here and now, and

hereafter, if there be another world.

If struggle and temptation, misery and misfortune, are

essential to the formation of what you call character, how
do you account for the perfection of your angels, or for the

goodness of your God ? Were the angels perfected through
misfortune ? If happiness is the only good in heaven, why
should it not be considered the only good here?

In order to be happy, we must be in harmony with the

conditions of happiness. It cannot be obtained by prayer,
it does not come from heaven it must be found here,

and nothing should be done, or left undone, for the sake of

any supernatural being, but for the sake of ourselves and

other natural beings.

The early Christians were preparing for the end of the

world. In their view, life was of no importance except as

it gave them time to prepare for
" The Second Coming."

They were crazed by fear. Since that time, the world not

coming to the expected end, they have been preparing for

"The Day of Judgment," and have, to the extent of their

ability, filled the world with horror. For centuries, it was,

and still is, their business to destroy the pleasures of this

life. In the midst of prosperity they have prophesied
disaster. At every feast they have spoken of famine, and

over the cradle they have talked of death. They have held

skulls before the faces of terrified babes. On the cheeks of

health they see the worms of the grave, and in their eyes
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the white breasts of love are naught but corruption and

decay.

*

THE
WASTE FORCES OF NATURE. For countless years

the great cataracts, as for instance, Niagara, have been

singing their solemn songs, filling the savage with terror,

the civilized with awe; recording its achievements in books

of stone useless and sublime
; inspiring beholders with the

majesty of purposeless force and the wastefulness of

nature.

Force great enough to turn the wheels of the world, lost,

useless.

So with the great tides that rise and fall on all the shores

of the world lost forces. And yet man is compelled to

use to exhaustion's point the little strength he has.

This will be changed.
The great cataracts and the great tides will submit to the

genius of man. They are to be for use. Niagara will not

be allowed to remain a barren roar. It must become the

servant of man. It will weave robes for men and women.

It will fashion implements for the farmer and the mechanic.

It will propel coaches for rich and poor. It will fill streets

and homes with light, and the old barren roar will be

changed to songs of success, to the voices of love and

content and joy.

Science at last has found that all forces are convertible

into each other, and that all are only different aspects of

one fact.

So the flood is still a terfor, but, in my judgment, the time

will come when the floods will be controlled by the genius
of man, when the tributaries of the great rivers and their

tributaries will be dammed in such a way as to collect the

waters of every flood and give them out gradually through
all the year, maintaining an equal current at all times in

the great rivers.
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We have at last found that force occupies a circle, that

Niagara is a child of the Sun that the sun shines, the mist

rises, clouds form, the rain falls, the rivers flow to the lakes,

and Niagara fills the heavens with its song. Man will

arrest the falling flood
;
he will change its force to electric

ity ;
that is to say, to light, and then force will have made

the circuit from light to light.

"*

ARE
MEN'S characters fully determined at the age of

thirty ?

It depends, first, on what their opportunities have been

that is to say, on their surroundings, their education, their

advantages; second, on the shape, quality and quantity of

brain they happen to possess ; third, on their mental and

moral courage ; and, fourth, on the character of the people

among whom they live.

The natural man continues to grow. The longer he

lives, the more he ought to know, and the more he knows,
the more he changes the views and opinions held by him

in his youth. Every new fact results in a change of views

more or less radical. This growth of the mind may be

hindered by the "tyrannous north wind" of public opinion;

by the bigotry of his associates ; by the fear that he can

not make a living if he becomes unpopular; and it is to

some extent affected by the ambition of the person ; that

is to say, if he wishes to hold office the tendency is to agree

with his neighbor, or at least to round off and smooth the

corners and angles of difference. If a man wishes to ascer

tain the truth, regardless of the opinions of his fellow-

citizens, the probability is that he will change from day to

day and from year to year that is, his intellectual horizon

will widen and that what he once deemed of great im

portance will be regarded as an exceedingly small segment

of a greater circle.

Growth means change. If a man grows after thirty
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years he must necessarily change. Many men probably
reach their intellectual height long before they have lived

thirty years, and spend the balance of their lives in defend

ing the mistakes of their youth. A great man continues to

grow until his death, and growth as I said before means

change. Darwin was continually finding new facts, and

kept his mind as open to a new truth as the East is to the

rising of another sun. Humboldt at the age of ninety

maintained the attitude of a pupil, and was, until the mo
ment of his death, willing to learn.

The more a man knows, the more willing he is to learn.

The less a man knows, the more positive ii: is that he

knows everything.

The smallest minds mature the earliest. The less there

is to a man the quicker he attains his growth. I have

known man}' people who reached their intellectual height

while in their mother's arms. I have known people who
were exceedingly smart babies to become excessively stupid

people. It is with men as with other things. The mul

lein needs only a year, but the oak a century, and the

greatest men are those who have continued to grow as long
as the}' have lived. Small people delight in what they call

consistency that is, it gives them immense pleasure to say

that they believe now exactly as they did ten years ago.

This simply amounts to a certificate that they have not

grown that they have not developed and that they know

just as little now as they ever did. The highest possible

conception of consistency is to be true to the knowledge of

to-day, without the slightest reference to what your opin
ion was years ago.

There is another view of this subject. Few men have

settled opinions before or at thirty. Of course, I do not

include persons of genius. At thirty the passions have, as

a rule, too much influence
;
the intellect is not the pilot.

At thirty most men have prejudices rather than opinions
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that is to say, rather than judgments and few men have

lived to be sixty without materially modifying the opin
ions they held at thirty.

As I said in the first place, much depends on the shape,

quality and quantity of brain
;
much depends on mental

and moral courage. There are many people with great

physical courage who are afraid to express their opinions ;

men who will meet death without a tremor and will yet

hesitate to express their views.

So, much depends on the character of the people among
whom we live. A man in the old times living in New
England thought several times before he expressed any

opinion contrary to the views of the majority. But if the

people have intellectual hospitality, then men express their

views and it may be that we change somewhat in

proportion to the decency of our neighbors. In the old

times it was thought that God was opposed to any change
of opinion, and that nothing so excited the anger of the

deity as the expression of a new thought. That idea is

fading away.
The real truth is that men change their opinions as long

as they grow, and only those remain of the same opinion
still who have reached the intellectual autumn of their

lives
;
who have gone to seed, and who are simply waiting

for the winter of death. Now and then there is a brain in

which there is the climate of perpetual spring men who
never grow old and when such a one is found we say,

"H2re is a genius."

Talent has the four seasons : spring, that is to say, the

sowing of the seeds
; summer, growth ; autumn, the har

vest; winter, intellectual death. But there is now and

then a genius who has no winter, and, no matter how

many years he may live, on the blossom of his thought
no snow falls. Genius has the climate of perpetual

growth.
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rT'HE MOIETY SYSTEM. The Secretary of the Treasury
1 recommends a revival of the moiety system. Against

this infamous step every honest citizen ought to protest.

In this country, taxes cannot be collected through such

instrumentalities. An informer is not indigenous to our

soil. He always has been and always will be held in

merited contempt.

Every inducement, by this system, is held out to the in

former to become a liar. The spy becomes an officer of

the Government. He soon becomes the terror of his

superior. He is a sword without a hilt and without a

scabbard. Every taxpayer becomes the lawful prey of a

detective whose property depends upon the destruction of

his prey.

These informers and spies are corrupters of public morals.

They resort to all known dishonest means for the accom

plishment of what they pretend to be an honest object.

With them perjury becomes a fine art. Their words are a

commodity bought and sold in courts of justice.

This is the first phase. In a little while juries will re

fuse to believe them, and every suit in which they are in

troduced will be lost by the Government. Of this the real

thieves will be quick to take advantage. So many honest

men will have been falsely charged by perjured informers

and moiety miscreants, that to convict the guilty will be

come impossible. If the Government wishes to collect the

taxes it must set an honorable example. It must deal

kindly and honestly with the people. It must not inaugu
rate a vampire system of espionage. It must not take it

for granted that every manufacturer and importer is a thief,

and that all spies and informers are honest men.

The revenues of this country are as honestly paid as they
are expended. There has been as much fair dealing out

side as inside of the Treasury Department.

But, however that may be, the informer system will not
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make them honest men, but will in all probability produce

exactly the opposite result. If our system of taxation is

so unpopular that the revenues cannot be collected without

bribing men to tell the truth
;

if our officers must be

offered rewards beyond their salaries to state the facts; if it

is impossible to employ men to discharge their duties hon

estly, then let us change the system. The moiety system
makes the Treasury Department a vast vampire sucking
the blood of the people upon shares. Americans detest

informers, spies, detectives, turners of State's evidence,

eavesdroppers, paid listeners, hypocrites, public smellers,

trackers, human hounds and ferrets. They despise men
who "suspect" for a living; they hate legal lyers-in-wait

and the highwaymen of the law. They abhor the betra)
7ers

of friends and those who laad and te:npt others to commit
a crime in order that they may detect it. In a monarchy,
the detective system is a necessity. The great thief has to

be sustained by smaller ones. December 4, isrr.

LANGUAGE.
Most people imagine that men have al

ways talked
; that language is as old as the race

;
and it is

supposed that some language was taught by some mytholog
ical god to the first pair. But we now know, if we know any

thing, that language is a growth ;
that every word had to

be created by man, and that back of every word is some

want, some wish, some necessity of the body or mind, and

also a genius to embody that want or that wish, to express
that thought in some sound that we call a word.

At first, the probability is that men uttered sounds of

fear, of content, of anger, or happiness. And the probabil

ity is that the first sounds or cries expressed such feelings,

and these sounds were nouns, adjectives, and verbs.

After a time, man began to give his ideas to others by
rude pictures, drawings of animals and trees and the various

other things with which he could give rude thoughts. At
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first he would make a picture of the whole animal.

Afterward some part of the animal would stand for the

whole, and in some of the old picture-writings the curve of

the nostril of a horse stands for the animal. This was the

shorthand of picture-writing. But it was a long journey
to where marks would stand, not for pictures, but for

sounds. And then think of the distance still to the

alphabet. Then to writing, so that marks took entirely the

place of pictures. Then the invention of movable type, and

then the press, making it possible to save the wealth of

the brain; making it possible for a man to leave not simply
his property to his fellow-man, not houses and lands and

dollars, but his ideas, his thoughts, his theories, his dreams,

the poetry and pathos of his soul. Now each generation is

heir to all the past.

If we had free thought, then we could collect the wealth

of the intellectual world. In the physical world, springs

make the creeks and brooks, and they the rivers, and the

rivers empty into the great sea. So each brain should add

to the sum of human knowledge. If we deny freedom of

thought, the springs cease to gurgle, the rivers to run, and

the great ocean of knowledge becomes a desert of barren,

ignorant sand.

*

THIS
IS AN AGB OF MONEY-GETTING, of materialism, of

cold, unfeeling science. The question arises, Is the

world growing less generous, less heroic, less chivalric?

Let us answer this. The experience of the individual is

much like the experience of a generation, or of a race. An
old man imagines that everything was better when he was

young; that the weather could then be depended on
; that

sudden changes are recent inventions. So he will tell you
that people used to be honest; that the grocers gave full

weight and the merchants full measure, and that the bank

cashier did not spend the evening of his days in Canada.
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He will also tell you that the women were handsome and
virtuous. There were tio scandals then, no divorces, and
that in religion all were orthodox no Infidels. Before he

gets through, he will probably tell you that the art of cook

ing has been lost that nobody can make biscuit now, and
that he never expects to eat another slice of good
bread.

He mistakes the twilight of his own life for the coming
of the night of universal decay and death. He imagines
that that has happened to the world, which has only hap
pened to him. It does not occur to him that millions at

the moment he is talking are undergoing the experience of

his youth, and that when they become old they will praise

the very days that he denounces.

The Garden of Eden has always been behind us. The
Golden Age, after all, is the memory of youth it is the

result of remembered pleasure in the midst of present

pain.

To old age youth is divine, and the morning of life

cloudless.

So now thousands and millions of people suppose that

the age of true chivalry has gone by and that honesty has

about concluded to leave the world. As a matter of fact,

the age known as the age of chivalry was the age of tyranny,

of arrogance and cowardice. Men clad in complete armor

cut down the peasants that were covered with leather, and

these soldiers of the chivalric age armored themselves to

that degree that if they fell in battle they could not rise,

held to the earth by the weight of iron that their bravery
had got itself entrenched within. Compare the difference

in courage between going to war in coats of mail against

sword and spear, and charging a battery of Krupp guns !

The ideas of justice have grown larger and nobler.

Charity now does, without a thought, what the average man
a few centuries ago was incapable of imagining. In the
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old times slavery was upheld, and imprisonment for debt.

Hundreds of crimes or rather misdemeanors were punish
able by death. Prisons were loathsome beyond description.

Thousands and thousands died in chains. The insane were

treated like wild beasts
;
no respect was paid to sex or age.

Women were burned and beheaded and torn asunder as

though they had been hyenas, and children were butchered

with the greatest possible cheerfulness.

So it seems to me that the world is more chivalric, more

generous, nearer just and fair, more charitable, than ever

before. ^
THE COLORED MAN is DOING WELL. He is hungry for

knowledge. Their children are going to school. Colored

boys are taking prizes in the colleges. A colored man was

the orator of Harvard. They are industrious, and in the

South many are becoming rich. As the people, black and

white, become educated they become better friends. The
old prejudice is the child of ignorance. The colored man
will succeed if the South succeeds. The South is richer

to-day than ever before, more prosperous, and both races

are really improving. The greatest danger in the South,
and for that matter all over the country, is the mob. It is

the duty of every good citizen to denounce the mob. Down
with the mob. _

tJ5

FREEDOM of religion is the destruction of religion. In

Rome, after people were allowed to worship their own gods,

all gods fell into disrepute. It will be so in America.

Here is freedom of religion, and all devotees find that the

gods of other devotees are just as good as theirs. They find

that the prayers of others are answered precisely as their

prayers are answered.

The Protestant God is no better than the Catholic, and

the Catholic is no better than the Mormon, and the Mor-
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mon is no better than Nature for answering prayers. In

other words, all prayers die in the air which they uselessly

agitate. There is undoubtedly a tendency among the

Protestant denominations to unite. This tendency is born

of weakness, not of strength. In a few years, if all should

unite, they would hardly have power enough to obstruct,

for any considerable time, the march of the intellectual

host destined to conquer the world. But let us all be good
natured ;

let us give to others all the rights that we claim

for ourselves. The future, I believe, has both hands full

of blessings for the human race.

<

THE
DEISTS AND NATURE. We who deny the supernat

ural origin of the Bible, must admit not only that it

exists, but that it was naturally produced. If it is not

supernatural, it is natural. It will hardly do for the wor

shipers of Nature to hold the Bible in contempt, simply
because it is not a supernatural book.

The Deists of the last century made a mistake. They
proceeded to show that the Bible is immoral, untrue, cruel

and absurd, and therefore came to the conclusion that it

could not have been written by a being of infinite wisdom
and goodness, the being whom they believed to be the

author of Nature. Could not infinite wisdom and good
ness just as easily command crime as to permit it ? Is it

really any worse to order the strong to slay the weak, than

to stand by and refuse to protect the weak ?

After all, is Nature, taken together, any better than the

Bible ? If God did not command the Jews to murder the

Canaanites, Nature, to say the least, did net prevent it. If

God did not uphold the practice of polygamy, Nature did.

The moment we deny the supernatural origin of the Bible,

we declare that Nature wrote its every word, commanded
all its cruelties, told all its falsehoods. The Bible is, like

Nature, a mixture of what we call "good" and "
bad," of

what appears, and of what in reality is.
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The Bible must have been a perfectly natural production
not only, but a necessary one. There was, and is, no power
in the universe that could have changed one word. All

the mistakes in translation were necessarily made, and not

one, by any possibility, could have been avoided. That

book, like all other facts in Nature, could not have been

otherwise than it is. The fact being that Nature has pro
duced all superstitions, all persecution, all slavery, and

every crime, ought to be sufficient to deter the average man
from imagining that this power, whatever it may be, is

worthy of worship.
There is good in Nature. It is the nature in us that

perceives the evil, that pursues the right. In man, Nature

not only contemplates herself, but approves or condemns

her actions. Of course,
"
good

" and " bad " are relative

terms, and things are "good
"
or "bad" as they affect man

well or ill.

Infidels, skeptics, that is to say, Freethinkers, have

opposed the Bible on account of the bad things in it, and

Christians have upheld it, not on account of the bad, but

on account of the good. Throw away the doctrine of in

spiration, and the Bible will be more powerful for good and

far less for evil. Only a few years ago, Christians looked

upon the Bible as the bulwark of human slavery. It was

the word of God, and for that reason was superior to the

reason of uninspired man. Had it been considered simply
as the work of man, it would not have been quoted to es

tablish that which the man of this age condemns. Throw

away the idea of inspiration, and all passages in conflict

with liberty, with science, with the experience of the in

telligent part of the human race, instantly become harm
less. They are no longer guides for man. They are

simply the opinions of dead barbai ians. The good passages
not only remain, but their influence is increased, because

they are relieved of a burden.
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No one cares whether the truth is inspired or not. The
truth is independent of man, not only, but of God. And
by truth I do not mean the absolute, I mean this : Truth is

the relation between things and thoughts, and between

thoughts and thoughts. The perception of this relation

bears the same relation to the logical faculty in man, that

music does to some portion of the brain that is to say, it

is a mental melody. This sublime strain has been heard by
a few, and I am enthusiastic enough to believe that it will

be the music of the future.

For the good and for the true in tha Old and New Testa

ments I have the same regard that I have for the good and

true, no matter where they may be found. We who know
how false the history of to-day is; we who know the almost

numberless mistakes that men make who are endeavoring
to tell the truth

;
we who know how hard it is, with all the

facilities we now have with me daily press, the telegraph,

the fact that nearly ah can read and write to get a truth

ful report of the simplest occurrence, must see that nothing
short of inspiration (admitting for the moment the possi

bility of such a thing,) could have prevented the Scriptures

from being filled with error.

<

AT
LAST, the schoolhouse is larger than the church. The
common people have, through education, become un

common. They now know how little is really known by

kings, presidents, legislators, and professors. At last, they
are capable of not only understanding a few questions, but

they have acquired the art of discussing those that no one

understands. With the facility of the cultured, they can

now hide behind phrases and make barricades of statistics.

They understand the sophistries of the upper classes
; and

while the cultured have been turning their attention to the

classics, to the dead languages, and the dead ideas that they

contain, while they have been giving their attention to
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ceramics, artistic decorations, and compulsory prayers, the

common people have been compelled to learn the practical

things. They are acquainted with facts, because they have

done the work of the world.

. Sometimes it has seemed to me that cruelty
V > is the climate of crime, and that generosity is the Spring,
Summer and Autumn of virtue. Every form of wickedness,
of meanness, springs from selfishness, that is to say, from

cruelty. Every good man hates and despises the wretch

who abuses wife and child who rules by curses and blows

and makes his home a kind of hell. So, no generous man
wishes to associate with one who overworks his horse and

feeds the lean and fainting beast with blows.

The barbarian delights in inflicting pain. He loves to

see his victim bleed, but the civilized man staunches

blood, binds up wounds and decreases pain. He pities the

suffering animal as well as the suffering man.

He would no more inflict wanton wounds upon a dog
than on a man. The heart of the civilized man speaks for

the dumb and helpless.

A good man would no more think of flaying a living

animal than of murdering his mother. The man who cuts

a hoof from the leg of a horse is capable of committing any
crime that does not require courage. Such an experiment
can be of no use. Under no circumstances are hoofs taken

from horses for the good of the horses any more than their

heads would be cut off.

Think of the pain inflicted by separating the hoof of a

living horse from the flesh ! If the poor beast could speak

what would he say ? The same knowledge could be ob

tained by cutting away the hoof of a dead horse. Knowl

edge of everj' bone, ligament, artery and vein, of every

cartilage and joint can be obtained by the dissection of the

dead.
"
But," says the biologist, "we must dissect the

living,"
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Well, millions of living animals have been cut in pieces ;

millions of experiments have been tried ;
all the nerves

have been touched
; every possible agony has been inflicted

that ingenuity could invent and cruelty accomplish. Many
volumes have been published filled with accounts of these

experiments, giving all the details and the results. People
who are curious about such things can read these reports.

There is no need of repeating these savage experiments.
It is now known how long a dog can live with all the pores
of his skin closed, how long he can survive the loss of his

skin, or one lobe of his brain, or both of his kidneys, or

part of his intestines, or without his liver, and there is no

necessity of mutilating and mangling thousands of other

dogs to substantiate what is already known.

Of what possible use is it to know just how long an

animal can live without water at what time he becomes

insane from thirst, or blind or deaf ?

<

THE
WORLD'S FAIR will do great good. A great many

thousand people of the Old World will for the first time

understand the new ; will for the first time appreciate
what a free people can do. For the first time they will

know the value of free institutions, of individual independ

ence, of a country where people express their thoughts,
are not afraid of each other, not afraid to try a people so

accustomed to success that disaster is not taken into cal

culation. Of course, we have great advantages. We have

a new half of the world. We have soil better than is

found in other countries, and the soil is new and generous
and anxious to be cultivated. So we have everything in

hill and mountain that man can need silver, and gold,

and iron beyond computation and, in addition to all that,

our people are the most inventive. We sustain about the

same relation to invention that Italy in her palmy days
did to art, or that Spain did to superstition.
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And right here it may be well enough to say that I think

it was exceedingly unfortunate that this country was dis

covered under the auspices of Spain. Ferdinand and

Isabella were a couple of wretches. The same year that

Columbus discovered America, these sovereigns expelled

the Jews from Spain, and the expulsion was accompanied

by every outrage, by every atrocity to which man that is

to say, savage man that is to say, the superstitious

savage is capable of inflicting.

The Spaniards came to America and destroyed two civil

izations far better than their own. They were natural

robbers, buccaneers, and thought nothing of murdering
thousands for gold. I am perfectly willing to celebrate

the fact of discovery, but for the sovereigns of Spain I am
not willing to celebrate, except, perhaps their deaths.

There is at least some joy to be extracted from that.

In spite of the untoward circumstances under which

the continent was discovered and settled, there is one

thing that counteracted to a certain degree the influ

ence of the Old World in the New. Possibly we owe our

liberty to the Indians. If there had been no hostile

savages on this continent, the kings and princes of the

Old World would have taken possession and would have

divided it out among their favorites. They tried to do

that, but their favorites could not take possession. They
had to fight for the soil and in the conflict of centuries they
found that a good fighter was a good citizen, and the ideas

of caste were slowly lost.

Then another thing was of benefit to us. The settlers

felt that they had earned the soil ; that they had fought for

it, gained it by their sufferings, their courage, their self-

denial, and their labor; and the idea crept into their

heads that the kings in Europe, who had done nothing, had
no right to dictate to them.

Thus at first the spirit of caste was destroyed by respect-
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ability resting on usefulness. The spirit of subserviency
to the Old World also died, and the people who had
rescued the land made up their minds not only to own it,

but to control it. They were also firmly convinced that

the profits belonged to them. In this way manhood was

recognized in the New World. In this way grew up the

feeling of nationality here.

What I wish to see celebrated in this great exposition
are the triumphs that have been achieved in this New
World. These I wish to see above all. At the same time

I want the best that labor and thought have produced in

all countries. It seems to me that in ths presence of the

wonderful machines, of those marvelous mechanical con

trivances by which we take advantage of the forces of

nature, by which we make servants of the elemental

powers in the presence, I say, of these, it seems to me
respect for labor must be born. We shall begin to appre
ciate the men of use instead of those who have posed as

decorations. All the beautiful things, all the useful things,

come from labor, and it is labor that has made the world a

fit habitation for the human race.

Take from the World's Fair what labor has produced
the work of the great artists and nothing will be left.

What have the great conquerors to show in this great ex

hibition ? What shall we get from the Caesars and the

Napoleons? What shall we get from popes and cardinals?

What shall we get from the nobility ? From princes and
lords and dukes ? What excuse have they for having ex

istence and for having lived on the bread earned by honest

men ? They stand in the show-windows of history, lay

figures, on which fine goods are shown, but inside the rai

ment there is nothing, and never was. This exposition
will be the apotheosis of labor. No man can attend it with

out losing, if he has any sense at all, the spirit of caste
; or,

if he still maintains it, he will put the useful in the high-
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est class, and the useless, whether carrying sceptres or

dishes for alms, in the lowest. October, 1892.

**
THE SAVAGE made of the river, the tree, the mountain,

a fetich. He put within, or behind these things, a spirit

according to Mr. Spencer, the spirit of a dead ancestor.

This is considered by the modern Christian, and in fact by
the modern philosopher, as the lowest possible phase of the

religious idea. To put behind the river or the tree, or

within them, a spirit, a something, is considered the relig

ion of savagery; but to put behind the universe, or within

it, the same kind of fetich, is considered the height of

philosophy.
For my part, I see no possible distinction in these systems,

except that the view of the savage is altogether the more

poetic. The fetich of the savage is the noumenon of the

Greek, the God of the theologian, the First Cause of the

metaphysician, the Unknowable of Spencer.

*
THE UNTHINKABLE. It is admitted by all who have

thought upon the question that a First Cause is unthink

able that a creative power is beyond the reach of human

thought. It therefore follows that the miraculous is un

thinkable. There is no possible way in which the human
mind can even think of a miracle. It is infinitely beyond
our power of conception. We can conceive of the state

ment, but not of the thing. It is impossible for the

intellect to conceive of a clay pot producing oil. It is

impossible to conceive even, of human life being perpetu
ated in the midst of fire. This is just as unthinkable as

that twice two are twenty-seven. A man can say that

three times three are two, but it is impossible to think of

any such thing that is, to think of such a statement as

true. A man may say that he heard a stone sing a song
and heard it afterward repeat a part of Milton's "Paradise
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Lost." Now, I can conceive of a man telling such a false

hood, but I cannot conceive of the thing having hap-

pened. ^
CAN HUMAN TESTIMONY OVERCOME THE APPARENTLY

IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT EXPLANATION? It can only be

believed by a philosophic mind when explained that is to

say, by being destroyed as a miracle, and persisting simply
as a fact.

Now, I say that a miracle is unthinkable because a

power above Nature, a power that created Nature, is un

thinkable. And if a power above Nature be unthinkable,

the miracles claiming to be supernatural are unthinkable.

In other words, all consequences flowing from a belief in an

infinite Creator are necessarily unthinkable.

*
EDOUARD REMENYI. This week the great violinist,

Edouard Remenyi, as my guest, visited the Bass Rocks

House, Cape Ann, Mass., and for three days delighted and

entranced the fortunate idlers of the beach. He played

nearly all the time, night and day, seemingly carried away
with his own music. Among the many selections given,

were the andante from the Tenth Sonata in E flat, also from

the Twelfth Sonata in G minor, by Mozart. Nothing could

exceed the wonderful playing of the selections from the

Twelfth Sonata. A hush as of death fell upon the audience,

and when he ceased, tears fell upon applauding hands.

Then followed the Elegie from Ernst; then "The Ideal

Dance "
composed by himself a fairy piece, full of wings

and glancing feet, moonlight and melody, where fountains

fall in showers of pearl, and waves of music die on sands

of gold then came the
"
Barcarole "

by Schubert, and he

played this with infinite spirit, in a kind of inspired frenzy,

as though music itself were mad with joy ; then the grand
Sonata in G, in three movements, by Beethoven. August, isso.
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REMENYI'S PLAYING. In my mind the old tones are still

rising and falling still throbbing, pleading, beseeching,

imploring, wailing like the lost rising winged and triumph
ant, superb and victorious then caressing, whispering every

thought of love intoxicated, delirious \\ith joy panting
with passion fading to silence as softly and imperceptibly
as consciousness is lost in sleep.

<

THE KINDERGARTEN is perfectly adapted to the natural

needs and desires of children. Most children dislike the

old system and go
"
unwillingly to school." They feel im

prisoned and wait impatiently for their liberty. They learn

without understanding and take no interest in their lessons.

In the Kindergarten there is perfect liberty, and study is

transformed into play. To learn is a pleasure. There are

no wearisome tasks no mental drudgery nothing but en

joyment, the enjoyment of natural development in natural

ways. Children do not have to be driven to the Kinder

garten. To be kept away is a punishment.
The experience in many towns and cities justifies our be

lief that the Kindergarten is the only valuable school for

little children. They are brought in contact with actual

things with forms and colors things that can be seen

and touched, and they are taught to use their hands and

senses to understand qualities and relations, and all is

done under the gui.se of play. We agree with Froebel who
said:

" Let us live for our children."

THE METHODIST CHURCH STATISTICS. First. In 1800,

a resolution in favor of gradual emancipation was de

feated.

S cond. In 1804, resolutions passed requiring ministers

to exhort slaves to be obedient to their masters.

Third. In 1808, everything about laymen owning slaves

stricken out.
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Fourth. In 1820, a resolution that ministers should not

hold slaves was defeated.

Fifth. In 1836, a resolution passed that the Methodist

Church opposed abolition of slavery one hundred and

twenty to fourteen.

Sixth. In 1845-1846, the Methodist Church divided-

Bishop Andrews owned slaves.

Seventh. As late as 1860 there were over ten thousand

Methodists who were slaveholders in the M. E. Church,
North. ^g

117 East 2istStr., N. Y.*

Feby. 18, 1899.
MY DEAR DR. RANNEY :

I go to Boston to-morrow. So, you see it is impossible
for me to be with you on the 22d inst. I would like to

make a few remarks on " orthodox billiards." The fact is

that the whole world is a table, we are the balls and Fate

plays the game. We are knocked and whacked against

each other, followed and drawn whirled and twisted,

pocketed and spotted, and all the time we think that we are

doing the playing. But no matter, we feel that we are in

the game, and a real good illusion is, after all, it may be,

the only reality that we know. At the same time, I feel

that Fate is a careless player that he is always a little

nervous and generally forgets to chalk his cue. I know
that he has made lots of mistakes with me lots of misses.

With many thanks, I remain, yours always.

, R. G. INGERSOLL.

THOUGHTS ON CHRISTMAS, 1891. It is beautiful to give
one day to the ideal to have one day apart ; one day for

generous deeds, for good will, for gladness; one day to

forget the shadows, the rains, the storms of life
; to re-

Response to an invitation to a dinner and a billiard tournament at the Man
hattan Athletic Club, New York City.
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member the sunshine, the happiness of youth and health ;

one day to forget the briers and thorns of the winding

path, to remember the fruits and flowers ; one day in

which to feed the hungry, to salute the poor and lowly ;

one day to feel the brotherhood of man
;
one day to re

member the heroic and loving deeds of the dead
; one

day to get acquainted with children, to remember the old,

the unfortunate and the imprisoned ;
one day in which to

forget yourself and think lovingly of others
;
one day for

the family, for the fireside, for wife and children, for the

love and laughter, the joy and rapture, of home; one day
in which bonds and stocks and deeds and notes and interest

and mortgages and all kinds of business and trade are for

gotten, and all stores and shops and factories and offices

and banks and ledgers and accounts and lawsuits are cast

aside, put away and locked up, and the weary heart and

brain are given a voyage to fairyland.

Let us hope that such a day is a prophecy of what all

days will be.
ta

THE ORTHODOX PREACHERS are several centuries in the

rear. They all love the absurd, and glory in believing the

impossible. They are also as conservative as though they
were dead good people the leaders of those who are

going backward. ^
THE MAN who builds a home erects a temple. The

flame upon the hearth is the sacred fire.

He who loves wife and children is the true worshiper.
Forms and ceremonies, kneelings and fastings are born

of selfish fear.

A good deed is the best prayer.

A loving life is the best religion.

No one knows whether the Unknown is worthy of wor

ship or not.
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WE TWO, the doubting brain and hoping heart, with

somber thought and radiant wish, in dusk and dawn, in

light and shade 'neath star and sun, together journeying
toward the night. And then the end, sighs the doubting
brain but there is no end, says the hoping heart. O Brain !

if you knew, you would not doubt. O Heart ! if you
knew, you would not hope.

*
RIGHTS AND DUTIES spring from the same source. He

who has no rights has no duties. Without liberty there

can be no responsibility and no conscience. Man calls

himself to an account for the use of his power, and passes

judgment upon himself. The standard of such judgment
we call conscience. In the proportion that man uses his

liberty, his power, for the good of all, he advances, becomes

civilized. Civilization does not consist merely in invention,

discovery, material advancement, but in doing justice. By
civilization is meant all discoveries, facts, theories, agencies,

that add to the happiness of man.

^
AT BAY. Sometimes in the darkness of night I feel as

though surrounded by the great armies of effacement that

the horizon is growing smaller every moment that the

final surrender is only postponed that everything is tak

ing something from me that Nature robs me with her

countless hands that my heart grows weaker with every
beat that even kisses wear me away, and that every

thought takes toll of my brief life.

<

THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY.* One year of perfect health

of countless smiles of wonder and surprise of growing

thought and love was duly celebrated on this day, and all

paid tribute to the infant queen. There were whirling

things that scattered music as they turned and boxes
* Written on the first anniversary of his grandchild, Eva Ingersoll-Brown, August 27,

1893.
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filled with tunes and curious animals of whittled wood
and ivory rings with tinkling bells and little dishes for a

fairy -feast horses that rocked, and bleating sheep and

monstrous elephants of painted tin. A baby-tender, for a

tender babe, garments of silk and cushions wrought with

flowers, and pictures of her mother when a babe and silver

dishes for another year and coach and four and train of

cars and bric-a-brac for a baby's house and last of all, a

pearl, to mark her first round year of life and love.

<

SHELLEY. The light of morn beyond the purple hills

a palm that lifts its coronet of leaves above the desert's

sands an isle of green in some far sea a spring that

waits for lips of thirst a strain of music heard within

some palace wrought of dreams a cloud of gold above a

setting sun a fragrance wafted from some unseen shore.

%

FATE. Never hurried, never delayed, passionless, piti

less, patient, keeping the tryst neither early nor late

there, on the very stroke and center of the instant fixed.

*

QUIET, and introspective calm come with the afternoon.

Toward evening the mind grows satisfied and still. The
flare and flicker of youth are gone, and the soul is like the

flame of a lamp where the air is at rest. Age discards the

superfluous, the immaterial, the straw and chaff, and hoards

the golden grain. The highway is known, and the paths
no longer mislead. Clouds are not mistaken for mountains.

g
THE OLD MAN has been long at the fair. He is ac

quainted with the jugglers at the booths. His curiosity

has been satisfied. He no longer cares for the exceptional,

the monstrous, the marvelous and deformed. He looks

through and beyond the gilding, the glitter and gloss, not

only of things, but of conduct, of manners, theories, relig-
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ions and philosophies. He sees clearer. The light no

longer shines in his eyes.

itf
THE TIME will come when even selfishness will be chari

table for its own sake, because at that time the man will

have grown and developed to that degree that selfishness

demands generosity and kindness and justice. The self

becomes so noble that selfishness is a virtue. The lowest

form of selfishness is when one is willing to be happy, or

wishes to be happy, at the expense or the misery of another.

The highest form of selfishness is when a man becomes so

noble that he finds his happiness in making others so.

This is the nobility of selfishness.

CUBA fell upon her knees stretched her thin hands to

ward the great Republic. We saw her tear-filled eyes her

withered breasts her dead babes her dying her buried

and unburied dead. We heard her voice, and pity, roused

to action by her grief, became as stern as justice, and the

great Republic cried to Spain :

" Sheathe the dagger of

assassination
;
take your bloody hand from the throat of

the helpless ;
and take your flag from the heaven of the

Western World."

<

PERHAPS I have reached the years of discretion. But it

may be that discretion is the enemy of happiness. If the

buds had discretion there might be no fruit. So it may be

that the follies committed in the spring give autumn the

harvest. August 11, 1892.

DICKENS wrote for homes Thackeray for clubs. Byron
did not care for the fireside for the prattle of babes for

the smiles and tears of humble life. He was touched by

grandeur rather than goodness, loved storm and crag and

the wild sea. But Burns lived in the valley, touched by
the joys and griefs of lowly lives-
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IMAGINE amethysts, rubies, diamonds, emeralds and

opals mingled as liquids then imagine these marvelous

glories of light and color changed to a tone, and you have

the wondrous, the incomparable voice of Scalchi.

**
THE ORGAN. The beginnings the timidities the half

thoughts blushes suggestions a phrase of grace and

feeling a sustained note the wing on the wind con

fidence the flight rising with many harmonies that unite

in the voluptuous swell in the passionate tremor rising

still higher flooding the great dome with the soul of en

raptured sound.

NEW MEXICO is a most wonderful country. It is a

ragged miser with billions of buried treasure. It looks as

if Nature had guarded her silver and gold with enough
desolation to deter all but the brave.

WHY should the Indian summer of a life be lost the

long, serene, and tender days when earth and sky are friends ?

The falling leaves disclose the ripened fruit and so the

flight of youth with dreams and fancies should show the

wealth of bending bough.

*W
GIVE milk to babes, and wine to youth. But for old age,

when ghosts of more than two-score years are wandering on

the traveled road, the fragrant tea, that loosens gossip's

tongue, is best. December 25, 1832.

[From a letter thanking a, friend for a Christinas present of a chest of tea.]

<

ON Memorial Day our hearts blossom in gratitude as we

lovingly remember the brave men upon whose brows Death,

with fleshless hands, placed the laurel wreath of fame.

*
THE soul is an architect it builds a habitation for itself

and as the soul is, is the habitation. Some live in dens
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and caves, and some in lowly homes made rich with love,

and overrun with vine and flower.

SCIENCE at last holds with honest hand the scales where

in are weighed the facts and fictions of the world. She
neither kneels nor prays, she stands erect and thinks. Her

tongue is not a traitor to her brain. Her thought and

speech agree.

<

THE NEGRO who can pass me in the race of life will re

ceive my admiration, and he can count on my friendship.

No man ever lived who proved his superiority by trampling
on the weak.

<

RELIGION is like a palm tree it grows at the top. The
dead leaves are all orthodox, while the new ones and the

buds are all heretics.

MEMORY is the miser of the mind; forgetfulness the

spendthrift.

ft*

HOPE is the only bee that makes honey without flowers.

*t*

THE FIRES of the next world sustain the same relation to

churches that those in this world sustain to insurance

companies.

<

Now and then there arises a man who on peril's edge
draws from the scabbard of despair the sword of victory.

%

THE FALLING leaf that tells of autumn's death is, in a

subtler sense, a prophecy of spring.
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VICE lives either before Love is born, or after Love

is dead.

INTELLECTUAL freedom is only the right to be hcnest.

<

I BELIEVE that finally man will go through the phase of

religion before birth.

4
WHEN shrill chanticleer pierces the dull ear of morn.

<A
ORTHODOXY is the refuge of mediocrity.

THE ocean is the womb of all that will be, the tomb of

all that has been.

**

JEALOUSY never knows the value of a fact.

<

ENVY cannot reason, malice cannot prophesy.

itf

LOVE has a kind of second sight.

I HAVE never given to any one a sketch of my life. Ac

cording to my idea a life should not be written until it has

been lived. July i, isss.
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EFFECT OF THE WORLD'S FAIR ON THE

HUMAN RACE.

THE
Great Fair should be for the intellectual, mechanical,

artistic, political and social advancement of the world.

Nations, like small communities, are in danger of becoming

provincial, and must become so, unless they exchange

commodities, theories, thoughts, and ideals. Isolation is

the soil of ignorance, and ignorance is the soil of egotism ;

and nations, like individuals who live apart, mistake pro

vincialism for perfection, and hatred of all other nations for

patriotism. With most people, strangers are not only ene

mies, but inferiors. They imagine that they are progressive

because they know little of others, and compare their

present, not with the present of other nations, but with their

own past.

Few people have imagination enough to sympathize with

those of a different complexion, with those professing an

other religion or speaking another language, or even wear

ing garments unlike their own. Most people regard every
difference between themselves and others as an evidence of

the inferiority of the others. They have not intelligence

enough to put themselves in the place of another if that

other happens to be outwardly unlike themselves.

Countless agencies have been at work for manv vears

destroying the hedges of thorn that have so long: divided

nations, and we at last are beginning to see that other peo

ple do not differ from us, except in the same particulars

that we differ from them. At last, nations are becoming
(861)
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acquainted with each other, and they now know that people

everywhere are substantially the same. We now know
that while nations differ outwardly in form and feature,

somewhat in theory, philosophy and creed, still, inwardly
that is to say, so far as hopes and passions are concerned

they are much the same, having the same fears, experi

encing the same joys and sorrows. So we are beginning to

find that the virtues belong exclusively to no race, to no

creed, and to no religion ;
that the humanities dwell in the

hearts of men, whomever and whatever they may happen
to worship. We have at last found that every creed is of

necessity a provincialism, destined to be lost in the uni

versal.

At last, Science extends an invitation to all nations, and

places at their disposal its ships and its cars; and when
these people meet or rather, the representatives of these

people they will find that, in spite of the accidents of

birth, they are, after all, about the same; that their sym
pathies, their ideas of right and wrong, of virtue and vice,

of heroism and honor, are substantially alike. They will

find that in every land honesty is honored, truth respected
and admired, and that generosity and charity touch all

hearts.

So it is of the greatest importance that the inventions of

the world should be brought beneath one roof. These in

ventions, in my judgment, are destined to be the liberators

of mankind. They enslave forces and compel the energies

of nature to work for man. These forces have no backs to

feel the lash, no tears to shed, no hearts to break.

The history of the world demonstrates that man becomes

what we call civilized by increasing his wants. As his

necessities increase, he becomes industrious and energetic.

If his heart does not keep pace with his brain, he is cruel,

and the physically or mentally strong enslave the physi

cally or mentally weak. At present these inventions, while
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they have greatly increased the countless articles needed by

man, have to a certain extent enslaved mankind. In a sav

age state there are few failures. Almost any one succeeds

in hunting and fishing. The wants are few, and easily sup

plied. As man becomes civilized, wants increase
;
or rather

as wants increase, man becomes civilized. Then the struggle

for existence becomes complex ;
failures increase.

The first result of the invention of machinery has been

to increase the wealth of the few. The hope of the world

is that through invention man can finally take such ad

vantage of these forces of nature, of the weight of water, of

the force of wind, of steam, of electricity, that they will do

the work of the world
;
and it is the hope of the really

civilized that these inventions will finally cease to be the

property of the few, to the end that they may do the work

of all for all.

When those who do the work own the machines, when
those who toil control the invention, then, and not till then,

can the world be civilized or free. When these forces shall

do the bidding of the individual, when they become the

property of the mechanic instead of the monopoly, when

they belong to labor instead of what is called capital, when
these great powers are as free to the individual laborer as

the air and light are now free to all, then, and not until

then, the individual will be restored and all forms of slav

ery will disappear.

Another great benefit will come from the Fair. Other
nations in some directions are more artistic than we, but no
other nation has made the common as beautiful as we have.

We have given beauty of form to machines, to common
utensils, to the things of every day, and have thus laid the

foundation for producing the artistic in its highest possible
forms. It will be of great benefit to us to look upon the

paintings and marbles of the Old World. To see them is

an education.
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The great Republic has lived a greater poem than the

brain and heart of man have as yet produced, and we have

supplied material for artists and poets yet unborn ; material

for form and color and song. The Republic is to-day Art's

greatest market.

Nothing else is so well calculated to make friends of all

nations as really to become acquainted with the best that

each has produced.
The nation that has produced a great poet, a great artist,

a great statesman, a great thinker, takes its place on an

equality with other nations of the world, and transfers to all

of its citizens some of the genius of its most illustrious

men.

This great Fair will be an object lesson to other nations.

They will see the result of a government, republican in

form, where the people are the source of authority, where

governors and presidents are servants not rulers. We
want all nations to see the great Republic as it is, to study
and understand its growth, development and destiny. We
want them to know that here, under our flag, are sixty-five

millions of people and that they are the best fed, the best

clothed and the best housed in the world. We want them

to know that we are solving the great social problems, and

that we are going to demonstrate the right and power of man
to govern himself. We want the subjects of other nations

to see aland filled with citizens not subjects; aland in

which the pew is above the pulpit ;
where the people are

superior to the state ;
where legislators are representatives

and where authority means simply the duty to enforce the

people's will.

Let us hope above all things that this Fair will bind the

nations together closer and stronger ; and let us hope that

this will result in the settlement of all national difficulties

by arbitration instead of war. In a savage state, individu

als settle their own difficulties by an appeal to force. After
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a time these individuals agree that their difficulties shall be

settled by others. This is the first great step toward civil

ization. The result is the establishment of courts. Nations

at present sustain to each other the same relation that sav

age does to savage. Each nation is left to decide for it

self, and it generally decides according to its strength not

the strength of its side of the case, but the strength of its

army. The consequence is that what is called "the Law of

Nations" is a savage code. The world will never be civil

ized until there is an international court. Savages begin
to be civilized when they submit their difficulties to their

peers. Nations will become civilized when they submit

their difficulties to a great court, the judgments of which

can be carried out, all nations pledging the co-operation of

their armies and their navies for that purpose.
If the holding of the great Fair shall result in hastening

the coming of that time it will be a blessing to the whole

world.

And here let me prophesy : The Fair will be worthy of

Chicago, the most wonderful city of the world of Illinois,

the best State in the Union of the United States, the best

country on the earth. It will eclipse all predecessors in

every department. It will represent the progressive spirit of

the nineteenth century. Beneath its ample roofs will be

gathered the treasures of Art, and the accomplishments of

Science. At the feet of the Republic will be laid the

triumphs of our race, the best of every land. The illustrated

World's Fair, Chicago, November, 1891.
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SABBATH SUPERSTITION.

THE
idea that one day in the week is better than the

others and should be set apart for religious purposes;
that it should be considered holy; that no useful work
should be done on that day ; that it should be given over

to pious idleness and sad ceremonies connected with the

worship of a supposed Being, seems to have been origin

ated by the Jews.

According to the Old Testament, the Sabbath was mar-

velously sacred for two reasons; the first being, that Jehovah
created the universe in six days and rested on the seventh :

and the second, because the Jews had been delivered from

the Egyptians.
The first of these reasons we now know to be false

;
and

the second has nothing, so far as we are concerned, to do

with the question.

There is no reason for our keeping the seventh day be

cause the Hebrews were delivered from the Egyptians.
The Sabbath was a Jewish institution, and, according to

the Bible, only the Jews were commanded to keep that day.

Jehovah said nothing to the Egyptians on that subject;

nothing to the Philistines, nothing to the Gentiles.

The Jews kept that day with infinite strictness, and with

them this space of time known as the Sabbath became so

holy that he who violated it by working was put to death.

Sabbath-breaking and murder were equal crimes. On the

Sabbath the pious Jew would not build a fire in his house.

He ate cold victuals and thanked God. The gates of the
(369)
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city were closed. No business was done, and the traveler

who arrived at the city on that day remained outside until

evening. If he happened to fall, he remained where he fell

until the sun had gone done.

The early Christians did not hold the seventh day in such

veneration. As a matter of fact, they ceased to regard it as

holy, and changed the sacred day from the seventh to the

first. This change was really made by Constantine, be

cause the first day of the week was the Sunday of the

Pagans ;
and this day had been given to pleasure and

recreation and to religious ceremonies for many centu

ries.

After Constantine designated the first day to be kept and

observed by Christians, our Sunday became the sacred time.

The early Christians, however, kept the day much as it

had been kept by the Pagans. They attended church in

the morning, and in the afternoon enjoyed themselves as

best they could.

The Catholic Church fell in with the prevailing customs,

and to accommodate itself to Pagan ways and superstitions,

it agreed, as far as it could, with the ideas of the Pagan.

Up to the time of the Reformation, Sunday had been

divided between the discharge of religious duties and

recreation.

Luther did not believe in the sacredness of the Sabbath.

After church he enjoyed himself by playing games, and

wanted others to do the same.

Even John Calvin, whose view had been blurred by the

"Five Points," allowed the people to enjoy themselves

on Sunday afternoon.

The reformers on the continent never had the Jewish idea

of the sacreduess of the Sabbath.

In Geneva, Germany and France, all kinds of innocent

amusement were allowed on that day ;
and I believe the

same was true of Holland.
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But in Scotland the Jewish idea was adopted to the fullest

extent. There Sabbath-breaking was one of the blackest

and one of the most terrible crimes. Nothing was con

sidered quite as sacred as the Sabbath.

The Scotch went so far as to take the ground that it was

wrong to save people who were drowning on Sunday, the

drowning being a punishment inflicted by God. Upon the

question of keeping the Sabbath most of the Scottish people
became insane.

The same notions about the holy day were adopted by
the Dissenters in England, and it became the principal
tenet in their creed.

The Puritans and Pilgrims were substantially crazy

about the sacredness of Sunday. With them the first day
of the week was set apart for preaching, praying, attending

church, reading the Bible and studying the catechism.

Walking, riding, playing on musical instruments, boating,

swimming and courting, were all crimes.

No one had the right to be happy on that blessed day.

It was a time of gloom, sacrad, solemn and religiously stupid.

They did their best to strip their religion of every re

deeming feature. They hated art and music everything
calculated to produce joy. They despised everything ex

cept the Bible, the church, God, Sunday and the creed.

The influence of these people has been felt in every part

of our country. The Sabbath superstition became almost

universal. No laughter, no smiles on that day ;
no games,

no recreation, no riding, no walking through the perfumed
fields or by the winding streams or the shore of the sea.

No communion with the subtile beauties of nature; no

wandering in the woods with wife and children, no reading
of poetry and fiction

; nothing but solemnity and gloom,

listening to sermons, thinking about sin, death, graves,

coffins, shrouds, epitaphs and ceremonies and the mar

velous truths of sectarian religion, and the weaknesses of
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those who were natural enough and sensible enough to en

joy themselves on the Sabbath day.

So universal became the Sabbath superstition that the

Legislatures of all the States, or nearly all, passed laws to

prevent work and enjoyment on that day, and declared

all contracts void relating to business entered into on

Sunday.
The Germans gave us the first valuable lesson on this sub

ject. They came to this country in great numbers ; they did

not keep the American Sabbath. They listened to music

and they drank beer on that holy day. They took their

wives and children with them and enjoyed themselves ; yet

they were good, kind, industrious people. They paid their

debts and their credit was the best.

Our people saw that men could be good and women
virtuous without

"
keeping

"
the Sabbath.

This did us great good, and changed the opinions of

hundreds of thousands of Americans.

But the churches insisted on the old way. Gradually

our people began to appreciate the fact that one-seventh of

the time was being stolen by superstition. They began to

ask for the opening of libraries, for music in the parks
and to be allowed to visit museums and public places on

the Sabbath.

In several States these demands were granted, and the

privileges have never been abused. The people were

orderly, polite to officials and to each other.

In 1876, when the Centennial was held at Philadelphia,

the Sabbatarians had control. Philadelphia was a Sun

day city, and so the gates of the Centennial were closed on

that day.

This was in Philadelphia where the Sabbath superstition

had been so virulent that chains had been put across the

streets to prevent stages and carriages from passing at that

holy time.
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At that time millions of Americans felt that a great

wrong was done by closing the Centennial to the laboring

people ;
but the managers most of them being politicians

took care of themselves and kept the gates closed.

In 1876 the Sabbatarians triumphed, and when it was

determined to hold a world's fair at Chicago they made up
their minds that no one should look upon the world's

wonders on the Sabbath day.

To accomplish this pious and foolish purpose committees

were appointed all over the country ; money was raised to

make a campaign ; persons were employed to go about and

arouse the enthusiasm of religious people ; petitions by
the thousand were sent to Congress and to the officers of

the World's Fair, signed by thousands of people who never

saw them; resolutions were passed in favor of Sunday

closing by conventions, presbyteries, councils and associa

tions. Lobbyists were employed to influence members of

Congress. Great bodies of Christians threatened to boycott

the fair and yet the World's Fair is open on Sunday.

What is the meaning of this? Let me tell you. It

means that in this country the Scotch New England Sab

bath has ceased to be ; it means that it is dead. The last

great effort for its salvation has been put forth, and has

failed. It belonged to the creed of Jonathan Edwards and

the belief of the witchburners, and in this age it is out of

place.

There was a time when the minister and priest were re

garded as the foundation of wisdom ; when information

came from the altar, from the pulpit ; and when the sheep
were the property of the shepherd.

That day in intelligent communities has passed. We no

longer go to the minister or the church for information.

The orthodox minister is losing his power, and the Sab

bath is now regarded as a day of rest, of recreation and of

pleasure.
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The church must keep up with the people. The minis

ter must take another step. The multitude care but little

about controversies in churches, but they do care about

the practical questions that directly affect their daily lives.

Must we waste one day in seven ; must we make our

selves unhappy or melancholy one-seventh of the time ?

These are important questions and for many years the

church in our country has answered them both in the

affirmative, and a vast number of people not Christians

have also said
"
yes

" because they wanted votes, or be

cause they feared to incite the hatred of the church.

Now in this year of 1893 a World's Fair answered this

question in the negative, and a large majority of the citi

zens of the Republic say that the officers of the Fair have

done right.

This marks an epoch in the history of the Sabbath. It

is to be sacred in a religious sense in this country no

longer. Henceforth in the United States the Sabbath is

for the use of man.

Many of those who labored for the closing of the Fair

on Sunday took the ground that if the gates were opened,
God would visit this nation with famine, flood and fire.

It hardly seerns possible that God will destroy thousands

of women and children who had nothing to do with the

opening of the Fair
; still, if he is the same God described

in the Christian Bible, he may destroy our babes as he did

those of the Egyptians. It is a little hard to tell in ad

vance what a God of that kind will do.

It was believed for many centuries that God punished the

Sabbath-breaking individual and the Sabbath-breaking na

tion. Of course facts never had anything to do with this be

lief, and the prophecies of the pulpit were never fulfilled.

People who were drowned on Sunday, according to the

church, lost their lives by the will of God. Those drowned

on other days were the victims of storm or accident. The
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nations that kept the Sabbath were no more prosperous
than those that broke the sacred day. Certainly France

is as prosperous as Scotland.

Let us hope, however, that these zealous gentlemen who
have predicted calamities were mistaken; let us be glad

that hundreds of thousands of workingmen and women
will be delighted and refined by looking at the statues,

the paintings, the machinery, and the countless articles of

use and beauty gathered together at the gieat Fair, and

let us be glad that on the one day that they can spare from

toil, the gates will be open to them.
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GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.

TWO
articles have recently appeared attacking the mo

tives of George Jacob Holyoake. He is spoken of as

a man governed by a desire to please the rich and powerful,
as one afraid of public opinion and who in the perilous

hour denies or conceals his convictions.

In these attacks there is not one word of truth. They
are based upon mistakes and misconceptions.
There is not in this world a nobler, braver man. In

England he has done more for the great cause of intellectual

liberty than any other man of this generation. He has

done more for the poor, for the children of toil, for the home
less and wretched than any other living man. He has at

tacked all abuses, all tyranny and all forms of hypocrisy.

His weapons have been reason, logic, facts, kindness, and

above all, example. He has lived his creed. He has won
the admiration and respect of his bitterest antagonists. He
has the simplicity of childhood, the enthusiasm of youth
and the wisdom of age. He is not abusive, but he is clear

and conclusive. He isintense without violence firm with

out anger. He has the strength of perfect kindness. He
does not hate he pities. He does not attack men and

women, but dogmas and creeds. And he does not attack

them to get the better of people, but to enable people to get
the better of them. He gives the light he has. He shares

his intellectual wealth with the orthodox poor. He assists

without insulting, guides without arrogance, and enlightens
(379)
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without outrage. Besides, he is eminent for the exercise of

plain common sense. He knows that there are wrongs be

sides those born of superstition that people are not neces

sarily happy because they have renounced the Thirty-nine

Articles and that the priest is not the only enemy of man
kind. He has for forty years been preaching and practic

ing industry, economy, self-reliance, and kindness. He has

done all within his power to give the workingman a better

home, better food, better wages, and better opportunities
for the education of his children. He has demonstrated

the success of co-operation of intelligent combination for

the common good. As a rule, his methods have been per

fectly legal. In some instances he has knowingly violated

the law, and did so with the intention to take the conse

quences. He would neither ask nor accept a pardon, be

cause to receive a pardon carries with it the implied promise
to keep the law, and an admission that you were in the

wrong. He would not agree to desist from doing what he

believed ought to be done, neithsr would he stain his past

to brighten his future, nor imprison his soul to free his

body. He has that happy mingling of gentleness and

firmness found only in the highest type of moral heroes.

He is an absolutely just man, and will never do an act that

he would comdemn in another. He admits that the most

bigoted churchman has a perfect right to express his

opinions not only, but that he must be met with argument
couched in kind and candid terms. Mr. Holyoake is not

only the enemy of a theological hierarchy, but he is also op

posed to mental mobs. He will not use the bludgeon of

epithet.

Perfect fairness is regarded by many as weakness. Some

people have altogether more confidence in their beliefs than

in their own arguments. They resort to assertion. If what

they assert be denied, the
" debate " becomes a question of

veracity. On both sides of most questions there are plenty
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of persons who imagine that logic dwells only in adjectives,

and that to speak kindly of an opponent is a virtual sur

render.

Mr. Holyoake attacks the church because it has been, is,

and ever will be the enemy of mental freedom, but he does

not wish to deprive the church even of its freedom to ex

press its opinion against freedom. He is true to his own
creed, knowing that when we have freedom we can take

care of all its enemies.

In one of the articles to which I have referred it is

charged that Mr. Holyoake refused to sign a petition for

the pardon of persons convicted of blasphemy. If this is

true, he undoubtedly had a reason satisfactory to himself.

You will find that his action.or his refusal to act, rests upon
a principle that he would not violate in his own behalf.

Why should we suspect the motives of this man who has

given his life for the good of others ? I know of no one

who is his mental or moral superior. He is the most disin

terested of men. His name is a synonym of candor. He
is a natural logician an intellectual marksman. Like an

unerring arrow his thought flies to the heart and center.

He is governed by principle, and makes no exception in

his own favor. He is intellectually honest. He shows you
the cracks and flaws in his own wares. He calls attention

to the open joints and to the weakest links. He does not

want a victory for himself, but for truth. He wishes to ex

pose and oppose, not men, but error. He is blessed with

that cloudless mental vision that appearances cannot de

ceive, that interest cannot darken, and that even ingratitude

cannot blur. Friends cannot induce and enemies cannot

drive this man to do an act that his heart and brain would

not applaud. That such a character was formed without

the aid of the church, without the hope of harp or fear of

flame, is a demonstration against the necessity of super

stition.
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Whoever is opposed to mental bondage, to the shackles

wrought by cruelty and worn by fear, should be the friend

of this heroic and unselfish man.

I know something of his life something of what he has

suffered of what he has accomplished for his fellow-men.

He has been maligned, imprisoned and impoverished. "He
bore the heat and burden of the unregarded day

" and "
re

membered the misery of the many." For years his only

recompense was ingratitude. At last he was understood.

He was recognized as an earnest, honest, gifted, generous,

sterling man, loving his country, sympathizing with the

poor, honoring the useful, and holding in supreme abhor

rence tyranny and falsehood in all their forms. The idea

that this man could for a moment be controlled by any
selfish motive, by the hope of preferment, by the fear of

losing a supposed annuity, is simply absurd. The authors

of these attacks are not acquainted with Mr. Holyoake.
Whoever dislikes him does not know him.

Read his
"
Trial of Theism" his history of

"
Co-operation

in England
"

if you wish to know his heart to discover

the motives of his life the depth and tenderness of his

sympathy the nobleness of his nature the subtlety of his

thought the beauty of his spirit the force and volume of

his brain the extent of his information his candor, his

kindness, his genius, and the perfect integrity of his stain

less soul.

There is no man for whom I have greater respect, greater

reverence, greater love, than George Jacob Holyoake.
August 6, 1883.
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AT THE GRAVE OF BENJ. W. PARKER.*

Peoria, ///., May 24, 1876,

AND NEIGHBORS: To fulfill a promise
L made many years ago, I wish to say a word.

He whom we are about to lay in the earth, was gentle,

kind and loving in his life. He was ambitious only to live

with those he loved. He was hospitable, generous, and

sincere. He loved his friends, and the friends of his

friends. He returned good for good. He lived the life of

a child, and died without leaving in the memory of his

family the record of an unkind act. Without assurance,

and without fear, we give him back to Nature, the source

and mother of us all.

With morn, with noon, with night; with changing
clouds and changeless stars

;
with grass and trees and

birds, with leaf and bud, with flower and blossoming vine,

with all the sweet influences of nature, we leave our

dead.

Husband, father, friend, farewell.

* This was the first tribute ever delivered by Colonel Ingersoll at a grave. Mr.
Parker himself was an Agnostic, was the f ither of Mrs. IiiRer-ol', and was always a
devoted friend and admirer of the Colonel even before the latter's mariiage with
his daughter. (385)
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A TRIBUTE TO EBON C. INGERSOLL.*

Washington, D. C., May 31, 1879.

DEAR
FRIENDS: I am going to do that which the

dead oft promised he would do for me.

The loved and loving brother, husband, father, friend,

died where manhood's morning almost touches noon, and

while the shadows still were falling toward the west.

He had not passed on life's highway the stone that

marks the highest point ;
but being weary for a moment,

he lay down by the wayside, and using his burden for a

The funeral of the Hon. E. C. Ingersoll took place yesterday afternoon at four
o'clock, from his late residence, 1403 K Street The spacious parlors were filled to

overflowing, and hundreds were unable to obtain admittance. Among those who
were present to pay their homage to the distinguished and beioved dead were
Secretary of the Treasury Sherman, Assistant-Secretary of the Treasury Hawley,
Senators Elaine, Voorhees, Paddock, David Davis, John A. Logan, the Hon.
William M. Morrison, Hon. William M. Springer. Hon. Thomas A. Boyd, Governor
Pound, Hon. J. R. Thomas, Hon. Thomas J. Henderson, Hon Jeremiah Wilson,
Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson, Col. Ward H. Lamon, Cpl. James Fishback, General
Farnsworth, General Robert C. Schenck, General Jeffries, General William* and the
Hon. H. C Burchard. Judge Shellabarger, General Birney, Governor Lowe,
Acting Commissioner of Internal Revenue H. C. Rogers, General Williamson of the
Land Office and a great many other prominent members of the bar and also a large
number of Illinoisans were present. It was the largest gathering of distinguished
persons assembled at a funeral since that of Chief-Ju-tice Chase.
The only ceremony at the house, other than the viewing of the remain*, was a

most affecting, pathetic, and touching address by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, brother
of the deceased. Not only the speaker, but every one of his hearers were deeply
affected. When be beenn to read his eloquent characterization of the dead man
his eyes at once filled with tears. Ho tried to hide them, but he could not do it, and
finally he bowed his head upon the dead man's coffin in uncontrollable grief It
was only after some delay, and the greatest efforts at self-mastery, thnt Colonel
Ingersoll was able to finish reading his address When he hnd ceased speaking, the
members of the bereaved family approached the casket and looked upon the form
which it contained, for the la^ttime. The scene wa heartrending. The devotion of
all connected with the household excited the sympathy of all and there was not a
dry eye to be seen. The pall -bearers Senator William B. Allison, Senntor James
G. Elaine, Senator David Davis Senator Daniel W Voorhees. Representative James
A. Garfield, Senator A. 8 Paddock, Representative Thomas Q. Boyd of Illinois, the
Hon. Ward H. Lamnn, ex-Congressman Jere Wilson, nnd Representative Adlai
E. Stevenson of Illinois then bore the remains to the hearse, and the lengthy cor
tege proceeded to the Oik Hill Cemetery, where the remains were interred, in the
presence of the famil v and friends, without further ceremony. National Republican.
Washington, D. C., June 3, 1879. (889)
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pillow, fell into that dreamless sleep that kisses down his

eyelids still. While yet in love with life and raptured
with the world, he passed to silence and pathetic dust.

Yet, after all, it may be best, just in the happiest, sun

niest hour of all the voyage, while eager winds are kiss

ing every sail, to dash against the unseen rock, and in an

instant hear the billows roar above a sunken ship. For

whether in mid-sea or 'mong the breakers of the farther

shore, a wreck at last must mark the end of each and all.

And every life, no matter if its every hour is rich with love

and every moment jeweled with a joy, will, at its close,

become a tragedy as sad and deep and dark as can be

woven of the warp and woof of mystery and death.

This brave and tender man in every storm of life was
oak and rock

; but in the sunshine he was vine and

flower. He was the friend of all heroic souls. He climbed

the heights, and left all superstitions far below, while on

his forehead fell the golden dawning of the grander day.

He loved the beautiful, and was with color, form, and

music touched to tears. He sided with the weak, the poor,

and wronged, and lovingly gave alms. With loyal heart

and with the purest hands he faithfully discharged all

public trusts.

He was a worshiper of liberty, a friend of the oppressed.
A thousand times I have heard him quote these words:
" For Justice all place a temple, and all season, summer" He
believed that happiness is the only good, reason the only

torch, justice the only worship, humanity the only religion,

and love the only priest. He added to the sum of human

joy ;
and were every one to whom he did some loving

service to bring a blossom to his grave, he would sleep to

night beneath a wilderness of flowers.

Life is a narrow vale between the cold and barren peaks
of two eternities. We strive in vain to look beyond the

heights. We cry aloud, and the only answer is the echo of
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our wailing cry. From the voiceless lips of the unreplying
dead there comes no word

;
but in the night of death hope

sees a star and listening love can hear the rustle of

a wing.
He who sleeps here, when dying, mistaking the approach

of death for the return of health, whispered with his latest

breath,
"
I am better now." Let us believe, in spite of

doubts and dogmas, of fears and tears, that these dear

words are true of all the countless dead.

The record of a generous life runs like a vine around the

memory of our dead, and every sweet, unselfish act is now
a perfumed flower.

And now, to you, who have been chosen, from among
the many men he loved, to do the last sad office for the

dead, we give his sacred dust.

Speech cannot contain our love. There was, there is, no

gentler, stronger, manlier man.
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A TRIBUTE TO THE REV. ALEXANDER CLARK.

Washington, D. C. July /j,

UPON
the grave of the Reverend Alexander Clark I

wish to place one flower. Utterly destitute of cold,

dogmatic pride, that often passes for the love of God
; with

out the arrogance of the
"
elect

;

"
simple, free, and kind

this earnest man made me his friend by being mine. I

forgot that he was a Christian, and he seemed to forget

that I was not, while each remembered that the other was

at least a man.

Frank, candid, and sincere, he practiced what he preached,
and looked with the holy eyes of charity upon the failings

and mistakes of men. He believed in the power of kind

ness, and spanned with divine sympathy the hideous gulf
that separates the fallen from the pure.

Giving freely to others the rights that he claimed for

himself, it never occurred to him that his God hated a

brave and honest unbeliever. He remembered that even

an Infidel had rights that love respects ; that hatred has no

saving power, and that in order to be a Christian it is not

necessary to become less than a human being. He knew
that no one can be maligned into kindness

; that epithets

cannot convince; that curses are not arguments, and that

the finger of scorn never points toward heaven. With the

generosity of an honest man, he accorded to all the fullest

liberty of thought, knowing, as he did, that in the realm of

mind a chain is but a curse. (395)
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For this man I felt the greatest possible regard. In

spite of the taunts and jeers of his brethren, he publicly

proclaimed that he would treat Infidels with fairness and

respect; that he would endeavor to convince them by

argument and win them with love. He insisted that the

God he worshiped loved the well-being even of an Atheist.

In this grand position he stood almost alone. Tender,

just, and loving where others were harsh, vindictive, and

cruel, he challenged the admiration of every honest man.

A few more such clergymen might drive calumny from the

lips of faith and render the pulpit worthy of esteem.

The heartiness and kindness with which this generous
man treated me can never be excelled. He admitted that I

had not lost, and could not lose, a single right by the

expression of my honest thought. Neither did he believe

that a servant could win the respect of a generous master

by persecuting and maligning those whom the master

would willingly forgive.

While this good man was living, his brethren blamed

him for having treated me with fairness. But, I tiust, now
that he has left the shore touched by the mysterious sea

that never yet has borne, on any wave, the image of a

homeward sail, this crime will be forgiven him by those

who still remain to preach the love of God.

His sympathies were not confined witain the prison of a

creed, but ran out and over the walls like vines, hiding the

cruel rocks and rusted bars with leaf and flower. He
could not echo with his heart the fiendish sentence of

eternal fire. In spite of book and creed, he read
"
between

the lines
"
the words of tenderness and love, with promises

for all the world. Above, beyond, the dogmas of his

church humane even to the verge of heresy causing
some to doubt his love of God because he failed to hate his

unbelieving fellow-men, he labored for the welfare of man
kind, and to bis work gave up his life with all his heart
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AT A CHILD'S GRAVE.

Washington, D. C.
t January 8

% 1882.

MY
FRIENDS : I know how vain it is to gild a

. grief with words, and yet I wish to take from

every grave its fear. Here in this world, where life and

death are equal kings, all should be brave enough to meet

what all the dead have met. The future has been filled

with fear, stained and polluted by the heartless past. From
the wondrous tree of life the buds and blossoms fall with

ripened fruit, and in the common bed of earth, patriarchs
and babes sleep side by side.

Why should we fear that which will come to all that is ?

We cannot tell, we do not know, which is the greater

blessing life or death. We cannot say that death is not a

good. We do not know whether the grave is the end of

this life, or the door of another, or whether the night here

is not somewhere else a dawn. Neither can we tell which

is the more fortunate the child dying in its mother's arms,
before its lips have learned to form a word, or he who

journeys all the length of life's uneven road, painfully tak

ing the last slow steps with staff and crutch.

Every cradle asks us " Whence ?
" and every coffin

"Whither?" The poor barbarian, weeping above his

dead, can answer these questions just as well as the robed

priest of the most authentic creed. The tearful ignorance
of the one, is as consoling as the learned and unmeaning
words of the other. No man, standing where the horizon

(399)
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of a life has touched a grave, has any right to prophesy a

future filled with pain and tears.

May be that death gives all there is of worth to life. If

those we press and strain within our arms could never die,

perhaps that love would wither from the earth. May be

this common fate treads from out the paths between our

hearts the weeds of selfishness and hate. And I had

rather live and love where death is king, than have eternal

life where love is not. Another life is nought, unless we
know and love again the ones who love us here.

They who stand with breaking hearts around this little

grave, need have no fear. The larger and the nobler faith in

all that is, and is to be, tells us that death, even at its

worst, is only perfect rest. We know that through the

common wants of life the needs and duties of each hour

their grief will lessen day by day, until at last this grave
will be to them a place of rest and peace almost of joy.

There is for them this consolation : The dead do not suffer.

If they live again, their lives will surely be as good as ours.

We have no fear. We are all children of the same mother,

and the same fate awaits us all. We, too, have our religion,

and it is this : Help for the living Hope for the dead.
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A TRIBUTE TO JOHN G. MILLS.

Washington, D. C, April 75, 1883.

MY
FRIENDS: Again we are face to face with the great

mystery that shrouds this world. We question, but

there is no reply. Out on the wide waste seas, there drifts

no spar. Over the desert of death the sphinx gazes forever,

but never speaks.

In the very May of life another heart has ceased to beat.

Night has fallen upon noon. But he lived, he loved, he

was loved. Wife and children pressed their kisses on his

lips. This is enough. The longest life contains no more.

This fills the vase of joy.

He who lies here, clothed with the perfect peace of death,

was a kind and loving husband, a good father, a generous

neighbor, an honest man. and these words build a monu
ment of glory above the humblest grave. He was always
a child, sincere and frank, as full of hope as Spring. He
divided all time into to-day and to-morrow. To-morrow
was without a cloud, and of to-morrow he borrowed sun

shine for to-day. He was my friend. He will remain so.

The living oft become estranged ; the dead are true. He
was not a Christian. In the Eden of his hope there did

not crawl and coil the serpent of eternal pain. In many
languages he sought the thoughts of men, and for himself

he solved the problems of the world. He accepted the

philosophy of Auguste Comte. Humanity was his God ;

(408)
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the human race was his Supreme Being. In that Supreme
Being he put his trust. He believed that we are indebted

for what we enjoy to the labor, the self-denial, the heroism

of the human race, and that as we have plucked the fruit

of what others planted, we in thankfulness should plant for

others yet to be.

With him immortality was the eternal consequences of

his own acts. He believed that every pure thought, every
disinterested deed, hastens the harvest of universal good.
This is a religion that enriches poverty ;

that enables us to

bear the sorrows of the saddest life
; that peoples even

solitude with the happy millions yet to live, a religion

born not of selfishness and fear, but of love, of gratitude,

and hope, a religion that digs wells to slake the thirst of

others, and gladly bears the burdens of the unborn.

But in the presence of death, how beliefs and dogmas
wither and decay ! How loving words and deeds burst

into blossom ! Pluck from the tree of any life these flowers,

and there remain but the barren thorns of bigotry and

creed.

All wish for happiness beyond this life. All hope to

meet again the loved and lost. In every heart there grows
this sacred flower. Immortality is a word that Hope
through all the ages has been whispering to Love. The
miracle of thought we cannot understand. The mystery of

life and death we cannot comprehend. This chaos called

the world has never been explained. The golden bridge

of life from gloom emerges, and on shadow rests. Beyond
this we do not know. Fate is speechless, destiny is dumb,
and the secret of the future has never yet been told. We
love ; we wait ;

we hope. The more we love, the more we

fear. Upon the tenderest heart the deepest shadows fall.

All paths, whether filled with thorns or flowers, end here.

Here success and failure are the same. The rag of wretch

edness and the purple robe of power all difference and dis-
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tinction lose in this democracy of death. Character sur

vives ; goodness lives
;
love is immortal.

And yet to all a time may come when the fevered lips of

life will long for the cool, delicious kiss of death when
tired of the dust and glare of day we all shall hear with joy
the rustling garments of the night.

What can we say of death? What can we say of the

dead ? Where they have gone, reason cannot go, and from

thence revelation has not come. But let us believe that

over the cradle Nature bends and smiles, and lovingly above

the dead in benediction holds her outstretched hands.
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A TRIBUTE TO ELIZUR WRIGHT.

New York. December 19, 1883.

ANOTHER hero has fallen asleep one who enriched

f\ the world with an honest life.

Elizur Wright was one of the Titans who attacked the

monsters, the Gods, of his time one of the few whose con

fidence in liberty was never shaken, and who, with un-

dimmed eyes, saw the atrocities and barbarisms of his day
and the glories of the future.

When New York was degraded enough to mob Arthur

Tappan, the noblest of her citizens; when Boston was

sufficiently infamous to howl and hoot at Harriet Mar-

tineau, the grandest Englishwoman that ever touched our

soil
;
when the North was dominated by theology and trade,

by piety and piracy ;
when we received our morals from mer

chants, and made merchandise of our morals, Elizur Wright
held principle above profit, and preserved his manhood at

the peril of his life.

When the rich, the cultured, and the respectable, when
church members and ministers, who had been "called" to

preach the
"
glad tidings," and when statesmen like Web

ster joined with bloodhounds, and in the name of God
hunted men and mothers, this man rescued the fugitives

and gave asylum to the oppressed.

During those infamous years years of cruelty and

national degradation years of hypocrisy and greed and

meanness beneath the reach of any English word, Elizur

Wright became acquainted with the orthodox church. He
found that a majority of Christians were willing to enslave

men and women for whom they said that Christ had died
(409)
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that they would steal the babe of a Christian mother,

although they believed that the mother would be their equal
in heaven forever. He found that those who loved their

enemies would enslave their friends that people who
when smitten on one cheek turned the other, were ready,

willing and anxious to mob and murder those who simply
said : "The laborer is worthy of his hire."

In those days the church was in favor of slavery, not

only of the body but of the mind. According to the creeds,

God himself was an infinite master and all his children

serfs. He ruled with whip and chain, with pestilence and

fire. Devils were his bloodhounds, and hell his place of

eternal torture.

Elizur Wright said to himself, why should we take

chains from bodies and enslave minds why fight to free

the cage and leave the bird a prisoner? He became an

enemy of orthodox religion that is to say, a friend of in

tellectual liberty.

He lived to see the destruction of legalized larceny ;

to read the Proclamation of Emancipation ;
to see a coun

try without a slave, a flag without a stain. He lived

long enough to reap the reward for having been an honest

man
; long enough for his

"
disgrace

"
to become a crown

of glory ; long enough to see his views adopted and his

course applauded by the civilized world; long enough for

the hated word "
abolitionist

"
to become a title of nobility,

a certificate of manhood, courage and true patriotism.

Only a few years ago, the heretic was regarded as an enemy
of the human race. The man who denied the inspiration of

the Jewish Scriptures was looked upon as a moral leper, and

the Atheist as the worst of criminals. Even in that day,

Elizur Wright was grand enough to speak his honest

thought, to deny the inspiration of the Bible ; brave enough
to defy the God of the orthodox church the Jehovah of

the Old Testament, the Eternal Jailer, the Everlasting In*

quisitor.
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He contended that a good God would not have upheld

slavery and polygamy ; that a loving Father would not

assist some of his children to enslave or exterminate their

brethren
; that an infinite being would not be unjust, irri

table, jealous, revengeful, ignorant, and cruel.

And it was his great good fortune to live long enough
to find the intellectual world on his side

; long enough to

know that the greatest naturalists, philosophers, and

scientists agreed with him
; long enough to see certain

words change places, so that
"
heretic" was honorable and

" orthodox " an epithet. To-day, the heretic is known to

be a man of principle and courage one blest with enough
mental independence to tell his thought. To-day, the

thoroughly orthodox means the thoroughly stupid.

Only a few years ago it was taken for granted that an

"unbeliever" could not be a moral man; that one who
disputed the inspiration of the legends of Judea could not

be sympathetic and humane, and could not really love his

fellow-men. Had we no other evidence upon this subject,

the noble life of Elizur Wright would demonstrate the

utter baselessness of these views.

His life was spent in doing good in attacking the hurtful,

in defending what he believed to be the truth. Generous

beyond his means; helping others to help themselves;

always hopeful, busy, just, cheerful
;

filled with the spirit

of reform
;
a model citizen always thinking of the public

good, devising ways and means to save something for

posterity, feeling that what he had he held in trust ; loving

Nature, familiar with the poetic side of things, touched to

enthusiasm by the beautiful thought, the brave word, and

the generous deed
; friendly in manner, candid and kind

in speech, modest but persistent ; enjoying leisure as only
the industrious can

; loving and gentle in his family ;
hos

pitable, judging men and women regardless of wealth,

position or public clamor; physically fearless, intellectu

ally honest, thoroughly informed ; unselfish, sincere, and
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reliable as the attraction of gravitation. Such was Elizur

Wright, one of the staunchest soldiers that ever faced and

braved for freedom's sake the wrath and scorn and lies of

place and power.
A few days ago I met this genuine man. His interest in

all human things was just as deep and keen, his hatred of

oppression, his love of freedom, just as intense, just as fer

vid, as on the day I met him first. True, his body was old,

but his mind was young, and his heart, like a spring in the

desert, bubbled over as joyously as though it had the secret

of eternal youth. But it has ceased to beat, and the myste
rious veil that hangs where sight and blindness are the

same the veil that revelation has not drawn aside that

science cannot lift, has fallen once again between the living

and the dead.

And yet we hope and dream. May be the longing for

another life is but the prophecy forever warm from Nature's

lips, that love, disguised as death, alone fulfills. We can

not tell. And yet perhaps this Hope is but an antic, fol

lowing the fortunes of an uncrowned king, beguiling grief

with jest and satisfying loss with pictured gain. We do

not know.

But from the Christian's cruel hell, and from his heaven

more heartless still, the free and noble soul, if forced to

choose, should loathing turn, and cling with rapture to the

thought of endless sleep.

But this we know : good deeds are never childless. A
noble life is never lost. A virtuous action does not

die. Elizur Wright scattered with generous hand the price

less seeds, and we shall reap the golden grain. His words

and acts are ours, and all he nobly did is living still.

Farewell, brave soul ! Upon thy grave I lay this tribute

of respect and love. When last our hands were joined, I

said these parting words: "Long life!" And I repeat
them now.
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A TRIBUTE TO MRS. IDA WHITING KNOWLES.

New York, Dec. i6
t 1887.

MY FRIENDS : Again we stand in the shadow of the

great mystery a shadow as deep and dark as when
the tears of the first mother fell upon the pallid face of her

lifeless babe a mystery that has never yet been solved.

We have met in the presence of the sacred dead, to speak
a word of praise, of hope, of consolation.

Another life of love is now a blessed memory a linger

ing strain of music.

The loving daughter, the pure and consecrated wife, the

sincere friend, who with tender faithfulness discharged the

duties of a life, has reached her journey's end.

A braver, a more serene, a more chivalric spirit clasp

ing the loved and by them clasped never passed from life

to enrich the realm of death. No field of war ever wit

nessed greater fortitude, more perfect, smiling courage,

than this poor, weak and helpless woman displayed upon
the bed of pain and death.

Her life was gentle and her death sublime. She loved

the good and all the good loved her.

There is this consolation: she can never suffer more;
never feel again the' chill of death ; never part again from

those she loves. Her heart can break no more. She has

shed her last tear, and upon her stainless brow has been set

the wondrous seal of everlasting peace. (4119
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When the Angel of Death the masked and voiceless

enters the door of home, there come with her all the daugh
ters of Compassion, and of these Love and Hope remain

forever.

You are about to take this dear dust home to the home
of her girlhood, and to the place that was once my home.

You will lay her with neighbors whom I have loved, and

who are now at rest. You will lay her where my father

sleeps.
"
Lay her i' the earth,

And from her fair and unpolluted flesh

May violets spring."

I never knew, I never met, a braver spirit than the one

that once inhabited this silent form of dreamless clay.
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A TRIBUTE TO HENRY WARD BEECHER.

New York, June 26, 1887.

HENRY
WARD BEECHER was born in a Puritan

penitentiary, of which his father was one of the

wardens a prison with very narrow and closely-grated

windows. Under its walls were the rayless, hopeless and

measureless dungeons of the damned, and on its roof fell

the shadow of God's eternal frown. In this prison the

creed and catechism were primers for children, and from a

pure sense of duty their loving hearts were stained and

scarred with the religion of John Calvin.

In those days the home of an orthodox minister was an

inquisition in which babes were tortured for the good of

their souls. Children then, as now, rebelled against the

infamous absurdities and cruelties of the creed. No Calvin-

ist was ever able, unless with blows, to answer the ques
tions of his child. Children were raised in what was
called "the nurture and admonition of the Lord" that is

to say, their wills were broken or subdued, their natures

were deformed and dwarfed, their desires defeated or de

stroyed, and their development arrested or perverted.
Life was robbed of its Spring, its Summer and its Autumn.
Children stepped from the cradle into the snow. No
laughter, no sunshine, no joyous, free, unburdened days.

God, an infinite detective, watched them from above, and

Satan, with malicious leer, was waiting for their souls be

low. Between these monsters life was passed. Infinite
(4ia>
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consequences were predicated of the smallest action, and a

burden greater than a God could bear was placed upon the

heart and brain of every child. To think, to ask questions,
to doubt, to investigate, were acts of rebellion. To express

pity for the lost, writhing in the dungeons below, was

simply to give evidence that the enemy of souls had been

at work within their hearts.

Among all the religions of this world from the creed

of cannibals who devoured flesh, to that of Calvinists who

polluted souls there is none, there has been none, there

will be none, more utterly heartless and inhuman than was

the orthodox Congregationalism of New England in the

year of grace 1813. It despised every natural joy, hated

pictures, abhorred statues as lewd and lustful things, ex

ecrated music, regarded nature as fallen and corrupt, man
as totall)

7 depraved and woman as somewhat worse. The
theatre was the vestibule of perdition, actors the servants

of Satan, and Shakespeare a trifling wretch whose words

were seeds of death. And 3
T et the virtues found a welcome,

cordial and sincere ; duty was done as understood ;
obli

gations were discharged ;
truth was told ;

self-denial was

practiced for the sake of others, and many hearts were

good and true in spite of book and creed.

In this atmosphere of theological miasma, in this hideous

dream of superstition, in this penitentiary, moral and

austere, this babe first saw the imprisoned gloom. The
natural desires ungratified, the laughter suppressed, the

logic brow-beaten by authority, the humor frozen by fear

of many generations were in this child, a child destined

to rend and wreck the prison's walls.

Through the grated windows of his cell, this child,

this boy, this man, caught glimpses of the outer world,

of fields and skies. New thoughts were in his brain, new

hopes within his heart. Another heaven bent above

his life. There came a revelation of the beautiful and real.
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Theology grew mean and small. Nature wooed and won
and saved this mighty soul.

Her countless hands were sowing seeds within his tropic

brain. All sights and sounds all colors, forms and frag

ments were stored within the treasury of his mind. His

thoughts were moulded by the graceful curves of streams,

by winding paths in woods, the charm of quiet country

roads, and lanes grown indistinct with weeds and grass

by vines that cling and hide with leaf and flower the

crumbling wall's decay by cattle standing in the summer

pools like statues of content.

There was within his words the subtle spirit of the

season's change of everything that is, of everything that

lies between the slumbering seeds that, half awakened by
the April rain, have dreams of heaven's blue, and feel the

amorous kisses of the sun, and that strange tomb wherein

the alchemist doth give to death's cold dust the throb and

thrill of life again. He saw with loving eyes the willows

of the meadow-streams grow red beneath the glance of

Spring the grass along the marsh's edge the stir of life

beneath the withered leaves the moss below the drip of

snow the flowers that give their bosoms to the first south

wind that wooes the sad and timid violets that only bear

the gaze of love from eyes half closed the ferns, where

fancy gives a thousand forms with but a single plan the

green and suuny slopes enriched with daisy's silver and

the cowslip's gold.

As in the leafless woods some tree, aflame with life,

stands like a rapt poet in the heedless crowd, so stood this

man among his fellow-men.

All there is of leaf and bud, of flower and fruit, of

painted insect life, and all the winged and happy children

of the air that Summer holds beneath her dome of blue,

were known and loved by him. He loved the yellow
Autumn fields, the golden stacks, the happy homes of men,
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the orchard's bending boughs, the sumach's flags of flame,

the maples with transfigured leaves, the tender yellow of

the beech, the wondrous harmonies of brown and gold
the vines where hang the clustered spheres of wit and

mirth. He loved the winter days, the whirl and drift of

snow all forms of frost the rage and fury of the storm,

when in the forest, desolate and stripped, the brave old

pine towers green and grand a prophecy of Spring. He
heard the rhythmic sounds of Nature's busy strife, the hum
of bees, the songs of birds, the eagle's cry, the murmur of

the streams, the sighs and lamentations of the winds, and

all the voices of the sea. He loved the shores, the vales,

the crags and cliffs, the city's busy streets, the introspective,

silent plain, the solemn splendors of the night, the silver

sea of dawn, and evening's clouds of molten gold. The
love of nature freed this loving man.

One by one the fetters fell
;
the gratings disappeared,

the sunshine smote the roof, and on the floors of stone,

light streamed from open doors. He realized the darkness

and despair, the cruelty and hate, the starless blackness of

the old, malignant creed. The flower of pity grew and

blossomed in his heart. The selfish
"
consolation "

filled

his eyes with tears. He saw that what is called the Chris

tian's hope is, that, among the countless billions wrecked
and lost, a meagre few perhaps may reach the eternal shore

a hope that, like the desert rain, gives neither leaf nor

bud a hope that gives no joy, no peace, to any great and

loving soul. It is the dust on which the serpent feeds that

coils in heartless breasts.

Day by day the wrath and vengeance faded from the sky
the Jewish God grew vague and dim the threats of tor

ture and eternal pain grew vulgar and absurd, and all the

miracles seemed strangely out of place. They clad the

Infinite in motley garb, and gave to aureoled heads the cap
and bells.
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Touched by the pathos of all human life, knowing the

shadows that fall on every heart the thorns in every path,

the sighs, the sorrows, and the tears that lie between a

mother's arms and death's embrace this great and gifted

man denounced, denied, and damned with all his heart the

fanged and frightful dogma that souls were made to feed

the eternal hunger ravenous as famine of a God's re

venge.
Take out this fearful, fiendish, heartless lie compared

with which all other lies are true and the great arch of

orthodox religion crumbling falls.

To the average man the Christian hell and heaven are

only words. He has no scope of thought. He lives but

in a dim, impoverished now. To him the past is dead

the future still unborn. He occupies with downcast eyes
that narrow line of barren, shifting sand that lies between

the flowing seas. But Genius knows all time. For him

the dead all live and breathe, and act their countless parts

again. All human life is in his now, and every moment
feels the thrill of all to be.

No one can overestimate the good accomplished by this

marvelous, many-sided man. He helped to slay the heart-

devouring monster of the Christian world. He tried to

civilize the church, to humanize the creeds, to soften pious
breasts of stone, to take the fear from mothers' hearts, the

chains of creed from every brain, to put the star of hope in

every sky and over every grave. Attacked on every side,

maligned by those who preached the law of love, he wa
vered not, but fought whole-hearted to the end.

Obstruction is but virtue's foil. From thwarted light

leaps color's flame. The stream impeded has a song.

He passed from- harsh and cruel creeds to that serene

philosophy that has no place for pride or hate, that threat

ens no revenge, that looks on sin as stumblings of the

blind and pities those who fall, knowing that in the souls
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of all there is a sacred yearning for the light. He ceased

to think of man as something thrust upon the world an

exile from some other sphere. He felt at last that men are

part of Nature's self kindred of all life the gradual

growth of countless years ;
that all the sacred books were

helps until outgrown, and all religions rough and devious

paths that man has worn with weary feet in sad and pain
ful search for truth and peace. To him these paths were

wrong, and yet all gave the promise of success. He knew
that all the streams, no matter how they wander, turn and
curve amid the hills or rocks, or linger in the lakes and

pools, must some time reach the sea. These views en

larged his soul and made him patient with the world, and

while the wintry snows of age were falling on his head,

Spring, with all her wealth of bloom, was in his heart.

The memory of this ample man is now a part of Nature's

wealth. He battled for the rights of men. His heart was
with the slave. He stood against the selfish greed of mil

lions banded to protect the pirate's trade. His voice was
for the right when freedom's friends were few. He taught
the church to think and doubt. He did not fear to stand

alone. His brain took counsel of his heart. To every
foe he offered reconciliation's hand. He loved this land of

ours, and added to its glory through the world. He was

the greatest orator that stood within the pulpit's narrow

curve. He loved the liberty of speech. There was no

trace of bigot in his blood. He was a brave and generous
man.

With reverent hands, I place this tribute on his tomb.
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A TRIBUTE TO ROSCOE CONKLING.*

Delivered before the New York State Legislature, at Albany,
N. y., May 9, 1888.

ROSCOE
CONKLING a great man, an orator, a states

man, a lawyer, a distinguished citizen of the Repub
lic, in the zenith of his fame and power has reached his

journey's end ;
and we are met, here in the city of his birth,

to pay our tribute to his worth and work. He earned and

held a proud position in the public thought. He stood for

independence, for courage, and above all for absolute in

tegrity, and his name was known and honored by many
millions of his fellow-men.

* It sometimes happens that a man who has risen to prominence among his fellows, and
whose actions for good have won him fame, is made the recipient of a grand public ova
tion from the people among whom he dwells, and to whom his living presence is still an
inspiration ; it rarely comes to pass that when such a man has completed his career and
passed out of the world, \w memory and the mention of his name still evoke response
From the public mind and heart. There are few men of whom it may be said that mem
ory of them inherited the love, the admiration, the respect, and the veneration of the public
which their lives may have held. Roscoe Conkling was one of these few, and the throng
of thousands that gathered last night to listen to the marvelous!y eloquent tribute paid to

his character, proved it. Eloquent as was that tribute, a work of love from the greatest
word-painter of America's present generation, a master of the harmony of language, a
close friend of the lamented statesman yet it was but such a eulogy as was just.

Long before the hour set for the beginning of the memorial exercises, a continuous
Stream of carriages and pedestrians poured toward the rink from all parts of the city,
and even the casual observer could soon realize that the capacity of the structure, preat
as it is, would not he great enough to accommodate half those who wished to attend.

At 8.30 o'clock the auditorium was packed from wall to wall, and from the entrance
doors to the footlights. Besides, the stage was occupied by a large assemblage that over
flowed into the wings. Even after every foot of space was occupied and the doors had
to b closed, the clamor of those who wanted to gain admission, but could not. still con
tinued. Seats were reserved on the floor for Senators and Assemblymen. The former
met at the Capitol and marched in a body to the rink. On the stage were many State
officials and other men of prominence, and a number of ladies.

The only attempt at decoration was the draping of an American flag in front of the

stage. The desk of the distinguished orator was covered with an American flag, and in

front of it wa* a large crayon portrait of Mr. OonkJlng, the frame of which was draped.
At 8.30 Lieutenant-Governor Jones called the meeting to order, announced that the

meeting was a joint session of the State Legislature, held for the purpose of paying
proper respect to the memory of the late Koscoe Conkling. Clerk John Kenyon, of the
Senate, read the resolution of the Senate nnder which the meeting was called and the
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The literature of many lands is rich with the tributes

that gratitude, admiration and love have paid to the great

and honored dead. These tributes disclose the character

of nations, the ideals of the human race. In them we find

the estimates of greatness the deeds and lives that chal

lenged praise and thrilled the hearts of men.

In the presence of death, the good man judges as he

would be judged. He knows that men are only fragments
that the greatest walk in shadow, and that faults and

failures mingle wich the lives of all.

In the grave should be buried the prejudices and passions

born of conflict. Charity should hold the scales in which

are weighed the deeds of men. Peculiarities, traits born of

locality and surroundings these are but the dust of the

race these are accidents, drapery, clothes, fashions, that

have nothing to do with the man except to hide his charac

ter. They are the clouds that cling to mountains. Time

gives us clearer vision. That which was merely local fades

away. The words of envy are forgotten, and all there is of

sterling worth remains. He who was called a partisan is a

patriot. The revolutionist and the outlaw are the founders

of nations, and he who was regarded as a scheming, selfish

politician becomes a statesman, a philosopher, whose words

and deeds shed light.

Fortunate is that nation great enough to know the great

concurrent resolution of the Assembly. Governor Jones then Introduced Col. Robert G.

Ingersoll, who delivered the eulogy. The audience of three thousand or more people Ita-

tened throughout in breathless silence, except, when enthusiastic approbation was mani
fested bv bursts of applause. At the conclusion of Colonel Ingersoll's address, General
Husted arose and saia :

" Mr. Chairman. I move that the thanks of the Legislature be
tendered to (he Hon. Robert G. Ingeraoll, for the masterly oration to which we have lis

tened, and, sir, in making this motion. I am confident that I express the unanimous
sentiment of this body, when I say that in purity of style, iu poetic expression, in cogency
of statement and brilliancy of rhetoric it stands unrivaled among the eulogies of either

ancient or modern days. As effective as Demosthenes, as polished as Cicero, as ornate as

Burke, as scholarly as Gladstone, the orator of the evening, in surpassing others, has
eclipsed himself." Senator Coggeshall in seconding the motion said:

" Mr. Chairman.
No words that I can utter will add to the able and eloquent eulogy pronounced by Mr.
Ingersoll upon the life, character and services of Roscoe Conkling. It is indeed a worthy
tribute by one of America's most gifted orators to one of the foremost men of his time.
" On behalf of the Senate and Assembly, I second the motion of the gentleman from

Westchester." Lt. Gov. Jones put the question which was carried with great enthusiasm.
Then the great assemblage dispersed. Albany Express; May 10, 1888.
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When a great man dies one who has nobly fought the

battle of a life, who has been faithful to every trust, and

has uttered his highest, noblest thought one who has

stood proudly by the right in spite of jeer and taunt, neither

stopped by foe nor swerved by friend in honoring him, in

speaking words of praise and love above his dust, we pay a

tribute to ourselves.

How poor this world would be without its graves, with

out the memories of its mighty dead. Only the voiceless

speak forever.

Intelligence, integrity and courage are the great pillars

that support the State.

Above all, the citizens of a free nation should honor the

brave and independent man the man of stainless integrity,

of will and intellectual force. Such men are the Atlases

on whose mighty shoulders rest the great fabric of the

Republic. Flatterers, cringers, crawlers, time-servers are

the dangerous citizens of a democracy. They who gain

applause and power by pandering to the mistakes, the preju
dices and passions of the multitude, are the enemies of

liberty.

When the intelligent submit to the clamor of the many,
anarchy begins and the Republic reaches the edge of chaos.

Mediocrity, touched with ambition, flatters the base and

calumniates the great, while the true patriot, who will do

neither, is often sacrificed.

In a government of the people a leader should be a

teacher he should carry the torch of truth.

Most people are the slaves of habit followers of custom

believers in the wisdom of the past and were it not for

brave and splendid souls,
"
the dust of antique time would

lie unswept, and mountainous error be too highly heaped
for truth to overpeer." Custom is a prison, locked and
barred by those who long ago were dust, the keys of which

are in the keeping of the dead.
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Nothing is grander than when a strong, intrepid man
breaks chains, levels walls and breasts the many-headed
mob like some great cliff that meets and mocks the innu

merable billows of the sea.

The politician hastens to agree with the majority insists

that their prejudice is patriotism, that their ignorance is

wisdom ; not that he loves them, but because he loves

himself. The statesman, the real reformer, points out the

mistakes of the multitude, attacks the prejudices of his

countrymen, laughs at their follies, denounces their cruel

ties, enlightens and enlarges their minds and educates the

conscience not because he loves himself, but because he

loves and serves the right and wishes to make his country

great and free.

With him defeat is but a spur to further effort. He who
refuses to stoop, who cannot be bribed by the promise of

success, or the fear of failure who walks the highway of

the right, and in disaster stands erect, is the only victor.

Nothing is more despicable than to reach fame by crawling,

position by cringing.

When real history shall be written by the truthful and

the wise, these men, these kneelers at the shrines of chance

and fraud, these brazen idols worshiped once as gods, will

be the very food of scorn, while those who bore the burden

of defeat, who earned and kept their self-respect, who
would not bow to man or men for place or power, will wear

upon their brows the laurel mingled with the oak.

Roscoe Conkling was a man of superb courage.

He not only acted without fear, but he had that fortitude

of soul that bears the consequences of the course pursued
without complaint. He was charged with being proud.
The charge was true he was proud. His knees were as

inflexible as the
"
unwedgeable and gnarled oak," but he

was not vain. Vanity rests on the opinion of others pride,

on our own. The source of vanity is from without of
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pride, from within. Vanity is a vane that turns, a willow

that bends, with every breeze pride is the oak that defies

the storm. One is cloud the other rock. One is weak
ness the other strength.

This imperious man entered public life in the dawn of

the reformation at a time when the country needed men
of pride, of principle and courage. The institution of

slavery had poisoned all the springs of power. Before this

crime ambition fell upon its knees, politicians, judges,

clergymen, and merchant-princes bowed low and humbly,
with their hats in their hands. The real friend of man was
denounced as the enemy of his country the real enemy of

the human race was called a statesman and a patriot.

Slavery was the bond and pledge of peace, of union, and

national greatness. The temple of American liberty was
finished the auction-block was the corner-stone.

It is hard to conceive of the utter demoralization, of the

political blindness and immorality, of the patriotic dishon

esty, of the cruelty and degradation of a people who sup

plemented the incomparable Declaration of Independence
with the Fugitive Slave Law.

Think of the honored statesmen of that ignoble time who
wallowed in this mire and who, decorated with dripping

filth, received the plaudits of their fellow-men. The noble,

the really patriotic, were the victims of mobs, and the

shameless were clad in the robes of office.

But let us speak no word of blame let us feel that each

one acted according to his light according to his darkness.

At last the conflict came. The hosts of light and dark

ness prepared to meet upon the fields of war. The question
was presented : Shall the Republic be slave or free ? The

Republican party had triumphed at the polls. The great
est man in our history was President elect. The victors

were appalled they shrank from the great responsibility
of success. In the presence of rebellion they hesitated
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they offered to return the fruits of victory. Hoping to

avert war they were willing that slavery should become im

mortal. An amendment to the Constitution was proposed,
to the effect that no subsequent amendment should ever be

made that in any way should interfere with the right of

man to steal his fellow-men.

This, the most marvelous proposition ever submitted to

a Congress of civilized men, received in the House an over

whelming majority, and the necessary two-thirds in the

Senate. The Republican party, in the moment of its tri

umph, deserted every principle for which it had so gallantly

contended, and with the trembling hands of fear laid its

convictions on the altar of compromise.
The Old Guard, numbering but sixty-five in the House,

stood as firm as the three hundred at Thermopylae. Thad-

deus Stevens as maliciously right as any other man was

ever wrong refused to kneel. Owen Lovejoy, remember

ing his brother's noble blood, refused to surrender, and on

the edge of disunion, in the shadow of civil war, with the

air filled with sounds of dreadful preparation, while the

Republican party was retracing its steps, Roscoe Conkling
voted No. This puts a wreath of glory on his tomb. From
that vote to the last moment of his life he was a champion
of equal rights, staunch and stalwart.

From that moment he stood in the front rank. He never

wavered and he never swerved. By his devotion to prin

ciple his courage, the splendor of his diction, by his

varied and profound knowledge, his conscientious devotion

to the great cause, and by his intellectual scope and grasp,

he won and held the admiration of his fellow-men.

Disasters in the field, reverses at the polls, did not and

could not shake his courage or his faith. He knew the

ghastly meaning of defeat. He knew that the great ship
that slavery sought to strand and wreck was freighted with

the world's sublimest hope.
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He battled for a nation's life for the rights of slaves

the dignity of labor, and the liberty of all. He guarded
with a father's care the rights of the hunted, the hated and

despised. He attacked the savage statutes of the recon

structed States with a torrent of invective, scorn and

execration. He was not satisfied until the freedman was an

American Citizen clothed with every civil right until the

Constitution was his shield until the ballot was his sword.

And long after we are dead, the colored man in this and

other lands will speak his name in reverence and love.

Others wavered, but he stood firm; some were false, but

he was proudly true fearlessly faithful unto death.

He gladly, proudly grasped the hands of colored men
who stood with him as makers of our laws, and treated

them as equals and as friends. The cry of "social equality
"

coined and uttered by the cruel and the base, was to him
the expression of a great and splendid truth. He knew
that no man can be the equal of the one he robs that the

intelligent and unjust are not the superiors of the ignorant
and honest and he also felt, and proudly felt, that if he
were not too great to reach the hand of help and recog
nition to the slave, no other Senator could rightfully refuse.

We rise by raising others and he who stoops above the

fallen, stands erect.

Nothing can be grander than to sow the seeds of noble

thoughts and virtuous deeds to liberate the bodies and
the souls of men to earn the grateful homage of a race

and then, in life's last shadowy hour, to know that the his

torian of Liberty will be compelled to write your name.

There are no words intense enough, with heart enough
to express my admiration for the great and gallant souls

who have in every age and every land upheld the right,

and who have lived and died for freedom's sake.

In our lives have been the grandest years that man has

lived, that Time has measured by the flight of worlds.
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The history of that great Party that let the oppressed go
free that lifted our nation from the depths of savagery to

freedom's cloudless heights, and tore with holy hands from

every law the words that sanctified the cruelty of man, is

the most glorious in the annals of our race. Never before

was there such a moral exaltation never a party with a

purpose so pure and high. It was the embodied conscience

of a nation, the enthusiasm of a people guided by wisdom,
the impersonation of justice ;

and the sublime victory

achieved loaded even the conquered with all the rights that

freedom can bestow.

Roscoe Conkling was an absolutely honest man. Hon
esty is the oak around which all other virtues cling. With
out that they fall, and groveling die in weeds and dust.

He believed that a nation should discharge its obligations.

He knew that a promise could not be made often enough,
or emphatic enough, to take the place of payment. He felt

that the promise of the Government was the promise of

every citizen that a national obligation was a personal

debt, and that no possible combination of words and pic

tures could take the place of coin. He uttered the splendid
truth that

"
the higher obligations among men are not set

down in writing signed and sealed, but reside in honor."

He knew that repudiation was the sacrifice of honor the

death of the national soul. He knew that without charac

ter, without integrity, there is no wealth, and that below

poverty, below bankruptcy, is the rayless abyss of repudia
tion. He upheld the sacredness of contracts, of plighted
national faith, and helped to save and keep the honor of his

native land. This adds another laurel to his brow.

He was the ideal representative, faithful and incorruptible.

He believed that his constituents and his country were en

titled to the fruit of his experience, to his best and highest

thought. No man ever held the standard of responsibility

higher than he. He voted according to his judgment, his
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conscience. He made no bargains he neither bought nor

sold.

To correct evils, abolish abuses and inaugurate reforms,

he believed was not only the duty, but the privilege, of a

legislator. He neither sold nor mortgaged himself. He
was in Congress during the years of vast expenditure, of

war and waste when the credit of the nation was loaned to

individuals when claims were thick as leaves in June, when
the amendment of a statute, the change of a single word,

meant millions, and when empires were given to corpora
tions. He stood at the summit of his power peer of the

greatest a leader tried and trusted. He had the tastes of a

prince, the fortune of a peasant, and yet he never swerved.

No corporation was great enough or rich enough to pur
chase him. His vote could not be bought "for all the sun

sees, or the close earth wombs, or the profound seas hide."

His hand was never touched by any bribe, and on his soul

there never was a sordid stain. Poverty was his priceless

crown.

Above his marvelous intellectual gifts above all place
he ever reached, above the ermine he refused, rises his

integrity like some great mountain peak and there it

stands, firm as the earth beneath, pure as the stars above.

He was a great lawyer. He understood the frame-work,
the anatomy, the foundations of law

;
was familiar with the

great streams and currents and tides of authority.

He knew the history of legislation the principles that

have been settled upon the fields of war. He knew the

maxims, those crystallizations of common sense, those

hand-grenades of argument. He was not a case-lawyer

a decision index, or an echo ; he was original, thoughtful
and profound. He had breadth and scope, resource, learn

ing, logic, and above all, a sense of justice. He was pains

taking and conscientious anxious to know the facts pre-

paring for every attack, ready for every defence. He
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rested only when the end was reached. During the con

test, he neither sent nor received a flag of truce. He was

true to his clients making their case his. Feeling respon

sibility, he listened patiently to details, and to his industry

there were only the limits of time and strength. He was a

student of the Constitution. He knew the boundaries of

State and Federal jurisdiction, and no man was more

familiar with those great decisions that are the peaks and

promontories, the headlands and the beacons, of the law.

He was an orator, logical, earnest, intense and pictur

esque. He laid the foundation with care, with accuracy
and skill, and rose by

"
cold gradation and well balanced

form " from the corner-stone of statement to the domed
conclusion. He filled the stage. He satisfied the eye the

audience was his. He had that indefinable thing called

presence. Tall, commanding, erect ample in speech,

graceful in compliment, Titanic in denunciation, rich in

illustration, prodigal of comparison and metaphor and his

sentences, measured and rhythmical, fell like music on the

enraptured throng.

He abhorred the Pharisee, and loathed all conscientious

fraud. He had a profound aversion for those who insist

on putting base motives back of the good deeds of others.

He wore no mask. He knew his friends his enemies

knew him.

He had no patience with pretence with patriotic reasons

for unmanly acts. He did his work and bravely spoke his

thought.

Sensitive to the last degree, he keenly felt the blows and

stabs of the envious and obscure of the smallest, of the

weakest but the greatest could not drive him from con

viction's field. He would not stoop to ask or give an ex

planation. He left his words and deeds to justify them
selves.

He held in light esteem a friend who heard with half-
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believing ears the slander of a foe. He walked a highway
of his own, and kept the company of his self-respect. He
would not turn aside to avoid a foe to greet or gain a

friend.

In his nature there was no compromise. To him there

were but t\vo paths the right and wrong. He was

maligned, misrepresented and misunderstood but he would

not answer. He knew that character speaks louder far

than any words. He was as silent then as he is now and

his silence, better than any form of speech, refuted every

charge.

He was an American proud of his country, that was and

ever will be proud of him. He did not find perfection only
in other lands. He did not grow small and shrunken,
withered and apologetic, in the presence of those upon
whom greatness had been thrust by chance. He could not

be overawed by dukes or lords, nor flattered into vertebrate-

less subserviency by the patronizing smiles of kings. In

the midst of conventionalities he had the feeling of suffoca

tion. He believed in the royalty of man, in the sovereignty
of the citizen, and in the matchless greatness of this

Republic.
He was of the classic mould a figure from the antique

world. He had the pose of the great statues the pride
and bearing of the intellectual Greek, of the conquering

Roman, and he stood in the wide free air as though within

his veins there flowed the blood of a hundred kings.

And as he lived he died. Proudly he entered the dark

ness or the dawn that we call death. Unshrinkingly he

passed beyond our horizon, beyond the twilight's purple

hills, beyond the utmost reach of human harm or help to

that vast realm of silence or of joy where the innumerable

dwell, and he has left with us his wealth of thought and
deed the memory of a brave, imperious, honest man, who
bowed alone to death.
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A TRIBUTE TO RICHARD H. WHITING.

New York, May 24., 1888.

MY FRIENDS : The river of another life has reached

the sea.

Again we are in the presence of that eternal peace that we
call death.

My life has been rich in friends, but I never had a better

or a truer one than he who lies in silence here. He was as

steadfast, as faithful, as the stars.

Richard H. Whiting was an absolutely honest man. His

word was gold his promise was fulfillment and there never

has been, there never will be, on this poor earth, any thing
nobler than an honest, loving soul.

This man was as reliable as the attraction of gravitation

he knew no shadow of turning. He was as generous as

autumn, as hospitable as summer, and as tender as a perfect

day in June. He forgot only himself, and asked favors

only for others. He begged for the opportunity to do

good to stand by a friend, to support a cause, to defend

what he believed to be right.

He was a lover of nature of the woods, the fields and

flowers. He was a home-builder. He believed in the

family and the fireside in the sacredness of the hearth.

He was a believer in the religion of deed, and his creed

was to do good. No man has ever slept in death who
nearer lived his creed.

I have known him for many years, and have yet to hear

a word spoken of him except in praise. (i)
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His life was full of honor, of kindness and of helpful

deeds. Besides all, his soul was free. He feared nothing,

except to do wrong. He was a believer in the gospel of

help and hope. He knew how much better, how much
more sacred, a kind act is than any theory the brain has

wrought.
The good are the noble. His life filled the lives of others

with sunshine. He has left a legacy of glory to his

children. They can truthfully say that within their veins

is right royal blood the blood of an honest, generous man,
of a steadfast friend, of one who was true to the very gates

of death.

If there be another world, another life beyond the shore

of this, if the great and good who died upon this orb are

there, then the noblest and the best, with eager hands,

have welcomed him the equal in honor, in generosity, of

any one that ever passed beyond the veil.

To me this world is growing poor. New friends can

never fill the places of the old.

Farewell ! If this is the end, then you have left to us

the sacred memory of a noble life. If this is not the end,

there is no world in which you, my friend, will not be

loved and welcomed. Farewell!
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A TRIBUTE TO COURTLANDT PALMER.

New York, July 26, 1888.

MY FRIENDS : A thinker of pure thoughts, a speaker
of brave words, a doer of generous deeds has reached

the silent haven that all the dead have reached, and where

the voyage of every life must end
;
and we, his friends, who

even now are hastening after him, are met to do the last kind

acts that man may do for man to tell his virtues and to lay

with tenderness and tears his ashes in the sacred place of

rest and peace.

Some one has said that in the open hands of death we
find only what they gave away.
Let us believe that pure thoughts, brave words and gen

erous deeds can never die. Let us believe that they bear

fruit and add forever to the well-being of the human race.

Let us believe that a noble, self-denying life increases the

moral wealth of man, and gives assurance that the future

will be grander than the past.

In the monotony of subservience, in the multitude of

blind followers, nothing is more inspiring than a free and

independent man one who gives and asks reasons; one

who demands freedom and gives what he demands
; one

who refuses to be slave or master. Such a man was
Courtlandt Palmer, to whom we pay the tribute of respect
and love.

He was an honest man he gave the rights he claimed.

This was the foundation on which he built. To think
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for himself to give his thought to others ; this was

to him not only a privilege, not only a right, but a

duty.

He believed in self-preservation in personal independ
ence that is to say, in manhood.

He preserved the realm of mind from the invasion of

brute force, and protected the children of the brain from the

Herod of authority.

He investigated for himself the questions, the problems
and the mysteries of life. Majorities were nothing to him.

No error could be old enough popular, plausible or profit

able enough to bribe his judgment or to keep his con

science still.

He knew that, next to finding truth, the greatest joy is

honest search.

He was a believer in intellectual hospitality, in the fair

exchange of thought, in good mental manners, in the

amenities of the soul, in the chivalry of discussion.

He insisted that those who speak should hear; that

those who question should answer
;
that each should strive

not for a victory over others, but for the discovery of truth,

and that truth when found should be welcomed by every
human soul.

He knew that truth has no fear of investigation of be

ing understood. He knew that truth loves the day that its

enemies are ignorance, prejudice, egotism, bigotry, hypoc

risy, fear and darkness, and that intelligence, candor,

honesty, love and light are its eternal friends.

He believed in the morality of the useful that the vir

tues are the friends of man the seeds of joy.

He knew that consequences determine the quality of ac

tions, and "
that whatsoever a man sows that shall he also

reap."

In the positive philosophy of Auguste Comte he found

the framework of his creed. In the conclusions of that
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great, sublime and tender soul he found the rest, the se

renity and the certainty he sought.
The clouds had fallen from his life. He saw that the old

faiths were but phases in the growth of man that out from

the darkness, up from the depths, the human race through
countless ages and in every land had struggled toward the

ever-growing light.

He felt that the living are indebted to the noble dead,

and that each should pay his debt ; that he should pay it

by preserving to the extent of his power the good he has,

by destroying the hurtful, by adding to the knowledge of

the world, by giving better than he had received ; and that

each should be the bearer of a torch, a giver of light for

all that is, for all to be.

This was the religion of duty perceived, of duty within

the reach of man, within the circumference of the known
a religion without mystery, with experience for the founda

tion of belief a religion understood by the head and ap

proved by the heart a religion that appealed to reason

with a definite end in view the civilization and develop
ment of the human race by legitimate, adequate and natural

means that is to say, by ascertaining the conditions of prog
ress and by teaching each to be noble enough to live for all.

This is the gospel of man
; this is the gospel of this

world ; this is the religion of humanity ; this is a philosophy
that comtemplates not with scorn, but with pity, with ad

miration and with love all that man has done, regarding, as

it does, the past with all its faults and virtues, its sufferings,

its cruelties and crimes, as the only road by which the per
fect could be reached.

He denied the supernatural the phantoms and the

ghosts that fill the twilight-land of fear. To him and for

him there was but one religion the religion of pure

thoughts, of noble words, of self-denying deeds, of honest

work for all the world the religion of Help and Hope,
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Facts were the foundation of his faith
; history was his

prophet ;
reason his guide ; duty his deity ; happiness the

end
; intelligence the means.

He knew that man must be the providence of man.

He did not believe in Religion and Science, but in the

Religion of Science that is to say, wisdom glorified by

love, the Savior of our race the religion that conquers

prejudice and hatred, that drives all superstition from the

mind, that ennobles, lengthens and enriches life, that drives

from every home the wolves of want, from every heart the

fiends of selfishness and fear, and from every brain the

monsters of the night.

He lived and labored for his fellow-men. He sided with

the weak and poor against the strong and rich. He wel

comed light. His face was ever toward the East.

According to his light he lived.
" The world was his

country to do good his religion." There is no language
to express a nobler creed than this

; nothing can be grander,
more comprehensive, nearer perfect. This was the creed

that glorified his life and made his death sublime.

He was afraid to do wrong, and for that reason was not

afraid to die.

He knew that the end was near. He knew that his work
was done. He stood within the twilight, within the deep

ening gloom, knowing that for the last time the gold was

fading from the West and that there could not fall again
within his eyes the trembling lustre of another dawn. He
knew that night had come, and yet his soul was filled with

light, for in that night the memory of his generous deeds

shone out like stars.

What can we say ? What words can solve the mystery
of life, the mystery of death? What words can justly pay
a tribute to the man who lived ta his ideal, who spoke his

honest thought, and who was turned aside neither by envy,

nor hatred, nor contumely, nor slander, nor scorn, nor fear ?
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What words will do that life the justice that we know and

feel?

A heart breaks, a man dies, a leaf falls in the far forest,

a babe is born, and the great world sweeps on.

By the grave of man stands the angel of Silence.

No one can tell which is better Life with its gleams and

shadows, its thrills and pangs, its ecstasy and tears, its

wreaths and thorns, its crowns, its glories and Golgothas,
or Death, with its peace, its rest, its cool and placid brow
that hath within no memory or fear of grief or pain.

Farewell, dear friend. The world is better for your life

The world is braver for your death.

Farewell 1 We loved you living, and we love you now.
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A TRIBUTE TO MRS. MARY H. FISKE.

At Scottish Rite Hall, New York, February 6, 1889.

MY
FRIENDS : In the presence of the two great mys
teries, Life and Death, we are met to say above this

still, unconscious house of clay, a few words of kindness, of

regret, of love, and hope.
In this presence, let us speak of the goodness, the charity,

the generosity and the genius of the dead.

Only flowers should be laid upon the tomb. In life's last

pillow there should be 110 thorns.

Mary Fiske was like herself she patterned after none.

She was a genius, and put her soul in all she did and

wrote. She cared nothing for roads, nothing for beaten

paths, nothing for the footsteps of others she went across

the fields and through the woods and by the winding

streams, and down the vales, or over crags, wherever fancy

led. She wrote lines that leaped with laughter and words

that were wet with tears. She gave us quaint thoughts,
and sayings filled with the

"
pert and nimble spirit of

mirth." Her pages were flecked with sunshine and

shadow, and in every word were the pulse and breath of

life.

Her heart went out to all the wretched in this weary
world and yet she seemed as joyous as though grief and

death were nought but words. She wept where others

wept, but in her own misfortunes found the food of hope.

She cared for the to-morrow of others, but not for her own.

She lived for to-day. (<&&)
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Some hearts are like a waveless pool, satisfied to hold

the image of a wondrous star but hers was full of

motion, life and light and storm.

She longed for freedom. Every limitation was a prison's

wall. Rules were shackles, and forms were made for serfs

and slaves.

She gave her utmost thought. She praised all generous
deeds ; applauded the struggling and even those who failed.

She pitied the poor, the forsaken, the friendless. No one

could fall below her pity, no one could wander beyond the

circumference of her sympathy. To her there were no out

casts they were victims. She knew that the inhabitants

of palaces and penitentiaries might change places without

adding to the injustice of the world. She knew that cir

cumstances and conditions determine character that the

lowest and the worst of our race were children once, as

pure as light, whose cheeks dimpled with smiles beneath

the heaven of a mother's eyes. She thought of the road

they had traveled, of the thorns that had pierced their

feet, of the deserts they Lad crossed, and so, instead of

words of scorn she gave the eager hand of help.

No one appealed to her in vain. She listened to the

story of the poor, and all she had she gave. A god could

do no more.

The destitute and suffering turned naturally to her. The
maimed and hurt sought for her open door, and the help
less put their hands in hers.

She shielded the weak she attacked the strong.

Her heart was open as the gates of day. She shed kind

ness as the sun sheds light. If all her deeds were flowers,

the air would be faint with perfume. If all her charities

could change to melodies, a symphony would fill the sky.

Mary Fiske had within her brain the divine fire called

genius, and in her heart the "touch of nature that makes

the whole world kin."
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She wrote as a stream runs, that winds and babbles

through the shadowy fields, that falls in foam of flight and
haste and laughing joins the sea.

A little while ago a babe was found one that had been

abandoned by its mother left as a legacy to chance or fate.

The warm heart of Mary Fiske, now cold in death, was
touched. She took the waif and held it lovingly to her

breast and made the child her own.

We pray thee, Mother Nature, that thou wilt take this

woman and hold her as tenderly in thy arms, as she held

and pressed against her generous, throbbing heart, the

abandoned babe.

We ask no more.

In this presence, let us remember our faults, our frailties,

and the generous, helpful, self-denying, loving deeds of

Mary Fiske.
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A TRIBUTE TO HORACE SEAVER.*

At Paine Hall, Boston, August 25, 1889.

HORACE
SEAVER was a pioneer, a torch-bearer, a

toiler in that great field we call the world a worker

for his fellow-men. At the end of his task he has fallen

asleep, and we are met to tell the story of his long and use

ful life to pay our tribute to his work and worth.

He was one who saw the dawn while others lived in

night. He kept his face toward the
"
purpling east

" and

watched the coming of the blessed day.

He always sought for light. His object was to know
to find a reason for his faith a fact on which to build.

In superstition's sands he sought the gems of truth ; in

superstition's night he looked for stars.

Born in New England reared amidst the cruel super
stitions of his age and time, he had the manhood and the

courage to investigate, and he had the goodness and the

courage to tell his honest thoughts.
He was always kind, and sought to win the confidence of

men by sympathy and love. There was no taint or touch

of malice in his blood. To him his fellows did not seem

depraved they were not wholly bad there was within the

heart of each the seeds of good. He knew that back of

every thought and act were forces uncontrolled. He
wisely said :

"
Circumstances furnish the seeds of good and

The eulogy pronounced at the funeral of Horace Seaver In Paine Hall last Sunday
was the tribute of one great man to another. To have Robert G. Ingersoll speak
words of praise above the silent form is fame ; to deserve these words is immortality.
Horace Beaver was crowned with the wreath of his own deeds, woven by the

generous band of a nobla friend. The Boston Investigator\ August 38, 1889.

(469)
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evil, and man is but the soil in which they grow." He
fought the creed, and loved the man. He pitied those who
feared and shuddered at the thought of death who dwelt

in darkness and in dread.

The religion of his day filled his heart with horror.

He was kind, compassionate, and tender, and could not

fall upon his knees before a cruel and revengeful God he

could not bow to one who slew with famine, sword and fire

to one pitiless as pestilence, relentless as the lightning
stroke. Jehovah had no attribute that he could love.

He attacked the creed of New England a creed that had

within it the ferocity of Knox, the malice of Calvin, the

cruelty of Jonathan Edwards a religion that had a monster

for a God a religion whose dogmas would have shocked

cannibals feasting upon babes.

Horace Seaver followed the light of his brain the im

pulse of his heart. He was attacked, but he answered the

insulter with a smile
; and even he who coined malignant

lies was treated as a friend misled. He did not ask God to

forgive his enemies he forgave them himself. He was
sincere. Sincerity is the true and perfect mirror of the

mind. It reflects the honest thought. It is the foundation

of character, and without it there is no moral grandeur.
Sacred are the lips from which has issued only truth.

Over all wealth, above all station, above the noble, the

robed and crowned, rises the sincere man. Happy is the

man who neither paints nor patches, veils nor veneers.

Blessed is he who wears no mask.

The man who lies before us wrapped in perfect peace,

practiced no art to hide or half conceal his thought. He
did not write or speak the double words that might be use

ful in retreat. He gave a truthful transcript of his mind,
and sought to make his meaning clear as light.

To use his own words, he had "
the courage which impels

a man to do his duty, to hold fast his integrity, to maintain
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a conscience void of offence, at every hazard and at every

sacrifice, in defiance of the world."

He lived to his ideal. He sought the approbation of

himself. He did not build his character upon the opinions
of others, and it was out of the very depths of his nature

that he asked this profound question :

" What is there in other men that makes us desire their

approbation, and fear their censure more than our

own ?
"

Horace Seaverwas a good and loyal citizen of the mental

republic a believer in intellectual hospitality, one who
knew that bigotry is born of ignorance and fear the pro
vincialisms of the brain. He did not belong to the tribe, or

to the nation, but to the human race. His sympathy was
wide as want, and, like the sky, bent above the suffering
world.

This man had that superb thing called moral courage

courage in its highest form. He knew that his thoughts
were not the thoughts of others that he was with the few,

and that where one would take his side, thousands would
be his eager foes. He knew that wealth would scorn and

cultured ignorance deride, and that believers in the creeds,

buttressed by law and custom, would hurl the missiles of

revenge and hate. He knew that lies, like snakes, would

fill the pathway of his life and yet he told his honest

thought told it without hatred and without contempt
told it as it really was. And so, through all his days, his

heart was sound and stainless to the core.

When he enlisted in the army whose banner is light, the

honest investigator was looked upon as lost and cursed, and

even Christian criminals held him in contempt. The be

lieving embezzler, the orthodox wife-beater, even the mur

derer, lifted his bloody hands and thanked God that on his

soul there was no stain of unbelief.

In nearly every State of our Republic, the man who denied
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the absurdities and impossibilities lying at the foundation

of what is called orthodox religion, was denied his civil

rights. He was not canopied by the aegis of the law. He
stood beyond the reach of sympathy. He was not allowed

to testify against the invader of his home, the seeker for his

life his lips were closed. He was declared dishonorable,

because he was honest. His unbelief made him a social

leper, a pariah, an outcast. He was the victim of religious

hate and scorn. Arrayed against him were all the preju
dices and all the forces and hypocrisies of society. All

mistakes and lies were his enemies. Even the Theist was

denounced as a disturber of the peace, although he told his

thoughts in kind and candid words. He was called a

blasphemer, because he sought to rescue the reputation of

his God from the slanders of orthodox priests.

Such was the bigotry of the time, that natural love was

lost. The unbelieving son was hated by his pious sire,

and even the mother's heart was by her creed turned into

stone.

Horace Seaver pursued his way. He worked and

wrought as best he could, in solitude and want. He knew
the day would come. He lived to be rewarded for his toil

to see most of the laws repealed that had made outcasts

of the noblest, the wisest, and the best. He lived to see

the foremost preachers of the world attack the sacred

creeds. He lived to see the sciences released from super

stition's clutch. He lived to see the orthodox theologian

take his place with the professor of the black art, the

fortune-teller, and the astrologer. He lived to see the

greatest of the world accept his thought to see the theolo

gian displaced by the true priests of Nature by Humboldt

and Darwin, by Huxley and Haeckel.

Within the narrow compass of his life the world was

changed. The railway, the steamship, and the telegraph

made all nations neighbors. Countless inventions have
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made the luxuries of the past the necessities of to-day.

Life has been enriched, and man ennobled. The geologist
has read the records of frost and flame, of wind and wave

the astronomer has told the story of the stars the

biologist has sought the germ of life, and in every depart
ment of knowledge the torch of science sheds its sacred

light.

The ancient creeds have grown absurd. The miracles

are small and mean. The inspired book is filled with

fables told to please a childish world, and the dogma of

eternal pain now shocks the heart and brain.

He lived to see a monument unveiled to Bruno in the

city of Rome to Giordano Bruno that great man who
two hundred and eighty-nine years ago suffered death for

having proclaimed the truths that since have filled the

world with joy. He lived to see the victim of the church a

victor lived to see his memory honored by a nation freed

from papal chains.

He worked knowing what the end must be expecting
little while he lived but knowing that every fact in the

wide universe was on his side. He knew that truth can

wait, and so he worked patient as eternity.

He had the brain of a philosopher and the heart of a

child.

Horace Seaver was a man of common sense.

By that I mean, one who knows the law of average. He
denied the Bible, not on account of what has been discovered

in astronomy, or the length of time it took to form the

delta of the Nile but he compared the things he found

with what he knew.

He knew that antiquity added nothing to probability

that lapse of time can never take the place of cause, and

that the dust can never gather thick enough upon mistakes

to make them equal with the truth.

He knew that the old, by no possibility, could have been
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more wonderful than the new, and that the present is a

perpetual torch by which we know the past.

To him all miracles were mistakes, whose parents were

cunning and credulity. He knew that miracles were not,

because they are not.

He believed in the sublime, unbroken, and eternal march
of causes and effects denying the chaos of chance, and the

caprice of power.
He tested the past by the now, and judged of all the men

and races of the world by those he knew.

He believed in the religion of free thought and good
deed of character, of sincerity, of honest endeavor, of

cheerful help and above all, in the religion of love and

liberty in a religion for every day for the world in which

we live for the present the religion of roof and raiment,

of food, of intelligence, of intellectual hospitality the re

ligion that gives health and happiness, freedom and con

tent in the religion of work, and in the ceremonies of

honest labor.

He lived for this world
;

if there be another, he will live

for that.

He did what he could for the destruction of fear the

destruction of the imaginary monster who rewards the few

in heaven the monster who tortures the many in perdition.

He was a friend of all the world, and sought to civilize

the human race.

For more than fifty years he labored to free the bodies

and the souls of men and many thousands have read his

words with joy. He sought the suffering and oppressed.

He sat by those in pain and his helping hand was laid in

pity on the brow of death.

He asked only to be treated as he treated others. He
asked for only what he earned, and had the manhood cheer

fully to accept the consequences of his actions. He ex

pected no reward for the goodness of another.
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But he has lived his life. We should shed no tears ex

cept the tears of gratitude. We should rejoice that he lived

so long.

In Nature's course, his time had come. The four sea

sons were complete in him. The Spring could never come

again. The measure of his years was full.

When the day is done when the work of a life is finished

when the gold of evening meets the dusk of night, be

neath the silent stars the tired laborer should fall asleep.

To outlive usefulness is a double death.
" Let me not

live after my flame lacks oil, to be the snuff of younger

spirits."

When the old oak is visited in vain by Spring when

light and rain no longer thrill it is not well to stand leaf

less, desolate, and alone. It is better far to fall where

Nature softly covers all with woven moss and creeping
vine.

How little, after all, we know of what is ill or well !

How little of this wondrous stream of cataracts and pools
this stream of life, that rises in a world unknown, and

flows to that mysterious sea whose shore the foot of one

who comes has never pressed ! How little of this life we
know this struggling ray of light 'twixt gloom and gloom

this strip of land by verdure clad, between the unknown
wastes this throbbing moment filled with love and pain
this dream that lies between the shadowy shores of sleep
and death !

We stand upon this verge of crumbling time. We love,

we hope, we disappear. Again we mingle with the dust,

and the "knot intrinsicate
"
forever falls apart.

But this we know: A noble life enriches all the

world.

Horace Seaver lived for others. He accepted toil and

hope deferred. Poverty was his portion. Like Socrates,

he did not seek to adorn his body, but rather his soul with
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the jewels of charity, modesty, courage, and above all, with

a love of liberty.

Farewell, O brave and modest man !

Your lips, between which truths burst into blossom, are

forever closed. Your loving heart has ceased to beat. Your

busy brain is still, and from your hand has dropped the

sacred torch.

Your noble, self-denying life has honored us, and we will

honor you.

You were my friend, and I was yours. Above your silent

clay I pay this tribute to your worth.

Farewell 1
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A TRIBUTE TO LAWRENCE BARRETT.

At the Broadway Theatre, New York, March 22, i8gi.

MY
heart tells me that on the threshold of my address it

will be appropriate for me to say a few words about the

great actor who has just fallen into that sleep that we call

death. Lawrence Barrett was my friend, and I was his.

He was an interpreter of Shakespeare, to whose creations

he gave flesh and blood. He began at the foundation of

his profession, and rose until he stood next to his friend

next to one who is regarded as the greatest tragedian of our

time next to Edwin Booth.

The life of Lawrence Barrett was a success, because he

honored himself and added glory to the stage.

He did not seek for gain by pandering to the thoughtless,

ignorant or base. He gave the drama in its highest and

most serious form. He shunned the questionable, the vul

gar and impure, and gave the intellectual, the pathetic, the

manly and the tragic. He did not stoop to conquer he

soared. He was fitted for the stage. He had a thoughtful

face, a vibrant voice and the pose of chivalry, and besides

he had patience, industry, courage and the genius of success.

Col. Robert Q. Ingersoll's lecture en "
Shakespeare

" at the Broadway Theatre last

night, in aid of the Building Fund of the Press Club, was a success from every point of
view. The house was crowded, and over two hundred people cccupied seats on the
etaize. Hundreds were turned away from the box-office before the lecture began. The
immense audience present listened to an orator who was thoroughly wrapped np in his

subject. Colonel Ingersol) is a Sbakesperian enthusiast, and bis treatment of the im
mortal dramatist was masterly throughout and exquisite in its finer passages. He held
the vast throng spellbound, and at the close of his peroration his delighted hearers
cheered again and again, until he was compelled to acknowledge the tribute to his

eloquence oy reappearing upon the stage.
After the applause subsided when Colonel Tngersoll had first made his appearance, he

prefaced his lecture by offering his tribute to the memory of Lawrence Barre't The
World, New York, March 23, 1891. (469)
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He was a graceful and striking Bassanio, a thoughtful

Hamlet, an intense Othello, a marvelous Harebell, and the

best Cassius of his century.

In the drama of human life, all are actors, and no one

knows his part. In this great play the scenes are shifted

by unknown forces, and the commencement, plot and end

are still unknown are still unguessed. One by one the

players leave the stage, and others take their places. There

is no pause the play goes on. No prompter's voice is

heard, and no one has the slightest clue to what the next

scene is to be.

Will this great drama have an end ? Will the curtain

fall at last? Will it rise again upon some other stage?

Reason says perhaps, and Hope still whispers yes. Sadly

I bid my friend farewell, I admired the actor, and I loved

the man.
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A TRIBUTE TO WALT WHITMAN.*

Camden, N. /., March 30, 1892.

MY
FRIENDS: Again we, in the mystery of Life, are

brought face to face with the mystery of Death. A
great man, a great American, the most eminent citizen of

this Republic, lies dead before us, and we have met to pay
a tribute to his greatness and his worth.

I know he needs no words of mine. His fame is secure.

He laid the foundations of it deep in the human heart and

brain. He was, above all I have known, the poet of hu

manity, of sympathy. He was so great that he rose above
1 For a few brief hours yesterday the dust of Walt Whitman dwelt again among the

people whom he loved and then was borne away and lowered into his tomb in Haneigh
Cemetery.
They came by hundreds and thousands the " common folk ' ' whom he loved. They

gathered about his tiny, shabby little cottage in Mickle Street, in Camden, until the street
was blocked and the policemen began to look anxious. They had been bidden to come
at eleven ;

at ten there was a throng, and it was deemed wise to open the door and let. the
people in From that time until after one the line was never broken, and though it was
hurried along as fast as possible, still the waiting throng grew larger. If it had been
Borne great general instead of a simple singer one might have understood the rush. But
it was plain to see that more came as friends th:m as curiosity seekers. The body lay in
its plain oak casket in the bare, back parlor while the people filed softly past. "How
beautiful! How beautiful a face 1 Oh, if it could be painted as it is!" cried the veteran
Moncure D. Convvay as he bent above the while and clean cut features framed in snow.
Mr. Conway was not the only writer of mark who had come a long distance to the funer
al. Quaint old John Burroughs was there, E C. Stedman, J. H. Stoddard. Mr. Julian
Hawthorne and many others. Some who could not come in person sent flowers or wreaths
of green.
When the doors shut and the crowd had departed it was found that many had dropped

email sprigs of violets and other blossoms on the casket.

Just at this moment Col. It. G. Ingersoll came hurrying in. Night and day he had been
speeding across ihe country from Canada in order to be present and speak the promised
word above the friend with whom he hud disagreed religiously and otherwise in such
friendly fashion. His rotund face looked more sad than 1 ever saw it look before.
Death touched him very close when it touched Whitman.
When the funeral cortege reached the cemetery, close on three o'clock, it found the

little dell where the tomb is set, packed with
people. There wore at last three thousand

there. A small tent had been set up on a level spot, and here they clustered round,
clone packed, to listen to the tributes of the chosen speakers There waa
Intense silence when Colonel Ingersoll arose, and in those glowing periods for which ho is

world famous, scattered flowers of speech over the ashes of his friend.
When the great orator had spoken and his words dwelt on the ear like rich music-

there was nothing left to do but consign Walt Whitman to his tomb, and this was done
without parade or ceremony. New York Herald, March 31, 1892. (473)
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the greatest that he met without arrogance, and so great
that he stooped to the lowest without conscious conde

scension. He never claimed to be lower or greater than

any of the sons of men.

He came into our generation a free, tmtrarumeled spirit,

with sympathy for all. His arm was beneath the form of

the sick. He sympathized with the imprisoned and de

spised, and even on the brow of crime he was great enough
to place the kiss of human sympathy.
One of the greatest lines in our literature is his, and the

line is great enough to do honor to the greatest genius that

has ever lived. He said, speaking of an outcast :

" Not till

the sun excludes you do I exclude you."

His charity was as wide as the sky, and wherever there

was human suffering, human misfortune, the sympathy of

Whitman bent above it as the firmament bends above the

earth.

He was built on a broad and splendid plan ample, with

out appearing to have limitations passing easily for a

brother of mountains and seas and constellations ; caring

nothing for the little maps and ch.arts with which timid pilots

hug the shore, but giving himself freely with recklessness

of genius to winds and waves and tides ; caring for nothing as

long as the stars were above him. He walked among men,

among writers, among verbal varnishers and veneerers,

among literary milliners and tailors, with the unconscious

majesty of an antique god.
He was the poet of that divine democracy which gives

equal rights to all the sons and daughters of men. He
uttered the great American voice ; uttered a song worthy of

the great Republic. No man ever said more for the rights

of humanity, more in favor of real democracy, of real jus

tice. He neither scorned nor cringed, was neither tyrant

nor slave. He asked only to stand the equal of his fellows

beneath the great flag of nature, the blue and stars.
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He was the poet of Life. It was a joy simply to breathe.

He loved the clouds; he enjoyed the breath of morning, the

twilight, the wind, the winding streams. He loved to look

at the sea when the waves burst into the whitecaps of joy.

He loved the fields, the hills
;
he was acquainted with the

trees, with birds, with all the beautiful objects of the earth.

He not only saw these objects, but understood their mean

ing, and he used them that he might exhibit his heart to his

fellow-men.

He was the post of Love. He was not ashamed of that

divine passion that has built every home in the world
;

that divine passion that has painted every picture and given

us every real work of art ; that divine passion that has

made the world worth living in and has given some value

to human life.

He was the poet of the natural, and taught men not to be

ashamed of that which is natural. He was not only the

poet of democracy, not only the poet of the great Republic,

but he was the post of the human race. He was not con

fined to the limits of this country, but his sympathy went

out over the seas to all the nations of the earth.

He stretched out his hand and felt himself the equal of

all kings and of all princes, and the brother of all men, no

matter how high, no matter how low.

He has uttered more supreme words than any writer of

our century, possibly of almost any other. He was, above all

things, a man, and above genius, above all the snow-capped

peaks of intelligence, above all art, rises the true man.

Greater than all is the true man, and he walked among his

fellow-men as such.

He was the poet of Death. He accepted all life and all

death, and he justified all. He had the courage to meet all,

and was great enough and splendid enough to harmonize

all and to accept all there is of life as a divine melody.

You know better than I what his life has been, but let me
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say one thing. Knowing, as he did, what others can know
and what they cannot, he accepted and absorbed all theo

ries, all creeds, all religions, and believed in none. His

philosophy was a sky that embraced all clouds and ac

counted for all clouds. He had a philosophy and a religion

of "Ais own, broader, as he believed and as I believe than

others. He accepted all, he understood all, and he was

above all.

He was absolutely true to himself. He had frankness

and courage, and he was as candid as light. He was willing

that all the sons of men should be absolutely acquainted
with his heart and brain. He had nothing to conceal.

Frank, candid, pure, serene, noble, and yet for years he was

maligned and slandered, simply because he had the candor

of nature. He will be understood yet, and that for which

he was condemned his frankness, his candor will add to

the glory and greatness of his fame.

He wrote a liturgy for mankind
;
he wrote a great and

splendid psalm of life, and he gave to us the gospel of hu

manity the greatest gospel that can be preached.
He was not afraid to live, not afraid to die. For many

yell's he and death were near neighbors. He was always

willing and ready to meet and greet this king called death,

and for many months he sat in the deepening twilight

waiting for the night, waiting for the light.

He never lost his hope. When the mists filled the valleys,

he looked upon the mountain tcps, and when the mountains

in darkness disappeared, he fixed his gaze upon the stars.

In his brain were the blessed memories of the day, and

in his heart were mingled the dawn and dusk of life.

He was not afraid
;
he was cheerful every moment. The

laughing nymphsof day did not desert him. They remained

that they might clasp the hands and greet with smiles the

veiled and silent sisters of the night. And when they did

come, Walt Whitman stretched his hand to them. On one
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side were the nymphs of the day, and on the other the

silent sisters of the night, and so, hand in hand, between

smiles and tears, he reached his journey's end.

From the frontier of life, from the western wave-kissed

shore, he sent us messages of content and hope, and these

messages seem now like strains of music blown by the
"
Mystic Trumpeter

" from Death's pale realm.

To-day we give back to Mother Nature, to her clasp and

kiss, one of the bravest, sweetest souls that ever lived in

human clay.

Charitable as the air and generous as Nature, he was

negligent of all except to do and say what he believed he

should do and should say.

And I to-day thank him, not only for you but for myself,

for all the brave words he has uttered. I thank him for

all the great and splendid words he has said in favor of

liberty, in favor of man and woman, in favor of mother

hood, in favor of fathers, in favor of children, and I thank

him for the brave words that he has .said of death.

He has lived, he has died, and death is less terrible than

it was before. Thousands and millions will walk down
into the

" dark valley of the shadow "
holding Walt Whit

man by the hand. Long after we are dead the brave words

he has spoken will sound like trumpets to the dying.
And so I lay this little wreath upon this great man's

tomb. I loved him living, and I love him still.
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A TRIBUTE TO PHILO D. BECKWITH.

Dowagiac, Mich., January 25, 1893.*

LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN: Nothing is nobler than to

plant the flower of gratitude on the grave of a generous
man of one who labored for the good of all whose hands

were open and whose heart was full.

Praise for the noble dead is an inspiration for the noble

living.

Loving words sow seeds of love in every gentle heart.

Appreciation is the soil and climate of good and generous
deeds.

We are met to-night not to pay, but to acknowledge a

debt of gratitude to one who lived and labored here who
was the friend of all and who for many years was the provi
dence of the poor. To one who left to those who knew
him best, the memory of countless loving deeds the rich

est legacy that man can leave to man.
Some time ago, in Dowagiac, Mich., died PhiloD. Beckwith, a man of broad

views and great business capacity
This little but bustling village will become artistically famous through P. D.

Beckwith who practically originated it.

He made a great fortune here, but he lost no kindness of heart with the acquisi
tion of money. During the latter part of his life he expressed a desire to erect iu
this town a theatre that would insure to his fellow-townsmen the very best of at
tractions, irrespective of the very small offering that the place would naturally
make to the greater stars and companies. Money-making aid not enter into Mr.
Beckwith' s plan. He was willing to pay the deficit that it involved.
He died before he could put his purpose into execution. But his heirs have car

ried out his wishes to tne letter ; and Dowagiac now boasts of the handsomest
theatre of its size in the world, while the endowment for its support will insure its

use as its noble projector planned. The building is a plain structure exteriorly,
of red pressed brick and brown stone trimmings. A noble exterior feature, how
ever, is a frieze of portraits in terra-cotta bas-reliefs of eminent writers, philoso
phers, artists and actors.
The collection favors those of broad religious views. Mr. Beckwith was a great

admirer of Thomas Paine, Voltaire and Robert Q. Ingersoll who recently delivered
an address upon Shakespeare at the formal dedication of this theatre, and in this
frieze are Shakespeare, Ingersoll, Voltaire, Thomas Paine, Rachel and others.
A'nu York Dramatic Mirror, February, 1893. (481)
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We are here to dedicate this monument to the stainless

memory of Philo D. Beckwith one of the kings of men.

This monument this perfect theatre this beautiful

house of cheerfulness and joy this home and child of

all the arts this temple where the architect, the sculptor
and painter united to build and decorate a stage whereon

the drama with a thousand tongues will tell the frailties

and the virtues of the human race, and music with her

thrilling voice will touch the source of happy tears.

This is a fitting monument to the man whose memory
we honor to one, who broadening with the years, outgrew
the cruel creeds, the heartless dogmas of his time to one

who passed from superstition to science from religion to

reason from theology to humanity from slavery to free

dom from the shadow of fear to the blessed light of love

and courage. To one who believed in intellectual hospi

tality in the perfect freedom of the soul, and hated tyranny,

in every form, with all his heart.

To one whose head and hands were in partnership con

stituting the firm of Intelligence and Industry, and whose

heart divided the profits with his.fellow-men. To one who

fought the battle of life alone, without the aid of place or

wealth, and yet grew nobler and gentler with success.

To one who tried to make a heaven here and who believed

in the blessed gospel of cheerfulness and love of happiness
and hope.
And it is fitting, too, that this monument should be

adorned with the sublime faces, wrought in stone, of the

immortal dead of those who battled for the rights of man
who broke the fetters of the slave of those who filled the

minds of men with poetry, art, and light of Voltaire, who
abolished torture in France and who did more for liberty

than any other of the sons of men of Thomas Paine, whose

pen did as much as any sword to make the New World free

of Victor Hugo, who wept for those who weep of Emer-
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son, a worshiper of the Ideal, who filled the mind with

suggestions of the perfect of Goethe, the poet-philosopher
of Whitman, the ample, wide as the sky author of the

teuderest, the most pathetic, the sublimest poem that this

continent has produced of Shakespeare, the King of all

of Beethoven, the divine, of Chopin and Verdi and of

Wagner, grandest of them all, whose music satisfies the

heart and brain and fills imagination's sky of George
Eliot, who wove within her brain the purple robe her

genius wears of George Sand, subtle and sincere, passion
ate and free and with these faces of those who, on the

stage, have made the mimic world as real as life and death.

Beneath the loftiest monuments may be found ambition's

worthless dust, while those who lived the loftiest lives are

sleeping now in unknown graves.

It may be that the bravest of the brave who ever fell

upon the field of ruthless war, was left without a grave to

mingle slowly with the land he saved.

But here and now the Man and Monument agree, and

blend like sounds that meet and melt in melody a monu
ment for the dead a blessing for the living a memory of

tears a prophecy of joy.

Fortunate the people where this good man lived, for they

are all his heirs and fortunate for me that I have had the

privilege of laying this little laurel leaf upon his unstained

brow.

And now, speaking for those he loved for those who

rep-esent the honored dead I dedicate this home of mirth

and song of poetry and art to the memory of Philo D.

Beckwith a true philosopher a real philanthropist.
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A TRIBUTE TO ANTON SEIDL.

A telegram read at the funeral services in the Metropolitan

Opera House, New York City, March 31, 1898.

IN
the noon and zenith of his career, in the flush and

glory of success, Anton Seidl, the greatest orches

tral leader of all time, the perfect interpreter of Wagner, of

all his subtlety and sympathy, his heroism and grandeur,
his intensity and limitless passion, his wondrous harmonies

that tell of all there is in life, and touch the longings and

the hopes of every heart, has passed from the shores of

sound to the realm of silence, borne by the mysterious and

resistless tide that ever ebbs but never flows.

All moods were his. Delicate as the perfume of the first

violet, wild as the storm, he knew the music of all sounds,

from the rustle of leaves, the whisper of hidden springs, to

the voices of the sea.

He was the master of music, from the rhythmical strains

of irresponsible joy to the sob of the funeral march.

He stood like a king with his sceptre in his hand, and

we knew that every tone and harmony were in his brain,

every passion in his breast, and yet his sculptured face was

as calm, as serene as perfect art. He mingled his soul with

the music and gave his heart to the enchanted air.

He appeared to have no limitations, no walls, no chains.

He seemed to follow the pathway of desire, and the mar
velous melodies, the sublime harmonies, were as free as

eagles above the clouds with outstretched wings.
(487)
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He educated, refined, and gave unspeakable joy to many
thousands of his fellow-men. He added to the grace and

glory of life. He spoke a language deeper, more poetic

than words the language of the perfect, the language of

love and death.

But he is voiceless now; a fountain of harmony has

ceased. Its inspired strains have died away in night, and

all its murmuring melodies are strangely still.

We will mourn for him, we will honor him, not in words,

but in the language that he used.

Anton Seidl is dead. Play the great funeral march.

Envelop him in music. Let its wailing waves cover him.

Let its wild and mournful winds sigh and moan above him.

Give his face to its kisses and its tears.

Play the great funeral march, music as profound as death.

That will express our sorrow that wi/
1

voice our love, our

hope, and that will tell of the life, the triumph, the genius,

the death of Anton Seidl.
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A TRIBUTE TO DR. THOMAS SETON ROBERTSON.

New York September 8, 1898.

IN
the pulseless hush of death, silence seems more ex

pressive, more appropriate than speech. In the

presence of the Great Mystery, the great mystery that waits

to enshroud us all, we feel the uselessness of words. But

where a fellow-mortal has reached his journey's end

where the darkness from which he emerged has received

him again, it is but natural for his friends to mingle with

their grief, expressions of their love and loss.

He who lies before us in the sleep of death was generous
to his fellow-men. His hands were always stretched to

help, to save. He pitied the friendless, the unfortunate,

the hopeless proud of his skill of his success. He was

quick to decide to act prompt, tireless, forgetful of self.

He lengthened life and conquered pain hundreds are well

and happy now because he lived. This is enough. This

puts a star above the gloom of death.

He was sensitive to the last degree quick to feel a slight

to resent a wrong but in the warmth of kindness the

thorn of hatred blossomed. He was not quite fashioned

for this world. The flints and thorns on life's highway
bruised and pierced his flesh, and for his wounds he did

not have the blessed balm of patience. He felt the man
acles, the limitations the imprisonments of life and so

within the walls and bars he wore his very soul away. He
could not bear the storms. The tides, the winds, the waves,
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in the morning of his life, dashed his frail bark against the

rocks.

He fought as best he could, and that he failed was not

his fault.

He was honest, generous and courageous. These three

great virtues were his. He was a true and steadfast friend,

seeing only the goodness of the ones he loved. Only a

great and noble heart is capable of this.

But he has passed beyond the reach of praise or blame

passed to the realm of rest to the waveless calm of perfect

peace.

The storm is spent the winds are hushed the waves
have died along the shore the tides are still the aching
heart has ceased to beat, and within the brain all thoughts,
all hopes and fears ambitions, memories, rejoicings and

regrets all images and pictures of the world, of life, are now
as though they had not been. And yet Hope, the child of

Love the deathless, beyond the darkness sees the dawn.

And we who knew and loved him, we, who now perform
the last sad rites the last that friendship can suggest
"
will keep his memory green."

Dear Friend, farewell !

"
If we do meet again we shall

smile indeed if not, this parting is well made." Farewell !
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A TRIBUTE TO THOMAS CORWIN.*

Lebanon, Ohio, March 5,

LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN: Being for the first time

where Thomas Corwin lived and where his ashes rest,

I cannot refrain from saying something of what I feel.

Thomas Corwin was a natural orator armed with the

sword of attack and the shield of defence.

Nature filled his quiver with perfect arrows. He was

the lord of logic and laughter. He had the presence, the

pose, the voice, the face that mirrored thoughts, the un

conscious gesture of the orator. He had intelligence a

wide horizon logic as unerring as mathematics humor as

rich as autumn when the boughs and vines bend with the

weight of ripened fruit, while the forests flame with scarlet,

brown arid gold. He had wit as quick and sharp as light

ning, and like the lightning it filled the heavens with sudden

light.

In his laughter there was logic, in his wit wisdom, and

in his humor philosophy and philanthropy. He was a

supreme artist. He painted pictures with words. He knew
the strength, the velocity of verbs, the color, the light and

shade of adjectives.

He was a sculptor in speech changing stones to statues.

He had in his heart the sacred something that we call

sympathy. He pitied the unfortunate, the oppressed and
* An impromptu preface to Colonel Ingersoll's lecture at Lebanon, Ohio.
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the outcast His words were often wet with tears tears

that in a moment after were glorified by the light of smiles.

All moods were his. He knew the heart, its tides and cur

rents, its calms and storms, and like a skillful pilot he

sailed emotion's troubled sea. He was neither solemn nor

dignified, because he was neither stupid nor egotistic. He
was natural, and had the spontaneity of winds and waves.

He was the greatest orator of his time, the grandest that

ever stood beneath our flag. Reverently I lay this leaf

upon his grave.
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A TRIBUTE TO ISAAC H. BAILEY.

New York, March 27, 1899.

MY FRIENDS: When one whom we hold dear has
reached the end of life and laid his burden down, it

is but natural for us, his friends, to pay the tribute of

respect and love
;
to tell his virtues, to express our sense

of loss and speak above the sculptured clay some word of

hope.
Our friend, about whose bier we stand, was in the highest,

noblest sense a man. He was not born to wealth he was
his own providence, his own teacher. With him work was

worship and labor was his only prayer. He depended on

himself, and was as independent as it is possible for man
to be. He hated debt, and obligation was a chain that

scarred his flesh. He lived a long and useful life. In age
he reaped with joy what he had cown in youth. He did

not linger
"
until his flams lacked oil," but with his senses

keen, his mind undimmed, and with his arms filled with

gathered sheaves, in an instant, painlessly, unconsciously,

he passed from happiness and health to the realm of perfect

peace. We need not mourn for him, but for ourselves, for

those he loved.

He was an absolutely honest man a man who kept his

word, who fulfilled his contracts, gave heaped and rounded

measure and discharged all obligations with the fabled

chivalry of ancient knights. He was absolutely honest,

not only with others but with himself. To his last moment
(499)
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his soul was stainless. He was true to his ideal true to

his thought, and what his brain conceived his lips ex

pressed. He refused to pretend. He knew that to believe

without evidence was impossible to the sound and sane,

and that to say you believed when you did not, was possible

only to the hypocrite or coward. He did not believe in

the supernatural. He was a natural man and lived a

natural life. He had no fear of fiends. He cared nothing
for the guesses of inspired savages ; nothing for the threats

or promises of the sainted and insane.

He enjoyed this life the good things of this world the

clasp and smile of friendship, the exchange of generous

deeds, the reasonable gratification of the senses of the

wants of the body and mind. He was neither an insane

ascetic nor a fool of pleasure, but walked the golden path

along the strip of verdure that lies between the deserts of

extremes.

With him to do right was not simply a duty, it was a

pleasure. He had philosophy enough to know that the

quality of actions depends upon their consequences, and

that these consequences are the rewards and punishments
that no God can give, inflict, withhold or pardon.
He loved his country, he was proud of the heroic past,

dissatisfied with the present, and confident of the future.

He stood on the rock of principle. With him the wisest

policy was to do right. He would not compromise with

wrong. He had no respect for political failures who be

came reformers and decorated fraud with the pretence of

philanthropy, or sought to gain some private end in the

name of public good. He despised time-servers, trimmers,

fawners and all sorts and kinds of pretenders.

He believed in national honesty ; in the preservation of

public faith. He believed that the Government should dis

charge every obligation the implied as faithfully as the ex

pressed. And I would be unjust to his memory if I did not
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say that he believed in honest money, in the best money in

the world, in pure gold, and that he despised with all his

heart financial frauds, and regarded fifty cents that pre
tended to be a dollar, as he would a thief in the uniform of

a policeman, or a criminal in the robe of a judge.
He believed in liberty, and liberty for all. He pitied the

slave and hated the master ; that is to say, he was an honest

man. In the dark days of the Rebellion he stood for the

right. He loved Lincoln with all his heart loved him for

his genius, his courage and his goodness. He loved

Conkling loved him for his independence, his man
hood, for his unwavering courage, and because he would

not bow or bend loved him because he accepted defeat

with the pride of a victor. He loved Grant, and in the

temple of his heart, over the altar, in the highest niche,

stood the great soldier.

Nature was kind to our friend. She gave him the

blessed gift of humor. This filled his days with the climate

of Autumn, so that to him even disaster had its sunny
side. On account of his humor he appreciated and enjoyed
the great literature of the world. He loved Shakespeare,
his clowns and heroes. He appreciated and enjoyed
Dickens. The characters of this great novelist were his

acquaintances. He knew them all ; some were his friends

and some he dearly loved. He had wit of the keenest and

quickest. The instant the steel of his logic smote the flint

of absurdity the spark glittered. And yet, his wit was

always kind. The flower went with the thorn. The tar

gets of his wit were not made enemies, but admirers.

He was social, and after the feast of serious conversation

he loved the wine of wit the dessert of a good story that

blossomed into mirth. He enjoyed games was delighted

by the relations of chance the curious combinations of

accident. He had the genius of friendship. In his nature

there was no suspicion. He could not be poisoned against
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a fi iend. The arrows of slander never pierced the shield

of his confidence. He demanded demonstration. He de

fended a friend as he defended himself. Against all comers

he stood firm, and he never deserted the field until the

friend had fled. I have known many, many friends have

clasped the hands of many that I loved, but in the journey
of my life I have never grasped the hand of a better, truer,

more unselfish friend than he who lies before us clothed in

the perfect peace of death. He loved me living and I love

him now.

In youth we front the sun; we live in light without a

fear, without a thought of dusk or night. We glory in ex

cess. There is no dread of loss when all is growth and

gain. With reckless hands we spend and waste and chide

the flying hours for loitering by the way.
The future holds the fruit of joy ;

the present keeps us

from the feast, and so, with hurrying feet we climb the

heights and upward look with eager eyes. But when the

sun begins to sink and shadows fall in front, and lengthen
on the path, then falls upon the heart a sense of loss, and

then we hoard the shreds and- crumbs and vainly long for

what was cast away. And then with miser care we save

and spread thin hands before December's half-fed flickering

flames, while through the glass of time we moaning watch

the few remaining grains of sand that hasten to their end.

In the gathering gloom the fires slowty die, while memory
dreams of youth, and hope sometimes mistakes the glow of

f.shes for the coming of another morn.

But our friend was an exception. He lived in the pres

ent; he enjoyed the sunshine of to-day. Although his feet

had touched the limit of four-score, he had not reached the

time to stop, to turn and think about the traveled road.

He was still full of life and hope, and had the interest of

youth in all the affairs of men.

He had no fear of the future no dread. He was ready
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for the end. I have often heard him repeat the words of

Epicurus:
" Why should I fear death? If I am, death is

not. If death is, I am not. Why should I fear that which

cannot exist when I do?"

If there is, beyond the veil, beyond the night called death,

another world to which men carry all the failures and the

triumphs of this life
;

if above and over all there be a God
who loves the right, an honest man has naught to fear.

If there be another world in which sincerity is a virtue,

in which fidelity is loved and courage honored, then all is

well with the dear friend whom we have lost.

But if the grave ends all
;
if all that was our friend is

dead, the world is better for the life he lived. Beyond the

tomb we cannot see. We listen, but from the lips of

mystery there comes no word. Darkness and silence

brooding over all. And yet, because we love we hope.
Farewell! And yet again, Farewell!

And will there, sometime, be another world ? We have

our dream. The idea of immortality, that like a sea has

ebbed and flowed in the human heart, beating with its

countless waves against the sands and rocks of time and

fate, was not born of any book or of any creed. It was
born of affection. And it will continue to ebb and flow be

neath the mists and clouds of doubt and darkness, as long
as love kisses the lips of death. We have our dream !
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JESUS CHRIST.*

FOR
many centuries and by many millions of people,

Christ has been worshiped as God. Millions and

millions of eulogies on his character have been pronounced

by priest and layman, in all of which his praises were

measured only by the limitations of language words were

regarded as insufficient to paint his perfections.

In his praise it was impossible to i?e extravagant.

Sculptor, poet and painter exhausted their genius in the

portrayal of the peasant, who was in fact tne creator of all

worlds.

His wisdom excited the wonder, his sufferings the pity

and his resurrection and ascension the astonishment of the

world.

He was regarded as perfect man and infinite God. It

was believed that in the gospels was found the perfect his

tory of his life, his words and works, his death, his triumph
over the grave and his return to heaven. For many cen

turies his perfection, his divinity have been defended by
sword and fire.

By the altar was the scaffold in the cathedral, the

dungeon the chamber of torture.

The story of Christ was told by mothers to their babes.

For the most part his story was the beginning and end of

education. It was wicked to doubt infamous to deny.

Heaven was the reward for belief and hell the destina

tion of the denier.

An unfinished lecture which Colonel Ingersoll commenced a few days before his

death. (507)
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All the forces of what we call society, were directed

against investigation. Every avenue to the mind was

closed. On all the highways of thought, Christians placed

posts and boards, and on the boards were the words " No

Thoroughfare,"
" No Crossing." The windows of the soul

were darkened the doors were barred. Light was regarded
as the enemy of mankind.

During these Christian years faith was rewarded with

position, wealth and power. Faith was the path to fame

and honor. The man who investigated was the enemy, the

assassin of souls. The creed was barricaded on every side,

above it were the glories of heaven below were the agonies
of hell. The soldiers of the cross were strangers to pity.

Only traitors to God were shocked by the murder of an

unbeliever. The true Christian was a savage. His virtues

were ferocious, and compared with his vices were beneficent.

The drunkard was a better citizen than the saint. The
libertine and prostitute were far nearer human, nearer

moral, than those who pleased God by persecuting their

fellows.

The man who thought, and- expressed his thoughts, died

in a dungeon on the scaffold or in flames.

The sincere Christian was insane. His one object was to

save his soul. He despised all the pleasures of sense. He
believed that his nature was depraved and that his desires

were wicked.

He fasted and prayed deserted his wife and children

inflicted tortures on himself and sought by pain endured to

gain the crown. * * *
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LIFE.

BORN
of love and hope, of ecstasy and pain, of agony

and fear, of tears and joy dowered with the wealth

of two united hearts held in happy arms, with lips upon
life's drifted font, blue-veined and fair, where perfect peace
finds perfect form rocked by willing feet and wooed to

shadowy shores of sleep by siren mother singing soft and

low looking with wonder's wide and startled eyes at com
mon things of life and day taught by want and wish and

contact with the things that touch the dimpled flesh of

babes lured by light and flame, and charmed by color's

wondrous robes learning the use of hands and feet, and

by the love of mimicry beguiled to utter speech releasing

prisoned thoughts from crabbed and curious marks on

soiled and tattered leaves puzzling the brain with crooked

numbers and their changing, tangled worth and so

through years of alternating day and night, until the cap
tive grows familiar with the chains and walls and limita

tions of a life..

And time runs on in sun and shade, until the one of all

the world is wooed and won, and all the lore of love is

taught arid learned again. Again a home is built with the

fair chamber wherein faint dreams, like cool and shadowy
vales, divide the billowed hours of love. Again the miracle

of a birth the pain and joy, the kiss of welcome and the

cradle-song drowning the drowsy prattle of a babe.

And then the sense of obligation and of wrong pity for

those who toil and weep tears for the imprisoned and
(511)
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despised love for the generous dead, and in the heart the

rapture of a high resolve.

And then ambition, with its lust of pelf and place and

power, longing to put upon its breast distinction's worth

less badge. Then keener thoughts of men, and eyes that

see behind the smiling mask of craft flattered no more by
the obsequious cringe of gain and greed knowing the use-

lessness of hoarded gold of honor bought from those

who charge the usury of self-respect of power that only

bends a coward's knees and forces from the lips of fear the

lies of praise. Knowing at last the unstudied gesture of

esteem, the reverent eyes made rich with honest thought,
and holding high above all other things high as hope's

great throbbing star above the darkness of the dead the

love of wife and child and friend.

Then locks of gray, and growing love of other days and

half-remembered things then holding withered hands of

those who first held his, while over dim and loving eyes
death softly presses down the lids of rest.

And so, locking in marriage vows his children's hands

and crossing others on the breasts of peace, with daughters'
babes upon his knees, the white hair mingling with the gold,

he journeys on from day to day to that horizon where the

dusk is waiting for the night. At last, sitting by the holy
hearth of home as evening's embers change from red to

gray, he falls asleep within the arms of her he worshiped
and adored, feeling upon his pallid lips love's last and

holiest kiss.

Written for Mr. Harrison Grey Flske, editor of The New York Dramatic
Mirror, December 18, 1886.
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to, 183 ; vi, 264 ; his intended
sacrifice defended by Gladstone,
274 ; Dr. Abbott on, 471.

Absurd, the, immortality of, ii,

385.

"Accepted time," what does it

mean? ii, 421.

Accomplices, law on, x, 367, 368.

Achan, story of. iii, 466.
Achilles vs. Achilles, case of, x,

59i :

Acquiescence, monotony of, anec
dote, i, 187.

Acting, art of, viii, 434.
Action and thought, distinction

between, i, 189.

Actor, the, regarded as a vaga
bond, iii, 17 ; his social position,
viii, 3 r 3. 3i4-

Actors and ministers, viii, 298 ;

Protection for American actors,
interview on, 430 - 437 ; gifts

necessary to, 525, 526 ; xii,

96.
Actors, Edwin Forrest and Shake
speare Lodges of, viii, 430 ;

relative merits of English and
American, 431.

Actors' Fund of America, address
to, xii, 191-197 ; 201-204.

Adam, created in the image of

God, ii, 93 ; choosing
" an help

meet for him," Dr. Adam Clarke
on, 114; Dr. Scott and Dr.
Matthew Henry on, 115 ; the
first man, iv, 240.

Adam and Eve, their disobedi

ence, i, 20
;
the notion that they

were created in the '* mental
image

" of God, ii, 93 ; how did

they converse with each other
and the serpent? 170; their

responsibility, vi, 273.
Adami and Heva, story of, i, 361-

363.

Adams, Charles Francis, ix, 195.
Adams, John, on Paine's Common

Sense, v, 480.

Adams, John, an opponent of

slavery, ix, 10.

Adams, John Quincy, opposed to

slavery, ix, 10.

Adams, Robert C., xii, 241.
Address to the Colored People,

ix, 5-17 ; slavery upheld by law
and religion, 6

;
an abolition

resolution defeated in the House
of Commons, 9; English aboli

tionists, 10; American abolition

ists, ii
; John Brown, 12; the

Fugitive Slave law, 13.
Address to the 86th 111. Regiment,

Peoria. 111., ix, 407-416.
Adler, Felix, cited, v, 289.

Adornment, personal, i, 418.

Advice, world advanced in defi

ance of, i, 170 ; advice of the

clergy with regard to method of

attacking the Bible, ii, 42 ; is it

honest? 43 ; vi, 169.

Advocate, the Christian, on ca

pacity of French citizens for

self-government, vii, 48 ; 263,

265.

Affirming and Swearing, inter

view on, viii, 197-198.
"African Farm," see CRITICISMS
OF, etc.

After dinner speeches, xii, 81-187.

Agassiz, L., possible declaration

by, i, 58 ;
his confidence in

Moses, 191 ; preferred the ap
plause of Harvard, vi, 151 ; xii,

19.

Age, leafless branches of the tree

of, i, 371.

"Age of Reason," the, i, 135 ; see

PAINE, T.

Age of religion as an argument for

its truth, vi, 179.

Agnostic, Why am I an? article on,
xi, 237-239,

Agnostic, Why I am an, lecture,
iv, 5-67-

Agnostic, the, does not simply
say,

''
I do not know," vi, 463 ;

contrasted with the theologian,
viii, 546-547, see AGNOSTICISM.

Agnosticism and atheism, no
difference, viii, 247 ; gaining
ground, 546-548 ; see WHY AM
I AN AGNOSTIC ?
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''Agnosticism and Other Essays,"
Preface to, xii, 55-65.

Agriculture, primitive implements
of, i, 341 ;

the basis of wealth,

401 ; necessity of promoting, ix,

292 ;
its advantages dwelt upon,

293-

Ahasuerus, King, and Esther, iii,

479; v, 114-119.
Ahaz, shadow on dial of, ii, 78.

Ahriman, the evil one. iv, 355.

Aikenhead, Thomas, hanged for

denying the inspiration of the

scriptures, i, 149.

Alabama, political corruption in,

ix, 359-

Albany Express, note from, de
scribing the proceedings of the
New York Senate and Assembly
in relation to the death of Ros-
coe Conkling, xii, 427-428.

Albert Edwards and Edward
Alberts, royal vermin, ix, 85.

Alcohol, remarks on, x, 7.

Alcoholism, see INEBRIETY, viii,

501.
Alexandrine Code, vi, 81.

Alexandrian version on the so

journ of the Israelites in Egypt,
ii, 185.

Algie, , xii, 241.

Alliance, the Evangelical, i, 512-
516.

Allopaths, the, their disappear
ance, ii, 349.

Allston, Col. Robert, on Southern

penitentiary system, ix, 375, 376.

Almighty friend, the, vi, 212-215.
Alva, Duke of, devastating the
homes of Holland, vi, 374.

Amendments to Constitution, xi,

1-52 ; see CIVIL RIGHTS.

America, effect of its discovery on
creeds, i, 312; a blow to the
church ; Holy Ghost did not
know of its existence, although
he made it, ii, 351.

American Anti-slavery Society, xi,

323-
Archives quoted, ix, 34.

girls and titled foreigners,

viii, 564.

American Protective Association,
not indorsed, viii, 544.

Secular Union, addresses at

Congresses of, iv, 211
; xii, 239-

244.

Ames, Mr., in Davis Will Case,

A
x

' 57u'
Anaesthetics, iv, 204 ; v, 159.
Anak, sons of, v, 237.
Ananias and Sapphira, vi, 168,

169 ; 288, 289.

Anarchists, the Chicago, inter

view on trial of, viii, 291-296 ;

303-

Anarchy, Socialism, etc., no place
for in this country, iv, 228.

Anaximauder, his thought on cre

ation, i, 46.
Ancestor argument, the, ii, 38, 39 ;

China petrified by ancestor wor
ship, 38.

Anderson, Mary, American act

ress, viii, 431.

Andersqnville, those who per
ished in, ix, 60.

Andover, minister factory at, ii,

20
;
a hindrance to intellectual

progress, viii, 447.

Andrews, Chase, in Star Route
trial, x, 282, 283.

Anne, St., bones of in New York,
iii, 415.

Angel Gabriel, one of his size not
to be given up for nothing, ii,

36.

Angelo, Michael, iii, 15 ; on the

angel, iv, 316; his paintings not
executed for moral effect, xi,

207.

Angels unreal personages, iv, 315-

316.

"Angelas," the perfection of pa
thos, iii, 284.

Animals, creation of, ii, 84 ;
Ani

mals as witnesses, iy, 437, 438 ;

humanity toward, vii, 434; pro
test against cruelty to, by Paine,
xi, 323-

Anniversary, the first, xii, 353.

Anonymous letters, viii, 99.
Answers to critics, why not al

ways made, viii, 212, 305.
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Ante-nuptial agreement, x, 590 ;

see RUSSELL CASE.
Anthony, Susan B., an estimate

of, yiii, 565.

Anti-imperialism, viii, 618.

Antoninus, quotation from, ii, 304.

Anytus and Socrates, vii, 104.

Apocrypha, gospels quoted by the

early fathers of the church, v,

272, 273.

Apollo, a sun myth, ii, 444.

Apollo, the Pythian, as viewed by
the Jews, iv, 356.

Apollonia, St., a reliever of tooth

ache, iii, 354.

Apostles, their belief in the early
destruction of the earth, i, 456 ;

how they conceived the idea of

having all things in common,
vi, 1 68.

Aquinas, a loving gentlemen who
believed in the undying worm,
vi, 499.

Arbitration, xii, 136-142.
Arbitration treaty, viii, 580.
Archibald'^ Criminal Pleadings,

cited, x, 96.
Arden, Mary, mother of Shakes

peare, iii, 7.

Argument new until answeYed,

yiii,
211.

Aristocracy of intellect, vii, 184.

Arizona, her hidden wealth, ix,

290.

Ark, the, construction of, ii, 144 ;

animals taken into, 146 ;
neces

sary number of, 148 ; whence
their food and drink ? 149 ;

how
could they have lived after the
flood? 153; life on board, 154 ;

Dr. Adam Clarke on, 155 ;
Dr.

Scott on, 156, 157 ; Dr. Henry's
commentary, 157

-
159 ; disem

barking, 162
;

two accounts,
166

;
windows of the ark, v, 30 ;

errors of translators about, v,

31-

Arkwright, Sir Richard, cited, iv,

450.

Armada, the, for the destruction
of the heretics of England, vi,

374-

Armenian atrocities, religion the
cause of, viii, 564.

Armitage, Rev. Dr., on the vision
of Ezekiel, v, 281.

Army and navy, flogging abolish
ed in, vi, 506.

Army of the Potomac banquet,
xii. 165.

Arnold, ,
author of a life of

Lincoln, xii, 249.

Arnold, Benedict, Paine likened
to by N. Y. Observer, v, 496.

Arnold, Major General, instruct
ed to arrest David Franks, ix,
28.

Arnold, Matthew, opinion of, viii,

196.

Arouet, Francois-Marie, iii, 181,

191 ;
in Bastile, vii, 21

; see
VOLTAIRE.

Arrest threatened by Rev. Tor-
rence of Philadelphia, viii, 202.

Arrests, arbitrary, by continental

Congress, ix, 25-31
Art, destruction of by Christianity,

ii, 350 ; the Bible and, v, 109 ;

Mohammed's prohibition of,
1 10

; its debt to Greece and
Rome ; destruction of by early
Christians, in

; attacked by
San Francisco clergyman, vii,

29 ;
a toast at the Carpenter

dinner, xii, 135-143.
Art and Morality, xi, 203-211 ; the

origin of man's thoughts, 203 ;

the imaginative man
;

" medic
inal view" of poetry; rhyme
and religion ; the theological
poets and their purpose in writ

ing, 204 ; moral poets and their

"unwelcome truths," 205; the

really passionate are the virtu
ous ; difference between the
nude and the naked ; morality
the melody of conduct, 206 ;

the inculcation of moral lessons
not contemplated by artists or

great novelists, 207 ; mistaken
reformers

;
art not a sermon

;

language a multitude of pic
tures, 208

; great pictures and
great statues painted and chis-
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eled with words
; mediocrity

moral from a necessity which it

calls virtue, 209 ; why art civil

izes
;
the nude ; the Venus de

Milo, 210
;
this is Art, 211.

Arthur, President, Chester A., his

mistakes in the Star Route mat
ter, viii, 121-122 ; his growth
since election, 125 ;

character of,

ix, 403.
Articles of confederation, coloni

al, ix, 40.

Aryabhatta, his teaching concern

ing the sphericity of the earth,
i, in.

Ascension, the, examination of
evidence of, ii, 401-404 ;

silence
of the Evangelists concerning,
vi, 86.

Asmodeus, as viewed by the Jews,
iv, 356.

Asp, the eternal, placed by the
church upon the breast of love,
ii, 327 ; vi, 24.

Assassinating God, reply to Tal-

mage on, v, 56.

Assent, monotony of, anecdote,
i, 187.

Association the basis of poetry,
xii, 173.

Astronomy facts established by,
i, 107-111 ; the ghosts on, i, 300.

Asuras, the, and Devas, iv, 354,

355-

Asylums before Christ, v, 171 ; vii,

289 ;
built in self-defense, xi,

491.
At a Child's Grave, xii, 399-400.
At Bay, xii, 353.
Athanasian creed examined and
expounded, i, 493-497.

Atheism and Citizenship, inter

view on, viii, 29, 227, 266-268
;

Atheism and i nosticism iden

tical, vnii, 247.
Atheist denied citizenship by clerk
of Naturalization Board, viii,

266-268.

Atheists, rights of denied, by Illi

nois supreme court, i, 202 ; by
Protestant bigots, 203 ; why they
are few, v. 172 ; see ATHEISM.

Athletics among the Ancients,
speech at the Manhattan Ath
letic Club dinner, xii, 117 123.

Atkinson, Gov. of Georgia, xii,

323-

Atkinson, Prof. E., viii, 600.

Atlanta, conflict before, ix, 416.
Atoms, love and hatreds of; im

possibility of creating, i, 266.

Atonement, the, unknown to

Matthew, Mark and Luke, i,

441-444 ; ii, 312 ; 369-372 ; older
than Christianity, ii, 449 ; un
known to the synoptics, vi, 15 ;

what became ofthe millions who
lived before it was made ? 18

;

sinning upon credit, vii, 98.

Attucks, Crispus, in the Boston
massacre, ix, 41.

Augustine, St., his advice to the

devotee, i, 468 ; his beliefs and
opinions, vi, 488 ; his censure of

Origen, 499.

Aurelius, Marcus, quotation from,
ii, 304.

Austin, Alfred, poet laureate, viii,

564.

Australia, criminals transported
to, ix, 288.

Australian ballot, viii, 450.
Austria a victim of superstition,

iv, 330 ; as a Christian country,
v, 328-329.

Authors, interview on : Dickens,
Thackeray, Emerson, Nathaniel

Hawthorne, Whitman, Henry
George, Edgar Fawcetl, W. D.

Howells, Julian Hawthorne,
James Whitcomb Riley, Edward
Bellamy, Eugene Field, viii,

499-500.

Autographs, lines on, xii, 329.

Autumn, with the laden boughs,
i, 325-

Avarice, is it tnumphant? vii, 427-
447 ; see Is AVARICE TRIUM
PHANT?

Average, law of, xii, 28.

Avesta, the, quotation from, ii,

304-

Ayer, Mr., in Munn trial, x, 12, 23.

Aztecs, divine fires of, i, 83.
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BAAL and the prophets ofJeho
vah, vi, 264.

Baal-peor, v, 232.

Babel, ii, 170-175.

Babylon, date of the Jews' return

from, iv, 196.

Babylonian account of the flood,

ii, 165.

Babylonians, stories borrowed
from by the Jews, iv, 197.

Bacchus, drained cup of, i, 83 ;

Bacchus and Babel, chapter on,
ii, 169-175.

Bacon, fuss about a little piece of,

anecdote, i, 450.
Bacon, Francis, on the inquiry and

knowledge of truth, i, 138 ;
the

first to maintain that Christians

should keep faith with infidels,

i, 308 ; iv, 427 ; iii, 22-31 ;
a great

man, but mistaken about astron

omy, 325 ; vi, 490 ; a believer in

alchemy, iii, 430 ; his conviction
for bribery, viii, 89.

Bacon and Shakespeare, interview

on, yiii, 453'456-
Baconian theory, the, interview

on, viii. 453-456-
Bacon, Roger, inventor of gun
powder, iv, 340 ;

his eminence
attained by going contrary to the

church, vi, 489.

Bailey, Isaac H., tribute to, xii,

499-503-

Bailly, M., on ancient conjunction
of the planets, ii, 77-78.

Bains, Dr., dispute raised by, iii,

193-194.
Baker, I. N., i, preface 9 ; x, 531,

note.

Baker, Rev. Dr
, vii, 204.

Balaam, the prophet, inspired
donkey of, iii, 475 ;

the ass and
the Rev. T. Dixon, vii, 282.

Baldness not a sign of age, xii, 113.

Ball, Rev., in the Blaine campaign,
viii, 222.

Ballot, Australian, viii, 450 ; a rem
edy for industrial ills, iv, 225,

256 ; purity of, ix, 236, 357-358.

Ballou, Rev. Mr., reply to, vii,

321-

Ballou, Hosea, xi, 84.

Balmaceda, viii, 483.

Baltimore, lecture postponed in,

viii, 14.

Bamfield, Richard, iii, 12.

Bancroft, the historian, vi, 492.

Banditti, Italian, their confidence
in the Virgin, v, 321.

Bangor speech (Hayes campaign),
ix, 97-122.

, Whig and Courier, quoted,
ix, 97, note.

Bangs, Judge, in Munn trial, x, 9,

10, 23.
Bank of North America, founding

of, xi, 325.
Bankers, their functions, ix, 557.

Banks, Rev. L. A., reply to, viii,

587-591 ; on his comparison of

Ingersoll to a circus, 588 ; fifty-

two poor addresses per annum,
589 ; he explains why Christ did
not mention the Western Hemi
sphere, 590.

Banners of the corn are still, i, 325.

Baptism, rite of older than Chris

tianity or Judaism, ii, 447 ;

formula of, iv, 395 ; pretended
essential to salvation, vii, 26.

Baptizing ceremony of the six

teenth century, iv, 395.

Barachias, not the father of Zach-

arias, iv, 255.

Barbarians, egotism of, iii, 316.

Barlow, Joel, custodian of Paine's

MS., xi, 331.

Barnes, William B., letter by, re

porting a conversation with
Willet Hicks, v, 523.

Barnum, Senator, ix, 336.

Barrett, Lawrence, viii, 298 ; viii,

431 ; identified with Cassius,
viii, 529 ; tribute to, xii, 469-470.

Bartemeyer vs. Iowa, case of, xi,

i?.

Bartholomew, St., massacre of,

vi, 375-

Bartlett, Miss Caroline, and her

church, viii, 565.

Baruch, the father of Zacharias,
iv, 256.

Bastile, the, vision of, vii, 48.
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Bateman, , testimony of as to

the religious belief of Lincoln,
xii, 250.

Bayard and Hancock, viii, 27.

Beaconsfield, Lent and Revivals,
interview on, yiii, 80-83.

Beall, Edgar C., i, preface, 9; Pref
ace to his Brain and the Bible,
xii, 27.

Bear - baiting, Puritan, Macaulay
on, viii, 309.

Beating recommended by the
Dean of St. Paul, vi, 503-513 ;

examples quoted by him in

justification of, 508.

Beattie, James, iii, 85.

Beauty, none that is absolute, xi,

203.

Beck, Senator, x, 354.

Beckwith, Philo D., tribute to,

xii, 481-483.
Beecher, Rev. H. W., a believer

in evolution, ii, 357 ;
when most

interesting, vii, 190; interview

on, viii, 40-42 ;
on Ingersoll, 42 ;

his revival, 81 ; on immortality
in the Old Testament, 156; why
thousands love to hear him, 161

;

his growth toward rationalism,

166, 167; why he did not answer

Ingersoll in the N. A Review,
193 ;

on evolution, 239, 244 ;

trying to harmonize superstition
and science, 261 ; the greatest

pulpit orator, 541 ; as an orator,

596 ; his introduction of Col.

Ingerspll to a Brooklyn audi

ence, ix, 347, 400 ; tribute to,

xii, 419-424.
Beecher, Moses and the Negro,
interview on, viii, 62-69; l ^5~
167.

Beefsteak, how to cook, i, 432.

Beelzebub, as viewed by the Jews,
iv, 356.

Beethoven and Wagner in hell, ii,

416.

Belcher, Rev. F. J., reply to, vii,

561.
Belford, J. B., in Star Route trial,

x, 63, 130, 294, 320, 342.

Belgium, witch trials in, i, 281.

Belial, as viewed by the Jews, iv,

356.

Belief, necessity of, ii, 406 ; he

reditary, iv, 6 ; chapter on, 285-
288

; universality of does not
tend to prove its truth, xi, 240.

Believe or be damned, i, 475, 479.

Bellamy, Edward, and national

ism, viii, 500.

Bells, church, utility of for dis

persing imps and fiends, iii,

185 ; origin of, 355.
Benedict. VII., Pope, imprisoned
and starved to death by Pope
Boniface VII., vi, 367.

Benedict, IX., Pope, his abomin
able life, vi, 367.

Bentham, Jeremy, his true basis of

morals, xii, 18.

Benton as an orator, viii, 597.

Bergett, Caroline, x, 556, 557.

Bergh, Henry, to be thanked
for the growth of kindness to

horses, vi, 506 ; vii, 435 ;
his

bill to provide for whipping
wife-beaters, 486.

Berry, Congressman, cited, x, 130.
Best on Presumptions, x, 120,

Bethesda, miracle at the pool of,

iii, 500; iv, 39 1 -392.

Bethlehem, star of, iv, 250, 251.

Bible, the, indecency of, ii, 176-

180
;

its inferiority to Shakes

peare, 243; viii, 297, 311; in

spiration of depends upon the

ignorance of him who reads, ii,

285 ;
civilization with and with

out, 388, 389 ; somebody ought
to tell the truth about, iii, 453 5

origin of, 455-458; oldest MS.

of, iv, 198 ; fragmentary state

of, 199 ;
its proper treatment,

v, 140, 141 ; people made cruel

by, 187-193 ;
is not a scientific

book, 209 ;
the multiplicity

ot

copies of as a test of its truth,

295 ;
as an ornament of the cen

tre table, 316; money found

in, anecdote, 318, 319; as a

gift from mother to son, 319 :

the numbers who accept it no

proof of its truth, 323 ; rea-
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sons for believing that it is no
an inspired book, 355-357 ;

on
Talmage's declaration that it

will be read in heaven, 358;
astronomy of, chapter on, vii,

55 ; mistranslations, 459 ;
does it

teach man to enslave his broth
er? 41 ;

and a Future Life, in

terview on, viii, 1-3 ; anonym
ity of books of, 464 ;

number of
mistakes in, 465 ; what would

you substitute therefor as a
moral guide ? xi, 537-544 ;

not

true, but inspired, 553 ;
a few

reasons for doubting its in

spiration, 581-607 ;
how and

when written, 581 ;
lost books

of, 582 : not in existence among
the Jews until a few hundred

years before Christ, 583 ; differ

ent and contradictory versions

of, 584 ? why was it not revealed
to all nations ? 585 ;

barbarous
and incredible stories in, 587 et

seq. See ABOUT THE HOLY
BIBLE, DIVIDED HOUSEHOLD OF
FAITH, and MY CHICAGO BIBLE
CLASS.

Bibles, one belonging to the mid
dle ages, its size ; regarded with
awe by the people, li, 44.

Bifield, Rev. Richard, iii, 6.

Bigotry of Colleges, xi
;

uni
versities naturally conservative;
Kansas State University's ob
jection to Ingersoll as a com
mencement orator ; comment
by Mr. Depew, note ; action of
Cornell and the University of

Missouri, 505-506.
Billiards, letter to Dr. Ranney on,

xii, 35i
Billings, Frederick, in Star Route

trial, x, 68.

Billings, Judge, his decision re

garding strikes and interstate

commerce, viii, 530.

Bimetalism, a believer in, ix, 488.

Bingham, Ch. P. O. Com., cited,

x, 130.

Birds, creation of, ii, 84.

Birth, the new, i, 484.

Births, penalties attached to

among the Israelites, ii, 230,
231-

Bishop's Criminal Procedure,
cited, x, 133.

Bishop, the devil assumes the
form of one in order to pay his
addresses to a lady, i, 284 ; iv,
171.

Bishops, English, always for

blood, viii, 520.
Bismarck as a Christian statesman,
v 3 29. 33 5 interview on, viii,

188
; his hatred of the jews,

190 ; a projection of the Middle
Ages, 280.

Bispham, as a singer, viii, 578.
Black Country of England, v, 197.
Black, Dr., on the death of Hume,

iii, 374-
Black flag, carried by the church,

i, 218.

Blackfriars' theatre, Shakespeare
part owner of, iii, 9.

Black, Judge Jeremiah S., discus
sion with, vi, 3-117 ; reply of to
Col. Ingersoll, 29-59; a "po
liceman," 30, 60, 67, 68, 74, 94 ;

Ingersoll's rejoinder to, 60-117 ;

not challenged by Col. Ingersoll,
60 ; his apparent idea of natural

law, 61
; avoids the question of

benevolence in the universe, 63 ;

his limitations on liberty of con
science, 65 ; his war record, 69 ;

on slavery, 69 ; on the superior
man, 70 ;

on polygamy, 71 ; his

defense of religious intolerance,

74 ;
his admissions with regard

to the acts ofJehovah, 76 ;
"old

age in Superstition's lap," 77 ;

asserts the harmony of Old and
New Testaments, 77 ;

on the

abolitionists, 78 ;
his assertion

that the acceptance of Chris

tianity proved its divinity, 80 ;

questioned concerning other re

ligions, 81 ; affirms that the

genuineness of the statements
of the evangelists is not reason

ably doubted, 8r ; his statement
that the fundamental truths of
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Christianity need no special

proof, 90 ; substitutes some sen
tences of his own for those of
his opponent, 92 ;

offers only
belief in support of the atone

ment, 93 ; inconsistencies, 95 ;

on the necessity of belief to a

knowledge of right and wrong,
95, 96; failure to consider the

question of inspiration, 104; mis

represents his opponent's state

ments regarding the gospel of
Christ and the moral effect of

Christianity, 106, 107 ; his im
plicit belief in miracles, 107 ;

unsupported assertions regard
ing creation, 108

;
on the condi

tion of the world at the coming
of Christ, in ;

on institutions of

mercy, 114; justifies the crimes
of Christianity by those of the
French Revolution, 116; not de
nied opportunity to reply, vii,

344 ;
on Garfield, viii, 46.

Blackmar, Mr., in Star Route trial,

x, 358, 360, 361-
Blackstone, Sir William, affirmed

the possibility of witchcraft, i,

279.

Blaine, James G., interviews on
his defeat, viii, 26, 216-219 ; why
Ingersoll did not take part in

the campaign, 221
;
no quarrel

with (interview), 357-358 ;
al

leged manipulation of gas in

Exposition hall, Cincinnati, to

prevent balloting for, in 1876,

491 ;
his chances for the presi

dency, 554-555 ; speech nomin
ating, ix, 55 ; 97, 122, 126, 149.

Blaine, Mrs. J. G., respect for,

viii, 358 ; x, 532, note.

Blair, Hugh, iii, 85.

Blair, Montgomery, iii, 136.

Blasphemy, Maryland law against,

i, 147 ; Talmage on, v, 47 ;
in

terview on, viii, 202-204 ; trial

of C. B. Reynolds for, xi, 55-117 ;

see TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS.
Blavatsky, Madame H. P., viii;

510, 5"-
Bleeding, the practice of, n, 345.

Blind Samson of some imprisoned
force, ii, 422.

Bliss, Att'y-Gen'l, in Star Route
trial, x, 57, 61, 95, 114 ; charges
forged petitions, 184, et seq.

Bliss, Dr., x, 512.

Blodgett, Maj. E. A., xii, 165,
note.

Blois, ,
in Star Route trial, x,

55, 75-
Blond or brunette, problem pre
sented to the creator, ii, 116.

Bloody shirt, Sherman's policy of,

viii, 242.

Bloomington, 111., lecture deliver
ed in, iv, 423, note.

Blue laws unconstitutional, viii,

534-
Board of Liquidation vs. McComb,
case of, xi, 24.

Boarding house destructive of pa
triotism, i, 419.

Bodinus, French advocate of free
dom of conscience, i, 309.

Boleyn, Annie, accepted by Henry
VIII, with Episcopalianism, i,

498.

Bondholders, their service to the

country, ix, 555, 556.
Bonds and bondholders, ix, 286.
Boniface VI, Pope, of immoral and
lewd life, vi, 365.

Boniface VII, Pope, imprisoned
Benedict VII and starved him
to death, vi, 367.

Book, the miraculous, ii, 44.

Bookkeeper, the, and the mer
chant's wife, xii, 297.

Books, primitive, i, 341 ; sacred,
two methods of accounting for,

iii, 420 ;
recommended for the

perusal of a young man, viii.

244.

Boone, A. E., in Star Route trial,

viii, 122
; x, 99, et seq.

Booth, Edwin, viii. 298, 431 ;
iden

tified with Hamlet, 529.
Booth, Senator, cited, x, 130.

Bosler, Jas. W., in Star Route
trial, x, 107 ,109, 179, et seq." Boss " of the family, i, 365.

Bosses, political, viii, 568.
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Boston (Mass.), addresses deliv
ered in, iv, 479 ; ix, 227, 267.

Evening Record, interview

in, viii, 237-240.

Evening Traveler, interview
in, viii, 271-273.

Herald, note from, giving bio

graphical and anecdotal sketch
of Ingersqll, xi, 509-512.

Investigator, v, 246 ; article

written for on "What would
you substitute for the Bible as a
Moral Guide ?

"
xi, 537-544; note

from on the eulogy of Horace
Seaver, xii, 459-466.

Journal, letter to on the cir

culation of obscene literature,

xii, 215.
massacre, ix, 41.

paper, interview in, vii, 535.

Boufflers, Comtesse de, Hume's
letter to, iii, 374.

Boulanger, his duel with Floquet,
viii, 360.

Bourbons, ix, 260.

Boutelle, C. A., ix, 97, note.

Boy preacher, a, colored people
excluded by, ii, 409.

Bradlaugh, C., xi, 392.

Bradlaugh, W. R., his conversion,
xi, 392.

Bradley, Justice, reply to on Di
vorce, vi, 439-440 ; ix, 233.

Brady, Thos. J., Second Assistant
Postmaster General, x, 52, 55,

74, 89, 99, 125, 148, 199, et seq.

Brahma, the golden, i, 82, 84 ;

Brahma contrasted with Jeho
vah, ii, 303.

Brahmins, prayer of, vii, 101.

Brain, softening of, ii. 342 ; queries
about, xii, 33 ;

and heart, 353." Brain and the Bible," the, pref
ace to, xii, 27.

Brazil, greeting to on abolition of

slavery, ix, 462.
Bread of life, i, 487.

Brewer, ,
in Star Route trial, x,

391- 507-

Brewster, Ben)., Attorney - Gen
eral, viii, 120-123, J45 ; x, 532,
note.

Bribes, fear, prejudice, and malice
as, x, 44.

Bridges, Mr., in Munn trial, x, 14,

J5, 17, 23.

Bridgman, Rev. Dr., viii, 459, 467.

Briggs, Prof. C. A., driven from
the church by the man of straw,
iv, 407 ; vii, 301, 552 ; attacks on
his orthodoxy, viii, 459, 463 ;

what he knows about the books
of the Bible, 464, 465, 472-473 ;

trial of for heresy, 470, 472-475 ;

his first mistake, xii, 301, his
examination ofthe Bible and the

result, 303, et seq.

Bright, John, on capital offences in

England, vi, 456 ;
as an orator,

viii, 541.

Bristow, B. H., ix, 55.
British Columbia, interview on,

viii, 204-206.
British Israel Identity Associa

tion, xi, 392.
Brockway, Z, R., superintendent

of Elmira Reformatory, xi, 497.
Brooklyn Divines (The), vii, 169-
215 ; the progress that has been
made by infidelity 169-171 ;

worldliness as a foe to the

church, 174-178 ; class distinc
tions among Christians, 179-183 ;

the aristocracy of intellect, 184-

187 ; progress of the Catholic

church, 188 ; substitutes for the

churches, 189 j Henry Ward
Beecher, most interesting when
talking against his creed, 190 ;

the average sermon, 191 ;
dull

addresses of candidates for

the ministry, 192 ; condition of

Christianity now and at the time
of the French Revolution, 194-
197 ;

ministers of to-day not
more intellectual than one hun
dred years ago, 198-199 ;

the
churches finding new readings
for old texts, 201 ; sermons
against infidelity, 203 ; the Rev.
Dr. Baker's statement, 203;
preachers beginningto be touch
ed with worldliness, 205 ; the
Rev. Fr. Fransiola on reason
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guided by faith, 206 ; insincerity
of the church in pretending to
do away with class distinctions,
208 ;

moral instruction, 210-212
;

the chief end of man, 214-215.

Brooklyn Citizen, interview in on,
viii. 284 ^91.

Eagle, interview in on Chief

Justice Comegys, vii, 465 ; viii,

62-69, 69-77, 80-83
Speech (Garfield campaign),

ix, 347-403-
Union, quoted, vii, 169.

Brougham, Lord, on Luther, iii,

325 ; viii, 87.

Brown, Eva Ingersoll, xii, 353,
note.

Brown, John, the abolitionist, ix,

12, 13.
Brown's Dictionary of the Bible,

definition of a witch, i, 279.
Brown -

Sequard's elixir of life,

viii, 572.

Brown, Wm., owner of a runaway
slave, ix, 40.

Browning. Elizabeth, greater than
her husband, viii, 453, 482.

Browning, Robert, his position in

literature ; not comparable with

Shelley or Keats or Walt Whit
man, viii, 453.

Bruchium library, the Septua-
gint burned in, iv, 198.

Bruno, Giordano, in hell, ii, 415 ;

his martyrdom ;
denounced by

the pope, 457 ;
at the day of

judgment, 485 ; iii, 15 ;
his birth,

education, belief, persecution,
arrest, sentence and death, 349-

352 ; the first martyr who died
for truth without the expectation
of reward, 353 ; iv, 190 ; vi, 170 ;

on Oxford University, vii, 293 ;

Pope Leo scandalized by erec
tion of monument to, viii, 445.

Brutality and Avarice Triumph
ant, reply to Rush C. Hawkins
on, vii, 427.

Bryan, Thos. B., xii, 165, note.

Bryan, W. T., on money, ix, 543,
et seq ; his powers of sptech,
566 ; an untried man ;

his lack

of imagination, 574 ;
his Cabi

net, 575;
Buchanan, James, upholder of se

cession, ix, 138.

Buchanan, Rev. W. D., reply to,

vii, 561.

Buckle, H. T., on civilization and
liberty, xi, 59 ; his denunciation
of Judge Coleridge, 107 ; on
advance in legislation, 189.

Buckley, Rev. J. M., vii, 263 ;

reply to. 265-271. 284, 342, et seq.
Buckner bill to colonize negroes

in Mexico, viii, 67.

Buddha, inculcated returning
good for evil, ii, 321 ; child of a

virgin, 446 ; undoubtedly a great
teacher, viii, 536.

Buddhist prayer, i, 245.
Buffalo Courier, interview in, viii,

197-198.
Critic, reply to, interview,

viii, 198-201.

Express, interview in, viii,

3-4. 10, 513-517-

Times, interview in, viii, 198-
201.

Buffon, compelled to renounce
*'

errors," ii, 80.

Bugs, atheistic with regard to

Smith, i, 197.
Bull Unigenitus, iii, 195.

Burbanks, Colonel, xii, 165, note.

Burchard, Rev., his three R's,
viii, 216, 221, 222, 555.

Burke, Edmund, known in Parlia

ment as the "Dinner Bell,"

viii, 517 ;
an opponent ofslavery,

ix, 9, 10.

Burlingame treaty, the, quoted,
xi, 359-

Burns, Agnes Brown, mother of

Robert, iii, 83.

Burns, Robert, in hell, ii, 414.

,
notes of lecture on, iii, 77-

119; his birth, 82; education,

83 ;
his library, 87 ;

his first

poem, 89 ; poet of love, 89 ;
of

home, 92; friendship, 94; Scotch

drink, 94; on manufactured
minstrels, 95 ;

as an artist, 96 ;

a real democrat, 97 ;
his theolo-
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gy, 100
;
nailed Calvinism to the

cross, 103 ; his letter to Miss
Chalmers, 103 ;

a philosophical
statement of his religion, 104,

105; contrasted with Tennyson,
106-113; from cradle to coffin,

113-115 ;
toast to George Wash

ington ; an exciseman, 114;
joins the Dumfries volunteers,
115; his last words, 115; lines

written at the birthplace of, 1 19 ;

his qualities, iv, 38 ;
on happi

ness, 234 ; the first name in

Scotland, ix, 473 ; poems of,

when first read by Ingersoll,
xii, 172.

Burns, VV., father of Robert iii, 82.

Burrows, George, in Munn trial,

x, 14, 15, 18.

Bush, W. S., x, 531, note.
Business the greatest charity, ix,

562.

Butler, Benj., presidential candi

date, viii, 205 ;
in New Orleans,

ix, 42.

Butler, Bishop, his "Analogy,"
iv, 29 ; light thrown by on the

probable origin of religion, vi,

276.

Byron, his "Cain" and "Prisoner
of Chillon," iv, 39; as a poet,
viii, 609.

better than clerkship,
*

ix, 248.

Cables, competition between, xi,

187.

Caesar, Julius, contrasted with

Joshua, i, 240 ;
his sale of white

slaves, iv, 462 ;
Enobarbus on,

x, 268.

Cain, believed by Dr. Adam
Clarke to have been the off

spring of the serpent by Eve,
iv, 24 ;

Rev. Robinson on wife

of, viii, 289, 290.

Caine, Hall, his play "The Chris

tian," viii, 612-613.

Galas, Jean, case of, iii, 216-220.
^

Calderon, Spanish dramatist, iii,

15-

Calendar, the Christian, vii, 149.
Calf, the golden, ii, 233.
Calhoun, John C, viii, 364; as an

orator, 598.

California, religious state of, viii,

215 ; benefit from Texas Pacific

R.R., ix, 291 ; pioneers of 1849,
509 ; supreme court of, its defi
nition of "

appropriate legisla
tion," xi, 39.

Call to preach, anecdote, i, 237;
a stupidly egotistic claim, 237-
238.

Calvert, Geo. A., in Star Route
trial, x, 331.

Calvin, John, despised toleration,
i, 189 ;

his birth and his career,
222 230 ; his five points, 223 ;

not a believer in intellectual

liberty, 309 ; as a dimpled dar

ling, 464 ; contrasted with Vol
taire, 507 ; fitted Knox, 508 ;

died on the year of Shake
speare's birth, iii, 15 ;

called a
logician, but did not make mur
der a virtue by burning Servetus,
325 ;

his treatment of Castalio,
vii, 35-

Calvinism, spread of, i, 227, 228
;

in poetry, iii, 80
; vii, 517.

Camoens, Luis de, iii, 15.

Campaign speeches : Grant, 1868,

Indianapolis, ix, 21
; Hayes,

1876, Bangor, Me., 97 ;
New

York, 125 ; Indianapolis, 157 ;

Chicago, 191 ; Garheld, 1880,
New York, 323 ; Brooklyn, 347 ;

Harrison and Morton, i8tJ8,

Ratification speech, New York,
457 ; McKinhy 1896, New York
and Chicago, 535.

Campbell, Alexander, his debate
with Robert Owen, viii, 561.

Campbell, Rev. J. W., reply to,

vii, 564.

Canaan, area and population of,

ii, 213-214.

Canaanites, the, attacked by hor

nets, ii, 219 ;
to be killed slowly.

220 ;
their destruction defended

by a San Francisco clergyman,
vii, 27.
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Canada, annexation of discussed,
viii, 53

J
-53i-

Cancer, as an illustration of de
sign, i, 44.

Cannibals,how they may be taught
to abjure cooked missionary, ii,

299 ; gradual reformation of, v,

69.
Canon law, vi, 389 ; interest for

bidden by ; permitted a Catholic
to rob an unbeliever

;
on the

conviction ofchurch dignitaries,

390 ; its anathema on those who
gave aid to excommunicated
persons ; on marriage and di

vorce, 391 ; people convicted of

being witches or wizards, and of

holding intercourse with devils
;

suspicion of heresy, 392.

Capital and labor
;
the "

irrepress
ible conflict," ix, 268, 519; xi,

181-199 ; see SOME INTERROGA
TION POINTS.

Capitalist, what is he ? ix, 268.

Capital offences in England dur

ing the reign of the Georges, iii,

188 ; viii, 520.

Capital punishment, viii, 372, 615.

Captivity, Jewish, date of return

from, iv, 196.

Carey, John, in Star Route trial,

x, 391-

Carlisle, Congressman, viii, 279.

Carlyle, Thomas, his admission

concerning Voltaire, iii, 211
;

quoted by ministers on the

Bible, viii, 153.
Carnegie, A.

,
his opinion of col

lege education, viii, 566 ; not an
orthodox Christian, xi, 493,

Caroli, Peter, banished by Calvin,
i, 223.

Carpenter, F. B., dinner, xii, 135-

*43-

Carpenter, Judge, counsel in Star
Route trial, x, 262, 343, et seg.

Carpenter, Rev. Dr., vii, 172.

Carriage, a, the development of,

i, 69.
Carruthers, Mr., x, 552.

Cartwright, inventor, cited, iv,

45-

Carver, Wm., on the death of
Thomas Paine, v, 465, 477, 500.

Castalio, Sebastian, treatment of

by Calvin, i, 226, 309 ; iv, 429 ;

vii, 35.
Caste, history of known to our

fathers, ix, 84.

Castelar, E., Ingersoll compared
to, x, 39, note.

Catechised, Ingersoll, viii, 206-216.

Catechism, Talmagian, v, 363-443;
see TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.

,
the census enumerator's, xi,

475-
Catharine, divorced by Henry

VIII., i, 498.
Catharine II. .characterized, i, 236.

Cathedral, Episcopal, a piece of

religious folly, viii, 299.
Cathedrals and domes, i, 156.
Catholic church, the, its communi

cation with heaven through de
cayed saints ; attitude in Spain
and in the United States

; teach

ing regarding nuns and celibacy,
i, 492 ;

its penitentiaries of God ;

493 ;
its creed examined and

expounded, 493 496 ; its crimes,
497; Voltaire and, vii, 21

;
Car

dinal Manning's defense of, vi,

307,342 ;
no more victories for,

vii, 188 ;
see ROMAN CATHOLIC

CHURCH.
countries, softening influence

of common belief in, iv, 218.

Catholics, the, chapter on, i, 491,

497; and the schools, viii, 301.
Catholicism, creed of, i, 493-497 ;

growth of in America, viii, 255 ;

danger from, 257 ; compared
with Protestantism, 542-543.

Cause and effect, i, 57.

Celibacy, priestly, established by
parliament, i, 216

;
an obscene

word, iii, 256 ; and the family,
vi, 171 ;

the essence of vulgar
ity, 383-

Cemetery of the gods, the, i, 82.

Cemetery, the appeal to, chapter
on, ii, 320-328.

Census Enumerator's Official Cat

echism, xi ; right of the govern-
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ment to ask questions and of the
citizen to refuse to answer them ;

matters which the government
has no right to pry into

; expos
ing the debtor's financial condi
tion

;
a man might decline to

tell whether he has a chronic
disease or not, 475 476.

Centennial Exposition, Ingersoll
at the, ix, 87.

Centennial Oration (Peoria, 111.,

July 4, 1876), ix, 63-93; our
lathers and the Declaration of

Independence, 63-66; the Puri

tans, 69 ; Roger Williams, 70 ;

not all the fathers in favor of

independence, 72 ;
the first sec

ular government, 74 ;
the Revo

lution. 78-81 ; enslaving others,
84 : the accomplishments of a

century, as seen at the Expo
sition, 87 ; liberty, fraternity,

equality, 91.

Century, a, its accomplishments,
ix, 87.

Cephren, Egyptian king, statue

of, ii, 99.
Cerinthus the heretic, and St. John,

vi, 395-

Cervantes, Miguel de, iii, 15.

Chadwick, Rev. J. W., his pam
phlet on Paine cited, v, 493.

Chaffee, Senator, in Star Route
trial, x, 63, 130, 233, 235.

^

Chalk cliffs, formation of, iv, 193.
Chalmers compared with Hume,

viii, 91.

Chalmers, Miss, letter of Burns
to, iii, 103.

Chandler, Senator Z., viii, 22.

Changed, the word beheaded to
read "hanged," ii, 387.

Chaplains, should be dismissed
from public positions, ii, 476.

Chapman, George, iii, ii.

Character and self denial, vi, 464 ;

personal character not material
to an argument, vii, 12 ; good
character the work of a life, x,

29-30; is character fully deter
mined at the age of thirty ? xii,

333-

Charity, organized, yii, 523 ; does
charity encourage idleness ? 525;
viii, 581-582; xii, 259-263;
church chanties, viii, 252, 300;
asylums before Christianity, 252.

Bazaar, burning of called an
act of God by a French priest,
xii, 75-

Charlemagne, his history by Bish

op Turpin of Rheims, i, 292; his

atrocities, vi, 489.
Charles IX. of France, St. Bar
tholomew massacre under, vi,

375-

Chase, Salmon P., his theological
interpolation, iii, 140.

Chase, Chief Justice, his definition
of a state, xi, 9.

Chastity, vows of made perpetual
by English law. i, 216.

Chauvin, Gerard, father of Calvin,
i, 222.

Cheap money, contradiction in

terms, ix, 544.

Cheerfulness, gospel of, i, 519.
' Cheers for the living," in Vision
of War, ix, 170.

Cheetham, James, on the death of
Thomas Paine, v, 464 ;

his Life
of Paine, 502, 517 ; characterized

by Paine, 476.

Cherubim, possibly personifica
tions of policemen, iv. 365.

Chesterfield, Lord, characterized,
iii, 197.

Chettle, Henry, iii, 13.

Chevannes, St. Dommgan aboli

tionist, ix, 10.

Chicago and New York Gold
Speech (1896), ix, 535-582.

Chicago Bible Class, vii, in ; see
MY CHICAGO BIBLE CLASS.

critics, reply to, interview,
viii, 31-37.

Inter -Ocean, interview in,

viii, 138-145, 263-266, 482-484,

537-540, 551-552, 567-569, 578-
583; quoted, ix, 191, note; re

port of Gold speech, 1896, 535,
note

;
editorial from on speech

at Grant banquet in Chicago,
Nov. 13, 1879, x

ii> 81, note.
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Chicago, lecture in, vii, 493.

Record, note from on the

banquet of the Army of the

Potomac, xii, 165.

,
some observations on, viii,

578-579 ; pious papers of, 579.

speech (Hayes campaign),
ix, 191-223.

Times, interview in on Chief

Justice Comegys of Delaware,
vii, 481 ; quoted, vii, in ;

inter

view in, viii, 15-22, 28-31, 84-100,

130-133. 188-190, 279-283; ix, 55-

56 ; concerning the Munn trial,

x, 7, note.

Times-Herald, its piety, viii,

579-58o,
Tribune, quotation from, vii,

493 ;
interview in, viii, 31-37,

470-481, 615-616.

Chickamauga, ix, 415, 529.

Checkering Hall, Lay Sermon de
livered in, iv, 211.

Chico letter, the, x, 244, 245 ;

quoted, 351, 353, 365, 372, 453,

525-

Chidester, Mr., in Star Route
trial, x, 513.

Chief end of man, vii, 214-215.

Chilcott, Senator, cited, x, 130.

Child, Francis, judge in the Rey
nolds blasphemy trial, xi, 55-56,
note.

Child, the laugh of, i, 382.

Childbirth, pains of decreed by
God in revenge, ii, 368.

Children, liberty of; their rights,

i, 372 ; honesty with, 373 ; lying,

373 ; driving a child from the

door, 374 ; when Jesus said,"
Suffer little children," did he

have a raw-hide under his man
tle? government of the lash,

375; the everlasting "Don't,"
376 ; Sunday and the child, 377-

381 ; the laugh of a child. 382 ;

at the table, 388 ; should be

taught to express their doubts,
iv, 106 ; the education of, 149 ;

what they should be taught,

149-150; children of the rich the

punishment of their parents,

229 ;
how best controlled, vii,

10
; punishment not reformato

ry. *73 >
biblical idea of their

rights, chapter on, 70 ; enslave
ment of, xii, 325.

Children of the Stage, the, xii,

201-204,
Chili, its grievance against the
United States, viii, 483.

Chilian insult to U. S. flag, viii,

483-

Chimbqrazo, curse of slavery rose

like, ix, 136.
China petrified by ancestor wor

ship, ii, 38 ; China and Chinese,
xi, 169-177 ; trade of little value
to America, ix, 560.

Chinese, ancient, their knowledge
of eclipses, ii, 78; treatment of
Chinese in China and in the
United States, 382 ;

on immigra
tion of, viii, 59 ; should they be
excluded ? xi, 357-365 ; report
of committee on Chinese immi
gration, 169-177 ; Chinese wor
ship, 169 ; see SHOULD THE
CHINESE BE EXCLUDED? and
WOODEN GOD.

Chisholm, &c., vs. Georgia, case
of, xi, 9.

Chitty's Criminal Law, cited, x,

96.

Chivalry, age of, the age of cow
ardice and crime, viii, 532.

Chloroform, an angel that gives
to its beloved sleep, iv, 204.

Chow-Kang, Chinese emperor, ii,

78.

Chrishna, the Christ, i, 82 ; saying
of, 245 ; on forbearance, ii, 322 ;

a representative of the sun, 445.

Christ, Jesus, crucified for blas

phemy, i, 79 ; attempts to rescue

sepulchre of from the "infidel,"

79-80 ; declaration by Calvin
that to advocate toleration was
to crucify him afresh, 189 ; three
Christs described in the gospels,
443 ; he wrote nothing, 455 ;

infinite respect for the man, 456 ;

an infidel, 457 ;
the theological

creation
;
death of not heroic.
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457 ;
his statement of the scheme

of salvation, 464-466 ; his last

conversation, 476, 477 ;
his mis

sion, chapter on, ii, 321-326;
his crucifixion a consequence of
his own law, 376 ;

did he come
to bring peace? 378; his "sup
posed" genealogy considered,
391 ;

would he have been cruci
fied if he were the master of
death ? 395 ;

his resurrection,

400; a woman to whom he
should lift his hat, 417 ; a sun-

god, 447 ;
his poverty dilated on

by the wealthy, iii, 321; the

"great" opposed to his relig

ion, 322 ;
his dual nature, 338;

regarded as a suicide by Dide
rot, 367 ;

his ascension not
claimed by the disciples ;

was at

first a man and nothing more ;

why did he not appear after the
resurrection to his enemies ?

495 ;
how do we know that the

devil tried to bribe him ? 498 ;

can we believe that he raised
the dead? 499; his miracles in

vented by zealous disciples, 500;
if he had wrought the miracles
attributed to him, in his pres
ence all heads would have been
uncovered, all knees upon the

ground, 502 ;
his philosophy, re

sist not evil
;
love your enemies,

503 ; take no thought for the
morrow

;
if thy right eye offend

thee pluck it out, swear not at

all, 504 ; give your cloak also
;

I came not to send peace, 505 ;

the forsaking of families, 506 ;

render unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar's, 507 ; is he our

example? 508-509; why should
we place him at the top and
summit of the human race ? was
he superior in all respects to

Buddha, Socrates, Epictetus,
Epicurus, Zoroaster, Laotse,
Confucius, Zeno, Cicero, Spi
noza, Kepler, Newton, Bruno ?

510; what he saw and knew if

he was God, 510-512; why did

he impart so little ? He did not

know, 513 ; disagreement of

gospel writers about his birth,

iv, 249-254 ;
date of his birth,

252; genealogies, 254; crucifix

ion, 256 ; appearance after the

resurrection, 258; did he wish to

be convicted ? 259 ; nothing writ
ten by Joseph or Mary to indi

cate that he was the son of the

Holy Ghost, 264; the theological
Christ, 269-280 ;

his philosophy,
269; a devout Jew, 270; an as

cetic, 272 ; not always forgiving,
274 ;

mistakes and contradic

tions, 276 ;
the best that can be

said, 277, 278 ;
the man, vi, 166

;

his sayings before the date of
his birth, 22

; his death cry, vii,

23 ;
French peasant proposes

cheers for him, 50 ; his tempta
tion, 65 ;

in his death, God
reaped what he had sown, 89 ;

his change of opinions, 125; his

growth, character, descent, etc.,
I25- !33 J an appreciation of, 354;
his second coming, viii, 10

; why
he did not mention the Western
Hemisphere, 590 ;

scenes from
his life, 613 ; his several char

acters, xi, 285 ;
not thought di

vine in his own day, 296.
Christian Endeavorers, reply to,

viii, 555-557-
Christianity not proved to be su

pernatural by public events, vi,

90 ; a messenger of grief, vii.

263.
Christian nations and the abuses
they maintain, v, 335.

Christian Religion, the, discussion
between Col. Robert G Inger-
soll and Judge Jeremiah S.

Black, vi, 3-117 ;
see BLACK. J.S

Christian Science a cunning fraud,

iy. 347 ; unadulterated supersti
tion, viii, 568.

Christian unity, viii, 299 ; charity,

300.
Christians, not as bad as their

creed, i, 219 ; early hatred of

art, song and joy, iii, 439 ; pres-
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ent number of, v, 323 ;
their

probable numerical strength in

the United States and in the

world, viii, 160, 258; infidels

counted as Christians, 160.

Christmas and the Christian cal

endar, vii, 150 ; thoughts on
Christmas, xi, 375-376 ; xii, 351-
352 ; see WHAT I WANT FOR
CHRISTMAS, ESSAY ON CHRIST
MAS, AGNOSTIC CHRISTMAS, and
CHRISTMAS SERMON.

Christmas Sermon, vii, 263-355;
Christianity a messenger of

grief, 263 ;
Christmas borrowed

from the pagans, 264.

Reply to Dr. Buckley, 265-271 ;

three "gigantic falsehoods"

charged by the editor of the
Christian Advocate, 265 ;

Chris

tianity's message of eternal

grief, 266
;
the future filled with

tear and flame by Christianity,

267-268 ;
God deprived of par

doning power, 268; on Dr.

Buckley's proposed boycott of
the Evening Telegram, 269-270.

Reply to Rev. J. M. King and
Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr., 272-

283 ;
the Rev. King's charge

that Ingersoll denounced Chris

tianity
"
for revenue only," 275 ;

Rev. Dixon's criticism, 280-281
;

the lesson of Balaam and his

ass, 282.

Ingersoll again Answers his Crit

ics, 284-303; the Rev. Mr. Peters,

288, 289, 300; what Infidelity
has done for schools, 289-294 ;

what it has done for public
morals, 294-296 ;

for sciences
and art, 296-300 ; as to the lib-

eratian of slaves, 300-301 ;
as to

the reclamation of inebriates,

301 ;
the humanity of infidelity,

302.

Ingersoll Continues the Battle,

304-355; Dr. DaCosta's assertion
that Christianity has taught man
kind the value of freedom, 308 ;

that Christianity has advanced
science, art, etc., 309-313;

ground taken by the Rev. Mr.
Peters that the Bible has pro
duced the richest literature, 314;
that we are indebted to Chris

tianity for all institutions of

learning, 315 ; chronology, his

tory, philosophy, philology, in

telligence, discoveries in science
and art, abolition of slavery,

liberty, all claimed as the ofr-

spring of Christianity, 315-320;
Rev. Mr. Ballou on the right of
God to punish, 321-323 ; reason

ing of the Rev. Dr. Hillier, 323 ;

Rev. Mr. Haldeman's mistake,
324 ;

Mr. Locey's statement of
his case, 325-326 ;

Rev. Mr. Tal-

mage's Jesus, 327 ;
the not ad

mirable spirit of the Rev. Mr.
Hamilton

; his story about the
death of Paine, 328 ;

of Voltaire,

329 ; the true story of Voltaire's

death, 330-331 ;
the death-bed of

Paine, 332-333; the Rev. Mr.

Holloway, 335, 337; the Rev.
Mr. Tyler's error

; the good
Samaritan, 338 ;

treatment of
the insane, in Egypt, Greece,
and Rome, 339-340; Christian
treatment for disordered minds,
341 ;

misstatements in Dr. Buck
ley's article concerning the treat

ment of Judge BlacK by the
North American Review, 344;
the petition for the repeal or
modification of the obscenity
laws, 346 ;

the eulogy of whis

key, 347 ;
of tobacco, 348-349 ;

the Rev. Charles Deems's con
tribution to the discussion, 350-
354-

Christopher, Pope, vi, 365.

Chronicles, books of anonymous,
iii, 458; a retelling of Kings,
478; chapters of duplicated in

Kings and Isaiah, iv, 199.

Church, the, why it hates a think-
er

i
i *75 its impudence in

assuming to think for the race
and to be the mouthpiece of

God, 177 ; membership not a
certificate of character or re-
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sponsibility, 318-319 ;
should be

absolutely divorced from the
state, ii, 476 ; the Church in the
time of Voltaire, chapter on, iii,

354-357 5 what good has it ac

complished? iv, 96 ; v, 309-311 ;

church exemption, viii, 250; why
church and stage can never work
together, 539 ; church and state

separated, ix, 73.
Church and Stage, interview on,

viii, 307-317-
and state, union of, v, 309-311.
Extension Committee, vii,

521.
of God, her infamous history,

" with the heart of a fiend she
has hated," etc., i, 218, 219.

Churches, substitutes for, vii, 189 ;

as insurance companies, xii, 357.

Chwen-hio, Chinese emperor, ii,

77-

Cicero, quotation from, ii, 300 ;

precept of concerning revenge,
322.

Cignarale, Chiara, viii, 369, note ;

373-
Cincinnati Commercial, interview

in, viii, 11-13, 58-62.
Commercial Gazette, inter

view in, viii, 491-498.

Enquirer, interview in, viii,

268-269.
Gazette, reply to, vii, 451-462;

see REPLY TO THE CINCINNATI
GAZETTE AND CATHOLIC TELE
GRAPH.

speech (nominating Elaine),
ix, 55-60.

Times-Star, interview in, viii,

270-271.
Circumstances, will they be taken

into account by God in judging
a man's life? v, 349-354.

Circus, Fprepaugh & Sell's, High
er Critics suggested by a visit

to, xi, 553.
Civil Rights Bill, the, interview

on, viii, 135-137, 221 ; Justice
Harlan on, 138-145.

Civil Rights, speech on, xi, 1-52 ;

introduction by Frederick Doug

lass (Abou Ben Adhem), i
;

decision of the United States

Supreme Court pronouncing the
Civil Rights act unconstitutional,

2-3 ; the limitations ot judges,
4 ; illusion destroyed by the de
cision in the Dred Scott case,

5 ; the mistake of our fathers in

adopting the common law of

England, 6
; the

i3jLh
amend

ment to the Constitution quoted,
7; the clause of the Constitution

upholding slavery, 7 ; effect of
this clause, 8; definitions of a
State by Justice Wilson and
ChiefJustice Chase, 9 ; effect of
the 13th amendment ; Justice
Field on "involuntary servi

tude," 10 ; the Civil Rights act

quoted, n; definition of the
word "servitude" by the Su
preme Court, 1 1 ; obvious pur
pose of the amendment, 12

;

general and universal in its ap
plication, 13; Justice Miller on
the i4th amendment, 14, 15;
citizens created by this amend
ment, 16

; opinion of Justice
Field, 17; rights and immunities

guaranteed by the Constitution
;

opinion delivered by Chief-Jus
tice Waite, 18 ; further opinions
of courts on the question of

citizenship, 19-20; effect of the

i3th, i4th, and isth amendments,
21

;

"
corrective

"
legislation by

Congress, 22, 23; denial of

equal "social" privileges, 25,

26; is a State responsible for

the action of its agent when
acting contrary to law? 27, 28;
the word "

State " must include
the people of the State as well
as the officers of the State, 29-30;
the Louisiana Civil Rights law,
and a case tried under it, 32-33 ;

uniformity of duties essential to
the carrier, 35 ; Congress left

powerless to protect rights con
ferred by the Constitution, 37 ;

definition of "
appropriate leg

islation," 39; propositions laid
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down regarding the sovereignty
of the State, the powers of the
General Government, etc., 40-

43 ; a tribute to Justice Harlan,
43-44 ;

a denial that property
exists by virtue of law, 44 ; civil

rights not a question of social

equality, 45 ; considerations up
on which social equality de

pends, 46 ; liberty not a question
of social equality, 47 ; the supe
rior man, 48 ; inconsistencies of
the past, 49-50 ; no reason why
we should hate the colored

people, 51 ; the issues that are

upon us, 52.
Civilization dependent on ex

changing an old superstition for

a new truth, i, 78, 176 ; and the

Bible, Jews and Romans com
pared, ii, 388 ;

not forwarded

by any religion, vii, 134.
Civilized Countries, chapter on,

ii, 291-295.
Civil service, reform, ix, 241.

"Clams," illustrative anecdote, ii,

278.

Clark, Rev. A., tribute to, xii,

395-396.
Clark, State agt., x, 47-48.

Clarke, Dr. Adam, on choosing a

helpmeet for Adam, ii, 114 ;
on

the Edenic serpent, 128-130 ; on
the method by which the ani
mals were brought into the ark,

!55; n the mammoth, 160
;

believed the serpent was the
father of Cain, iv, 24 ; on the

ark, v, 32.
Clarkson and Wilberforce, iv, 468 ;

ix, 8, 9, 10.

Class distinctions, yii,
181

;
when

forgotten by the rich, 183.

Class leader, the Methodist, his

recognition of the consequence
of duck shooting on Sunday, v,

140.

Clay, Henry, as an orator, viii,

597-

Clayton, Senator in Star Route
trial, x, 269, 271, 305, 309, 310.

Clement of Alexandria, v, 271.

Clement VIII., Pope, persecuted
Bruno unto death, vi, 375.

Clendenning. bonds so called, x,

I56 , 157. 158,
et seq.

Clergy, advice by with regard to

method of attacking the Bible,

ii, 42 ;
know that I know, etc.,

348 ; New York clergy on Super
stition, reply to, vii, 549 ; the
kind of government we should
have if they could make the

laws, viii, 519.

Clergymen, how formerly known,
ii, 40.

Cleveland, President, and his Cab
inet, interview on, viii, 228-231,

241; and Thurman, 334-347; his

use of the veto power, 336 ;
did

all he could to prevent the
Cubans from getting men and
anus, 591; his Hawaiian policy,
interview on, 537-539; cost of
his curiosity about the Venezu
elan boundary, 585 ;

his message
of 1888, its meaning, ix, 481 ;

cost of his administration, 560 ;

and the Wilson bill, 561.
Cleveland Plain Dealer, interview

in, viii, 220-223. 240-245, 587-591.

Press, interview in, viii, 485-

486.

Cleveland, Rose, book of, viii,

239-

Clifford, Mr. Justice, cited, ix, 232 ;

x, 367-

Clifford, William Kingdon, quo
ted, iv, 410 ;

his loneliness at the

loss ofJehovah as a companion,
vi, 460; his essays, viii, 612.

Climate, influence of, i, 392.

Clinton, DeWitt, a friend of Paine,
v, 473-

Cloakmakers, strike of. vii, 521.

Clothing of the Jews, its phenom
enal durability, ii, 223.

Clover, a charade, xii, 317.
Coat and cloak, Christ's injunc

tion, iii, 505.

Cobbett, William, his interview
with Mary Hinsdale regarding
the death of Paine, v, 469, 470,

518.
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Coin, origin of motto on, viii, 186.

Coleridge, John Taylor, on di

vorce, vi, 410.

Coleridge, presiding judge in the
trial of Thomas Pooley for blas

phemy, denounced by Buckle,
xi, 107.

Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner,"
ix, 185.

Collar of a god, tomb preferable
to, i, 188; of torture, the, 336.

College education, interview, viii,

490.

Colleges, not hospitable to truth,

ii, 26
;
established by Saracens,

iv, 186; Christian and other, xi,

492 493; bigotry of. 505-5 6.

Collins, Charles, Gilbert Vale's
conversation with regarding
Mary Hinsdale, v, 469, 470.

Collis, Gen. C. H. T., his lack of
information on the subject of
Abraham Lincoln's religious be
lief, xii, 247.

Collyer, Rev. Robert, speaking
kindly of him condemned as

heresy, i, 232, 233 ; ii, 125 ;

catechized, vii, 112.

Colonel Ingersoll on Christian

ity, yi, 221-303; see GLADSTONE.
Colonization schemes, viii, 67, 68

Colonists, their entrance to the
New World, ix, 420 ; intoler

ance of their laws, 442.
Colored People, address to the at

Galesburg, 111., ix, 5 ; doing
well, xii, 340.

Comedy and tragedy, a toast, xii,

95-

Comegys, Chief-Justice, v, 311 ;

interview on, vii, 465-490 ;
asks

grand jury to indict Ingersoll,

465 ; blasphemy, 466 ;
when the

blasphemy laws were passed,
467; the root of religious perse
cution, 469 ; motive of Judge
Comegys. 472 ;

the right to

change opinions, 474; Comegys'
fear of a Christian mob, 477 ;

no prejudice against Delaware,
478 ;

what is understood by
Christianity, 481 ; authorities

quoted by Comegys, 483 ;
bish

ops on the advisability of cutting
out the tongues of heretics, 484 ;

objections to the whipping-post,
485 ; the Bergh bill, 486 ; Dela
ware right if Christianity is, 488 ;

joy ofJehovah to know that the

eyes of all Delaware were upon
him, 490 ; viii, 73, 74.

Commandments, those it is nec
essary to keep in order to be
saved, i, 465 ; two sets of the

ten, ii, 232 ; Egyptian code more
ancient, 234 ; deficiencies of,

iii, 465 ; violated by Jehovah,
vi, 64 ; good and bad, 460.

Committee of Safety, continental,
ix, 25, 29.

"Common Sense," Paine's, the
first blow for a republic, i, 124.

Comparison of books, chapter on,
ii, 296-305 ;

of Infidels with the
Christians of their time, iii, 391-
393-

Competition, xi, 181-199; see SOME
INTERROGATION POINTS.

Compromise, nature of, ix, 443.
Comstock (Anthony) laws, on the

repeal of, xii, 215-230.
Comte, Auguste, in hell, ii, 415 ;

his splendid dream, xi, 277 ;

adopted the prejudices of Cath
olicism and made the same mis
take as Luther, xii, 22 ; never
heard of by the superintendent
of Pere La Chaise, 23.

Conciliation, ix, 259.

Concubinage, biblical sanction of,

chapter on, vii, 79.

Condell, friend of Shakespeare,
viii, 454.

Conduct, the scriptures as a stand
ard of, ii, 377

Confederacy vs. nation, ix, 138." Confess and Avoid," ii, 241.

Confession, auricular, made com
pulsory by Henry VIII., i, 216.

Confession of Faith, Presbyterian,
quoted, v, 203, 208 ; vi, 157.

Confidence, ix, 260.

Confiscation of land by Revolu
tionary fathers, ix, 38.
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Confucius, his doctrine of reci

procity, vii, 102, 538, 539; on
another world, viii, 20.

Congregational creed, the latest,

ii, 360-389 ; touching the fall of

man, 366 ; inspiration of the

scriptures, 373.

Congress, Continental, resolutions

of on persons dangerous to the

colonies, ix, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31 ;

colored man in, 90.

Congressmen, standard by which
their constituents judge them,
x, 183.

Congress of religions, the, viii,

532, 535-

Congreve, vm, 310.

Conklin, Mr., in Munn trial, x, 33.

Conkling, Roscoe, his course justi

fied, viii, 223 ;
interview on, 306-

307 ;
tribute to, xii, 427-437.

Connor, Gov., of Maine, ix, 97,
note.

Connor, Col. Freeman, xii, 165,
note.

Consequences, no escape from, vi,

173 ;
the invisible police, ix, 503.

Consequences of silver basis, ix,

554.

Consolation, religious, should be
denied to murderers, ii, 381 ;

what does orthodoxy offer with

the dead so near and the prom
ises so far away? 426 ; v, 208-

209 ;
of Presbyterianism, in re

ply to Rev. Dr. Field, vi, 157,

158 ; Christianity offers none,
vii, 103 ;

rational and Christian,

159-161 ; viii, 199.

Conspiracy, what constitutes a, x,

121-123.
Constance, proceedings of Coun

cil of, vi, 392.

Constantine, Emperor, his crimes,

i", 199; 338 ' 339 !
as a vicar f

Christ, vi, 364.

Constitution, U. S., not Christian,

i, 200; first guarantee of free

dom of conscience and divorce
of church and state, 311 ;

sanc
tioned slavery, ix, 16 ; incon

sistent with the Declaration of

Independence, 423, 424 ; I3th,

I4th and isth amendments to

xi, 1-52; (see CIVIL RIGHTS);
slavery clause of, 7 ;

no picture
of the signing of and should be
none, xii, 140.

Constructive Freethought, xi, 437;
see HAS FREETHOUGHT A CON
STRUCTIVE SIDE?

Consumption, Koch's cure for,

viii, 572.
Continental Congress, priests im
prisoned for not praying for, iii,

382.
Continued existence after death,

vii, 145-149-
Contractors, liability of, x, 175.
Contradictions of the Bible, Tal-

mage on, v, 199, 246-254.
Convention, Republican, 1888,

proceedings of, ix, 461, et seq.
of the American Secular

Union, speech at, xii, 239-244.
of the National Liberal

League, speech at, xii, 233.
Convents, Catholic, i, 492.
Conversion of the arch Atheist

announced, xi, 391.
Converts to Christianity, how
many are made per annum, ii,

382.

Convicts, hiring out of, in the

South, viii, 377.
Conway, Moncure D., his Life of

Paine, xi, 322, 326, 332.
Cooke, Nicholas, governor of
Rhode Island, letter of Wash
ington to, ix, 39.

Cooke, Jay, ix, 275.

Cooking as a fine art, i, 431.
Coon, Byron C., in Star Route

trial, x, 103.

Cooper Union, New York, speech
(Hayes campaign), ix, 125-

154-

Cooper vs. Gibson, cited, x, 233.

Copernicus, what we learned from,
i, 107, in.

Copernicus and Kepler, ii, 353 ;

Copernican system condemned;
ban removed, 353 ; astronomy
of the Bible destroyed by, 456 ;
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his
" Revolutions of the Heav

enly Bodies," iv, 190.

Copiah and Danville massacres,
viii, 189, 190.

Copp, State vs., x, 50.
Cordelia's tears, ii, 443.
Corn, withered banners of are

still, i, 325.
Corneille, French poet, iii, 15.
Cornell college, an exception to

the rule that colleges do not
welcome truth as a guest, ii, 26

;

the best college in this country ;

attacked by orthodox colleges,
xi, 493 ; refusal of faculty to

permit an Agnostic to address

students, 505.

Cornell, Mr., in Star Route trial,

x, 380.
Cornell, Rev. A. W., letter by on
Mary Hinsdale, v, 519.

Corporal punishment, iv, 448, 449 ;

is it degrading? vi, 503-513; see
Is CORPORAL PUNISHMENT DE-

. GRADING?
Corporations often poor, ix, 519.

Corpus delicti, denned, x, 120.

Corrigan, Archbishop, and a theo

logical fraud, iii, 416.

Corruption, not triumphant, vii,

428 ; country not distinguished
for, x, 41.

Corsned, appeal of Earl of Kent
to, i, 296 ; iv, 438 ; viii, 180

Corwin, Thomas, as an orator,
viii, 541, 598 ;

tribute to, xii,

495-496.
Cosmas, his astronomy, 1,300, 301;

his reasons for believing the
earth to be flat, 301 ; his geog
raphy, iv, 456 ; vii, 58-60.

Coudert, Hon. Frederick R., vii,

217 ;
remarks of, 235 ;

observa
tions on Voltaire, 238 ;

on Rous
seau, 238 ; on Victor Hugo, 239 ;

on freedom of thought and
liberty of speech, 239-246 ; reply
to, 253-256.

Councils of the church, iii, 199,

200, 338.
Counterfeit money found in the

Bible, anecdote, v, 318, 319.

Coupons, clipped in the sweat of
the face, x, 166.

Courage, test of, ix, 79.

Courtney, Rev., viii, 33,34.

Court, U. S. Supreme, decision of

regarding Civil Rights act, xi,

1-52 ; not above criticism, 5 ;
on

the slavery clause of the Con
stitution, 8

;
in the Slaughter-

House cases, n ; on the J4th
amendment, 14 ;

in the case of
U. S. vs. Reese, 18 ; in the case
of Tennessee vs. Davis, 19 ;

in

the cases of Pensacola Tel. Co.
vs. W. U. Tel. Co., and of Tier-
nan vs. Rynker, 20

;
on the right

of States to make regulations of

foreign commerce, 23-24 ;
on

physiological differences ofrace,
26 ; on the officer as agent of
the state, although acting con
trary to statute, 27 ; opinion
that the word "State" does
not apply to the "people" of
the State, 29 ;

on the Louisiana
Civil Rights law, 32 ; on uni

formity of duties, 35 ; decision

by which Congress is left power
less to protect rights conferred

by the Constitution, 37 ; failure

to consider intent of framers of

amendments, 43 ; affirmation
that property cannot exist with
out law, 44.

Cowles agt. Coe, cited, x, 127.

Cowper, Wm., sincere and insane,
iv, 29.

Cradle, the, when nature rocked
the c. of the infant world, ii, 450.

Crafts, Rev., reply to, viii, 36, 37.

Crane, the, his adaptation for

catching fish, i, 42.

Crane, Mr., foreman jury in Star
Route trial, x, 279, 298, et seq.

Crane, W. H., the actor, xii, 95,
note.

Creation, the, out of nothing, i,

45; ii, 56-120; biblical date of,

98 ;
biblical accouuts examined,

56-127 ; contradictions, 108-112
;

second day's work on, iv, 244 ;

Talmage on, v, 24 ; chapter on,
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vii, 52 ; passages showing that
"
days

" do not mean long peri
ods of time, 53.

Credit system in morals, viii, 168.

Credulity, salvation for, xi, 551.

Creed, a rock in a running brook,
, 153-

Creed of Science, iv, 290.

Creeds, their cry of " Halt !

"
i,

153. ! contemporaries of the
writers of, 294 ; ii, 359 ; why not

changed, 359 ;
the latest exam

ined, 361-389 ;
of an Infidel, v,

20; interview on, viii, 461-469;
like life preservers, to be used
in disaster, xi, 217, 463-470 ; see
CRUMBLING CREEDS.

Cribs, when the learned and wise
crawl back in, vi, 77.

Crime, never prevented by God,
jii, 336-337 ;

how can we lessen ?

iv, 132 ;
its causes and treat

ment, 133; crime and enjoyment,
answer to Rev. D. O'Donaghue,
vii, 163-167; see CRIMES AGAINST
CRIMINALS.

Crimes against Criminals, xi, 143-

166; the three pests of a commu
nity, 143 ;

forms of punishment
and torture, 144 ;

more crimes
committed than prevented by
governments, 145 ; are not vices

transmitted by nature ? 146 ;
is

it possible for all people to be
honest? 147 ;

children of vice as

the natural product of society,

148 ;
statistics the relation be

tween insanity, pauperism, and
crime, 149-150; the martyrs of

vice, 151 ;
Franklin's interest in

the treatment of prisoners, 152 ;

kindness as a remedy, 153 ;

condition of the discharged
prisoner, 154 ; compensation
for convicts, 155; professional
criminals; shall the nation take
life? 156; influence of public
executions on the spectators,
157 ; lynchers for the most part
criminals at heart, 158 ; the

poverty of the many a perpetual
menace, 159; limitation of land-

holding, 160
;
defective educa

tion by our schools, 161
;
hands

should be educated as well as

head, 162
;
conduct improved by

a clearer perception of conse

quences, 163 ;
the discipline of

the average prison hardening
and degrading, 164; while soci

ety cringes before great thieves
there will be little ones to fill

the jails, 165 ; our ignorance
should make us hesitate, 166.

Criminals, a necessary product,
iv, 230 ; society and, interview

on, viii, 369-383 ; their support

by society, ix, 288
;
the product

of environment, 524 ;
Crimes

against, xi, 143-166; see CRIMES
AGAINST CRIMINALS.

Cripple, the, and his crutches, i,

87-
"Crisis," Paine's, i, 126.

Crispus (Attucks), runaway slave,
ix, 40.

Criticism of "Robert Elsmere,"
"John Ward, Preacher," and
"An African Farm," xi, 409-418;
religion unsoftened by Infideli

ty ; the orthodox minister whose
wife has a heart, 409 ; honesty
of opinion not a mitigating cir

cumstance
; repulsiveness of an

orthodox life, 410 ; John Ward
an object of pity, 411 ; Lyndall
of the "African Farm;" the

story of the hunter, 412; the
death of Waldo, 413 ;

women
the Caryatides of the church,
414; attitude of Christianity to
ward other religions, 415, 416 ;

egotism of the ancient Jews, 417.

Critics, why not always answered,
viii, 212, 305.

Crompton, inventor, iv, 450.
Cronin, ix, 230, 247.
Cross and rack, i, 213.

Cross, the, an ancient symbol of
life, ii, 448-449.

Crowley, Rev. Mr., starver of or

phans, v, 133.
Crucifixion of the son of God a

natural consequence of his own
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tyranny and obedience to his
own law, ii, 376.

Crucifixion, the, saints who arose
at, iv, 256.

Cruden, Rev Alexander, his cre

dulity concerning quails, ii, 218;
iv, 24.

Cruelty caused by the Bible, v,

187-193.

Cruelty to animals, protest against
by Paine, xi, 323 ; xii, 344.

Cruelty in the Elmira Reforma
tory, xi

; Brockway a savage ;

the lash will neither develop the
brain nor cultivate the heart

;

brutality a failure
; Bishop Pot

ter's apostolical remark, 497-
498.

Crumbling Creeds, xi, 463-470 ;

the common people called upon
to decide between the universi
ties and the synods, 463; modern
medicine, law, literature and
pictures as against the old, 464 ;

creeds agree with the sciences
of their day; apology the pre
lude to retreat, 465 ; the Presby
terian creed infamous, but no
worse than the Catholic, 466 ;

progress begins when expres
sion of opinion is allowed ; ex
amining the religions of other

countries, 467 ; the pulpit's po
sition lost, 468 ; the dogma of
eternal pain the cause of the
orthodox creeds losing popular
ity, 469 ; every church teaching
this infinite lie must fall, 470.

Crusoe, Robinson, more enter

taining than the Old Testament,
iii, 483.

Crutches, the cripple and his, i,

87.

Cuba, independence of should be
acknowledged, viii, 591 ; its

right to freedom, xii, 273 ; this

Republic's cry to Spain in rela
tion to, 355.

Cubans, treatment of by Spain,
xii, 268, 269.

Cullen, Dr., on the last days of

Hume, iii, 374.

Curran, John Philpot, as an ora

tor, viii, 541.

Curry, Dr., of Chicago, ii, 347.
Curses, God's, v, 224.
Curtis's Circuit Court Reports, x.

232.

Cushman, Charlotte, viii, 298.

Cushman, Mrs., in Star Route
trial, x, 286, 331, 422.

Cutler, VVilder W., prosecuting
attorney in the Reynolds blas

phemy trial, xi, 55-56, note.
Cuvier on fossil animals, yii, 455.
Cuyler, Rev. Dr., cited, viii, 71.

Cyrenius, time of his appointment
and tax levied by, iv, 252, 253.

Cyrus, King, proclamation of, iii,

478.
Czar of Russia, the man who shot

at, v, 275 ;
the coronation of,

xii, 318-319.

DACOSTA,
Rev. Dr., reply to,

vii, 308 ;
his malice in an

swering Prof. Briggs, xii, 311.

Damned, the, who they are, ii,

412-416."
Dampness," chapter on, ii, 138-
168.

Danae, lies unnoticed, i, 83.

Dancing, possibly the sin against
the Holy Ghost, i, 500.

Daniel, story of, iii, 468 ; book of
a disordered dream, 482 ;

in the
lion's den, v, 431.

Daniels, the Rev., put in jail for

not praying for the American
cause, ix, 34.

Dante as a poet, iii, 79 ; vi, 490 ;

a mixture of melancholy and
malice, 499.

Danville and Copiah massacres,
viii, 189, 190.

D'Arcy, Henry, vii, 359, et seq.

Darius, King, his exaltation of
Daniel, iii*468.

Dark Ages; 'the, i, 62
; condition

of the world during, 307 ; the
church during, vi, 113.

Dark, everlasting, i, 524.

Darwin, Charles, his doctrine of
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evolution attacked by preach
ers, ii, 356-359 ; birth of simul
taneous with tnat of Lincoln, iii,

123 ; yii, 298 ;
not a vivisection-

ist, viii, 572 ; laurel of the nine
teenth century on his brow, 607;
assailed by the ministers, xi,

567 568 ; the world made poor
by his death, xii, 329.

Darwinism and Adam and Eve,
vi, 276.

D'Aumard, Marguerite, iii, 191.

Davenport, identified with Brutus,
viii, 529.

David, at the gates of Gath, iii,

328 ;
Israel numbered by, 477 ;

iv, 366 ; dying words of, iii, 477 ;

gold collected by for the temple,
iv, 246 ;

and Abigail, v, 120.

Davidge, , counsel in Star
Route trial, x, 320, 472, et seq.

Davidson, Prof., quoted, v, 270,

271.

Davies, John, m, 12.

Davis, A. J., Jr., x, 568.

Davis, Andrew J., x, 535.

Davis, David, viii, 27 ;
on the re

ligious belief of Lincoln, xii,

252.

Davis, Erwin, x, 563.

Davis, James, x, 547.

Davis, Job, x, 536.

Davis, John A., x, 549.

Davis, Justice, ix, 233.

Davis, Pet, x, 556, 557.

Davis, T. I., x, 556, 557, 567.

Davis, William H., 547.
Davis Will Case, address to the

Jury in, x, 535-585; note from An
aconda Standard, 535 ; Senator
Sanders' warning to the jury
not to be enticed by sinners,

536 ; evidence, based on quality
of writing, that Davis did not
write the will, 537 ; evidence of
the spelling. 538 541 ; assertion
that the will was forged by
James R. Eddy, 542 ; peculiari
ties of Eddy's handwriting, 542-
546; holes in Sconce's signature,

550; Sconce's reputation, 551-
552 ; his memory, 553 ; Davis'

business capacity, 554 ;
his

alleged children, 557 ; date of
his death, 559 ; testimony of Mr.

Knight, 560-567 ;
the ink of the

will discussed, 569-572 ; expert
evidence, 572, 573 ; speechless-
ness of John A. Davis, 575 ;

Eddy's failure to take the stand,

576 578 ; testimony of Carruth-

ers, 578; relations of Sconce,
579; Mary Ann Davis' connec
tions

; the family tree, 580, 581 ;

the signature of the will
;
what

the evidence shows, 582 ; duty
and opportunity of the jury,

583-584.

Dctwson, Sir Wm., cited, vi, 491.

Days, those of Genesis considered
as long periods of time, ii, 102

;

sacredness of, 103 ; lucky and
unlucky, iv, 297.

Dayton Democrat, interview in,

viii, 133-134-
Dead, the, comments on raising

of, ii, 392-394 ;
the unknown,

gave glory to obscurity, ix,

444.
Dean, Andrew A., on the death
of Thomas Paine, v, 464, 473.

Dean of St. Paul, reply to his con
tribution in the North American
Review, vi, 503-513.

Death, poetic death, i, 325 ;
a wall

or a door, ii, 426 , vi, 155 ;
as

met by criminals, iii, 337 ; vii,

19; unimportant moment, 24;
perhaps the greatest 'gift, ix,

498 ; of the aged, xii, 328.
Deathbed argument, the, iii, 237.

Deathbeds, the festival and ban
quet of the clergy, iii, 342.

Death-test, the, chapter on, iii,

341-343-
Deaths and births, a world of, ii,

342.

DeBar, Ben. the actor, viii, 583.

Debt, imprisonment for, ix, 522 ;

tools seized for, 522, 523.

Debtors, imprisonment of, vi, 506.
Declaration of the Free, poem, iv,

415-
Declaration of Independence, in
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centennial oration, ix, 63 ; car
ried out, 90, 91.

Decoration day orations, New
York, 1882, ix. 419; distinguish
ed persons present at, 419-420,
note; (1888), New York, 437.

DeCuir, Mrs., case of, xi, 32-33.
Deems, Rev. Charles, reply to, vii,

350 ;
his assertion that there

were never so many Christians
as now, viii, 258.

Defective persons, propagation of
to be discontinued, vii, 158.

Deist, the, questions for, xi, 238.

Deists, the vulnerable points of
their belief, vii, 191 ; xi, 237,

238 ; and nature, xii, 341-343.
Deland, John, x, 380.

Delaware, allusion to, ii, 421 ;

anecdote of the Revolutionary
soldier who lived forty years in

that state, v, 334 ;
lecture in,

vii, 467 ; threat of indictment,
465, 481 ; interview on, viii, 69-
77 ; indentured children in, 73 ;

why a waiter left the state,
168.

Delay, the law's, xi, 501-503.
Deluge, the, ii, 138-168 ;

and the

Egyptians, iv, 243 ; reply to

Talmage on, v, 28
; see ARK,

FLOOD and NOAH.
Democratic party, piety of, ix, 132;

its enormous hands, 152.

Democrats, compared with To
ries, ix, 23.

Demonetization of silver con
demned, i, 426.

Demonology, was it overthrown
by the Catholic church ? vi, 380;
of the New Testament, vii, 67 ;

see DEVIL.
Demons, see DEVIL.
Demoralization, not due to repub

lican institutions, vii, 445.

Demosthenes, Ingersoll compared
with, x, 535, note.

Denee, U. S. agt, x, 51.

Denslow, Van Buren, preface to
his

" Modern Thinkers," xii, 7.

Denver News, interview in, viii,

162-169.

Denver Republican, interview in,

viii, 169-179.

Tribune, interview in, viii,

145-148
Depew, Chauncey M., ix, 125 ; on
speech by Ingersoll, note

;
on

the refusal of the faculty of the

University of Kansas to permit
Ingersoll to address the stu

dents, xi, 505 ; xii, 95, note.

Depravity, total, affirmed by the

Evangelical Alliance, i, 514;
the doctrine libel on the race

;

mainly evidenced in the history
of religion, ii, 371.

DeReske, Edouard, as a singer,
viii, 578.

DeReske, Jean, as a tenor, viii,

578.

Descartes, his explanation of the
celestial motions, i, in.

Descent of man, doctrine of in

dorsed, i, 392.
Design, illustrated by the crane
and the fish, i, 42 ; as seen by
the advanced theologian, 42, 43;
illustrated by the cancer, 44 ;

in

creation, iv, 57, 58 ; evidences

of, 320 ; Talmage on, v, 46-48 ;

in having an infinite designer,
vi, 63, 208 ; viii, 208.

Desire, its difference in men and
women, xi, 310.

D'Etallonde, case of, iii, 223.
Detroit News, interview in, viii,

148-162.

Devas, the, and Asuras, iv, 354,

355-

Devil, the, his first appearance, i,

20; his temptation of Christ, 31 ;

assumes the form of a bishop in

order to pay his addresses to a

lady, 284; pays cash, iii, 312;
how produced, 316; imperson
ates a bishop, iv, 171.

,
lecture on, iv, 353-414; if he

should die would God make
another? 353; replies of clergy
men, 353; origin of the idea of
the devil, 354; Asuras and Dev
as, 355 ; Typhon and Osiris, 355;
our devil borrowed from the
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Babylonians, 355 ; nine kinds of
demons believed in by the Jews.
356 ;

men and women put to

death on the charge of having
changed themselves into wolves,

357 ;
devils seen in dreams and

visions, 359.
Atlas of Christianity is the devil,

361 ;
the devil of the Old Testa

ment, 363 ; personifications, 364,

365-
Take the devil from the drama of

Christianity and the plot is gone;
Jehovah attended to the devil's

business in Jewish theology ;

temptation of Christ, 368, 369 ;

casting out of devils, 370-373 ;

the swine story, 377, 381 ; the

betrayal of Christ, 382 ; Mary
Magdalene, 384 ;

Paul and Silas,

385; Incubi and Succubi, 386;
no devil, no Christ, 387 ;

Park-
hurst on the apostles, 390 ;

the

pool of Bethesda, 391, 393.
Evidence of the church ;

all the
fathers believed in devils, 394
Personifications of evil, 398 ;

"The Man of Straw," 406; si

lenced the lips of Prof. Briggs,
closed the mouth of Prof. Smith,
forced Dr. McGlynn to his

knees, pitched Prof. Swing out
of the pulpit and drove the Rev.
Mr. Thomas from the Methodist
church, 407 ; keep the devils out
of children, 410; Dr. Deems'
notion of, vii, 352.

Devils, their usual origin, i, 17 ;

never charged with cruelty to

man, 18
;

their testimony ac

cepted as conclusive, 30; vari

ous kinds of, 33; casting out of,

34; ii, 404, 405; iv, 371-382;
belief in fundamental to Chris

tianity, 312-314 ; vii, 554 ; casting
out of not the same as curing
diseases, iv, 382.

Dewey, G., xii, 280.

Diabolus, the Jewish demon, iv,

356.
Dial of Ahaz, the sun going back

on, ii, 78; iii, 481.

Dickens, Charles, the greatest
novelist, viii, 499, 609.

Dickinson, Mr., x, 573.

Diderot, Denys, in hell, ii, 415;
his humble parentage and early
struggles, iii, 364; his motto,
vices and virtues, pity, generos
ity, self-denial, courage and
enthusiasm ; regarded as the

enemy of social order, 365 ; the

Encyclopedia ;
his noble words,

366 ; his argument that Christ
was a suicide

;
his death and the

priestly falsehoods concerning
the event, 367 ; compared with

Bacon, viii, 89.

Diet, that of the Jews changed by
Jehovah after the flood and in

the wilderness, iii, 487-488.
Dike, Rev. S. W., on divorce, vi,

398-402.

Diogenes, his satire on all the

creeds, iv, 45.

Diplomatic service, change desir
ed in, xii, in.

Disciples of Christ, their language,
viii, 32 , 33-

Discoverers, thanks to, i, 313, 314.

Discretion, xii, 355.

Discussions, vol. vii.

Disease, attributed to possession
by ghosts, i, 285; two theories
about the cause and cure of, iii,

413 ;
the theological method,

413-414.
Dishcloth, significance of drop

ping, iv, 296.
Disobedience a condition of prog

ress, i, 170.

Disraeli, prophecy about his

books, viii, 83.
Dissimulation advised, anecdote,

i, 204.

Distinctions, when forgotten by
the rich, vii, 183.

District of Columbia blasphemy
law, i, 147 ; right of people to

vote, ix, 306 ; self-government
for, 308 ; right to a representa
tive in Congress, 310.

District suffrage, interview on,
viii, 107-110.
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Diversity, the law of the world, i,

180 ; of opinion, act to abolish,
216.

Dives and Lazarus, the Free Will

Baptist preacher on, iv, 15-17.
Divided Household of Faith,

(The), xi, 215-233 ; the way in

which theological seminaries
were endowed

; religious guide-
boards, 216; vast interests in

terwoven with creeds, 217 ;

pretensions of Christianity, 218
;

Kepler's discovery of his three

great laws, 219; equivocations
and evasions of the church, 220;
nature's testimony against the

Bible, 221
;
the age of man on

the earth, 222; "inspired"
morality of the Bible, 223-224 ;

miracles, 224 - 226
;

Christian

dogmas ;
what the church has

been compelled to abandon,
227-228 ; the appeal to epithets,
hatred and punishment, 230;
"spirituality" the last resource
of the orthodox, 231 ;

what is it

to be spiritual ? 232 ;
two ques

tions for the defenders of ortho
dox creeds, 233.

Divine interference, i, 37 ; iii,

336-337.
Divorce, should be granted to the
wife upon her request, iv, 141 ;

why a difference is made be
tween granting divorce to a man
and to a woman, 141 ; is it

wrong? discussion with Rev.
S. W. Dike, Cardinal Gibbons
and Bishop Potter, vi, 397-429 ;

431-452 ; questions formulated

by the editor of the North
American Review, 397.
Introduction by the Rev. S. W.
Dike ; statistics of divorce in

European countries, Canada
and Japan, 398 ; increase of di

vorce considered an evil; causes,
399-400; effect of laws and their

administration, 400 ; evils of

conflicting divorce laws, 401.

James Cardinal Gibbons on mar
riage and divorce; marriage j

instituted and sanctified by God
in Paradise, 402 ;

made a sacra
ment by Christ ; St. Paul's in

structions
; proclamation of the

Council of Trent, 403 - 404 ;

divorce not to be allowed by a

Catholic, 404; consequences of
divorce in ancient times, 405 ;

divorces in the United States;
statistics by Carroll D. Wright,
406 ;

two species of polygamy
simultaneous and successive ;

Christian polygamists as bad as
Mormons

;
the law of Christ,

407 ; divorce from bed and
board permitted by the Catholic

church, 408 ;
freedom of divorce

productive of evil in the vast

majority of cases ; quotations
from Gibbon and Professor

Woolsey, 409 ; quotation from

John Taylor Coleridge and Sir
\V. Scott, 410 ; practical sugges
tions, 411.

Henry C. Potter, Bishop, on the
attitude of the Episcopal church
toward divorce, 411; the doc
trine and law

; matrimony not
counted for a sacrament, 412 ;

ministers not allowed, as a rule,
to solemnize the marriage of
divorced persons, 413; divorce
allowed for adultery, and the
innocent party permitted to re

marry; divorce destructive of
the integrity of the family, 414 ;

prohibitory divorce laws do not

prevent illicit sexual connec
tions; law of the Episcopal
church, 415 ; abrogation of the
law requiring circumcision re

garded as the abrogation of all

Mosaic legislation, 416.

Ingersoll's answers to the ques
tions, 417 ; early Christians, be

lieving the end of the world
near at hand, discouraged all

worldly pursuits except the

soliciting of alms; nothing about

family life in the New Testa
ment, 418; indissoluble unions
a sort of punishment for having
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married, 419 ;
a true marriage,

420 ; marriage should be public
and should be recorded, 421 ;

must the wife remain with the
brutal husband for the sake of
God ? 422 ; tbe right of society
in the matter ; ought the world
to be peopled with the children
of hatred or disgust? 422; the

rights of the abused wife, 423 ;

marriages not made by society,
church or state, 424 ;

the good
home the unit of government,
425 ;

divorces should be public ;

true marriages were made be
fore priest or ceremony existed,

426 ; to prevent remarriage is

to give excuse for vice
;
effect

of divorce on the integrity of the

family, 427; a definition of moral

purity ;
not served by indissolu

ble marriage, 428 ; sacramental

marriage the shield of vice ;

maternity the most pathetic fact

within our knowledge ; for man
to enslave another is to imprison
himself, 429.

Reply to Cardinal Gibbons
; the

indissolubility of marriage a re
action from polygamy, 431 ;

woman put on an equality with
other property by Moses

;
Christ

apparently allowed divorce for

one cause, 432; is not the mar
riage of a widower successive

polygamy? 433; the will ofGod
has nothing to do with this

matter ; instances of brutality of

husbands, 434 ; women should
not sacrifice their happiness to

please popes or gods.
Reply to Bishop Potter; his dis

agreement with Cardinal Gib
bons, 435-436 ;

the question left

in doubt, 437.
Reply to Mr. Gladstone

; the

ground he takes ; real marriages
probably entered into with the

expectation that they will be for

life ;
is God a party to the con

tract ? 438 ;
a cheerful admis

sion, 439.

Reply to Justice Bradley ; the

Justice's opinion approved, 439-
440.
Comment on Senator Dolph's
position ;

the South Carolina

prohibition of divorce regulated
the proportion of property to be

given to concubines, 440.
The argument continued in collo

quial form ; men and women as

regarded by theological theo
rists

;
the question not to be

settled by quoting passages of

scripture, 441 ;
theories must be

tested by facts, 442 ; imaginary
dialogue between an abused
wife and Cardinal Gibbons, 443-
446 ; she appeals to Mr. Glad
stone, 447-448 ; the case of a

priest who admitted that he was
married, 448-449 : necessity for

a federal law fixing terms and
conditions of divorce, 450;
source of the legal and judicial
absurdities that surround the

subject, 451 ;
woman's right to

divorce, interview on, via, 383-
390 ; duty of liberals with re

gard to, 439 ;
interview on,

574-577-

Dixon, Judge, x, 535, note
; 546,

554-
Dixon, Rev. Thomas, vii, 272 ;

reply to, 280.

Dixon, W. W., x, 566.

Doolittle, Judge, ix, 194.

Doolittle, Judge, attorney in the
Munn trial, x, 7, n, 25.

Doane, Bishop, an opinion of his

advocacy of free rum, viii, 566.

Dodds, his career, ix, 145, 146.
" Does the Bible describe a God
of Mercy?" vii, 90.

"Does the Bible sanction Polyga-
mv and Concubinage ?

" debas

ing character of, vii, 79." Does the Bible teach Man
to Enslave his Brother?" vii,

41.
Dollar, a, what is it ? ix, 540 ;

must
contain 100 cents' worth of sil

ver, paper or iron, 540.
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Dole, president of Hawaii, viii,

538.

Dolph, Senator, on divorce, vi,

440.
Domestic service, why other work

is preferred by young women,
xii, 50.

Dominican order, the, its pursuit
of heretics, vi, 354.

Donkeys, miraculous cures per
formed by bones of, iii, 416-419.

Donnelly, Ignatius, his theory of
the authorship of the Shakes
peare plays, viii, 453-455-

Donnelly, in Star Route trial, x,

274, 290, 291, et seq.

Dorcas, her unrecognized claim to

notoriety, v, 121.

Dorsett, case of, x, 49.

Dorsey, John W. x, 63, 66, 84,

86, 96, 107, in, 133, 140, et seq.

Dorsey, Mrs., at her husband's
side, x, 140, 531.

Dorsey, S. W.
,
debt of to Inger-

soll, viii, 219, note
; goes to

New Mexico, x, 178 ; returns,
179 ;

et seq.

Dotsons, , x, 559.
Double standard, established by
Jefferson and Hamilton, ix, 550.

Doubt, beginning of. i, 81.

Dougherty, Daniel, reply to, xii,

139-

Douglas, candidate for the Senate

against Lincoln, iii, 129.

Douglass, Frederick, church doors
closed against, v, 333 ;

on the

pulpit, viii, 312 ; ix, 258 ;
Col.

Ingersoll introduced to an audi
ence by, xi, i.

Downey, Moses, x, 543.

Downey, Mrs., x, 540.
Drake Francis, iii, 15.

Drama, the, in the days of Con-
greve, Wycherly and Ben Jon-
son, viii, 310 ; value of as a
social factor, 310, 311 ;

as an
educator of the artistic sense,

312; modern French, 527, 528;
xii, 192 ; see ACTORS, DRAMA,
STAGE and THEATRE.

Dramatic Mirror (New York),

note from on the tribute to Philo
D. Beckwith, xii, 481 ; prose-
poem LIKE from, xii, 512.

Draper, Prof.
J. W., on the belief

of Bruno, iii, 350; value of his

opinion, v, 19; on the religion
of Gautama, vi, 79; on the vicars
of Christ, 364-367 ; has shown
that Sahara made negroes pos
sible in Africa, xii, 31.

Draupadi, the white-armed, i, 82.

Drayton, Michael, iii, 12.

Dream phenomena, xii, 30.
Dred Scott decision, viii, 139.
Drew, Mrs. John, viii, 432.
Dried apples, their curious opin
ion of fruit upon the tree, xi,

3*3-

Druids, circles and cromlechs of,

i,83 .

Drunkenness, see INEBRIETY, viii,

501.

Dryads, no longer dance, i, 83.
Dublin university, a hard landlord,

xii, 26.1.

Duck shooting on Sunday, its con
sequences, anecdote, v, 140.

Ducks, once killed by Ingersoll,
viii, 567.

Dug-out, the, i, 339 ; the gentle
men in, 345, 346.

Dueling, viii, 360 ; attacked by
Paine, xi, 323.

Dutchman, the, and his dog, iv,
: 3-

Duties to God, chapter on, ii,

276-277.

Dwight, Timothy, his sermon
against vaccination, i, 289.

Dying, the, their testimony about
some other world no better
than that of the living, iii, 335 ;

their return to childhood, vii, 20.

EAGLE,
the Freethinker an, i,

190.

Early rising, i, 415.

Earth, the, Cosmas' reasons for

believing it to be flat, i, 301 ;
its

organic history, ii, 69 ; discovery
of its sphericity, 352 ; flat or a
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little dishing, iv, 189, 317 ; Lyell
on the age of, 193-194.

Earthquake, Lisbon, its effect on
Voltaire, iii, 215.

Eastman, Col., x, 22, 23, 24." Ecce Homo," appealed to by
Cardinal Manning, vi, 393.

Ecclesiastes, book of, written by
an unbeliever, iii, 458 ; the most

thoughtful book in the Bible,

480 ; v, 196.

Eclipses, ancient Chinese calcula

tion of, ii, 78; superstitions con

cerning, iv, 299.

Economy, of the rich a source of

mischief, ix, 297 ;
in abundance,

xii, 328.

Eddy, James R., x. 542.

Eddy, Rev. Dr., vii, 171.

Eden, Garden of, discussions

about the language spoken in,

i, 299; ii, 121-127 ;
its four rivers,

121, 122.

Eden, Robert, governor of Mary
land, ix, 30.

Editors, religious, their mendac
ity, i, 260.

Edmondstoune, Col., letter of to

Hume, iii, 371.
Edmunds, Mr., in Star Route trial,

x. 374, 382.
Education, for the defense of a

creed, i, 183 ;
how much the

churches are in favor of, vii, 192;
in the United States, ix, 517 ; xi,

369-371, 471 ;
see OUR SCHOOLS

and WORD ABOUT EDUCATION.
Edwards, Jonathan, on the happi
ness of the believing husband in

heaven whose unbelieving wife

and children are in hell, i, 385;
as a prattling babe, 464; on
"The Will," iv, 26.

Egypt, sojourn of children of
Israel in

; antiquity of its statu

ary, ii, 99, 184; plagues of, 190-

209 ; ignored by Jehovah, 287.

Egyptians, tneir account of crea
tion like that given by Moses,
ii, 50 ;

monotheism taught by,

306 ;
their early astronomical

calculations ; representations of

stars made by them in positions
occupied 3800 B. C., iv, 242.

Eight Hours Must Come
; the

working people should be pro
tected by law

; life of no partic
ular importance to the man who
gets up before daylight and
works till after dark ; a revolu
tion probable in the relations
between labor and capital ;

working people becoming edu
cated and more independent ;

the government can aid by
means of good laws

;
women

the worst paid ; there should be
no resort to force by either labor
or capital, xi, 451-453-

Eight to Seven Address (on the
Electoral Commission), ix, 227-
263.

Electoral Commission, speech on,
ix, 227-263.

Electricity, death by, viii, 381.

Elijah, suspicious circumstances
connected with the disappear
ance of, v, 387 ; the "ravens"
that fed him probably Arabs,
390 ; and the priests of Baal, vi,

265.

Eliot, George, compared with

Queen Victoria,!, 351; beauty
of her poems, viii, 239.

Eliot, John, his mission to the

Indians, i, 243.
Elisha, story of, iii, 467 ; v, 243.
Elizabeth, Queen, iii, 13, 14; pre
sented with a Bible, iv, 493.

Elkins, ,
in Star Route trial,

x, 426, 428.

Ellenborough, Lord, cited, x, 93,

94-
Elmira Reformatory, cruelty in,

xi, 497-498 -

Elmwood, 111., reunion address at

( 1895), ix, 497.

Eloquence in political conven
tions, viii, 491, 492.

El well, Prof., x, 550, 551.

Elysian fields, myth of, ii, 441.

Emancipation Proclamation, iii,

140, 141.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, in hell,
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ii, 414 ; as a prose writer, vi,

492 ;
more poet than philoso

pher, viii, 499; 611.

Emigration, invention, improve
ment, ix, 526-528.

Emotions, conditions out of which
they are born, xi, 311-312.

Emulation, lines fromTroilus and
Cressida, iv, 219.

End of the world supposed to be
at hand by the early Christians,
vii, 179-

Endor, woman of, vii, 62, 63 ;
and

Saul, viii, 156.

England as a Christian country,

y> 332 ; capital offences in dur

ing reign of George III., viii,

520 ; love of for America, xii,

320-321.
English, VVilliam H., ix, 338; his

vote against expulsion of Brooks
for assault on Charles Sumner,
395-

Ennius, words of as to gods, i,

198.

Environment, its influence on be
lief, iv, 5.

Epictetus, quotation from, ii, 301 ;

his sentiment concerning wives,
324; on slavery, vi, 12.

Epicurus, iv, on death, 44, 45.

Episcopal Cathedral, a piece of

religious folly, viii, 299.

Episcopalians, the, chapter on, i,

498-501.

Epistles, the, of unknown origin,
i, 454 ; older than the gospels,
vii, 127.

Eppius the boxer, xii, 117.

Erasmus, on the epistle to the
Hebrews and other New Testa
ment books, iii, 515.

Erben, Rear Ad. Henry, xii, 182,
note.

Ericsson, John, an agnostic, vii,

319-

Erro, on the language spoken in

the Garden of Eden, i, 299.
Errors in the Bible, vii, 459.

Espenasse, case of, iii, 222.

Essay on Christmas
; the day re

garded as a holiday ; the festival

far older than Christianity ; rel

ics of sun-worship in Christian

ceremonies; Christianity furnish
ed new steam for an old engine;
pagan festivals corresponding
to ours

; why holidays are

popular; they must be for the
benefit ofthe people, xi, 431-433.

Essentials and non-essentials, vii,

85-

Esther, inspired story of, iii, 479;
v, 114 ; xii, 307.

Eternal life, how it is to be had,
i, 465-

Eternal punishment, doctrine of

denounced, i, 383 ; New Testa
ment doctrine of, vii, 94.

Ether, an angel that giveth its

beloved sleep, iv, 204.

Euchre, Progressive, viii, 460.

Eulogies, see TRIBUTES.
European trip, and greenback
question, interview on, viii, 5-10.

Eusebius, ingenuous remark of,

iv, 445 ;
his falsehood and for

gery, v, 264-266.

Evangelical Alliance, its motto, i,

187, 512-516.

Evangelists, the, what we know
about their statements, vi, 81,

83-85-

Evans, , juror in Star Route
trial, x, 298.

Evans, Spring Garden Mutual In

surance Co. vs., cited, x, 231.

Evarts, Wm. M., yiii, 357.
Evasions, pious, ii, 386.

Eve, how was she created from a
rib ? ii, 97, 1 16

;
and the serpent,

whence their common language?
iv, 363-

Evening of the mind, xii, 354.

Everett, Edward, his speech at

Gettysburg, iii, 169.

Evidence, law of, x, 132, 225, 226.
" Evidences of Christianity," Hit-

tell's, not copied, viii, 220.
__

Evil, how accounted for, vii, 153.

Evolution, links in chain of, iv,

500, 501 ;
and Christianity, viii,

225.
Ewe and lambs, anecdote, vii, 559.
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Executioner's fees in Hesse-
Darmstadt during the thirteenth

century, v, 190.

Exemption, homestead, ix, 523.
Exodus, contains no original line

of value, iii, 473-474.
Exorcism, practice of, i, 277.

Expansion, an opinion on, viii,

599 ; and trusts, interview on,
617-619.

,
a few fragments on, xii, 285-

287; see OUR NEW POSSESSIONS.

Exposition, Paris, visit to, and
American display at, viii. 5.

Ex-Presidents, the proposition to
make them senators for life,

viii, 60.

Extravagance of the rich, bene
ficial, ix, 297 ;

a form of charity,

567-

Ezekiel, book of, of no possible
value

;
Voltaire on, iii, 482 ;

vision of, v, 277 ; Rev. Dr.

Armitage on, 281, 282.

Ezra, book of, of no importance,
iii, -478 ; as a Bible maker, iv,

196 ; his workjsent to Vespasian
and lost, 197.

FACT,
the church asked to fur

nish a single one, i, 51.

Failures, intellectual, are they
under obligation to their crea
tor ? iv, 480.

Faith, a mixture, i, 16
;

its despo
tism justified by grandeur of
Christian nations, 176.

in filth, chapter on, ii, 176-
180.

,
Divided Household of, xi,

215-233 ;
see DIVIDED HOUSE

HOLD OF FAITH.

, the foundations of, a lecture,
iv 239-292 ;

see FOUNDATIONS
OF FAITH.

M Faith or Fact," Preface to, xii,

69-77.
rail (of man), the, chapter on, ii,

128-137 ;
its infinite horror, 366,

369 ; older than Christianity,

449-

way

Falling leaf a prophecy, xii, 357.
FalstarF, Jack, his "fine end,"

vii, 19.

Family, the head of, i, 365 ; Chris
tian estimate of, vi, 171.

Family worship, anecdote of the
man who neglected it, and the

money found in the Bible, v,

318-319- .

Faraday, cited, vi, 491.

Farel, William, associate of Cal

vin, i, 223.
Fares and freights, Congress
should control, ix, 291.

Farley, Senator, cited, x, 130.

Farming in Illinois, the old i

of, i, 401-404.
Farrar, Archdeacon, quoted by
Dr. Field, vi, 186

; reply to, 475-
499 ; see REPLY TO ARCHDEA
CON FARRAR.

Farrell, C. P., authorized publish
er of Ingersoll's writing, v, 72 ;

notes by, viii, 219 ; ix, 449, x,

531 ; xi, 581.

Farrell, Eva Ingersoll, xii, 329,
note.

Farrell, Mrs. Sue M., dedication
- of lecture on " Some Mistakes
of Moses "

to, ii.

Farrish, in Star Route trial, x,

386.
Far Rockaway a case there in

which a husband tore out the

eyes of his wife, viii, 384,
Fate, xii, 354.
Father and mother, following

their belief would make the first

religion the last, xi, 242.
Fathers of the church, their cre

dulity, v, 271, 272 ; unreliable,
vi, 395, 396.

Fathers, revolutionary, not true
to themselves, ix, 424 ; kept
God out of the Constitution
from jealousy, not principle, xii,

21.

Fawcett, Edgar, quoted, vi, 300 ;

viii, 500 ;
as a writer, 612

; pref
ace to his "Agnosticism and
Other Essays," xii, 55-65."
Fear," chapter on, iii, 334.
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Feelings, Christian, how hurt, vii,

498.

Fell, Jesse W., on the religious
belief of Lincoln, xii, 252.

Female labor, interview on, viii,

422-429.
Fenwick, Bishop, his alleged visit

to Thomas Paine, y, 510-515.

Fetich, the, its similarity to all

gods, xii, 348.

Fever, water presented in, i, 387.
Fiat money, ix, 284, 301, 302, 367.

Fiction, the reading of approved,
ii, 469.

Field, Eugene, quality of his writ

ings, viii, 500.

Field, Rev. Henry M., discussion

with, vi, 121-218
; open letter by

to Robert G. Ingersoll, 121, 183;

replies to, 143, 199; some re

marks by Mr. Gladstone on
Ingersoll 's reply to, 221-253 ;

his fairness commended, vii, 344;
see FIELD-INGERSOLL Discus-
SION.

Field-Ingersoll Discussion, vi, 121-

218 ; Dr. Field's open letter

to Col. Ingersoll, 121
;
an illus

tration of superstition, 122
; the

basis of religion, 124; Napoleon's
question, 125 ;

what we learn

from a study of God, 126
;
Lin

coln of the judgments of God,
127 ; Ingersoll charged with

trifling and cruelty, 128
;
what

can he say to a mother at the

grave of her son ? 129 ;
carica

turing the atonement and regen
eration, 130 ;

future retribution,

131-133 ;
Renan and Socrates

on the character of Christ, 134 ;

the language of Col. Ingersoll
characterized as too sweeping,
136; destructive of all our ideals,

137 ;
men do not become pure

and good by instinct, 138 ;
the

young man after hearing one of

Ingersoll's lectures, 139 ;
the

driving out of fear, 140 ; Inger
soll declared to be waging a

hopeless war, 141.

Reply to the Rev. Henry M.

Field, vi, 143; those who love God
not always the friends of their

fellow men, 143 ;
honest differ

ences of opinion, 144 ; compare
Humboldt and Darwin with the
founders of the Presbyterian
church, 145 ; on Dr. Field's dis

tinction between superstition
and religion, 146 ; have we the

right to express our honest

thoughts? 147; the idea of God
as the foundation of religion,

148-149; why should God be
impartial in this world, and
make an infinite difference in

another ? 150 ; Napoleon as a
witness to the existence of God;
Shelley's denial, 151 ;

all that
Dr. Field is certain of in rela
tion to his God, 152; on the

judgments of God as illustrated

by the assassination of Lincoln,
154 ; immortality ; death a wall
or a door, 155 ; the silence of
Christ regarding the world he
visited between his crucifixion
and his resurrection, 156; at the

grave with a mother who has
lost her only son, 157 ; consola
tions of Presbyterianism, 158 ;

what the Freethinker would say
to her, 159 ;

how can God accept
the suffering of the innocent in
lieu of the punishment of the
guilty? 160; nature cannot par
don, 161

;
Dr. Field's admission

that certain effects are eternal.
162

; the future state worse than
this, 163 ; regeneration 164 ;

the success of Mohammed, i6>;
an opinion of Christ, 166; why
does not Christ cure diseases
now ? 167 ; Ananias and Sap-
phira, 168-169; on Dr. Field's

advice, 169; the Pilgrims, 170;
the division of families one of
the objections to Christianity,
171 ; the orthodox Sabbath im
moral, 172 ; crime sold on credit

by Christianity, 173 ; sneering
at religion ; Christ and the Jews,
174 ;

the efficacy of prayer, 175-
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176 ; attacking the religion of
one's parents, 176 ; a doctrine
that gives intellectual freedom

only to foundlings, 177 ;
on the

age of Christianity as proof that
it will survive, 179-180 ; changes
in that religion, 180 ; the pro
cession moving toward the Si

beria of God, 181 ; every soul

lashed like Mazeppa to the wild
horse of passion. 182.

A last word to Robert G. Inger-
soll by Dr. Field, vi,i83; God not
a Presbyterian ; why Ingersoll
is treated to sharp epithets, 184;
man responsible for his opin
ions, 185 ; Archdeacon Farrar's
book on " Eternal Hope," 186;
the theory of "consequences,"
187; how the element of retri

bution is preserved, 188
;
disbe

lief in God impossible to Dr.

Field, 189-190; Ingersoll's words
on immortality termed inex

pressibly sad, 191 ;
faith in an

other life a precious inheritance,

192 ; the Almighty Friend, 193 ;

character, not happiness, the
true end of life, 194 ; suffering
a means of elevating character,

195 ; verses from Whittier, 196 ;

Ingersoll's doctrine character
ized as predestination and dam
nation both in one. 197.
Letter to Dr. Field by Col. Inger
soll, vi, 199 ; what the writer
means by speaking of the Pres

byterian God, 200
;

not the

Presbyterian, but Presbyterian-
ism, hated, 201

;
the creed that

suggests the Laocoon, 201-202
;

Dr Field's farewell to Presby-
terianism, 202 ; does God, like

an ignorant doctor, bury his

mistakes? immortality attacked

by an inspired writer, 203 ; the
first step taken by Dr. Field
toward the liberty of soul, 204 ;

the word "cannot" inconsist
ent with responsibility, 205 ;

Dr.
Field entitled to no credit for

believing in God when it is im

possible for him to disbelieve,
207 ; the doctrine of design,
208 ; the goodness of God not

apparent in pestilence and fam
ine, 209 ;

an infinite God has no
excuse for leaving his children
in doubt about his existence,
210

; why is the question of im
mortality left unanswered by
God? 211

; the Almighty Friend
and the slave mother, 212

;
and

the poor needle-woman, 214; if

suffering elevates character, the
damned should grow great, 215;
the Hindoo prayer for the vi

cious, 216 ; compare the savior,
as a reliever of pain, with

anaesthetics, 217-218.

Field, Justice Stephen J., ix, 232 ;

x
i

235. 236 ; on involuntary
servitude, xi, 10, n

; on the

scope of the i3th amendment,
13 ;

on the authority of the na
tional government to define the

rights and immunities of the

citizen, 17, 18.

Fielden, Chicago anarchist, viii,

292.

Fields, James T., ix, 227.

'"Figs of thistles" argument, v,

183.

Filipinos, the, war on a mistake,
viii, 599-

Filth, Faith in, chapter on, ii, 176-
180,

Finance, ix, 175, 203.
Financial alchemy, ix, 177-203.
Firmament, the, how brought into

existence, and meaning of, ii,

63-66; a fiction, iv, 244.

Fisk, Prohibition candidate for

president, viii, 411.

Fiske, Harrison Grey, xii, 512.

Fiske, Minnie Maddern, as an
actress, viii, 584.

Fiske, Mrs. Mary, tribute to, xii,

453-455-

Flag, the American, its meaning,
ix, 43 1 -433.

Flight, the (of the children of Is

rael from Egypt), ii, 210-240.

Flogging in the English navy, vi,
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504 ; abolished in our army and
navy, 506.

Flood, the, chapter on, ii, 138-168.
Flood, the, theory that it was

partial, ii, 144.

Flood, the Babylonian, ii, 165 ;

Egyptian, 166
; Indian, Grecian,

167 ; Menu's, 442.
Flood in Ohio, incident of, ii,

417.
Florida, bought from Spain, ix,

504-

Floquet, his duel with Boulanger,
viii, 360.

Flower, Anson R., xii, 182, note.

Flower, John D
, xii, 182, note.

Flowers, counting the leaves of,

iv, 297.
Fool Friends

;
the fool friend be

lieves every story against you ;

never denies a lie unless it is in

your favor
; regards your repu

tation as common prey ; forgets
his principles to gratify your
enemies, and is so friendly that

you cannot kick him, xi, 379-380.
Fool, the atheist as a, v, 45.

Foote, Rev. Dr., vii, 172.

Footstool, the earth as God's, its

revolutions, iii, 505.
Force, indestructible and uncre-

atable, i, 46 ; inseparable from
matter, vii, 15.

Force, the blind Samson of some
imprisoned, ii, 422.

Forgiveness does not pay debts,
i, 520." For Her Daily Bread," preface
to, xii, 47-52.

Formosus, dead body of tried by
Pope Stephen, yi, 365.

Forrest, Edwin, viii, 298 ;
associa

ted with Lear, 529.

Fossils, how accounted for by
theologians, iv, 35.

Foundations of Faith, the, lecture

on, iv, 239-292 ;
the Old Testa

ment, 239-248; change of the

days of Genesis into epochs,
240 ; the age of man upon the

earth, according to scripture and
according to science, 240 242 ;

the Egyptians as astronomers
;

representations of stars in posi
tions they occupied 3800 years
before Christ, 242 ;

Adam must
then have been 300 years old,
and it was more than a thous
and years before the flood, 243;
why there should be two Sun
days in a week, 244-245; increase
of the Israelites in Egypt; the
battle between Abijah and Jere-
boam, 245 ; David's collection
of gold for the temple, 246 ;

dimensions of the temple, 247.
The New Testament, 249-259 ;

disagreement of the writers
about the birth of Christ, 249-
254 ; slaughter of the innocents
by Herod, 251 ; Cyrenius, his
tax and the date of his appoint
ment ; Luke's mistake, 252-253;
the genealogies of Jesus, 254-
255 ; Christ's mistake about
Zacharias, 255 ; those saints
which arose at tne time of the

crucifixion, 256 ; discrepancies
about Judas, 257 ; appearance
of Christ after the resurrection,
258.

Jehovah, iv, 260-263; the Trinity,
264 - 268

; lack of evidence of

Joseph and Mary that Christ
was the son of God, 264 ;

how
could Mary know anything
about the Holy Ghost, and how
could Joseph identify his visitor

as an angel ? the incarnation
defies observation, 265 ; the
doctrine of the Trinity expound
ed and the persons defined, 266-

267.
The theological Christ.iv, 269-280;
passages showing that he was a
devout Jew, 270-271 ; an ascetic,

272 ;
his philosophy, 273 ;

the

opposite of forgiving and tender,
274 ; gross and palpable contra

dictions, 275 276 ;
the best that

can be said about Christ, 277-

278; the light and shadow of his

name, 278-279 ; better that he
had never lived, 280.
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The "scheme of redemption,"
iv, 281-284.

Belief, iv, 285-288; "Hell," the
word that blots from the firma
ment the star of hope and leaves
the heavens black, 287 - 288 ;

superstition not religion, (the
Creed of Science), 290.

Foundlings, the only possessors
of intellectual freedom, vi, 177.

Fourier, Charles, his philosophy
and aberrations, xii, 16-17.

Fowl, creation of, ii, 84.

Fox, Charles James, an opponent
of slavery, ix, 9, 10.

Foye, U. S. agt., x, 49.

Fragments, xii, 317-358; "clover,"
317; superstition; the corona
tion of the czar, 318-319 ; music ;

England's love for America,
320-321 ; city and country as

residences, Touchstone's opin
ion of; lynchings in Georgia,

322-323 ; our country ; gift giv
ing, 324 ; liberty the birthright
of all

;
random thoughts, joy,

youth and age, 325 ;
rum and

Sunday laws, 326 ; the old and
the New Year; knowledge, 327;

hoarding gold and wasting time;
death of the aged, 328; palmistry
and handwriting; the world is

growing poor ; the longing for

dreamless sleep, 329 ; saints,

330-331 ; the waste forces of na
ture, 332; growth of the mind
after middle age, 333-335 ; the

moiety system and informers,
336 ; language, 337 ; is the world

growing more generous and
chivalric ? 338-339 ; the colored
man's progress, freedom of re

ligion, 340 ;
the deists and na

ture, 341-342 ; the schoolhouse

outgrowing the church, 343 ;

cruelty, 344; the World's Fair,

345-347 5
lowest phase of the

religious idea ; the unthinkable,
348 ; human testimony and the

impossible ; Edouard Remenyi,
349 ; his playing ;

the Kinder

garten, 350; Methodist church

statistics, 350-351 ; orthodox
billiards; thoughts on Christmas,
351 ;

orthodox preachers ;
the

man who builds a home, 352 ;

doubting brain and hoping
heart

; rights and duties
;

at

bay ; the first anniversary, 353 ;

Shelley ;
fate

;
the calm of old

age ;
the old man, 354 ; nobility

of selfishness ; the great Repub
lic's cry to Spain ; discretion

;

Dickens, Thackeray, Byron,
Burns, 355 ; the voice of Scalchi;
the organ ; New Mexico ; the
Indian summer of life ; tea ;

Memorial Day ;
the soul an

architect, 356 ; Science ;
the

Negro; religion; memory; hope ;

next world insurance ;
the sword

of victory from the scabbard of

despair ; the falling leaf a proph-
ecv 357 ! ocean the womb and
tomb; vice; intellectual free

dom
; religion before birth

;

chanticleer; orthodoxy a refuge;
jealousy ; envy ; love ; life

sketches, 358.
France, gold in bank of, iv, 246 ;

people of before the revolution,

463 ;
as a Christian nation, v,

331 ; capacity of its citizens for

self-government, vii, 48-50.

Francis, Dr. J. W., on Paine, v,

503, 5 T 7-

Frank, Rev. Henry, reply to, vii,

567,
Frank B. Carpenter dinner, speech

at, xii, I35-M3-
Franklin, Benjamin, his letter in

troducing Paine to America, i,

123 ;
in hell, ii, 412 ;

an oppo
nent ofslavery, ix, 10 ; president
of an abolition society, 444 ;

his

interest in the treatment of

prisoners, xi, 152 ;
his assurance

to Chatham concerning separa
tion, 324.

Franks, David, arrested for a

letter, ix, 28, 29.

Fransiola, Rev. Fr., vii, 206.

Freedmen, cruelties practiced up
on, ix, 103; made citizens, HI.
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Freedom vs. slavery, ix, 14 ;
a

century's achievements, 87.
Freedom of religion the destruc

tion of religion, xii, 340." Free love," yiii, 388.

Freeman, his imitation of Abra
ham, vi, 272 ; viii, 104.

Free moral agency, nonsense of,

iv, 212.

Free schools, chapter on, ii, 26-30.
Free speech, not characteristic of
the South, ix, 352-353.

Freethinker, an eagle, i. 190.

Freethought, the cause of prog
ress, ix, 477 ; constructive, xi,

437; see HAS FREETHOUGHT A
CONSTRUCTIVE SIDE ?

Free trade, and Christianity, in

terview on, viii, 169-179; and
protection, interview on, 317-
324 ; objections to, ix, 479.

Fremont, Gen., x, 381.

French, ,
in Star Route trial,

x, 57, etseq.
French people, the, admiration

for, vii, 49 ; capacity for self-

fovernment,
50 ; Revolution,

ow produced 195 ; why a fail

ure, 196.

language, a knowledge of
not necessary to a proper appre
ciation of French writers, viii,

5i5-
drama, vin, 527, 528.

Republic, Mr. Merrick's

charge of corruption in, x, 42.

Friday, meat eating on, anecdote,
i, 320 ; work of creation on, ii,

84-86 ; superstition about, iv, 297.

Frogs, plague of, ii, 197,

Froth, eternal, i, 162.

Frothingham, Rev. O. B., quoted,
v, 493 ; xii, 220.

Fugitive Slave law, ix, 13] ; D.
Webster a defender of, 41 ; 131,

133, 332 -

Fullenwider, U. S. agt., x, 65.

Fulton, Rev. Dr., reply to, viii,

93-96,
Funeral orations, see TRIBUTES.
Future state, views on, viii, 20.

Future, vision of the, ix, 453.

GABRIEL, the angel, his
^-* breadth between the eyes ;

one of his size not to be given
up for nothing, ii, 36.

Galesburg, 111., address at, ix, 5.

Galileo, discoveries of Copernicus
revived by, i, no; astronomy
of the Bible destroyed by, ii,

456 ; Hi, 15, 16.

Galvani, his experiments, i, in.
Gambetta, Leon, an Atheist su

perior as a statesman to Mr.
Gladstone, vi, 462 ; contrasted
with Bismarck, viii, 190.

Gambler, the, who invoked the
assistance of the Christ child,
and his remark after having lost,

v, 322.
Game, the killing of, viii, 567.

Gamekeeper, his politeness to the

lord, xii, 302.
Games of chance, viii, 469.
Garden, the (of Eden), chapter
on, ii, 121-127 ; location undis-

coverable, 122.

Gardener, Helen H., preface to
her "

Men, Women and Gods,"
xii, 39-44 ; words used in intro

ducing her to an audience, 42.

Garfield, James A., Dr. Sunder-
land on the assassination of, v,
22 ; character of, viii, 39 ; ix,

397 ; his administration, viii, 43,
44, 49, 69 ; elected by colored
votes, 58 ; Senator Sherman on,
552 ; speech in campaign, ix,

323 ; alleged forged letter by,
336; x, 351; his integrity, ix,

337 ; not a bigot, 399 ; Dorsey
at inauguration of, x, 179, 352,
411,412, 514.

Garfielde agt., U. S., x, 65, 71,
204.

Garibaldi, Giuseppe, vii, 458 ; viii,

445-

Garland, Att'y-Gen., viii, 228.

Garrick, David, viii, 298.
Garrison, William Lloyd, v, 341 ;

ix, ii ; 227.

Gary, Judge, his instructions to

the jury in the case of the Chi
cago anarchists, viii, 292.
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Gautama, the establishment of his

religion, Dr. Draper on, vi, 79,
81.

Gautier, Abb<6, at the deathbed of

Voltaire, iii, 231.
Gazette ( Boston), quoted, ix, 40.

Geary law, the, xi, 361-363.

Genealogy of Christ, ii, 391.
General Subjects, interview on,

viii, 191-193.
Genesis, discrepancies between

first and second chapters of, ii,

108-112 ;
its stories all old, iii,

472 ;
written after the captivity,

iv, 196 ; Dr. Abbott on, vi, 468.
Genius the spirit of abandon, xi,

211.

Geography, as understood by
Cosmas, iv, 455.

George Eliot, compared with

Queen Victoria, v, 73, 74 ; Tal-

mage's slander of, 74, 75 ; viii,

482.

George. Henry, and Labor, inter

view on, viii, 273-274, 277, 279 ;

his book, 500.

George Sand, viii, 482.

Georgia, convict system of, ix,

375-
German-American bank, Dorsey's
noten, x, 169, 170, 421, 512, 515,

521, 523-
German mission, not asked for,

vm , 357-

Germans, the, their help in out

growing the Puritan Sunday,
viii, 498 ;

their rise to political

power in the United States, xi,

357, 358.

Germany, traveling toward the

night of superstition, iv, 330 ;

as a Christian nation, v, 329 330.

Gerry Whipping Post bill, viii,

586.

Gervasius, belief that he cured
rheumatism, iii, 354.

Ghosts, lecture on, i, 265-326; Pref

ace, 259 ; mendacity of religious

editors, 260
; the republic of the

mind, 262 ; why I oppose the

church, 263 ; three theories by
which phenomena are account

ed for, 265 ; the cry of "
materi

alism," 266
; functions assigned

to ghosts, 267 ; how ghosts were
appeased, 268

; they were the
schoolmasters of our ancestors,
269 ; the idea of immortality not
born of any book, 270 ; the
source of kingly power, 271 ;

fear courage, 273 ; Mathew
Hale, Thomas More and John
Wesley believers in ghosts ;

witches and witch spots, 275 ;

lycanthropy, 276 ; animals be
lieved to be possessed of devils,

277 ; proclamation of the gov
ernor of Minnesota against
grasshoppers ; bulls of Popes
against witchcraft, 278 ; English
statutes against the crime ;

Blackstone's affirmation of
witchcraft and sorcery ; Brown's
Dictionary of the Bible defines
the word witch, 279-280; witch
trials and executions in America
and Europe, 280-281

; beliefs

concerning devils, 281-283;
Martin Luther's recommenda
tion to a mother, 282

; incubi
and succubi, 283 ; the devil's

impersonation of a holy man
and his visit ip a lady, 284 ;

what
we have received from the fol

lowers of ghosts, 285-289; Tim
othy Dwight's sermon against
vaccinations as a sin, 289 ; the

ghosts as historians, 290-294 ;

the order of St. Michael traced
to the archangel; Scotland de
clared to be named after the

daughter of Pharaoh; informa
tion vouchsafed by Matthew of
Paris about Mohammed, 291-
292 ; history of Charlemagne
by Bishop Turpin, 292 ; British

history by the Archdeacons of
Monmouth and Oxford, 292,
293 ; law said to derive its

sacredness from the ghosts, 295 ;

belief in supernatural interfer
ence in the interests of

justice ;

wager of battle, trial by fire,

water, and the corsned, 295 296 ;
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progress in legislation by re
pealing laws of ghosts, 297 ;

the
science of language and the

ghosts ; Babel, 298 ; Kempe,
Erro, and Goropius on the lan

guage of Eden
;

Liebnitz the
real founder of the science of

language, 299 ; ghostly astron

omy and geology ; teachings of

Cosmas, 300, 301 ; outrages in

the name of the spooks, 302 ;

music of the spheres, foolish be
liefs of Kepler and Tycho Brahe,
303; man at the mercy of malev
olent spirits, 304 ; condition of
the world during the Dark Ages,
307, 308 ; taking property of
Mohammedans by Christians
not thought to be robbery ; Lord
Bacon the first to correct that

view, 308 ; reading of the scrip
tures prohibited, 309 ; religious
liberty denied ; Luther, Knox
and Calvin against intellectual

freedom ; Castalio the first min
ister to advocate liberty of the

soul, 309.
Bod'nus, advocate of freedom of

conscience,!, 309,310; Montaigne
against torture in Franee, 310;
Constitution ofthe United States

the first to guarantee freedom
of conscience and to divorce
church and state, 311; discovery
of printing, audits benefits, 311-

312 ; discovery of powder and
America, 312; mechanic arts,

education, schoolhouses, inven

tions, 313 ;
thanks to inventors,

discoverers, thinkers, 314; pro
gress, 315-317; the man who
killed another and ate his lunch,
but threw away the meat be
cause it was Friday, 320-321 ; a

plea for light, air and opportu
nity, 325 ; let the ghosts go, 326 ;

defence of lecture on, vii, n.
Giants and mighty men, ii, 138,

140.

Gibbon, Edward, on Christianity,

iv, 41 ; on the effect of facility

of divorce, vi, 409.

Gibbons, Cardinal, and a theo

logical fraud, iii, 416; on Di

vorce, vi, 402-411 ; reply 10,431 ;

imaginary dialogue with mis
treated wife, 443-447 ;

see DI
VORCE.

Gibbons vs. Ogden, case of, xi,

24.

Gibbs, in Star Route trial, x, 293,
et seq.

Gibbs, Mrs., x, 300.
Gift giving, xii, 324.

Gilbert, John, yiii, 432.

Gill, Mr., juror in Star Route trial,

x, 298.

Girard, Stephen, founder of col

lege, vii, 315; Webster's at

tempt to break the will of, viii,

597 ;
his first publicity gained,

xi, 492.
Girl labor, interview on, viii, 422-

429.
Gladstone, W. E., on our Civil

War, iii, 144; his remarks on
Ingersoll's reply to Dr. Field,

vi, 221-253 ; Ingersoll's rejoin

der, 255-303 ; reply to on Di

vorce, 438-439 ; imaginary dia

logue with mistreated wife, 447-
448 ;

not the greatest statesman,
462 ;

how his time is divided,
viii, 51 ;

his congratulations to

Jefferson Davis, 82
; interview

on, 401 ; as an orator, 541.

Glasgow ,
in Davis Will Case,

x, 541.
Glories of the nineteenth century,

viii, 607-614.
God, an honest, the noblest work
of man, i, 7 ; personal, conceiv
able only in the human form,
ii, 94 ; his experiment with the

Jews, 287-290 ; without body,
parts, or passions, 361 ; as a gov
ernor, 362 ; the love of, 365 ;

responsible for evil done by
man, 364 ; revenge of for man's
disobedience, 368, 369 ;

his con
trivances for destroying the lives

of his children, 368 ;
his silence

and indifference, 465-466 ; pro
duced by putting intention be-
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hind what man called good ;

fighting for, iii, 316 ; when he
interferes, 336-337 ; his height,
iv, 448 ; does he bury his mis
takes ? vi, 203 ; his gallantry,

chapter on, vii, 75 ; patterned
after his worshipers, viii, 178.

God in the Constitution, paper
on, xi, 121-134 ; the Feudal sys
tem, 121-122

;
office and pur

pose of our Constitution, 123-

124 ; which God shall we select ?

124 ; the existence of any God
a matter of opinion, 125 ; what
is entailed by a recognition of a
God in the Constitution ; can
the infinite be flattered with a
constitutional amendment? 126

;

this government is secular, 127 ;

the government ofGod a failure,
128

;
the difference between the

theological and the secular

spirit, 129-130 ; a nation neither
Christian nor Infidel, 131 ; the

priest no longer a necessity, 132 ;

progress of science and the de
velopment of the mind, 133.

God-making, xii, 149, 152.
God's experiment with the Jews,
chapter on, ii, 287-290.

Gods, the, lecture on, i, 7-90 ;

their manufacture ; their igno
rance of the earth they created ;

their various forms, accoutre

ments, and disguises, 8 ; their

deficiency in knowledge of man
and of nature, and their inferi

ority as legislators and execu
tives, 9 ; their many duties, 10

;

their "visitations," n ; penalty
of questioning their existence ;

laws of war, 12 ; men of far off

cities to be massacred and
women and children taken as

spoils, 13 ;
in near-by cities

nothing to be spared that
breathes ; no one ever persecu
ted for believing the Gods to be
bad, 14 ; heresy to say that God
will at last save all ; the infamy
of infamies, 15 ; faith a mixture
of insanity and ignorance, 16

;

manufacture of devils, 17 ; the

god who drowned the world, 18
;

directions concerning human
slavery, 19 ; first appearance of
the devil

;
tree of knowledge;

20; divine fear of education, 21,
give me the storm and tempest
ofthought ;

borrowed gods, 22
;

a natural production ; their re
semblance to their creators, 23 ;

how treated in some countries
when they fail to answer the

prayers of their worshipers, 24;
most of them males, and why ;

conceptions of suggested by
man's surroundings, 26

; all phe
nomena supposed to be pro
duced by, 27, 28

; methods of

pacifying, 29 ; casting out devils
the principal employment ofthe
son of God

; testimony of devils

regarded as conclusive, 30 ;

temptation of Christ, 31 ; the
deaf and dumb spirit, 33 ; origin
of belief in good and evil powers,
34; innate ideas, 35 ; imploring
the gods, 36 ; divine interfer
ences alleged in the scriptures,
37 ;

man dwelt in an unreal

world, 38 ; the martyrdom of

man, 39 ; beginning of thought
and investigation, 40 ; special
providence, 41 ; design illus

trated by the crane and the fish,

42 ; advanced religionists' be
lief in god-made laws governing
the universe, 42-44 ;

if a god
created the universe, 45-46 ;

force and matter, 46-47 ; if a god
thinks, he must eat, 47 ; cause
and effect, 48 49 ; miracle de
manded as evidence of religion,
50 ; we pass our hats for a single
fact, 51 ; a new miracle, 52 ;

Sir William Hamilton on the
phenomena of matter, 53 ; the
alleged divine spark, 54 ;

me
chanical necessity, 55 ; God
growing smaller, 56 ; effect of

knowledge on belief in a special
providence and reverence (or

the scriptures, 57 58 ; future
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victories to be won by man, 59 ;

nature without passion or intent,

59 60 ; patent medicine superior
to prayer, 61

; the dark ages of

faith, 62
;
influence of fear ;

repetition and acquiescence,
63 ;

effect of a belief in special

providence on the spirit of in

vestigation, 64 65 ;
of what use

have the gods been to man ? 66
;

the clerical theory that this

world is a school ofdevelopment
for the soul, 67 ; Paley's watch

argument, 68
; development of

the carriage, 69 ;
lack ofwisdom

shown in animal and vegetable
forms, 70-71 ;

an improvement
suggested, making good health

catching ; perfection promised
in heaven, 73 ; man the slave of
his own creations, 75; com
mencement of intellectual free

dom, 75 77 ; religious persecu
tions and wars, 79 ; endeavors
to rescue the sepulchre of Christ,

7980; doubt the womb and
cradle of progress, 81 ; the cem
etery of the gods, 82 84 ; youth,
manhood and decay of nations,

84 ; irrepressible conflict be
tween religion and science, 85;

happiness the only good, 86
;

the cripple, his crutches and the

surgeon, 87 ; our object, 88
;
no

liberty on earth with a tyrant in

heaven, 89 ; Reason, King of

Kings, 90 ; a vision of the wor
ship of the gods in all ages, iv,

61-63 > retired from politics,

ix, 63.

Godwin, earl of Kent, his appeal
to the corsned, i, 296.

Goethe, in hell, ii, 414 ; on Vol
taire, iii, 2ii

; quoted, viii, 37.

Gold, amount of collected by
David for the temple, iv, 246 ;

not a measure of value, ix, 279 ;

not cornered, 547 8 ; value not
increased by coinage, or legal
tender, 541 ; speech on, New
York and Chicago (1896), ix,

535-

Golden Age, the, ii, 441 ; xii, 339.
Golden calf, the, v, 240.
Golsen

,
in Munn trial, x, 22,

23. 33-

Gonzales, Alonzo.the slave dealer,
iv, 467 ; ix, 7.

Good fellowship, doctrine of, i,

5i7, 5i8.
Good living, gospel of, i, 519.
Goodrich, Captain, xii, 181, note.

Goropius, his idea of the language
spoken in the Garden of Eden,
i, 299 ; iv, 454.

Gospels, four cornerstones, i, 442 ;

of unknown authorship, 453 ;

why four were necessary ex
plained by Irenaeus, ii, 312 ; vi,

14; other than our four gos
pels of Paul, of the Egyptians,
of the Hebrews, of Perfection,
of Judas, of Thaddeus, of the

Infancy, of Thomas, of Mary, of
Andrew, of Nicodemus, of Mar-
cion, etc., iii, 491; disagree
ments of the four, 491-494 ; vi,

86-89 ; interpolations in, iii,

492 493 ; uncanonical, v, 271, 272;
written after the epistles, vii,

127 ;
Renan on, xi, 290, 295.

Gould, Jay, his gift to church ex
tension, vii, 521.

Gould cable, xi, 187.

Government, power of, ix, 150,

289.
Government by God, experiments

with, xi, 128.

Governor Rollins' Fast-day Proc
lamation, xi

; 547-559 ; the de
cline of the Christian religion
in New Hampshire, 547 ;

out

grown beliefs, 548 ; present day
views of Christ and the Holy
Ghost, 549 ; abandoned notions
about the atonement, 550 ;

sal

vation for credulity, 551 ; the
miracles of the New Testament,
552 ;

the Bible
" not true but

inspired," 553 ; the "
Higher

Critics
"
riding two horses, 553 ;

Infidelity in the Pulpit, 554 ; the
"
restraining influences of re

ligion
"

as illustrated by Spain
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and Portugal, 555; thinking,

working and praying, 557 ;
the

kind of faith that has departed,
558.

Gradual theory, applied to the re

formation of cannibals, v, 69.
Grand Rapids Democrat, inter

view in, viii, 549 551.
Grant, Gen. U. S., iii, 156 ;

in

terview on, viii, 22-27 ; 60,

231-237 ; tribute to, ix, 51-52 ;

196 ; an honor to belong to the

party of, 330 ; conversation with
Gen. Hancock, 391, 392 ; the

silent, the invincible, 529 ;
at

Chicago Banquet, xii, 81, note
;

136. 143-

banquet, Chicago, Nov. 13,

1879, response to twelfth toast

at, xii, 81 84
Birthday Dinner, speech at,

xii, 109-112.

Grasshoppers, Minnesota govern
or's proclamation against, i, 278.

Gratitude, the fairest flower, ix,

419.
Graves, Philip, M. D., on the

deatli of Thomas Paine, v, 460.
"Great" dead, the, as witnesses

to the truth of religion, iii, 320-

328." Great Expectations," cited, xii,

194.
Great Infidels, the, iii, 307-395 ;

great and splendid characters
not made by rocking children in

the cradle of hypocrisy ;
incred

ible that idiots alone are sure
of salvation, 307 ;

the history of
intellectual progress written in

the lives of Infidels ;
the throne

and altar twins, 308 ; king and
bishop one a robber, the
other a beggar ;

what priest and
king said to the people, 309.

Origin of god and heaven, devil

and hell, iii, 310-319; birth of the
idea of hell, 311 ; the devil has
paid cash, while God buys on
credit 312 ; the two opposing
deities, 313 ; produced by put
ting intention behind what man

called good and evil
; the ego

tism of barbarians, 316 ;
hell the

cornerstone of nearly all relig
ions

;
this world one of trial,

317 ;
no reformation after death;

heaven the only place where
reformation is utterly impossi
ble, 318-319 ; all meanness and
revenge bore fruit in the word
hell, 319.
The appeal to the cemetery, iii,

320-328 ; confessions of gentle
men about to be hanged consid
ered of great value, 320; wealthy
worshipers who grow eloquent
over the poverty of Christ and
the humble station of his moth
er, 321 ; the "

great
" were not

with him, 322 ; the weakness of
Bacon as an astronomer

;
Sam

uel Johnson mistaken about
ghosts, Matthew Hale about the
existence of witches, Wesley's
contempt for the Revolutionary
fathers

; Newton's commentary
on Revelation not an enviable

performance ; Napoleon's dy
ing wish for holy candles

;
the

murder of Servetus by Calvin
not a virtue ; Luther a religious
Rabelais

; Loyola probably
never conversed with the Virgin
Mary ; great men in some re

spects fall below the common
level, 325 - 326 ;

Webster had
more respect for the scriptures
than for the claims of his cred

itors, 327 ; some men of intel

lectual power when upon the

subject of religion drool like

David at the gates of Gath,
328.
Sacred books, iii, 329-333 ;

how
priests account for other bibles
with the same contents as ours,

329-330 ;
Koran and Bible sub

stantiated in the same way, 331 ;

it may be that the fabric of our
civilization will crumbling fall,

332.
Fear, iii, 334-340 ; martyrs are not
sufficient to establish the truth,
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of an opinion, 334 ; the testi

mony of the dying concerning
some other world is no better
than that of the living, 335 ;

occasions when God interferes,

336-337 ; Constanline and his

murders
; church councils con

vened by Constantine, Theodo-
sius, Marcion, and Pognatius ;

the Holy Ghost declared to

proceed from the Father, Mary
found to be the Mother of God,
and Christ to have two wills and
two natures, 338 ; peaceful re

pose of the persecutors, 340.
The death test, iii, 341-343 ; al

leged despair of dying infidels,

341; the five men selected by the

clergy to show that an Infidel

must die overwhelmed with re
morse and fear, 343.

Julian, iii, 344-348 ; persecuted
and imprisoned by Christians

;

proclaimed universal religious
toleration, 344; his serene death,

345 ; the childish fable about
his endeavor to rebuild the

temple of Jerusalem repeated
by the Rev. Stuart Robinson in

the Princeton Review, 346-347 ;

his diversion of the revenues of
the church, 347.
Giordano Bruno, his birth, edu
cation, persecution, arrest, be
lief, sentence and martyrdom,
iii, 349-352 ;

the first martyr who
died fur truth without the ex
pectation of reward, 353.
The church in the time of Vol
taire, iii, 354-363-

Voltaire, sketch of, iii, 358-363; a
believer in God, 359 ; why he is

not called profound, 360 ;
his

death 362.
Diderot, his humble parentage
and early struggles, iii, 364 ; his

motto, vices and virtues, pity,

generosity, self-denial, courage
and enthusiasm ; regarded as
the enemy of social order, 365 ;

the Encyclopedia ; his noble

words, 366 ;
his argument that

Christ was a suicide ;
his death

and the priestly falsehoods in

vented concerning the event,

367-
David Hume, iii, 368 ;

the Pres

byterian church in Scotland
at the beginning of the eight
eenth century ; hanging of the
Aikenhead boy for blasphemy,
368-369; Hume's argument
against miracles, 369-370; Adam
Smith, Col. Edmondstoune, Dr.
Black and Dr. Cullen, on his

last sickness and death, 371-376.
Benedict Spinoza, iii, 378-380; his

excommunication from the syn
agogue, 378 ;

his solution of the

problem of the universe ; a
naturalist and pantheist, 379 ; a

republican, believer in Liberty
of worship, thought and speech;
his peaceful death, 380.
Our Infidels, iii, 381-383; Paine,

Franklin, Jefferson ;
toleration

acts of Maryland tolerated only
Christians, 381 ; undermining
the church, 381-382 ; priests im
prisoned for not praying for the

Continental Congress ;
Wash

ington's desire for a church
established by law in Virginia
frustrated by Jefferson, 382 ;

no
pretense that Jefferson or Frank
lin died in fear ;

Paine's offense,

383.
Thomas Paine, iii, 384-393 ;

his

writings and services in the Rev
olution, 384-385 ;

a member of

the French Convention; his vote

against the death of the king ;

arrest and imprisonment; Wash
ington's neglect, 385386; the

"Age of Reason," and the os
tracism which followed its pub
lication, 386-387 ;

his death and
last words, 388 ;

his achieve

ments, 389 ; some of his

utterances, 390 ;
these infidels

compared with the Christians
of their time, 391; Goethe, Kant,
Haeckel, Humboldt, Mazzini,
Garibaldi, Kenan, Gambetta,
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Hugo, Michelet, Taine, Comte,
John Stuart Mill, Harriet Marti-

neau, George Eliot, Huxley,
Tyndall, Holyoake, Harrison,
Darwin, 392 - 393 ; conclusion,
394-395-

' Orereat man" argument, the,
i> 320, 328.

Great name argument, viii, 209.
Greek verb, dependence of the

primary on inflection of, vi,

394-

Greeks, the, their love of physical
and mental development, xii,

119.

Greeley, Horace, his want of im
agination, ii, 280

; Lincoln's
letter to,iii,i4i; appointed a com
missioner, 156 ; the cold stove,
anecdote, iv, 86; viii, 27; quoted
75 ;

his nomination for the pres
idency, ix, 105, 390.

Greenback movement, the, viii,

6-9 ; ix, 109, 147, 171, 174, 178,

369-
Green, William G., on the relig

ious belief of Lincoln, xii, 253.

Greene, , juror in Star Route
trial, x, 298, 315.

Greene, Robert, iii, 12.

Grellet, Stephen, his memoirs
cited regarding tlie death of

Paine, v, 467, 475, 503.

Gresham, Gen. Walter Q., the

coming man, viii, 127 ; ix, 457.

Grey, Martin P., Vice-Chancellor,
x

( 589, note, see RUSSELL CASE.
Grimes, Mr., in Star Route trial,

x, 414, 415.

Grover, Senator, x, 508, 515.

Growing old gracefully, interview

on, viii, 457.

Gruet, James, beheaded by Cal
vin, i, 224

Guard, Rev. Mr., his argument
answered, vii, 27-30.

Guide- boards, religious, i, 177.

Guiteau, Charles, and His Crime,
interview, viii, 100-107 ; applies
to Ingersoll for a recommenda
tion, and for the loan of $25 oo,
100

;
his denunciation of and

replies to Ingersoll, 101
; a fol

lower of Moody and Sankey,
102

; lectures against Infidelity,

103 ; his probable motive in the
assassination of Garfield, 105.

Gunpowder, discovery of, i, 312.
Gurley, Rev., on the religious be

lief of Lincoln, xii, 248, 249.

UABAKKUK, book of, iii, 483.
* A Habeas corpus, right to sus

pend, ix, 23, 35, 36, 76.

Habits, their relation to lone life,

viii, 457.

Hackett, the actor, as Falstaft,
viii, 583.

Hades, Delaware and Free-

thought, interview on, viii, 69-
77-

Haeckel, Ernst, as a writer, viii,

612
;
his demonstrations, xii, 20.

Hagan, Prof., x, 551.

Haggai, book of, iii, 483.

Haldeman, Rev. Mr., reply ^ to,

vii, 324.
Hale, Sir Matthew, trial before for

witchcraft, i, 275; a good judge
of law, but wrong on the subject
of witches, iii, 325 ; iv, 435.

Haley, Rev., comment on, viii,

195-

Hall, Dr. John, son-in-law of

Shakespeare, iii, 10.

Hall, Rev. John, a reply to, vii,

521-531 ;
on the persecution of

the Jews as proof of the truth of

the Old Testament, xi, 458 ;
see

REPLY TO REV. JOHN HALL and
WARNER VAN NORDEN.

Hall, ,
in Star Route trial, x,

506.
Hall vs. DeCuir, case of, xi, 32-34.
Halstead, Murat, xii, 95, note.

Haman, hanged with his sons, iii,

479; v
, 115-118.

Hamburg, massacre of, ix, 180.

Hamilton, Alexander, president
of Abolition society, ix, 444.

Hamilton, Rev. J. Benson, reply
to, vii, 327, 334.

Hamilton, Sir William, on the
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phenomena of matter, i, 53; on
space as absolute or infinite, vi,

495-.
Hamlin, Rev. Dr., reply to, vii,

559-
Hammond, boy preacher, viii, 81.

Hammond, Surgeon-Gen., cited,

x, 133-

Hampton, Wade, ix, 390.
Hancock, John, advocate of
American independence, ix, 72.

Hancock, Winfield Scott, ix, 329,

390 ; conversation with General
Grant, 391 ;

on the tariff, 392.
Handwriting, variations in differ

ent circumstances, 336.
Hannah, her claim to distinction,

v, 120.
"
Hanged," we shall all be, ii, 387.

Hankinson, A. C., on the death of
Thomas Paine, v, 462.

Hansom, ,
in Star Route trial,

x, 387, 388.

Happiness defined, ii, 431 ;
the

only good, viii, 478 ; regarded
as inconsistent with virtue, xi,

205.
Hard Times and the Way Out,

ix, 267-302.

Hargreave, inventor, cited, iv,

450.
Harlan, Justice John M., and
the Civil Rights Bill, interview

on, viii, 136-137 ; 138-145 ; brief

tribute to, xi, 43-44,

Harp, for a believer in the rib

story, ii, 117.

Harriott, Thomas, arrested for re

fusing to receive continental

paper currency, ix, 33-34.

Harris, case of U. S. vs., xi, 12.

Harrison, Frederic, xi, 279.
Harrison and Morton ratification

speech, ix, 457.
Has Freethought a Constructive
Side ? xi, 437-442 ;

the Object
of Freethought; what the re

ligionist calls "affirmative and

positive, "437 ; the positive side
of Freethought, 438-440 ; con
structive work of Christianity,

441-442.

Haskin, B. F., a witness regard
ing the death of Thomas Paine,
v. 457, 464.

Hatch, Gen., cited, x, 131.

Hatfield, Rev. E. F., his report
of an alleged conversation with
William Carver about Paine, v,

502.

Hauser, S. T., x, 566.

Hawaii, should be annexed, viii,

531 ; Cleveland's policy regard
ing, interview on, viii, 537-539.

Hawaiian volcano, remark of a
visitor about, xii, 186.

Hawkins, Gen, Rush C., reply to
in North American Review, vii,

427.

Hawkins, Rev. Dr., vii, 171.

Hawley, Rev. Charles, against
Paine, v, 475.

Hawthorne, Julian, viii, 500.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, estimate

of, viii, 499.

Hay, proposition to eat some,
anecdote, i, 518.

Haycock letter, the, x, 244.

Hayes, President, Rutherford B.,
the administration of, viii, 25 ;

ix, 211, 212, 222, 235, 253.

Hayes and Wheeler, ix, 122
; cam

paign, speech in, ix, 125.

Haynes, Rev. Dr., vii, 171.
Health and disease, an improve
ment suggested, i, 73.

Health, gospel of, 1,519; incon
sistent with the highest forms
of piety, xii, 120.

Health of Ingersoll, Christian
solicitude for, viii, 304.

Heart, ossification of the, ii, 342;
should be consulted, ix, 379.

Hearts of dust do not break, i,

524-

Heaven, perfection promised in,

i> 73 74 !
not worth the sacrifice

of reason, 188.

Heaven, road to never found by
those who look where they are

going, ii, 41 ; its light borrowed
from the glare of hell, iii, 310;
reformation in impossible, 318-
319 ;

as a poor house, vi, 262,
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"Heavenly treasure," of what it

consists, vi, 260.

Hebrews, the, chapter on, ii, 181-

189 ;
their condition when se

lected by Jehovah as his chosen

people ;* vast superiority of the
inhabitants of India and Egypt,
181 ;

their going into Egypt,
183 ; the length of their stay
there, 184 ; v, 72 ;

marvelous
multiplication of, ii, 185, 187 ;

in

bondage to Egypt, 190 ; the

flight, 210 ; in the wilderness,
214 ; the marvelous increase of
in Egypt; iv, 245.

Hebrews, epistle to, Erasmus on,
iii, 515-

Hedden, Mrs., on the death of
Thomas Paine, v, 464.

Heine, Heinrich, on sermons, iii,

85 ; on Christ and the ass and
asses and Christ, iv, 354 ; cited,

vii, 264.

Hell, probable occupants of, ii,

412 ;
birth of the idea of, iii,

311 ;
the corner-stone of nearly

all religions, 317; the fruit of
all meanness and malice, 319 ;

the word that blots from the
firmament the star of hope, and
leaves the heavens black, iv,

287-288 ; change of climate of,

vii, 8
;
Duchess Josiane's idea

of, xii, 122.

Hell or Sheol, interview on, viii,

237-240.

Helpmeet, none found! for Adam
among the animals, ii, 114.

Heminge, friend of Shakespeare,
viii, 454.

Henderson vs. Mayor of New
York, case of, xi, 24.

Hendricks of Indiana, viii, 26.

Henkle, Gen., in Star Route trial,

x, 61, 70, 400, 529.

Henry, Dr. Matthew, conditions
under which he wrote, i, 184 ;

on choosing a helpmeet for

Adam, ii, 115; on the serpent
of Eden, 131, 132; on the flood,

157-159 ; on the ark, v, 32.

Henry VIII, act for abolishing di

versity ofopinion, i, 216 ; founder
of Episcopalianism, i, 498 ; his

little war with the Pope, xi, 62.

Henshaws, , x, 557.

Herbert, contested election case
of vs. Strobach, xi, 577.

Heredity on the side of supersti
tion, xi, 242.

Heresy, contrasted with ortho

doxy, vii, 104 ;
what it consists

of, viii, 463.
Heretics, founders of sects, vii,

24 ; tongues of, 484.
Heretics and Heresies, lecture on,

i, 209-253 ;
birth of the word

"
heresy," 209 ; efforts of the

church to exterminate heretics,
210

;
banner of Christ over the

waves of battle. 211; persecu
tion, 211, 212; the orthodox
Christian a living fossil em
bedded in the rock of faith, 213 ;

cross and rack, Bible, sword and
fagot, 213 ; the Inquisition es

tablished, 214; modes oftorture,
215; act of Henry VIII. "for
abolishing of diversity of opin
ion," 216; penalties for viola-

-tion, 217 ; the black flag car
ried by the church " with the
heart of a fiend she has hated "

218, 219; Christians better
than their creed, 219, 220

;
think

ing for which men and women
have been burned, 220-222;
birth and career of Calvin, 222-

227 ;
the five points, 223 ;

ban
ishment of Caroli, 223; be
heading of Gruet and pursuit
of Servetus, 224 ; death of Ser-
vetus by fire, 225 ; Calvin's de
nunciation of Castalio, 226; like
the God of the Old Testament,
227 ; spread of Calvinism, 227,
228

;
its influence on the Puri

tans, 228; a heresy trial in Illi

nois, 231-246 ; speaking kindly
of Robert Collyer and John
Stuart Mill condemned as heresy
in Illinois, 232, 233 ; predestina
tion and vicarious sacrifice, 234-

235; evolution declared to De
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opposed to the Presbyterian
Confession of Faith, 235 ;

the call

to preach, anecdote, 237 ;

stupidly egotistic claim of the

"called," 237, 238; Psalm cix,

238, 239 ;
Caesar contrasted with

Joshua, 240 ;

"
total depravity,"

241, 242 ; perseverance of the

saints, 242 ; the idea of convert

ing heathen with doctrinal ser
mons ; missionaries, 243-246 ;

the fact that no Indian ever

scalped another on account of
his religious belief a proof that

missionaries have had no effect,

244; a Buddhist declaration,

245 : Sufi doctrine and prayer,
245, 246 ; meaning of a trial for

heresy, 248, 249 ;
the real Bible,

252.
Herford, Rev. Mr., catechized,

vii, 119.

Hermann, the magician, appear
ing before savages, would be
chosen as a god before Hum-
boldt, the philosopher, xi, 250.

Hermit, monarch and the, i, 173 ;

his choice, 174.

Herndon, W., author of a life of

Lincoln, xii, 252.
Herod, alleged slaughter of chil

dren by, iv, 251.

Hesing, ,
in Munn trial, x, 18.

Herochel, William, iv, 192.
Hesse-Darmstadt, extract from
the archives of in the thirteenth

century, v, 190.

Heterodoxy, its half-way position,
viii, 487.

Hewett, Abram S., his congratu
latory letter, ix, 199.

Heyle, Major, xii, 165, note.

Hezekiah, the shadow on the sun
dial turned back for, the absurd-
est of all miracles, iii, 481.

Hicks, Elias, on the death of

Paine, v, 465.

Hicks, Willet, a witness to the
death of Paine, v, 456, 461, 462,

465, 468, 469, 477, 520, 523.

Higher Critics, suggested by a

man riding two horses, xi, 553.

Hillier, Rev. Dr., reply to, vii,

323-

Hill, Senator, x, 515.
Hilton, W. ]., on the death of
Thomas Paine, v, 463.

Hindoo prayer for the vicious, vi,
216.

Hine, Rev. Mr., announces the
conversion of Ingersoll, xi, 391-
392.

Hinsdale, Mary, her falsehood
about the death of Thomas
Paine, v, 467, 468, 469, 470, 476,
517, 5i8, 519, 520, 522.

Histories told by ghosts, i, 290.
History, xi, 391-395 ; see TRUTH
OF HISTORY.

Hittell John S., not plagiarized,
viii, 220.

Hoadly, George, attacked by Re
publicans as an infidel, viii,
126.

Hoag, ,
in Munn trial, x, 27.

Hoar, Senator, his position on ex
pansion, viii, 600.

Hodges, x, 569.

Hogan, Rev., comment on, viii,

194.

Hogeboom, John, on the death
of Paine, v, 463.

Hogs, an anecdote, ix, 140.
Holland, , author of a life of

Lincoln, xii, 249.

Holliday, case of U. S. vs., xi, 30.

Holloway, Rev. Mr., reply to, vii,

335-

Holyoake, G.
J., imprisoned for

Atheism, xi, 106; quotation
from, on Secularism, viii, 394,
395 ; tribute to, xii. 379-382

Holy Bible, about the, a lecture,
"i> 453-521 ; see ABOUT THE
HOLY BIBLE.

Holy Ghost, dancing possibly the
sin against, i.soo; decision of
church council that he pro
ceeded from the Father, iii, 338 ;

sin against, xi, 289.

Holy things, making light of, v,

95-
Holy time, comparable to a virtu
ous vacuum, li, 386-
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Holy water used by the Greeks
and Romans, ii, 448.

Home, in winter, a picture, i, 390 ;

a temple, xii, 352.
Homes for all, iv, 137 ;

how they
might be provided, 138-139.

Homestead exemption, ix, 523.

Hood, Thomas, as a poet, viii, 609.

Hooker, Gen., his promotion by
Lincoln, iii, 158; 161.

Hooker, ,
his statement that

the voice of man is the sentence
of God, vi, 510.

Hope as a bee, xii. 357.

Hopkins, Mr., x, 551.

Hornblower, Chief Justice, ix, 233.

Hornets, their partnership with

God for the expulsion of the

Canaanites, ii, 219, 221
;
biblical

commentators on, 221 ; vii, 456.
Horse racing, interview on, viii,

482-483.
Horses, Col. Shepard's, viii, 587.

Hosea, nothing to be learned from
the book of, iii, 482.

Hospitals, in countries not Chris

tian, vii, 290 ;
built in self-

defense, xi, 491.
Hours of Labor, xi, 451-453 ; see
EIGHT HOURS MUST COME.

How to Edit a Liberal Paper ; the
editor should not narrow his

horizon so that he can see only
one thing ;

to know the defects

of the Bible is but the beginning
of wisdom ; the Liberal paper
should not discuss theological

questions alone ;
a column for

children ;
candor and kindness;

nothing should be asserted that

is not known
;
above all, teach

the absolute freedom of the

mind, xi, 399-401.
How to Reform Mankind, lecture

on, iv, 115-156; "there is no
darkness but ignorance," 115 ;

increase of wants with the prog
ress of civilization, 116; nature
the originator, preserver and
destroyer, 117; art and song
suggested by natural phenom
ena, 118; the influence of belief

in the supernatural, 118-119;
departure of the miraculous
from chemistry, government,
morality, 120-121 ; how can we
reform the world? 123; give
intellectual light, cease to expect
aid from a supernatural source,
avoid waste in wars, 123-126 ;

another waste, the wealth of the
world used to propitiate the
unseen powers ;

cost of support
ing the church and the ministry,
127-128; a far better plan, 129-
130 ;

how can we lessen crime ?

132-142 ; reliance on the gallows,
penitentiary and jail, 133 ; refor

mation, not punishment, 134 ;

homes for all, 137 ; homesteads
should be exempt from sale
under execution or for taxes,
138 ; limitation of ownership of

land, 138 -
139 ; marriage and

divorce, 140 -
142 ; the labor

question, profit sharing and
arbitration, 143 ; employers can
not govern prices, 144 ; capital
and labor becoming more intel

ligent and civilized, 145 ; duty
of corporations to make provi
sion for employees, 146 ;

the
advance that has been made in

wages, 147; educate the children,
149-150 ; legislative enactments
cannot make people wise and
good, 151 ; few men fit to own
great fortunes, 152 ; society's
tribute to the rich, 153 ; we must
work and wait, 155-156.

Hoyt, ,
in Munn trial, x, 18,

36.

Hubert, St., belief that he cured
hydrophobia, iii, 355.

Hugo, Victor, Wilbur's translation
of superior to the original, viii,

516 ;
on John Brown, ix, 12.

Huguenots, the, expelled by
France, xi, 358.

Humboldt, Alexander von, lecture

on, i, 93-117 ; birthplace of, 94 ;

his longing, 95 ; studies, 96 ;

companions, 98 ; investigations,
loo

; a picture, 101
; addresses,
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102; his "Cosmos," 103; why
we honor him, 115; his monu
ment the world, 117; vii, 298.

Humboldt, Sink of, and the crea

tion, ix, 520.

Hume, David, in hell, ii, 416; iii,

85 ; chapter on, 368 377 ; his

views on miracles, 369, 370 ; his

tranquil death, 371-374; Adam
Smith on his last sickness, 371 ;

Col. Edmondstoune to, 371 ;
his

letter to Comtesse de Boufflers,

373 ;
Dr. Black's account of his

death, 374 ; Dr. Cullen to Dr
Hunter on, 375, 376 ; compared
with Chalmers, yiii, 91.

Humor, sense of, i, 518."
Hunchback, "the, Miss Marlowe
in, viii, 435, 436.

Hunt, Justice, ix, 233.
Husband and wife, right of each

to kill paramour of the other,
xii, 291-297.

Husbands, their right to kill rivals,

xii, 291-297 ; one who said,
"Take her," 297.

Huss, murdered by the church,
vi, 393-

Husted, Senator, xn, 428.

Huxley, Thomas H., the champi
on of Darwin, iv, 53 ; as a

writer, viii, 612
;
his attack on

the Miltonic instead of the Mo
saic account ol creation, xii,

19-

Huxley and Agnosticism, xi, 263-

279 ; statement by the principal
of King's College (Dr. Wace),
263 ;

on the irrelevancy of a
lack of scientific knowledge,
263-264 ; difference between the

Agnostic and the Christian not
in knowledge but in credulity,

264-267 ; the real name of an

Agnostic said to be "infidel,"

268; what an infidel is, 269;

"unpleasant" significance of
the word, 270-271 ; belief in

Christ, 272 ;
"our Lord and his

apostles" possibly honest men,
273 ; their character not involv

ed, 274.; possession by evil

spirits, 275; Professor Huxley's
candor and clearness, 276 ; the

splendid dream of Auguste
Comte, 277 ; statement of the
Positive Philosophy, 278 ; Hux
ley and Harrison, 279.

Hypatia, murder of, i, 104.

Hypocrites, made by enforced

conformity, vii, 7.

TCONOCLAST (Indianapolis),
quotation from, vii, 125.

Ideal, the, a toast at the Unitarian
Club dinner, xii, 147.

Idiots, the only persons sure of

salvation, iii, 307.
Idiots and infants, killing of, vii,

421.

Idleness, its dangers, ix, 294.
Idolaters, Bible command con
cerning, v, 227.

Ignorant, the, may be trusted with

liberty, ix, 357.

Ijams, Rev., San Francisco, his

mistakes, vii, 39.

Illinois, supreme court decision

regarding unbelievers, i, 202.

Presbytery, its charges against
a heretical minister, i, 231.

, about farming in, i, 401-438 ;

see ABOUT FARMING IN ILLI
NOIS.

, IngersolPs defeat for gov
ernor of, used by Talmage as

proof of the inspiration of the

scriptures, v, 301-303.
regiment, 86th, address to,

ix. 407.
Illustrated World's Fair, article

from, xii, 361.

Images, worship of declared to be
lawful by the Council of Nice,
vi, 380.

Imagination, Shakespeare a man
of, iii, 69 ; had a stage in

Shakespeare's brain, 72.

Immigration, effect of on wages of

women, viii, 423 ; why desirable,

ix, 479.
Immoral literature, on the circu

lation of, xii, 215-230.
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Immorality in Christian countries,
v, 199.

Immortality, doctrine of not due
to priests or bibles, i, 523 ;

not
born of any book, 270 ; not

brought to light by Christ, ii,

321 ; the idea of born of hope,
ii, 424 ; why did not Christ say
there was another life? 425 ; vi,

'555 vii, 12; not taught in the
Old Testament, viii, 115-156;
probable reason, drawn from
their slavery in Egypt, why the
Hebrews did not believe in it,

115, 116; what Paul taught, 116;

Egyptian doctrine of death and
the judgment, 118, 119.

Immortality and Funeral of John
G. Mills, interview on, viii, in-
120.

Immortality and Morality, inter
view on, viii, 148-162.

Implacables, ix, 260.

Impossible, the, can it be over
come by human testimony?
xii. 349

Improved Man (The); he will be
in favor of universal liberty,
neither master nor slave

;
of

equality and education
; will

develop in the direction of the
beautiful ;

will believe only in

the religion of this world
; his

motto ;
will not endeavor to

change the mind of the "
Infi

nite ;

"
will have no bells or

censers ;
will be satisfied that

the supernatural does not exist;
will be self-poised, independent,
candid and free, xi, 445-447.

Improvement of the race, viii,

T 545-546.
Incarnation, the dogma of ex

pounded, i, 495, 496 ; defies

observation, iv, 265.
Income tax, the, viii, 281.

Incubi and succubi, i, 283.
Indecencies of the Bible, Tal-

mage's denial concerning, v,
106.

Indecent language, use of denied,

viii, 36.

Independence Hall, Ingersoll in,

ix. 87.

India, absurdity of sending Pres

byterian doctrine to, i, 245 ;

ignored by Jehovah, ii, 287 ;

inheritance of daughters in. 308,

Indianapolis address, its history,

viii, 489 ; ix, 21-52 ;
see SPEECH

AT INDIANAPOLIS.

Indianapolis clergy, replies to,

vii, 125-167; the historical char
acter of Jesus, 125-133 ; the dif

ference between Christian and
other modern civilizations. 133-

140 ; reply to the Rev. David
Walk, 125-140; the origin of life

on this planet, 141 144 ; contin
ued existence of man after

death, 145-148; origin of our

calendar, Anno Domini, 149-

152 ; reply to the Rev. Dr. T.
B. Taylor, 141 152 ;

the exist

ence of pain, 153-159 ;
consola-

lation for those who have found
life not worth living, 159-162 ;

reply to the Rev. Myron W.
Reed, 153 - 162 ; reply to the
Rev. D. O'Donaghue, 164

-

167.

Indianapolis Journal, interview in,

viii, 22-27, 450-451 ; quoted, ix,

21
; editorial from on speech at

Grant banquet in Chicago, Nov.
J 3. J879, xii, 81, note.

News, interview in, viii, 489-
490.

Speech at, ix, 21-52; see
SPEECH AT INDIANAPOLIS.

Speech ^ Hayes campaign), ix,

157-187.
ndian summer of life, xii, 356.

ndians, John Eliot's mission to

the, i, 243 ; proof that mission
aries had no effect, i, 244 ;

treat

ment of by United States, vii,

436.
ndividualism vs. Socialism, viii,

276.

ndividuality, lecture on, i, 169 ;

suppression by custom, 169 ;

following mother's advice, 170 ;

suppose our fathers had taken
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the advice of Paul ; Magellan's
conscience in the shadow on the

moon, 171 ; influence of early

training in the direction of super
stition, 172 ;

the monarch and
the hermit, 173 ; the stupidly
wise sit owl-like on the tree
of knowledge, 174 ;

the church
hates a thinker, 175 ; despot
ism of faith justified by the

grandeur of Christian nations
;

source of the good in our civi

lization, 176; impudence of the
church in assuming to think for

the human race ; the right to

think, 177 ;
travelers and guide-

boards on the plain of life, 177-

179 ; diversity the law of the

world, 180; surrender of individu

ality is annihilation, 181 ; respect
able people and their hatred of

reformers, 181-182; consequence
of the education of young men
by the church ; penalty for in

vestigation, 183 ; conditions that
induce orthod >xy ; the Scotts,

Henrys and MacKnights, 184;
the church the great robber, 185;
the stiaightjacket of a creed;
object of Sunday schools the

crushing out of individuality,
186

;

"
liberty in non-essentials,"

motto of the Evangelical Alli

ance; monotony ofacquiescence,"
for God's sake, say

'

No,'
"

187;
heaven not worth the sacrifice

of reason ; better the tomb than
a collar, 188

;
distinction be

tween thought and action, 189 ;

Catholic and Protestant alike

have denounced freedom of

thought; Luther and Calvin, 189;
the believer a bird in a cage, 190 ;

attempts of Christians to bribe
science ; words of the great tor

tured into acknowledgment of
the truth of Christianity, 190-

191 ;
Christians hat in hand be

fore the great; whence their

anxiety, 191 ;
the church not an

unmitigated evil in all respects

192 ; opposed to every forward

movement, 193 ; breastwork of

Bibles, 194 ;
when women rea

son ; an obeisance to Jupiter,
196; the atheist bugs, 197; En-
nius on the gods, 198 ; judges
who decide that this is a Chris
tian country the Jeffries of the

church, 199 ; the sublime truth

announced by the Declaration
of Independence, 200; our debt
to Paine, Jefferson and Frank
lin

;
God in the Constitution,

201
;

atheists made legal out
casts by decision of the Illinois

supreme court, 202 ; dissimu
lation advised by a Methodist

clergyman, 204; "There is no
body in this bed ;

"
the dignity

of the unit, 205.

Individuality, Whitman the poet
of, iii, 268.

Industry, diversity of beneficial,
ix, 472.

Inebriety, interview on, viii, 501-
506 ; effect of habitual use of
stimulants on the system, 501 ;

Keeley cure, 501, note; moral
and legal responsibility of in

ebriates, 502 ; punishment of,

503; the one method of cure ;

legislation and moral suasion
of little effect, 505 ; scientific

treatment, 506.
Infant industry, when to abolish

protection, of, ix, 476.
Infidel, principal of King's Col

lege on, xi, 268-269.
Infidelity, its difference from the
ology, v, 164, 1 66.

Infidels, compared with the Chris
tians of their time, iii, 391-393 ;

the great, lecture on, iii, 307-395;
the good they have done, v,

176; Talmage on political dis
abilities of, 299 ;

increase of, vii,

171 ; counted as Christians, viii,

1 60; and marriage, 193; what
they have done, xi, 491-495 ; see
GREAT INFIDELS.

Inflation, ix, 204, 270, 364.
Inflection of Greek verb, primacy

rests on, vi, 394.
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Informers corrupters of public
morals, xii, 336.

Ingersoll Catechized, interview,
viii, 206-216.

Ingersoll, Ebon C., dedication of
lecture on " Ghosts "

to, i, 257 ;

tribute to, xii, 389-391.
Ingersoll, Eva, dedication of" The
Gods "

to, vol. i.

Ingersoll, R. G., his religious ex

perience, iv, 5-67 ; his first lec

ture, 423, note ;
his last public

address, 479, note ; his defeat
for governor of Illinois and
Talmage's argument therefrom,
v, 301 ; his parents maligned by
Talmage, 147-149 ;

his war rec
ord submitted for comparison
with that of Judge Black, vi, 68

;

his marriage, viii, 583 ; his al

leged conversion, xi, 391 ; his

daughters said to have joined
the church and his "son" to
have died in an asylum, 394 ;

anecdotal sketch, 509; his last

letter, xii, 286-287 ; portraits of,

see PICTURES.
"
Ingersoll as He Is," quoted, xii,-

215-230.
In God we trust, origin of that
motto on American coin, viii,

186.

Ink, discussion of in Davis Will

case, x, 570-572.
Innocent, the, never shielded by
God, iii, 336-337.

Inquisition, the, when established,

i, 214; modes of torture, 215;
known to our fathers, ix, 75.

Insane, the, treatment of by
Egyptians, v, 171 ; vii, 339 ; by
Christians, 340.

Inspiration, impossibility of prov
ing, i. 15 '>

has not equalled the
best work of man, ii, 52 ; chapter
on, 278-286 ; doctrine of, 373 ;

iii, 514 ; an attempt to define
the word, v, 336-342 ;

what is it,

viii, 173 ;
not the same to two

persons, 174 ; how can the fact

of be established? xi, 255 ; 383-

387; nature tells a different

story to all eyes and ears
;

Horace Greeley and the big
trees; the man who "always
did like rolling land," 384; what
the snow looked like to the Ger
man

; Shakespeare's different

story for each reader, 385 ; as
with nature so with the Bible,

386."
Inspired

"
slavery, chapter on,

, 245-

war, chapter on, ii, 253-255,
religious Liberty, chapter on,

ii, 256-261.
Instruments of torture in peni

tentiaries, xi, 164.
Insurance opposed by the church,

iv, 173 ; fire and life, ix, 272,

273-
Intellect, aristocracy of, vii, 184.
Intellectual freedom, commence
ment of, i, 75-77 ; xii, 358.

Interest, Ainsworth R. SpofFord
on, i, 429."
International Arbitration," Car

penter's picture, xii, 135.

Interpolations in gospels and
epistles, i, 442, 454, 466.

Interstate trade, government right
to protect, ix, 571.

Intervention, divine, iii, 336-337.

Interviewer, the, interview on,

viii, 128-129; 240-241.

Interviewing, Politics, and Spirit

ualism, interview on, viii, 240-

245.
Interviews; Answer to Brooklyn
Divines.Brooklyn Union, vii,i69 ;

On Suicide, New York journal,

411; New York Herald, 414;
New York Press, 419 ; Reply to

Gazette and Catholic Telegraph,
451 On Rev. J. Hall and Warner
Van Norden, 521 ; Reply to the

Rev. Dr. Plumb, Boston paper,

535 ; Reply to New York Clergy
on Superstition, New York

Journal, 549; Chief Justice Com-

egys, Brooklyn Eagle, 465 ; The
Bible and a Future Life, Wash
ington, D. C., Post, viii, 1-3 ;

Mrs. Van Cott, the Revivalist,
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Buffalo, N. Y., Express, 3-4;
European Trip and Greenback
Question, Washington, D. C.,
Post, 5-10; The Pre-millennial

Conference, Buffalo, N. Y., Ex
press, 10

; The Solid South and
Resumption, Cincinnati, O.,
Commercial, 11-13 \

The Sunday
Laws of Pittsburg, Pittsburg,
Pa., Leader, 13-15; Political and
Religious, Chicago Times, 15-22;
Politics and General Grant,
Indianapolis, Ind., Journal,
22-27; Politics, Religion and
Thomas Paine, Chicago Times,
28-31 ; Reply to Chicago Critics,

Chicago Tribune, 31-37 ; The
Republican Victory, New York
Herald, 38-40; Ingersoll and
Beecher, New York Herald, 40-

42; Political, Washington, D. C.,

Post, 42-49 ; Religion in Politics,
New York Evening Express,
49-52 ; Miracles and Immortal
ity, Pittsburg, Pa., Dispatch,
52-57; The Political Outlook,
Cincinnati, O., Commercial, 58-
62

; Mr. Beecher, Moses and the

Negro, Brooklyn Eagle, 62-69 ;

Hades, Delaware and Free-

thought, Brooklyn Eagle, 69-77;
A Reply to the Rev. Mr. Lans

ing. New Haven, Conn., Sunday
Union, 77-80; Beaconsfield, Lent,
and Revivals, Brooklyn Eagle,
80-83; Answering the New York
Ministers, Chicago Times, 84-
100 ;

Guiteau and His Crime,
Washington, D. C., Gazette,
100-107; District Suffrage, Wash
ington, D. C., Capital, 107-110 ;

Funeral of John G. Mills and
Immortality, Washington, D. C.,

Post, 111-120; Star Route and
Politics, New York Herald, 120-

127 ; The Interviewer, New
York Journal, 128-129; Politics

and Prohibition, Chicago Times,
130-133 ;

The Republican defeat

in Ohio, Dayton, O., Democrat,
133-134 ;

The Civil Rights Bill,

Washington, D. C., National

Republican, 135 - 137 ; Justice
Harlan and the Civil Rights
Bill, Chicago Inter-Ocean. 138-
145 ; Politics and Theology,
Denver, Col , Tribune, 145 148 ;

Morality and Immortality, De
troit, Mich., News, 148-162;
Politics, Mormonism and Mr.

Beecher, Denver, Col., News,
162-169 ; Free Trade and Chris

tianity, Denver, Col., Republi
can,!^ 179; The Oath Question,
London Secular Thought, 179-
188; Wendell Phillips, Fitz

John Porter and Bismarck,
Chicago Times, 188 190 ; Gen
eral Subjects, Kansas City, Mo.,
Times, 191-193; Replyto Kansas
City Clergy, Kansas City, Mo.,
Journal, 194-196 ; Swearing and
Affirming, Buffalo, N. Y., Cou
rier, 197-198 ; Replyto a Buffalo

Critic, Buffalo, N. Y., Times,
198-201 ; Blasphemy, Philadel

phia, Press, 202-204 ; Politics

and British Columbia, San
Francisco Evening Post, 204-
206

; Ingersoll Catechised, San
Francisco, Cal., San Franciscan,
206-216 ; Elaine's defeat, Tope-
ka, Kan., Commonwealth, 216-

217; Elaine's defeat, Louisville,

Ky., Commercial, 218-219; Pla

giarism and Politics, Cleveland,
O., Plain Dealer, 220223; Re
ligious Prejudice, New York
Mail and Express, 224 - 228

;

Cleveland and His Cabinet,
New York Mail and Express,
228 231 ; Religion, Prohibition
and Gen. Grant, Iowa State

Register, 231 237 ; HellorSheol
and Other Subjects, Boston

Evening Record, 237-240; Inter

viewing, Politics and Spiritual
ism, Cleveland Plain Dealer,
240-245 ; My Belief, Philadelphia
Times, 245 248 ; Some Live

Topics, New York Truth Seek
er, 248 263 ;

The President and
Senate, Chicago Inter - Ocean,
263 266

; Atheism and Citizen-
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ship, New York Herald, 266-268;
The Labor Question, Cincinnati,
O., Enquirer, 268-269; Rail
roads and Politics, Cincinnati
Times Star,27p-27i ; Prohibition,
Boston Evening Traveler, 271-

273 ; Henry George and Labor,
New York Herald, 273

- 274 ;

Labor Question and Socialism,
New York World, 274 - 279 ;

Henry George and Socialism,

Chicago Times. 279-283 ; Reply
to Rev. B. F. Morse, New York
Herald, 283284; Ingersoll on
McGlynn, Brooklyn Citizen,

284-291 ;
Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists, New York Mail and
Express, 291

- 296 ;
The Stage

and the Pulpit, New York Truth

Seeker, 296 306 ;
Roscoe Conk-

ling, New York Herald, 306 307;
The Church and the Stage, New
York Dramatic Mirror, 307-317 ;

Protection Free Trade, New
York Press, 317 324; Labor and
Tariff Reform, New York Press,

324-334; Cleveland and Thur-

man, New York Press, 334 347 ;

The Republican Platform of

1888, New York Press, 347-357 ;

James G. Blaine and Politics,
New York Press, 357-360 ; The
Mills Bill, New York Press,

360 369 ; Society and Its Crimi

nals, New York World, 369-383;
Woman's Right to Divorce,
New York World, 383 390 ; Sec
ularism. Toronto, Can., Secular

Thought, 390
- 399 ;

Summer
Recreation Mr. Gladstone, un

published, 399 402 ; Prohibition,
New York World, 402-411;
Robert Elsmere, New York
World, 412 422 ; Working Girls,
New York World, 422429; Pro
tection for American Actors,
New York Star, 430 437 ; Liber
als and Liberalism, Secular

Thought, 4-57-441 ; Pope Leo
XIII, New York Herald. 442-
445 ; The sacredness of the

Sabbath, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Journal, 446-450 ; The West and
South, Indianapolis Journal,
450-451 ; The Westminster Creed
and Other Subjects, Rochester,
N. Y., Post-Express, 451-453;
Shakespeare and Bacon, Minne
apolis, Minn., Tribune, 453-
456 ; Growing Old Gracefully,
and Presbyterianism, 457-460 ;

Creeds, New York Morning
Advertiser, 461-469 ; The Tend
ency of Modern Thought, 470-
481 ;

Woman Suffrage, Horse
Racing and Money, Chicago
Inter-Ocean, 482-484 ; Mission

aries, Cleveland, O., Press, 485-
486; My Belief and Unbelief,
Toledo, O., Blade, 486-487; Must
Religion Go ? New York Even
ing Advertiser, 487-489 ; Word
Painting and College Education,
Indianapolis, Ind., News, 489-
490 ;

Personal Magnetism and
the Sunday Question, Cincinnati
Commercial Gazette, 491-498 ;

Authors, Kansas City, Mo.,
Star 499-500 ; Inebriety, unpub
lished, 501 - 506 ; Miracles,

Theosqphy and Spiritualism,
unpublished, 507-513 ; Tolstoy
and Literature, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Evening Express, 513-51?;
Woman in Politics, New York
Advertiser, 517 521 ; Spiritual
ism, St. Louis, Mo., Globe-
Democrat, 521-525 ; Plays and
Players, New York Dramatic
Mirror, 525 530 ; Woman, 530'-

53o
2

; Strikes, Expansion and
Other Subjects, 530* ; Sunday a

Day of Pleasure, New York
Times, 533-535 ; The Parliament
of religions, New York Herald,
535-537 ; Cleveland's Hawaiian
Policy, Chicago Inter-Ocean,

537-540 ; Orators and Oratory,
London Sketch, 540-542 ; Ca
tholicism and Protestantism,
The Pope, The A. P. A., Agnos
ticism and the Church, New
York Herald, 542 549 ; Woman
and Her Domain, Grand Rapids
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Democrat, 549 - 551 ; Professor

Swing, Chicago Inter-Ocean.

551-552 ; Senator Sherman and
His Book, St. Louis Globe-
Democrat, 552-555 ; Reply to

the Christian Endeavorers, New
York Journal, 555-557 ; Spirit

ualism, New York Journal, 557-

563; A Little of Everything,
Rochester Herald, 564 567 ; Is

Life Worth Living ? Christian
Science and Politics, Chicago
Inter-Ocean, 567-569 ;

Vivisec

tion, New York Evening Tele

gram, 569-574; Divorce, New
York Herald, 574 577 ; Music,

Newspapers, Lynching, and Ar
bitration, Chicago Inter-Ocean,
578 583 ;

A Visit to Shaw's
Garden, St. Louis Republic, 583-

584 ;
The Venezuelan Boundary

Discussion and the Whipping
Post, New York Journal, 584-
586 ; Colonel Shepard's Stage
Horses, New York Advertiser,
587 ; A Reply to the Rev. L. A.
Banks, Cleveland Plain Dealer,
587-591 ;

Cuba Zola and The-
osophy, Louisville Courier-Jour
nal, 591-593 ;

How to become
an Orator, New York Sun, 594-

599 5 John Russell Young and
Expansion, Philadelphia Press,

599-600; Psychical Research
and the Bible, New York Mind,
601-607 ;

This Century's Glories,
New York Sun, 607-614 ; Capital
Punishment and the Whipping
Post, Chicago Tribune, 615-616 ;

Expansion and Trusts, Philadel

phia North American, 617-619.
Interviews on Talmage, v, 1-359 ;

prefatory remarks, v-xii.

First interview, v, 15; great names
cited, 16 ; statement regarding
the effects of Ingersoll's teach

ings, 20; the creation of matter
out of omnipotence, 25 ;

sources
of light, 26 ; the deluge, 28

;
the

resting-place of the ark, 34 ;

chemical, geological, and astro
nomical views, 36.

Second interview, v, 45 ; Talmage
on design, 46; blasphemy
charged, 49 ;

on immorality of
infidels, 53; on assassinating
God, 57 ;

on inventions men
tioned in scripture, 58 ; on the
"rib," 61

;
on Old Testament

polygamy, 66
; on Jehovah's

dealing with the Hebrews, 68-

71 ;
on the sojourn of the Israel

ites in Egypt, 72 ;
on the com

parison between Queen Victoria
and George Eliot, 72, 73;
Talmage's characterization of
George Eliot, 74 ;

his perfect
orthodoxy, 76.

Third interview, v, 83 ; Talmage
on the right of laymen to ex
amine the scriptures, 84 ;

on In
fidels and the Bible, 86, 87 ;

on
Joshua's miracle, 88 ; on the
" dark day," 94 ; on ridicule of
sacred things, 95 ; on the whale
and Jonah story. 98; on biblical

indecencies, 106
; on the Bible

and art, 109 ; on the Bible and
woman, 111-114.
Fourth interview; the " mean
ness of infidelity," v, 137; Tal
mage's charge that unbelievers
would destroy the Bible by fire,

140 ; on laughter, 145 ;
his

charge of lack of filial piety, 146;
on the happiness of the saved
when those they have loved are
in hell, 153 ; on the effect of the
Bible on the parents of Inger-
soll, 156; a challenge by, 157 ; on
destruction of the

"
chief solace

of the world," 158; on the
Bible as an anesthetic, 159 ;

on
religious "lighthouses," 166;
on the world's indebtedness to

Christianity for schools and
hospitals, 171 ; on the useless-
ness of Infidels, 176.

Fifth interview ;

"
figs and this

tles," v, 183 ; Talmage on the
Bible as a cruel book. 187 ; on
the Bible as a collection of pol
luted writings, 195 ; his denial
that there are contradictions in
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the Bible, 199; how he looks
on the unconverted, 203 ;

on
the harmony between science
and scripture, 209 ; the bible

arraigned by Ingersoll, 212-263;
on the sponsers for the genuine
ness ofthe New Testament, 264;
denial that any man ever died

cheerfully and triumphantly for

a lie, 274 ;
on prophecies, 275 ;

on the "prophetic" fate of the

Jewish people, 285; on contempt
for delusions of parents, 291.

Sixth interview ; on the inspira
tion of the Bible, v, 295 ;

on In-

gersoll's defeat for governor of
Illinois, 301 ;

on the Bible as a
book for the centre table, 316;
on the book as a gift from a

mother, 319 ; on belief in the
Bible as proof of its inspiration,

323 ; lack of weight of his argu
ments, 326 ;

on the duty of
children to perpetuate the er
rors of parents, 352.

Intolerance, religious, justified by
Judge Black, vi, 65.

Inventions, iv, 450, 452 ;
modern

;

assertion ofTalmage that they
are all mentioned in the Bible,

v, 58.

Inventors, thanks to, i, 313 314 ;

Infidel, yii, 319.

Investigation, penalty for, i, 183.

Involuntary servitude, Justice
Field on, xi, 10.

Iowa State Register, Interview

in, viii. 231-237.
Irenaeus. his explanation why there

are four gospels, ii, 312 ; testi

mony of, v. 266-269 ; character

of, 270 ;
on the millennium and

celibacy, vi, 395.
Ireland, and the church, viii, 207 ;

England's treatment of; home
rule for, ix, 464.

Irish, the, treatment of by Episco
palians a crime, i, 501 ; their rise

to power in the United States,

xi, 357, 358.

Irishman, the, his one good deed,
v, 98.

Irvine, Caleb, x, 561.
Irwin, Collector, x, n, 19, 36.
Isaiah, the work of several : not
conducive to the well-being of

man, iii, 481 ; chapters of dupli
cated in Kings, iv, 199.

Is Avarice Triumphant? a reply
to Gen. Rush C. Hawkins, yii,

427-447 ; patriots who malign
their country, 428; congressional
extravagance, 429 ; railroad

wrecking, frauds on the govern
ment, etc., 430-432 ; hotels of

Europe, 433 ; a slight defence
of Christianity on the score of

humanity, 435 ; the Indians, 436 ;

the era of corruption, 439 ; scar

city of gentlemen to fill all

places, 442 ;
do free institutions

tend to the demoralization of
man ? 445.

Is Corporal Punishment Degrad
ing ? a reply to the Dean of St.

Paul, vi, 503-513 ; increasing
confidence in the power of kind
ness, 503; criminals not reformed
by torture ; cruelties committed
in the name of discipline, 504 ;

when men beat not only their
'

children but their wives, and
misfortunes were punished as
crimes. 505 ; tendency of the
world toward kindness even to

animals, 506 ; the Dean takes
the ground that children, wards,
and pupils should be flogged,
507 ; beating as a stimulus to

affection, 510 ; the dictum of

Solomon, 511.
Is Divorce Wrong? vi, 397-429;
see DIVORCE.

Isis, no longer wandering weeps,
i, 82.

Israel, children of, ii, 181 270; the

numbering of, iii, 477 ; iv, 366 ;

Lost Israel's identity with the
British nation, xi, 392 : see HE-
BREWS.

Is Suicide a Sin ? vii, 375-408 ; first

letter to the New York World,
375 ; circumstances under which
a man has the right to kill him-
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self, 376-378; the cases ofSeneca,
Bruno, Antony, and other sui

cides, 378 379 ; the suicide law-

absurd, 381 382 ; how to prevent
suicide, 383 ;

Christ a suicide,

384; Col. Ingersoll's reply to His
Critics, 388 ; further circum
stances named under which a
man has the right to seek death,

389-392 ; suicide not cowardly,
393 ; some suicides sane, 394 ;

the foundation of the Christian

religion. 396 ; curious change in

the attitude of the clergy regard
ing the Infidel's fear of death,

398-399 ; the Atheist's standard
of morality, 400 ; the statement
of the clergy that suicide is

worse than murder, and that
the worst of all possible crimes
is to rush into the presence of

God, who is everywhere, 402.

Italy as a Christian country, v, 326;
impoverished by the church, iv,

328.

Itata, seizure of, viii, 483.

JACKSON, Andrew, eminent for

piety, v, 16 ; ix, 22
; his proc

lamation to the free colored
citizens of Louisiana, 42, 43 ;

address to negro soldiers, 44, 45;
on Thomas Paine, xi, 339.

Jackson, , x, 552.

Jacob and his sons, ii. 183.

Jacquard, M. J., inventor of loom,
iv, 161.

Jacques, Colonel, x, 548.

Jael and Sisera, horrible story of,

iii. 475-

James I, a man executed under
for causing a storm at sea, i,

274 ; described by Macaulay,
iii, 23 ; said,

" No bishop, no
king, "308.

James, Postmaster-General, x,

232, 282, 301, 302, 343. 361.

Jansenist and Molinist dispute, iii,

194. 195-

Jardine. Rev, reply to, viii, 195.
Jarvis, the artist, a witness regard

ing the death of Thomas Paine,
v, 457. 465- 477-

Jarvis, Nathaniel, Jr., clerk of the
Naturalization bureau, his de
cision that an atheist cannot
become a citizen, viii. 266-268.

Jay, John, president of Abolition

society, ix, 444.

Jealousy, water of prescribed in

Numbers, ii, 231 ; xii, 358.

Jefferson, Joseph, viii, 431.

Jefferson, Thomas, in hell, ii, 412 ;

prevented the establishment of
a church in Virginia, iii. 382 ; his
welcome of Paine to Americn,
v. 472 ;

letter to Paine, 480 ; on
Paine's style, 481 ; on slave-

holding, ix, 10, 22 ; author of
the Constitution of Virginia, xi,

67.

Jeffries of the church who decide
that this is a Christian country,
i, 199-

Jehoiakim, his destruction of the

writings of Jeremiah, v, 137 ;

God's vengeance upon the dead
body of. 138.

Jehovah, medical ideas of, ii, 236 ;

nothing can add to the misery of
a nation whose king isj., 334;
was he a God of love ? iii, 485 ;

his threats and curses, 485-486;
his administration,487-489: other

gods much nobler ; thwarted by
the serpent ; defeated by his

children ; the world drowned
by; people dispersed by through
the tower of Babel ;

a failure

with Abraham, 487 ;
his chosen

people captured by the Egyp
tians and enslaved

;
the people's

hatred of him ; the Jews carried
into captivity in Babylon, cruci-

cified under a law he had given
to the Jews, 488 489 ; the God
of the Christians, iv, 260

; his

afflictions impartially distribut

ed ;
the negro's prayer; is it

possible for man to forgive God ?

why speak of a being without

body as of the masculine gen
der? 261 ; no evidence of the
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existence of such a being, 262
;

why has he allowed injustice to

triumph? 263 ; malicious enough
to take the place of a devil, 368 ;

modern substitutes for, xi, 575.

Jennings, , x, 269, 294, 295,

383-

Jenny, the spinning, iv, 161.

Jephthah, daughter of murdered
to please Jehovah, iii. 475 ; vi,

271 ; vii, 71, 72.

Jereboam, the withering of his

hand, iii, 477.

Jereboam, battle of with Abijah,
iv, 245.

Jeremiah, no facts of value in the
book of, iii, 481.

Jeremiah, partial destruction of
his writings, v, 137 ;

an accom
plished croaker, 138.

Jerome, Lawrence, xii, 95, note.

Jerome, Leonard, xii, 95, note.

Jerome of Prague, his recantation,

relapse, and murder by the

church, vi, 393.

Jerusalem, fable about Julian's
endeavor to rebuild the temple
at, iii, 346-347 ;

taken by Titus,

iv, 197; language of, viii, 33.

Jesus Christ, fragment of unfinish

ed lecture on, xii, 507-508.

Jew, the, who ate a piece of bacon,
anecdote, i, 450.

Jewelry, evidence of a wish to be
civilized, i, 418.

Jewett, Rev. Dr., reply to, viii,

35, 36.

Jews, the, God's experiment with,

ii, 287-290 ; they had little busi
ness for a devil, Jehovah being
competent to fill his place, iv,

368 ; the prediction that they
should become wanderers, v,
286 ;

how Christians have made
them a fulfillment of prophecy,
289 ; much like people of other

religions ; teaching Christian
children about those who die in

the faith of Abraham ; Dr. John
Hall on the persecution of the

Jews in Russia as the fulfillment

of prophecy ; hostility of ortho

dox early Christians excited by
Jewish witnesses against the
faith ; an infamous chapter of

history ; good and bad men of

every faith
; Jews should out

grow their own superstitions ;

what the intelligent Jew knows,
xi, 457-460 ;

their expulsion from
Spain, xii, 267.

Joab, David's dying instructions
to Solomon concerning, iii 477.

Job, the story of, infamous ;
book

of, sublime and foolish, iii, 480 ;

destruction of his children, vii,

73-

Joel, comment on the book of, iii,

482.

John, gospel of, alone teaches the
doctrine of salvation by faith, i,

442 ; chapter on, 484-490 ; writ
ten long after the others, vi, 16.

John, Saint, his test of a true

believer, v, 157.

John, the revelator, undoubtedly
insane, vi, 394.

John VIII, Pope, tribute paid to
Mohammedans by, vi, 365.

John, X, Pope, shared the love of
-Theodora with Pope Sergius
III

; thrown into prison and
murdered, vi, 366.

John XI, Pope, said to have been
the son of Pope Sergius, vi,

366
John XII, Pope, grandson of the

mistress of Pope Sergius III

and John X ;
his infamous reign,

vi, 366.

John XIII, Pope f strangled in

prison, vi. 367.

John XIV. Pope, secretly put to
death, vi, 367.

John XVI, Pope, tortured and
mounted backward on an ass,

vi, 367.

Johnson, Andy, allusion to, iv.

452.

Johnson, Lewis & Co
, x, 356, 357.

Johnson, Samuel, an excellent

writer, but a believer in ghosts,
iii, 325 ; his edition of Shakes

peare, xii, 172-173.
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Johnson, ,
in Star Route trial,

x, 377, 378.

"John Ward, Preacher," see
CRITICISM OF, etc., xi, 409.

Jonah a sun-myth, ii, 445 ;
com

ment on book of, iii, 482 ;
and

the whale, Talmage on, v, 98-

105 ;
his gourd, 103-105.

Jones, Sam, how accounted for,

viii, 256 ; x, 342.

Jones. Senator, his speech cited,

i*, 552.

Jonson, Ben, in, n, 13; viii, 310,

454-

Joseph, story of. in, 469, vi, 469 ;

left few sons, xii, 294.

Joseph, probably the father of

Jesus, ii, 390 ; and Mary, iv,

252-254 ;
called the father of

Christ by Mary, xii, 309.

Joseph, Anthony, in Star Route
trial, x, 403.

Josephus, cited concerning the

length of the Hebrews' sojourn
in Egypt, ii, 184 ; forged pas
sage in concerning Christ, v.

266 ; knew nothing of Christ or
the events which accompanied
his birth and death, vi, 84 ;

a

poor witness, viii, 194.

Joshua, his knowledge of astron

omy, ii, 74 ; Rev H. M. Morey
n, 75 ; book of, not written by

Joshua, iii, 457 ; his crimes

against Achan, 467 ; merciless
as a famine, 475 ; his miracle,

v, 88-93 ! his control of the sun,
vii, 56 ;

wars of, 91, 92.

Josiane, Duchess, her idea of hell,

xii, 122.

Journal of Congress, quoted, ix,

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31.

Joy is pagan, xii, 191, 194 ; the
house it lives in, xii, 325.

Judas, his duty, ii, 317 ; discrepan
cies concerning, iv, 256, 257 ;

a

judge of one of the twelve tribes,

258.

Judas, St., belief that he cured

coughs, iii, 354.

Judd, S. Corning, ix, 194.

judges, book of, containing noth

ing but war and bloodshed, iii,

475, 476.

Judges who decide that this is a
Christian country are the Jeffries
of the church, i, 199; the emi
nent and stupid ones who claim
that the ten commandments are
the foundation of all law, iii, 465.

Judgment day, the, what Ingersoll
would say to God, i, 489; illus

trative dialogue, ii, 117; 385;
Torquemada and Bruno at, 483-
486 ; orthodox man at, vii, 516.

Juggler, the infinite, and his

puppets men, iv, 180-182.

Julian, Emperor, his cry, i, 191 ;

chapter on, iii, 344-348 ;
had

been persecuted by Christians,
344 ; published and revoked a

proclamation of universal relig
ious toleration, 344, 345 ; his
serene death, 345 ; a childish
fable about, 346 ; Rev. Stuart
Robinson on, 346, 347 ; com
pared with Constamine, 391 ;

compared with Washington by
Chaplain Newman, viii, 85, 87.

July, column of in Paris, ix, 182.

Junius Letters, reasons for not

believing that Paine was the
author of, xii, 12-13.

Junker, ,
in Munn trial, x, 15,

16.

Jupiter, salute to, anecdote, {,196 ;

preferred to Jehovah, 241.

Jurors, duties of, x, 43, 44, 137,

138-

Justice, when its sword becomes
a staff, iii, 412; above any god,
vii, 28.

KALAMAZOO, People's church
of, viii, 565.

Kansas City Clergy, reply to, in

terview, viii, 194-196.

Journal, interview in, viii,

194-196.

Star, interview in, viii, 499-
500.

Times, interview in, viii, 191-
'93-
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Keats, John, his poetry, iv, 39 ;

viii, 611.

Keeler, Bronson, C., quoted, v,
268 ;

on the early fathers, 271.

Keeley cure, viii, 501, note.

Keith, , x, 561.

Kelley, W. D., on Cleveland's

message, viii, 330.

Kellogg, Gov., ix, 254.

Kellogg, W. F., x, 297, 312, 332,

346, 347, 367, 409, 507,.

Kemp6, Andre, his idea of the

language spoken in the Garden
of Eden, i, 299 ; iv, 453.

Kenesaw Mountain, ix. 415.

Kentucky, neutrality of in Revolu
tionary times, ix, 31.

Kepler, an astrologer, i, 303 ; and
Copernicus, ii, 353 ;

his discov

ery, 353 ; astronomy ofthe Bible

destroyed by, 456 ; announce
ment of his Three Laws, iv,

192.

Kepner, James, H., x, 427.

Ker, of counsel for prosecution in

Star Route trial ; his charge
that the Star Route jury had
been touched, x, 135 ; et seq.

Key, D. M., member of cabinet, ix,

257 ; postmaster-general, x, 334,

380.

Keyser, , cited, x, 229.

Khayyam (Kheyam), Omar,
quoted, i, 410.

Kidder of Dakota, cited, x, 130.

Kindergarten school system, xi,

472.

Kindergarten, its adaptation to
needs and desires of children,
xii, 350.

Kindling-wood for hell, i, 523.

King, Rev. J. M., reply to, vii,

272.

King and skeptics, viii, 176.

King Arthur, history of by arch
deacons of Monmouth and Ox
ford, i, 293.

Kingdom of Christ, belief concern

ing its ultimate prevalence over
the earth, ii, 382.

Kings, books of anonymous, iii,

458 ;
not suggestive of inspira

tion, iii, 476 477 ; chapters in
book of duplicated in Isaiah and
Chronicles, iv, 199.

King's College, principal of (Rev.
Dr. Wace) on Agnosticism, xi,

263 272.

Kings compared with men of in

tellect, i, 350.

King's Nisi Prius, Reports, cited,

x, 96.

Kipling, Rudyard.a man ofgenius,
viii, 612.

"
Kirk," the Scotch, i, 148.

Kleinschmidt, , x, 563.
Kneeland, Abner, his trial for

blasphemy, xi, 108 ; xii, 241.

Knight, E W., x, 555.

Knights of Labor, viii, 277, 351 ;

Atheist member expelled by,

396 . 397-
Know, the clergy know that I

know, etc., ii, 348.

Knowledge, tree of, i, 21
; inquiry

about, ii, 123 125 ; useless,
schools for the diffusion of, 346 ;

gained by experience, xii, 327.

Knowles, Judge, x, 563, 568.

Knowles, Mrs. Ida Whiting, tribute

jto, xii, 415-416.
Knox, John, not a believer in in

tellectual liberty, i, 309 ;
Pres-

byterianism started in Scotland

by, meeting with Calvin, 507.
Koch's cure for consumption, viii,

572 -

Kohler, Rev. Dr., catechized, vii,

117.

Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, fate

of, v, 234, 235.

Koran, substantiated in the same
way as the Bible, iii, 331 ; re

jected by Christians without

reading it, xi, 245.
Kossuth as an orator, viii, 598.

Kraeling, Rev. E. C. J., vii, 568.

Krekel, Mattie P., xii, 240.

Kreuger, Captain, his proffered
sacrifice, ii, 328 ; v, 78, 79." Kreutxer Sonata," Tolstoy and
the, xi, 305 318.

Kriber, Postmaster, x, 381.

KuKlux, the, ix, 360.
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LA BARRE, Chevalier de, case

of, iii, 223.
Labor and capital, see SOME IN
TERROGATION POINTS, xi, 181-

199.

Labor, difference between free

and slave, ix, 166 ; a measure of

value, 280
; reasonable price for,

298; hours of, xi, 451-453; see
EIGHT HOURS MUST COME.

Labor question, iv, 143 ; interview

on, viii, 268-269 ; and Socialism,

274-279 ; and tariff reform, 324-
334-

Ladd, W. H., a witness against
Thomas Paine, v, 475 ;

Ladies, the two, their confession
of unbelief, ii, 347.

Lamar, member of Cleveland's

cabinet, viii, 228.

Lambert, L. A., opinion of his
" Notes on Ingersoll," viii, 201.

Lamentations, the ravings of an
insane pessimist, iii, 482.

Lamon, Ward H., on the religious
belief of Lincoln, xii, 252.

Land, its value, ix, 276 ; confisca
tion ofby Revolutionary fathers,

38.
Land question, the, iv, 222.

Langley, State vs., x, 50.

Language, natural growth of, i,

299 ; delusions concerning ori

gin of, 299 ;
did God teach it to

Adam and Eve and the serpent?
ii, 171 ;

how was it confounded
at Babel ? 173 ; each has its

cemetery, 345 ;
theories about

that of Paradise, iv, 453 ;
its

probable origin, xii, 337.
Lanman, Mr., x, 552.

Lansing, Rev., reply to, viii, 77-
80.

Laocopn, Presbyterianism sug
gestive of, vi, 201.

Lapstze, Golden Rule taught by,
ii, 321 -

LaPlace, P. S., iv, 192.

Lardner, Dr., cited, v, 266.

Lark and daisy, ii, 471.
Lasker resolutions, action of Bis
marck on, viii, 190.

Last words on religion, viii, 452.

Laughter, rippling river of, i, 382;
despised by the minister, v, 145 ;

as a test of character, vi, 266.

Launching, custom of using wine
at, v, 96.

Law. believed to have been deliv
ered by ghosts, i, 295 ;

a growth
and a science, 297 ; source of,

ii, 235 ; its delay ; the object of
a trial ; justice can afford to
wait ; the right of appeal ; case
of Mrs. Maybrick ; life impris
onment for murderers ; Ameri
can courts better than the

English, xi, 501-503.
Lawrence, Frank R., xii, 113,
note; 181, note.

Lawyers, duties of, x, 44.

Lay Sermon (A), iv, 211-235;
King Lear's prayer, 211

; when
honesty wears a rag, and rascal

ity a robe ; the nonsense of free
moral agency, 212

; wealth not
a crime nor poverty a virtue

;

self denial idiotic, 213; future

rewards, 214 ; wealth often a
gilded hell ; no more happiness
in a palace than in a cabin, 215;
where the rich know nothing of
the poor, 217 ; softening influ

ence of belief in Catholic and
Mohammedan countries, 218

;

emulation, lines from Troilus
and Cressida, 219 ; machinery
and the laborer, 220

; the land

question, 222
; every man en

titled to his share of the land
;

tenament houses the enemy of

modesty and patriotism, 223 ;

home is where the virtues grow;
amount of land the Vanderbilts
could buy, 224 ; the Socialist
who was not a monopolist, 225 ;

the ballot as a remedy, 225-226;
poverty in London, sewing
women in New York, 227 ;

poem about the sewing woman;
strikes of no avail ; this is no
country for Anarchy, 228 ; a
reason for the Nihilist ; the

punishment of the rich is their
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children, 229 ; every crime a

necessary product, 230 ; the

purpose of punishment, 231-232;
teach your children to be use

ful, 233 ;
Robert Burns on hap

piness, 234 ; no organization
shall be my master, 235.

Lazarus, the interest that must
have attached to him, vi, 83.

Leach, ,
in Munn trial, x, 19.

Lead, tariff on, ix, 480 ;
its rela

tion to production of silver, 481.

i^eague, National Liberal, resig
nation from, vii, 347 ; see NA
TIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.

Lear, prayer of, iv, 211; recalled

by the Pope, viii, 543." Leaves of Grass," iii, 251, 304 ;

see WHITMAN.
LeConte, on the great white

throne, viii, 214.

Lecouvreur, Adrienne, iii, 234.

Lectures, vol. i iv.

Lecturing, where most opposition
is met, viii, 191.

Lee, Arthur, resolution moved by,
ix, 72, 73-

Lefranc, Jeanne, mother of Calvin,
i, 222.

Legal addresses and arguments,
vol. x.

Legal Tender Cases, cited, xi, 38.

Leland, T. C., xii, 220, 225.

Lent, its institution, viii, 80.

Leo III, Pope, attempt to put out
his eyes and cut off his tongue,
vi, 364 ; imprisoned by his chap
lain, 365." Les Miserables," viii, 516, 610.

Letters passing through post of
fices in European countries and
United States, ix, 518.

" Let us make man," ii, 92-100.

Levites, the, slaughter among, ii,

234.

Leviticus, the book of useless, iii,

474; its resemblance to Num
bers, iv, 199.

Liar, the, his self-control, ii, 289.

Libby, rebel prison, ix, 60.

Libel laws ; all articles appear
ing in a newspaper should be

signed by the writer
;
the law

if changed should throw greater
safeguards around the reputa
tion of the citizen ; great pains
should be taken to give prom
inence to retractions ; the libel

law like a bayonet in war, xi,

419-420.
Liberalism, where most is to be
found, viii, 101, 192, 226 ; pros
pects of in America, 437 ; best
work for, where done, 438 ; re
lation of to Prohibition, 439 ;

duty of Liberals with regard to

marriage and divorce, 439 ; how
they should vote, 440 ;

union of
with Spiritualists, 440.

Liberal League, cause of resigna
tion from, v, 54 ; speech at con
vention of, xii, 233-235 ; see
NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.

paper, how to edit, xi, 399-
401 ; see How TO EDIT A LIB
ERAL PAPER.

Liberals and Liberalism, inter

view on, viii, 437, 441.

Liberty, a word without which all

other words are vain, i, 209 ;

apostrophe to, 398 ;

"
inspired"

religious, ii, 256-261 ; "thou art

the god of my idolatry," 490 ;

triumph of, iv, 471 ; intellectual,

defined, vii, 6
;
denied by the

Bible, chapter on, 85 ; ix, 86.

Liberty, fraternity, and equality,
ix, 91.

Liberty in literature, address on,
iii, 251-304; see WHITMAN.

Liberty of Man, Woman and
Child, lecture on, i, 329-398 ;

the
two vultures, hypocrisy and tyr

anny, 329; science behind the

bars, 330 ; the men called in

fidels, 331 ; idea of our fathers

that belief could be enforced,
332-333; instruments of torture,

334-338 ; the thumbscrew, 334 ;

collar of torture and scavenger's
daughter, 336; the rack, 337;
the Inquisition, 338; models of
the things that man has made,
339 i weapons, armor and musi-
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cal instruments, 340 ; paintings,
books and implements of agri
culture, 341 ; skulls, 342 ; sup
pose there had been no improve
ment in these appliances, 343-
344 ;

the gentleman in the dug
out, 343, 345, 346; emperors,
kings and popes no longer
tower above their fellows, 350 ;

Queen Victoria and George
Eliot, 351; slavery, 351-352;
Abraham Lincoln, proposed
epitaph, 352 ;

what I mean by
liberty, 353 ;

"if I deny the in

spiration of the scriptures," 354;"
I will do your talking for you,

' '

355 ;
total depravity, 355.

Liberty ofwoman, i, 357-372; mar
riage the holiest institution, 357;
the man in the garden, 359 ; the
women evolved from a rib, 359-

360; evil introduced, 360 ;
Adami

and Heva, 361-364; the " boss "

of the family, 365 ;
the cross

man, 365-366 ;
the stingy man,

366-367 ;
if your last dollar has

got to go, spend it like a king,

367,368; look as well as you
can, 368 ; by the grave ofthe old

Napoleon, 369-371 ; the woman
you love will never grow old, 371.

Liberty of children, i, 372-395 ; a
little breastwork in the shape
of a lie, 373 ;

what I will say
to my children, 374 ;

the gov
ernment of the lash, 375 ;"
Don't," 376; Sunday when I

was a boy, 377 ;
the children at

church, 378-379 ;
books for Sun

day reading, 380 ;
the laugh of

a child, 382 ; the doctrine of
eternal punishment, 383 384 ;

Jonathan Edwards on the be
lieving husband in heaven and
the unbelieving wife in hell, 385;
eating and sleeping for childi en,
386 ;

the doctors and fever and
cold water, 387 ; let the children
think for themselves, 388 ; an
nexation of Santo Domingo,
391-392 ;

the influence ofclimate,
392 ;

descent of man, 392-395 ;

while woman regards the Bible
as the charter of her rights, she
will be the slave of man, 396 ;

apostrophe to liberty, 398.
Libraries should be open on Sun

day, viii, 447, 448.

Library, the soul of a house, i,

341-
Lick, James, his gifts to science,

vii, 315 ;
his service to human

vision, xi, 492.
Liebnitz, founder of the science
of language, i, 299.

Liederkranz Club, Seidl-Stanton

banquet, xii, 127-131.
Life, orange of, let us squeeze it

dry, iii, 445 ;
a shadowy, strange

and winding road, vi, 62
; origin

of on the planet, vii, 141-145 ;

a winding road, 513 ;
is it worth

living ? viii, 567 ; prose poem,
xii, 511-512.

Life and joy, trinity of, vii, 7.

Life-boats, religious, v, 168.
Life insurance, ix, 272.
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, ix, 81.

Life sketch, why not written, xii,

.358.
Light, creation of, ii, 61

; before
the sun, Talmage's explanation
of, v, 26.

Lightfoot, Dr., vi, 492.
Light-houses, religious, v, 166, 167.

Liliuokalani, Queen, viii, 537.

!!
ey ' T-'..?' 35 ' 364' 365 ' 493-

Lilly, John, in, 12.

Limitations of Toleration, vii,

217-260 ; propositions ; introduc
tion by Courtlandt Palmer, 217,
note

;
Colonel Ingersoll's open

ing, 217-234 ;
remarks by Mr.

Coudert,235-246; General Wood-
ford's speech, 247-252 ; reply

^by Colonel Ingersoll, 253-260.
Lincoln, Abraham, Christian de

light over his acknowledgment
of Providence, i, 191 ;

a pro
posed epitaph, 352.
Lecture on, iii, 123 173 ; his birth
simultaneous with that of Dar
win, 123 ;

his youth, 126
;

his
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first speech, 127 ; education,
128 ; candidate for the Senate

against Stephen A. Douglas,
129 ;

on slavery, 133 ;
nomina

ted for the presidency and
elected, despite his fitness, 133,

134 ;
on secession, 134, 135 ;

his

scheme of emancipation and
colonization, 137; the Procla
mation of Emancipation, 140 ;

\vaited on by clergymen, 141 ;

at a slave market in New Or
leans, 143 ;

a diplomat, 145 ;
his

letter to the Republican con
vention in Springfield, 111., 148;
a line worthy of Shakespeare,
149 ; thought of by the soldiers
as a father, 151 ;

his pardon of
one of Mosby's men, 152; par
don of a deserter, 153 ; his keen
sense of humor, 155 ;

the Val-

landigham affair, 155 ; lectured

by Greeley, whom he appointed
a commissioner to negotiate
with representatives of the Con
federacy, 156; conference with
Confederate commissioners

;
his

witticism about Charles the

First, comment on Alexander
H. Stephens, 157 ;

his promotion
of Gen. Hooker, 158 ;

his defi

nition of the relations between
State and Federal government,
160

;
as a military strategist, 161;

he was not a type, 164 ;
a pupil

and a learner, 166
; a great law

yer, 167 ; a logician, candid, an
orator, 168; his speech at Get

tysburg compared with the ora
tion of Edward Everett, 169 ; his

tenderness and modesty, 170 ;

the gentlest memory of our
world, 173.
On the judgments of God, cited

by Dr. Field, vi, 127 ; comment
by Ingersoll, 154; on powder
that has been shot off, viii, 27 ;

put above Washington, viii, 565;
his speech at Gettysburg criti

cised, 598 ;
the emancipation,

ix, 14, 2i ; elected by Republi
can party, 137 ; denounced as

a tyrant by Democratic party,
142 ;

the best President, 330 ;

why one of the greatest of men,
461 ; religious belief of, xii, 247,

255-

Lincoln, Mary, on the religious
belief of Abraham Lincoln, xii,

253-

Lion, degrading saying about be

ing the tail of, rather than the
head of a dog, i, 181.

Lippersheim, Hans, inventor of
the telescope, iv, 191.

Lisbon earthquake, its effect on
Voltaire, iii, 215.

Literature, liberty in, iii, 249-304 ;

see WHITMAN.
Literature, immoral, on the circu

lation of, xii, 215 230.
Li tere, preface to her "For Her
Daily Bread," xii, 47-52.

Little's Select Cases, cited, x,
122.

Litvinne, Mme., the singer, viii,

57.8.

Livingston, Chancellor, xi, 326.
Loaves and fishes, miracle of the,

ii, 396.
Locey, George A., reply to, vn, 325.

Ledge, Thomas, iii, 12.

Logan, Senator John A., viii, 28
;

at Chicago Grant banquet, xii,

81, note.

Log houses, associations of, iv,

215-

Logs, marks on, x, 46.

London, the poor of, iv, 227.

, condition of at beginning of
the i8th century, iv, 447.

Secular Review, interview in,

viii, 179-188.

Sketch, interview in, viii, 540-
542.

Longfellow, H. W., in hell, ii, 414.

Longstreet, Gen., ix, 393.
Look Backward (A) and a Proph

ecy, xi, 563-576; the Truth
Seeker congratulated on its

twenty-fifth birthday, 563 ;
the

teachings of twenty-five years
aR> 564 ; dodging and evading,
567 ;

the assault on Darwin, 568;
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Draper, Buckle, Hegel, Spen
cer, Emerson, 569 ; comparison
of prejudices, 571 ;

vanished
belief in the devil, 572 ; matter
and force, 573 ; contradictions

dwelling in unity, 574 ;
substi

tutes for Jehovah, 575 ;
a proph

ecy, 576.

Lord, Chester S., xii, 182, note.
Lord's prayer, God insulted in,

iv, 323.

Loretto, our lady of, vi, 465.
Lorimer, Rev. Dr., reply to, vii,

493-517 ; see REPLY TO REV'D
DKS. THOMAS AND LORIMER.

Lost Israel, xi, 391.
Lotos Club dinner, speech at, xii,

113
dinner in honor of Anton

Seidl, speech at, xii, 171-178.
dinner in honor of Rear

Admiral Schley, xii, 181-187.

Louisiana, Jackson's proclamation
to the free colored citizens of,

ix, 42 ; senator from, 254 ; Civil

Rights law of, xi, 32-34.
Louis Le Grand, college of, iii,

191, 192.
Louisville Commercial, interview

in, viii, 218-219.
Courier-Journal, interview in,

viii, 591-593-
Louis XVI. of France, his favors

to Paine, xi, 325 ;
Paine's efforts

to save the lile of, 330.

Louvre, a painting in, x, 140.

"Love,
" the only bow on Life's

dark cloud, ii, 420.

destroyed by orthodox relig

ion, ii, 418.
its difference in men and

women, xi, 310.
and death the greatest

themes, viii, 549.

Loyeland, Isaac, letter to announ
cing the conversion of Ingersoll,
x>, 39 ! -392-

Loyola, probably did not converse
with the Virgin Mary, iii, 326.

Luck, belief in, iv, 297.

Luke, gospel of, chapter on, i,

481-483.

Luther, Martin, his advice to a
mother who had borne a child

by the devil, i, 282
; denounced

mental liberty, 189, 309 ; a re
former in theology, but in liter

ature a religious Rabelais, iii,

326 ; his encounter \yith the

devil, iv, 440 ;
his distich, vii,

368 ;
his vulgarity, viii, 87 ;

on
universal toleration, 88; inde

cency of, 310 ; xi, 61,

Luttrell, Congressman, cited, x,

130.

Lycanthropy, belief in, i, 276 ; iv,

357-

Lyell, Sir Charles, on the age of
the earth, iv, 193-194.

Lying, when justifiable, viii, 583.

Lynching, its effect upon the com
munity, viii, 372, 373 ;

the busi
ness of the United States to

prevent, 581 ; government right
to suppress, ix, 573 ; committed
by men who are criminals at

heart, xi, 158 ;
in Georgia, xii,

322-323.

MACAULAY,
Thomas B., on

James the First, iii, 23 ;
on

Puritan bear-baiting, viii, 309.
MacArthur, Rev. Roberts., reply

to, vii, 549.
Macdonald, E. M., quotation from,

xii, 215-230 ; 242.
Machine in politics, viii, 68, 69.

Machinery, and the laborer
;
and

agriculture, iv, 220, 221
; see

SOME INTERROGATION POINTS.

Mackay cable, xi, 187.

MacKnight, Dr. James, conditions
under which he wrote, i, 184 :

iv, 24.

MacLean, Justice, cited, x, 369,

MacVeagh, Wayne, in Star Route
trial, x, 231, 232, 270, et seq.

Madison, James, ix, 22.

Magdalene, Mary, most beautiful
character in the New Testament,
iv, 384 ; devils in, vii, 552 ;

at
the cross, x, 140.

Magellan, his disobedience and
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success ;
on comparative relia

bility of the church and a

shadow, i, 171 ; ii, 352 ; circum

navigation of the earth by, iv,

189.

Magnetism, personal, viii, 492,

493-

Maginnis of Montana, cited, x,

130-

Magrath, Rev., comment on, viii,

194.

Mahan, Capt. A. T., xii, 181, note.

Mahatmas, cunning frauds, iv, 347.
Mail business of European coun

tries and U. S-, ix, 518,

Mails, benefits of, x, 189, et seq. ;

211
;
losses and profits in carry

ing, 192-194 ; expediting, 197.

Maine, the battleship, probably
blown up by Spanish officers,

viii, 592 ; xii, 270.

Major, , x, 260, 262, 456.

Malachi, book of, iii, 483.

Mammon, the Jewish demon, iv,

356.

Mammoth, the, Dr. Clark on, ii,

1 60.

Man, chapter on creation of, ii,

92-100 ; antiquity of, 99 ; chapter
on fall of, 128-137 ; nothing cre
ated or happens for, 454 ; age
of on earth, iv, 240 ; the improv
ed, xi, 445 ;

see IMPROVED MAN.
Man of Straw, the, iv, 406-409 ;

quite powerful, vii, 552.
Man and Woman, chapter on, ii,

35-45-

Man, Woman and Child, Liberty
of, i, 329-398 ;

see LIBERTY OK
MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD.

Manhattan Athletic Club, Inger-
soll elected a member of, viii,

482 ; speech at on Athletics

among the Ancients, xii, 117-

123.

Manila, the victory at, xii, 184.

Mankind, how to reform, lecture

on, iv, 115; see How TO RE
FORM MANKIND.

Manley, Dr., a witness regarding
the death of Thomas Paine, v,

458, 459. 465, 53-

Mann, Rev., comment on, viii,

196.

Manna, its peculiar properties, ii,

214, 215 ; v, 239.

Manning, Cardinal, on "The
Church its Own witness," vi,

307 342 ; Ingersoll's reply to,

343-396 ; see ROMAN CATHOLIC
CHURCH.

Manuscripts, Uncial, i, 454; of the

Bible, three, vi, 81.

Marcion, Emperor, church coun
cil called by, iii, 338.

Mark, alleged interpolation in, i,

442 ; chapter on, 474-480.
Mark Twain, at Chicago Grant

banquet, xii, 81, note.

Marlowe, Christopher, iii, 12.

Marlowe, Julia, American actress,

viii, 431 ;
in the "

Hunchback,"
435, 436.

Marmion, Dr., x, 512.

Marque and reprisal, letters of

granted to hornets, ii, 219.

Marriage, the holiest institution,

i> 357 ;
the most important of

all institutions, iv, 140 ; the
church an impudent intruder in,

vi, 381 ; iudissolubility of, 286,

287; equality in, yii, 9; viii,

386, 387 ; duty of Liberals with

regard to, viii, 439 ; colored
man's notion of, ix, 544.

Marriage of Ingersoll, place and
date, viii, 583.

"Marseillaise." the, xii, 174.

Marshall, Chief Justice, opinions
by, xi, 24, 36.

Marston, John in, ii.

Martineau, Harriet, viii, 482.

Martyr, a, cannot exist in tnesame
universe with an infinite God,
vi, 376 -

Martyrdom, Talmage on, v, 274.

Martyrs, what men and women
have been burned for, i, 220

;

never established tne correctness
of an opinion, iii, 334.

Mary, probably the mother of

Jesus, ii, 390.

Mary, the Virgin, declared by a
church council to be the mother
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God, iii, 3-38 ;
dismissed with a

few words by the New Testa
ment writers, v, 121, 122 ; her
deification by the Catholic

church, 122.

Mary Magdalene, Christ's coldness
toward her, v, 123 ; see also
MAGDALENE.

Maryland, blasphemy law of, i,

147 ; act of toleration, yii, 34.
Masonic fraternity, Catholic church

compared with, vi, 359.

Masons, their custom of oiling
corner-stones, v, 96.

Materialism, the cry of, i, 266, 267 ;

viii, 604.

Maternity, the ecstasy of love, iii,

256.

Mathews, Rev., reply to, viii, 194.
Matlock Register, story of Inger-

soll's conversion printed in, xi,

39 * -392 -

Matter and force, i, 48.

Matthew, gospel of, chapter on,

i, 460-473 ;
on the birth of Christ,

iv, 249-257.
Matthew of Paris, his information
about Mohammed, i, 291 ;

his

extravagances as a historian, iv,

443-
Maxwell, Clarke, cited, vi, 491.

Maybrick, Mrs., case of, xi, 502.

Maynard, P.-M. Gen., in Star
Route trial, x, 59.

Mazeppa, every soul like, vi, 182
;

viii, 454.
Mazzini, Italian patriot, viii, 445.

McAlpine, Rev. Frank, his de

scription of Ingersoll's meeting
with comrades of Eleventh
Illinois Cavalry, at Elmwood,
111., ix, 531, note.

M'Cauley vs. the State, case of,

xi, 36, 38-

McBean, ,
in Star Route trial,

x, 70, 260, et seq.

McCabe, Wm. P., chairman Chi

cago gold meeting, 1896, ix, 536,
note.

McClellan, Gen. G. B. iii, 161 ; ix,

39-
McClelland, Rev. Dr., vii, 173.

McClenaghan, Paine's letter to,
heading a subscription for the
Continental army, xi, 325.

McCosh, Dr., ii, 383.
McDonald, Hon., as presidential

candidate, viii, 46, 127, 132.
McGlynn, Rev. Edward, forced

to his knees by the man of straw,
iv, 407 ; interview on, viii, 284.

McGrew, Hon. J., x, 350, 383, 493.
McHatton, Judge, x, 535, note.

McKinley, President William, his
thanks for victory, vii, 556 ; viii,
600 ; character of, ix, 576 ; his

thanksgiving proclamation for
the Santiago victory, xii, 287.

McSweeney, , in Star Route
trial, x, 103, 107.

Meanness oforthodox Christianity,
v, 169, 170.

Meat eating on Friday, anecdote,
i, 320.

Medical ideas of Jehovah, ii, 236.
Medici, Catharine de, her great
ness as the organizer of a mas
sacre, iii, 324.

"Medicinal view" of art, xi, 204.
Medicine, religion the enemy of,

i, 287-290 ; tenacity of old sys
tems of, ii, 345 ; biblical, y,

161.

Medill, Joseph, an appreciation of,

viii, 616.

Meggleton, Lewis, his discovery
of the height ofGod and the dis
tance of the sun, iv. 448.

Memnon, voiceless as the Sphinx,
i, 82.

Memorial Day, xii, 356 ; see DEC
ORATION DAY.

Memory, necessity for a good one,
ii, 108-120

; unreliability of, x,

227.

Memory and forgetfulness, xii,

357-
Meiidum, J. P., v, 246 ; xii, 241.
Menu flood myth, ii, 442."
Men, Women and Gods," pre
face to, xii, 39-44.

Merchant, an honest, the best

missionary, xi, 175.

Mercy, the quality of not strained,

quotation, ii, 326; does the
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Bible describe a God of? chap
ter on, vii, 90.

Meres, Francis, Hi, 12.

Meresin, the Jewish demon, iv,

356.

Merrick, , viii, 123.

Merrick, ,
of counsel for pros

ecution in Star Route trial, his

tribute to corruption, x, 42, 70,
et seq.

Metaphysics, humorous definition

of, vii, 17.

Metcalfe, agt. O'Connor & w., x,
122.

Meteoric showers, Talmage on, v,

95-
Methodist church statistics, xii,

350-351.
Methodists, the, chapter on, i,

502-506 ; much preaching for

little money, how long will it

take them to save the world ?

54-
Metropolitan Museum of Art, op

position to opening on Sunday,
viii, 497.

Mexican silver dollars, ix, 542.

, war, small honor gained
from, ix, 504.

Mexico, bill to colonize negroes
in, viii, 67.

,
trade of lost by U. S., xi, 364.

Micah, book of, iii, 483.
Middle ages, a Bible of, ii, 44.
Niddleton's bank, x, 421.

Midianites, slaughter of, v, 231
232.

Miles, Gen., cited, x, 130, 325,

482, 483. 516, xii, 165, note.
Militant Church, lecture in, iv, 115.

Mill, J. S., speaking kindly of him
condemned as heresy, i, 232,

233-
Milledollar and Cunningham,

Revs., on the death of Thomas
Paine, v, 455, 464.

Miller, Abraham, x, 551,

Miller, Justice, viii, 295 ; ix, 232 ;

his statement of reasons why
the i4th amendment was adopt
ed, xi, 14 ; 24.

Miller, Lewis, x, 551.

Mills bill, viii, 353-355 ; interview-

on, 360-369.
Mills, Rev. B. Fay, vii, 535, 539,

543-

Mills, J. G., tribute to, xii, 403-
405

Minds dependent on organization,
xii, 32.

Mind, New York, interview in,

viii, 601-607.
Miner, J. R., in Star Route trial,

x, 52, et seq.

Ministers, in duty bound to de
nounce all pleasure and intel

lectual pride, ii, 19 ; supply and
demand applies to, 25 ;

of what
use are they ? iv, 94 ; what are

they doing for the good of man
kind ? 99 ; modern, not more
intellectual than their prede
cessors, vii, 198 ;

and actors,

viii, 298 ; the kind of govern
ment we should have if they
could make the laws, 519.

Ministry, favorite material for,

ii, 20.

Minneapolis, growth of, x, 187.

Tribune, interview in, viii,

453-456.
Minnesota, governor's proclama

tion against grasshoppers, i,

278.

Miracle, myth and, ii, 431 ;
defin

ed, iv, 305.
Miracle, the foundation of every

religion ; scorned by truth, i,

50.

Miracles, i, 37 ; destroyed by
showing that they are possible,
ii, 145 ; necessary only to sub
stantiate the untrue, 332 ;

those
of the New Testament, ii, 390 ;

a new one insisted upon, viii,

53. 54 ! those of one religion not
credited by the followers of an

other, 213 ; interview on, 507-
510.

Miracles and Immortality, inter

view on, viii, 52-57.

Miser, the, a perpetual curse, ix,

297.

Missionaries, absurdity of sending
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them to India, i, 245 ; interview

on, viii, 485.

Missionary effort, the most con
spicuous of failures, i, 243 ;

cooked missionary, how to
break a cannibal of eating, ii,

299 ; assimilated by a cannibal,
and the resurrection, 384 ; an
honest merchant the best, xi,

.

Mississippi, improvements need
ed, ix, 289 ; a guaranty of
territorial integrity, 290 ;

if it

were pure whisky, 485.
Mistakes, does God bury his ? vi,

203.
Mistakes of Moses, ii, i

; see
SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.

Mistranslations of the Bible made
for puposes of harmony, vii,

459 ;
number of errors, 459.

Milton, John, as a poet, iii, 78 ;

his military conception of God,
vii. 343 5

ms sermons in rhyme,
xi, 204.

Mitchell, Senator J. H., x, 294,

315, et se$.
Mob law, viii, 494 ; see LYNCHING.
Models of things that man has
made, i, 339.

Modern theology, science of, vii,

14.
"Modern Thinkers," preface to,

xii, 7.

Modern thought, tendency of, in

terview on, viii, 470-481.

Modjeska, Helena, viii, 298.

Mohammed, his fate described by
Matthew of Paris, i, 291 ; his

defeat of Christendom, ii, 349,

350 ; the spread of his religion,
vi, 78 ;

his success, 165 ; bishop
of Naples in secret alliance with,

365-
Mohammedan countries, softening

influence of common belief in,

iv, 218.

Moiety system, the, xii, 336.

Moldehnke, Rev. Dr. E. F., reply
to, vii, 557, 558.

Molinist and Jansemst dispute, iii,

194, 195-

Monday, work of creation on, ii,

56.

Money, how to spend it, i, 367 ;

coined by papal power, viii,

484 ;
as a substitute for special

providence, ix, 510 ; how made,
57 ; fiat, 278 ; a commodity,
489 ; question discussed, 538.

Monistic conception of the world
demonstrated by Haeckel, xii,
20.

Monks and nuns, vi, 384.
Monmouth and Oxford, archdea
cons of, their histories of Brit

ain, i, 292.

Monotheism, chapter on, ii, 306-
309-

Monotony of assent, anecdote, i,

187.
Monroe doctrine and the Venezu

elan dispute, viii, 584-585.
Monroe, James, letter of to Paine,

v, 480-481 ; Paine released from
prison through the efforts of,

xi, 334, 335-

Montaigne, against torture in

France, i, 310.

Monuments, what is proved by,
vii, 152.

Moody, his sermon on "
Sowing

and Reaping," xi, 523-527.
Moon, the, creation of, ii, 72 ;

seen over the left shoulder, iv,

296.
Moore, A. W., x, 242, 243, 249,

254, et seq.

Moors, the, expelled by Spain, xi,

358 ; xii, 267.
Moral guide, what would you
substitute for the Bible as a?
xi, 537-544 ; instruction, how to

impart, vii, 210.

Moral poets, xi, 205.

Moralist, Infidel, a bad example,
v, 22.

Morality born of intelligence, iv,

505, 506 ; dangerous in an unbe
liever, v, 22 ;

how to encourage,
vii, 526 ;

its natural growth,
v

jii 545 ;
the melody of conduct,

xi, 206
;
the verdict of the ma

jority, xii, 32.
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Morality and art, see ART and
MORALITY, xi, 203-211.

and Immortality, interview

on, viii, 148-162.
and religion, yiii,

210.

Moran, Edward, xii, 113, note.

Morand, valet of Voltaire, iii, 231,

362.

Mprdecai, the friend of Esther,
iii, 479 ; v, 113-118.

More, Sir Thomas, on witchcraft,
i, 275; vii,6i.

Morey, Rev. Henry M-, on Josh
ua's miracle, ii.75 ; v, 91.

Morey letter, viii, 40 ; ix, 336 ;

401 ; x, 351.
Morgan, John, raid of, ix, 109.

Moriscoes, the, expelled by Spain,
xi, 358 ; xii, 267.

Mormonism, success of no evi

dence of its truth, vi, 350.

Mormons, their heroism does
not prove the inspiration of

Joseph Smith, iii, 335 ; polyga
mies among them believe in

the Bible, v, 70; the Mormon
question, viii, 164, 165 ; 259,
260.

Morris, Gouyerneur, his neglect
of Paine, xi, 334.

Morris, Robert, xi, 326.

Morrison, "horizontal" position
of, viii, 279.

Morse, Rev. B. F., reply to his

assertion that Ingersoll does not
believe what he utters in his

lectures, viii, 283.

Morton, ,
arrested for travel

ing without a pass, ix, 31.
Morton. Senator O. P., viii, 22

;

as an orator, viii, 598.

Mortgage, its shadow, i, 429.
Moses some mistakes of, ii, i

;

not the author of the Pentateuch,
46 ; obtained his account of the
creation from the Egyptians, 50;
his idea of the size of the sun
and moon, 74 ; when he is sup
posed to have lived, 77 ;

his

conception of the deity, 92 ;

advent of, 188
;
his message to

Pharaoh, 189 ; performs tricks

and miracles, 190, et seq.; reci

pes and formulas received by
from God, 225, et seq. ; leader of
the Israelites, iii, 455 ;

Penta
teuch not written by, 456 ; his

existence does not prove all that

is related of him, yii, 452 ;

speculations about, viii, 66
; see

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Mosquitoes, viii, 567.

Mother, the, at the grave of her

son, vi, 129; what the Free
thinker would say to her, 159.

Motherhood should be optional
with women, iv, 505.

Mothers, religion of, pleaded by
the cannibal, ii, 489, 490.

Mother's advice, i, 170.

Motion, existing from eternity, i,

49 ; perpetual, iii, 431-432.
Mott, Lucretia, quoted, vii, 280.

Mouse, man a, between the paws
of the infinite, iii, 317.

Mozart, patronized by an arch

bishop, iii, 8.
" Mule equality." ix, 182.

Mulidore, Charles, anecdote of,

ix, 579-

Muller, Max, cited vi, 491.

Mullins, Mr., in Star Route trial,

x, 281.

Mummy, theological, yii,
210.

Munger, revivalist, viii, 257.

Munn, Daniel W., address to jury
in the trial of, x, 7-36.

Murder, origin of laws against, ii,

235-
Murderer, the, his lack of imagin

ation, ii,-47i.

Murderers, religious consolation
should be denied to, ii, 381 ;

penitent and impenitent, vii, 367,

368.
Murdoch, James E., on the relig

ious belief of Lincoln, xii, 250.
Muscles, rudimentary, i, 393.

Murdock, John, teacher of Burns,
iii, 83.

Museum of Art, Metropolitan, op
position to opening on Sunday,
viii, 497-

Museums and art galleries, should
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be thrown open free on Sunday,
viii, 447-

Music, and the churches, viii, 480-
481 ; Wagner's interpreted by
Seidl, 578 ; noblest of the arts,
a toast, xii, 127-131, a fragment,
xii, 320.

Musical instruments, primitive, i,

34o.
Must religion go ? interview, viii,

487.

My belief, interview, vin, 245-248 ;

486.

My Chicago Bible Class, vii, ni-
122 ; the Rev. Robert Collyer
on the Bible, 112-114; the Rev.
Dr. Thomas's opinion ofthe Old
Testament, 115-117; the Rev.
Dr. Kohler on the same subject,

117-119 ; the Rev. Mr. Herford
catechized, 119-120; Professor

Swing, 120 ; the Rev. Dr. Ryder
on the sacred scriptures, 120-

121.

My Reviewers Reviewed, lecture

delivered in San Francisco, 1877,
vii, 5-107 ;

defence of the lec

tures on "
Liberty ofMan, Wom

an and Child " and "Ghosts," 5
15 ; definition of metaphysics,
17; the old falsehoods about
Paine and Voltaire, 18

; Jack
FalstafTs

"
fine end," 19 ;

Vol
taire and the Catholic church,
21 ; one thousand dollars of
fered for proof that Paine and
Voltaire did not die peacefully,
22; all founders ofsects heretics,

24-25 ; baptism, 26 ; the Rev.
Mr. Guard, 27-30 ; the Rev.
Samuel Robinson, 31 ; his money
returned, 3* ; scurrility of the
editor of the Occident, 35-37 ;

the Rev. Mr. Ijams, 38.
Does the Bible teach Man to

Enslave his Brother ? vii, 4i-5t;
the Hebrew slave law, 42; condi
tions on which a slave may gain
his liberty, 43; teachings of the
New Testament, 44-47 ; the
Christian Advocate's criticism,

47 ; on the capacity of the citi-

izens of France for self-govern
ment, 48 ; the French peasant's
proposed cheers for Jesus Christ,
50.
Was the World Created in Six
Days ? vii, 52-54 ; does the word
"days

"
in Genesis mean peri

ods oftime? 52 ; passages which
show that it does not, 53 ; the
Sabbath destroyed by the "peri
od "

hypothesis, 54.
What is the Astronomy of the
Bible ? vii, 55-60 ; Joshua's sun-

stopping miracle, 56 ; a great
waste of force, 57 ; conclusions
of the astronomer Cosmas, 58-
59-
Does the Bible teach the Exist
ence of that Impossible Crime
called Witchcraft? vii, 61-69;
declaration of Sir Thomas More,
61 ; Saul and the woman of

Endor, 62-63 ; familiar spirits,

64; Jesus tempted of the devil,

65-66; the man with an un
clean spirit, 67 ; the swine story,
68.

The Bible Idea of the Rights of
Children, vii, 70-74 ; penalty for

stubbornness ; Abraham and
Isaac, 70 ; Jephthah's sacrifice,

71-72 ; the story of Job, 73.
The Gallantry of God, vii, 75-80 ;

subjection of woman and the
reasons therefor, 75-77 ; ine

quality of Christ's divorce law,
77; enslavement and debauchery
of female captives enjoined, 77-
78.
Does the Bible Sanction Polyg
amy and Concubinage ? lesson
of the lives of Abraham, David,
Solomon, and Jacob, vii, 79-
80.

Does the Bible Uphold and jus
tify Political Tyranny? vii, 81-84;
the powers that be are ordained
of God, 82

; submission com
manded, 83.
The Religious Liberty ofGod.vii,
85-89 ;

motto of the Evangelical
Alliance, 85 ; penalty for sug-
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gesting the worship of other

gods than Jehovah, 86 ; fate of

trangressors of the covenant,
87-88; he that believeth not
shall be damned, 89.
Does the Bible describe a God
of Mercy ? vii, 90-95 ;

atrocious
words of the Jehovah of the

Hebrews, 90 ; massacre and
spoil, 91 ; Jehovah's laws of war,
92 ; the doctrine of eternal pun
ishment, 94-95.
The Plan of Salvation, vii, 96-98 ;

we owe our existence to sin and
the devil, and our salvation to

Judas Iscariot and the bigotry
of the Jews, 97 ; atonement a
kind of moral bankruptcy, 98.
Other Religions, vii, 99-107; story
of a Persian saint, 100 ; the

prayer of the Brahmins, 101
;

the principles of Confucius, 102;

religions upheld by persecu
tions and bloodshed, 103; Christ,

Socrates, etc., heretics ; Herod,
Anytus, and other persecutors
orthodox, 104 ;

the real Bible,
106.

Myth and fable, charm of. ii, ix.

Myth and Miracle, lecture on, ii,

431-491 ; happiness denned, 431;

spiritual people, their claims,
beliefs and hatreds, 432 - 433 ;

their books compared with
those of the worldly, 434 435 ;

their teaching and their practice,

436 ; some myths ;
the Sleeping

Beauty, Red Riding-Hood,
Orpheus and Eurydice, 439-440 ;

the flood a universal myth, 441,

442 ; the seasons personified.
443 ; the first religion probably
sun-worship, 444 ;

numerous
sun-myths, 445 ; virgin

- born
children with Dec. 25 for their

birthday, 446-447 ; pagan rites

and symbols borrowed by Chris

tianity, 448 ; the cross an ancient

symbol of life, 448-449 ;
when

Nature rocked the cradle of the

infant world, 450 ; the difference

between a myth and a miracle,

451 ; marvels of the Old and
New Testaments. 452-453 ; if not
a human being lived, 454 ; as

tronomy of the Bible destroyed
by Galileo and others, 456 ;

Bruno murdered by the church,
457 ; the geology of the Bible
found to be false and foolish 458;
Watt and Galvani, Humboldt,
LaPlace, Darwin, Haeckel, 458-
459 ; truths that have revolu
tionized the thought of the

world, 460 ; no creation and no
destruction, 462 ; science the

providence of man, 463 - 464 ;

sacrifices and martyrs ; silence
and indifference of God, 465-
466; the church in the zenith of
its power, 467 ; thought and
investigation necessary to im
prove the condition of mankind,
468 ; the great novels should be
read by all, 469 ; superstition
and sacred literature vs. poetry
and art, 469 471 ;

all the poetry
of the world to be found be
tween Shelley's lark and Burns's

daisy, 471 ; falsehood not a re

forming power, nor credulity
the mother of virtue, 473 ; church
and state should be absolutely
divorced, 476 ; get theology out
of government and education,
476-477 ; the New Jerusalem,
479 ; perfect familiarity of sav
ages with things about which
the philosophers can only spec
ulate, 480 ; modesty of science
and arrogance of theology, 482-
483 ; Torquemada and Bruno at

the day of judgment, 484-486 ;

mistakes and facts like weeds
and corn, 489 ; the religion of
the cannibal's mother, 490; "O
Liberty, thou art the goa of my
idolatry !

"
490-491.

Myth, how distinguished from a
miracle, ii, 451.

Mythologies of Greece and Rome
accepted as true by early Chris
tians, ii, 222.

Myths, pagan, how born, ii, ix.
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NAHUM, book of, in, 483.
Naiads, no longer bathe, i, 83.

Nain, the widow of, iii, 499, 502.
Names, great, cited in support of

religion, iii, 320-328 ; irrelevant
to an argument, vi, 491.

Naples, bishop of in secret alliance
with Mohammedans, vi, 365.

Napoleon, vision at the grave of,

i, 369-371 ; cited by Dr. Field,
vi, 125 ; comment by Ingersoll,
151 ; Moniteur on his return,
viii, 353-

Napoleon, Louis, an enemy of the
American Union, iii, 145.

Nashville Banner, letter to on the
circulation of obscene literature,

xii, 217.
National debt, the guarantees that

it will be paid, ix, 178.
National Liberal League, resigna

tion from, vii, 347 ; address at

on the circulation of obscene
literature, xii, 218-230 ; speech
at convention of, xii, 233-235.
Reform Association, less pow

erful for evil than the Catholic

church, viii, 440.
National Republican, (Washing

ton), note from describing
funeral of Ebon C. Ingersoll,

xii, 389.
Nations, youth, manhood and
decay of, i, 84.

Nature, without passion or intent,

i, 59-60; voice of about eating
and drinking, 387 ; inexorable,
ix

, 53 5
waste forces of, xii,

332 ;
and deists, xi, 237, 238,

xii, 341.
Navy, English, flogging m,vi, 504.
Neal vs. Delaware, case of, xi, 28.

Nebular hypothesis, contempt for

not theologically dangerous, ii,

86.
"
Necessity for a good memory,"
ii, 108 120.

Negation, San Francisco clergy
man's idea of, vii, 18.

Negro, testimony of Egyptian
records regarding, ii, 99 ; in

Paradise, 409.

Negroes in the Revolution, ix, 39 ;

citizens of the Colonies, 40, 42 ;

in the war of 1812, 42 ; in Con
gress, 90 ; their sufferings, 179,
200 ; made possible in Africa

by Sahara, xii, 31.

Nehemiah, book of, not worth
reading, iii, 479.

Newberry, General, xii, 165, note.

Newcomb, Simon, his work on
astronomy recommended, v, 95.

New Hampshire, Fast Day Proc
lamation by governor of, xi,

547-559 ;
see Crov. ROLLINS'

FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.
New Haven Sunday Union, inter

view in, viii, 77-80.
New Jersey, constitution of, xi,

66-68
; blasphemy statute of, 70-

77-
New Jerusalem, where located, ii,

479-
Newman, Cardinal, cited, viii, 179.

Newman, Rev. J. P., discussion
with Orson Pratt on polygamy,
v, 70 ;

his comparison between
great Infidels and great Chris

tians, viii, 86-93 ;
on Buddhism,

536
New Mexico, xii, 356.
New Orleans Picayune, note from
on address to the Press Club,
xii, 207.

Newspaper, the, its duty, vii, 287.

Newspapers, Sunday, viii, 496.
New Testament, the, who wrote it ?

i> 453 i
when written ? 456 ; why

it was not written earlier, 455 ;

chapter on, ii, 310 320 ;
no orig

inal manuscripts of gospels and
epistles of, iii, 490; other gospels
and Acts, 491 ; disagreement of
the four gospels ; interpolations
and discrepancies, 492-494;
filled with accounts of miracles,
496 ; chapter on, iv, 249-259 ;

authenticity of, v, 264-274 ; New
Testament MSS., vi, 81.

Newton, Henry J., spiritual phe
nomena alleged to have been
produced by, viii, 521.

Newton, Isaac, once an Infidel, i,
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191; a colossus in the domain
of science, but not enviable as a
commentator on Revelation,
i", 3.

25 > iv, J92 i against the

divinity of Christ, vi, 462 ;
com

pared with Spinoza, viii, 90.

Newton, Rev. R. Heber, viii, 261;

unorthodoxy of, 459, 467 ;
see

REV. DR. NKWTON'S SERMON
ON A NEW RELIGION.

New woman, the, viii, 564.
New York and Chicago Gold
Speech (1896), ix, 535-582.

New York Advertiser, interviews

in, vii, 521; viii. 461-469; 487-
489; 517-521 ; 587-

Dramatic Mirror, interview

in, viii, 307-317 ; 525 -530.
. Express, interview in, viii,

49-52-
Herald, quoted, v, 281

;
cited

as a proof that a large circula

tion is no evidence of the truth

of a statement, 297 ; interviews

in, vii, 414 ; viii, 38-40, 40-42,

266-268, 273-274, 283-284, 306-

307, 442-445. 535-537, 542-549,

574-577 ; Atty-General's letter in

x, 513 ;
note from on Grant's

birthday dinner, xii, 109 ; on the
Lotos Club dinner, 113; note
from on the tribute to Walt
Whitman, xii, 473.

Journal, interviews in, vii,

411-413, 549-5/2 J viii, 446-450,

555-557, 557-563, 584-586; xi,

505, note.
Mail and Express, interviews

in, viii, 224-228, 228-231, 291-
296.

Mind, interview in, viii, 601-

607.
ministers, answers to, inter

view, viii, 84-100.

Observer, see OBSERVER.
Press, interviews in, vii, 419-

423 ; viii, 317-334, 334-346, 347-

357, 357-360, 360-369 ; note from
on the Carpenter dinner, xii,

135-

Speech (Hayes campaign),
ix, 125-154.

New York Star, interview in, viii,

430-437-
.

Sun, interviews in, viii, 594-

599, 607-614 ; quotation from
on Star Route trial, x, 531 532,
note.

Telegram, Christmas sermon,
in, vii, 263 ;

interview in, viii,

569-574-
Times, interview in, vni. 533-

535 ;
its report of the Reynolds

blasphemy trial, xi. 55-56, note;
note from on Lotos Club dinner
to Admiral Schley, xii, 182.

Tribune, quoted, ix, 125 ;

582, note.
Truth Seeker, interview in,

viii, 248-263, 296-306.
World, letters published in

on suicide, vii, 375, et seq. ; in

terviews in. viii, 274-279, 369-
383, 383-39, 402-411, 412-422,

422-429; note from on the trib

ute to Lawrence Barrett, xii,

469-470.
Wall Street, speech in, ix,

323-

Niagara Falls not attractive, viii,

566; utilization of, xii, 332.
Nice, Council of, declared the wor
ship of images to be lawful, vi,

380.

Nicolay, John G., on the religious
belief of Lincoln, xii, 253.

Nihilism to be forgiven in Russia,
viii, 277, 280 ; America no place
for Anarchist, Socialist, or dyna
miter, 277, 278, 293.

Nile, Love's mysterious, v, 113.
Nine o'clock in the morning of

life, ix, 505.
Nineteenth century, the glories

of, viii, 607-614.
Nineteenth Century Club, discus

sion before; vii, 217-260.
Nixon, Thomas, a witness regard
ing the death of Thomas Paine,
v, 456, 457, 464

Noah, and the deluge, ii. 138-168;
a man of infinite interest ; his

vineyard, 169.

Noble, case of State agt., x, 46.
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Nordau, Max, and his book " De
generation," viii, 566.

Normile. Judge, suicide of, vii,

359-371 ; see SUICIDE OF JUDGE
NOKMILE.

North American Review, contri

butions to, vi, 3-429 ; articles in

on Divorce, 397-429, 431 ; re

ply to Rev. Dr. Abbott in, 455-
472 ; reply to Archdeacon Far-
rar in, 475-499 ; reply to contri

bution of the Dean of St. Paul

in, 503-513 ; reply to Rush C.
Hawkins in, vii, 427.

North Dakota, excluded from the
Union by Democrats, ix, 487.

North Pole, Sunday at, ii, 386.

Northumberland, case agt., x, 48.
" Notes on Ingersoll," viii, 201.

Nothing as raw material, i, 45 ; ii,

56.

Novels, great, should be read by
all, ii, 469.

Nude, the, different from the

naked, xi, 206
;
see ART AND

MORALITY.
Numbers, book of uninteresting,

iii, 474 ; the resemblance of to

Leviticus, iv, 199.

Numbers, lucky and unlucky, iv,

297.
Numbers not proof of truth, v,

323-
Nuns, Catholic, i, 492 ; iv, 171,

172 ; vi, 384.

Nuremberg man, i, 447.

OATH question, the, interview

on, viii, 179-188, 197.
Oaths, the judicial, taken on the

Bible, v, 313-318.
Obscene books, reply to Talmage

on, v, 53 ;
a false charge con

cerning, vii, 346 ;
on the circu

lation of, xii, 215-230.

Obscenity of the Bible, ii, 176-
180

Obscenity laws, petition against,

vii, 346.

Obscurity, unknown dead gave
glory to, ix, 444.

Observatories founded by Sara
cens, iv, 186.

Observer, (New York) letters to

by Ingersoll, on its charges
against Paine, v, 447-491, 516-
524 ; denies its original charges
and eats its own words. 451-454 ;

its acceptance of Ingersoll s chal

lenge to prove its statements
about Paine, 452, 453 ; former
ly a defender of slavery as a
divine institution, 478 ; its sec
ond attack, 492-515 ; Ingersoll's
second reply to, 516 524; xi, 393.

Occident, (San Francisco), its at

tack, vii, 35.
Ocean as womb and tomb, xii,

358.

O'Donaghue, Rev. D., answered,
vii, 164.

Offences, artificial, prevented by
the church, viii, 210.

Office not sought by Ingersoll,
viii, 357-

Office holding, terms of should be
lengthened, ix, 248.

Office-seekers, professional, ix,

239-

Oge, St. Domingan abolitionist,

ix, 10.

Oglesby, Richard J., as an orator,
viii, 598.

Ohio, Republican Defeat in, in

terview on, viii, 133-134.
Ohio flood, incident of, ii, 417.

Ointment, receipt for making
given to Moses by God, ii, 225.

Old age, i, 371.
Old and New Year, xii, 327.
Old man, the, xii, 354.
Old Testament, contains all the

errors entertained by its authors,
the ancient Hebrews, iii, 460 ;

authors not inspired as to any
science, 461 ; inspired only in

spiritual and moral things, 462 ;

what is it all worth ? 471 ; chap
ter on, iv, 239-248.

Oleson, ,
in Munn trial, x,

24, 27, 28.

Olive branch, extended to the

South, ix, 262.
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Olney, Secretary, his bad reason

ing, viii, 584.

Olympus, gods flown from, i,

83-
One world at a time, i, 523.

Opal, bad luck in wearing, iv,

298.

Opera, the, a civilizer, viii, 468.

Opinion, act to abolish, diversity
of, i, 216.

Opinions, religious, their depend
ence on surroundings, ii, 35-

38 ; persistence of, iv, 6.

Orange of life, the, let us squeeze
it dry, iii, 445.

Orator, how to become one, viii,

594-599-
Orators and oratory, interview on,

viii, 540-542 ; English and Amer
ican compared, 541, 594-599.

Order, the discovery of in the

universe, its effect on supersti
tion, i, 75.

Organization, Liberal, via, 193.

Organ music, xii, 356.

Origen, believed the planets were

living creatures, v, 270 ; con
demned as heretical, vi, 499.

Origin of God and heaven, of the
devil and hell, chapter on, iii,

310.
Ormuzd, the good, iv, 355.

Orpheus, harp of still, i, 83.

Orpheus and Eurydice, fable of,

ii, 426, 440.
Orthodox preachers several cen

turies in the rear, xii, 352.
Orthodox religion dying out, ii,

341 ;
the foe of the theatre, xii,

!93-

Orthodoxy, lecture on, ii, 341-427 ;

orthodox religion dying out,

341 ; religious deaths and births,

342 ; the astrologer alchemist,
soothsayer and prophet, 343 ;

the religion of reciprocity, 344 ;

every language has its ceme
tery ; tenacity of the old system
of medicine, 345 ;

schools for

the more general diffusion of
useless knowledge, 346 ; let us
all tell our real names, 347 ; the

clergy know that I know that

they do not know, 348.
The blows that have shattered the
shield and shivered the lance of

superstition; Mohammed, ii, 349-
350 ;

the destruction of art, 350-

351; the discovery of America,
351-353 ; Magellan's confidence
in the moon's shadow, 352 ;

Copernicus and Kepler, 353 ;

special providence, 354-356 ; the
man who did not go aboard
the ship that was lost, 355 ; the

thanksgiving proclamation of
the governor of Iowa and the

counter-proclamation of a citi

zen, 356 ; Charles Darwin, 356-
359 ; Beecher a believer in his

theories, 357 ;
the creeds, and

why they are not changed, 359.
The latest creed, the Congrega
tional, 360-389 ;

the Episcopal
description of God, 361 ;

with
out body, parts or passions ;

God as a governor, 362 ; how
do you account for Russia, for

martyrs, and for suffering and

grief? 363 ; the love of God,
365 ;

the fall of man, 366 369 ;

God's contrivances for destroy
ing the lives of his children,

368 ;
the atonement, 369-372 ;

the second birth, 372-373 ; the
Unitarian Universalist, 373 ;

in

spiration, 373-378; inspired slav

ery, polygamy and massacre,
374-376 ; the Old Testament
better than the New, 376 ;

which
is authority on conduct ? 377 ;

the reign of truth and love, 378-

380 ; the old Spaniard who had
no enemies to forgive, 379 ; the
wars it brought. 380-384 ; relig
ious consolation should be with
held from murderers, 381 ; the
"ultimate prevalence of the

kingdom of Christ," 382 ; the

resurrection, 384 ; thejudgment
day, 385 ; pious evasions, 386 ;" we shall all be hanged," 387 ;

" no Bible, no civilization," 388-

389-
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Miracles of the New Testament,
ii, 390-392 ; probable parentage
of Christ, 390 ; why that geneal
ogy? 391 ; more miracles, 392-

399 ; raising the dead, curing
the blind and diseased, the
loaves and fishes, 393 396 ;

would
the master of death have been
crucified ? 395 ; why the mir
acles convinced so few, 398 ;

the resurrection of Christ, 400-
401 ; the ascension, 401-404 ;

where was he going ? who saw
the miracle ? and other prob
lems, 402 ;

silence of Matthew
and John, 402, 403 ; casting out
of devils, 404-405.

Necessity of belief, ii, 406-410; the

boy preacher and the colored

people, 409.
Eternal punishment, ii, 410 ;

some
who are damned Franklin, Jef
ferson, and the heroes of the

Revolutionary and Civil wars

412-413 ; Humboldt, Goethe,
Schiller, Lessing, Burns, Em
erson, Longfellow, Comte, Vol
taire, Bruno, Spinoza, Diderot,
Hume, Beethoven, Wagner,
Shakespeare, Shelley all lost,

412416; a woman to whom
Christ should lift his hat, 417 ;

orthodoxy destructive of human
love, 410-422 ;

Love is the only
bow on Life's dark cloud, 420 ;

when is the
"
accepted time ?"

421 ;
what I believe, 422.

Immortality, ii, 423-426; a fable of

Orpheus and Eurydice, 426-427 ;

becomes heterodoxy by advanc

ing, vii, 35 ;
a refuge, xii, 358.

Osborn vs. Bank of U. S., case of,

xi, 24.

Osiris, the good god of Egypt, iv,

~355 '

Other religions, vii, 99.

Ouida, greatest living novelist,

viii, 482 ;
her greatest books,

610.

Ourang-outang, Dr. Adam Clark's

theory that such was the serpent
of Eden, ii, 129, 130.

Our country, xii, 324.
Our Infidels, chapter on, iii, 381-

383 ; Jefferson, Franklin, Paine
;

Washington's wish for a state-

established church in Virginia,
382.

Our new possessions, xii, 273-281.
Our schools

;
education the only

lever capable of raising man
kind, the school -house more
important than the church

;
criti

cism of New York's school-

buildings ; the kindergarten sys
tem recommended

; poor pay
of teachers

; the great danger
to the Republic is ignorance,
xi, 471-472.

Over-population, no danger of, ix,

521.

Ovidius, St., belief that he cured
deafness, iii, 354.

Owen, Robert, his debate with
Alexander Campbell, viii, 561.

Owen, Robert Dale, undoubtedly
a sincere Spiritualist, viii, 561.

Owen, W. F., identified with Sir

Toby, viii, 529.
Owl-like on the tree of knowl

edge, i, 174.

Oxford, Bruno on, vii, 293, 297.

Oysters, made legless for the ben
efit of people of Delaware, vii,

489.

DACHECO, Congressman, cit

ed, x, 130.

Pagan writings contrasted with
the scriptures, ii, 300-305 ; sym
bols adopted by Christians, 447,
et seq.

Pagans, sacred books of. ii, ix ;
some good ones, vii, 362.

Page, Congressman, cited, x, 130.

Page, Horace F. , x, 516.
Paint eternal, illustration of, ii,

3.27-

Paine, Thomas, lecture on, i, 121-

165 ; his birth, education, and
position, 122

; his arrival in

America ; condition of the colo
nies at the time of, 123 ; his
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"Common Sense." effect of;

contributed to cause the Decla
ration of Independence, 124 ;

as

a political writer, 125; the

"Crisis," 126; on war by a

trading nation, 127 ;
at the close

of the Revolution, 128
;
visit to

France, 129; the "Rights of

Man," 130 ;
his country and re

ligion, 131 ; a representative in

the National Assembly ;
his

advice disregarded, 131 ;
the

Revolution and Reign of Terror.

132 ;
his vote against the death

of the king, 133; imprisoned ; a
look behind the altar, 134 ; the

"Age of Reason ;

"
persecution

and slander, 135 ;
on revelation,

139 ; his unacquaintance with

dead languages, 145 ; the Chris

tianity of his time, 146-152 ; his

"crime," 155; pursuit by the

church, 156 ; his unawed spirit ;

his death, 164
In hell, ii, 415 ; chapter on, iii,

384-393; his "Age of Reason"
read by Ingersoll, iv, 41 ; quot
ed, v, 295 ; vindicated, 447-524 ;

(see VINDICATION OF THOMAS
PAINE); said by a San Francisco
minister to have recanted, vii,

18, 22 ; reward offered for proof,
22 ; description of his death,

332, 333 ; compared with Wes
ley, viii, 91 ; on slaveholding,
ix, ii, 72 ;

reasons for not be

lieving that he wrote the Letters
of Junius, xii, 12-13; probable
author of the Declaration, 13,

xi, 321-339 ; see THOMAS PAINE.
Paine meeting in Chicago, viii,

31 -

Painting, growth of, i, 341.

Paintings of the old masters, why
preserved, ii, 346.

Palestine, produced no painter or

sculptor, iii, 463 ; its area and
population, iv, 245.

Palmer, Charles P., theatre party
given by, xii, 95, note.

Palmer, Courtlandt, President
Nineteenth Century Club, vii.

217 ; xii, 220, 242 ;
tribute to,

445-449-
Palmer, John M., ix, 194.

Paley, his discovery of the watch,
i, 68

; once praised Epicurean
philosophy, 191 ; his

"
Evi

dences," iv, 25 ;
his watch argu

ment, 25,

Pancoast, , x, 589 ; see RUS
SELL CASE.

Pan, pipe of, the Bible likened to,

ii, 243.
Pan Presbyterian council, report

of. viii, 70.
Pantheism the result of regarding
the deity as a spirit, ii, 94 ; the
author's belief in, viii, 57, 172,

246.

Pantheist, Bruno a, iii, 351 ; Spi
noza a, 379.

Papal power, money coined by,
viii, 484.

Paper money, continental, ix, 33,

34 ; Thomas Harriott arrested
for refusing to receive it, 33, 34.

Papias, alleged sayings of Christ

quoted from, v, 267.

Paradise, how gained by the

penitent thief, i, 483.
Paramour, the right of wife or
husband to kill that of the other,
xii, 291-297.

Parents, respect for the religion
of, vi, 176; for opinions of, viii,

JS 1
!

r 52 5 Christ's injunction to

honor, i, 465, 466.

Paris, visit to, viii, 5.

Parke, arrested for traveling with
out a pass, ix, 30.

Parker, Eenj. W., at the grave of,

xii, 385.

Parker, Theodore, on the God of

Calvin, v, 18
; as an orator, viii,

54i, 597-

Parkhurst, Rev. Dr. C. H., his

denunciation of the apostles, iv,

390 ;
his moral crusade, viii, 490.

Parks, Rev. Dr. J. Lewis, vii, 557.
Parliament of religions, the, viii,

532 ; 535-536-
Parochial schools, yin, 301.

Parsees, sect of, vii, 100.
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Parton, James, his exposure of
Grant Thorburn, v, 520-521 ; as
a prose writer, vi, 492 ; xii, 220,

241.

Party loyalty, viii, 568.

Pascal, on the natural state of a
Christian, vi, 263.

Paschal I, Pope, accused of blind

ing and murdering, vi, 365.
Past, the vast cemetery of, i, 82.

Pasteur's factory of hydrophobia,
viii, 572.

Patriotism, when prejudice of

birth, ix, 439,
Patroclus, games in honor of, xii,

^ II7 '

Patronage, vm, 532.

Patton, Pres., of Princeton, his

religion and philosophy, xii, 312.

Paul, his teachings concerning
woman contrasted with those of
heathen writers, ii, 324, 325 ;

gospels of, iii, 490 ;
his instruc

tions concerning women, v, 126-

129 ; vii, 75-77 ;
in Jerusalem,

viii, 33-

Peace, eternal, i, 523.

Peck, John M., x, 52 ;
death of, 151.

Peck, Mrs. J. M., x, 531, note.

Pecksniff, perfect type of hypo
crite, iii, 44.

Peele, George, iii, 12.

Pelton, Daniel, a witness regard
ing the death of Thomas Paine,
v, 456, 457- 464, 475-

Pendleton, George, his letter to a
Democratic meeting, ix, 144.

Penelope at heaven's gate, i, 236.

Penitentiaries, Democratic major
ity in, ix, 327.

Penitentiaries of God, i, 493 ; see
NUNS.

Penitentiary, an example of en
forced morality, ix, 486.

Pekin, 111., lecture delivered in,

iv, 423, note.

Perm, Matthew, damned by Burns,
iii, 115.

Pennell, Joseph, x, 324, 325, 455.
Pensacola Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel.

Co., case of, xi, 20.

Pension service, viii, 451.

Pensions, justice of, ix, 491 ; rail

road, iv, 146-

Pennsylvania Magazine, Paine a
writer on, xi, 322.

Pennsylvania bank, founding of,

xi, 325-

Pentateuch, the, chapter on, 11,

46-55-
Pentateuch not the word of God,
but the mistakes of Moses, ii,

262-270 ; record of a barbarous

people, ii, v; not written by
Moses, iii, 456.

Pentecost, Rev. Mr. of Detroit,
remarks on. viii, 29-30.

People vs. Washington, case of,

xi, 39-

People's church of Kalamazoo,
viii, 565

Peoria, address at, July [4, 1876,

ix, 63.
,
address to 86th Illinois regi

ment at, ix, 407.

Star, quoted, ix, 531, note.
Pere La Chaise, Comte unknown

to superintendent of, xii, 23.

Perfect, the, those who sell all and
give to the poor, i, 466

"
Periods," word applied to days
of Genesis, v. 36 ; vii, 52, 54.

Perjury, characterized, x, 20.

Perkins, , x, 294, et seq.

Perpetual motion, iii. 431-432; and
elixir of life, etc., ix, 176.

Perryville, battlefield of, ix, 415.
Persecution, Protestant, vii, 33.
Perseverance of the saints, doc

trine of, i, 242.

Persia, divine fires of, i, 83.

Persians, their theories about good
and evil, iv, 355.

Personal Magnetism, interview,
viii, 491-493.

Personifications, the theory of,

applied to Satan. Jehovah, etc.,

iv. 365, 370, 371, 375, 377. 379.

398-400.
Peter, St.. his perjury, vii, 360.
Peters, Rev. Madison C., reply to,

vii, 288. 313.
Petition, right of, x, 182, 211, 212.

Petrarch, his sonnets, hi, 79.
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Pharaoh, ii, 189-209, 211, 212 ; a
benefactor as compared with

Jehovah, 239 ; his dream, Hi,

469 ; and Joseph, vi, 469.
Phenomena, theories accounting

for, i, 265 ; spirit, viii. 521.

Philadelphia North American, in

terview in, viii, 617-619.
Press, interview in, viii, 202-

204, 599-600.
Times, interview in, viii, 245-

248.

, threatened arrest in, viii,

202.

Philanthropists, three, xi, 343-353 ;

see THREE PHILANTHROPISTS.
Philip II, of Spain, the church in

the time of, vi, 374.

Philippines, the annexation of, viii,

599 ; no title to acquired by pur
chase from Spain, viii, 617 ;

treat
value to the United States,

18; duty of the United States

to, xii, 273-278.

Phillips, Wendell, Fitz John Por
ter and Bismarck, viii, interview

on, viii, 188-190 ; as an orator,
viii, 188

;
an Abolitionist, ix, 12.

Phillips on Evidence, x, 369.

Philosophy, victory of the church
over, i, 104.

Phipps, , x, 392.

Phonograph, the, iv, 161.

Photography, spirit, viii, 522.

Phrenology a kind of heresy, xii,

28.

PICTURES :

Birthplace of Robert G. Inger-

spll, Dresden, N. Y. Etching, i,

title page.
R. G. Ingersoll, 1890. Sitting

picture. Autographed photo
gravure, i, frontispiece.

, as Attorney-General of Illi

nois. 1868. Autographed pho
togravure, ii, frontispiece.

, 1890. Standing picture.

Autographed photogravure, iii,

frontispiece.
, 1897. Hollinger portrait.

Profile. Autographed photo
gravure, iv, frontispiece-

R. G. Ingersoll, 1887. "Califor
nia "

portrait. Photogravure,
v, frontispiece.-

, 1884. Profile. Half-tone,
v, opp. 445.-

, 1876. Photogravure, vi,

frontispiece.- as Colonel of the Eleventh
Illinois Cavalry. 1862. Photo
gravure, ix, frontispiece.-

, 1897. Hollinger portrait.

Photogravure, x, frontispiece.-
, "After Death," xii, front

ispiece.

Birthplace of Burns. Afac-simile
of the original manuscript as
written by Colonel Ingersoll in
the Burns cottage at Ayr, Au
gust 19, 1878, iii, opp. page 119.
Chatham Street Theatre, where
Robert G. Ingersoll was bap
tized in 1836, vii, opp. 306." With Daughter's Babes upon
his knees." Photogravure.
Group, viii, frontispiece.
North View of "Walston," Dobbs
Ferry-on-Hudson, xi, frontis

piece. Photogravure.
West View of "Walston," Dobbs
Ferry-on-Hudson, xi, opp. 300.
Fac simile of last letter written

by R. G. Ingersoll, xii, opp. 286.
Urn containing ashes of R. G.
Ingersoll, xii, finis piece.

Pictures, religious, no great ones,
viii, 614.

Pierce, Franklin, viii, 499.
Pierrepont, Edwards, speech of
at Grant birthday dinner, xii,

109, note.

Pigeons, great number to be eaten

>y the priests of Israel, ii, 230.

Pilgrims, the, did not come here
in the interests of freedom, vi,

169.

'illsbury, Parker, xii, 241.

inkneyville, the chap who lived

in, xii, 182.

ip and Miss Haversham, xii,

194.
inates and pulpits in partneship,
ix, 441.
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Pisa, proceedings of Council of,

vi, 392.

Pitt, William, an opponent of slav

ery, ix, 9. 10.

Pittsburg Dispatch, interview in,

viii, 52-57.

Leader, interview in, viii, 13-

15-

,
the Sunday Laws of, inter

view on, viii, 14-15 ,
fine paid

for lecturing in, 14.

Pius VII, Pope, revoked the
church's condemnation of the

Copernican system of astron

omy, ii, 353.
Pius IX, papal power coined

money under, viii, 484.

Place, Mrs., Gov. Roosevelt's re
fusal to commute the sentence

of, viii, 615.

Plagiarism and politics, interview

on, viii, 220-223.

Plagues, the Egyptian, chapter
on, ii, 190-209.

Plan of Salvation, vii, 96.
Planets, creation of, ii, 72.
Plato on libraries, i, 341.

Plays, modern French, viii, 527,
528.

Plays and Players, interview on,
viii, 525-530 ; place of the thea
tre among the arts ; gifts neces

sary to actors, 525 ;
the musi

cian, 526 ; teaching by indirec

tion, 527 ; the modern French
drama, 527, 528 ; idealism on
the stage, 528; attributes of

great actors
; actors identified

with their parts, Booth, Owen,
Davenport, Barrett, Forrest,
Ristori, 529 ; see ACTORS, DRA
MA, STAGE, THEATRE.

Plow, one worth a million ser
mons, i, 61.

Plow
; To plow is to pray, i,

401.

Plumb, Rev. Dr., reply to, vii, 535-
545 ; see REPLY TO THE REV.
DR. PLUMB.

Plumed Knight, Elaine, ix, 59.
Plutarch,opposed to corporal pun
ishment m schools, vi, 512.

Poems, from Robert Burns, iii,

90-103.

Poetry, discussion of, iii, 78-82 ;

Scottish, 80 ; influence of scen
ery on, 81 ; what is it? 277 ; is

rhyme a necessary part of? 279.
Poets, whom each wrote for, xii,

355-

Pognatius, church council con
vened by, iii, 338.

Poker, inflation illustrated by,
ix, 365-

Police captains' dinner, speech at,

xii, 101-106.

Politicians, chapter on the, ii, 31-

34; their religious views should
be kept out of sight, 32.

Political, interview, viii, 42-49.
and Religious, interview, viii,

15-22.
Political Morality ; argument in

the contested election case
of Strobach against Herbert

;

the importance of honest elec
tions ; poisoning the source of

justice ;
the fraudulent voter a

traitor to his sovereign, the will

of the people ; political morality
imperative, xi. 577-578-

outlook, the, interview on,
viii, 58-62.

power, old ideas about, ix,

65-66,81.
speeches, vol. ix.

Politics, religion in, v, 301-312.
and Gen. Grant, interview

on, viii, 22 27.

, religion, and Thomas Paine,
interview on, viii, 28-31.

and theology, interview on,
viii, 145-148.

, Mormonism,and Mr. Beech-
er, interview on, viii, 162-169.

and British Columbia, inter

view on, viii, 204-206.
,
woman in, viii, 517.

Pollman, Rex vs., x, 92.

Pollok, Robert, his
" Course of

Time," iv, 27 ; xi, 464 ;
his ser

mons in rhyme, 204.

Pollock, superintendent of mint,

viii, 186.
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Polycarp, y, 273 ; what is known
about him, v, 418 ; probably
crazy ; vi, 395.

Polygamy upheld by the Old Test
ament, v, 66-71 ;

discussion of
between Newman and Pratt, 70 ;

Judge Black on, vi, 71 ; biblical

sanction of, chapter on, vii, 79.

Pooley, Thomas, tried for blas

phemy, xi, 107.

Poor, the, their temptations and
sufferings, vii, 526-528.

Pope, Alexander, a word carpen
ter, viii, 516 ; criticism of his
"
Essay on Man," 516, 517.

Pope, Gen., at Chicago Grant
banquet, xii, 81, note.

Pope of Rome, the, encouraged
the South, iii, 144.

Pope Leo, XIII, interview on, viii,

442-445 ; his pretended love for

Americans
;
an enemy of intel

lectual liberty ; calamities al

leged by as a result of efforts to
live without Christianity, 442 ;

his assertion of that sound rules

of life must be founded on re

ligion examined, 444 ; his at

tack on governments of Europe
and memories of Mazzini and
Saffi ; scandalized by the erec
tion of a monument to the mem
ory of Giordano Bruno ; not
wanted in America, viii, 445 ;

a mixture of the serious and the

comical, suggests Lear, 543 ; a
survival of the unfittest, 544.

Popes, the, worse than the im
perial criminals of Rome, vi,

114; Draper on, 364-367 ;
com

pared with the kings and queens
of England, and with the presi
dents of the republic, 370 ; con
flicts between, 392.

Population question, the, iv, 505,

506 ; viii, 537.

Populists, where found, ix, 545.

Porter, Fitz John, interview on,
viii, 188-190.

Porter, Gen. H., xii, 95, note.

Portraits of Ingersoll, see Pic-
TURES.

Portugal as a Christian country,
v, 327.

Portuguese traffic in Africans, ix, 7.

Positive philosophy, the, its mis
sion, xi, 278.

Positivism, xi, 278.

Postage, reasons for reducing, ix,

489-490.
Postal business ofEuropean coun

tries and United States, ix, 518.
Post roads, early ideas regarding
productiveness, x, 188.

Potiphar, Mrs., left many daugh
ters, xii, 294.

Potomac, banquet of the Western
Society of the Army of the, xii,

165-

Potter, Bishop Henry C., on di

vorce, vi, 411-417 ; reply to on
Divorce, 435-437 ; savage pun
ishments approved by, xi, 498 ;

xii, 182, note, see DIVORCE.
Powell, People, vs., x, 120.

Pratt, Orson, his discussion with J.

P. Newman on polygamy, v, 70.

Prayer, efficacy ol tested, vi, 175 ;

scientific congress opened with,
xii, 19.

Praying against the American
cause punished, ix, 34.

Preachers, the, do not dare to tell

the truth about the Bible, iii,

453-
Predestination, dogma of, i, 234.
Predictions and prophets, v, 282-

285 ; concerning the Jewish
people, 285 290.

Preface to Dr. Edgar C. Beall's

"The Brain and the Bible,"
xii, 27-35.

to Edgar Fawcett's "Agnos
ticism and Other Essays," xii,

55-65 ; Science, 56 ; argument
of Protestant and Deist against
Catholic, 57 ; the mind of man
traveling in a circle, 58 ; Moral
ity, 59 ; Spirituality, 61

; Rever
ence, 62

;
Existence of God, 64.

to Ghosts, i, 259.
to Helen H. Gardener's

"
Men, Women and Gods," xii,

39-44-
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Preface to Henry M. Taber's
"Faith or Fact," xii, 69-77.

to Litere's
" For Her Daily

Bread," xii. 47-52.

Prejudice, characterized, x, 97.
Prentiss, Sergeant S., as an ora

tor, viii, 541, 598 ; on Spain,
xii, 268.

Pre-millennial Conference, the,
viii, 10.

Presbyterian church South, reso
lutions of on slavery, ix, 134.

constitution, quoted, v, 203.
creed, drawn up by Farel, i,

223 ;
not worse than the Catho

lic, xi, 466.
General Assembly, viii, 459,

460, 467.
minister, New School, Inger-

soll a son of, viii, 17.

pulpit, examination of a can
didate for, viii, 236.

young man satisfied that God
knew the best place for his

mother, anecdote, i, 509.

Presbyterianism, and Dr. Briggs,
viii, 470-475-

,
interview on, viii, 459-460.

,
not Presbyterians, hated, i,

463
Presbyterians in Scotland, i, 228

;

the, chapter on, 507-511.
President, and Senate, interview

on, viii, 263-266.
, mode of electing defective,

ix, 249.
Press. American, address on the,

xii, 207-212.
, beneficence of, iv, 456.

, duties and privileges of, a
toast, xii, 101.

, freedom of abolished in the

South, ix, 15 ; interfered with

by the North, 22, 37.

, influence of on religion, viii,

452.

, religious, mendacity of, i, 260.

Press Club, New Orleans, address

to, xii, 207-212.

Presumptions, Best on, x, 120.

Priest, a married, on what condi
tion he was received back into

the church, vi, 448, 449 ; the be
trayer of his followers, xi, 216

;

the parasite of woman, xii, 41.
Priesthood, origin of, i, 30.

Priests, recruiting sergeants of the

deity, iii, 313 ; as historians, iv,

442 ; arrogance of, vii, 454.

Prigg vs Commonwealth of Penn
sylvania, case of, xi, 31, 36.

Primacy, rests on the inflection of
a Greek verb, vi, 394.

Prime, Irenseus, xi, 393.
Princeton Review, the, character

ized, ii, 383.

Printing, discovery of, i, 311 ; iv,

456.

Prize-fighting, an opinion of, viii,

482, 580; xii, 121
; see PUGILISM.

Probability a test of truth, x, 554.
Proclamation of Emancipation,
Paine the writer of the first, xi,

325-
Profits, division of, xi, 351.

Profit-sharing, an insuperable ob
jection to, iv, 143.

Progress, in what it consists, i, 315.
, lecture on, iv, 423-476 ;

the

prosperity of the world depend
ent on the men who labor, 423-
424; the antique and the modern,
425 ; the middle ages, 426-427 ;

an English law of the fifteenth

century forbidding the reading
of the scriptures in the mother
tongue, 428 ; Luther, Melanc-
thon, Erasmus, Knox, Castalio,
Bodinus, 428 - 430 ; Montaigne
against torture in France, 431.
Witchcraft, 433-439; a man burn
ed for causing a storm at sea,
and a woman tried for causing
children to vomit crooked pins
and nursing demons, 435 ; ly-

canthropy, 436 ; animals as
defendants and witnesses, 437 ;

appeal to the corsned, 438 ;

Kepler an astrologer, 439;
Luther's discussions with the
devil ; Stoeffler's prediction of
a flood, 434-435 ; historians of
the time, 442-445 ; progress in

mechanic arts, 445-452 ; man's
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ingenuity first exercised in the
construction of weapons, 446 ;

condition of England at the be

ginning of the eighteenth centu

ry, 447 ; Meggleton's discovery
of the size of God and the dis

tance to the sun, 448 ; clergymen
forbidden to marry servant girls
without the consent of master
or mistress, 450 ; inventions of

Watt, Arkwright, Hargreave,
Crompton, Cartwright, Stephen-
son and Fulton, 450-451 ; Solo
mon's domestic disadvantages,
451-452.

Language ; discussions about the

tongue spoken in Eden, iv, 453-
454-

Geography, iv, 455-460; orthodox

geography and astronomy of

Cosmas, 455 ; invention of print

ing, 456 ; printing, reading and
writing considered crimes, 457 ;

the Reformation, 458-459.

Slavery, Voltaire's remark on the

assertion of Puffendorf that it

was established by contract, iv,

461 ;
Caesar's sale of white

slaves, 462 ; slavery of the com
mon people of France, 463 ; fall

of nations founded upon bond
age, 464 ;

causes of the abolition
of slavery in Europe, 466 ; the
French Revolution ; inaugura
tion of African slavery by
Gonzales of Portugal, 467 ;

number of Africans killed or
enslaved annually ; Wilberforce
and Clarkson, 468 ; slavery
abolished in the British colo

nies, 469 ;
in America, 470.

Liberty triumphed, iv, 471-473 ;

"Forward, O sublime army of

progress," 476.

Prohibition, interviews on, viii,

130*133, W237, 271-273, 349,
402-411.

Prohibitionists, their trade with

Democrats, viii, 133-134 ; and
the liquor tax, ix, 484.

Promised land, the, its area, ii,

213, 220.

]
Promises, Jehovah's to the Jews,

v, 229.

Property, its existence independ
ently of law, xi, 44.

Prophecies, Talmage on, v, 275;
examination of, 277-282.

Prophecy, a look backward and,
xi, 563-576 ; see LOOK BACK
WARD, etc.

Prospectus inferior to a record
as an index to character, ix,

129.

Protection, and Free Trade, in

terview on, viii, 317-324.
,
and labor, viii, 170 ; ix, 332.

-, for American Actors, inter
view on, viii, 430-437.

,
its benefits, ix, 468, 469.

, wanted by all the States for
some product, ix, 481.

Proverbs, book of, pithy and pru
dent, foolish and wise, iii, 480.

Providence, special, i, 41.
Prudes and pedagogues, iii, 253.
Psalm 109, quoted, i, 238.
Psalms, good, indifferent and in

famous, iii, 480 ;
not written by

David, 458.

Psychical Research, Society for,

viii, 604-606.
Ptolemy Soter, translation of the

Jewish Bible obtained by, iv,

197, 198.
Public men, superstitions of, a

toast, xii, 87.
Public school system, defects of,

viii, 426 ; see SCHOOLS.
Puffendorf, assertion of that slav

ery is established by contract ;

Voltaire's reply to, iv, 461.

Pugh, George, his letter to a Dem
ocratic meeting, ix. 144.

Pugilism among the ancients, xii,

117 ; see PRIZE FIGHTING.
Pullman, Rev. Joseph, vii, 172.

Pulpit, the, a pillory in which
stands a hired culprit, i, 180

;

what will take its place, viii, 478-
480 ; its lost intellectual power,
xi, 468.

Punishment, eternal, ii, 410 ; di

vine and human
; vii, 321 ; capi-
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tal, viii, 372 ;
no reformation in,

382 ; purpose of, ix, 524.

Punishments, frightful, fascination

in, viii, 494.

Puppets of the infinite Juggler,
iv, 180-182.

Purdy, ,
a witness for Paine,

v, 475, 477-
Puritan bear-baiting, Macauley on,

viii, 309.

Puritans, the, their establishment
of the religious test, v, 309 ;

their government founded on
the Bible, 311 ; their narrowness,
ix, 69.

Putnam, Samuel P., estimate of,

viii, 263 ; xii, 242.

Pythagoras, his treatment of men
tal disease, vii, 339.

QUAILS,
the shower of, ii, 218.

Quakers, arrogantly meek,
xi, 306.

Queensbury, Marquis, his opin
ion of prize-fighting, viii, 580.

Queens county, N. Y., neutrality
of in the Revolution, ix, 31-32.

Questions, our first and last, now
answered, i, 167.

Quigleys, in Davis Will case,

x, 54i.

Quintillian, against corporal pun
ishment, vi, 512.

RACK, the, description of, i, 337.

Rag and robe, iv, 212.

Railroads, markets brought to

producers by, i, 424 ;

" wreck

ing
"

of, vii, 429 ;
interview on,

viii, 270 ; Northern Pacific, ix,

290 ;
Texas Pacific, 290 ; grants

of public lands to, 486.

Rainbow, the, as a covenant, ii,

164.
Raleigh, Sir Walter, iii, 12.

Ramsay, Allan, iii, 85.

Randolph, Brig. Gen. W. F., xii,

181, note.

Randolph, Senator, 393.
Random thoughts, xii, 325.

Ranger, H. W., xii, 113, note.

Ranney, Dr., letter to on billiards,

xii, 351-
Ratification speech, Harrison and
Morton, New York, 1888, ix, 457.

Ratio of gold and silver, ix, 550.

Rats, suits commenced against in

the time of Voltaire, iii, 355.
Ravillac, Francis, vii, 370.
Raw material, sale of unprofitable,

ix, 469, 470.
Real names, let us tell them, anec

dote, ii, 347.

Reason, king of kings, i, 90.

Reasons, (A Few) for Doubting
the Inspiration of the Bible, xi,

581-607 ;
date and manner of

composing the Old Testament,
581 ; other books not now in

existence, and disagreements
about the canon, 582; compos
ite character of certain books,
583 ; various versions, 584 ; why
was God's message given to
the Jews alone? 585-586 ; the

story of the creation, of the

flood, of the tower, and of Lot's
wife, 588 ;

Moses andAaron and
the plagues of Egypt, 589-591 ;

laws of slavery, 592; instruc
tions by Jehovah calculated to
excite astonishment and mirth,
592-593 5 sacrifices and the

scapegoat, 594-595 ; passages
showing that the laws of Moses
were made after the Jews had
left the desert, 596; Jehovah's
dealings with his people, 597 ;

the Sabbath law, 598 ; prodigies,
599 ; Joshua's miracle, 600 ;

damned ignorance and infamy,
601

; Jephthah's sacrifice
;

in

credible stories, 602 ; the woman
of Endor and the temptation of

David, 603 ; Elijah and Elisha,

604 ;
loss ofthe Pentateuch from

Moses to Josiah, 605 ;
the Jews

before and after being aban
doned by Jehovah, 606 ; the
wealth of Solomon and other

marvels, 606-607.
Reasons why, lecture on, ii, 273-

334 ; see SOME REASONS WHY.
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Rebellion, Democratic party and,
ix, 100.

Rebellion, when right, ix, 315.

Reciprocity, religion of, ii, 344.
Reconciliation of the Bible with

science, vii, 202.

Recreation, Summer, interview

on, viii, 399 400.
Redeemer necessary to paper
money, ix, 553.

Redemption, scheme of, iv, 281-

284.

Redpath, James, inventor of the

interview, viii, 128.

Red Riding - hood, myth of, ii,

440.
Red sea, crossing ofby the Israel

ites, ii, 212.

Reed, Rev. George E., vii, 173.

Reed, Rev. Myron W., answered,
vii, 153-

Reese et al, case of U. S. vs., xi,

18, 28.

Reeside, U. S., agt., x, 65.

Reformers, ( Luther.Calvin, Knox,)
not believers in intellectual lib

erty, i, 309.
Reformers, why hated by the re

spectable, i, 182.

Reformation, the, iv, 458.

Regeneration, doctrine of, i, 485-

489, ii, 372.

Rehm, Jacob, a witness in the
Munn trial, x, 9, et seq.

Reid, Robert, xii, 113, note.

Reid, Thomas, iii, 85.
"
Reign of Terror," the, i, 131.

Relics, belief in the curative prop
erties of, iv, 300.

Religion the enemy of medicine,
i, 287-290 ;

its foundation a mis

conception of the cause of phe
nomena, ii, 48 ;

of the body, iii,

25 >
in politics, interview on,

viii, 49-52 ; and science, no har

mony between, 261 ; scientific,
606 ; real, ix, 501 ; grows at the

top, xii, 357 ; religion before

birth, 358.

Religion, prohibition, and Gen.

Grant, interview on, viii, 231,

237-

Religions, why they die hard, ii,

348 ; other than Christian, vii,

99-

Religious belief of Abraham Lin
coln, xii, 247-255.

Religious editors, mendacity of,

i, 260; opinions, dependency of
on surroundings, ii, 35-38; ex
perience of Ingersoll, iv, 5 67.

Religious liberty of God, vii, 85.
Religious prejudice, interview on,

viii, 224-228.

Religious progress, xi, 215-233,
see DIVIDED HOUSEHOLD OF
FAITH.

Remenyi, Edouard, viii, 529 ; his
music and playing xii, 349, 350.

Remsburg, John E., xii, 240; his
work on "Abraham Lincoln,
was He a Christian ?

"
cited, xii,

253-

Renan, quoted by Dr. Field re

garding Christ, vi, 134.

Renan, Ernest, a tribute and
criticism, xi, 283-301 ; his rear

ing and his anticipated biogra
phy, 284 ; the complex character
qf the Christ of the gospels, 285-
287 ; regarded as a man by
Renan, 288

; the sin against the

Holy Ghost, 289 ;
Rerian on the

gospels, 290-295 ;
no evidence

that they were written by the
men whose names they bear,

290; written long after the events

they describe, 291 ; metaphysics
of the church found in the gospel
ofJohn, 292 ; not apparent why
four gospels should have been
written, 293 ; regarded as leg
endary biographies, 294 ; in

"flagrant contradiction one with

another," 295 ; the divine origin
of Christ an after-growth ;

im
probable that he intended to
form a church, 296 ; Renan "s

limitations, 297 ; Hebrew schol

arship, 298; his "People of
Israel," 299; his banter and
blasphemy, 300.

Renshaw, Mr., juror in Star Route
trial, x, 440.
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Reply to Dr. Lyman Abbott, vi,

455-472 J crimes punished by
death ; John Bright on, 456 ;

slavery of Pharaoh preferred by
the Israelites to the liberty of

Jehovah, 457 ; missionaries and
heathen, 458; is the acceptance
of Christianity necessary to sal

vation ? 458; the Ten Com
mandments, 460 ; the appeal to

great names, 461, 462 ; idolatry
not the worst of 51113,463 ; story
of Joseph, 469-471 ; story of

Abraham, 471.
to a Buffalo Critic, interview,

viii, 198-201.
to the Cincinnati Gazette and

Catholic Telegraph, vii, 451-462;

proofs of the truth of biblical

narratives, 452 ;
a question in

grammar, 454 ;
Cuvier as an

authority, 455 ; the Catholic

church, 457 ;
on the necessity

of understanding Hebrew, 458 ;

errors of the Bible, 459.
to Archdeacon Farrar, yi,

475-499 J spirit and spiritual in

tuition. 476, 477 ; criteria of

revelation, 478 ; capacity of the
natural man for discerning spir
itual things, 479 ; believing with
out evidence, 481 ; credulity and
ignorance, 483 ; prejudice nec

essary to belie! in the inspiration
of the Bible, 485 ;St. Augustine's
beliefs and opinions, 488 ;

Charlemagne, 488 ;
Lord Bacon,

489; the archdeacon's surpris

ing knowledge about Shakes
peare's religious belief. 490 ;

names irrelevantly cited, 491,

492 ;
of the infinite personality,

494 ; a beginningless being, 495 ;

cruelties of the Bible irreconcil

able with the goodness of Jeho
vah, 496 ; sayings from the

Indian, 498 ; Origen, St. Au
gustine, Dante, Aquinas, 499.

to Rev. John Hall and War
ner Van Norden, vii, 521-531 ;

note giving an interview in the

Morning Advertiser with Dr.

Hall and Mr. Van Norden on
the striking cloakmakers, 521-

522 ; Christian charity, 523-525 ;

selfishness of prosperity, 526;
Mr. Van Norden on two-dollar-

a-day typewriters, 529.

Reply to Kansas city clergy, inter

view, viii, 194 196.
to Rev. Mr. Lansing, inter

view, viii, 77-80.
to the New York Clergy on

Superstition, vii, 549-572 ; the
Rev. Robert S. McArthur, on
devils as personifications of evil,

550-554 ;
Rev. Dr. Parks and

the Rev. Dr. Moldehnke, 557 ;

the Rev. Mr. Hamlin, 559 ; the
Rev. Mr. Belcher, 561 ;

the Rev.
Mr. Buchanan, 561 ; the Rev.
Mr. Campbell, 564 ; the Rev.

Henry Frank, 567 ;
the Rev. Mr.

Kraeling, 568.
to the Rev. Dr. Plumb, vii,

535-545; did God make a "poor"
world? 536; the "being who
trod the sea," 537; the distinc

tion between theology and re

ligion, 540 ;
the plan of salvation,

543-544-
to Bishop Spaulding on God

in the Constitution, xi, 137-140;
why the Constitutional Conven
tion ignored the question of

religion, 137 ; the fathers mis

represented, 138 ; reasons why
the attributes of God should not
form an organic part of the law
of the land, 139 ; the effect of a
clause recognizing God, 140.

to Rev'd Drs. Thomas and
Lorimer, vii, 493-517 ; talking
for popularity, 494 ; no rever
ence for the Bible or its author,
496 ; New Testament worse than
the Old, 497 ; the Bible taken
cum grano sa/is, 498 ; the grad
ual theory, 504 ; the history of

religious persecution, 506 ; Dr.
Thomas asked to tell all he
thinks ,510; the modern concep
tion of the universe, 511 ; life a

shadowy, strange and winding
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road, 513; a picture of the
orthodox judgment, 514-516.

Reproduction should be control
led by mothers, iv, 505.

Republican party, the, ix, 97 ;

conditions existing at the time
of its birth, ix, 135.

platform of, 1888, viii, 347-
357- .

victory, the, interview on,
viii, 38-40.

Republicanism and salvation, ix,

33i-

Repudiation, a terrible word, ix,

372.

Rerdell, M. C., viii, 121, 122
; x,

52, et sea.

Rerdell, Mrs., x, 331, 422.

Respectability, no compensation
for surrendering individuality,
i, 181.

Resumption, interview on, viii,

12; in speech nominating Blaine,

ix. 57 >
h w brought about, 370.

Resurrection, the. some difficulties

about accepting doctrine of, ii,

384 ;
that of Christ, a myth, 400;

of the body, viii, 512.
Resurrections performed by

Christ, ii, 395.
Reunion address, Elmwood, 111.,

1895, ix, 497.
Rev. Dr. Newton's Sermon on a
New Religion, xi, 423-428 ;

Mr.
Newton not regarded as a seep
tic ; new meanings given to old
words ; the vanishing picture of
hell : the atonement, 423-424 ;

confidence being lost in the

morality of the gospel, 425 ;
ex-

clusiveness in the churches, 426;
the hope of immortality and be
lief in God have nothing to dp
with real religion ; special provi
dence a mistake, 427.

Revelation, the argument that it

was adapted to state of mankind
when it was made, vi, 10, ii.

Revenge, pagan precepts concern

ing, ii, 322.

Revenue, internal, laws violated
in the South, ix, 362.

Reverence, when absent, vii, 495,
496."
Reverential calm," vi, 264.

Reviewers reviewed, vii, 5-107 ;

see MY REVIKWKKS REVIEWKD.
Revivals, depended upon to save
souls and reform the world, iv,

10
;
for real and virtuous enjoy

ment, ii ; effect of conversion
on one woman. 11-12 ;

the Ver
mont farmer who was not afraid
of hell, 12-13 5 the Dutchman
and his dog ; backsliding, 13 ;

the ministers who preached, 14 ;

a fire that must be blown, viii, 4.

Revolution, American, Paine in

the, i, 125.

Revolution, French, its causes, i,

132.

Revolutionary soldiers, in hell, ii,

413-

Reward, the promise of not evi

dence, iv, 83.

Reynolds, C. B., trial of for blas

phemy, xi, 55-117; see TRIAL
OF C. B. REYNOLDS.

Rheumatism, not its victim, hated,
vi, 201.

" R. H. S.," reply to, viii, 198-200.
Rhyme, is it a necessary part of

poetry ? iii, 279.
Rhythm, the comrade of poetry,

iii, 280.

"Rib," alleged mistranslation of,

v, 61.

Rib story, a harp for the believer

in, ii, 120.

Rice, Gov., of Massachusetts, ix,

227.
Rich and poor, the gulf between,

iv, 217 ; ix, 297, et seq.

Rich, the, when distinctions are

forgotten by, vii, 183 ; why
should they be envied? ix, 568,

569, et seq.

Ricketts, vs. Solway, cited, x, 46.

Ricks, Judge, decision of regard
ing strikes, viii, 530.

Righteousness, the power that

makes for, iv, 488.

Rights and duties, xii, 353.
"Rights of Man," the, i, 130
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Riley, James Whitcomb, viii, 500,
611.

Rising- early, i, 415.
Ristori, Adelaide, viii, 298 ;

identi
fied with Lady Macbeth, 529.

Rivals, right of a wife or husband
to kill, xii, 291-297.

Rivington, James, his press seized,
ix, 38.

Robbers, Catholic, vii, 366.

Robbery, not necessarily an in

terference with devotion, vii,

366." Robert Elsmere," interview on,
viii, 412-422 ; see CRITICISM OF
ROBERT ELSMERE, etc.

Robertson, Dr. T. S., tribute to,

xii, 491-492.
Robertson, Dr. William, iii, 85.

Robinson, King vs., x, 96.

Robinson, Rev., on Cain's wife,

viii, 289.

Robinson, Rev. Samuel, of San
Francisco, his money returned,
vii, 32.

Robinson, Rev, Stuart, his belief

in a fable about Julian, iii, 346-

347
Robson, Stuart, the actor, xii, 95,

note.
Robson and Crane dinner, speech

at, xii, 95-97.
Rochester Post-Express, interview

in, viii, 451-453-
Herald, interview in, viii,

564-567-
Rock, upon that I stand, i, 525.

Roelle, ,
in Munn trial, x, 15,

17, 27.
Rollins Gov. of N. H., Fast Day
Proclamation of, xi, 547-559 ;

see Gov. ROLLINS' FAST DAY
PROCLAMATION.

Roman Catholic Church, its claims

presented by Cardinal Manning,
vi, 307-342 ; Ingersoll's reply,

343-396 ;
is its growth evidence

of its divine origin ? 345 ; its

defeat by Mohammedanism, 346;
compared to the religion of

Joseph Smith, 348 ; is it a mar
vel ? not universal before the

discovery of America, 351 ;
its

sanctity and fruitfulness, 352-

358 ;
its treachery, bribery and

perjury, 355 ; persecutions, 356 ;

not invincible, 356, 357 ;
result

of its supremacy in Spain, 357,

358 ; compared with Masonic
fraternity, 359 ;

its unity not un
broken, 360 ; not immutable,
361 ;

how its empire was estab

lished, 361, 362 ;
its pope as

vicar of Christ, 363 ;
character

of some of its pontiffs, 364-367 ;

who listens to its pope ? 369 ;

if a divine institution, it is the
one exception ; its sacraments

pagan, 371 ; is its intellectual

stagnation a demonstration of
divine origin ? 372 ; at the time
of the Reformation Philip II.,

Duke ofAlva, Charles IX, Clem
ent VIII. 374, 375 ; its creed,
376-378; the "one true God"
with the knowledge of which it

filled the world, 378-379 ;
its one

true devil, 379 ;
did it overthrow

idolatry ? 380 ;
its doctrine about

marriage, 380-383 ;
of celibacy,

383 ;
of human passions, 384 ;

of the world before Christ, 386,

387 ;
its divinity tested by Car

dinal Manning, 388, 389 ; its can
on law, 389-393 ;

its origin, 393 ;

its primacy, 394; the fathers,
St. John, Polycarp, Irenaeus,

394-396 ;
more dangerous than

the National Reform Associa

tion, viii, 440.

Rome, rise and fall of, i, 84.

Roosevelt, Gov., his refusal to
commute the sentence of Mrs.

Place, viii, 615.
Rooster tried at Basle on the

charge of having laid an egg, i,

277 ; iv, 437-
Root & Kerens, x, 426.

Roscoe, Mary, her falsehood about
the death of Paine, v, 467 ; see
MARY HINSDALE.

Roscoe on Criminal Evidence, x,

49. 369-
Ross, Alexander, arrested by
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Continental Committee of Safe

ty, ix, 30.

Rousseau, quoted by Dr. Field,

regarding Christ, vi, 134.

Routt, Hon. J L., x, 355 ;
Dor-

sey's letter to, 355.

Rowan, Curraa's defense of, viii,

541-

Royalty, its attitude toward Jabor,
ix, 85.

Rubens, Peter Paul, iii, 15.

Rudimentary muscles, i, 393.

Rugg, H. Hodson, his announce
ment ofthe conversion of Inger-
soll, xi, 391-392.

Rum, free, Bisliop Doane's advo
cacy of, viii, 500." Rum, Romanism, and rebell

ion," a mistake, viii, 222.

Russell Case, the, argument be
fore the vice-chancellor in, x,

589-602 ; ante-nuptial waiving
of dower by women, 589 591 ;

a
case from Illinois, 591, 592 ;

at

what age men and women cease
to love, 592 ;

Russell's bargain
with Mrs. Russell, 593 ;

ante

nuptial contract and parole
agreement, 594; definition of
"liberal provision," 596-597 ;

the woman not bound by a con
tract made in ignorance of the

facts, 598 ; contract destroyed
by deception, 601.

Russell, John, x, 589.
Russell on Crimes, cited, x, 92.

Russia, how accounted for if God
is good ? ii, 36.3 ;

an excuse for

nihilism, iv, 229 ; as a Christian

country, v, 323, 324.

Ruth, book of, authorship un
known, iii, 457 ;

her style of

courtship ;
in some respects a

touching story, 476.

Ryder, Rev. Dr., catechized vii,

120.

CABBATH, the, destroyed by
^ the theory that the days men
tioned in Genesis weie vast

"periods," ii. 103 ;
insane super

stition about
;
born of hatred of

human joy, 103 ; God's com
mand disregarded by Christians
and the day changed, 106; bor
rowed from the Babylonians, iv,

197 ;
no mention ol in Joshua,

Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, Job,
Psalms, Esther, Solomon's Song
or Ecclesiastes, 197 ;

its sole
foundation in scripture, vii, 52.

Sabbath, interview on, sacredness

of, viii, 446-450 ; museums, art

galleries and libraries should be

open on, 447,448; rights of la

boring man on, 448 ; hypocrites
ofJudea great sticklers' for, 448 ;

working women and, 449.

superstition of the Jews, of
the early Christians, of the
Catholic church, in Scotland, of
the Puritans and Pilgrims, val

uable lessons on by Germany ;

gates of the Centennial closed

by ; in relation to opening the
World's Fair ; punishment for

disregarding, xii, 369 375.
Sabbaths that are immoral, vi, 172;

see SUNDAY.
Sabbats, or orgies of demons and

sorcerers, iv, 356.

Sacrament, the, declared by Par
liament to be the real body
and blood ofJesus Christ, i, 216.

"Sacred Books," chapter on, iii,

329-333 ;
of pagans, ii, ix.

Sacred literature, ii, 469.
Sacredness of the Sabbath, inter

view on, viii, 446-450.

Sahara, negroes made possible by
in Africa, xii, 31.

Saint John, undoubtedly insane,

vi, 394-
St. Louis Globe - Democrat, in

terviews in, viii, 521-525, 552-555.

Republic, interview in, viii,

583-584.
Saint, the French, decapitated,
who carried his head under his

arm, viii, 507.

Saints, perseverance of, i, 242 ;

decayed, communication with

heaven through, 492 ;
dead ones
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as physicians, iii, 184; useless-
ness of. iv, 164 ; those who
came out of their graves at the

crucifixion, 256 ; life poisoned
with piety by, xii, 330-332.

Salem, Mass., witchcraft punished
in, i, 280,

Salisbury, Marquis, sympathy of
with the South, iii, 144.

Salt, overturning regarded as un
lucky, iv. 298.

Salvation Army, the, viii, 256.
Salvation by faith, unknown to

Matthew, Mark and Luke, i,

441 ; chapter on plan of, vii, 96.
Samaritan Bible on the sojourn of

the Israelites in Egypt, ii, 185.
Samaritan roll, iv, 198.

Samaritan, the Good, a heathen,
vii, 338 -

Samson, the blind, of some im
prisoned force, ii, 422 ; iii, 332.

Samson, a sun-god changed to a
Hebrew giant, iii, 475 ; explana
tion of his fox story, v, 390.

Samson, ,
in Munn trial, x, 27.

Samuel, books of not profitable

reading, iii, 476 ;
not written by

S., 457-

Sanatis, St. Michael de, belief that

he cured cancer, iii, 354,

Sanders, Senator, x, 535, note.

Sanderson, J. L., x, 58, 59, 71, 82,

83, 113-
Sandwich Island chief, how he
reduced the number of his wives
to one, vi, 449.

Sandwich Islands, should be an

nexed, viii, 531.
San Francisco, address delivered

in, vii, 5-107.

Evening Post, interview in,

viii, 204-206.
San Franciscan, interview in,

viii, 206-216.

Santiago, victory at, xii, 185 ;

President McKinley's thanks

for, iv, 324 ; xii, 287.
Santo Domingo, on the annexa

tion of, i, 391, 392.

Sapphira and Ananias, vi, 169 ;

288, 289.

Saracens, colleges and observa
tories established by, iv, 186.

Satan, lecture on, iv, 353-414 ; the

Jewish, 356 ; see DEVIL.
Saturday, work of creation on, ii,

87-91.
Saul and woman of Endor,vii, 62;

viii, 156.

Saunders, Senator, cited, x, 130,
509-

Savage, Rev. Minot J., xii, 182,
note.

Savages, their familiarity with the
supernatural, ii, 482.

Scalchi, voice of, xii, 356.

Scavenger's daughter, the, i, 336.
Schley, Rear Admiral Winfield

Scott. Lotos Club dinner to, xii,

181-187
' 280.

Schlichter, ,
in Munn trial, x,

24, 25. 27.
Schoolhouse larger than the

church, xii, 345.
Schools, free, ii, 26-30 ;

for the
diffusion of useless knowledge,
346 ; should be godless, 477 ;

before Christ, v, 171 ; untouched
by superstition, ix, 154 ; amount
per capita spent by European
nations and the United States,
516; their defects, xi, 471 ; see
OUR SCHOOLS.

Schreiner, Olive, author of "An
African Farm," xi, 413.

Schultz, Jackson S., ix, 324.
Science, took a handful of sand,

i, 163 ;
behind the bars, 330 ; not

denominational, ii, 27, 28, hand
of passed above and beneath
the earth, 352 ; modesty of, 482;
of the Bible, v, 254-263 ; and re

ligion, no harmony between,
viii, 261

;
as a "

poor relation
"

of religion, xii, 19; holding the
scales, 357.

and sentiment
; goes hand in

hand with imagination ; artistic

and ethical development ; de
stroys superstition, not true re

ligion ; education preferable to

legislation ; our obligation to
our children, xi, 517-519.
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Scientific Cong' ess opened with

prayef x. i, 19.

Sconce, , x, 540.

Scotch, the, ruled by the clergy,

iii, 84 ;
their interest in sermons,

85 ; probably redeemed from
divine dyspepsia by intoxicants,
86.

Scotch divine, dictum regarding
toleration ; Scotch kirk, the, i,

148.

Scotland, spread of Calvinism to,

i, 228.

Scott, Dr. Thomas, conditions
under which he wrote, i, 184 ;

on choosing a helpmeet for

Adam, ii, 115 ;
on the gathering

of the animals in Noah's ark,

156 ;
on Phaeton and Joshua,

iv, 24 ;
on the ark, v, 32.

Scott, Sir Walter, cited by J. T.

Coleridge, vi, 410.

Scriptures, reading of forbidden
in England, i, 309 ;

as a stand
ard forjudging conduct, ii, 377 ;

penalty for reading in the moth
er tongue, iv, 428.

Seabury, S., his trip to England in

quest of apostolic succession, i,

499-
Seal fisheries, vii, 434.
Sears, George, x, 405.

Seasons, the, myths of, ii, 439.
Seaver, Horace, xii, 241 ;

tribute

to, xii, 459-466.
Sebastian, St., belief that he cured

poisonous bites, iii, 354.

Secession, Democratic party and,
ix, too, et seq.

Second birth, doctrine of, ii, 372 ;

see REGENERATION.
Secular government first founded

by the fathers of the American
republic, ix, 74.

Secularism, interview on, viii, 390-
399 ;

the religion of humanity ;

what it embraces and what it

advocates ;
a protest against

ecclesiastical tyranny, believes
in building a home here

; means
food and fireside ; the right to

express your thought; its ad

vice to every human being ;
a

religion without mysteries, mir
acles, or persecutions, xi, 405-
406.

Secularist, the, his reasons for
his creed, viii, 393, 394.

Secular Union, speeches at con
ventions of, iv, 211

; xii, 239-244 ;

see also LIBERAL LEAGUE.
Seidl, Anton, viii, 529 ; an in

terpreter of Wagner, 578 ; Lotos
Club dinner in honor of, xii

171 ; 487-488.
Seidl-Stanton banquet, speech at,

xii, 127.

Seip, ,
letter to on the relig

ion of Abraham Lincoln, xii,

247.
'Self-Contradictions ofthe Bible,"
cited, y, 246.

Self-denial, idiocy of, iv, 213;
necessary to being consistently
vicious, xii, 48.

Selfishness will become charita

ble, xii, 355.
Seminaries, theological, their diffi

culty in getting students, viii,

214.
Senate and President, interview

on, viii, 263-266.
Seneca, quotation from, ii, 302 ;

on suicide, vii, 379.
Sentiment, science and, xi, 517-

5i9-

Septuagmt. the, on the sojourn of
the Israelites in Egypt, ii, 184 ;

how made, iv, 197 ;
its destruc

tion, 198.

Sepulchre of Christ, the attempt to
rescue from the "

Infidel," i, 79.
Sergius III, Pope, his criminal

life with Theodora, vi, 365 ; said
to be the father of Pope John
XI, 366.

erpent, the, Dr. Adam Clarke on,
ii, 128-129 ; Dr. Henry on, 131 ;

believed by Dr. Clarke to be
the seducer of Eve and the
father of Cain, iv, 24 ; whence
his language ? 363.

Servant, biblical definition of, vii,

47-
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Servetus, Michael, persecuted by
Calvin, i, 225.

Service pension movement, viii,

Set, the Egyptian devil, iv, 355.
Seward, W. H., the value of his

opinion, v, 19.

Sewing woman, the, poem about,
iv, 228.

Sexton, Col. Jas. A., xii, 165, note.

Seymour, Horatio, viii, 27 ; ix, 51 ;

his letter to a Democratic meet
ing, 144 ; despised the word
"
nation," 376.

Shakespeare, William, he has a
different story for every reader,
ii, 282.

, lecture on, iii, 1-73 ; not of

supernatural origin, 4 ; nothing
in his birth or education to ac
count for what he did, 5 ; his

father, 6
;
his mother, 7 ;

of no
particular importance in his day,
8

; what we know about him, 9 ;

his epitaph, 10 ; quoted in
"
Eng

land's Parnassus," ii; alluded to
in a play, 12

; mentioned in

books and poems, 12
;
none of

his contemporaries named in

his plays, 13, 16
; great events

of the age in which he lived, 13,

15 ; supposed allusion to Queen
Elizabeth, 14 ; not acquainted
with the nobility, 14 ; sound,
healthy and true to himself

; not
educated at Oxford, 18; put
his scenery in his lines

;
the plot

immaterial, 19 ; belonged to all

lands, 20 ; experienced all emo
tions ; an intellectual spend
thrift, 21 ; other dramatists of
his time, 31 ; made use of the
work of others, 35, 36 ; the most
original of poets ; poetic extrav

agance, 38 ; pathos that is al

most grotesque, 40 ; an innova
tor and iconoclast, 41 ; viola
tions of the classic model, 42,

43 ; created characters, not

types, 44, 45 ; his characters did
not necessarily express his indi

vidual views, 49 ; the most im-

personal of writers, 50 ;
his

women, 51, 52 ;
his lovable

clowns, 52, 53 ;
his men, 54 ;

delineations of love, 55 ;
the

greatest of philosophers, 56-

59 ;
in the realm of compari

son, 60-61
; definitions, 62, 63 ;

his humor, 64 ; pathos, 65-67 ;

not a lawyer, doctor, or botan

ist, 68, 69 ;
a man of imagina

tion, 69-73.

Shakespeare, his works compared
with the Bible, iv, 40 ; viii, 297,

311 ; opinions attributed to by
Archdeacon Farrar, yi, 490 ; a
Frenchman's translation of, viii,

241.

,
first introduction to, xii, 172.
and Bacon, interview on,

v
, 453 456.

Shakespeare, John, father of Will

iam, iii, 6.

Shakespeare, Mary Arden, mother
of William, iii, 7.

Shaw, ,
in Star Route trial, x,

67.

Shaw, Chief Justice, his decision
in the Kneeland case, xi, 108.

Shawmux, case of U. S. vs., xi, 30.
Shaw's Garden, St. Louis, viii,

583-
Sheba, Queen of, her visit to Sol

omon, iii, 477.

Shed, Commonwealth agt., x, 51.

Shepard, Col. E. F., his stage
horses, viii, 587.

Shelley, P. B., in hell, ii, 416 ; his

"Queen Mab" and "Skylark,"
iv, 39

' cited by Dr. Field, vi,

125 ; comment by Ingersoll, 151 ;

as a poet, viii, 609 ; a poetic
characterization of, xii, 354.

Sheol or Hell, interview on, viii,

237-240.
Sherman, John, viii, 26 ;

his book,
interview on, 552-555 ;

his chan
ces for nomination for the pres
idency, 553 ; ix, 551.

Sherman, Gen., his family's Ca
tholicism, viii, 196 ;

his march
through the heart of the Con
federacy, rx, 415; fit to stand
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by Caesar, 529 ;
in Star Route

trial, x, 65, 130 ; xii, 95, note ;

109, note.

Shimei, David's dying instruc

tions to Solomon concerning,
iii, 477.

Shoemaker, the industrious, ix,

268.

Shoes of the Israelites perpetu
ally renewed, ii, 223, 224.

Shortall, John G., his bill for the
establishment of the whipping
post, viii, 615.

Should the Chinese be Excluded ?

xi. 357-365 ; trampling on the

rights of inferiors ; rise of the
Irish and Germans to power,
357-358 ;

the Burlingame treaty ;

character of Chinese laborers,

359-360 ; their enemies in the
Pacific Slates, 360 ; violation of

treaties; the Geary law, 361-
362 ; the Chinese hated for their

virtues, 363 ;
more piety than

principle among the people's
representatives, 364 ; shall we
go back to barbarism ? 365.

Should Infidels send their Chil
dren to Sunday School ? teach

ings oforthdox Sunday schools;
the ferocious God of the Bible

;

miracles ; a Christian in Con
stantinople would not send his

child to a mosque ; advice to
all Agnostics ; strangle the ser

pent of superstition, xi, 531-534.
Siberia, and the Siberia of God,

vi, 181.

Siddons, Mrs., viii, 298.

Sidney, Sir Philip, iii, 12.

Siegfried, funeral march for, xii,

129.

Signs to follow them that believe,
f, 478.

Sigsbee, Capt. Chas. D., xii, 181,
note.

Sihon, fate of, v, 230.

Silence, eternal, i, 524.

Silver, its demonetization con
demned, i, 426 ; why we ought
to be in favor of

;
declaration

of the Republican party, ix, 488 ;

wages in silver countries, 542,

543 ; demonetized in 1853, 551 ;

its demonetization not responsi
ble for hardships, 548 ; should
be worth as much as a gold dol

lar, 363.

Simpson, Bishop, xii, 250.

Sin, against the Holy Ghost, i,

500 ;
its advent into the world,

ii, 367 ;
the unpardonable, vi,

178.

Sinai, thunders of hushed, i, 83 ;

desert of, ii, 210
; Mount, com

mandments delivered to Moses
on, 233 ; advertisements on, ix,

275-
Sinaitic Codex, vi, 82.

Sirven family, case of, iii, 220.

Sisera and Jael, horrible story of,

iii, 475-

Siva, the destroyer, i, 82.

Sixteen to one, ix, 549.
Sixth Symphony, characterized,

ii, 435-

Skepticism, does the church suffer
from? vii, 169.

Skulls, development of, i, 342.

"Skylark," the. by Shelley, with
"The Daisy," by Burns, ii,47i.

Slater, Senator, x, 130, 508, 515.

Slaughter-House Cases, the, xi,

ii, 17.
Slave in power the worst of ty

rants, ii, 274.

Slavery.divine directions concern
ing, i, 18 ;

its abolition in Eng
land and America, 352 ;

"in

spired," chapter on, ii, 245 252 ;

enslaves the master, vii, 13 ;

taught in the Bible, lecture on,
vii, 41 ; discussed in an ad
dress to colored people, ix, 5-

17 ; a divine institution, 6
;

planted in the United States, 8
;

trade abolished in England, 9 ;

47 ; 82 ; leagued with the church,
82, 84.

Slave traffic, the, iv, 462, 468 ;
in

ternational movement to abol

ish, ix, 448 ; abolished in Eng
land, xii, 139; see SLAVERY.

Sleep, necessity for, i, 416, 417 ;
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eternal, 523 ; when the longing
for dreamless comes, xii, 329.

Sleeping beauty, the, ii, 439.

Slicer, Rev. Thos. R., xii, 182,
note ; 187.

Smith and the atheistic bug, i, 197.

Smith, if God forgives me it does
not pay him, i, 520.

Smith, Adam, iii, 85 ;
on the

last illness of Hume, 371 ;

his interview with Hume, 372-

373 ;
his ideas on protection and

free trade, xii, 14-15.

Smith, Goldwin, viii, 318.

Smith, Joseph, his inspiration can
not be proved by the heroism
of any Mormon, iii, 335 ; the es

tablishment of his religion, vi,

85 ; alleged to have found cer
tain gold plates, 348 ; vii, 542.

Smith, Prof., his mouth closed by
the man of straw, iv, 407.

Smith, W. V., x, 557.

Snake, the, Dr. Adam Clarke on,
ii, 128-129 ;

Dr. Henry on, 131.

Sneering at religion next to sneer

ing at morality, vi, 174.
Social equality, xi, 46-47.

Socialism, interview on, viii, 276-
278 ; one of the worst forms of
human slavery, xi, 196.

Society and criminals, interview

on, viii, 369-383.
Socrates at heaven's gate, i, 236 ;

his precept concerning revenge,
ii, 322 ;

his wondrous words,
iv, 45 ;

his words to his judges,
ix, 568.

Sodom and Gomorrah, destruc
tion of, xii, 303.

Soldier, the unknown, ix, 88, 89 ;

cheers for the living, tears for

the dead, 170.

Solemnity, iii, 168
; vi, 263; con

dition precedent to belief, vii,

493-

Solitary confinement, via, 378.
Solid South and Resumption, the,

interview on, viii, 11-13.

Solomon, not the author of the
Proverbs or Song ; Song of the
best book in the Old Testament,

iii, 458 ;
David's dying instruc

tions to, 477 ;
a poem without

Jehovah, 481 ; temple of, iv, 246;

deprivations of, 451 ;
reasons

for believing that he had few
wives, v, 70 ; his song, 196 ;

his dictum regarding the pun
ishment of children, vi, 511 ;

his approval of the rod, 511 ;
his

crimes accounted for by a San
Francisco clergyman, vii, 27.

Some Interrogation points (on
capital and labor), xi, 181-199 ;

a new party and its purpose,
181 ; the classes that exist in

every country, 182 ; effect of
education on the common peo
ple, 183 ; wants increased by
intelligence, 184 ; the dream of

1776 ; the monopolist and the

competitor, 186 ; the war be
tween the Gould and Mackay
cables, 187; competition between
monopolies, 188 ; all advance
in legislation made by repealing
laws, 189 ; wages and values not
to be fixed by law, 190 ; men
and machines, 192, 194 ; the spe
cific of the capitalist : economy,
193 ;

the poor man and woman
devoured by their fellow-men,
195 ; Socialism one of the worst
possible forms of slavery, 196 ;

liberty not to be exchanged for

comfort, 197 ; will the workers
always give their earnings for
the useless ? 198 ; priests, suc
cessful frauds, and robed im
postors, 199.

Some Live Topics, interview on
in New York Truth Seeker, viii,

248-263.
Some Mistakes of Moses, lecture

on, ii, 13 ; 270 ; Preface, v-x; the

Pentateuch, v ; grossly and glar
ingly incorrect reports oflectures
answered by the clergy, vi; cal

umny the pulpit's last resort, vii;
the danger of too great praise of
the Bible, viii; the pagan sacred
books read with proht and de

light ; the charm of myth and
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fable; their birth, ix; personifi-
tion ofthe seasons, ix-x ; Chris
tians not asked to forgive, but
to act so that we will not have to

forgive them ; the founding of a

religion, 15 ; freedom desired
for the orthodox clergy, 16

;

every minister an attorney, 17 ;

bounden duty of ministers, 19 ;

the minister factory at Andover,
20

; these men should be al

lowed to grow, 22
; orthodox

ministers add nothing to the
sum of knowledge, 23 ; freedom
necessary to clerical honesty,
24 ; the supply of ministers
answers to the demand, 25.
Free schools, ii, 26

}
Cornell an

exception, 26 ; religion has noth

ing to do with facts, 27 ; the
sciences not sectarian, 28 ; sci

entific "sutlers," 29.
The politicians ;

candidates forced
to make pretence of piety, ii, 31 ;

government should be purely
secular, 32; the government
threatened by partnership of
Bible and sword, 33.
Man and woman ; other titles

should be forgotten, ii, 35 ; de
pendence of opinions on sur

roundings, 35-37 ; the saying
that the religion of father or
mother is good enough ; China
petrified by worship of ances
tors, 38 ; the ancestor argument
of no purpose except to enslave

mankind, 39 ; a Bible of the
Middle Ages and the awe it in

spired, 44 ; The Pentateuch and
Moses, 46-47 ; a misconception
of the cause of phenomena the
foundation of all religions, 48 ;

biblical account of creation sub
stantially that taught by the

priests of Egypt, 50-51.

Monday, ii, 56 ; the story told by
Moses found also upon the rec
ords of Babylon, 58 ; miracle

necessary to make a lie fit the
facts, 59 ; the creation of light,
61.

Tuesday, construction of the

firmament, ii, 63 ; notions about
the firmament as the abode of
the deity, 64 ;

the tower of Ba
bel; Enoch and Elijah, 65.

Wednesday, gathering the waters
into seas, ii, 67 ; vegetation pro
duced without the aid of the

sun, 68
; organic history of the

earth according to science, 69 ;

nature's balance, 69-70.

Thursday, a sun and moon pro
vided, ii, 72 ; probaWe ignorance
of Moses about the size and
distances of the heavenly bod
ies, 72-74, 81-82

; Joshua's ma
nipulation of the sun and moon,
74 ; Rev. Henry Morey's expla
nation of the phenomenon as

optical, 75-76; when Moses is

supposed to have lived, 77 ;

Chinese record of an eclipse 2449
years before Christ, 77-78 ;

the

going back of the sun on the dial

of Ahaz, 79 ;
Buffon compelled

to renounce "
errors," 80

;
"he

made the stars also," 81.

Friday, air and water population
created, ii, 84 ; more probable
that God created the world than
that he is the author of the

Bible, 85.

Saturday, land population creat

ed, ii, 87 ; let us make man, 92 ;

the god of Moses anthropomor
phic, 92, 93 ;

Pantheism the
result of regarding the deity as

a spirit, 94 ;
how was man made?

95 ; the moner, 96 ;
how was Eve

created from a rib ? 97 ; difficulty
of believing that all human
variations have occurred and all

improvements been made since
the flood, 98, 99 ; testimony of

Egyptian records regarding the

negro, 99 ;
statue of King

Cephren, 99.

Sunday, sanctification of, ii, 101 ;

the claim that the "days" of
creation were immensely long
periods of time, 102 ; effect of
that theory on the sacredness of
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the Sabbath, 103 ; insane super-
stition about the "sacred Sab-
bath," 103, 104; Sabbath born
of asceticism, 104 ;

sabbatic
fanaticism of the Jews, 105, 106;

change of the day by Christians,
1 06.

The necessity for a good mem
ory, ii, 108

;
two accounts of the

creation in
'

Genesis, 108-112;
beasts paraded before Adam to
be named, 113 ;

no helpmeet
found for the man, 1 14 ;

Drs.
Clarke and Henry on the review
of the animals, 114-115; the
creator hesitating between a
blonde and a brunette, 116

;
be

lief in the rib story rewarded
with a harp, 117-120.
The Garden of Eden and its

four rivers, ii, 121, 122; the tree
of knowledge, 125.
The fall, 128-137 ;

commentators
on the identity of the serpent,

128-134 ; versatility of the crea
tor shown in the manufacture of
coats of skins, 136.

Dampness, the deluge, ii, 138-168;
Drs. Clarke, Scott and Henry on
the taking of the animals into

the ark, 155 160
; Babylonian

story of a flood, 165 ; Egyptian
and Indian accounts, 166, 167.
Bacchus and Babel, Noah's Vine
yard, ii, 169 ;

the events and per
sons of nis period, 169-170;
mystery regarding the identity
of language of Adam and Eve
and the serpent, 170-171 ; Babel
and the confusion of tongues,
I73-I75.

Faith in filth, indecency of the

inspired word, ii, 176-180.
The Hebrews, ii, 181-189 ; other
civilizations at the time they
appeared in Canaan, 181

; prom
ises to Abraham, 182

; Abra
ham's barbarous sacrifice of

animals, 182
; Isaac, Jacob and

Joseph, 183 ; going into Egypt,
183-185 ; statement of Josephus
as to the length of the sojourn

ing, 184 ; authority of the
Vatican Septuagint, Alexandri
an version and Samaritan Bible,

185, 186
; marvelous multiplica

tion of the seventy souls, 185,

187 ;
Moses in the bulrushes,

his discovery, marriage and
meeting with God, 188.

The plagues, ii, 190-209 ; Moses
and Aaron interview Pharaoh,
190 ; Moses rebukes the Lord,
and receives further instruc

tions, 191-192 ; miracle competi
tion with the priests of Egypt,
192-193 ; the rivers of Egypt
turned into blood, 195 ; the

plague of frogs, flies, and griev
ous disease of cattle, 196-199 ;

boils, blains, hail, locusts and
thick darkness, 200-203 ; smiting
of the first-born of Egypt, 205 ;

the flight out of Egypt, 210-240.
The flight ;

the problem of feed

ing three million people, ii, 211 ;

passage of the Red sea and
drowning ofthe hosts of Phara
oh, 212, 213; area and popula
tion of the promised land, 213,

214; in the wilderness, 214;
manna, 214, 215; murmuring
punished with serpents, 217 ; the
shower of quails, and comments
of the Rev. Dr. Cruden, 218, 219;
Canaanites expelled by hornets;
letters of marque and reprisal,

219, 220
; instructions to kill the

Canaanites slowly lest the wild
beasts increase upon the chosen
people, 220

;
a biblical comment

ator on hornets, 221-222 ; belief
of Christians in the mythologies
of Greece and Rome, 222

;
dura

bility of the clothing of the

Jewish people, 223 ;
an inspired

recipe for ointment and hair oil,

225 ; rules for the consecration
of priests, 226

; traditions of the

Jews and how corrupted, 228-

229 ; anachronisms, 229 ;
mar

velous capacity of priests for

pigeons, 230 ; uncleanness of

motherhood, 230 ; the water of
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jealousy, 231 ;
the ten command

ments, 232, 234; the golden calf,

232-233 ; Egyptian code of laws
older than those of Moses, 234 ;

source of laws, 235 ;
medical

ideas of Jehovah, 236 ; suffering
of the Jews from the broken

promises of God and the tyranny
of his priests, 237, 238.

Confess and avoid, ii. 240 ;
the

Bible compared with Shakes

peare, 243 ; inspired slavery,

245-249.

Inspired marriage, n, 250-252 ;
in

spired war, 253-255.

Inspired religious liberty, 256-
261.

Conclusion, 262-270.
Some Reasons Why, lecture on, ii,

273-334; Christian nations the
most warlike ; inventors of the
most destructive weapons of

war, 273 ; no respect for the

rights of barbarians
; arrogance

of theological certainty, 274; the
one prophecy of Christ that has
been fulfilled. 275.
Duties to God

;
we cannot assist

the infinite, ii, 276-277.

Inspiration, ii, 278-286; the man to

whom the seashore suggested
only clams ; what another might
say, 279 280

;
Horace Greeley

and the big trees, 280 ; the pas
senger who liked rolling land,
281 ;

the German who thought
of a clean table cloth when he
saw the snow, 281, 282

;
Shakes

peare has a different story for

each reader, 282 ; the super
natural constructed from the

natural, 283; the Bible a differ

ent book to every one who
reads it ; inspiration in the man
as well as in the book, 284 ;

that

of the Bible depends upon the

inspiration of him who reads,

285.
God's experiment with the Jews,
ii, 287-290 ; Egypt and India
overlooked by Jehovah, 287-288;
much time spent with Moses

discussing unimportant matters,
288

; priests of one religion not
astonished by the miracles of
another

; self-possession of the
liar, 289.

Civilized countries, 291-295; only
a few human beings and some
citizens of Delaware now agree
with Jehovah regarding slavery,
intolerance and crime, 291 ; a
time when slavery was ri^ht,

292 ; the devil now as good as

Jehovah was formerly, 293; a
passage that might have been
written by the evil one, 294.A comparison of books, ii, 296-
35 ; gems ofJehovah compared
with pagan paste, 296 ; if the
words of the Bible are not in

spired, what part of it is? 297 ;

did God adapt his revelation to
the prejudices of man ? 299 ;

words of Epictetus and Cicero
contrasted with those ofJehovah,
300 ; precepts of Zenp, Seneca
and the uninspired Hindoo set

against biblical curses and com
mands, 301-303 ; the God who
said,

" Put every man his sword
by his side," etc., less magnani
mous than Antoninus, Marcus
Aurelius or the author of the

Avesta, 304-305 ; the doctrine
of one God, also of the Trinity,
taught long before Moses was
born, 306 ; monogamy inculca
ted by the Egyptians ; monothe
ism of the Persians and Hindoos,
307 ; women in ancient Rome,
308 ;

if Jehovah had dwelt as
man upon the earth, 309.
The New Testament, ii, 310-320;
the doctrine of eternal pain
brought to light, 310; inspired
witnesses should agree,3ii ; why
were four gospels necessary ?

explanation of Irenseus, accord

ing to Dr. Davjdson, 312 ;
de

pendence of Christianity on the

atonement, 312-313 ; the Mosaic
dispensation, 313-315 ; forgive
ness cannot take the place of
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reparation, 315 ;
the suffering

of innocence as atonement for

the guilty, 316 ; the act ofJudas
a necessity; suppose that Christ
had been rescued, 317-318; sal

vation by belief, 318-319 ; the

hypocrisy of the church, 320.
Christ's mission, ii, 321-326 ;

what
did he reveal? anticipated by
Buddha, Laotsze, Zoroaster, the

Hindoos, Egyptians, Greeks
and Romans, Socrates, Cicero,
Chrishna, and the Sufi, 321-322 ;

parable of the Sufi at heaven's

gate, 323 324 ; St. Paul's instruc

tions regarding wives contrasted
with those of Epictetus and other

heathen, 324-325 ; "the quality
of mercy is not strained," 326.
Eternal pain, ii. 327-329 ; an illus

tration, 327 ; Captain Krueger's
sacrifice, 328 329 ; God, through
the crucifixion, became the vic
tim of his own injustice, 330-331 ;

miracles necessary only to sub
stantiate what never happened,
332; "nothing can add to the

misery of a nation whose king
is Jehovah," 334.

Song of Solomon, a poem without

Jehovah, iii, 481.

Soul, the, an architect, xii, 356.
South, the, without free speech,

free thought, or great achieve

ment, ix. 354 ; violation of rev
enue laws in, 362 ; not to blame
for slavery, 505.

South American republics, trade
of lost, xi, 364.

South and West, interview on,
viii, 450.

South Carolina, two governors,
ix, 254.

Sowers, Dr., x, 512, 531."
Sowing and Reaping," a sermon
by Mr. Moody ; Moody's belief

accounted for
; a dishonest and

corrupting doctrine ; a want of

philosophy and sense
; have

souls in heaven no regrets ? Mr.

Moody should read some use
ful books, xi, 523-527.

Space, whence the conception of,

vii, 500.

Spain, clung to the church and
lost its possessions, iv, 328-330 ;

as a Christian country, v, 325;
its use of the sword of the

church, yi, 357-358 ;
its govern

ment, vii, 139; its orthodoxy
555 ; a cruel master, viii, 591 ,

should be driven from the West
ern world ; result of war with
the United States, 592.

and the Spaniard, xii, 267-
270; S. S. Prentice on, 268.

Spalding, Bishop, a reply to, xi,

137-140 ; see REPLY TO BISHOP
SPALDING.

Spaniard, the, who had no ene
mies to forgive, ii, 379.

Special Providence, belief in in

consistent with personal effort,

i, 64 ; egotism of the doctrine,
anecdote, ii, 355 ; v, 343-349-

Speech at Indianapolis, ix, 21-52 ;

the right to suspend the writ
of habeas corpus, 23 ;

the Con
tinental Committee of Safety,
25 ; suspension of free speech,
28 ; interference with elections,

31 ; protection of the currency,
33 ; interference with religion,

34 ; free press suspended, 37 ;

confiscation, 38 ; allowing ne
groes to fight in the Continental

army, 40 ; the first martyr to
American liberty, 41 ; Jackson's
address to the Men of Color,
45; tribute to Grant, 51.

Spencer, Herbert, viii, 612 ;
his

method and influence, xii. 10-11.

Spenser, Edmund, iii, 12.

Spheres, music of believed in by
astronomers, i, 303.

Sphericity of the earth discovered,
, 352.

Spinoza, Benedict, in hell, ii,

415; chapter on, iii, 378-380:
compared with Newton, viii,

90.

Spink, Fred W., xii, 165, note.

Spirit, how far believed in, vii,
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15 17 ; messages unimportant,

yiii, 511.

Spirit materializations cunning
frauds, iv, 347.

Spirit return, viii, 512 ; phenom
ena, 521,

Spiritualism, interviews on, viii,

243 ; s" ; 521-525; 557-563-

Spiritualists, vii, 147.

Spirituality, xi, 231-232 ;
a much

abused word
; the early Chris

tians too spiritual to be civilized;
Calvin and Knox ; Paine, Vol
taire and Humboldt not spiritu
al

; Darwin also lacking ; what
it is to be really spiritual ; no
connection with superstition,

481-485-

"Spiritual people," ii. 432.

Spofford, Ainsworth R., on inter

est, i, 429.

Sports, brutal, xii, 121.

Spottiswoode, , cited, vi, 491.

Spurgeon, Rev., how he would
spend his time in heaven, v,

358.

Stage and Pulpit, interview on,
viii. 296-306 ; 307-317.

Stage, the. its place among the

arts, viii, 525, 526 ; xii, 96 ;

great mission of the, 193 ; 201-

204 ;
children of the, 201-204;

see ACTORS, DRAMA, STAGE,
THEATRE.

Stage coach, the, its disappear
ance, ii, 345.

Standard (Anaconda), quotation
from, x, 535.

Starkie on Evidence, cited, x,

47, 91, 230.
Star Route and Politics, interview

on, viii, 120 127.

Star Route cases, shamelessly
conducted by the government,
viii, 166 ; counsel fee in never

paid, 219, note ; the verdict and
the man who criticised it, 539.

Star Route trial, first, closing ad
dress to the jury in, x, 39-141 ;

this country not distinguished
for corruption, 41-42 ;

Mr. Mer-
rick's tribute to corruption in

the case of the French Republic,
42 ; perpetuity of the American
Republic not dependent on this

verdict, 43 ; duty of juries, 43-
44 ; duty of the lawyer, 44-45 ;

the indictment, 45 ; case of the
State against Noble, involving
certain logs, 46-47; the state

against Clark, New Hampshire,
on altering a mortgage, 47-48 ;

Clark vs. Commonwealth, 48 ;

Dorsett's case, 49 ; decision on
decoy letter, 49 ; State vs. Lang-
ley, State against Copp, Rex
against Whelpley, 50 ; Inter

ruptions by the Court, 50, 67, 74,

76, 90, 95, 96, 1 09, 118, 119, 121,

122, 130; United States against
Denee, Commonwealth against
Shed, 51 ; route, 34149. 5^52 ;

misdescriptions, 52; route 38135,
53, 112 ; Agate route, 54 ; route

41119, 55, 113; charge of ex
pediting, 55; route 44155, 56-
58; route 38145, 58-59; 102, 113;
route 46132, 60-61

; route 46247,
61-62

; route 38134, 62 63; route

38140. 63-64, 114; routes 38113
and 38152, 65-66 ; 105, 1 14; route

38015, 66; route 35051, 6768;
route 40104, 68 69 ; route 44160;
69-70; route 48150, 70; route

40113, 71 72, 114; route 44140,
72-73 ; the Court on the policy
of the Post-Office Department,
74 ; recapitulation of overt acts,

75 ; the Court on payments as
overt acts, 76; the route from
Kearney to Kent, 77 ; the route
from Toquerville to Adairville,
78 ; route 44140, from Eugene
City to Bridge Creek, 78; route

44155, from The Dalles to Baker
City, 79 ;

route 46132. from Jul
ian to Colton. 80 ; route 44160,
from Canyon City to Camp Mc-
Dermitt, 80 ; route 46247, Red
ding to Alturas, 81

;
route 35051,

Bismarck to Miles City ; Pueblo
to Greenhorn. Pueblo to Rosita,
Trinidad to Madison, 81 ; route

38150, Saguache to Lake City,
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82 ; route 35105, from Vermil-
lion to Sioux Falls, 83 ; 38145,
Ojo Caliente to Parrott City ;

38156, Silverton to Parrott City,

84 ; 113, 114 ;
from Mineral Park

to Pioche, Wilcox to Clifton,
Rawlins to White River, 85 ;

false dates, 87 ; the scheme of
the indictment,88-9o; the scheme
must be proved as charged, 91 ;

case of Rex vs. Pollman and
others, 92-95 ; legal evidence

against Stephen W. and John
W. Dorsey examined, 96 etseq.;

prejudice, 97 ; the jury and the
< law, 98; the "conspiracy" charg

ed, 99 ; alleged false affidavits,
101

; John W. Dorsey's two affi

davits, 1 02 ; Stephen W. Dor
sey, 107 ;

the corpus delicti, 120-

121
; concert or concurrence of

action not conspiracy, 121-123 ;

every fact fits every other fact,

a lie will fit nothing but another

lie, 124 ; testimony of Walsh re

Brady, 124-126 ; the charge of

extravagance, 128-129; the bless

ing of a substantially free mail,

131 ; hypothesis of guilt and
character of evidence, 132 ; sus

picion an intellectual dye, 133 ;

effect of suspicion in the case of
the insane, 133-134 ; an effort

to terrorize the jury, 135-137 ;

supremacy of the jury, 138 ; Mr.
Merrick's language criticised,

139 ;
the wife by her husband's

side, 140.
Star Route trial, second, opening
address in, x, 145 ; jury the bul
wark of civil liberty, 145 ;

sus

picion not evidence, 146 ; brief

statement of the case, 147 ; John
M. Peck, 150, 151 ; John W.
Dorsey, 151-152 ; Stephen W.
Dorsey, 152 ; John R. Miner,
152-153 ',

Mr. Boone, 154^55 ',

the charges against Stephen W.
Dorsey, 156; the Clendenning
bonds, 156 159 ; Miner's, Peck's
and Dorsey's bids, 160, 164, 165;

why they bid on cheap routes,

1 66 ; number of routes upon
which there are indictments, 168;
the arrangement between Ste

phen W. Dorsey and John R.

Miner, 169 ;
the appearance of

Mr. Vaile in the contracts, 170;
his subcontracts, 172 ; partner
ship formed between Miner,
Vaile, Peck and Dorsey, 174 ;

the routes divided, 175 ; how
the division was made, 176, 177 ;

Senator Dorsey's course after

getting the routes, 179 ; his

routes turned over to James
W. Bosler, 180 ; the profits of
the business, 181

;
the petitions

for more mails, 181-184 ; pro
ductive and unproductive post-
offices, 186 ; the men who add
to the wealth of the world, 187 ;

where the idea of the produc
tiveness of post-offices was
hatched, 188 ;

what letters cost

recipients in 1843 ; the overland

mail, 190 ;
loss in distributing

the mail in the District of Co
lumbia and other territories, 192;
the post-office the only evidence
of national beneficence, 193 ;

profit and loss of mail carrying,
194 ;

orders antedated, and why,
195 ; routes increased or expe
dited, 197 ;

additional bonds for
additional trips, 199 ; increased

pay for increased trips, 200
; the

charge that pay was received
when the mail was not carried,
201 ; fining on shares, 202

; sub
contracts for less than the orig
inal contract, 202 ; pay on dis
continued routes, 203 ; alleged
false affidavits, 204-208 ; review

ing the ground, 208-215.
Star Route Trial, second, closing

address in, x, 219 ; scheme of
the indictment, 219, 220 ; story
of the case, 220-224; what con
stitutes fraudulent bidding, 220

;

how a conspiracy must be prov
ed. 224-225 ; the hypothesis of

guilt, 225 ; what constitutes
evidence ; conversation unsatis-
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factory evidence, 226 ; fallibility
of memory, 227 ; proposition to

produce Mr. Dorsey's books,
228,229; failure of the German-
American Savings bank, 229 ;

interruption of the Court to say
that primary evidence, having
been once refused, cannot after
wards be produced to contra
dict secondary evidence, 231,

234 ; other interruptions by the

Court, 267, 369, 370, 397, 416,
466, 495, 496, 497, 500, 501, 502,

5 J 3. 514 5 the notice to produce
checks. 232 ; presumption aris

ing from refusal to produce a
certain paper, 234 ; a defendant

may not be presumed into the

penitentiary ; a decision by
Justice Field, 235 ;

the right of

petition, 236 ; was there a con
spiracy ? 237 ; Mr. Ker's import
ant admission, 244 ;

the Chico
letter, 244, 351-355, 453 ; fraud

charged in the filing of subcon
tracts, 246,247; Dorsey's alleged
use of official stationery, 248 ;

Dorsey's benevolence, 250 ; a
case of disinterested benevo
lence in Illinois, 256 ;

the evi
dence of Moore reviewed, 256,
268

;
Mr. Ker's defective mem

ory, 261
; the informer system,

265 ; testimony of Rerdell re

viewed, 268-371 ; contradicted

byTorrey, 281
; contradicted by

Chase Andrews, 283 ; book
keeping, 298 ; Rerdell's letter to

Dorsey, 304-306; the affidavit

of Rerdell and Dorsey, 306-311 ;

the memorandum (31 x), 312-
322; the petitions for faster time,
333-335, 405; uncertainty re

garding handwriting, 338 ; char
acter of Rerdell, 358 -

359 ; a

government should be incapable
of deceit, 362 ;

Rerdell's with
drawal of the plea of not guilty,

362, 363 ; his arrangement with
the prosecution, 365-367 ;

im
munity of informers, 368 ;

their

evidence must be accepted or

rejected as a whole, 370 ; nail

ing down the lid of Rerdell's

coffin. 371 ; answering points
made by Mr. Ker for the gov
ernment, 372-396, 458 ; the Clen-

denning bonds, 372 ;
mistake by

Messrs. Ker and Merrick and
the Court, 374 ;

letter of Rerdell
to the Sixth Auditor, 381-383;
letter of H. M. Vaile to Hon. J.

McGrew, 383-384 ; proportion
between routes, 386, 387 ;

letter

ofJohn R. Miner to John Carey,
391 ; letter of Miner, Peck & Co.
to Frank A. Tuttle, 394 ; answer
ing points made by Mr. Bliss,

396-423 ; the number of men
and horses necessary and the
number used on mail routes,

396-398 ;
Mr. Brady not bound

by the affidavit, 399 ;
Mr. Bliss

caught in an error. 402, 403 ;
Mr.

Grimes of Kearney, 414, 415 ;

evidence regarding the payment
of money by Dorsey to Brady,
417-420 ; the testimony of wit
ness A. E. Boone reviewed,
423-455 J secrecy of contractors

regarding their bids construed
as conspiracy, 425, 426; amounts
left blank, 427-429 ;

subcontracts
with provision for increase and
expedition, 430-434; Boone's

partnership agreement with

Dorsey, 436 ; Boone's assign
ment of routes to Miner, 437 ;

explanation of bids in different

names, 438 ;
bids not made with

the knowledge but with the

expectation that the service
would be increased, 438 ;

omis
sion of instructions from pro
posals, 450 ; no evidence of
verbal agreement to conspire,
455 ; accusation that Senator
Mitchell was the paid agent of
the defendants, 456, 457 ; the
kind of a verdict we want, 458 ;

counsel for defence accused by
Mr. Bliss of sneering at every
thing that people hold sacred ;

reply, 459, 460 ;
what is a con-
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spiracy ? 460 ; acts charged in

the indictment, 462 ; failure to
state the facts, and the reasons
therefor, 463 ; the evidence
against the theory of a conspir
acy, 468 ; John W. Dorsey's in
terest in the alleged conspiracy,
470 - 488 ; Senator Dorsey as
chairman ot the Post-Office

Committee, 477, 478 ; the two
affidavits in evidence, 478-479 ;

480, 481 ; inquiry of General
Miles, 482 484 ; why the defend
ants' books and papers were not

produced, 494-499; James W.
Hosier's testimony read, 500 ;

the Court shown to be mistaken
with regard to a previous decis
ion that primary evidence, once
withheld, cannot be introduced
to contradict secondary evi

dence, 496. 497, 501, 502; there
is no logic in abuse, as attorneys
should remember, 504 ; Mr.
Bliss on the untrustworthiness
of defendants, 505 ; the charges
against John W. Miner, 506-509;
testimony of A. W. Moore re

viewed, 509-510; blindness of
S. VV. Dorsey ; his acquittal
predicted, 512; his letter in the
New York Herald, 513; were
all of the petitioners, including
army, state, and federal officers,

conspirators? 515, 516; the de
fendants in this case, 517-519 ;

what we have proved, 520-526 ;

what is left for the jury to say,
528 -

529 ; the verdict wanted,
529 ; remarks by Messrs. Hen-
kle and Davidge of counsel for
the defence, 529-531 ; quotation
from Washington correspond
ence of the New York Sun, 531,
532, note.

Stars, chapter on, creation of, ii,

81-83; represented by Egyptians
in positions they occupied 3800
B. C., iv, 242.

State rights, ix, 196, 252.

sovereignty, ix, 331, 377.
Statistics, a blow to the church,

ii, 354 ; destructive of the idea
of special providence, 355.

Steak, how to cook, i, 432.
Steel, reduction of price under

protection, ix. 475.
Steel rails, labor entering into

their production, ix, 385.

Steele, Col., x, 289, 293.
Steele, Mrs., x, 293.

Stephen IV, Pope, the eyes of
Constantine put out and the

tongue of Theodorus amputated
by, vi, 364.

Stephen V, Pope, driven from
Rome, vi, 365.

Stephen VII, Pope, his trial of
the corpse ofFormosus, vi, 365 ;

strangled, 365.

Stephens, Alexander H., Lincoln's
comment on, iii, 157.

Stevens, H. S., x, 381.
Stevens of Arizona, cited, x, 130.

Stewart, Senator, voted for law
of 1873, ix. 552.

Stimulant, used by all but barbar
ous men, viii, 405, 406.

Stingy man, the, i, 366, 367.
Stock, watering of, its meaning,

vii, 43i-

Stpeffler, his belief in astrology,
iv, 440 ; fright caused by his

predictions, 441.

Stokes, Sir Gabriel, cited, vi, 491.
Storm and tempest of thought, i,

22.

Story, Justice, cited, x, 49 ;
on the

powers of Congress, xi, 36-37."
Story of an African Farm," see
CRITICISM of, etc., xi, 409.

Stowell, Lord, cited, x, 120.

Strauss, Nathan, his attempt to
feed the poor, viii, 582,

Straw, man of, iv, 406, et seq.
Street, ,

in Star Route trial,

x, 380.
Strike not a remedy, iv, 228 ; near

ly all strikes illegal, viii, 530.

Strobach, contested election case
of vs. Herbert, xi, 577.

Strong, Justice, ix, 232 ; on the
extent of U. S. government, xi,
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Stupidity, human, vii, 350.

Subcontracts, legitimacy of, x,
1 202, 203.

Subsidies, not always corrupt, vii,

429.
Substitutes for churches, vii, 189.

Succession, apostolic, i, 499.

Suffrage Address (Washington,
D. C.), ix, 305-319.

Sufi, prayer of, i, 245, 246; para
ble of the, ii, 323.

Sugar, bonded, decision of Su
preme Court on, x, 163.

Suicide a Sin, interview in the
New York Journal, vii, 411-413.

, interview in the New York
Herald, vii, 414-418.

,
is it a sin ? vii, 375-423 ; see

Is SUICIDE A SIN ?

, when justifiable ; effect of

IngersolPs articles in promot
ing, viii, 582.

Suicide of Judge Normile, vii,

359-371 ; the Western Watch
man on the death ofJudge Nor
mile and Henry D'Arcy, 359 ;

the defection of St. Peter, 360 ;

Eagans
compared with Catho-

cs, 362 ; a man's acquaintance
with his own mind, 365 ;

a wife
murderer's regret at the wom
an's unprepared state, 367 ;

Luther's distich, 368.

Sumner, Charles, an abolitionist,

ix, 12.

Sumter's Gun, xi ; what were
thereby blown into rags and
ravelings ; the birth of a new
epoch announced; Lincoln made
the most commanding figure of
the century ; story of its echoes,
487-488.

Sun, the, creation of, ii, 72.

Sunday at the Pole, ii, 386.
the first sabbath, ii, 101

; not
a geological period, 102.

duck shooting, its conse

quences, anecdote, v, 140.

laws, viii, 253-255 ; Ingersoll's

hope to live until they are all

repealed, 534.

newspapers, viii, 496.

Sunday a day of pleasure, inter

view on, viii. 533-535 ; two bib
lical reasons for keeping, 533.

Sunday laws and drink, xii, 326.

Sunday school, object of, i, 186
;

should Infidels send their chil

dren to? xi, 53!-534-
Sunderland, Rev. Dr., on the

assassination of Garfield, v, 22
;

on the religious belief of Lin
coln, xii, 249.

Sun-dogs inteipreted by the cler

gy, iv, 299.

Sun-gods, ii, 444, et seq.; wherein
they resembled Christ, 446 ;

chief deities of ancient religions,
iv, 47.

Sun-worship, probably the first

religion, ii, 444 ; penalty for, vii,

88.

Superstition, lecture on, iv, 295-
345 ; superstition defined, 295 ;

the dropped cloth signifying
company ; the moon over the
left shoulder, 296 ; the girl who
counts the leaves of a flower ;

the seeds in the apple ; lucky
and unlucky signs, numbers,
days, and jewels ; the Friday
and the thirteen superstitions,
297 ; overturning the salt

; the

cross-eyed person and the the
atre ; the opal, 298 ; eclipses,
northern lights, sun-dogs, earth

quakes and cyclones, 299 ; heal

ing virtues of fragments of
saints and martyrs and pieces
of the true cross, 300-302.
Belief in the devil and in witch

craft, 303-304 ; what is a miracle ?

305 306 ; good spirits, or angels;
307 ; God and the devil, 308 ;

prayers to God and the saints,

309 ; what the man of sense
knows about the foregoing
superstitions, 310-312 ; the suc
cess of the devil in Eden funda
mental to Christianity, 313.

Angels, iv, 315 - 316 ; god and
devil both inferences, 319 ; we
watch the ebb and flow of life

and death, 321 ; God insulted in
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the Lord's prayer, 323 ;
our

president's thanks for the victo

ry at Santiago, but not for the

yellow fever, 324.
Harm done by superstition, iv,

3 25-33 > Italy after two thous
and years as the residence of the

agent of God, 328; Spain loses
her colonies, but keeps her
creed, 328-330; Portugal and
Austria dying of superstition ;

Germany traveling toward the
same night, 330.

Inspired books, iv, 331-335 ;
our

i God sculptured by savages ;

outgrowing Jehovah, 336 ; the
Bible and the literahsts, 337-338;
centuries of darkness, 339 ; only
one invention during the dark
ages, 340 ; the dawn of inven
tion and discovery, 341 ;

the

superstitions may be facts, but
we have no evidence, 344-346 ;

what we know and believe, 346-
349 ; Mahatmas, materializa

tions, Christian Science, etc.,

cunning frauds, 347 ; reply to

New York clergy on, vii, 549-
572.

Superstition's lap, old age in, vi,

77-

Superstitions of public men, a
toast, xii, 87.

Supreme Court, its decisions

against mob violence, ix, 572.

Surplus revenue, how it should be
applied, viii, 171.

Surrey, Earl of, iii, 12.

Surroundings, influence of, xii, 27.

Suspicion, not evidence, x, 97,

133, M6 -

Sutlers, scientific, who harmonize
Genesis and geology, ii, 29.

Sutton, ,
arrested for giving

his opinion about the Revolu
tionary war, ix, 33.

Swaim court martial case, atheist

witness excluded in, viii, 227.

Swayne, Justice, ix, 233.

Swearing in company, viii, 36.

Swearing and Affirming, interview

on, viii, 197-198.

Swedenborg, Emanuel, his insani

ties, xii, 7-9.
Swift, Jonathan, Dean, character

ized, iii, 198.

Swine, devils sent into, iv, 371,
377-

Swing, Rev. David, cited, ii, 122
;

pitched from the pulpit by the
man of straw, iv, 407 ;

his idea
of the Bible, vii, 120

; reply to,

viii, 34, 35; interview 011,551-
552.

Sword, Christ came to bring, iii,

505-
Sword of victory from scabbard
of despair, xii, 357.

"TABER, Henry M., preface to
* his

" Faith or Fact,
"

xii, 69-
77-

Tacitus, a poor witness, viii, 194.
Tait, Lawson, on vivisection, viii,

572.

Talbot, , x, 561." Tale ofTwo Cities," the great
est novel, viii, 499, 516, 609.

Talmage, Rev. T. DeW., six in

terviews on, v, 1-359 1 on tne
foot ofJesus, vii, 327 ; the clown
of the horrible, viii, 82

; see
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

Talmagian Catechism, the, v, 363-
445 ; creation of man and the

world, 363; telescopic "good-
whiles," 364; light before the

sun, 365 ; what the woman was
made of, 366 ;

the four rivers
and the serpent, 367 ; death and
evil caused by partaking of the
forbidden fruit, 368 ; why our
first parents were not warned,
370 ; man expelled from the

garden to prevent him from liv

ing forever, 371 ; the flaming
sword disposed of, 372 ; the

flood, 373-374 ;
the tower and

the confusion of tongues, 375-
376 ; destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah

; brimstone
; Lot's

wife, 377 - 378 ; Abram, 378 ;

Jehovah's people slaves in
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Egypt. 379 ; cruelty to animals,

380; Pharaoh's magicians, 381 ;

God's unaccountable treatment
of the Israelites, 382-383 ; aston

ishing skepticism of the Jews,
384-385 ; Jenah a type of Christ;
the part of the whale he inhab

ited, 386-389; suspicious circum
stances connected with the

disappearance of Elijah, 387-388;
Samson and the source of his

strength, 388-389 ; explanation
by biblical students of the fox

story and of the feeding of

Elijah by ravens, 390 ; remark
able incredulity ofthe Egyptians,
391 ; the unconvinced Canaan-
ites, 392 ; why they were
destroyed, 394 ; Jehovah's en
deavor to civilize the Jews not

conspicuously successful, 395 ;

a possible explanation, 396 ;

Christ's previous knowledge of
the treachery of J[udas, 397 ;

his

betrayal a necessity, 398; Mary's
salvation depended on the cru
cifixion of her son, 399; damna
tion of those who lived too soon
to hear of the scheme of salva

tion, 400; predestination, 401 ;

failure of the evangelists to

mention the ascension of Christ,

404 ; other omissions of the

gospel writers, 405-407 ;
on the

lack of publicity of the resurrec
tion and ascension, 408-409;
purpose of the seeming contra
dictions contained in the Bible,

410; those genealogies of Christ,

41 1
; moral precepts as evidence

of Christ's divinity, 412 ; why
Christ performs no cures at

present, 413 ;
hell is justice and

salvation is charity, 414; those
not convinced of the truth of the
Bible should observe silence,

415-417; some information about

Polycarp, 418 ; apocryphal
books, 419 ; how the true books
were selected by the Catholic

church, which was once infalli

ble but is not so now, 420 ;

nobody will be damned for be
lieving apocryphal books inspir
ed, 421; those who voted against
canonical books probably in

hell, 422 ; an excess of credulity
an error in the direction of sal

vation, 423; all parts of the

inspired books equally true, 426;
the sermon on the mount not
sufficient for salvation, 427 ;

Christ .wrote nothing, 429 ; why
it is said that Jesus increased in

favor with God, 430 ; better to
be fooled in this world than
damned in the next, 431 ;

Eli-

sha; God's kindness to animals;
Daniel in the lion's den ;

Shad-
rach, Meshach and Abednego,
431-432; the conversion of Neb
uchadnezzar, 432 ;

reasons for

believing the Bible to be inspir
ed, 433-434 ; reading the Bible,

435 ; reading the Koran, 436 ;

what God gave us reason for,

437 ;
God a believer in the right

of private judgment in the case
of other books than the Bible,

438-439 ; the best way to answer
Infidels, 439 ; who the Infidels

are, 440 ;
method of answering

scientists, 441 ;
reliance upon

Bible revision, 442 ; dying words
of Infidels and Christians. 443.

Tammany Hall, its relation to the

penitentiary, ix, 152.

Tamzi, the Babylonian Noah, ii,

165.

Tanner, Dr., his overthrow of the

supposition that only the divine
can live forty days without food,
viii, 80.

Tariff Reform and Labor, inter

view on, viii, 324-334.
Tariff, as a "

local issue," ix,392 ;

Democratic party and, ix, 333-
335, 5?8, et seq.

Tasmania, criminals transported
to, ix, 288.

Taxation, church exemption from,
viii, 250.

Taylor, Jeremy, his opinion of

Baptists, i, 512.
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Taylor, J. S., notary public, x,
207, 328, 329, 455.

Taylor, Dr., T. B., answered, vii,

141.

Tea, letter on, xii, 356.
Teachers, pay of should be in

creased, ix, 517.

Telegraph, Catholic, reply to, vii,

451-462 ; see REPLY TO THE
CINCINNATI GAZETTE AND
CATHOLIC TELEGRAPH.

Telepathy, viii, 560.

Telephone, the, iy,
161.

Telescope, invention ofby Lipper-
sheim, iv, 191.

Teller, Henry M., cited, x, 130,
I 3 I -

Temperance, liberty not to be
sacrificed for the sake of, iv,

151; viii, 404, 405 ;
the com

panion of liberty, ix, 486; speech
:n Munn trial, x, 7.

Temple of Jerusalem, gold col

lected for by David, iv, 246 ;
di

mensions of, 247.

Temptation, people should be
strong enough to resist, iv, 151.
God insultingly asked not to
lead us into, iv, 323 ; philosophy
of, viii, 409, 410.

Tendency of Modern Thought,
interview on, viii, 470-481.

Tenement houses, the enemy of

modesty and patriotism, iv, 223.
Tennessee, cabinet officer from,

ix, 257 ;
Professor Winchell dis

charged by University of for

differing with the author of

Genesis, xi, 505 ; vs. Davis,
case of, xi, 19.

Tennyson, Lord Alfred, con
trasted with Burns, iii, 106-111 ;

as a poet, viii, 611.

Terry, Gen., cited, x, 130.

Tertullian, v, 271.
Texas Pacific R. R., benefits to
be derived from, ix, 290-292.

Texas, state of, its vast area, ix,

292.
Thanks to inventors, discoverers,

thinkers, 1,313-314 ; iv, 202-208.

Thanksgiving proclamations, mis

representations of corrected by
a citizen of Iowa, ii, 356 ; Mc-
Kinley's for victory at Santiago,
iv, 324 ; viii, 186

; xii, 287.

Thanksgiving Sermon, iv, 159-208;
early man, his dwelling, food,

weapons, etc., 159 ; murder and
worship of reformers

;
the long

road from savage to scientist,
160

; from primitive to modern
implements, 160 - 161

; whom
should we thank the church ?

162.

What good has the church done ?

iv, 162-177 >
Christ and his apos

tles and the sum of useful knowl
edge, 163 ;

the saints, 164 ; hap
piness denounced by the church,
165 ; persecution and torture

;

development discouraged, 166 :

achievements and failures ol

the clergy, 167-168 ; opposition
to the study of anatomy, the
prevention of disease, and the

lessening ofthe pangs ofmother
hood, 169-170 ; insanity held to
be possession by devils, men
and women punished for witch
craft, 170; personation ofa holy
man by the devil, 171 ; women
made slaves ; girls induced to
renounce the joys of life to be
come brides of Christ, 172 ; the
church the enemy of business,
of insurance, of art and litera

ture, 173-174; the insane treated
as criminals in church asylums,
and pupils taught to hate reason
in Christian schools, 175 ; it has
filled the world with hate and
crime, 177; the infinite Juggler
and his puppets, 180-182

; the
church's God, 183-184 ; why
should we thank nature ? 185.
What the worldly have accom
plished : colleges established
and the sciences taught by the

Saracens, iv, 186-188
;
the foun

dations of modern science laid

by the Moors, 188
; Christian

ignorance in the Middle Ages
regarding the shape of the earth,
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189 ; Magellan, Copernicus, the

martyrdom of Bruno, 190 ;
Hans

Lippersheim ; Galileo forced to

recant; Kepler announces his

Three Laws ; astronomy be
comes a science, and Christian

ity a superstition, 191-192 ; what
have the worldly done? 193 ;

the geologists, Lyell on the time

required for the changes we
know, 193 -

194 ; investigating
religions, 195 ; Christianity sub
stantially like the rest, 196 ;

origin ofthe Old Testament and
its fate, 196, 197 ; theSeptuagint
burned in the Bruchium library,

198 ; fragmentary state of the

Bible, 199; more achievements
of the worldly, 200-202.

Whom shall we thank ? iv, 203 ;

the poets, men of science, in

ventors, physicians, thinkers,
artists, statesmen, etc., 204-208.

Theatre, the cross-eyed person's
influence on the fortunes of, iv,

298 ; regarded as a rival by the

churches, viii, 309 ;
its place

among the arts, 525 ; orthodox

religion the enemy of, xii, 193 ;

see ACTORS, DRAMA, STAGE.
Thackeray, W. M., placed below
Dickens, viii, 499.

"The Christian Religion," vi,

3-117; see BLACK, J. S.

Theodora, the mistress of Pope
Sergius III and Pope John X,
vi, 365, 366 -

Theodorus, Bishop, his tongue
amputated by Stephen IV, vi,

364-
Theodosius, church council called

by, iii, 338.
Themes, the greatest, vm, 549.
Theological Christ, iy, 269.

Theological seminaries; students,
favorite material for, ii, 20

Theology, arrogance of, ii, 483 ;

science of, chapter on, iv, 87 ;

the benefits that would ensue
from taking it from the world,
v, 164.

Theosophists, their theories with

out foundation, viii, 510, 511,

5.37, 593-

Thief, the, upon the cross, his de
nomination unknown, i, 483.

Thinkers, thanks to, i, 313-314.

Thinking for which men and
women have been burned, i,

220-222.

Third term, views on, viii, 24.
Thirteen Club Dinner, response

to toast at on the superstitions
of public men, xii, 87-91.

Thirteen superstition, iv, 297.

Thomas, Gen., ix, 415 ;
the rock

of Chickamauga, 529.
Thomas Paine (article in North
American Review), xi, 321-339 ;

Life by Moncure D. Conway,
322 ; early advocacy of reforms ;

against duelling and cruelty to
animals ; the first to write "The
United States of America, "323 ;

Washington's sentiment against
separation from Great Britain,

323-324 ;
Paine's thoughts in

the Declaration of Independ
ence, 324; author of the first

proclamation of Emancipation
m" America ;

establishment of
a" fund for the relief of the army,
325; his "Farewell Address,"
326 ; the

"
Rights of Man,

"
328;

elected to the French Conven
tion. 329 ; efforts to save the
life ofthe king, 330; his thoughts
on religion ; arrested, 331 ; the

"Age of Reason" and the

weapons it has furnished " ad
vanced theologians," 333 ; neg
lect by Gouverneur Morris and
Washington, 334 ; James Mon
roe's letter to Paine and to the
Committee of General Safety,

335 5 the vaunted religious lib

erty of colonial Maryland, 336 ;

orthodox Christianity at the

beginning of the igth century,
337 ; new definitions of God,
338 ; the funeral of Paine, 338-
339-

Thomas, ,in Star Route trial,

x, 502-503.
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Thomas, Rev., pitched from the
Methodist pulpit by the man of

straw, iv, 407 ; catechized, vii,

112
; reply to, 493-517 ; estimate

of, viii,35; see REPLY TO REV
EREND DKS. THOMAS AND LOR-
IMER.

Thomas, Theodore, made the
American people acquainted
with Wagner's music, viii, 480.

Thompson, Denman, viii, 431.

Thompson, Jacob, ix, 143; con
federate agent in Canada, 143,

144, 145-

Thompson, James, author of the
"
Seasons," iii, 197.

Thor, with iron glove, i, 83.

Thorburn, Grant, his charges
against Paine, v, 471, 474, 477,

478 5 1 7, 5*8 ; exposed by James
Parton, 520-521.

Thought, storm and tempest of,

i, 22.

Thought a form of force, i, 47 ;

distinction between thought and
action, 189 ; mingling of thought
and labor, 348.

Three Philanthropists, xi, 343-353;
Mr. A, the professional philan
thropist, who established a

colony for the enslavement of
the poor who could not take
care of themselves, amassed a

large fortune thereby, built

several churches, and earned
the epitaph,

" He was the Provi
dence of the Poor," 343-347 ;

Mr. B, the manufacturer, who
enriched himself by taking ad

vantage of the necessities of the

poor, paid the lowest rate of

wages, considered himself one
of God's stewards, endowed the
" B Asylum

" and the " B Col

lege," never lost a dollar, and
of whom it was recorded,

" He
Lived for Others ;

" Mr. C, who
divided his profit with the

people who had earned it, es
tablished no public institutions,

suppressed nobody, and those
who had worked for him said,

"He allowed Others to Live
for Themselves," 350-353.

Thuggism, vi, 250.

Thumbscrew, the, how applied, i,

334-333.
Thurman, Allen G-, Cleveland

and, interview on, viii, 334 347.

Thursday, work of creation on, ii,

72 80.

Tiernan vs. Ryker, case of, xi, 20.
"
Tiger," the barque, ii, 328.

Tilden, Samuel J., ix, 114 120 ;
his

approval of Buchanan, 138 ; 142,

151, 153, 183, 209.
Tilden and Hendricks, ix, 184,

J93- !96 -

Time, regarded as a pier on the
shore of eternity, xii, 193.

Titans, Greek, the enemies of the

gods, iv, 355,

Titus, Jerusalem taken by, iv, 197.

Tobacco, fanciful eulogy of, vii,

348, 349 ; tax on, ix, 483, 484.

Toledo, Ingersoll in, viii, 486,
note.

Blade, interview in, viii, 457-
460, 486-487.

Toleration, dictum of Scotch
divine regarding, i, 148.

proclaimed by Julian, iii, 344.

, religious, in Maryland, vii,

34; ix, 70.

.limitations of, vii, 217-260;
see LIMITATIONS OF TOLERA
TION.

,
not liberty, ix, 71.

Tolman, , x, 570.

Tolstoy and literature, interview

on, viii, 513-514.
and "The Kreutzer Sonata,"

xi, 305-318; his belief and phi
losophy, 305-307; his asceticism,

306 ;
his view of human love,

307 - 308 ; purpose of ' ' The
Kreutzer Sonata," 309; pro
found difference between the
love of men and that of women,
310 ; Tolstoy cannot now found
a religion, but may create the

necessity for another asylum,
311; the emotions, 312; the
curious opinion dried apples
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have of fruit upon the tree, 313 ;

impracticability ofselling all and
giving to the poor, 314 ; love
and obedience, 315 ; unhappi-
ness in the marriage relation not
the fault of marriage, 317.

Tomb, windowless, preferred to

collar, i, 188.

Tongues of heretics, why cut out,

i, 214 ; vii, 484.
Tools seized for debt, ix, 522, 523.

Topeka Commonwealth, inter

view in, viii, 216-217.

Tories, compared with Demo
crats, ix, 23.

Toronto Secular Thought, inter

view in, viii, 390-399, 437/441
Torquemada at the day of judg
ment, ii, 483, 484.

Torrence, Rev., his threat to cause

Ingersoll's arrest for lecturing
in Philadelphia, viii, 202.

Torrey, , x, 250, 280, 281, 284,

297,356,357-
, .

Torture, modes of, i, 215 ; Mon
taigne against, 310 ; instruments

of, 334-338 J collar of, 336.
Total depravity, doctrine of, i,

241.
Toussaint L'Ouverture, an oppo
nent of slavery, ix, 10.

Tracts, their worthlessness, ix,

289.

Tragedy, why liked, xii, 97.
Treasure in heaven, readily

swapped for cash down, i, 466.
Tree of knowledge, the, i, 174 ; ii,

123-125.

Trespasses, forgiveness of a con
dition of salvation, i, 462.

Trial, by torture, i, 295.
of the Chicago Anarchists,

interview on, viii, 291-296, 303.
of C. B. Reynolds for Blas

phemy, address to the jury in,

xi, 55-117 ; report of the case
from the New York Times, 55-

56, note
;
the right to express

opinions, 57 ; attempts to rule
the minds of men by force, 58 ;

liberty the greatest good, 59 ;

intellectual Hospitality defined,

60; when the Catholic church
had power, 61

;
advent of the

Protestants, the Puritans, Quak
ers, Unitarians, Universalists,
61-62; what is blasphemy? 63;
why this trial should not have
taken place, 64-65 ; argument
cannot be put in jail, 65 ; the
Constitution of New Jersey, 66-
68

; a higher law than men can
make, 69 ; the blasphemy stat

ute quoted and discussed, 70-77;
is the statute constitutional ? 78;
the harm done by blasphemy
laws, 80

;
the meaning of this

persecution, 81
; religions are

ephemeral, 82; let us judge
each other by our actions, 83 ;

men who have braved public
opinion should be honored, 84 ;

the blasphemy law if enforced
would rob the world of the
results of scientific research, 85;
it declares the great men of to

day to be criminals, 86
;

the
indictment read and commented
upon, 87-98 ; laws that go to

"

sleep, 88, 89 ; obsolete dogmas
the denial of which was once
punished by death, 101 ; blas

phemy characterized, 102
;
on

the argument that blasphemy
endangers the public peace,
104 ; a definition of real blas

phemy, 104-105 ; trials for blas

phemy in England, 106-107 ',
the

case of Abner Kneeland, 108
;

true worship, prayer and relig
ion, 109 ; what is holy and sa

cred, no; what is claimed in

this case, 111-113 ;
for the honor

of the State, 114-115 ; the word
Liberty, 116

; result of the trial,

117 (note).
Tributes : to Prof. Swing, viii,

551 ;
to Geo. Jacob Holyoake,

x 'i 379 ',
to Benj. W. Parker,

385 ; to Ebon C. Ingersoll, 389 ;

to the Rev. Alexander Clark,

395 ;
At a Child's Grave, 399 ,

to John G. Mills, 403 ;
to Elizur

Wright, 409; to Mrs. Ida Whit-
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ing Knowles, 415 ;
to Henry

Ward Beech er, 419; to Roscoe
Conklmg, 427 ; to Richard H.

Whiting, 441 ; to Courtlandt
Palmer, 445; to Mrs. Mary Fiske,
453 ; to Horace Seaver, 459 ; to
Lawrence Barrett, 469 ; to Walt
Whitman, 473; to Philo D.

Beckwith, 481 ;
to Anton Seidl,

487 ; to Dr. Thomas Seton
Robertson, 491 ;

to Thomas
Corwin, 495 ; to Isaac H. Bailey,

499-
Trinity, the, explained, i, 495; be

lieved in by the Egyptians, ii,

306, 448 ; established by church
councils, iii, 338; chapter on,
iv, 264-268 ;

the doctrine of ex
pounded, and the persons de
fined, 266-267.

Trinity church, xii, 260.

Tristan and Isolde, cited, ii,

435-
Troilus and Cressida, lines from,

iv, 219.

Trumbull, Lyman, ix, 194.

Trusts, neither party sincere
in declarations against, viii,

619.
Truth, the, lecture on, iv, 71-111 ;

how truth is to be found, 72-74 ;

every man should be mentally
honest, 74 ;

he should be intel

lectually hospitable, 74 ; cour

age should equal intelligence,

76 ;
truth in favor of free speech,

77 ; why we should pursue
the truth, 78 ; what the church
calls liberty of thought, 80

;
the

freedom ofthe Catholic C hurch,
81 ; is it honest to offer a re

ward for belief? 82 ; a bribe is

not evidence, 83 ; Mr. Greeley
and the cold stove, 86; "the
science of theology," 87-96;
where is the evidence of inspir
ation? 89 ; impossible to estab
lish one miracle except by an

other, 90 ;
the education of the

student of theology, 91-93 ; re

ligious instruction, charity, hos

pitals, 95 ;
what good has the

church accomplished ? 96 ; of
what use are the orthodox min
isters ? 97 ;

what are the ortho
dox clergy doing for the good
of mankind ? 99 ;

let the preach
ers tell the truth about the Bible
and their religion, 102-103; cn^"
dren should be taught to ex
press their doubts, 106-107 ; be
lief in a personal god as foolish

as be'iefin a personal devil, 108;
usefulness the fruit of true re

ligion, 109.
Truth of History (The), xi, 391-

395 ; people who live by lying ;

a case in point ; H. Hodson
Rugg's account of the conver
sion of Ingersoll and 5,000 of
his followers; the "Identity of
Lost Israel with the British

Nation," 391-392; old falsehoods
about Infidels ; the New York
Observer and Thomas Paine

; a
rascally English editor

; the as
sertion that Ingersoll's son
had been converted, 393-394 ;

the fecundity of falsehood,
395-

Truth Seeker, the, New York, in

terview in, viii, 248-263, 296-306 ;

article from the 25th anniversary
number of, xi, 563-576.

Tuesday, work of creation on, ii,

63-

Turner, W. H., x, 83, 88, et

seq.

Turpin of Rheims, his history of

Charlemagne, i, 292.
Tuttle, Frank A., x, 393, 394.
Tuttle. James, on the religious be

lief of Lincoln, xii, 253.

Tycho Brahe, his manner of mak
ing prophecies, i, 303.

Tyler, Rev Dr., vii, 338.

lyng, Rev. Dr., on miracles, viii,

5254-
Typhon, scowl of, i, 82 ; the

Egyptian devil, iv, 355.

Tyranny, justified by the Bible,

chapter on, vii, 81.

Tyrants, the worst of all a slave
in power, ii, 274.
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I TNCIAL manuscripts, i, 454.
*-* Unigenitus bull, iii, 195.
Unitarian church, great respect

for, xii, 148.
Unitarian Club dinner, speech at,

xii, 147-161.
Unitarian-Universalist, the, ii, 373.
United States, dishonest, honest
and cowardly judges who de
cide that it is a Christian nation,

i, 199 ; as a Christian nation, v,

332 ; a singular noun, viii, 566 ;

originally not a nation but a

partnership of States, ix, 506;
wealth of in 1895, 510; vast;

productive capacity, 511-513;
increase of agriculture, 515.

vs. 43 Gallons, case of, xi, 30.

Universities, Republican majority
in, ix, 327 ; conservatism of, xi,

5.05-

University of Kansas, bigotry of,

x 'i 505 of Missouri, bigotry of,

505-

Unknown, the, not known wheth
er it is worthy of worship, xii,

352-
Unknown dead gave glory to ob

scurity, ix, 444.

Unthinkable, the, xii, 348.

Upon that rock I stand, i, 525.

Uzzah, killed for putting forth his

hand, iii, 476.

VACCINATION, Timothy
Dwight's sermon against, i,

289.

Vacuum, expressed in the words
" without body, parts, or pas
sions," ii, 362; "holy time"
comparable to a virtuous, ii,

386.

Vagaries of the clouds, what in

fidels propose to substitute for,

i, 88.

Vagrants, their support by society,

ix, 288
; objects of sympathy,

299.
Vaile, Harvey M., x, 52, et seq.

Valentine, St., belief that he cured

epilepsy, iii, 354.

Vallandigham, Clement L., affair,

iii, 155 ; Democracy, ix, 102.

Vale, Gilbert, his testimony re

garding the death of Thomas
Paine, v, 458, 460, 469.

Valley Forge, American soldiers

at, ix, 80.

Value, measures of, ix, 366 ; not
created by law, 547.

Van Cqtt, Mrs., the revivalist,
interview on viii, 3-4.

Vanderbilt College, Prof. Winchell
discharged by, xi, 505.

Vanderbilts, the amount of land

they could buy, iv, 224.
Van Dyke, Rev. Dr., vii, 172, 173.
Van Norden, Warner, reply to,

vii, 52 1 -53 1
;
see REPLY TO REV.

JOHN HALL AND WARNER VAN
NORDEN.

Vashti, Queen, iii, 479 ;
her de

position, v, 114.

Vatican, the, encouraged the

South, iii, 144 ;
Vatican MS.,

vi, 81.

Vegetarians, antediluvians as

such, ii, 163.

Vegetation, creation of, 67-71.
Venezuelan boundary discussion,

the, viii, 564 ; 584-585.

Vengeance, v, 241.
Venus, dead in stone, i, 83.
Verbal inspiration of the scrip

tures, or none, vi, 9.

Vermin, royal, ix, 85.

Vermont, farmer of for whom
death had no terrors, iv, 13.

Vernon, , juror in the Star
Route trial, x, 531.

Vespasian, Ezra's Bible sent to,

iv, 197.
Veteran soldiers, address to, ix,

157-
Veto power, Cleveland's use of,

viii, 336 ; ix, 394.
Vicarious sacrifice, i, 234.
Vicars of Christ, the, vi, 363-368.
Vice and love, xii, 358.

Victoria, Queen, compared with

George Eliot, v, 72-74.

Victoria, B. C., lecture in, viii,

204.
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Vice-Presidents not likely candi
dates for the presidency, viii,

125.

Vilas, member of Cleveland's cab
inet, viii, 228 ; xii, 81, note.

Viii and Ve, i, 83.
Vindication of Thomas Paine, v,

447-524 ; Ingersoll's letter to

the New York Observer, 447-

491 ; the Observer's denial of

having made the specified char

ges, 451, 453; did he recant ?

455 ; letter of Thomas Nixon
and Daniel Pelton, 456, 457 ;

testimony of witnesses Jarvis,
Haskin, Manley, Woodsworth,
Vale, Graves, Hicks, Hankin-
son, Hogeboom, Hilton, Cheet-
ham, Milledollar, Cunningham,
Hedden, Dean, Carver, 457-

466 ;
his last will and testa

ment, 466 ; infested by fanat

ics, 467 ; Mary Roscoe and
Mary Hinsdale on, 467-470; did
he live and die like a beast?

470 ; witnesses Thorburn, Wick-
ham, Hawley, Ladd, Cheetham,
471-477 ; his personal habits,
witnesses to, 477 ; testimonials
of Washington, Jefferson, Mon
roe, 479-481 ; quotations from

writings of, 482-484 ;
did he die

in destitution and want ? 484 ;

his estate and will, 485-486 ; the
Observer's second attack upon,
492-515; likened to Benedict
Arnold by the Observer, 496 ;

Ingersoll's second letter on, 516-

524-

Violence, not to be resorted to, ix,

301-

Virginia, case of Ex-parte vs., xi,

27 ; constitution of cited, 67.

Virtue, i, 159.

Vishnu, the sombre, 5, 82.

Vision of the future, ix, 453.
Vision of War. ix, 167, 449.
Vivisection, viii, 546 ; interview

on, 569-574 ; Darwin not a vivi-

sectionist, 572 ; the hell of
science ;

brutal curiosity of vivi-

sectors ;
the pretense that they

are working for the good of
man ; have these scientific as
sassins added to useful knowl
edge ? no good to the race to be

accomplished by torture; the

tendency to produce a race of

intelligent wild beasts, xi, 473-
474-

Volcano, Hawaiian, remark of a
visitor about, xii, 186.

Volney, Comte de, on religion,
iv, 41.

Voltaire, his blow at Catholicism,
i, 152 ; on Greek and Roman
mythologies, ii, 222

; in hell,

4i5-

Voltaire, M. de, lecture on, iii,

177 - 248 ; birth and baptismal
name of, 181 ;

his youth, 191 ;

becomes a diplomat, 192 ;
dis

inherited, 193 ; unsuccessful

competition for a prize, 193 ;

exiled to Tulle
;

sent to the

Bastile, 196 ; his visit to Eng
land, 197 ; acquaintances made
there, 197, 198 ; the morn of

manhood, 199 ;
his attack on

the "triumphant beast," 200;
his literary work, 204 ;

his view
of the deity, 209; on recanting,
210

; Goethe's characterization,
211 ; the scheme of nature, 213 ;

a believer in optimism, 214;
convinced by the Lisbon earth

quake, 215; his humanity, 216;
on the Jean Galas case, 218

; the
Sirven family, 220, 221

;
the

Espenasse case, 222
; case of

Chevalier de la Barre, 223 ; an
abolitionist, he sowed the seeds
of liberty in the heart and brain
of Franklin, Jefferson and Paine,
226

; not a saint, but much
better, 227 ; his return to Paris,

229; his death, 231 ; the second
return, 244 ; his ashes placed in
the Pantheon and stolen by
priests, 245 ; chapter on, iii,

358-363 ; on Ezekiel, 482 ; his
labor and achievements, iv, 43 ;

his reply to the assertion of
Puffendorf that slavery is estab-
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lished by contract, 461 ;
his

serene death v, 447, 450 ;

accused of death bed recanta

tion, vii, 18, 21, 23 ; challenge
for proof, 22 ; Mr. Coudert's
observations on, 238 ; descrip
tion of the manner of his death,

329-331 ; compared with Luther,
viii. 87, 88.

Volunteer soldiers of the Union
army, toast to, xii, 81-84.

Vote, the right of women to, ix,

35-
Voting, infamy of illegal, ix, 309.

WAGE, Rev. Dr., principal of

King's College, on Agnos
ticism and Christianity, xi, 263-

272.

Wade, Marshall, viii, 486, note.

Wager of battle, the, viii, 180.

Wages, how they are controlled,

ix, 518 ; increase from 1860 to

1890, 519, 565.

Wagner in hell, n, 416 ; the music

of, xii, 129-131 ;
first heard, 174,

Wainwright, Lieut., xii, 280.

Wainwright, Rufus, x, 328, 329.
Waite's (C. B.) History, quoted,

v, 266, 267.

Waite, Chief Justice, on rights and
immunities, xi, 18 ;

on scope of
U. S. government, 20.

Wakeman, T. B., xii, 215, 225-227,

240.

Wales, Prince of, xii, 109, note.

Walk, Rev. David, answered, vii,

125.

Walker, King vs., x, 96.
Wall or a door, death, ii, 426.
Wall street (New York) speech

(Garfield campaign), ix, 323-

344-
Walsh, , x, 123, 124, 127, 368,

503, 5i9, 520, 527-

War, God's law of, i, 12 ; inspir

ed," ii, 256-261; brought by
Christianity, 380; its horrors,

iv, 126 ; contracts, not all fraud

ulent, vii, 428 ; war and reason,

ix, 259 ; on savage nations by

civilized, 490 ; war Democrats,
why so-called, 349, 388.

Ward, Artemus. his writings read
by Lincoln, iii, 140.

Ward, Mrs. Humphry, author of
'Robert Elsmere," viii, 417;

xi, 413-
Ward, J. D., in Munn trial, x, 27,

28.

Wardrobe of the Israelites, its

failure to wax old, ii, 223.

Washington, George, wished a
church established by law in

Virginia ; prevented by Jeffer
son, iii, 382 ; his neglect of

Paine, 386 ;
letter of to Paine,

v, 479 ; on "Common Sense,"
480 ; compared with Julian by
Chaplain Newman, viii, 86, 87 ;

defeated by Jefferson in an at

tempt to have church and state
united in Virginia, 192 ; ix, 22,

30 ;
his letter to Gov. Cooke,

39 ; against separation from
Great Britain, xi, 323 ;

his advice
as to entangling alliances, xii,

276, 277,

Washington, address at, ix, 305.
Washington Capital, interview in,

Ariii, 107-110 ; quotation from, x,

39, note.
National Republican, inter

view in, viii, 135-137 ;
note from

describing the funeral of Ebon
C. Ingersoll, xii, 389.

Post, interview in, viii, 1-3,

5-10, 42-49, 1 1 1- 1 20.

-Sunday Gazette, interview in,

viii, 100-107.

Waste, necessity of avoiding, iv,

124; of war, 125; of churches,
127 129.

Watchman, Western, reply to, vii,

359-
Water in fever, i, 387.

Watson, Elkana, quoted against
Paine by N. Y. Observer, v,

499-
Watterson, Henry, viii, 340.
Watt, James, cited, iv, 450, 452.
Watts, Charles, estimate of, viii,

262
; xii, 240.
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Wealth, love and worship of, iv,

J 52 .
J 53 ! not a crime, 213 ; often

a gilded hell, 215 ; the result of

industry, ix, 268.

Weaver, John, iii, 12.

Weaver, Gen., voted for by Bryan,
ix, 574.

Webster, Daniel, his respect for

scripture and for the claims of
his creditors, iii, 326 ; eminent
for piety, v, 16

; on the side of
the bloodhounds, viii, 209 ; as
an orator, 541 ; 597 ;

his defense
of the Fugitive Slave law and
attempt to break the will of

Stephen Girard, 597 ; defender
of Fugitive Slave law, ix, 41.

Wednesday, work of creation on,
ii. 67-71.

Weir, Colonel, vm, 491.
Wells, David A., on tariff, ix, 334;

benefits of, 334, 335.
Wells, Rev. Dr., vii, 172; com
ment on, viii, 195.

Wennard, King agt., x, 48.

Wesley, John, a believer in witch

craft, i, 275, 502 ; his view of
God ; belief in devils

; opposed
to the liberty of the colonies

;

on the cause and cure of earth

quakes, 503; quarrel with Whit-
field about predestination, 504 ;

something in a religious way,
but hated a republican govern
ment, iii, 325 ;

his theory of

earthquakes, vi, 279 ; compared
with Paine, viii, 91-93.

West and South, interview on,
viii, 450.

Westcott, Dr., cited, vi, 492.
Western Society of the Army of

the Potomac banquet, speech
at, xii, 165-168.

West Indies, should be annexed,
viii, 531- 538.

Westminster Creed, interview on
revision of, viii, 451.

Whales, creation of, ii, 84.
Wharton's Am. Crim. Law, x, 49." What I believe," ii, 422.
What Infidels have done, what
might have been asked of a

Christian 100 years after Christ ;

hospitals and asylums not all

built for charity ; Girard Col
lege ; Lick Observatory ; Car
negie not an orthodox Chris
tian ; Christian colleges ; give
us time, xi, 491-495.

What is Religion ? lecture on, iv,

479-508 ;
did an infinite God

create the children of men, and
is he the governor of this world ?

480-482 ;
are failures under ob

ligation to their creator? 480;
is God responsible for the ex
istence of tyrants, wars, perse
cutions, diseases, etc.? 481-482 ;

fear builds the altar and offers

the sacrifice, 483 ;
how do we

know that God is good ? 484 :

should the inferior thank God
that they are not superior ? 485.
The power that works for right
eousness ; what is it? 488-489;
natural origin of morals, 490 ;

what has our religion done?
492 ; could Christian men and
nations have been worse had
they adopted some other relig
ion ? 492 493 ;

a Bible presented
to Queen Elizabeth, in the ded
ication of which she was ex
horted to put all papists to the
sword, 494.
How can mankind be reformed
without religion ? 495-496 ; four
corner-stones of the author's

theory; matter and force inde
structible, 497-499 ; the links in
the chain of evolution, 500-501 ;

Reform ; population of the
world by ignorance and vice,

502 503 ; the remedy ; science
must make woman the con
troller of reproduction, 505 ;

religion can never reform man
kind because religion is slavery,
507-

What is the astronomy of the
Bible? vii, 55.

What I want for Christmas, xi,

375-376 ; would have the kings
and emperors resign, the nobil*
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ity drop their titles, the profes
sors agree to teach only what
they know, the politicians chang
ed to statesmen, the editors

print only the truth, 375 ; would
like to see drunkenness and
prohibition abolished, corporal
punishment done away with
and the whole world free, 376.

What must we do to be saved?

Ereface,
i, 441-445 ;

salvation by
lith unknown to Matthew,
Mark and Luke, 441 ; the al

leged interpolation in Mark, 442;
the four gospels the corner
stones of orthodox Christianity;

John alone teaches salvation by
faith, 442 ;

three Christs de
scribed in the gospels, 443 ;

atonement not taught in the

synoptics, 441-444 ; lecture, 447-
525 ; the Nuremberg man, 447 ;

priestly shepherds and their

shorn and shivering flocks, 448;
the crime called blasphemy,
449 ;

the Jewish gentleman and
the piece of ham, 450 ; the right
to think, 451-452 ; nations have
gone back to barbarism in the

proportion that they have clung
to the religion oftheir founders;
Spain, Portugal and Italy, 453 ;

who wrote the New Testament,
and when? 453-454; manu
scripts of gospels and epistles

anonymous, 454 ; Christ wrote

nothing, and why, 455 ; early
end of the world expected, 455,

456 ; respect for the man Christ,

456, 457 ; what we are to be
saved from, 458.
The gospel of Matthew, 460-473 ;

the sermon on the mount, 461 ;

becoming as little children ; John
Calvin and Jonathan Edwards
considered as dimpled darlings
and prattling babes. 464 ; Christ
and the young man who in

quired how he might have eter
nal life, 464-465 ; how to be
perfect, an interpolation, 466 ;

things that Christ never uaid,

467; families deserted as tempt
ations of the devil

; advice of

Augustine to the devotee, 468 ;

philanthropy as a condition of
salvation, 469 ; promises of
heaven according to Matthew,
470-471-
The gospel of Mark, 474-480 ;

substantial agreement with Mat
thew, 475 ;

"
believe or be dam

ned " not a saying of Christ,

475 ; the last conversation of
Christ, according to Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John, 476 477 ;

the signs that follow them that

believe, 478 ;
a frightful decla

ration,
" he that believeth not

shall be damned," and its fear
ful consequences, 479.
The gospel of Luke ; in substan
tial agreement with Matthew
and Mark, 481 ;

how salvation
came to the house of Zaccheus,
482 ; the penitent thief, 483.
The gospel of John, trouble com
mences, 484 ; the re-birth and
the real presence, 484 488 ; the
Golden Rule and the judgment
day ;

will God, who tells me to
love my enemies,

'

damn his ?

489.
The Catholics, 491-497; constant
communication with heaven
through decayed saints, 492 ;

attitude of the church in the
United States ; its teaching
about the superiority of nuns
and celibacy, 492 ; penitentia
ries of God, 493 ; creed of the

church, 493-496; its crimes, 497.
The Episcopalians, 498-501 ;

ac

cepted by Henry VIII contem
poraneously with Annie Boleyn,
498 ; apostolic succession im
ported by Mr. Seabury, 499 ;

some good done by this church,

499-500 ; creed substantially like

the Catholics, with a few addi
tional absurdities, 500 ;

wick
edness dispensed at cost, 500 ;

persecutions, 501.
The Methodists, 502-506; Wesley
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and Whitfield's warning voice,
502 ; Wesley's belief in the

presence of the Almighty and
special miracles, 502, 503 ; he
believed in devils and alleged
that sin caused earthquakes,
503 ; falling out with Whitfield
on the question of predestina
tion, 504 ; Whittier's lines on
Whitfield, who upheld slavery,
504 ; some statistics of Metho
dist conversions, 504-505; Meth
odism in old times, 505 ;

con
version by noise, 506.
The Presbyterians, 507-511 ; the
church founded by a murderer ;

human torture inaugurated by
Calvin in Geneva, and abolish
ed by Voltaire in France

; the
doctrine started by Knox in

Scotland, 507 ; the meeting of
Knox and Calvin, 507-508 ; what
they taught, 508-509 ;

the young
man who thought that God
knew the best place for his

mother, 509, 510 ;
the infernal

festival of the Presbyterian
God, 511.
The Evangelical Alliance, 512-

516; Jeremy Taylor on Baptists ;

John Fox pilloried and whip
ped, 512; creed of the Evangel
ical Alliance, 514 ;

total deprav
ity, 514, 515 ;

eternal punish
ment of the wicked, tidings of

great joy, 515.
What do you propose? 517-525 ;

good fellowship, 517-518; "let
us eat some hay," 518 ; the gos
pel of cheerfulness and good
living, 519 ; forgiveness if I

rob Mr. Smith and God forgives
me, how does that help Smith ?

sinning on credit, 520 ;
the gos

pel of liberty and intelligence,

521 ; of Humanity, 522 ; one
world at a time, 523 ; suppose
after all that death does end
all. 523 ; hearts of dust do not

break, 524 ; upon that rock I

stand, 525.
What would you substitute for the

Bible as a moral guide? char
acter of the Bible ; men and
women not virtuous because of

any book
;
the Commandments

both good and bad ; books that
do not help morality ; Jehovah
not a moral god ;

what is mo
rality? intelligence the only
moral guide, xi. 537-544-

Whelpley, Rex agt., x, 50.
Whewell. cited, vi. 491.
Which Way ? lecture on, iii, 399-
449 ; the natural and the super
natural living for this world
and for the next, 399 ; two ways
of curing disease. 413 ; bones of
St. Anne, 415 ; the fraud con
doned by Archbishop Corrigan
and Cardinal Gibbons, 416 ;

miraculous cures effected by the
bones of a donkey, 417-419 ; two
ways of accounting for sacred
books and religions, 420-424 ;

two theories about morals. 425-
429 ; living for God and living
for man, 440-443 ;

" This was ;

this is
;
this shall be," 446-449.

Whipping, viii, 494.

Whipping-post, objections to, vii,

485 ; viii, 378 ;
the Gerry bill,

586, 615.

Whiskey, fanciful euolgy of, vii,

347 ; tax on ix, 483 ; those who
make it demoralized, x. 7.

White, A. D., remarks by at the
F. B. Carpenter dinner, xii,

135, note.

White, Nettie L., x, 276, 287, 300,

342, 348, 371.
Whiteaker, Congressman, cited,

x, 130, 508.
White slavery, iv, 462 ;

causes of
its abolition, 466.

Whitfield, George, i, 502 ; differ

ence with Wesley about pre
destination; Whittier's lines on,
54-

j
Whiting, Richard H., tribute to,

xii, 441-442.
Whitman, Walt, testimonial to, in

"
Liberty in Literature," iii,

249-304 ; literature of the Amer-
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lean people in the year 1855 ;

"Leaves of Grass," 252 ;
its re

ception, 253 ; hypocrisy adorned
with a blush, 253 ; the religion
of the body, 255 ;

defense of
love, 257 ; books handled by
"the trade," 260 ; protectors of

"young persons," 262; Whit
man a believer in democracy,
264; his declaration of independ
ence, 265 ; his description of the
ideal American citizen, 266

;
his

individuality. 268 ; of humanity,
271; excludes none, 272; his

description of a woman, 273 ; of
a sea fight, 274 ; what is poetry ?

277; his attitude toward relig

ion, 284 ; his philosophy, 287 ;

two poems. "A Word Out of
the Sea," "A Chant for Death,"
292-296 ; the poet of old age,
298; his leave-taking, 301 ; a
natural poet, viii, 499, 611

;

tribute to, xii, 473-477.
Whittier, J. G., his lines on Whit-

field and slavery, i, 504 ; quote'd
by Dr. Field, vi, 196 ;

on pious
slave traders, ix, 7.

Why am I an Agnostic? xi, 237-

259 ;
Part I. Inharmony of na

ture and the lot of man with
the goodness and wisdom of a

supposed deity, 237 ; why a
creator is imagined, 238 ; diffi

culty of the act of creation, 239 ;

belief in supernatural beings,
240 ; belief and worship among
savages, 241 ; questions of origin
and destiny, 242 ; progress im-

gossible
without change of

elief, 242 243 ; circumstances

determining belief, 244 ; how
may the true religion be ascer
tained? 245 ; prosperity of na
tions and virtue of individuals
not dependent on religions or

gods, 246 ; uninspired books
superior, 247 ; Part II. The
Christian religion, 249 ; credu

lity, 250 ; miracles cannot be
established, 251 ; the effect of

testimony, 252 ; miraculous

qualities of all religions, 253 ,

the Theists and the Naturalists,

254 ;
the miracle of inspiration,

255 ; how can the alleged fact

of inspiration be established?

256 ; God's work and man's.
257-258 ; rewards for falsehood
offered by the church, 259.

Why I am an Agnostic, lecture

on, iv, 5-67 ;
the influence of

surroundings and heredity on
religious belief, 5-6 ; names
change, but not opinions ; belief
not subject to will, 6

;
the author

raised among people who knew,
7 ; theological facts of which
they entertained no doubt, 8-10

;

revivals, 10-14; tne sermons
preached, 11 ; the old woman
who quit lying and stealing, in

great measure, 12
; the Vermont

farmer for whom perdition had
no terrors, 13 ; the German's
dog and some of his advantages
over his owner. 13 ; the minis
ters who conducted the revivals,
and their belief, 14-15 ; listening
to a Free Will Baptist on the

parable of Dives and Lazarus,
I 5; I 7 > reading the Bible and
learning about God, 18-19;
words of "eternal love," 20;
the dogma of eternal pain, 21

;

perusing religious books, 24 ;

Adam Clarke, who believed that
Satan was the actual father of
Cain ; Dr. Thomas Scott, Alex
ander Cruden, Calvin's Insti

tutes, Paley's
"
Evidences,"

Edwards on "The Will," Jen-
kyn on " The Atonement," Mil
ton and his celestial militia,

Young's
"
Night Thoughts,"

Pollok's "Course of Time,"
Cowper's poems, the

" Book of

Martyrs," history of the Wal-
denses, of the Reformation of
the Church. "

Pilgrim's Pro
gress," Baxter's "Call," and
Butler's

"
Analogy,

"
24 -

29 ;

studying astronomy, 30-32;
geology, biology, 33, 34 ; the
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Bible given up, 36 ; the poems
of Robert Burns, 37-38 ; Byron,
Shelley, Keats, Shakespeare,
39-40; Gibbon's history, the Age
of Reason, 41-43 ; Voltaire, 43-
44; Zeno, Epicurus, Socrates,
Diogenes, 44-45 ; attention turn
ed to other religions and sacred

books, 46; history of sun-gods
that is the exact history of Jesus
Christ, 47-48 ; symbols, dogmas
and ceremonies received by
Christianity from older relig
ions, 48-49; the writings of
Humboldt, Darwin, Spencer,
Huxley and Haeckel ; matter
and force. 54 55 ;

is there a God
of infinite intelligence, power
and goodness ? 56-59 ; the pano
rama of the ages. 61-63 >

emanci
pated, 65-66; what we can do, 67.

Wickham, Rev. J. D., on Paine,
v, 474, 475, 498-

Wife, the holiest word, x, 140 ;

her right to kill husband's para
mour, xii, 291-297.

Wife-beating, remedy for, vii, 487.
Wilberforce, William, and Clark-

son, cited, iv, 468 ; ix, 9, 10.

Wilcox, Gen., cited, x, 72, 115,

131-

Will, the, can it knowingly change
evidence? vi, 295.

William, Emperor, probably the

only man in Germany who
thinks that God put him on the

throne, iii, 407.
William the Conqueror, ix, 77.

Williams, Roger, declared for

freedom of the soul, vii, 25 ;
in

favor of real religious liberty, ix,

70.

Williamson, R. C., x, 391.
Willis, minister to Honolulu, viii,

537-
Williston, Col., xii, 165, note.
Wilson bill, a bad measure, ix,

561.

Wilson, Gen. J. H., at Chicago
Grant banquet, xii, 81, note.

Wilson, Judge, counsel in the Star
Route trial, x, 288-313, 532.

Wilson, Justice, his definition of
a state, xi, 9.

Wiman, Erastus, xii, 141.

Winchell, Prof., discharged by
University of Tennessee, xi, 505.

Windom, Senator, x, 354.

Wine, good fellowship and socia

bility in, viii, 271,272.

Winter, the mother of Industry, i,

39-
Wise men, the, at the birth of

Christ, their skulls in the keep
ing of the Catholic church, iv,

251.
Witchcraft, i, 273 ; woman tried

before Sir Matthew Hale and
hanged for, 275 ;

woman exe
cuted in New England for, 276 ;

Pope Innocent VIII issues a
bull against, 278 ; iv, 170 ;

433 ; taught in the Bible, vii,

13 ; chapter on, 61.

Witches burned at the stake in

Geneva, i, 278, in Germany,
Switzerland, and England, 279.

Witch spots, i, 275.

Witness, atheist, outlawed by the
Illinois supreme court, i, 202 ;

excluded, viii, 227.
Witnesses in courts, the custom

of swearing them upon the Bi

ble, v, 313-318 ; anecdote of the
armless witness, 315.

Wives, stinginess toward, i, 367 ;

should be able to decide wheth
er they will or will not become
mothers, iv, 505.

Woman, liberty of, i, 357-372 ;
her

"creation," 359; was it a sec
ond thought ? ii 1 20

;
her rights,

i, 364 ; her right to divorce, iv,

141 ;
should be allowed to de

cide whether she will or will

not become a mother, 505 ; her
humiliation by the O. T., Tal-

mage on, v, in ; Bible estimate

of, 112 ; the explanation, 113,

124 ; her present condition,
how attained, 129 ; biblical sta

tus, chapter on, vii, 75 ; her

right to divorce, interview on,
viii, 383

-
390 ;

in politics, in-
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terview on ; her influence good ;

no danger of her becoming too

intellectual, 517 ; evidence that

she is to become the equal
of man, 518; her love, 530"; her

domain, interview on, 549-550 ;

woman poets and novelists, 550;
one who lifts her husband from
the mire performs an act of wor
ship, xi, 109 ; her rights ad
vocated by Paine, xi, 323 ; not
the intellectual inferior of man,
xii, 39 ; priest the parasite of,

41.
Woman suffrage, effect of on wom

en's wages, viii, 424 ; interview

on, 482 ; ix, 306.
Women of the Bible, Talmage's

list of, v, 114.

Yeomen and sectarianism, viii,

488.
Women's clubs, viii, 549.
Wood, Fernando, his letter to a
Democratic meeting, ix, 144.

Wooden God (A), letter to the

Chicago Times on Christian and
Chinese worship, xi, 169-177 ;

report of the Select Committee
on Chinese immigration, 169;
the only true God as contrasted
with Joss, 170; sacrifices to the

"living God," 170-171; the Com
mittee on the "religious system"
of the American Union, 172;
how to prove that Christians

are better than heathens, 173 ;

injustice in the name of God,
174; an honest merchant the
best missionary, 175 ; a few ex
tracts from Confucius, 176; the

report proves that the wise men
of China who predicted that

Christians could not be trusted

were not only philosophers but

prophets, 177.

Woodford, Gen. Stewart L., vii,

217 ; speech of on freedom of

thought, 247-252 ; i-eply to,

256; xii. 8r, note; 182, note.

Woods, Rev., comment on, viii,

195.

Woodsworth, Amasa, a witness

regarding the death of Thomas
Paine, v, 458, 460, 466.

Woolsey, Theodore D., his state
ment that the Protestant reform
ers opened the way for divorces,
vi, 404; on the increase of of
fenses against chastity, 409.

Woodward, , x, 271, 295, 305,
306, 309, 317, 342, 360, 365.

Woolworth, Judge, x, 537.
Worcester vs. the State, case of,

xi, 30.
Word about Education (A), xi,

369-371 ;
what the educated man

knows
; necessity of finding out

the facts of nature ;

" scholars"
not always educated men, 369 ;

from necessaries to luxuries ;

who may be called educated ;

mental misers ; the first duty of
man ; university education not

necessary to usefulness, 370 ; no
advantage in learning useless
facts, 371.

Word painting, interview on, viii,

489.
Words, death of, ii, 345.

Working girls, interview on, viii,

422-429; and Sunday, 449 ; diffi

culties encountered by, xii, 48-
51-

Works, men judged according to,

i, 464.

World, the, as found by science,
i, 112.

,
more probable that God

created it than that he wrote the

Bible, ii, 85; was it created in

six days ? vii, 52.

Worldliness, what it means, and
its beneficence, vii, 174, 175.

Worldly, the, what they have ac

complished, iv, jp3.
World's Fair, Sunday closing of,

viii, 497 ; the good it will do,
xi', 345 347 ; ' ts effect on the hu
man race, 361-^65.

Worm, the pallid, i, 188.

Worship is self-degradation, i, 175.

Wright, ,
in Star Route trial,

x.^So.
Wright, Carroll D., his report to
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Congress on the statistics of

marriage and divorce, vi, 406.

Wright, Elizur, xii, 220, 241 ;
trib

ute to, 409-412.
Wright, H. Sepping, xii, 113, note.

Wright, Judge, his god, xii, 156.

Wright, Merle St. Croix, a reply
to vii, 414.

Wyatt, Sir Thomas, iii, 12.

Wycherly, viii, 310.

Wyckoff, ,
in Star Route trial,

x, 407.

Wylie, Judge, x, 531; see "INTER
RUPTIONS BY THE COURT " un
der STAR ROUTE TRIALS.

YMIR, mighty giant, i, 83.

Young, Brigham, likened to

Moses, iv, 90.

Young, Edward, author of "
Night

Thoughts," a fine old hypocrite,
iii, 197 ; iv, 27 ;

his sermons in

rhyme, xi, 204, 464.

Young, John Russell, his death,
viii, 599.

Young man who was satisfied that
God knew the best place for his

mother, i, 509 ;
advice to, viii,,

549 ; chances of to-day, the
chances a few years ago ; capi
tal now required ; increasing
competition in civilized life ;

independence the first object ;

if he has something to say, there
will be plenty to listen, xi, 509-
5i4-

Youth, fountain of, iii, 433.
Youth and age, xii, 325.

ZACCHEUS,how
salvation came

to his house, i, 482.

Zacharias, his alleged death ;
not

the son of Barachias, iv, 255.

Zechariah, book of, iii, 483 ;
Satan

represented by as standing at

the right hand of Joshua before
the Lord, iv, 366.

Zeno, his dictum regarding slav

ery, ii, 301 ; iv, 44 ; yi,
12.

Zephaniah, book of, iii, 483.

Ziska, his work in Hungary, iv,

458.

Zoroaster, rule of action of, ii, 321.

Zwinglius, labors of, iv, 458.
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